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the spring at JEgina .... 2 undefended: Mardonius oc-

Gcneral adherence of the me- cupics Athens a second time 3

dising Greeks to Mardonius Second migration of the Atlie-

revolt of Potida;a which is nians to Salamis their bitter

besieged in vain hyArtabazus 3 disappointment and anger
Mardonius, after wintering in against Sparta for deserting

Thessaly, resumes operations them ib.

in the spring in Bceotia. He Second offer of Mardonius to

consults the Boeotian oracles ilt. the Athenians again refused

Mardonius aends Alexander of intense resolution which
Macedon to Athena, to offer they display a

the most honourable terms of Remonstrance sent by the Athe-

pcace 4 nians to Sparta ungenerous
Temptations to Athens to ac- slackness of the Spartans . . ib.

cept this offer fear of the Large Spartan force collected

Lacedaemonians that she under Pausauiaa at the Isth-

would accept it LacedMmo- mus 11

man envoys sent to Athens Mardonius, after ravaging At-

to prevent it 5 tiua, retires into Boaoti^ .. i'6.

Kesolute reply of the Atheni- Discouragement in the ar:ny of

ans, and determination to Mardonius generally: Tlier-

carry on the war, in spite of sander of Orchomenus at tho

great present suffering .... 6 banquet: jealousies between

A 2
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and Athenians 25 quiring the surrender of the
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with his cavalry 26 selves up, and are put to

In consequence of the annoy- death 40

ance af the Persian cavalry, Honours and distinctions

Pausanias determines to move among the Greek warriors .. 41

in the night into the Island ib. Reverential tribute of Plataea,

Confusion of the Grecian army as the scene of the victory.
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Dorieus GO his place despot of Gela .. 67
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to by all the members per-

, First attempt of Athens to
petual and peremptory not

, . found a city at Ennea Hodoi
allowing retirement nor eva-

,

r3
011 the Strymon above Eion.

- .' ','.

"'
e\i,

'
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, . ., ... settlers are slam ICG
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PONNESIAN WAR, DOWN TO THE BLOCKADE OF POTIDJEA,, IN THE
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after the Thirty years' truce 263 and all parts of the JEgean 271
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ates of Delos the rest were Amphipolis 275
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spire her allies with the idea coast of Italy 276

of a common interest-never- Conduct of the refmrce inhabit-
theless the allies were ants of the ruined Sybarig_
gainers by the continuance
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of her empire 265 foundation of Thurii: they

Conception of Perikles-Athens, are expe]]edj and Thurii re _

an imperial city, owing pro- constituted H,.

tection to the subject-allies ;

... , , Herodotus and Lysias bothwho on their part, owed obe- J

, ..
'

,._ domiciliated as citizens at
dience and tribute 266

- , . , Thurii. Few Athenian citi-
Large amount of revenue laid

by and accumulated by
z
?
ns Settled tllere as Col '

Athens, during the years pre-
' s '

ceding the Peloponnesian Period from 44r,-431 B.C. Athens

vvar _ 271 a* peace. Her political con-

Pride felt by Athenian citizens dition. Rivalry of Perikles

in the imperial power of their with Thucydides son of Me-

city 272 lesias 16.

Numerous Athenian citizens Points of condition between

planted out as kleruchs by the two parties. 1. Peace
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CONTINUATION OF HISTORICAL GREECE.

CHAPTER XLIL

BATTLES OF PLATJ^A AND MYKALE. FINAL REPULSE
OF THE PERSIANS.

THOUGH the defeat at Salamis deprived the Persians of all

Hope from farther maritime attack of Greece, they still

anticipated success by land from the ensuing
c Tr i mi a r The Per-

campaign ot JVlardonius. iheir fleet, alter sian fleet)

having conveyed the monarch himself with his after re-

accompanying land-force across the Hellespont, Greece/
retired to winter at Kyme and Samos; in the winters at

latter of which places large rewards were an
y
a
m

oi-

bestowed upon Theomestor and Phylakus, two lects in the

Samian captains who had distinguished them- g^os.**
selves in the late engagement. Theomestor
was even nominated despot of Samos under Persian pro-
tection, i Early in the spring they were reassembled to

the number of 41)0 sail, but without the Phoenicians at

the naval station of Samos, intending however only to

maintain a watchful guard over Ionia, and hardly sup-

posing that the Greek fleet would venture to attack

them.'-'

For a long time, the conduct of that fleet was such as

to justify such belief in its enemies. Assembled at ./Egina
iu the spring, to the number of 1 1 (I ships, under the Spartan

1 Hcrodot. viii. S5. * Herodot. viii. 130; Diodor. xi, 27.
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king Leotychides, it advanced as far as Delos, but not

B.C. 479. farther eastward: nor could all the persuasions
The Greek of Chian and other Ionian envoys, despatched
bies iTthT botn to tne Spartan authorities and to the fleet,

spring at and promising to revolt from Persia as soon as
the Grecian fleet should appear, prevail upon

Leotychides to hazard any aggressive enterprise. Ionia
and the eastern waters of the ^Egean had now been
for fifteen years completely under the Persians, and so

little visited by the Greeks, that a voyage thither appeared
especially to the maritime inexperience of a Spartan king,
like going to the Pillars of Herakles: 1 not less venture-

some than the same voyage appeared, fifty-two years after-

wards, to the Lacedaemonian admiral Alkidas, when he
first hazarded his fleet amidst the preserved waters of the

Athenian empire.
Meanwhile the hurried and disastrous retreat of

Xerxes had produced less disaffection among his subjects
and allies than might have been anticipated. Alexander

king of Macedon, the Thessalian Aleuadse, 2 and the Boeo-

tian leaders, still remained in hearty co-operation with

Mardonius: nor were there any, except the Phokians,
whose fidelity to him appeared questionable, among all

the Greeks northwest of the boundaries of Attica and

ilegaris. It was only in the Chalkidic peninsula, that any
actual revolt occurred. Potidsea, situated on the Isthmus
of Pallene, as well as the neighbouring towns in the long

1 Herodot. viii. 131, 132: compare 110 inferences of this kind ought
Thucyd. iii. 29-32. to be founded upon it: it marks
Herodotus says, that the Chian fear of an enemy's country which

onvoys had great difficulty in in- they had not been accustomed to

ducing Leotichides to proceed even visit, and where they could not

as far as Delos TO Y*p -foituTSpio calculate the risk beforehand

rotv CEIVOV ffi
TOIJI "EX),T)ai, OUTS rather than any serious compari-

T<I)v yioptov EOUJi ep-neipotoij OTpa- son between one distance and an-

TiJjc;
TE rA-i-i T.\ZI EGoxse eiM7.r TYJV other. Speaking of our forefathers,

6i Sifiov E-ijTsocTO SocTj xai 'Hpa- such of them as were little used

-/.).-x: oTjjX'X? larjv v.r.i-/zi'i.
to the sea, we might say "A vo-

This last expression of Herodotus yage to Bordeaux or Lisbon seem-

has been erroneously interpreted ed to them as distant as a voyage

by some of the commentators as to the Indies," by which we should

if it were a measure of the geo- merely affirm something as to thei?

graphical ignorance, either of He- state of feeling ,
not as to their

rodotus himself, or of those whom geographical knowledge,
he is describing. In my judgement,

z Herodot. ix. 1, 2, 67; viii, 13fl.
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tongue of Pallene, declared themselves independent: and
the neighbouring town of Olynthus, occupied by General

the semi-Grecian tribe of Bottiseans, was on the adherence

point of following their example. The Persian
iecHsing

general Artabazus, on his return from escorting Greeks to

Xerxes to the Hellespont, undertook the re- **$",
duction of these towns, and succeeded perfectly Potidsea

with Olynthus. He took the town, slew all the ^ieged in

inhabitants, and handed it over to a fresh popu- vain by Ar-

lation, consisting of Chalkidic Greeks under tabazus -

Kritobulus of Torone. It was in this manner that Olyn-
thus, afterwards a city of so much consequence and inter-

est, first became Grecian and Chalkidic. But Artabazus
was not equally successful in the siege of Potidsea, the

defence of which was aided by citizens from the other

towns in Pallene. A plot which he concerted with Timo-

xenus, commander of the Skionsean auxiliaries in the town,
became accidentally disclosed: a considerable body of his

troops perished while attempting to pass at low tide

under the walls of the city, which were built across the

entire breadth of the narrow isthmus joining the Palle-

naian peninsula to the mainland: and after three months
of blockade, he was forced to renounce the enterprise,

withdrawing his troops to rejoin Mardonius in Thessaly.
'

Mardonius, before he put himself in motion for the

spring campaign, thought it advisable to consult .

the Grecian oracles, especially those within the after win-
'

limits of Boeotia and Phokis. He sent a Karian r

^ g
}

n

named Mys, familiar with the Greek as well as resume s
y '

the Karian language, to consult Trophonius at operations

Lebadeia, Amphiaraus and the Ismenian Apollo spring in

at Thebes, Apollo at Mount Ptoon near AkraB- Bceotia.

phise, and Apollo at the Phokian Aboe. This 8ultstbe

step was probably intended as a sort of osten- Bteotiau

tatious respect towards the religious feelings of
c

allies upon whom he was now very much dependent. But
neither the questions put, nor the answers given, were
made public. The only remarkable fact which Herodotus
had heard, was, that the priests of the Ptoian Apollo deli-

vered his answer in Karian, or at least in a language
intelligible to no person present except the Karian Mys
himself.- It appears however that at this period-, when

1 Herodot. viii. 128, 129. Herodot. viii. 134, 135; Pausanias, ix.24,3

B 2
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Mardonius was seeking to strengthen himself by oracles,
and laying his plans for establishing a separate peace and
alliance with Athens against the Peloponnesians, some

persons in his interest circulated predictions, that the day
was approaching when the Persians and the Athenians

jointly would expel the Dorians from Peloponnesus.
1 The

way was thus paved for him to send an envoy to Athens
Alexander king of Macedon; who was instructed

Mardonius , ,, , ,. /v.

sends Alex- to make the most seductive oners to promise
ander of

reparation of all the damage done in Attica,Macedon to 11 ,1 , ,. , p -i i c .1

Athens, to as well as the active future friendship of the
offer the Great King and to hold out to the Athen-
most ho- . -, ,. , ., ,-,

nourabie lans a large acquisition of new territory as the
terms of

price of their consent to form with him an

equal and independent alliance. 2 The Macedonian

prince added warm expressions of his own interest in

the welfare of the Athenians, recommending them as a

sincere friend to embrace propositions so advantageous
as well as so honourable: especially as the Persian

power must in the end prove too much for them, and
Attica lay exposed to Mardonius and his Grecian allies,

without being covered by any common defence as Pelo-

ponnesus was protected by its Isthmus. 3

This offer, despatched in the spring, found the Athen-
ians re-established wholly or partially in their half-ruined

city. A simple tender of mercy and tolerable treatment,
if despatched by. Xerxes from Thermopylae the year be-

1 Herodot. viii. 141. AaxE(m|j.ovtot here "to call to mind the prophe-

a fabricator of prophecies, such asuiio Mr,6u)v TS y.2t 'AQvjvaiiov, -xd

TS ISsuav [i7) ojxoXoYTjJuiai TO> Hspalj Onomakritus, would in all proba-

"AQTjvaioi, &c. bility at once circulate them as

Such oracles must have been old; that is, as forming part of

generated by the hopes of the some old collection like that of

medising party in Greece at this Bakis or Musa;us. And Herodotus

particular moment: there is no doubtless himself believed them to

other point of time to which be old, so that he would naturally

they could be at all adapted give credit to the Lacedaemonians
no other, in which expulsion of for the same knowledge, and sup-
all the Dorians from Peloponnesus, pose them to be alarmed by "call-

by united Persians and Athenians, ing these prophecies to mind."

could be even dreamt of. The 2 Herodot. ix. 7.

Laced remoniaiis are indeed said * Herodot. viii. 142.
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fore, might perhaps have gone far to detach them from
the cause of Hellas: and even at the present moment,
though the pressure of overwhelming terror had disappear-

ed, there were many inducements for them to accede to

the proposition of Mardonius. The alliance of Athens
would ensure to the Persian general unquestionable pre-
dominance in Greece, and to Athens herself protection
from farther ravage as well as the advantage of playing a

winning game : while his force, his position, and his alliances,

even as they then stood, threatened a desolating and doubt-

ful war, of which Attica would bear the chief brunt. More-
over the Athenians were at this time suffering privations
of the severest character; for not only did their ruined
houses and temples require to be restored, but they had
lost the harvest of the past summer together with the

seed of the past autumn. 1 The prudential view of the case

being thus favourable to Mardonius rather than otherwise,
and especially strengthened by the distress which reigned
at Athens, the Lacedaemonians were so much afraid lest

Alexander should carry his point, that they sent Temptation

envoys to dissuade the Athenians from listen- to At 'ien s

ing to him, as wrell as to tender succour during thi*offer

the existing poverty of the city. After having *> ar " f the

heard both parties, the Athenians delivered nians that"

their reply in terms of solemn and dignified reso- slie would

lution, which their descendants delighted in re- Latfedffi

1

-

peating. To Alexander they said; "Cast not in monian

our teeth that the power of the Persian is many gent^to

times greater than ours: we too know that, as Athens to

well as thou: but we nevertheless love freedom prevcn

well enough to resist him in the best manner we can.

Attempt not the vain task of talking us over into alliance

with him. Tell Mardonius that as long as the sun shall

continue in his present path, we will never contract alli-

ance with Xerxes: we will encounter him in our own de-

fence, putting our trust in the aid of those gods and heroes
1 Heroclot. viii. 142. Ihi'syixsvoiort the seed of the preceding autumn:

[AS-JTOI UIAW
a'jMcr/'J'ijj.E'Ja (say the and the advice of Themistokles to

Spartan envoys to the Athenians'), his countrymen v.y.l tic; Gixlr.v -t

/.'A OTI oixo'f 96pT)<jfls y_pivov yjoY]
no).- E/ETUJ (viii. 109) must have heen

).v(. Seeing that this is spoken found impracticable in most cases

hefore the invasion of Mardonius, to carry into effect.

the loss of two crops must include
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to whom he has shown no reverence, and whose houses
and statues he has burnt. Come thou not to us again
with similar propositions, nor persuade us even in the

spirit of good-will, into unholy proceedings: thou art the

guest and friend of Athens, and we would not that thou
shouldst suffer injury at our hands." 1

To the Spartans, the reply of the Athenians was of a

Kesoiute similar decisive tenor; protesting their uncon-

^pl
{ t^

f
querable devotion to the common cause and

the Athe- vt, .. < TT n j n ,

nians, and liberties or Jdellas, and promising that no con-
determi- ceivable temptations, either of money or terri-

carry

D
on tory, should induce them to desert the ties of

the war, brotherhood, common language, and religion.in spite 01 i * -1 j IT
of great So long as a single Athenian survived, no alli-

present suf- ance should ever be made with Xerxes. They
then thanked the Spartans for offering them aid

during the present privations: but while declining such

offers, they reminded them that ilardonius, when apprised
that his propositions were refused, would probably advance

immediately, and they therefore earnestly desired the

presence of a Peloponnesian army in Boeotia to assist in

the defence of Attica. 2 The Spartan envoys, promising
fulfilment of this request,

3 and satisfied to have ascertained

the sentiments of Athens, departed.
Such unshaken fidelity on the part of the Athenians

Selfish in-
^ *ne general cause of Greece, in spite of

difference present suffering combined with seductive offers

bv^arta ^or *^e future, was the just admiration of their

and the descendants and the frequent theme of applause

nesianT'to- by their orators. 4 But among the contemporary
wards Greeks it was hailed only as a relief from
Athens.

danger, and repaid by a selfish and ungenerous
1 Lykurgus the Athenian orator, to be delivered. But here as else-

in alluding to this incident a cen- where, the loose, exaggerating

tury and a half afterwards, repre- style of Plutarch contrasts unfa-

sents the Athenians as having vourably with the simplicity and

been "on the point of stoning directness of Herodotus.

Alexander 71

jjuxpco osiv xa-rJ/.t'jjiv
3 Herodot. ix. 1. auvSEfUvoi 85

(Lykurg. cont. Leokrat. c. 17, p. Tjiiiv -.'n Uif,yr^ ov:i<i>3i3<<3i =5 TTJV

166) one among many specimens BOIIOTITV, &c.

of the .careless manner in which Diodorus gives the account of

these orators deal with past history, this embassy to Athens substan-
1 Herodot. viii. 143, 144; Plu- tially in the same manner, coup-

tarch, Aristeides, c. 10. According ling it however with gome erro-

to Plutarch, it was Aristeides who neous motives (xi. 28).

proposed and prepared the reply * Herodot. ix. 7. E-istiaE/oi ts
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neglect. The same feeling of indifference towards all

Greeks outside of their own isthmus, which had so deeply

endangered the march of affairs before the battle of

Salamis, now manifested itself a second time among the

Spartans and Peloponnesians. The wall across the Isthmus,
which they had been so busy in constructing and on which

they had relied for protection against the land-force of

Xerxes, had been intermitted and left unfinished when he
retired: but it was resumed as soon as the forward march
of lEardonius was anticipated. It was however still un-

finished at the time of the embassy of the Macedonian

prince to Athens, and this incomplete condition of their

special defence was one reason of their alarm lest the

Athenians should accept terms proposed. That danger
being for the time averted, they redoubled their exertions

at the Isthmus, so that the wall was speedily brought into

an adequate state of defence and the battlements along
the summit were in course of being constructed. Thus
safe behind their own bulwark, they thought nothing more
of their promise to join the Athenians in Bceotia and to

assist in defending Attica against Mardonius. Indeed
their king Kleombrotus, who commanded the force at the

Isthmus, was so terrified by an obscuration of the sun at

the moment when he was sacrificing to ascertain the in-

clinations of the gods in reference to the coming war, that

he even thought it necessary to retreat with the main
force to Sparta, where he soon after died. 1 Besides these

two reasons indifference and unfavourable omens which
restrained the Spartans from aiding Attica, there was also

a third: they were engaged in celebrating the festival of

the Hyakinthia, and it was their paramount object (says
the historian)

2 to fulfil "the exigences of the god." As the

on v.sp5aXii)Tpi5v SJTI O(XO).OYESIV
' Herodot. ix. 10.

T( rUpsTj ;ji5XXov fi noXsjAEEtv, &c. 2 Herodot. ix. 7. Ol yap 8?) Aaxs-

Tlie orators arc not always sa- 6otiu.6vioi op~oti^6v TE TOUTOV TOV XP^~
tisfied with giving to Athens the vov xai 091 TJV Taxlv'ha' nepi TiXsi-

credit which she really deserved: OTOU 8 rjo-i 7ct TOU 'Jsou itopauvstv

they venture to represent the Athe- a[j.a 8= 76 tilyo;; a<pi TO ev TU> "la'jjjiu)

nians as having refused these bril- ETSI./EOV, x ^orj sndtXcsi; eXi|A[Jav.
liant offers from Xerxes on his first Nearly a century after this, we

invasion, instead of from Mardo- are told that it was always the

nius in the ensuing summer. Xer- practice for the Amyklscan hop-
xes never made any offers to them, lites to go home for the celebra-

See Isokrates, Or. iv. Panegyric, tion of the Hyakinthia, on wliat-

c. 27, p. 61. ever expedition they might happen
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Olympia and the Karneia in the preceding year, so now
did the Hyakinthia, prevail over the necessities of defence,

putting out of sight both the duties of fidelity towards
an exposed ally, and the bond of an express promise.

Meanwhile Mardonius, informed of the unfavourable

reception which his proposals had received at Athens, put
his army in motion forthwith from Thessaly, joined by all

his Grecian auxiliaries, and by fresh troops from Thrace
and Macedonia. As he marched through Bceotia,

Spartans the Thebans, who heartily espoused his cause,
b
-fi

Vl
d
g

i

f0r" endeavoured to dissuade him from farther mili-

Isthmus, tary operations against the united force of his
leave enemies urging him to try the efficacy of bribes,Attica un-

, j ,

=
, 1 IT A-I*' j-rc

defended : presented to the leading men in the different
Mardonius

cities, for the purpose of disuniting them. But

Athens
6

a Mardonius, eager to repossess himself of Attica,
second heeded not their advice. About ten months

after the retreat of Xerxes, he entered the

country without resistance, and again established the Per-

sian head quarters in Athens (May or June 479 B.C.).
1

Before he arrived, the Athenians had again removed
to Salamis, under feelings of bitter disappoint-

Second mi- ment an(j indignation. They had in vain awaited

of the the fulfilment of the Spartan promise that a
Athenians Peloponnesian army should ioin them inBoeotia
to fcalamis ,, f , ,, ,../ . ,,

d
.

,
, ,1 i

their for the defence oi their frontier; at length, being
bitter dis- unable to make head against the enemy alone,

men^'and they found themselves compelled to transport
anger their families across to Salamis. - The migration
lpar"a for was far less terrible than that of the preceding
deserting summer, since Mardonius had no fleet to harass

them. But it was more gratuitous, and might
have been obviated had the Spartans executed their co-

venant, which would have brought about the battle of

Plataea two months earlier than it actually was fought.

Mardonius, though master of Athens, was so anxious

to conciliate the Athenians, that he at first abstained from

damaging either the city or the country, and despatched
a second envoy to Salamis to repeat the offers made
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through Alexander of Macedon. He thought that they
might now be listened to, since he could offer

the exemption of Attica from ravage, as an O ffe

n
of

additional temptation. Hurychides, a Helles- Mardonius

pontine Greek, was sent to renew these pro- Athenians

positions to the Athenian senate at Salamis; again

but he experienced a refusal, not less resolute [ntense~
than what had been returned to Alexander of resolution

ITacedon, and all but unanimous. One unfor-
disptay^

07

tunate senator, Lykidas, made an exception to

this unanimity, venturing to recommend acceptance of the

propositions of Murychides. So furious was the wrath, or

so strong the suspicion of corruption, which his single-
voiced negative provoked, that senators and people both
combined to stone him to death; while the Athenian women
in Salamis, hearing what had passed, went of their own
accord to the house of Lykidas, and stoned to death his

wife and children. In the desperate pitch of resolution to

which the Athenians were now wound up, an opponent
passed for a traitor; unanimity, even though extorted

by terror, was essential to their feelings.
1

Murychides, though
his propositions were refused, was dismissed without injury.

AYhile the Athenians thus gave renewed proofs of their

stedfast attachment to the cause of Hellas, thev r
,, ,. . . . .,,

J Kemon-
at the same time sent envoys, conjomtJy with strancc

Megara and Platsea, to remonstrate with the ?
1

ent
A
hJ

Spartans on their backwardness and breach of nians to

faith, and to invoke them even thus late to come sP arta

forth at once and meet Jlardonius in Attica; not slackness

omitting to intimate, that if they were thus f ttie

deserted, itwouldbecome imperatively necessary
for them, against, their will, to make terms with the enemy.

1 Herodot. ix. 5. I dare not reject between the two, the story of

this story about Lykidas (see Ly- Herodotus is farthe more probable,
kurgus cont. Leokrat. c. 30, p. In the migration of the preceding
222), though other authors recount year, we know that a certain

the same incident as having hap- number of Athenians actually did

pened to a person named Kyrsilus, stay behind in the acropolis, and

during the preceding year, when Kyrsilus might have been among
the Athenians quitted Athens : see them, if he had chosen. Moreover
Demosthen. de Corona, p. 206. c. Xerxes hold out no offers, and
o'.

;
and Cicero do OtTiciis, iii. 11. gave occasion to no deliberation:

That two such acts were perpe- while the offers of Mardonius might
trated by the Athenians is noway really appear to a well-minded
probable : and if we are to choose citizen deserving of attention.
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So careless, however, were the Spartan Ephors respecting
Attica and the Hegarid, that they postponed giving an
answer to these envoys for ten successive days, while in the
mean time they pressed with all their efforts the completion
of the Isthmic fortifications. And after having thus
amused the envoys as long as they could, they would have
dismissed them at last with a negative answer such was
their fear of adventuring beyond the Isthmus had not a

Tegean named Chileos, whom they much esteemed and to

whom they communicated the application, reminded them
that no fortifications at the Isthmus would suffice for the
defence of Peloponnesus, if the Athenians became allied

with Mardonius, and thus laid the peninsula open by sea.

The strong opinion of this respected Tegean, proved
to the Ephors that their selfish policy would not be seconded

by their chief Peloponnesian allies; and brought to their

attention, probably for the first time, that danger by sea

might again be renewed, though the Persian fleet had been
beaten in the preceding year, and was now at a distance

from Greece. It changed their resolution, not less com-

pletely than suddenly; so that they despatched forthwith in

the night 5000 Spartan citizens to the Isthmus each man
with seven Helots attached to him. And when the Athenian

envoys, ignorant of this sudden change of policy, came on
the next day to give peremptory notice that Athens would
no longer endure such treacherous betrayal, but would
forthwith take measures for her own security and separate

pacification the Ephors affirmed on their oath that the

troops were already on their march, and were probably by
this time out of the Spartan territory.

1
Considering that

this step was an expiation, imperfect, tardy, and reluctant,

Isokrates (Or. iv. Panegyric, s. ' Herodot. ix. 10, 11
; Plutarch,

184. c. 42) states that the Athenians Aristeides, c. 10. Plutarch had
condemned many persons to death read a decree ascribed to Aristei-

for medism (in allusion doubtless des, in which Kimon, Xanthippus,
to Themistokles as one), but he and Jlyronides, were named en-

adds "even now they imprecate voys to Sparta. But it is imposs-
curses on any citizen who enters ible that Xanthippus could have
into amicable negotiation with the taken part in the embassy, seeing
Persians" jv 6: TOI? ouXXoyoi? l~i that he was now in command of

xai vuv api? itoioo -

<Tat, SITK; E::IXTJ- the fleet.

puxeucTai riipaanribv T:O).IT<JJV. This Probably the Helots must have
must have been an ancient custom, followed : one hardly sees how sc

continued after it had ceased to be great a number could have been

pertinent or appropriate. all suddenly collected, and march-
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for foregoing desertion and breach of promise theEphors
may probably have thought that the mystery of the night
march, and the sudden communication of it as an actual

fact to the envoys, in the way of reply, would impress more

emphatically the minds of the latter; who returned with
the welcome tidings to Salamis, and prepared their coun-

trymen for speedy action. Five thousand Spartan citizens,

each with seven light-armed Helots as attendants, were thus

on their march to the theatre of war. Throughout the

whole course of Grecian history, we never hear of any
number of Spartan citizens at all approaching to 5000 being
put on foreign service at the same time. But this was not

all: 5000 Lacedaemonian Perioeki, each with one
LarfTeS

light-armed Helot to attend him, were also des- tan force

patched to the Isthmus, to take part in the same collected
, o u 11 i i fc t i a- under Pau-

struggle. Such unparalleled eiiorts aiiord sum- sanias

cient measure of the alarm which, though late
j

t

tl

t1^
yet real, now reigned at Sparta. Other Pelo-

ponnesian cities followed the example, and a large army
was thus collected under the Spartan Pausariias.

It appears that Mardonius was at this moment in

secret correspondence with the Argeians, who, Mardonius.

though pr.ofessing neutrality, are said to have after rava-

promised him that they would arrest the march Attica re _

of the Spartans beyond their own borders. l If tires into

they ever made such a promise, the suddenness
Bceotia -

of the march, as well as the greatness of the force, pre-
vented them from fulfilling it, and may perhaps have been
so intended by the l^phors, under the apprehension that

resistance might possibly be offered by the Argeians. At

any rate, the latter were forced to content themselves with

apprising ]\Iardonius instantly of the fact, through their

swiftest courier. It determined that general to evacuate

ed off in one night, no prepara- there was no public discussion or

tions having been made beforehand. criticism. Now the conduct of

Dr. Thirlwall (Hist. Gr. ch. xvi. these Ephors is consistent and in-

p. 360) suspects the correctness of telligible though selfish, narrow-
the narrative of Herodotus, on minded, and insensible to any
grounds which do not appear to dangers except what are present
me convincing. It seems to me and obvious. Nor can I think

that, after all, the literal narrative (with Dr. Thirlwall) that the

is more probable than anything manner of communication ulti-

which we can substitute in its mately adopted is of the nature of

place. The Spartan foreign policy a jest.

all depended on the five Ephors: ' Herodot. ix. 12.
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Attica, and to carry on the war in Boeotia a country in

every way more favourable to him. He had for some time
refrained from committing devastations in or round Athens,
hoping that the Athenians might be induced to listen to
his propositions; but the last days of his stay were employ-
ed in burning and destroying whatever had been spared
by the host of Xerxes during the preceding summer. After
a fruitless attempt to surprise abodyof 1000 Lacedaemoni-
ans which had been detached for the protection ofMegara,

1

he withdrew all his army into Boeotia, not taking either

the straight road to Plataea, through Eleutherse, or to

Thebes through Phyle, both which roads were mountain-
ous and inconvenient for cavalry, but marching in the

north-easterly direction to Dekeleia, where he was met by
some guides from the adjoining regions near the river

Asopus, and conducted through the deme of Sphendaleis
to Tanagra. He thus found himself after a route longer
but easier, in Bceotia on the plain of the Asopus; along
which river he next day marched westward to Skolus, a

town in the territory of Thebes seemingly near to that of

Platsea. 2 He then took up a position not far off, in the

plain on the left bank of the Asopus: his left wing over

against Erythrae, his centre over against Hysise, and his

right in the territory of Platsea: and he employed his army
in constructing a fortified camp 3 of ten furlongs square,
defended by wooden walls and towers, cut from trees in

the Theban territory.
1 There were stories current at Mr. Finlay (Oropus and Diakria,

Megara, even in the time of Pau- p. 38) says that "Malakasa is the

sanias, respecting some of these only place on this road where a

Persians, who were said to have been considerable body of cavalry could

brought to destruction by the inter- conveniently halt."

vention ofArtemis (Pausan. i. 40, 2). It appears that the Boeotians from
2 Herodot. ix. 15. The situation the neighbourhood of the As6pus

of the Attic deme Sphendale or were necessary as guides for this

Sphendaleis seems not certainly road. Perhaps even the territory

known (Ross, Ueber die Demen of Oropus was at this time still a

von Attika, p. 138): but Colonel part of Boeotia: we do not certainly
Leake and Mr. Pinlay think that know at what period it was first

it stood "near Aio Merkurio, which conquered by the Athenians,

now gives name to the pass leading The combats between Athenians

from Dekelia through the ridges and Boeotians will be found to

of Parties into the extremity of the take place most frequently in this

Tanagrian plain, at a place called south-eastern region of Bceotia,

Malakasa/' (Leake, Athens and the Tanagra, CEnophyta, Delium, &C.

Demiof Attica^vol.ii. sect, iv.p.123.)
3 Herodot. ix. 15.
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Mardonius found himself thus with his numerous

army, in a plain favourable for cavalry; with a camp more
or less defensible, the fortified city of Thebes 1

riscourage .

in his rear, and a considerable stock of provi- ment in

sions as well as a friendly region behind him o^siardo-
from whence to draw more. Few among his nius gener-

army, however, were either hearty in the cause simi^of
1 '

or confident of success: 2 even the native Persians Orchome-

had been disheartened by the flight of the ^J
1

.

10

monarch the year before, and were full of melan- jealousies

Choly auguries.
between

A i Til AX i
'

l xi mi, i
MardoniusA splendid banquet to which the Iheban and Arta-

leader Attaginus invited Mardonius along with bazus the
second in

fifty Persian and fifty Theban or Boaotian guests, command-
exhibited proofs of this depressed feeling,

ze
^

and

which were afterwards recounted to Herodotus Ofthe

himself by one of the guests present an Thebans.

Orchomenian citizen of note named Thersander. The

banquet being so arranged that each couch was occupied
by one Persian and one Theban, this man was accosted in

Greek by his Persian neighbour, who inquired to what

city he belonged; and upon learning that he was an Orcho-

menian, 3 continued thus: "Since thou hast now partaken
with me in the same table and cup, I desire to leave with
thee some memorial of my convictions; the rather in order
that thou mayest be thyself forewarned so as to take the

best counsel for thine own safety. Seest thou these Per-

sians here feasting, and the army which we left yonder
encamped near the river? Yet a little while, and out of

all these, thou shalt behold but few surviving." Thersander
listened to these words with astonishment, spoken as they
were with strong emotion and a flood of tears, and replied

"Surely thou art bound to reveal this to llardonius.

and to his confidential advisers:" but the Persian rejoined
1 The strong town of Thebes was Is farther illustrated by Pindar,

ofmuch service to him (Thucyd.i.90). Isthm. i. 51 (compare the Scholia
2 Herodot. ix. 40,45, G7; Plutarch, ad loc. and at the beginning of the

AristeidOs, c. IS. Ode), respecting the Thebau family
'Herodot. ix. 16. Thersander, of Herodotus and Asopodorus. The

though an Orchomenian, passes as ancient mythical feud appears to

a Theban rUpoT,^ 73 -/.'*>. Sr.fcio, have gone to sleep, but a deadly
EV x).iv7j iy.i.3-.r

l

a proof of the in- hatred will be found to grow up
timate connexion betwe"n Tliebe.- in later times between these two
slid Orchomenus at this time, which towns.
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"My friend, man cannot avert that which God hath decreed
to come: no one will believe the revelation, sure though it

be. Many of us Persians know this well, and are here

serving only under the bond of necessity. And truly this

is the most hateful of all human sufferings to be full of

knowledge and at the same time to have no power over

any result." 1 "This (observes Herodotus) I heard myself
from the Orchomenian Thersander, who told me farther

that he mentioned the fact to several persons about him
even before the battle of Platsea." It is certainly one of

the most curious revelations in the whole history; not

merely as it brings forward the historian in his own person-

ality, communicating with a personal friend of the Theban

leaders, and thus provided with good means of infor-

mation as to the general events of the campaign but also

as it discloses to us, on testimony not to be suspected, the

real temper of the native Persians, and even of the chief

men among them. If so many of these chiefs were not

merely apathetic, but despondent, in the cause, much more
decided would be the same absence of will and hope in

their followers and the subject allies. To follow the

monarch in his overwhelming march of the preceding year,
was gratifying in many ways to the native Persians : but

every man was sick of the enterprise as now cut down
under Mardoniits: and Artabazus, the second in command,
was not merely slack, but jealous of his superior.

2 Under
such circumstances we shall presently not be surprised to

find the whole army disappearing forthwith, the moment
Mardonius is slain.

Among the Grecian allies of Mardonius, the Thebans and
Boeotians were active and zealous, most ofthe remainder luke-

warm, and thePhokians even of doubtful fidelity. Their con-

tingent of 1 000 hoplites, under Harmokydes, had been tardy

injoining him, having only come up since he retired from
Attica into Bceotia: and some of thePhokians even remained

1 Herodot. ix. 16, 17. The last the philosophy of 'happiness and

observation here quoted is striking duty as conceived by Aristotle. If

and emphatic syOtaTTj 6= 66'!)v7) ea-l carried fully out, this position is

Tibv sv ivQpibroiai ccS-rn),
KoXXi 'Opo- the direct negative ofwhat Aristotle

vsov-a (jLT,Ssv6? xpctTssiv.
It will have lays down in his Ethics as to the

to be more carefully considered at superior happiness of the 3'OS 9euj-

a later period of this history, when pr,Tix6s or life of scientific obser-

we come to touch upon the scien- vation and reflection,

tific life of the Greeks, and upon 2 Herodot. ix. GO.
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behind in the neighbourhood of Parnassus, prosecuting
manifest hostilities against the Persians. Aware of the

feeling among this contingent, which the Thessalians took
care to place before him in an unfavourable point of view,
Mardonius determined to impress upon them a lesson of

intimidation. Causing them to form in a separate body
on the plain, he brought up his numerous cavalry all around

them; while thePheme, or sudden simultaneous impression,
ran through the Greek allies as well as the Phokians

themselves, that he was about to shoot them down. l The

general Harmokydes, directing his men to form a square
and close their ranks, addressed to them short exhortations

to sell their lives dearly, and to behave like brave Greeks

against barbarian assassins when the cavalry rode up
apparently to the charge, and advanced close to the square,
with uplifted javelins and arrows on the string, some few
of which were even actually discharged. The Phokians

maintained, as enjoined, steady ranks with a firm counten-

ance, and the cavalry wheeled about without any actual

attack or damage. After this mysterious demonstration.
Mardonius condescended to compliment the Phokians on
their courage, and to assure them by means of a herald
that he had been greatly misinformed respecting them.
He at the same time exhorted them to be faithful and for-

ward in service for the future, and promised that all good
behaviour should be amply recompensed. Herodotus
seems uncertain, difficult as the supposition is to enter-

tain, whether Mardonius did not really intend at first to

massacre the Phokians in the field, and desisted from the

intention only on seeing how much blood it would cost to

accomplish. However this maybe, the scene itself was a re-

markable reality, and presented one amongmany other proofs
of the lukewarmness and suspicious fidelity of the army.-

1 Hcrodot. ix. 17. 6i:~rj).0 9r; |j.Y),

i, at the battle of Mykale, in this

Compare the case of the Delians as to motives and plans, distin-

at Adrumyttium, surrounded and guishing between them and the

slain with missiles by the Persian visible facts which he is describing,

is not without importance as streng-

thening our confidence in the hi-

storian.
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Conformably to the suggestion of the Thebans, the

Numbers of liberties of Greece were now to be disputed in
th

nfcted
ks Boeotia: and not only had the position of Mar-

under Pau- donius already been taken, but his camp also
sanias.

fortified, before the united Grecian army
approached Kithaeron in its forward march from the

Isthmus. After the full force of the Lacedaemonians had
reached the Isthmus, they had to await the arrival of their

Peloponnesian and other confederates. The hoplites who
joined them were as follows: from Tegea, 1500; from

Corinth, 5000, besides a small body of 300 from
the Corinthian colony of Potidsea; from the Arcadian

Orohomenus, 600; from Sikyon, 3000; from Epidaurus,
800; from Troszen, 1000; from Lepreon, 200; from Mykense
and Tiryns, 400; from Phlius, 1000; from Hermione, 300;
from Eretria and Styra, 600

;
from Chalkis, 400; from Am-

brakia, 500; from Leukas and Anaktorium, 800; from
Pale in Kephallenia, 200; from vEgina, 500. On marching
from the Isthmus to Megara, they took up 3000 Hegarian
hoplites; and as soon as they reached Eleusis in their for-

ward progress, the army was completed by the junction of

8000 Athenian hoplites, and 600 Plateean, under Aristeides,
who passed over from Salamis. * The total force of hoplites

1 Compare this list of Herodotus "With respect to the name of the

with the enumeration which Pau- Eleians, the suspicion of Brond-

sanias read inscribed on the statue stedt is plausible, that Pausanias

of Zeus, erected at Olympia by may have mistaken the name of

the Greeks who took part in the the Pales of Kephallenia for theirs,

battle of Plataja (Pausan. v. 23, 1). and may have fancied that he read

Pausanias found inscribed all FAAEIOI when it was really
the names here indicated by He- written ITAAEIS, in an inscription

rodotus, except the Pales of Ke- at that time about 600 years old.

phallenia; and he found in addi- The place in the series wherein
tion the Eleians, Keans, Kyth- Pausanias places the name of the

nians, Tenians, Naxians and Me- Eleians strengthens this suspicion.
Hans. The five last names are Unless it be admitted, we shall be

islanders in the -33gean : their con- driven, as the most probable alter-

tingents sent to Platrea must at native, to suppose a fraud corn-

all events have been very small, mitted by the vanity of the Eleians,
and it is surprising to hear that which may easily have led them

they sent any especially when we to alter a name originally belong-
recollect that there was a Greek ing to the Pales. The reader will re-

fleet at this moment on service, to collect that the Eleians were them-
which it would be natural that selves the superintendents and cu-

they should join themselves in rators at Olympia.

preference to land-service. Plutarch seems to have read the
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or heavy-armed troops was thus 38,700 men. There were
no cavalry, and but very few bowmen but if we add those

who are called light-armed or unarmed generally, some

perhaps with javelins or swords, but none with any defen-

sive armour the grand total was not less than 110,000
men. Of these light-armed or unarmed, there were, as

computed by Herodotus, 35,000 in attendance on the 5000

Spartan citizens, and 34,500 in attendance on the other

hoplites; together with 1800 Thespians who were properly
hoplites, yet so badly armed as not to be reckoned in the

ranks. !

Such was the number of Greeks present or near at

hand in the combat against the Persians at Platsea, which
took place some little time afterwards. But it seemed that

the contingents were not at first completely full, March of

and that new additions 2 continued to arrive Panamas

until a few days before the battle, along with ron into

the convoys of cattle and provisions which came Boeotia.

for the subsistence of the army. -Pausanias marched first

from the Isthmus to Eleusis, where he was joined by the
Athenians from Salamis. At Eleusis as well as at the

Isthmus, the sacrifices were found encouraging, and the

united army then advanced across the ridge of Kithseron,
so as to come within sight of the Persians. When Pausanias
saw them occupying the line of the Asopus in the plain
beneath, he kept his own army on the mountain declivity
near Erythrge, without choosing to adventure himself in.

the level ground. Marclonius, finding them not .

disposed to seek battle in the plain, despatched tacked by
his numerous and excellent cavalry under Ma- the Persian

sistius, the most distinguished officer in his army, und* /
y

to attack them. For the most part, the ground Masistius,
i i i ii i i j

ai) d much
was so uneven as to check their approach; but harassed

the Megarian contingent, which happened to be superior
i .1 11 T efficiencymore exposed than the rest, were so hard pressed O f the

that they were forced to send to Pausanias for Athenians

aid. They appear to have had not only no cavalry-

cavalry, but no bowmen or light-armed troops
Masistius

of any sort with missile weapons; while the

Persians, excellent archers and darters, using vei-y large

sama inscription as Pausanias (Do
Herodoti Malignit. p. 873).

1 Herodot. ix. 19, 2S, 29.
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bows and trained in such accomplishments from their

earliest childhood, charged in successive squadrons and over-

whelmed the Greeks with darts and arrows not omitting
contemptuous taunts on their cowardice for keeping back
from the plain.

1 So general was then the fear of the

Persian cavalry, that Pausanias could find none of the

Greeks, except the Athenians, willing to volunteer and go
to the rescue of the Megarians. A body of Athenians,

however, especially 300 chosen troops under Olympiodorus,
strengthened with some bowmen, immediately marched to

the spot and took up the combat with the Persian

cavalry. For some time the struggle was sharp and doubtful :

at length the general Hasistius, a man renowned for

bravery, lofty in stature, clad in conspicuous armour, and
mounted on a Nisaean horse with golden trappings charging
at the head of his troops, had his horse struck by an
arrow in the side. The animal immediately reared and
threw his master on the ground, close to the ranks of the

Athenians, who, rushing forward, seized the horse, and

overpowered Masistius before he could rise. So impene-
trable were the defences of his helmet and breastplate

2

however, that they had considerable difficulty in killing

him, though he was in their power: at length a spearman
pierced him in the eye. The death of the general passed
unobserved by the Persian cavalry, but as soon as they
missed him and became aware of the loss, they charged
furiously and in one mass, to recover the dead body. At
first the Athenians, too few in number to resist the onset,
were compelled for a time to give way, abandoning the

body; but reinforcements presently arriving at their call,

the Persians were driven back with loss, and it finally
remained in their possession.

3

The death of Masistius, coupled with that final repulse
of the cavalry which left his body in possession of the

Greeks, produced a strong effect on both armies, encouraging
the one as much as it disheartened the other. Through-
out the camp of Mardonius, the grief was violent and un-

1 About the missile weapons and 26; i. 9, 5: compare Cyropsed. i.

skill of the Persians, see Hero- 2, 4).

dot, i. 136; Xenophon, Anabas. iii. * See Quintus Curtius, iii. 11, 15;

4,
17. and the note of Miitzel.

Cyrus the younger was eminent * Herodot. ix. 21, 22, 23; Pla-

in the use both of the bow and tarch, Aristeides, c. 14.

the javelin (Xenoph. Auab. i. 8,
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bounded, manifested by wailing so loud as to echo over
all Bceotia; while the hair of men, horses and The (jreeks

cattle, was abundantly cut in token of mourning, quit the

The Greeks, on the other hand, overjoyed at g^ "011

their success, placed the dead body in a cart mountain-

and paraded it round the army: even the hop- f^ta'ke
lites ran out of their ranks to look at it; not only up a posi-

hailing it as a valuable trophy, but admiring its toPiatfea
stature and proportions.

1 along the'

So much was their confidence increased, that As6Pus -

Pausaniasnow ventured to quit the protection of the mount-

ain-ground, inconvenient from its scanty supply ofwater, and
to take uphispositioninthe plain beneath, interspersed only
withlow hillocks. Marching fromErythrseinawesterlydirec-
tion along the declivities ofKithaeron, and passing by Hysise,
the Greeks occupied aline of camp in the Plataean territory

along the Asopus and on its right bank; with their right

wing near to the fountain called Gargaphia,
2 and their left

1 Herodot. ix. 24, 25, oi[A(i>Yfj TS Whichever army commenced the

ypscbfisvoi anX^TO-)' oit^aav yap TTJV attack had to hegin by passing the

Boi(UTi.T)v xotTSiys fjyib, &c. Asopus (c. 36-59).

The exaggerated demonstrations For the topography of this regionj
of grief, ascribed to Xerxes and and of the positions occupied by
Atossa in the Persa; of JEschylus, the two armies, compare Squire,
have often been blamed by critics : in Walpole's Turkey, p. 338; Kruse,
we may see from this passage how Hellas, vol. ii. ch. vi. p. 9 seg., and
much they are in the manners of ch. viii. p. 592 seq. : and the still

Orientals of that day. more copious and accurate infor-
* Herodot. ix. 25-30; Plutarch, mation of Colonel Leuke, Travels

Aristeides, c. 11. TO TOU 'Avopoxpi- in Korthern Greece, ch. xvi. vol.

TOU? Yjptpov SYY'-^ ccXaei zuxvobv xat ii. p. 324-360. Both of them have

cjoaxiu)-/ 8sv3piov itepisyojigvov. given plans of the region ;
that

The expression of Herodotus re- which I annex is borrowed from

specting this position taken by Kiepert's maps. I cannot but think

Pausaniaa, OUTOI
JJ.EV ouv Tcxy_Qsv7ii;

that the fountain Gargaphia is not

s-t TOJ 'Aaio;to) ea-paTO-iOi'JovTo, as yet identified, and that both Kruso
well as the words which follow in and Leake place the Grecian posi-
the next chapter (31) Ot j8ap3'poi, tion farther from the river Asopus
suOo(J.svoi sTvoti co ix''liX).r

(va; ev IlXa- than is consistent with the words

Taifjji, itapr,3av xai auTot ir.i -6v of Herodotus; which words seem
'Aacoitov TOV T7.UT10 pov-o( show to specify points near the two

plainly that the Grecian troops extremities, indicating that the

were encamped along the Asopus fountain of Gargaphia was near
on the Platscan side, while the the river towards the right of the

Persians in their second position Grecian position, and the chapel
occupied the ground on the op- of Androkrates alsoicar the river

posite or Theban side of the river, towards the left of that position,

C 2
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wing near to the chapel, surrounded by a shady grove, of

the Platsean hero Androkrates. In this position they were
marshalled according to nations, or separate fractions of

the Greek name the Lacedaemonians on the right wing,
with the Tegeans and Corinthians immediately joining
them and the Athenians on the left wing; a post, which
as second in point of dignity, was at first claimed by the

Tegeans, chiefly on grounds of mythical exploits, to the

exclusion of the Athenians, but ultimately adjudged by
the Spartans, after hearing both sides, to Athens. l In the

field even Lacedaemonians followed those democratical

forms which pervaded so generally Grecian military opera-
tions: in this case, it was not the generals, but the Lace-
daemonian troops in a body, who heard the argument and
delivered the verdict by unanimous acclamation.

Mardonius, apprised of this change of position, marched
Mardonius his army also a little further to the westward,
alters his an(j posted himself opposite to the Greeks,
and* po^ts divided from them by the river Asopus. At the
himself

suggestion of the Thebans, he himself with his

posite to*" Persians and Medes, the picked men of his army,
the Greeks took post on the left wing, immediately oppositeon the other , ,T T -< 1.1. r\ i \ j
side of the to the JLacedsemomans on the brreek right, and.

As6pus. even extending so far as to cover the Tegean
ranks on the left of the Lacedaemonians: Baktrians, Indians,

Sakae, with other Asiatics and Egyptians, filled the centre
;

and the Greeks and Macedonians in the service of Persia,
the right over against the hoplites of Athens. The
numbers of these last-mentioned Greeks Herodotus could

not learn, though he estimates them conjecturally at

where the Athenians were posted. Colonel Squire and Dr. Clarke, ap-

Nor would such a site for a chapel pear to be suitable for Gargaphia.
of Androkrates be inconsistent The errors of that plan of the

with Thucydides (iii. 24), who battle of Plata-a which accompanies

merely mentions that chapel as the Voyage d'Anacharsis, are now

being on the right-hand of the first well understood,

mile of road from Platrea to Thebes. ' Herodot. ix. 26-29. Judging
Considering the length of time from the battles of Corinth (B.C.

which has elapsed since the battle, 390) and Mantineia (B.C. 418), the

it would not be surprising if the Tegeans seem afterwards to have

spring of Gargaphia were no longer dropped this pretension to occupy

recognisable. At any rate, neither the left wing, and to have pre-

the fountain pointed out by Colonel ferred the post in the line next to

Leake (p. 332) nor that of Vergu- the Lacedemonians (Xenoph. Hel-

tiani which had been supposed by leu. iv. 2
; 1'J).
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50,000 :
l nor can we place any confidence in the total of

300,000 which he gives as belonging to the other troops
of Mardonius, though probably it cannot bave been much
less.

In this position lay the two armies, separated only by
a narrow space including the river Asopus. and TT ....

i ,,i i --, , ,,
L
-n Unwilling-

each expecting a battle, whilst the sacrifices on ness of both

behalf of each were offered up. Pausanias, ?
rm

?
es

tn

Mardonius, and the Greeks in the Persian army, attack the

had each a separate prophet to offer sacrifice, prophets on

and to ascertain the dispositions of the gods ;
the discourage

two first had men from the most distinguished
first aggres-

prophetic families in Elis the latter invited

one fromLeukas. 2 All received large pay, and the prophet
of Pausanias had indeed been honoured with a recompense
above all pay the gift of full Spartan citizenship for

himself as well as for his brother. It happened that the

prophets on both sides delivered the same report of their

respective sacrifices: favourable for resistance if attacked
unfavourable for beginning the battle. At a moment

when doubt and indecision was the reigning feeling on
both sides, this was the safest answer for the prophet to

give, and the most satisfactory for the soldiers to hear.

And though the answer from Delphi had been sufficiently

encouraging, and the kindness of the patron-heroes of

Platcea 3 had been solemnly invoked, yet Pausanias did not
venture to cross the Asopus and begin the attack, in the
face of a pronounced declaration from his prophet. Nor
did even Hegesistratus, the prophet employed by Mar-

donius, choose on his side to urge an aggressive movement,
though he had a deadly personal hatred against the Lace-

daemonians, and would have been delighted to see them
worsted. There arose commencements of conspiracy,
perhaps encouraged by promises or bribes from the enemy,
among the wealthier Athenian hoplites, to establish an

oligarchy at Athens under Persian supremacy, like that
which now existed at Thebes, a conspiracy full of danger

1 Herodot. ix. 31, 32. rndotus gives respecting their ad-
7 Herodot. ix. 30, 38. [xianOuj- ventures : compare also the history

\>.i-irj'-,
O'jv. oXiyo-j. of Kuenius, ix. 9:->.

These prophets were men of great
3

Plutarch, Aristeides, c. xi.
;

individual consequence, as may Thucyd. ij. 74.

be seen by the details which He-
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at such a moment, though fortunately repressed 1 by
Aristeides, with a hand at once gentle and decisive.

The annoyance inflicted by the Persian cavalry, under
the guidance of the Thebans, was incessant. Their constant

assaults, and missile weapons from the other side of the

Asopus, prevented the Greeks from using the river for

supplies of water, so that the whole army was forced to
water at the fountain Gargaphia, at the extreme right of
the position,

2 near the Lacedaemonian hoplites. Moreover
Mardonius the Theban leader Timegenidas, remarking the
annoys the convoys which arrived over the passes of

with bin Kithaeron in the rear of the Grecian camp, and
cavalry, the constant reinforcements of hoplites which

off thei> accompanied them, prevailed upon Mardonius
supplies in to employ his cavalry in cutting off such com-
the rear. munication. The first movement of this sort,
undertaken by night against the pass called the Oak Heads,
was eminently successful. A train of 500 beasts of burden
with supplies, was attacked descending into the plain with
its escort, all of whom were either slain or carried prisoners
to the Persian camp; so that it became unsafe for any
further convoys to approach the Greeks. 3

Eight days had

already been passed in inaction before Timegenidas sug-

gested, or Mardonius executed this manoeuvre; which it

is fortunate for the Greeks that he did not attempt earlier,

and which afforded clear proof how much might be hoped
from an efficient employment of his cavalry, without the

ruinous risk of a general action. Nevertheless, after

waiting two days longer, his impatience became uncon-

1
Plutarch, Aristeides, c. 13. count of Herodotus that this is

1 Herodot. ix. 40, 49, 50. TT,V TS quite incorrect. The position seems

xpi^7)vTr/vFo:pY2'yir|V, '"'
TJC 6Sp='!>TO to have had no protection except

?tav TO (jTpaTEUfAa to
l

E).).T,vixov what it derived from the river

sp'jxojjLSvcit 03 i~6 TOU 'Aau>-ob. O'JTUJ As6pus, and the Greeks were ul-

<3r)
e-i Tip xp^vTjv ecpoiTSOv" dtrb TOO timately forced to abandon it by

zoTa|iou yip c?i ci'ix ~T)V uoiop oo- the incessant attacks of the Per-

pssa&ai, 0-6 TE T(I>v ir-tov xai -co- sian cavalry. The whole account,
?'jaaTco-;. at once diffuse and uninstructivc,
Diodorus (xi. 30) affirms that the given by Diodorus of this battle

Greek position was so well de-
(x i. 30-36) forms a strong contrast

fended by the nature of the ground, with the clear, impressive, and
and so difficult of attack, that circumstantial narrative of Heio-
Mardonius was prevented from dotus.

making use of his superior num- * Herodot. ix. 38, 39.

bers. It is evident from the ac-
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trollable, and lie determined on a general battle forthwith. 1

In vain did Artabazus endeavour to dissuade him from the

btep; taking the same view as the Thebans, that in a

pitched battle the united Grecian army was invincible, and
that the only successful policy was that of delay and

corruption to disunite them. He recommended standing
on the defensive, by means of Thebes, well fortified and

amply provisioned: so as to allow time of distributing
effective bribes among the leading men throughout the

various Grecian cities. This suggestion, which Herodotus
considers as wise and likely to succeed, was repudiated

by Mardonius as cowardly and unworthy of the recognized

superiority of the Persian arms. 2

But while he overruled, by virtue of superior author-

ity, the objections of all around him, Persians as impatience
well as Greek, he could not but feel daunted of Mardo-

by their reluctant obedience, which he suspected "pHe~of the

to arise from their having heard oracles or pro- reluctance

phecies, of unfavourable augury. He therefore hazus'lma
summoned the chief officers, Greek as well as other of-

Persian, and put the question to them whether determines

they knew any prophecy announcing that the on a gener-

Persians were doomed to destruction in Greece. ^ trles'to

All were silent: some did not know the pro- show that

phecies, but others (Herodotus intimates) knew c'ies

1^ 110 "

them full well, though they did not dare to speak, favourable

Keceiving no answer, Mardonius said, "Since ye
to him '

either do not know, or will not tell, I who know well will

myself speak out. There is an oracle to the effect, that

Persian invaders of Greece shall plunder the temple of

Delphi, and shall afterwards all be destroyed. Now we.

being aware of this, shall neither go against that temple,
nor try to plunder it: on that ground therefore we shall

not be destroyed, llejoice ye therefore, ye who are well-

affected to the Persians we shall get the better of the

Greeks." With that he gave orders to prepare everything
for a general attack and battle on the morrow. 3

It is not improbable that the Orchomenian Thersander
was present at this interview, and may have reported it to

Herodotus. But the reflection of the historian himself is

not the least curious part of the whole, as illustrating the

1 Ilcrodot. ix. 40, 41. - Herodot. ix. 42.
3 Ilerodot. ix. 42.
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manner in which these prophecies sunk into men's minds,
and determined their judgements. Herodotus knew (though
he does not cite it) the particular prophecy to which Mar-
donius made allusion; and he pronounces, in the most affir-

mative tone,
1 that it had no reference to the Persians: it

referred to an ancient invasion of Greece by the Illyrians
and the Encheleis. But both Bakis (from whom he quotes
four lines) and Musseus had prophesied, in the plainest

manner, the destruction of the Persian army on the banks
of the Thermodon and Asopus. And these are the pro-

phecies which we must suppose the officers convoked by
Mardonius to have known also, though they did not dare

to speak out: it was the fault of Mardonius himself that

he did not take warning.
The attack of a multitude like that of Mardonius was

not likely under any circumstances to be made so rapidly

His inten- as t take the Greeks by surprise : but the latter

tion com- were forewarned of it by a secret visit from

to^he^he- Alexander king of Macedon
; who, riding up to

mans in the the Athenian advanced posts in the middle of

A^xanler ^ne night, desired to speak with Aristeides and
of Mace- the other generals. Annoiincing to them alone

his name and proclaiming his earnest sympathy
for the Grecian cause, as well as the hazard which he in-

curred by this nightly visit he apprised them that Mar-

donius, though eager for a battle long ago, could not by
any effort obtain favourable sacrifices, but was nevertheless,
even in spite of this obstacle, determined on an attack the

next morning. "Be ye prepared accordingly; and if ye
succeed in this war (said he), remember to liberate me also

from the Persian yoke; I too am a Greek by descent, and
thus risk my head because I cannot endure to see Greece
enslaved." 2

The communication of this important message, made

by Aristeides to Pausanias, elicited from him a proposal

1 Herodot. ix. 43. TOOTOV 8' iytDYs about the sacrifices is remark-
cbv jrpr,a(x6v TOV Mspoovio.; S.IT.S. is able Xsyai 64 lov STI N^poovicu 7;

Flepaas s/siv, E; 'IXXuplou;
"

v.oii xotl
7TJ aTpocn.^ O'j 8 6 v a 7 a i 7 a

7ov 'E.~c/zt-iu>v 57 pa 7ov oiSa ITS- ucpayia xa7a06;j.ia fEv^eQai'
7:GiTj|Avov, <i)-V Ciux E? Ilspson. niXoii yap av Ejj.iysjQ, &c.

'AXXa 7a [xsv BdxiCi e? 7207Yjv -ty Mardonius had tried mpny un-

[jta/TjV 207i ^ezoi^jjisva, &c. availing efforts to procure better
2 Her. ix. 44-45 The language sacrifices : it could not be done.
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not a little surprising as coming from a Spartan general.
He requested the Athenians to change places pausanias

with the Lacedaemonians in the line. "We Lace- changes

dsemonians (said he) now stand opposed to the LeTine"
Persians and Medes against whomwe have never

Between
the

yet contended, while ye Athenians have fought and Athe-

and conquered them at Marathon. March ye
nians.

then over to the right wing and take our places, while we
will take yours in the left wing against the Boeotians and

Thessalians, with whose arms and attack we are familiar."

The Athenians readily acceded, and the reciprocal change
of order was accordingly directed. It was not yet quite

completed, when day broke and the Theban allies of Mar-
donius immediately took notice of what had been done.

That general commanded a corresponding change in his

own line, so as to place the native Persians once more over

against the Lacedaemonians; upon which Pausanias, seeing
that his manoeuvre had failed, led back his Lacedaemonians
to the right wing, while a second movement on the part of

Mardonius replaced both armies in the order originally ob-

served, i

No incident similar to this will be found throughout
the whole course of Lacedaemonian history. To evade en-

countering the best troops in the enemy's line, and to de-

part for this purpose from their privileged post on the

right wing, was a step well-calculated to lower them in the

eyes of Greece, and could hardly have failed to produce
that effect, if the intention had been realized. It is at

the same time no mean compliment to the formidable re-

putation of the native Persian troops a reputation re-

cognised by Herodotus, and well-sustained at least by their

personal bravery.
2 Nor can we wonder that this publicly

manifested reluctance on the part of the leading troops in

the Grecian army contributed much to exalt the rash con-

fidence of Mardonius : a feeling which Herodotus, in Ho-
meric style,

3 casts into the speech of a Persian herald sent

to upbraid the Lacedaemonians, and challenge them to a

"single combat with champions of equal numbers, Lace-

1 Herodot. ix. 47
; Plutarch, Aris- 2 Herodnt. ix. 71.

toides, c. 16. Here, as on many 3 Compare the reproaches of

other occasions, Plutarch rather Hektor to Diomedes (Iliad, viii.

spoils than assists the narrative of 161).

Herodotus.
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dgemonians against Persians." This herald, whom no one

Mardonius heard or cared for, and who serves but as a
again at- mouthpiece for bringing out the feelings be-
tacks them , .

*
., f ,, , ,

with his longing to the moment, was followed by some-
cavalry, thing very real and terrible a vigorous attack

on the Greek line by the Persian cavalry; whose rapid mo-

tions, and showers of arrows and javelins, annoyed the

Greeks on this day more than ever. The latter (as has
been before stated) had no cavalry whatever; nor do their

light troops, though sufficiently numerous, appear to have
rendered any service, with the exception of the Athenian
bowmen. How great was the advantage gained by the

Persian cavalry, is shown by the fact that they for a time
drove away the Lacedaemonians from the fountain of Gar-

gaphia, so as to choke it up and render it unfit for use. As
the army had been prevented by the cavalry from resorting
to the river Asopus, this fountain had been of late the

only watering-place; and without it the position which

they then occupied became untenable while their pro-
visions also were exhausted, inasmuch as the convoys, from
fear of the Persian cavalry, could not descend from Kithae-

ron to join them. l

In this dilemma Pausanias summoned the Grecian
chiefs to his tent. After an anxious debate, the resolution

was taken, in case Mardonius should not bring on a general
action in the course of the day, to change their position

in conse- during the night, when there would be no inter-

quence of ruption from the cavalry; and to occupy the

ance
a
of th"e ground called the Island, distant about ten fur-

Persian longs in a direction nearly west, and seemingly
PauMuSiw north of the town of Platsea, which was itself

determines about twenty furlongs distant. This island, im-

in the properly so denominated, included the ground
night into comprised between two branches of the river
the island.

Qeroe;2 both of which flow from Kithseron, and
after flowing for a certain time in channels about three fur-

longs apart, form a junction and run in a north-westerly

1 Her. ix. 49, 50. Pausanias men- if he had himself seen it (ix.

tions that the Platseans restored 4, 2).

the fountain of Gargaphia after 2 See a good description of the

the victory (TO uotup dtvssibasvTo) ; ground in Colonel Leake, Travels

but he hardly seems to speak as in Northern Greece, ch. xvi. vol.

ii. p. 358.
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direction towards one of the recesses of the Gulf of Co-
rinth quite distinct from the Asopus, which, though also

rising near at hand in the lowest declivities under Kithae-

ron, takes an easterly direction and discharges itself into

the sea opposite Eubcea. When encamped in this so-

called Island, the army would be secure of water from the

stream in their rear; nor would they, as now, expose an ex-

tended breadth of front to a numerous hostile cavalry

separated from them only by the Asopus. l It was farther

resolved, that so soon as the army should once be in oc-

cupation of the Island, half of the troops should forthwith
march onward to disengage the convoys blocked up on
Kithaeron and conduct them to the camp. Such was the

plan settled in council among the different Grecian chiefs;
the march was to be commenced at the beginning of the
second night-watch, when the enemy's cavalry would have

completely withdrawn.
In spite of what Mardonius is said to have determined,

he passed the whole day without any general at- r , .

-D , i ,
J T11 i ? j i. it Confusion

tack. But his cavalry, probably elated by the O f the

recent demonstration of the Lacedaemonians,
Grecia

.n

were on that day more daring and indefatigable executing
than ever; and inflicted much loss as well as this ni sht

severe suffering;
2 insomuch that the centre of

the Greek force (Corinthians, Megarians, &c., between the

Lacedaemonians and Tegeans on the right, and the Athe-
nians on the left), when the hour arrived for retiring to

the Island, commenced their march indeed, but forgot or

disregarded the preconcerted plan and the orders of Pau-
sanias in their impatience to obtain a complete shelter

against the attacks of the cavalry. Instead of proceed-

ing to the Island, they marched a distance of twenty fur-

longs directly to the town of Plataea, and took up a posi-
tion in front of the Herseum or temple of Here, where they
were protected partly by the buildings, partly by the com-

paratively high ground on which the town with its temple
stood. .Between -the position which the Greeks were about

1 Herodot. ix. 51. 'E? TOIJTOV or)
to the position of the two hostile

armies, extended front to front

along the course of the Asopus.
2 Herodot. ix. 52. xsivr,v \iz~i TYJ

/

TjuspTjM rocjav, zpo3xsiu.ivr,; -f^ in-

TCi'J, zl'/_
rn rJnvi d-p'jT&i.
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to leave and that which they had resolved to occupy (i. e.,

between the course of Asopus and that of the Oeroe), there

appear to have been a range of low hills. The Lacedaemo-

nians, starting from the right wing, had to march directly
over these hills, while the Athenians, from the left, were
to turn them and get into the plain on the other side. 1

Pausanias, apprised that the divisions of the centre had
commenced their night-march, and concluding of course
that they would proceed to the Island according to orders,
allowed a certain interval of time in order to prevent con-

fusion, and then directed that the Lacedaemonians and

Tegeans should also begin their movement towards that

same position. But here he found himself embarrassed by
an unexpected obstacle. The movement was retrograde,

receding from the enemy, and not consistent with the mili-

tary honour of a Spartan: nevertheless most of the taxi-

archs or leaders of companies obeyed without murmuring,
Refusal of ^ut Amompharetus, lochage or captain of that
the Spartan bandwhichHerodotus calls the lochus ofPitana, 2

Amompha- obstinately refused. Not having been present
retus to at the meeting in which the resolution had been

order ^or taken, he now heard it for the first time with
the night astonishment and disdain, declaring "that he for

one would never so far disgrace Sparta as to run

away from the foreigner."
3

Pausanias, with the second in

command Euryanax, exhausted every effort to overcome
his reluctance. But they could by no means induce him
to retreat; nor did they dare to move without him, leaving
his entire lochus exposed alone to the enemy.

4 "

1 Herodot. ix. 56. ITaiiaa-n^i; plain: MotpSovio; ir.ziyz ir.l Aa?.c-

ar^r'ja; ar.rjft Sia TU>V y.oXioviLv BsifioviotH v.al T^y^Ta; (toivous-

TOO? Xot~o6? rcivTot?' etTtovTO Si xal 'A&rj-jatou? ~(&p -p^-'j^i-tom s? TO r.z-

T=YETJTai. 'A0r,vaioi 8: Tn^rOsrrE? oiov 6^6 T<I>v o)rSu>-< ou *ctT(bpc<.

rj'ijav Ta ijiraXiv ?]
Aor/.sSottaovioi. 2 There is on this point a differ-

Oi (xsv Y&p TUJVTS oyOtuv txvTsiyovTo ence between Thucydidcs and
*7.l TT]; uriopliTj? too Ki9cupii>vo;. Herodotus: the former affirms that

'A97]v7ioi 8s xdtTu) Tpy/ffJEvTS? ? TO there never was any Spartan lo-

-=3iov. chus so called (Thucyd. i. 21).

"With which we must combine We have no means of reconci-

another passage, c. 59, intimating ling the difference, nor can we be
that the track of the Athenians certain that Thucydides is right in

led them to turn and get behind his negative comprehending all

the hills, which prevented Mar- past time o? ouo' k~(i-iz-o irojnotc.

donius from seeing them, though 3 Herodot. ix. 53, 54.

they were marching along tho " Herodot. ix. 52, 53.
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Amidst the darkness of night, and in this scene of in-

decision and dispute, an Athenian messenger on

horsebackreached Pausanias, instructed to ascer- Pausanias

tain what was passing, and to ask for the last
|
nd the

directions. For in spite of the resolution taken exhibited

after formal debate, the Athenian generals still ^
y
h
the

.

mistrusted the Lacedaemonians, and doubted

whether, after all, they would act as they had promised.
The movement of the central division having become known
to them,theysentatthelast moment before they commenced
their own march, to assure themselves that the Spartans
were about to move also. A profound, and even an exag-

gerated mistrust, but too well justified by the previous
behaviour of the Spartans towards Athens, is visible in this

proceeding;
1
yet it proved fortunate in its results for if

the Athenians, satisfied Avith executing their part in the

preconcerted plan, had marched at once to the Island, the

Grecian army would have been severed without the possi-

bility of reuniting, and the issue of the battle might have

proved altogether different. The Athenian herald found
the Lacedaemonians still stationary in their position, and
the generals in hot dispute with Amompharetus, who

despised the threat of being left alone to make head

against the Persians, and when reminded that the re-

solution had been taken by general vote of the officers,

took up with both hands a vast rock fit for the hands
of Ajax or Hektor, and cast it at the feet of Pausanias,

saying "This is my pebble, wherewith I give my vote

not to run away from the strangers." Pausanias de-

nounced him as a madman desiring the herald to report
the scene of embarrassment which he had just come to

witness, and to entreat the Athenian generals not to com-
mence their retreat until the Lacedaemonians should also

be in march. In the meantime the dispute continued, and
was even prolonged by the perverseness of Amompharetus
until the morning began to dawn; when Pausanias, afraid

to remain longer, gave the signal for retreat calculating
that the refractory captain, when he saw his loclius really
left alone, would probably make up his mind to follow.

Having marched about ten furlongs, across the hilly ground
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which divided him from the Island, he commanded a
Pauaanias halt; either to await Amompharetus if he chose

without
* fM w

>
or * be near enough to render aid and

Amompha- save him, if he were rash enough to stand his
retus, who

ground single-handed. Happily the latter, seeing
speedily ri j. i -IIT n-i
follows that his general had really departed, overcame
him. fog scruples, and followed him; overtaking and

joining the main body in its first halt near the river Holoeis
and the temple of Eleusinian Demeter. 1 The Athenians,
commencing theirmovement at the same time with Pausanias,
got round the hills to the plain on the other side and pro-
ceeded on their march towards the Island.

Whenthe day broke, the Persian cavalry were astonish-

ed to find the Grecian position deserted. They
ment of immediately set themselves to the pursuit of the
Mardonius

Spartans, whose march lay along the higher and
on disco- . -ill
vering that more conspicuous ground, and whose progress
the Greeks had moreover been retarded by the long delay
treated f Arnompharetus : the Athenians on the con-

daring the
trary. marching without halt, and being already

night he u U" J J.I. m
pursues and behind the hills, were not open to view. To
attacks Mardonius, this retreat of his enemy inspired an

wit disor- extravagant and contemptuous confidence which
deriy impa- he vented in full measure to the Thessalian

Aleuadse "These are your boasted Spartans,
who changed their place just now in the line, rather than

fight the Persians, and have here shown by a barefaced

flight what they are really worth!" With that he imme-

diately directed his whole army to pursue and attack with
the utmost expedition. The Persians crossed the Asopus,
and ran after the Greeks at their best speed, pell-mell,
without any thought of order or preparations for over-

coming resistance: the army already rang with shouts of vic-

tory, in full confidence of swallowing up the fugitives as

soon as they were overtaken.

The Asiatic allies all followed the example of this dis-

orderly rush forward: 2 but the Thebans and the other

1 Herodot. ix. 50, 57. the reckless and disorderly manner
* Herodot. ix. 59. i5iu>xov (i>? in which the Persians advanced:

TioSuJv exauTO? eiy.ov, OUTS xoajjiw Plutarch, on the" contrary, says of

oOSsvi xoajiTjQivTs?, OUTE ~at. Kal Mardonius iytuv OUVTETO Y[AEVIQV

O'j-ot ;J.EV PO^J TS xal OfxO.w s^r/ioav, -ry)v 8'ivafjuv ir.itsefs.-o TOI? AaxsSai-

iiuc; avap7iaa6|AiVGi TOO; "EX).r,vas. (xovioic, Ac. (Plutarch, Aristeid.c. 17).

Herodotus dwells especially on Plutarch also says that Pausanias
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Grecian allies on the right wing of Mardonius, appear to

have maintained somewhat better order.

Pausanias had not been able to retreat farther than
the neighbourhood of the Demetrion or temple Battle of

of Eleusmian Demeter, where he had halted to Plata5a -

take up Amompharetus. Overtaken first by the Persian

horse and next by Mardonius with the main body, he sent

a horseman forthwith to apprise the Athenians, and to en-

treat their aid. The Athenians were prompt in complying
with his request: but they speedily found themselves en-

gaged in conflict against the Theban allies of the enemy,
and therefore unable to reach him. 1 Accordingly the

Lacedaemonians and Tegeans had to encounter the Per-

sians single-handed without any assistance from the other

Greeks. The Persians, on arriving within bowshot of their

enemies, planted in the ground the spiked extremities of

their gerrha (or long wicker shields), forming a continuous

breastwork, from behind which they poured upon the

Greeks a shower of arrows: 2 their bows were of the largest

size, and drawn with no less power than skill. In spite of

the wounds and distress thus inflicted, Pausanias persisted
in the indispensable duty of offering the battle-sacrifice,
and the victims were for some time unfavourable, so that

he did not venture to give orders for advance and close

combat. Many were here wounded or slain in the ranks,
3

among them the brave Kallikrates, the handsomest and

strongest man in the army: until Pausanias, wearied out
with this compulsory and painful delay, at length raised

his eyes to the conspicuous Herseum of the Platseans, and
invoked the merciful intervention of Here to remove that

obstacle which confined him to the spot. Hardly had he

pronounced the words, when the victims changed and be-

came favourable: 4 butthe Tegeans, whilehe wasyetpraying^

TJY tTi~> aXXr]v BOvajuv itpo? Tas ' Herodot. ix. 62. Kal total Aaxe-

llXaTcetai;, &c.; which is quite 6si(xo -liotoi a u -
1 x a JJ.ETO ~r

t
-i -uyrjv

contrary to the real narrative of Trjv IlauaoivUcu i-;i-iz-co 6u'j[xvoiai T<X

Herodotus. Pausanias intended to ayifiv. yprjaTot. Plutarch exagge-
march to the Island, not toPlatsca: rates the long-suffering of Pausaniaa
lie did not reach either the one or (Aristot. c. 17, ad finem).
the other. The lofty and conspicuous site

1 Herodot. ix. 60, 01. of the Heraeon, visible to Pausanias
1 About the Persian bow, see at the distance where he was, is

Xenopli. Anabas. iii. 4, 17. plainly marked in Herodotus (ix.
* Herodot. ix. 72. 61).
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anticipated the effect and hastened forward against
the enemy, followed by the Lacedaemonians as soon as

Pausanias gave the word. The wicker breastwork before

the Persians was soon overthrown by the Grecian charge :

nevertheless the Persians, though thus deprived of their

tutelary hedge and having no defensive armour, maintained
the fight with individual courage, the more remarkable
because it was totally unassisted by discipline or trained

collective movement, against the drilled array, the regulated

step, the well-defended persons, and the long spears, of the

Greeks. l They threw themselves upon the Lacedaemonians,

seizing hold of their spears, and breaking them: many of

G^at them devoted themselves in small parties often
personal to force by their bodies a way into the lines,

!^
a
+v!l

y
-p ,. and to get to individual close combat with theU-ltiicJrer- 11 n Tiri

sians they short spear and the dagger.
2 Mardonms him-

defeaed
lly se^ conspicuous upon a white horse, was among

and Mardo- the foremost warriors, and the thousand select
mus slam.

Droops who formed his body-guard distinguished

For incidents illustrating the in which 1400 half-armed Swiss

hardships which a Grecian army overcame a large body of fully-

endured from itsreluctance to move armed Austrians, with an impene-
without favourable sacrifices, see trable front of projecting spears;

Xenophon, Anabasis, vi. 4, 10-25; which for some time they were
Hellenic, iii. 2, 17. unable to break in upon, until at

1 Herodot. ix. 62, 63. His words length one of theirwarriors, Arnold
about the courage of the Persians von Winkelried, grasped an arm-
are remarkable: X^|j.aTi JJLSV vuv xa't ful of spears, and precipitated him*

&tb|jii3 o'jx Ijaovti; rjiav ot Hspoai- self upon them, making a way for

civOTtXot 8s e6'<Ts;, xal ~poq, ovsirt- his countrymen over his dead

37r,(J.ovs^ Tjooiv, xal oux 6|iOioi toiai body. See Vogelin, Geschichte

evavTtotai aw'ir^i . . . rXsTaTOv -fip
der Schweizerischen Eidgenossen-

a^sa? i5T)XssTO 7) saQv)!; spTJ|j.ci<;
sotjoa schaft, ch. vi. p. 240, or indeed any

"itXiov, zpb? -(aft 07:Xi7C<; jo-(Ts? Y'-*!
1" history of Switzerland, for a des-

viJTiq dycbvo; siTOisijvTO. Compare the cription of this memorable incident,

striking conversation between Xer- l For the arms of the Persians,
xes and Demaratus (Herodot. vii. see Herodot. vii. 61.

104). Herodotus states in another place
The description given by Hero- that the Persian troops adopted

dotus of the gallant rush made by the Egyptian breastplates (fJcbpT)-

these badly-armed Persians, upon *7.): probably this may have been

the presented line of spears in the after the battle of Platsa. Even
Lacedemonian ranks, may be com- at this battle, the Persian leaders

pared with Livy (xxxii. 17), a des- OH horseback had strong defensive

cription of the Romans attacking armour, as we may see by the case

the Macedonian phalanx, and with of Masistius above narrated: by
the battle of Sempach (June, 1386), the time of the battle of Kunaxa,
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themselves beyond all the rest. At length he was slain by
the hand of a distinguished Spartan named Aeimnestus*,
his thousand guards mostly perished around him, and the

courage of the remaining Persians, already worn out by
the superior troops against which they had been long

contending, was at last thoroughly broken by the death of

their general. They turned their backs and fled, not rest-

ing until they got into the wooden fortified camp, con-

structed by Mardonius behind the Asopus. The Asiatic

allies also, as soon as they saw the Persians defeated, took

to flight without striking a blow. l

The Athenians on the left, meanwhile, had been

engaged in a serious conflict with the Boeotians; The Athe-

especially theTheban leaders with the hoplites nianspn the

v i i j j.1 i f i i. -j-i leftvringde-
immediately around them, who fought with feated the

great bravery, but were at length driven back, Thebans.

after the loss of 300 of their best troops. The Theban

cavalry however still maintained a good front, protecting
the retreat of the infantry and checking the Athenian

pursuit, so that the fugitives were enabled to reach Thebes
in safety; a better refuge than the Persian fortified camp.

2

"With the exception of the Thebans and Boeotians, none
of the other medising Greeks rendered any real service.

Instead of sustaining or reinforcing the Thebans, they
never once advanced to the charge, but merely followed

in the first movement of flight. So that in point of fact

the only troops in this numerous Perso-Grecian army who
really fought, were, the native Persians and Sakae on the

left, and the Boeotians on the right; the former against
the Lacedaemonians, the latter against the Athenians. 3

Xor did even all the native Persians take part in the

combat. A body of 40,000 men under Artabazus, of

whom some must doubtless have been native Persians, left

the field without fighting and without loss. That general,

seemingly the ablest man in the Persian army, had been
from the first disgusted with the nomination of Mardonius
as commander-in-chief, and had farther incurred his

the habit had become more widely
3 Herodot. ix. 67, 6 a . Ttbv 5k

diffused (Xenoph. Anabas. i. S, 6; ctXXuw 'EXXVjvojv t(I>v [isra psaiXs'X

Brisson, De Regno Persarum, lib. sSsXoxaxsd'ntov

iii. p. 3C)1), for the cavalry at least. syu.p.iywv 6 ra;
> Herodot. ix. 64, Co. aap.-/o; O'jOSvl
7 Herodot. ix. 67, 68.

e-y'jy^''-

VOL. V.
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displeasure by deprecating any general action. Apprised

Artabazus
that Mardonius was hastening forward to attack

with a large the retreating Greeks, he marshalled his division
Persian an(j ie(j them out towards the scene of action,

abandons though despairing of success and perhaps not
the contest Very anxious that his own prophecies should be

out of
lr

proved false. And such had been the headlong
Greece impetuosity of Mardonius in his first forward
the rest of i j_ i j c
the Persian movement, so complete his confidence or over-
army take whelming the Greeks when he discovered their

position in retreat, that he took no pains to ensure the
the fortified concerted action of his whole army. Accord-

ingly before Artabazus arrived at the scene
of action, he saw the Persian troops, who had been

engaged under the commander-in-chief, already defeated
and in flight. Without making the least attempt either

to save them or to retrieve the battle, he immediately
gave orders to his own division to retreat; not repairing,
however, either to the fortified camp or to Thebes, but

abandoning at once the whole campaign, and taking the

direct road through Phokis to Thessaly, Macedonia, and
the Hellespont.

1

As the native Persians, the Sakae, and the Boeotians

were the only real combatants on the one side,

portion of so also were the Lacedaemonians, Tegeans, and
the armies

Athenians, on the other. It has already been

side which mentioned that the central troops of the Grecian

f^Vt army, disobeying the general order of march,
had gone during the night to the town of

Platsea instead of to the Island. They were thus completely
severed from Pausanias, and the first thing which they
heard about the battle was, that the Lacedaemonians were

gaining the victory. Elate with this news, and anxious

to come in for some share of the honour, they rushed to

the scene of action, without any heed of military order:

the Corinthians taking the direct track across the hills,

while the Megarians, Phliasians and others, marched by
the longer route along the plain, so as to turn the hills,

and arrive at the Athenian position. The Theban horse

under Asopodorus, employed in checking the pursuit of

the victorious Athenian hoplites, seeing these fresh troops

coming up in thorough disorder, charged them vigorously
1 Herodot. ix. CCi.
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and drove them back, to take refuge in the high ground,
with the loss of 600 men.i But this partial success had
no effect in mitigating the general defeat.

Following up their pursuit, the Lacedaemonians

proceeded to attack the wooden redoubt The Greek

wherein the Persians had taken refuge. But a
"^;

ck
t^
nd

though they were here aided by all or most of fortified

the central Grecian divisions, who had taken no camp-

part in the battle, they were yet so ignorant of the mode
of assailing walls, that they made no progress, and were

completely baffled, until the Athenians arrived to their

assistance. The redoubt was then stormed, not without a '

gallant and prolonged resistance on the part of its

defenders. The Tegeans, being the first to penetrate into

the interior, plundered the rich tent of Mardonius, whose

manger for his horses, made of brass, remained long after-

wards exhibited in their temple of Athene Alea while
his silver-footed throne, and scimitar,

2 were preserved in

the acropolis of Athens, along with the breastplate of

Masistius. Once within the wall, effective resistance

ceased, and the Greeks slaughtered without mercy as well
as without limit; so that if we are to credit Herodotus,
there survived only 3000 men out of the 300,000 which
had composed the army of Mardonius save and except
the 40,000 men who accompanied Artabazus in his retreat. 3

Respecting these numbers, the historian had probably
little to give except some vague reports, without any
pretence of computation: about the Grecian loss his

statement deserves more attention, when he tells us that

there perished ninety-one Spartans, sixteen Tegeans, and

fifty-two Athenians. Herein however is not included the
loss of the ILegarians when attacked by the Theban cavalry.

1 Herodot. ix. 09. Persians at Platwa very justly.
2 Herodot. ix. 70

;
Demosthenes Dr. Blomfield is surprised at this,

cont. Timokrat. p. 741. c. 33. P.iu- compliment ;
but it is to be recol-

sanias (i. 27, 2) doubts whether lected that all the earlier part of
this was really the scimitar of the tragedy had been employed in

.Mardonius, contending that the setting forth the glory of Athens
Lacedemonians would never have at Salamis, and lie might well

permitted the Athenians to take afford to give the Peloponnesians
it' the credit which they deserved at.

'
Herodot. ix. 70: compare l'lat;ua. Pindar distribute^ tli<!

-i-Kschyl. 1'crs. 805-824. He singles honour between Sparta and Athens
out "the Dorian spear" as the in like manner (Pyth. i. 7u).

great weapon of destruction to the

D 2
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nor is the number of slain Lacedaemonians, not Spartans,
LOSS on specified: while even the other numbers actually
both sides, stated are decidedly smaller than the probable
truth, considering the multitude of Persian arrows and
the unshielded right side of the Grecian hoplite. On the

whole, the affirmation of Plutarch, that not less than 1360
Greeks were slain in the action appears probable: all

doubtless hoplites for little account was then made of
the light-armed, nor indeed are we told that they took

any active part in the battle. l Whatever may have been
the numerical loss of the Persians, this defeat proved the
total ruin of their army: but we may fairly presume that

many were spared and sold into slavery,
2 while many of

the fugitives probably found means to join the retreating
division of Artabazus. That general made a rapid march
across Thessaly and Macedonia, keeping strict silence

about the recent battle, and pretending to be sent on a

special enterprise by Mardonius, whom he reported to be
himself approaching. If Herodotus is correct (though it

may well be doubted whether the change of sentiment in

Thessaly and the other medising Grecian states was so

rapid as he implies), Artabazus succeeded in traversing
these countries before the news of the battle became

generally known, and then retreated by the straightest
and shortest route through the interior of Thrace to

Byzantium, from whence he passed into Asia. The interior

tribes, unconquered and predatory, harassed his retreat

considerably; but we shall find long afterwards Persian

garrisons in possession of many principal places on the
Thracian coast. 3 It will be seen that Artabazus sub-

sequently rose higher than ever in the estimation of

Xerxes.
1

Plutarch, Aristeides, c. 19. quarter or take any prisoners (xi.

Kleidemus, quoted by Plutarch, 32); but this is hardly to be be-

stated that all the fifty-two Athe- lieved, in spite of his assertion,

nians who perished belonged to His statement that the Greeks
the tribe 2Eantis, whichdistinguish- lost 10.000 men is still less ad-

ed itself in the Athenian ranks, missible.

But it seems impossible to believe * Herodot. ix. 89. The allusions

that no citizens belonging to the of Demosthenes to Perdikkas king
other nine tribes were killed. of Macedonia, who is said to have

1 Diodorus indeed states that attacked the Persians on their

Pausanias was so apprehensive of flight from Plataea, and to have
the numbers of the Persians, that rendered their ruin complete, are

he forbade his soldiers to give too loose to deserve attention ;
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Ten days did the Greeks employ after their victory,
first in burying the slain, next in collecting and Funeral

apportioning the booty. The Lacedaemonians, ^
bs
^g

ies

the Athenians, the Tegeans, the Megarians and Greeks

the Phliasians each buried their dead apart, ^ ent3

erecting a separate tomb in commemoration, body of

The Lacedsemonians, indeed, distributed their ^^j^
dead into three fractions, in three several burial- tion of

places: one for those champions who enjoyed fcooty.

individual renown at Sparta, and among whom were in-

cluded the most distinguished men slain in the recent battle,

such as Poseidonius, Amompharetus the refractory captain,

Philokyon, and Kallikrates a second for the other Spar-
tans and Lacedaemonians l and a third for the Helots.

Besides these sepulchral monuments, erected in the neigh-
bourhood of Platsea by those cities whose citizens had

really fought and fallen, there were several similar monu-
ments to be seen in the days of Herodotus, raised by other

cities which falsely pretended to the same honour, with the

connivance and aid of the Plataeans. 2 The body of Mardo-
nius was discovered among the slain, and treated with

respect by Pausanias, who is even said to have indignantly

repudiated advice offered to him by an JEginetan, that he

should retaliate upon it the ignominious treatment inflicted

by Xerxes upon the dead Leonidas. 3 On the morrow the

more especially as Perdikkas was possible to arrive at any certainty :

not then king of Macedonia (De- we do not know by what name
mosthenes cont. Aristokrat. p. 687. these select warriors were called.

c. 51; and jispi 2'JV7(is(US, p. 173.

c. 0).
1 Herodot. ix. 84. Herodotus

indeed assigns this second burial- ito

place only to the other Spartans, (XTtE

opart from the Select. He takes
-^uijcr.i xsivot, Ttbv S-IYIVO|J.SV(O';

DO notice of the Lacedemonians siSsxsv oivOpiuit(or g-nEi xat Atyi'JV]-

not Spartans, either in the battle T^UT, iiTi auToOi xaXsojAiVOi; Taoo?,
or in reference to burial, though T Q V iy<i> axo'Jiu xat Sixa ETSCJI U<JTE-

iie had informed us that 5000 of
pov [XSTK Ty.utot, SsTjOEvTiuv TUJV At-

them were included in the army. Yiv7]"iix)v, ycoaoc. K).Eo;07)v TOV AOTO-
Some of them must have been clxo'J, cbSpa EXaTaisa, r:p6;Eivov

slain, and wo may fairly presume eo-jTa CCJTUJV.

that tliey were buried along with This is a curious statement, de-

the Spartan citizens generally, rived by Herodotus doubtless

As to tlie word ipEac, or
sipsvoii;,

or from personal inquiries made at

i-r.Ectc (the two last being both Platcea.

conjectural readings), it seems im- a Her. ix. 78, 79. This suggestion

0301 xai cpslvowat sv IIXaTGUTJai e'ov-
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body was stolen away and buried; by whom was never

certainly known, for there were many different pretenders
who obtained reward on this plea from Arfcyntes, the son of

Mardonius. The funereal monument was yet to be seen in

the time of Pausanias. 1

The spoil was rich and multifarious gold and silver

in Darics as well as in implements and ornaments, carpets,

splendid arms and clothing, horses, camels, &c., even the

magnificent tent of Xerxes, left on his retreat with Mardo-

nius, was included. 2 By order of the general Pausanias,
the Helots collected all the valuable articles into one spot
for division; not without stealing many of the golden
ornaments, which, in ignorance of the value, they were

persuaded by the ^Eginetans to sell as brass. After reser-

ving a tithe for the Delphian Apollo, together with ample
offerings for the Olympic Zeus and the Isthmian Poseidon,
as well as for Pausanias as general the remaining booty
was distributed among the different contingents of the

army in proportion to their respective numbers. 3 The
concubines of the Persian chiefs were among the prizes
distributed: there were probably however among them

so abhorrent to Grecian feel- which has more the air of a poet-

ing, is put by the historian ical contrivance for bringing out

into the mouth of the JEginetan an honourable sentiment, than of

Lamp6n. In my preceding note a real incident. But there seems
I have alluded to another state- no reason to doubt the truth of

mentmade by Herodotus, not very the other two stories. Herodotus
creditable to the JEginetans: there does but too rarely specify his

is moreover a third (ix. SO), in informants: it is interesting to

which he represents them as hav- scent out the track in which his

ing cheated the Helots in their inquiries have been prosecuted,
purchases of the booty. "SVe may After the battle of Kunaxa, and

presume him to have hea*d all the death of Cyrus the younger,
these anecdotes at Platxa: at the his dead body had the head and
time when he probably visited that hands cut off, by order of Arta-

place, not long before the Pelo- xerxes, and nailed to a cross

ponnesian war, the inhabitants (Xenoph. Anab. i. 10, 1; iii. 1,

were united in the most intimate 17).

manner with Athens, and doubt- '

Herodot, ix. 84; Pausanias, ix.

less sympathised in the hatred of 2, 2.

the Athenians against .^Egina. It 5 Herodot. ix. 80, 81 : compare vii.

does not from hence follow that 41-83.

the stories are all untrue. I dis- 3 Dioclorus (xi. 33) states this

believe, indeed, the advice said to proportional distribution.
~
Hero-

have been given by Lamp6n to dotus only says iXoipov sxaa-rot tciv

crucify the body of Mardouius o-jiot r
;
3otv (ix. 81).
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many of Grecian birth, restored to their families
;
and one

especially, overtaken in her chariot amidst the flying Per-

sians, with rich jewels and a numerous suite, threw herself

at the feet of Pausanias himself, imploring his protection.
She proved to be the daughter of his personal friend Hege-
torides of Kos, carried off by the Persian Pharandates;
and he had the satisfaction of restoring her to her father. l

Large as the booty collected was, there yet remained many
valuable treasures buried in the ground, which the Plataean

inhabitants afterwards discovered and appropriated.
The real victors in the battle of Platsea were the

Laceclsemonians, Athenians and Tegeans. The Corinthians
and others, forming part of the army opposed to Mardonius,
did not reach the field until the battle was ended, though
they doubtless aided both in the assault of the fortified

camp and in the subsequent operations against Thebes, and
were universally recognised, in inscriptions and panegyrics,

among the champions who had contributed to the liberation

of Greece. 2 It was not till after the taking of the Persian

camp that the contingents of Elis and Mantineia, who may
perhaps have been among the convoys prevented by the

Persian cavalry from descending the passes of Kithaeron,
first reached the scene of action. Mortified at having

1 Herodot. ix. 70, 80, 81, 82. The Corinthians and others included?

fate of these female companions But these inscriptions do not re-

of the Persian grandees, on the ally contradict what is affirmed by
taking of the camp by an enemy, Herodotus. The actual battle was
forms a melancholy picture here fought only by a part of the col-

as well as at Issus, and even at lective Grecian army; but this hap-
Kunaxa: see Diodor. xvii. ."5; pened in a great measure by acci-

Quintus Curtius, iii. xi, 21; Xe- dent; the rest were little more

noph. Anab. i. 10, 2. than a mile off, and until within
2 Plutarch animadverts severely a few hours had been occupying

(De Malign. Herodot. p. 873
;
com- part of the same continuous line

pare Plut. Aristeid. c. 19) upon of position: moreover, if the battle

Herodotus, because he states that had lasted a little longer, they
none of the Greeks had any share would have come up in time to

in the battle of Platrea except the render actual help. They would

Lacedaemonians, Tegeans, and naturally be considered, therefore,
Athenians: the orator Lysias re- as entitled to partake in the glory

peats the same statement (Oratio of the entire result.

yunebr. c. 9). If this were the fact When however in after-times a

(Plutarch asks) how comes it that stranger visited Platrea, and saw
the in-criptions and poems of the Laccdremonian, Tegean, and Athe-

time recognise the exploit as per- man tombs, but no Corinthian nor

formed by the whole Grecian army, JEginetan, &c., he would naturally
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missed their share in the glorious exploit, the new-comers
were at first eager to set off in pursuit of Artabazus : hut
the Lacedaemonian commander forbade them, and they
returned home without any other consolation than that of

banishing their generals for not having led them forth more
promptly.

l

There yet remained the most efficient ally of Mardonius
Pausanias the city of Thebes ;

which Pausanias summoned
summons on the eleventh day after the battle, requiring

requiring
that the medising leaders should be delivered up,

thesurrend- especially Timegenidas and Attaginus. On re-

the leaders ceiving a refusal, he began to batter their walls,
these men and to adopt the still more effective measure of

selve^up
1"

laying waste their territory; giving notice that
and are put the work of destruction would be continued until
to death.

these chiefs were given up. After twenty days
of endurance, the chiefs at length proposed, if it should

prove that Pausanias peremptorily required their persons
and refused to accept a sum of money in commutation, to

surrender themselves voluntarily as the price of liberation

for their country. A negociation was accordingly entered

into with Pausanias, and the persons demanded were sur-

rendered to him, excepting Attaginus, who found means to

escape at the last moment. His sons, whom he left behind,
were delivered up as substitutes, but Pausanias refused to

touch them, with the just remark, which in those times

was even generous,
2 that they were nowise implicated in

the medism of their father. Timegenidas and the remaining
prisoners were carried off to Corinth and immediately put
to death, without the smallest discussion or form of trial:

Pausanias was apprehensive that if any delay or consulta-

tion were granted, their wealth and that of their friends

would effectually purchase voices for their acquittal,
indeed the prisoners themselves had been induced to give
themselves up partly in that expectation.

- It is remarkable

enquire how it happened that none individual Platacans.

of these latter had fallen in the ' Herodot. ix. 77.

battle, and would then be informed 2
See, a little above in this chap-

that they were not really present ter, the treatment of the wife and
at it. Hence the motive for these children of the Athenian senator

cities to erect empty sepulchral Lykidas (Herodot. ix. 5). Compare
monuments on the spot, as Hero- also Herodot. iii. 116; ix. 120.

dotus informs us that they after- * Herodot. ix. 87, 88.

wards did or caused to be done by
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that Pausanias himself only a few years afterwards, when
attainted of treason, returned and surrendered himself at

Sparta under similar hopes of being able to buy himself off

by money. 1 In this hope indeed he found himself deceived,
as Thnegenidas had been deceived before: but the fact is

not the less to be noted as indicating the general impression
that the leading men in a Grecian city were usually open
to bribes in judicial matters, and that individuals superior
to this temptation were rare exceptions. I shall have
occasion to dwell upon this recognised untrustworthiness

of the leading Greeks when I come to explain the extreme-

ly popular cast of the Athenian judicature.
AYhether there was any positive vote taken among the

Greeks respecting the prize of valour at the Honours
battle of Plataea may well be doubted: and the anddistinc-

silence of Herodotus goes far to negative an J^^ the

important statement of Plutarch, that the Athe- Greek" war-

nians and Lacedaemonians were on the point of riors -

coming to an open ruptui'e, each thinking themselves
entitled to the prize that Aristeides appeased the Athe-

nians, and prevailed upon them to submit to the general
decision of the allies and that ilegarian and Corinthian
leaders contrived to elude the dangerous rock by bestowing
the prize on the Plateeans, to which proposition both
Aristeides and Pausanias acceded. 2 But it seems that the

general opinion recognised the Lacedaemonians and Pausa-
nias as bravest among the brave, seeing that they had
overcome the best troops of the enemy and slain the general.
In burying their dead warriors, the Lacedaemonians singled
out for peculiar distinction Philokyon, Poseidonius. and

Amompharetus the lochage, whose conduct in the fight
atoned for his disobedience to orders. There was one

Spartan howeverwho had surpassed them all Aristodemus,
the single survivor of the troop of Leonidas at Thermopylae.
Having ever since experienced nothing but disgrace and

1 Thucyd. i. 131. xco. TI;TI ;JIUV their country : also c. 49 of the

/sr/j.i-1. 8taX'J5i-( ~r
t
i BiafioXr,v. same book about the Lacedccmo-

Compare Thucyd. viii. 45, where nian general Astyochus. The bribes

he states that the trierarchs and received by the Spartan kings Leo-

generals of the Lacedsenionian and tychides and Pleistoanax are rc-

allied fleet (all except Hermokrates corded (Herodot. vi. 72; Thucyd.
of Syracuse) received bribes from ii. 211.

Tissapherne? to betray the inter- 2 Plutarch. Aristeido?, c. 20: De
ests both of their seamen and of Herodot. Malign, p. 873.
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insult from his fellow-citizens, this unfortunate man had
become reckless of life, and at Platsea he stepped forth

single-handed from his place in the ranks, performing deeds
of the most heroic valour and determined to regain by his

death the esteem of his countrymen. But the Spartans
refused to assign to him the same funereal honours as

were paid to the other distinguished warriors, who had
manifested exemplary forwardness and skill, yet without

any desperate rashness, and without any previous taint

such as to render life a burthen to them. Subsequent
valour might be held to efface this taint, but could not
suffice to exalt Aristodemus to a level with the most
honoured citizens. 1

But thoughwe cannot believe the statement of Plutarch
that the Platseans received by general vote the

tiaTTrUmte prize of valour, it is certain that they were
to Piatsea, largely honoured and recompensed, as the pro-

scenffof prietors of that ground on which the liberation

the victory, of Greece had been achieved. The market-place
p^t^ar,^.

6 and centre of their town was selected as ther ictl/tcctiio .
(* i T r* r> i i '

solemnities scene for the solemn sacrifice of thanksgiving,

be
C

perL
t0

offered up by Pausanias after the battle, to Zeus
dicaiiy ce- Eleutherius, in the name and presence of all the

by
b
the* assembled allies. The local gods and heroes of

later, in the Plateean territory, who had been invoked in

thiTslaia* prayer before the battle, and who had granted
their soil as a propitious field for the Greek

arms, were made partakers of the ceremony, and witnesses

as well as guarantees of the engagements with \vhichit was

accompanied.
2 The Platseans, now re-entering their city,

which the Persian invasion had compelled them to desert,

were invested with the honourable duty of celebrating the

periodical sacrifice in commemoration of this great victory,
as well as of rendering care and religious service at the

tombs of the fallen warriors. As an aid to enable them to

discharge this obligation, which probably might have pressed
hard upon them at a time when their city was half-ruined

and their fields unsown, they received out of the prize-

money the large allotment of eighty talents, which was

partly employed in building and adorning a handsome

1 Heroclot. ix. 71, 72. his troops had recently been vic-
- Thucyd. ii. 71, 72. So the Ro- torious, '-instaurabat sacrum Diis

man Emperor Yitellius, on visit- loci" (Tacitus, Histor. ii. 70).

ing the field of Bebriacum where
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temple of Athene the symbol probably of renewed con-

nexion with Athens. They undertook to render religious
honours every year to the tombs of the warriors, and to

celebrate in every fifth year the grand public solemnity of

the Eleutheria with gymnastic matches analogous to the

other great festival games of Greece. 1 In consideration

of the discharge of these duties, together with the sanctity
of the ground, Pausanias and the whole body of allies bound
themselves by oath to guarantee the autonomy of Platsea,

and the inviolability of her territory. This was an eman-

cipation of the town from the bond of the Boeotian federa-

tion, and from the enforcing supremacy of Thebes as its

chief.

But the engagement of the allies appears to have had
other objects also, larger than that of protecting Permanent

Plataea, or establishing commemorative ceremo- Grecian

nies. The defensive league against the Persians ^cy decreed

was again sworn to by all of them, and rendered *>y the

permanent. An aggregate force of 10,000hoplites, hoid^mee"-
1000 cavalry, and 100 triremes, for the purpose ings at

of carrying on the war, was agreed to and pro-

mised, the contingent of each allybeing specified. Moreover
the town of Platsea was fixed on as the annual place of

meeting, where deputies from all of them were annually to

assemble. 2

This resolution is said to have been adopted on the

proposition of Aristeides, whose motives it is not difficult

to trace. Though the Persian army had sustained a

signal defeat, no one knew how soon it might re-assemble,
or be reinforced. Indeed, even later, after the battle of

Mykale had become known, a fresh invasion of the Persians
was still regarded as not improbable;

3 nor did any one then

anticipate that extraordinary fortune and activity whereby
the Athenians afterwards organized an alliance such as to

throw Persia on the defensive. Moreover, the northern

1 Thueyd. ii. 71; Plutarch, Aris- honour of the deceased, took place

teides, c. 19-21; Strabo, ix. p. 412; on the sixteenth of the Attic month

Pausanias, ix. 2, 4. M<cmakterion. K. ~F. Hermann
The Eleutheria were celebrated (Gottesdienstliche Alterthtimer der

OTI the fourth of the Attic month Griechen, ch. 63, note 9) lias treat-

Eoedromion, -which was the day ed these two celebrations as if they

on which the battle itself was were one.

fought ;
while the annual decoration -

Plutarch, Aristeides, c. 21.

of the tombs, and ceremonies in 3 Thueyd. i. 90.
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half of Greece was still medising, either in reality or in

appearance, and new efforts on the part of Xerxes might
probably keep up his ascendency in those parts. Now
assuming the war to be renewed, Aristeides and the Athe-
nians had the strongest interest in providing a line of

defence which should cover Attica as well as Peloponnesus ;

and in preventing the Peloponnesians from confining them-
selves to their Isthmus, as they had done before. To take

advantage for iihis purpose of the new-born reverence and

gratitude which now bound the Lacedsemonians to Plataea,
was an idea eminently suitable to the moment; though the
unforeseen subsequent start of Athens, combined with other

events, prevented both the extensive alliance and the

inviolability of Platsea, projected by Aristeides, from taking
effect, i

On the same day that Pausanias and the Grecian land

Proceed- army conquered at Platsea, the naval armament
ings of under Leotychides and Xanthippus was engaged
fleet

Gr
it

ian
i*1 Perations hardly less important at Mykale

moves to on the Asiatic coast. The Grecian commanders
the rescue Of the fleet (which numbered 110 triremes),of Samos .

v
/ -j .

from the having advanced as far as Delos, were airaid to
Persians.

proceed farther eastward, or to undertake any

1 It is to this general and solemn forty years after the battle, tried

meeting, held at Plataea after the to convoke a Pan-Hellenic assem-

victory, that we might probably bly at Athens, for the purpose of

refer another vow noticed by the deliberating what should be done
historians and orators of the sub- with these temples (Plutarch, Pe-

sequcnt century, if that vow were rikles, c. 17). Yet Theopompus
not of suspicious authenticity, pronounced this alleged oath to

The Greeks, while promising faith- be a fabrication, though both the

ful attachment, and continued orator Lykurgus and Diodorus

peaceful dealing among themselves, profess to report it verbatim. We
and engaging at the same time may safely assert that the oath,
to amerce in a tithe of their pro- as they give it, is not genuine; but

perty all who had medised are perhaps the vow of tithing those

said to have vowed that they would who had voluntarily joined Xer-

not repair or rebuild the temples xes, which Herodotus refers to an

which the Persian invader had earlier period, when success was

burnt; but would leave them in doubtful, may not have beenrenew-
their half-ruined condition as a ed in the moment of victory :

monument of his sacrilege. Some see Diodor. ix. 29; Lykurgus cont.

of the injured temples near Athens Leokrat. c. 19, p. 193
; Polybius, ix.

were seen in their half-burnt state 33; Isokrates, Or. i-v.
; Panegyr. c.

even by the traveller Pausanias 41, p. 74
; Theopompus, Fragm. 167,

(x. 35, 2), in his time. Perikles, ed. Bidot; Suidas, v. AEX'/TSUEIVJ
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offensive operations against the Persians at Samos, for the

rescue of Ionia although Ionian envoys, especially from
Chios and Samos, had urgently solicited aid both at Sparta
and at Delos. Three Samians, one ofthem named Hegesis-
tratus, came to assure Leotychides, that their countrymen
were ready to revolt from the despot Theomestor, whom
the Persians had installed there, so soon as the Greek fleet

should appear off the island. In spite of emphatic appeals
to the community of religion and race, Leotychides was

long deaf to the entreaty; but his reluctance gradually gave
way before the persevering earnestness of the orator.

While yet not thoroughly determined, he happened to ask
the Samian speaker what was his name. To which the

latter replied, "Hegesistratus, i. e. army-leader." "I accept

Hegesistratus as an omen (replied Leotychides, struck with
the significance of this name), pledge thou thy faith to

accompany us let thy companions prepare the Samians
to receive us, and we will go forthwith." Engagements
were at once exchanged, and while the other two envoys
were sent forward to prepare matters in the island, Hegesis-
tratus remained to conduct the fleet, which was farther

encouraged by favourable sacrifices, and by the assurances
of the prophet Dei'phonus, hired from the Corinthian colony
of Apollonia.

l

When they reached the Herteum near Kalami in Samos, 2

and had prepared themselves for a naval engage- The persian

ment, they discovered that the enemy's fleet had fleet aban-

already been withdrawn from the island to the and^tire^
neighbouring continent. For the Persian com- to Mykale
mauders had been so disheartened with the ln Ionia -

Cicero de Republica, iii. 9, and and interesting (Herodot. ix. 93,
the beginning of the chapter last 94). Euenius, as a recompense for

but one preceding, of this His- having been unjustly blinded by
tory. his countrymen, had received from
'Herodot. ix. 91, 92, 95; viii. the gods the grant of prophecy

132, 133. The prophet of Mardo- transmissible to his descendants :

nius at Plataea bore the name He- a new prophetic family was thu-

gesistratus: and was probably the created, alongside of the lamids.
more highly esteemed for it (He- Telliads, Klytiads, &c.
rodot. ix. 37). Herodot. ix. 90. E-EI 5s sys-
Diodorus states the fleet as com- VOVTO -fj$ 2ap.tr;; r.^h- Ka>,i|icii3'.,

prising 250 triremes (xi. 34). oi (x:v OL-JTOU opjjiiaipu-joi. /. a- i TO
The anecdotes respecting the 'H pa tov TO taitij, itapsoxrja^ovTO

Apolloniate Euenius, the father of ;
? vjiyfxayivjv.

Deiphouus, will be found curious It is by no means certain that
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defeat of Salamis that they were not disposed to fight again
at sea: we do not know the numbers of their fleet, but

perhaps a considerable proportion of it may have consisted

of Ionic Greeks, whose fidelity was now very doubtful.

Having abandoned the idea of a sea-fight, they permitted
their Phoenician squadron to depart, and sailed with their

remaining fleet to the promontory of Mykale near Miletus. l

Here they were under the protection of a land-force of

60,000 men, under the command of Tigranes the main
reliance .of Xerxes for the defence of Ionia. The ships
were dragged ashore, and a rampart of stones and stakes

was erected to protect them, while the defending army lined

the shore, and seemed amply sufficient to repel attack from
seaward. 2

It was not long before the Greek fleet arrived. Dis-

appointed of their intention of fighting, by the flight of the

Mistrust enemy from Samos, they had at first proposed

"d*!- f
either to return home, or to turn aside to the

the lonians Hellespont: but they were at last persuaded by

h
nt

th
tained ^e l-oinan envoys to pursue the enemy's fleet

Persian and again offer battle at Mykale. On reaching
generals. that point, they discovered that the Persians
had abandoned the sea, intending to fight only on land. So
much had the Greeks now become emboldened, that they
ventured to disembark and attack the united land-force and
sea-force before them. But since much of their chance of

success depended on the desertion of the lonians, the first

proceeding of Leotychides was, to copy the previous
manoeuvre of Themistokles, when retreating from Arte-

misium, at the watering-places of Euboea. Sailing along

the Herseum here indicated is the guage of Herodotus, we may sup-
celebrated temple which stood pose that Ga;son was the name of

near the city of Samos (iii. 80): a town as well as of a river

the words of Herodotus rather seem (Euphorus ap. Athene, vi. p. 311).

to indicate that another temple of The eastern promontory (Cape

Herg, in some other part of the Poseidioii) of Samos was separated

island, is intended. only hy seven stadia from Mykale
1 Herodotus describes the Per- (Straho, xiv. p. C37), near to the

sian position hy topographical in- place where Glauke was situated

dications known to his readers, (Thucyd. viii. 79) modern obser-
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close to the coast, he addressed, through a herald of loud

voice, earnest appeals to the lonians among the enemy to

revolt; calculating, even if they did not listen to him, that
he should at least render them mistrusted by the Persians.

He then disembarked his troops, and marshalled them for

the purpose of attacking the Persian camp on land: while
the Persian generals, surprised by this daring manifestation
and suspecting, either from his manoeuvre, or from previous
evidences, that the lonians were in secret collusion with

him, ordered the Samian contingent to be disarmed, and
the Milesians to retire to the rear of the army, for the

purpose of occupying the various mountain roads up to the
summit of Mykale with which the latter were familiar as

a part of their own territory.
J

Serving as these Greeks in the fleet were, at a distance
from their own homes, and having left a powerful army of

Persians and Greeks under Mardonius in Boeotia, they were
of course full of anxiety lest his arms might prove The Greeks

victorious and extinguish the freedom of their land to at -

country. It was under these feelings of solicitude Persians

for their absent brethren that they dis- ashore re-

embarked, and were made ready for attack by th e
a

victory
the afternoon. But it was the afternoon of an of Piatcea,

ever-memorable day the fourth of the month their coun-
Boedromion (about September), 470 B. c. By a trymen on

remarkable coincidence, the victory of Platsea m0rnfng is

in Bceotia had been gained by Pausanias that commuui-

very morning. At the moment when the Greeks them before

were advancing to the charge, a divine Pheme the battle.

or message flew into the camp. Whilst a herald's staff

was seen floated to the shore by the western wave, the

symbol of electric transmission across the JEgean the

revelation, sudden, simultaneous, irresistible, struck at

once upon the minds of all, as if the multitude had one
common soul and sense, acquainting them that on that

very morning their countrymen in Boeotia had gained
ii complete victory over Mardonius. At once the previ-
ous anxiety was dissipated, and the whole army, full of

joy and confidence, charged with redoubled energy. Such
is the account given by Herodotus, 2 and doubtless
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universally accepted in his time, when the combatants of

Mykale were alive to tell their own story. He moreover

U>SE, 004 oi "EXXTjve? TTJV Mapoovioo human speaker or informant fy

aTpctTiTjv VIX<|EV
iv BOICOTITJ [ia/ofis-

tU TOI EircTjai PpoTuiv, f)"0a3av dxoo-

voi. ArjXa 87) 7:oXXoTai TExjiT;piotai <JTJ;
'Ex A; oc. TJTE [laXiSTOt ?spEi

em Ta Qsia TU>V 7ip7)Y|xa-u>v el xal xXio; dvOpibiioiat ;
and Odyss. xxiv.

TOTS TTJ; aoTTJ? T;[j.spTjs oufiTrntTOUUTj; 412. "Ooaa *

ap' ayfEXo; (^y- Gt XITOC

too TS EV IIXaT2iT;3i xai TOO EV Mo- n-6Xtv ipX" -avTTj, Mvr,3T7;p<ov OTU-

xaXTj [AsXXovTo? losaQat TpibjxaTO?, fepov SavaTOv xal x^p' EVSTIOOSO:. The

of,|jL7) TOtoi EXXr)ii ToTai TBUTIJ ssa- word xX^otuv is used in the same

rtxs-ro, (I>aT Saparjiai TE trjv aTpa- meaning by Sophokles, Philoktet.

Ttrjv roXX(j> (xoXXov, xal efilXeiv ^po- 255 : K/.TJOIOV at Smyrna had altars

SofiiTSpov xivoovsoEiv . . . TSfovEvott as a goddess, Aristeids, Orat. xl.

6e vixTjV T(I)v (ASTB Ilauijavlsio 'EXXfj- p. 507. ed. Dindorf, p. 754 (seeAn-
vu>v 6p9u><; ojpt T] <p^(iT) sovs- dokidSs de Mysteriis, c. 22, p. 64) :

fJaivE iXSooaa 1 TO (isv ffif EV Herodotus in the passage now be-

IIXaTaiTiJi 7:pioi ITI T^? ^fispr,!; fore us considers the two as identi-

EyivETO' TO 8i EV MoxdXiQ, TTEpl SsiXTiv cal compare also Herodot. v. 72.

. . . ^v 8s dp ptoSt TJ t;ot spiv TTJV vr^Tft Both words are used also to signify

iuaztxeaQav, OOTI sspl o^seuv aoT<I)v an omen conveyed by some unde-

OOTUJ, ib? T<I>v 'EXX^viuv, (XT) TtEpi signed human word or speech,

MapSovitp nTaijTj fj
'EXXac. u>? JJLEVTOI which in that particular case is

>) xXi^oibv auTT] 391 euEnTaTO, considered as determined by the

jiaXXov ~t xal TayuTEpov TTJV Trpoaooov special intervention of the gods,
sitoisuvTo: compare Plutarch, Paul, for the information of some person

Emilius, c. 24, 25, about the battle who hears it: see Homer, Odyss.
of Pydna. The

or,[x-/)
which circu- xx. 100: compare also Aristophan.

lated through the assembled army Aves, 719: Sophokles, CEdip. Tyr.
of Mardonius in Boeotia, respect- 43-472

; Xenophon, Symposion, c.

ing his intention to kill the Pho- 14. s. 4?.

kians, turned out incorrect (Hero- The descriptions of Fama by
dot. ix. 17). Virgil, .ZEneid, iv. 176 seq., and

Two passages in .33schines (cont. Ovid, Metamorph. xii. 40 seq., are

Timarchum, c. 27, p. 57, and De more diffuse and overcharged, de-

Fals. Legat. c. 45, p. 290) are peculi- parting from the simplicity of the

arly valuable as illustrating the Greek conception,
ancient idea of O^piTj a divine We may notice, as partial illu-

voice or vocal goddess, generally strations of what is here intended,
considered as informing a crowd those sudden, unaccountable im-

of persons at once, or moving them pressions of panic terror which
all by one and the same unanim- occasionally ran through the an-

ous feeling the Vox Dei passing cient armies or assembled multi-

into the Vox Populi. There was tudes, and which were supposed
an altar to Gfr^^ at Athens (Pau- to be produced by Pan or by
san. i. 17, 1); compare Hesiod. Opp. Xymphs indeed sudden, violent

Di. 7C1, and the 'Oaja of Homer, and contagions impressions of

which is essentially the same idea every kind, not merely of fear,

as OT,U.TJ: Iliad, ii. 93. pz-.a. SE 391- Livy, x. 28. "Victorem equitatum
atv "Oaaa SEOT^I "CHpovooa' tsvai, velut lymphaticus paver1

dissipat."
7

Alb; 0775X0?; also Odyssey, i. 282 ix. 27. u
Milites, incertum ob quam

opposed to the idea of a distinct causam, lymphatis similes ad arma
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mentions another of those coincidences which the Greek
mind always seized upon with so much avidity: there

discurrunt'' in Greek v'j[iwiXr,itTit: matin. Le soir 6toit plein de

compare Polyoen. iv. 3, 26, and an troubles, de fureur desordonng.

instructive note of Miitzel, ad Le matin fut lumineux et d'une

Quint. Curt. iv. 46, 1 (iv. 12, 14). serenite terrible.

But I cannot better illustrate "-line, idee se leva sur Paris avec

that idea which the Greeks in- le jour, et tons virent la meme lu-

vested with divinity under the name miere. Unelumiere dansles esprits,

of Or^T] than by transcribing a et dans chaque cceur une voix: Va,
striking passage from M. Michelet's et tu prendras la Bastille!

Histoire de la Revolution Fran- "Cela etoit impossible, insense',

Qoise. The illustration is the more Strange a dire; ... Et tous le

instructive, because the religious crurent neanmoins. Et cela se fit.

point of view, which in Herodotus "La Bastille, pour etre une vieille

is predominant, and which, to the forteresse, n'en etoit pas mo'ns

believing mind, furnishes an ex- impreuable, a moins d'y mettre

planation pre-eminently satisfac- plusieurs jours, et beaucoup d'ar-

tory has passed away in the his- tillerie. Le peuple n'avoit en
torian of the nineteenth century, cette crise ni le temps ni les mo-
and gives place to a graphic des- yens de faire un siege regulier.

cription of the real phenomenon, L'eut-il fait, la Bastille n'avoit

of high importance in human af- pas a craindre, ayant assez de vi-

fairs
;
the common susceptibilities, vres pour attendre un secours si

common inspiration, and common proche, et d'immenses munitions

spontaneous impulse, of a multi- de guerre. Ses murs de dix pieds

tude, effacing for the time each d'epaisseur au sommet des tours,
man's separate individuality. de trente et quarante & la base,
M. Michelet is about to describe pouvaient rire longtemps des bou-

that ever-memorable event the lets: et ses batteries, a elle, dont

capture of the Bastilo, on the 14th le feu plongeoit sur Paris, auroient
of -Inly, 1780 (ch. vii. vol. i. p. pu en attendant demolir tout le

105). Marais, tout le Faubourg St. An-

"Versailles, avec un gouverne- toine.

meut organise^ un roi, des ministres, "L'attaque de la Bastille ne fut

nn general, une armee, n'etoit un acte nullement raisonnable. Ce

qu'hesitation, doute, incertitude, fut un acte de foi.

dans la plus complete anarchie "Personne ne proposa.' Mais tous

morale. crurent et tous agirent. Le long

"Paris, bouleverse, dfilaisse de des rues, des quais, des ponts, des

toute autorite legale, dans un des- boulevards, la foule criait a la

ordre apparent, atteignit, le 14 foule A la Bastille a la Bastille.

Juillct, ce qui moralement cst Et dans le tocsin qui sonnoit, tous

1'ordrc le plus profond, 1'unani- entendoient : A la Bastille.

mit(i des esprits. "Personne, je Te re.pete, ne donna
Le 13 Juillet, Paris ne songeait Vimpulsion. Les parlours du Palais

qu'a se defendre. Le 14, il at- Royal passerent le temps & dresser

taqua. une liste de proscription, juger
"Le 13, au soir, il y avoit encore i mort la Heine, lo Polignac,

ties doutes, il n'y en eut plus le Artois, le prev6t Flesselles, d'au-

VOL. V. B
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was a chapel of the Eleusinian Demeter close to the
field of battle at Mykale, as well as at Platsea. Dio-
dorus and other later writers,

1 who wrote when the

impressions of the time had vanished, and when divine

interventions were less easily and literally admitted,
treat the whole proceeding as if it were a report design-

edly circulated by the generals, for the purpose of

encouraging their army.
The Lacedaemonians on the right wing, and the

Battle of portion of the army near them, had a difficult

Mykale path before them, over hilly ground and ravine
;

theionians while the Athenians, Corinthians, Sikyonians
in the an(j Troezenians, and the left half of the army,

camp^ marching only along the beach, came much
complete sooner into conflict with the enemy. The
of the Per- Persians, as at Platsea, employed their gerrha,
sians. or wicker bucklers planted by spikes in the

ground, as a breastwork, from behind which they dis-

charged their arrows; and they made a strenuous resist-

ance to prevent this defence from being overthrown.

Ultimately, the Greeks succeeded in demolishing it;

driving the enemy into the interior of the fortification,

where they in vain tried to maintain themselves against
the ardour of their pursuers, who forced their way into

it almost along with the defenders. Even when this

last rampart was carried, and when the Persian allies

had fled, the native Persians still continued to prolong
the struggle with undiminished bravery. Unpractised
in line and drill, and acting only in small knots,

2 with

tres encore. Les noms des vain- 1'attaqueroit pas. Les 61ecteurs no

queurs de laBastille n'offrent pas trahissoient pas comme ils en fu-

un seul des faiseurs de motions, rent accuses; mais ils n'avoient

lie Palais Koyal ne fut pas le pas la foi.

point de depart, et ce n'est pas "Qui 1'eut? Celui qui cut aussi

non plus au Palais Royal que les le devouement, la force, pour ac-

vainqueurs ramenferent lesdepouil- complir sa foi. Qui? Le peuple,
les et les prisonniers. tout le monde."

"Encore moins les 61ecteurs qui ' Diodor. xi. 35; Polyeen. i. 33.

si6geaient a 1'Hotel de ville eurent- Justin (ii. 14) is astonished in

ils I'id6e de 1'attaque. Loin de relating "tantam famae velocita-

la, pour 1'empecher, pour prevenir tern." r

le carnage que la Bastille pouvoit
2 Herodot. ix. 102, 103. OUTOI 3s

faire si aisement, ils allerent (EUpaai), xax' 6X17004 YIVOJJLSVOI, ip.T.~

jusqu'a promettre au gouverneur, yoMto Tolat aUl e? TO TEI^OS enri-

que s'il retirait ses canons, on ne jttouai 'E).Xr;viov.
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disadvantages of armour such as had been felt severely
at Platsea, they still maintained an unequal conflict with
the Greek hoplites ;

nor was it until the Lacedaemonians
with their half of the army arrived to join in the attack

that the defence was abandoned as hopeless. The revolt

of the lonians in the camp put the finishing stroke to

this ruinous defeat. First, the disarmed Samians next,
other lonians and JEolians lastly, the Milesians, who
had been posted to guard the passes in the rear not

only deserted, but took an active part in the attack.

The Milesians especially, to whom the Persians had
trusted for guidance up to the summits of Mykale, led

them by wrong roads, threw them into the hands of their

pursuers, and at last set upon them with their own hands.

A large number of the native Persians, together with both

the generals of the land-force, Tigranes and Mardontes,

perished in this disastrous battle : the two Persian admi-

rals, Artayntes and Ithamithres, escaped, but the army
was irretrievably dispersed, while all the ships which had
been dragged up on the shore fell into the hands of the

assailants, and were burnt. But the victory of the Greeks
was by no means bloodless. Among the left wing, upon
which the brunt of the action had fallen, a considerable

number of men were slain, especially Sikyonians, with
their commander Perilaus. 1 The honours of the battle

were awarded, first to the Athenians, next to the Corin-

thians, Sikyouians, and Troczenians ; the Lacedaemonians

having done comparatively little. Hermolykus the Athe-

nian, a celebrated pankratiast, was the warrior most dis-

tinguished for individual feats of arms.2

The dispersed Persian army, so much of it at least as

had at first found protection on the heights of Retirement

Mykale, was withdrawn from the coast forth- f tho d *~

v/ith to Sardis under the command of Artayntes, sian army
whom Masistes, the brother of Xerxes, bitterly

to Sardis.

reproached on the score of cowardice in the recent defeat.

The general was at length so maddened by a repetition of

1 Herodot. ix. 104, 105. Diodorus loss on cither side, nor Diodorus

<xi. 36) seems to follow different that of the Greeks; but the latter

authorities from Herodotus: his says that 40,000 Persians and allies

statement varies in many particu- were slain,

lars, but is less probable. ' Herodot. ix. 105.

Herodotus does not specify tho

E 2
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these insults, that he drew his scimitar and would have
slain Masistes, had he not been prevented by a Greek of

Halikarnassus named Xenagoras,
' who was rewarded by

Xerxes with the government of Kilikia. Xerxes was still

at Sardis, where he had remained ever since his return, and
where he conceived a passion for the wife of his brother
Masistes. The consequences of his passion entailed upon
that unfortunate woman sufferings too tragical to be de-

scribed, by the orders of his own queen, the jealous and

savage Amestris. 2 But he had no fresh army ready to

send down to the coast; so that the Greek cities, even on
ihe continent, were for the time practically liberated from
Persian supremacy, while the insular Greeks were in a

position of still greater safety.
The commanders of the victorious Grecian fleet, hav-

ing full confidence in their power of defending the islands,

willingly admitted the Chians, Samians, Lesbians, and the
other islanders hitherto subjects of Persia, to the protec-
tion and reciprocal engagements of their alliance. We
may presume that the despots Strattis and Theomestor
were expelled from Chios and Samos. 3 But the Pelopon-
nesian commanders hesitated in guaranteeing the same
secure autonomy to the continental cities, which could not

Reluctance be upheld against the great inland power with-
of the out efforts incessant as well as exhausting,

to^adopt Nevertheless not enduring to abandon these
the con- continental lonians to the mercy of Xerxes,
iJrfians they made the offer to transplant them into
into their European Greece, and to make room for them

pro'posT-" by expelling the medising Greeks from their
tion to sea-port towns. But this proposition was at

theni^icross once repudiated by the Athenians, who would
the JEgean not permit that colonies originally planted by
western themselves should be abandoned, thus impairing
Greece the metropolitan dignity of Athens. 4 TheLace-

tne
e<

Athe-
by dsemonians readily acquiesced in this objection,

nians. and were glad, in all probability, to find honour-
1 Herodot. ix. 107. I do not know the interior of the Persian regal

whether we may suppose Herodotus palace. ,

to have heard this from his fellow- 3 Herodot. viii. 132.

citizen Xenagoras. * Herodot. ix. 106; Diodor. xi. 37.
1 Herodot. ix. 108-113. He gives The latter represents the- lonians

the story at considerable length: and ^olians as having actually
it illustrates forcibly and painfully consented to remove into European
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able grounds for renouncing a scheme of wholesale dis-

possession eminently difficult to execute *
yet at the same

time to be absolved from onerous obligations towards the

lonians, and to throw upon Athens either the burden of

defending or the shame of abandoning them. The first

step was thus taken, which we shall quickly see followed

by others, for giving to Athens a separate ascendency and

separate duties in regard to the Asiatic Greeks, and for in-

troducing first, the confederacy of Delos next, Athenian
maritime empire.

From the coast of Ionia the Greek fleet sailed north-

ward to the Hellespont, chiefly at the instance of
The Gre

the Athenians, and for the purpose of breaking cian fleet

down the Xerxeian bridge. For so imperfect ^Q
1S

H lle

was their information, that they believed this P0nt : the

bridge to be still firm and in passable condition Spartans

in September 479 B.C., though it had been broken home, but

and useless at the time when Xerxes crossed the th
.

e Ath e-

strait in his retreat, ten months before (about mairf to"

November 480 B.c).
2 Having ascertained on attack the

their arrival at Abydos the destruction of

the bridge, Leotychides and the Peloponnesians returned

home forthwith; but Xanthippus with the Athenian squad-
ron resolved to remain and expel the Persians from the

Thracian Chersonese. This peninsula had been in great

part an Athenian possession, for the space of move than

forty years, from the first settlement of the elder Miltiades 3

down to the suppression of the Ionic revolt, although
during part of that time tributary to Persia. From the flight
of the second Miltiades to the expulsion of Xerxes from
Greece (493-480 B.C.), a period during which the Persian
monarch was irresistible and full of hatred to Athens, no

Greece, and indeed the Athenians have been impracticable,
themselves as having at first con- See Von Hammer, Geschichte des

sented to it, though the latter after- Osmanischen Eeichs, vol. i. book
wards repented and opposed tho vi. p. 251, for the forced migrations
scheme. of people from Asia into Europe

1 Such wholesale transportations directed by the Turkish, Sultan

of population from one continent Bajazet (A.D. 1300-1400).
to another have always been more 2 Herodot. viii. 115, 117; ix. 106,
or less in the habits of Oriental 114.

despots, the Persians in ancient 3 See the preceding volume of
times and the Turks in more modern this History, ch. xxx., ch. xxxiv.,
times: to a conjunction of free ch. xxxv.
states like the Greeks they must
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Athenian citizen would find it safe to live there. But the
Athenian squadron from Mykale were now naturally eager
both to re-establish the ascendency of Athens, and to re-

gain the properties of Athenian citizens in the Chersonese.

Probably many of the leading men, especially Kimon son

ofMiltiades, had extensive possessions there to recover, as

Alkibiades had in after days, with private forts of his own. l

To this motive for attacking the Chersonese may be added
another the importance of its corn-produce, as well as of
a clear passage through the Hellespont for the corn ships
out of the Propontis to Athens and ^Egina.

2 Such were
the reasons which induced Xanthippus and the leading
Athenians, even.without the cooperation of the Pelopon-
nesians, to undertake the siege of Sestus the strongest

place in the peninsula, the key of the strait, and the centre

in which all the neighbouring Persian garrisons, from Kar-
dia and elsewhere, had got together under CEobazus and

Artayktes.
3

The Grecian inhabitants of the Chersonese readily
joined the Athenians in expelling the Persians,

Siege of J
,

,
, ,, ,, ,

r
.

,
-. ,

Sestus who, taken altogether by surprise, had been
antipathy constrained to throw themselves into Sestus,

Bonesites

"

without stores of provisions or means of making
against Ar- a \oiag defence. But of all the Chersonesites

the most forward and exasperated were the in-

habitants of Elseus the southernmost town of the pen-

insula, celebrated for its tomb, temple, and sacred grove
of the hero Protesilaus, who figured in the Trojan legend
as the foremost warrior in the host of Agamemnon to leap

ashore, and as the first victim to the spear of Hektor. The

temple of Protesilaus, conspicuously placed on the sea-

shore,
4 was a scene of worship and pilgrimage not merely

for the inhabitants ofElaeus, but also for the neighbouring
Greeks generally, insomuch that it had been enriched with

ample votive offerings and probably deposits for security

money, gold and silver saucers, brazen implements, robes,
and various other presents. The story ran that when Xerxes

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i. 5, 17. ta Fals. Legat. c. 69.

iauToo t-tyjj.
3 Herodot. ix. 114, 115. STJJTOV

2 Herodot. vii. 147. Schol. ad
tppo'Jpiov xctl <puXax?]v ~oo TIOIVTO?

Aristophan. Equites, 262. 'EXXrjJzovToti Thucyd. viii. C2: corn-

In illustration of the value set pare Xenophon, Hellenic, ii. 1, 25.

by Athens upon the command of 4 Thucyd. viii. 102.

Hellespont, see Demosthenes, De
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was on his march across the Hellespont into Greece, Ar-

tayktes, greedy of all this wealth, and aware that the

monarch would not knowingly permit the sanctuary to be

despoiled, preferred a wily request to him "Master, here

is the house of a Greek, who in invading thy territory met
his just reward and perished: I pray thee give his house
to me, in order that people may learn for the future not

to invade thy land" the whole soil of Asia being regarded
by the Persian monarchs as their rightful possession, and
Protesilaus having been in this sense an aggressor against
them. Xerxes, interpreting the request literally, and not

troubling himself to ask who the invader was, consented:

upon which, Artayktes, while the army were engaged in

their forward march into Greece, stripped the sacred grove
of Protesilaus, carrying all the treasures to Sestus. He
was not content without still farther outraging Grecian
sentiment: he turned cattle into the grove, ploughed and
sowed it, and was even said to have profaned the sanctuary

by visiting it with his concubines. * Such proceedings were
more than enough to raise the strongest antipathy against
him among the Chersonesite Greeks, who now crowded to

reinforce the Athenians and blocked him up in Sestus.

After a certain length of siege, the stock of provisions in

the town failed, and famine began to make itself felt among
the garrison; which nevertheless still held out, by painful
shifts and endurance, until a late period in the autumn,
when the patience even of the Athenian besiegers was
well nigh exhausted. It was with difficulty that the leaders

repressed the clamorous desire manifested in their own

camp to return to Athens.

Impatience having been appeased, and the seamen

kept together, the siege was pressed without relaxation,
and presently the privations of the garrison became in-

tolerable; so that Artayktes and (Eobazus were at last re-

duced to the necessity of escaping by stealth, let- Capture of

tins? themselves down with a few followers from Sest " s
r~

-,,
, i -i c j.1 cruciflxmg

the wall at a point where it was impertectly O f Artayk-

blockaded. (Eobazus found his way into Thrace, tgs -

where however he was taken captive by the. Abysinthian
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natives and offered up as a sacrifice to their god Pleis-

torus: Artayktes fled northward along the shores of the

Hellespont, but was pursued by the Greeks, and made
prisoner near ^Egospotami, after a strenuous resistance. He
was brought with his son in chains to Sestus, which im-

mediately after his departure had been cheerfully sur-

rendered by its inhabitants to the Athenians. It was in

vain that he offered a sum of 1 00 talents as compensation
to the treasury of Protesilaus, and a farther sum of 200

talents to the Athenians as personal ransom for himself

and his son. So deep was the wrath inspired by his in-

sults to the sacred ground, that both the Athenian com-
mander Xanthippus, and the citizens of Elaeus, disdained

everything less than a severe and even cruel personal
atonement for the outraged Protesilaus. Artayktes. after

having first seen his son stoned to death before his eyes,
was hung up to a lofty board fixed for the purpose, and
left to perish, on the spot where the Xerxeian bridge had
been fixed. * There is something in this proceeding more
Oriental than Grecian: it is not in the Grecian character

to aggravate death by artificial and lingering preliminaries.

After the capture of Sestus the Athenian fleets re-

Ketum of turned home with their plunder, towards the
the fleet to commencement of winter, not omitting to carry
Athens. with them the vast cables of the Xerxeian bridge,
which had been taken in the town, as a trophy to adorn

the acropolis of Athens. 2

1 Herodot. ix. 118, 119, 120. Oi Han harbour of Pagasse, when

Yap 'EXcuo'Jjioi 7ijMupJovT3c TUJ Themistokles formed the project

FIptuTEstXeiu iosovTo /j.vi xaT7.y_j>r,(j!jTJ-
of burning all the .other Grecian

vai xai OUTGO too axpatrjYoo tautiQ ships except the Athenian, in or-

6 voo; I93p. der that no city except Athens
1 Herodot. ix. 121. It must be might have a naval force. The-

either to the joint Grecian arma- mistokles (he tells us) intimated

ment of this year, or to that of to the people, that he had a

the former year, that Plutarch proposition , very advantageous
must intend his celebrated story to the state, to communicate; but

respecting the propositionadvanced that it could not be pub-

by Themistokles and condemn- licly proc'aimed and discussed:

ed by Aristeides, to apply (Plu- upon which they desired him to

tarch, Themistokles, c. 20; Aris- mention it privately to Aristeides.

teides, c. 22). He tells us that Themistokles did so; and Aristei-

the Greek fleet was all assembled des told the people, that the pro-

to pass the winter in the Thessa- ject was at once eminently ad-
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vantageous and not less eminently the fear from Persia was not at

unjust. Upon which the people all terminated, the Athenians
renounced it forthwith, without would have lost more than they

asking what it was. gained hy burning the ships of

Considering the great celebrity the other Greeks, so that Themi-
which this story has obtained, stokles was not very likely to con-

some allusion to it was necessary, ceive the scheme, nor Aristeides

though it has long ceased to be to describe it in the language put
received as matter of history. It into his mouth,
is quite inconsistent with the nar- The story is probably the in-

rative of Herodotus, as well as vention of some Greek of the Pla-

%vith all the conditions of the time: tonic age, who wished to contrast

Pagasae was Thessalian, and as justice with expediency and Ari-

such, hostile to the Greek fleet steidSs with Themistoklfis as well

rather than otherwise : the fleet as to bestow at the same time
seems to have never been there: panegyric upon Athens in the days
moreover we may add, that taking of her glory.

matters as they then stood, when
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CHAPTER XLIH.

EVENTS IN SICILY DOWN TO THE EXPULSION OF THE
GELONIAN DYNASTY AND THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF POPULAR GOVERNMENTS THROUGHOUT THE
ISLAND.

I HAVE already mentioned, in the preceding volume of this

History, the foundation of the Greek colonies in Italy and

Sicily, together with the general fact, that in the sixth

century before the Christian aera, they were among the

most powerful and flourishing cities that bore the Hellenic

name. Beyond this general fact, we obtain little insight
into their history.

Though Syracuse, after it fell into the hands of Grelo,

Agrigen- about 485 B.C., became the most powerful city
tum and

jn gicily yet in the preceding century Grela and
Gela su- J ' >

,
-, . -, < Ir i

perior to Agrigentum, on the south side or the island,
Syracuse hac[ been its superiors. The latter, within a

5o
e

oB.
e

c. few years of its foundation, fell under the
Phaiaris dominion of one of its own citizens named

Agrigen Phaiaris
;
a despot energetic, warlike, and cruel,

tum. An exile from Astypalsea near Rhodes, but a

rich man, and an early settler at Agrigentum, he contrived

to make himself despot seemingly about the year 570 B.C.

He had been named to one of the chief posts in the city,

and having undertaken at his own cost the erection of a

temple to Zeus Polieus in the acropolis (as the Athenian
Alkmaeonids rebuilt the burnt temple of Delphi), he was
allowed on this pretence to assemble therein a considerable

number of men; whom he armed, and availed himself of

the opportunity of a festival of Demeter to turn them

against the people. He is said to have made many con-

quests over the petty Sikan communities in the neighbour-
hood: but exaction and cruelties towards his own subjects
are noticed as his most prominent characteristic, and his

brazen bull passed into imperishable memory. This piece
of mechanism was hollow, and sufficiently capacious to
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contain one or more victims enclosed within it, to perish
in tortures when the metal was heated: the cries of these

suffering prisoners passed for the roarings of the animal.

The artist was named Perillus, and is said to have been
himself the first person burnt in it by order of the despot.
In spite of the odium thus incurred, Phalaris maintained

himself as despot for sixteen years; at the end of which

period, a general rising of the people, headed by a leading
man named Telemachus, terminated both his reign and his

life. 1 Whether Telemachus became despot or not, we
have no information: sixty years afterwards, we shall find

his descendant Thero established in that position.
It was about the period of the death of Phalaris that

the Syracusans reconquered their revolted Syracuse

colony of Kamarina (in the south-east of the
ii a

B
'h'l

island between Syracuse and Grela), expelled or Cai g
S
overn-

dispossessed the inhabitants, and resumed the ment under
,

r
., -rrr-ii j.i L- c J.T -iii the Gramori

territory.
2 With the exception 01 this accidental O r privi-

circumstance, we are without information about lesea des-

the Sicilian cities until a time rather before of'th^ori-

500 B.C., just when the war between Kroton and s inal i>r -

Sybaris had extinguished the power of the latter, colonists

and when the despotism of the Peisistratids at the Demos

Athens had been exchanged for the democratical Kyiiyrii
constitution of Kleisthenes. or Serfs -

1 Everything which has ever been Polyb. xii. 25; Diodor. xiii. 90;
said about Phalaris is noticed and Cicero in Verr. iv. 33.

discussed in the learned and acute It does not appear that Timreus
Dissertation of Bentley on the really called in question the his-

Tjctters of Phalaris : compare also torical reality of the bull of Pha-

Seyffert, Akragas und sein Gebiet, laris, though he has been errone-

p. 67-01, who however treats the ously supposed to have done so.

pretended letters of Phalaris with Timseus affirmed that the bull

more consideration than the read- which was shown in his own time

ers of Dr. Bentley will generally at Agrigentum was not the iden-

be disposed to sanction. tical machine: which was correct,
The story of the brazen bull of for it must have been then at Car-

Phalaris seems to rest on sufficient thage, from whence it was not re-

evidence: it is expressly mention- stored to Agrigentum until after

ed by Pindar, and the bull itself, 146 B.C. See a note of Boeckh on

after having been carried away to the Scholia ad Pindar. Pyth. i.

Carthage when the Carthaginians 1S5.

took Agrigentum, was restored - Thucyd. vi. 5; Schol. ad Pindar,

to the Agrigentines by Scipio when Olymp. v. 19: comparj "\Vesseling

lie took Cartilage. See Aristot. ad Diodor. xi. 76.

Polit. v. 8, 4; Pindar, Pyth. i. 185;
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The first forms of government among the Sicilian

Greeks, as among the cities of Greece Proper in the early
historical age, appear to have been all oligarchical. We
do not know under what particular modifications they
were kept up, but probably all more or less resembled
that of Syracuse, where the Gamori (or wealthy proprietors
descended from the original colonising chiefs), possessing
large landed properties tilled by a numerous Sikel serf

population called Kyllyrii, formed the qualified citizens

out ofwhom, as well as by whom, magistrates and generals
were chosen; while the Demos, or non-privileged freemen,
comprised, first, the small proprietary cultivators who
maintained themselves, by manual labour and without

slaves, from their own lands or gardens next, the artisans

and tradesmen. In the course of two or three generations,

many individuals of the privileged class would have fallen

into poverty, and would find themselves more nearly on
a par with the non-privileged; while such members of the
latter as might rise to opulence were not for that reason
admitted into the privileged body. Here were ample
materials for discontent. Ambitious leaders, often them-
selves members of the privileged body, put themselves at

the head of the popular opposition, overthrew the oligarchy,

E and made themselves despots; democracy being
vernments at that time hardly known anywhere in Greece
of the rphg general fact of this change, preceded byGreek cities -I-I.T off J

in Sicily occasional violent dissensions among the pri-
original vileged class themselves, 1 is all that we are

subverteT* permitted to know, without those modifying
in many circumstances by which it must have been

despots accompanied in every separate city. Towards
attempted or near the year 500 B.C., we find Anaxilaus

theSpartan despot at Rhegium, Skythes at Zankle, Terillus

prince DO- at Himera, Peithagoras at Selinus, Kleander
at Gela, and Pansetius at Leontini. 2 It was

about the year 509 B.C. that the Spartan prince Dorieus
conducted a body of emigrants to the territories of Eryx
and Egesta, near the north-western corner of the island,

1 At Gela, Herodot. vii. 153; at Sov at i:XsIaTC(i t<I>v apyctiu)';' sv As-

Syracuse, Aristot. Politic, v. 3, 1. OVTIVOI? si? TYJV Cla^atTioo TupocvvlSoc,
2 Aristot. Politic, v. 8, 4; v. 10, xott ev FsXa, si? TT)V KXcivSpou, xal

4. Kal el? TupavviSa jiSTapdcXXst e$ ev SXXai? itoXXai? rcoXeaw ibaauiUK

oXiYapyia?) tuairsp ev SixsXia o^e-
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in hopes of expelling the non-Hellenic inhabitants and
found a new Grecian colony. But the Carthaginians, whose
Sicilian possessions were close adjoining and who had

already aided in driving Dorieus from a previous establish-

ment at Kinyps in Libya, now lent such vigorous assist-

ance to the Egestsean inhabitants, that the Spartan prince,
after a short period of prosperity, was defeated and slain

with most of his companions. Such of them as escaped,
under the orders of Euryleon, took possession of Minoa,
which bore from henceforward the name of Herakleia J a

colony and dependency of the neighbouring town of

Selinus, of which Peithagoras was then despot. Euryleon
joined the malcontents at Selinus, overthrew Peithagoras,
and established himself as despot, until, after a short

possession of power, he was slain in a popular mutiny.
2

We are here introduced to the first known instance

of that series of contests between the Phosnicians and
Greeks in Sicily, which, like the struggles between the

Saracens and the Normans in the eleventh and twelfth

centuries after the Christian sera, were destined to deter-

mine whether the island should be a part of Africa or a

part of Europe and which were only terminated, after the

lapse of three centuries, by the absorption of both into the

vast bosom of Rome. It seems that the Carthaginians and

Egestseans not only overwhelmed Dorieus, but also made
some conquests of the neighbouring Grecian possessions,
which were subsequently recovered by Gelo of Syracuse.

3

Not long after the death of Dorieus, Kleander despot
of Gela began to raise his city to ascendency over the
other Sicilian Greeks, who had hitherto been, if not all

equal, at least all independent. His powerful mercenary
force, levied in part among the Sikel tribes,

4 did not

1 Diodorus ascribes the founda- A funereal monument in honour
tion of Herakleia to Dorieus: this of Athenieus, one of the settlers

seems not consistent with the ac- who perished with Dorieus, was
count of Herodotus, unless we are seen by Pausanias at Sparta (Pau-
to assume that the town of He- sanias, iii. 16, 4).

rakleia which Dorieus founded 2 Herodot. v. 43, 46.

was destroyed by the Carthagini-
3 Herodot. vii. IS 1

-'. The extreme

ans, and that the name- Herakleia brevity of his allusionis perplexing,
was afterwards given by Euryleon as we have no collateral know-
or his successors to that which ledge to illustrate it.

had before been called Minoa (Di- Polyrcnus, v. 6.

odor. iv. 23).
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preserve him from the sword of a Greloan citizen named
About B.O. Sabyllus, who slew him after a reign of seven

meander years : but it enabled his brother and successor

despot of Hippokrates to extend his dominion over nearly
half of the island, In that mercenary force two

rise officers, Grelo and ^JEnesidemus (the latter a citizen

andasne- of Agrigentum, of the conspicuous family of the
sidemus Emmenidse, and descended from Telemachus

service.
^ne deposer of Phalaris), particularly distinguish-

Teiines,the ed themselves. Grelo was descended from a
native of Telos near the Triopian Cape, one of

Geio. the original settlers who accompanied the

Rhodian Antiphemus to Sicily. His immediate ancestor,
named Telines, had first raised the family to distinction

by valuable aid to a defeated political party, who had been
worsted in a struggle and forced to seek shelter in the

neighbouring town of Maktorium. Telines was possessed
of certain peculiar sacred rites (or visible and portable holy

symbols, with a privileged knowledge of the ceremonial

acts and formalities of divine service under which they
were to be shown) for propitiating the Subterranean

Goddesses, Demeter and Persephone: "from whom he
obtained them, or how he got at them himself (says Hero-

dotus), I cannot say;" but such was the imposing effect of

his presence and manner of exhibiting them, that he ven-

tured to march into Gela at the head of the exiles from

Maktorium, and was enabled to reinstate them in power
deterring the people from resistance in the same manner
as the Athenians had been overawed by the spectacle of

Phye-Athene in the chariot along with Peisistratus. The

extraordinary boldness of this proceeding excites the

admiration of Herodotus, especially as he had been in-

formed that Telines was of an unwarlike temperament.
The restored exiles rewarded it by granting to him, and to

his descendants after him, the hereditary dignity of hiero-

phants of the two goddesses
l a function certainly honour-

able, and probably lucrative, connected with the adminis-

1 See about Telines and this he- TTIUUVCK ecov, xaT^Y aY j
^' V TE *

reditary priesthood, Herodot. vii. oTroyovot OUTGO ipooiv-aci TU>V 9s<I)v

163. toUTOU? u>v 6T7)Xvvir]? xaTTjY<>nfs esov-at : compare a previous pas-

e? reXrjv, I^iov o68s|Alav avSptov sage of this History, vol. i. chap. i.

8uvajj.iv, aXX' ipa TOUTUJV TOJV Ssuiv. It appears from Pindar that Hiero

59sv 8: ai>T<i IXotps, 7) auTOq ixT^aaTO, exercised this hereditary priesthood

TOUTO oix Iy_co
EiTtat. to'JTOiai Ss tuv (Ol.ymp. v. 160 (95), with the Scholia
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tration of consecrated property and with the enjoyment of

a large portion of its fruits.

ad loc. and Scholia ad Pindar. Pyth. Apr) afi o oov7)v lepiLv xctl eni-

ii. 27). cppaosv opY"* itaioi

About the story of Phyg per- Ilpsi^utsp^? KeXsoio

Fonifying Ath6nS at Athens, see OXjJio?, oc TCXO' oitwrcev in-

above, ch. xxx. of this History. y.9o-,iu>v dvQpibriuv, Ac.

Compare Eurip. Hippolyt. 25; Pin-
The ancient religious worship

daf) Fragm- xcvi- . Sophokl. Frag,
addressed itself more to the eye lyiii ed< Brunck . piutarch, De
than to the ear; the words spoken Profect . in v irtute, c. 10, p. 81:
were of less importance than the De Igid et Osir _ p 353) c 3 _ ^
things exhibited, the persons per- .

Q
. _

Xo0fJ.svol xaT
>

d 4 , iv

forming, and the actions done.
6op$p9 Ml p

s .&, 4XXXou"<b9o&-
The vague sense of the Greek and '

0(w iMl ,
6 P w,ievu>v Se xal

Latin neuter, Upa or sacra, in-
8 sixvo H.EVU>V T<Lv Up u>v, rcpoai-

cludes the entire ceremony, and ^ .g ^ ^m xai a ltuz%:
is difficult to translate into a mo- Qd Isokrat g g> 'panegyric, c. 6,
dern language: but the verbs con-

abou(.

EleuaiS) T& ; & xal ,ru ,

nected with it, ey.siv, xex^aflai, 3ixvU|J. sv Xa 8' i xa(JT0 .

( ;, laUTov.

xo(J.iCevv, ^aivsiv, Upa Upooavtr)?, These myster i es consisted thus
Ac., relate to exhibition and action.

chiefly of exhibition and action
This was particularly the case with addressed to the eyes of the com-
the mysteries (or solemnities not

municants! and Clemens Alexan-
thrown open to the general public, drinus callg them a mystic drama_
but accessible only to those who A ^ ^ R ,

g -^ ^.^^ s.

went through certain preliminary _tx6 xai
. ^ ^ {

.

&

forms, and under certain restric-
T*v xal TJ( K4v o ,^ 'EXtuaU 8^8ooXti.

tions) in honour of Demeter and TheW ordo P Yi.a is originally nothing
Persephone, as well as of other morethan a conseorat ed expression
deities in different parts of Greece.

for
. _, . ,.

(gee Pausaniagj
The XeY6[xsva ,

or things said on
iy _ ^ ^ 5)> though it comos after.

these occasions, were of less wards to designate the whole cere-
importance than the Osiv.vjp.sva mony> matterg ghown a3 well as
and Spcbpsvu, or matters shown and matters done-Ta o p

v ia xo^i^tov-
things done (see PausaniaB, ii. 37, - .^ na .rtolu)v aovfls-rrie, &c.: com-
3). Herodotus says about the lake

parc Plutarch> Alkibiad. 22-34.
of Sais in Egypt, 'Ev 8s TT, ).ia-^ The sacred objects exhibited form-
taUTTQ Ta 6ix7)Xa TIUV zc/.Oscov edan essential part of tho cere-
a.jTou (of Osiris) MUXTO', itonrj(jl

,
7 i

monyj together with the chest in
xaXsouai jxucjTripia AtyunTtoi: he whjch such of them as were move-
proceeds to state that the Thes-

ab]o were brought Out--s).sT^
mophoria celebrated in honour of . . . ;3a xl (Xonnus,
Demeter in Greece were of the same

ix _ 127) _ ^achin e S| in assisting
nature, and gives his opinion that

the religious iustrations performed
they were imported into Greece

by ]iig mothe wag bearer of the
from Egypt. Homer (Hymn. Cerer. chest _ xlOTM4ooc aai Xlxvo?6 po;
476); compare Pausan ii. 14, 2.

(Demosthen.
'

d'e Corona, c! '79.

Aei^SM Tpi7iToXi|AU) TE; AioxXst TS p. 313). Clemens Alexandrinus

itXijSiitncji (Cohort, ad Gent. p. 14) describes
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Gelo thus belonged to an ancient and distinguished

Geio in hierophantic family at Gela, being the eldest of

high com- four brothers, sons of Deinomenes Gelo, Hiero,

among the Polyzelus and Thrasybulus: and he further
mercena- ennobled himself by such personal exploits, in

pokra
f

tes
lp" *ne army of the despot Hippokrates, as to be

despot of promoted to the supreme command of the cavalry.
Gela '

It was greatly to the activity of Gelo that the

despot owed a succession of victories and conquests, in

which the Ionic or Chalkidic cities of Kallipolis, Naxos,

the objects which were contained Namque non solum in templis ferS

in these mystic chests of the Bleu- omnibus cimelia venerandse anti-

ginian mysteries cakes of parti- quitatis condita erant, sed in mys-
cular shape, pomegranates, salt, teriis ipsis talium rerum mentio

ferules, ivy, Ac. The communicant occurrit, quas initiati summa cum
was permitted, as a part of tho veneratione aspicerent, non initia-

ceremony, to take these out of the tis ne aspicere quidem liceret . . .

chest and put them into a basket, Ex his testimoniis efficitur (p. 61)

afterwards putting them back again sacra quse Hierophanta ostendit,

"Jejunavi et ebibi cyceonem : ex ilia ipse fuisse ayta (paajActTa sive

cista sumpsi et in calathum misi: simulacra Deorum, eorumque as-

accepi rursus,incistulamtranstuli" pectum qui prabeant 8si?o;i TK iepa

(Arnobius ad Gent. v. p. 175, ed. vel rapsysiv vel 9ai-jtv dici, et ab

Elmenliorst), while the uninitiated hoc quasi primario Hierophantse
were excluded from seeing it, and actu tumEleusiniorum sacerdotum
forbidden from looking at it "even principem nomen accepisse, turn

from the house-top." totum negotium esse nuncupatum."
T6vx<xXa9ovxaTi6vTay_c(|j.cu 9aasia6s Compare also K. ~F. Hermann,

pspaXoi Gottesdienstliche Alterthiimer der

Mr)8' aito Til) TSYSOS. Griechen, part ii. ch. ii. sect. 32.

(Kallimachus,Hymn.inCererem,4.) A passage in Cicero do Harusm-

Lobeck, in his learned and ex- cum Responsis (c. 11), which is

cellent treatise, Aglaophamus (i. transcribed almost entirely by Ar-

p. 51), says, "Sacrorum nomine tarn nobius adv. Gentes, iv. p. 148,

Grseci, quam Romani, prrecipue demonstrates the minute precision

signa et imagines Deorum, omnem- required at Rome in the perform-

que sacram supellectilem dignari ance of the festival of the Mega-
solent. QUK res animum illuc lesia: the smallest omission or

potius inclinat, ut putem Hiero- alteration was supposed to render

phantas ejusmodi tepdc
in conspe- the festival unsatisfactory to the

otum hominum protulisse, sive gods.
deorum simulacra, sive vasa sacra The memorable history of the

et instrumenta aliave priscse reli- Holy Tunic at Treves in 1845, shows

gionis monumenta; qualia in sa- what immense and wide -spread
crario Kleusinio asservata fuisse, effect upon the human mind may be

etsi nullo testimonio affirmare pos- produced, even in the nineteenth

sumus, tamen probabilitatis spe- century, by ispa 8sixvJ(J.va.

ciem habet testimonio similem.
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Leontini and Zankle, were successively reduced to depend-
ence. *

The fate of Zankle seemingly held by its despot

Skythes in a state of dependent alliance under Hippokrates,
and in standing feud with Anaxilaus of PJiegium on the

opposite side of the strait of Messina was remarkable.

At the time when the Ionic revolt in Asia was suppressed,
and Miletus reconquered by the Persians (B.C. 494, 493), a

natural sympathy was manifested by the Ionic Fate of the

Greeks in Sicily towards the sufferers of the I n
j \ 7[

a
n fit -n -r, of Zankle,

same race on the east ot the ^Lgean sea. Projects afterwards

were devised for assisting the Asiatic refugees
Messina

to a new abode; and the Zanklseans, especially, by the Sa-

invited them to form a new Pan-Ionic colony
mians

upon the territory of the Sikels, called Kale O f Hip-

Akte, on the north coast of Sicily; a coast pre- pokrates.

senting fertile and attractive situations, and along the whole
line of which there was only one Grecian colony Himera.
This invitation was accepted by the refugees from Samos
and Miletus, who accordingly put themselves on shipboard
for Zankle; steering, as was usual, along the coast of

Akarnania to Korkyra, from thence across to Tarentum,
and along the Italian coast to the strait of Messina. It

happened that when they reached the town of Epizephyrian
Lokri, Skythes, the despot of Zankle, was absent from his

city, together with the larger portion of his military force,
on an expedition against the Sikels perhaps undertaken
to facilitate the contemplated colony at Kale Akt6. His

enemy the Hhegian prince Anaxilaus, taking advantage of

this accident, proposed to the refugees at Lokri that they
should seize for themselves, and retain, the unguarded city
of Zankle. They followed his suggestion, and possessed
themselves of the city, together with the families and pro-

perty of the absent Zanklaeans; who speedily returned to

repair their loss, while their prince Skythes farther invoked
the powerful aid of his ally and superior, Hippokrates.
The latter, however, provoked at the loss of one of his

dependent cities, seized and imprisoned Skythes, whom he
considered as the cause of it,

2 at Inykus, in the interior of
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the island. But he found it at the same time advantageous
to accept a proposition made to him by the Samians, captors
of the city, and to betray the Zanklaeans whom he had come
to aid. By a convention ratified with an oath, it was

agreed that Hippokrates should receive for himself all the

extra-mural, and half the intra-mural, property and slaves

belonging to the Zanklseans, leaving the other half to the

Samians. Among the property without the walls, not the

least valuable part consisted in the persons of those Zank-
laeans whom Hippokrates had come to assist, but whom he

now carried away as slaves: excepting however from this

lot, three hundred of the principal citizens, whom he
delivered over to the Samians to be slaughtered probably
lest they might find friends to procure their ransom, and
afterwards disturb the Samian possession of the town.

Their lives were however spared by the Samians, though
we are not told what became of them. This transaction,
alike perfidious on the part of the Samians and of Hippo-
krates, secured to the former a flourishing city, and to the

latter an abundant booty. "We are glad to learn that the

imprisoned Skythes found means to escape to Darius, king
of Persia, from whom he received a generous shelter: im-

perfect compensation for the iniquity of his fellow Greeks. 1

The Samians however did not long retain possession of

their conquest, but were expelled by the very person who
had instigated them to seize it Anaxilaus of Rhegium.
He planted in it new inhabitants, of Dorian and Messenian

race, recolonizing it under the name of liessene a name
which it ever afterwards bore

;

2 and it appears to have been

governed either by himself or by his son Kleophron, until

his death about B.C. 476.

Besides the conquests above-mentioned, Hippokrates
of Gela was on the point of making the still more import-
ant acquisition of Syracuse, and was only prevented from

doing so, after defeating the Syracusans at the river Hel-

orus, and capturing many prisoners, by the mediation of

between HippokratCs and Skythes, ally received into Zankle, anu

as superior and subject; and pun- after'.vards expelling the prior in-

ishment inflicted by the former habitants : his brief notice is not

upon the latter for having lost an to be set against the perspicuous

important post. narrative of Herodotus.
1 Herodot. vi. 23, 24. Aristotle 2 Thucyd. vi. 4

;
Schol. ad Pindar.

(.Politic, v. 2, 11) represents the Pyth. ii. 84; Diodor. xi. 43.

Samians as having been first actu-
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the Corinthians and Korkyreeans, who prevailed on him to

be satisfied with the cession of Kamarina and .

. TT i j Hippokra-
its territory as a ransom. Having repeopled tes is

this territory, which became thus annexed to victorious

Gela, he was prosecuting his conquests farther Syracusans

among the Sikels, when he died or was killed g*^
kes

.

at Hybla. His death caused a mutiny among-the dies

Geloans, who refused to acknowledge his sons,
Gel b

?~

and strove to regain their freedom
;
but Gelo, the his place

general of horse in the army, espousing the cause despot of

of the sons with energy, put down by force the

resistance of the people. As soon as this was done, he
threw off the mask, deposed the sons of Hippokrates, and
seized the sceptre himself. *

Thus master of Gela, and succeeding probably to the

ascendency enjoyed by his predecessor over the Ionic cities,

Gelo became the most powerful man in the island;
but an incident which occurred a few years after-

wards (B.C. 485), while it aggrandised him still farther,
transferred the seat of his power from Grela to Greatness

Syracuse. The Syracusan Gamori, or oligar- of Gelo

cldcal order of proprietary families, probably possession
humbled by their ruinous defeat at the Helorus, of Syra-

were dispossessed of the government by a com- transTe^^
bination between their serf-cultivators called the seat

the Kyllyrii, and the smaller freemen called the
,!"r from

.Demos; they were forced to retire to Kasrnense, Gela to Sy-

where they invoked the aid of Gelo to restore
racuse -

them. That ambitious prince undertook the task, and

accomplished it with facility; for the Syracusan people,
probably unable to resist their political opponents when
backed by such powerful foreign aid, surrendered to him
without striking a blow. 2 But instead of restoring the

1 Herodot. vii. 155; Thucyd. vi. 5. to the Syracusan democracy prior
The ninth Nemean Ode of Pindar to the despotism of Gelo as a case

(v. 40), addressed to Chromius the of democracy ruined by its own
friend of Hiero 0' Syracuse, com- lawlessness and disorder. But such

memorates, among other exploits, can hardly have been the fact, if

his conduct at the battle of the the narrative of Herodotus is to

Helorus. be trusted. The expulsion of the
1 Herodot. vii. 155. '0 yap &7)p.o? Gamori was not an act of lawless

6 -di> 2'jpocxouaUoM E-IOV-I fsXujvi democracy, but the rising of free

rapaO'.Ooi TTJV itoXiv xai EUTJTOV. subjects and slaves against a

Aristotle (Politic, v. 2, 0) alludes governing oligarchy. After the
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place to the previous oligarchy, Gelo appropriated it to

himself, leaving Grela to be governed by his brother Hiero.

He greatly enlarged the city of Syracuse, and strengthened
its fortifications : probably it was he who first carried it

beyond the islet of Ortygia. so as to include a larger space
of the adjacent mainland (or rather island of Sicily) which
bore the name of Achradina. To people this enlarged

space he brought all the residents in Kamarina, which
town he dismantled and more than half of those in Grela;

which was thus reduced in importance, while Syracuse
became the first city in Sicily, and even received fresh ad-

dition of inhabitants from the neighbouring towns of

Megara and Eubcea.

Both these towns, Megara and Eubcea, like Syracuse,
were governed by oligarchies, with serf-cultivators depend-
ent upon them, and a Demos or body of smaller freemen
excluded from the political franchise: both were involved

in war with Grelo, probably to resist his encroachments:
both were besieged and taken. The oligarchy who ruled

these cities, and who were the authors as well as leaders

of the war, anticipated nothing but ruin at the hands of

the conqueror; while the Demos, who had not been con-

Gainori were expelled, there was circumstances which enabled him
no time for the democracy to con- to acquire the supreme power; but

stitute itself, or to show in what a similar assertion can hardly be

degree it possessed capacity for made applicable to the early times

government, since the narrative of preceding Gelo, in which indeed
Herodotus indicates that the resto- democracy was only just beginning
ration by Gelo followed closely in Greece.

upon the expulsion. And the The confusion often made by
superior force which Gelo brought hasty historians between the names
to the aid of the expelled Gamori, of Gelo and Dionysius, is severely
is quite sufficient to explain the commented on by Dionysius of

submission of the Syracusan Halikarnassus (Antiq. Roman, vii.

people, had they been ever so well l. p. 1?>14) : the latter however, in

administered. Perhaps Aristotle his own statement respecting Gelo,
may have had before him reports is not altogether free from error,

different from those of Herodotus: since he describes Hippokratgs as

unless indeed we might venture to brother of Gelo. We must accept

suspect that the name of Gelo ap- the supposition of Larcher, that

pears in Aristotle by lapse of mem- Pauianias (vi. 9, 2), while profess-

ory in place of that of Dionysius. ing to give the date of Gelo's oc-

It is highly probable that the par- cupation of Syracuse, has really
tial disorder into which the Syra- given the date of Gelo's occupation
cusan democracy had fallen im- of Gela (see Mr. Fynes Clinton,

mediately before the despotism of Fast. Hellen. ad ann. 491 B.C.)

Dionysius, was one of the main
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suited and had taken no part in the war (which we must

presume to have been carried on by the oligarchy and
their serfs alone), felt assured that no harm would be done

to them. His behaviour disappointed the expectations of

both. After transporting both of them to Syracuse, he

established the oligarchs in that town as citizens, and sold

the Demos as slaves under covenant that they should be

exported from Sicily. "His conduct (says Herodotus
')

was
dictated by the conviction, that a Demos was a most
troublesome companion to live with." It appears that the

state of society which he wished to establish was that of

Patricians and clients, without any Plebs; something like

that of Thessaly, where there was a proprietary oligarchy

living in the cities, with Penestae or dependent cultivators

occupying and tilling the land on their account but no
small self-working proprietors or tradesmen in sufficient

number to form a recognised class. And since conquest
Grelo was removing the free population from of various

these conquered towns, leaving in or around the town^by
towns no one except the serf-cultivators, we Geio he

may presume that the oligarchical proprietors the
n

<yii

)

-

ltS

when removed might still continue, even as garchy to

residents at Syracuse, to receive the produce an^seUs
raised for them by others: but the small self- the Demos

working proprietors, if removed in like manner,
for slaves -

would be deprived of subsistence, because their land would
be too distant for personal tillage, and they had no serfs.

While therefore we fully believe, Avith Herodotus, that

Grelo considered the small free proprietors as "trouble-

some yoke-fellows" a sentiment perfectly natural to a

Grecian despot, unless Avhere he found them useful aids to

his own ambition against a hostile oligarchy A^O must add
that they Avould become peculiarly troublesome in his

scheme of concentrating the free population of Syracuse,
seeing that he Avould have to giA

r e them land in the

1 Herodot. vii. 156. MeYOpdai; is fi;-m x'/v.ov o-jSsv rEiasaQat, dyst-fcb.

t&'K sv 2ixX<i[), ii>4 iroXiopxs6|j.svot xai TO'JTOD? e; Taq 2'jpaxo'i 32;, drcs-

P.EV auTiuv Tta^ea?, otEip|ju-j&u<; TE Tu>'J~6 6= TO'JTO'J -/.
rJ.\ E'j^osct? TO'bc

Xssa'Jai 6ia TOUTO, Hfwi i? 2'Jpo<xc6- Si TSUTOI TO'JT&'JS dfX'fOTSpou?, VQJJ.I-

aa? TtoXiTjTac, ETiotTjas' TOV 6i o-^txov eta? 2"Jj|xov :ivai a'jvoixr
(1
u.a dyotpiTU.'.-

tou zoXsaou TO'Jto'j, o'jBs TrposSixo-
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neighbourhood or to provide in some other way for their

maintenance.
So large an accession of size, walls, and population,

increased rendered Syracuse the first Greek city in Sicily,
power and And the power of Gelo, embracing as it did not

of
P
Syia-

n
merely Syracuse, but so considerable a portion

cuse under of the rest of the island, Greek as well as Sikel,

becomes the was tne .greatest Hellenic force then existing,
first city It appears to have comprised the Grecian cities
m Sicily. Qn ^e eag {. an(j south-east of the island from the
borders of Agrigenturn to those of Zankle or Messene,

together with no small proportion of the Sikel tribes.

Messene was under the rule of Anaxilaus of Rhegium,
Agrigentum under that of Thero son of JEnesideinus,
Himera under that of Terillus

;
while Selinus, close on the

borders of Egesta and the Carthaginian possession, had
its own government free or despotic, but appears to have
been allied with or dependent upon Carthage.

1 A domin-
ion thus extensive doubtless furnished ample tribute,
besides which Gelo, having conquered and dispossessed

many landed proprietors and having recolonised Syracuse,
could easily provide both lands and citizenship to recom-

pense adherents. Hence he was enabled to enlarge ma-

terially the military force transmitted to him by Hippo-
krates, and to form a naval force besides. Phormis- the

Msenalian, who took service under him and became citizen

of Syracuse, with fortune enough to send donatives to

Olympia and Agesias the lamid prophet from Stympha-
lus 3 are doubtless not the only examples of emigrants

joining him from Arcadia. For the Arcadian population

1 Diodor. xi. 21. only by the Scholiast on v. 1G7,
7 Pausan. v. 27, 1, 2. "We find the where Agosiag is rightly termed

elder Dionysius, about a century both 'Apxcc; and S'jpay.ojio;; but

afterwards, transferring the entire also by the better evidonce of

free population of conquered towns I'indar's own expressions juvoi-

(Kaulonia and Hippouium in Italy, xtjTr,p TS ia.-i x).E'.vav 2'Jpaxoaaav

&c.) to Syracuse (Diodor. xiv. 106, ci'y.o'Uv oixacs, with reference to

107). Stymphalus and Syracuse ou' dfxu-
3 See the sixth Olympic Ode of pit (v. 6, 99, 101=16';-174).

jMndar, addressed to the Syracusan Krgoteles,' au exile frornKnossus

Agesias. The Scholiast on v. 5 of inKrete, must have migrated some-
that ode who says that not Age- where about this time to Himera
eias himself, but some of his pro- in Sicily. See the twelfth Olympic
gonitors migrated from Stymphalus Ode of Pindar,

to Syracuse is contradicted not
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were poor, brave, and ready for mercenary soldiership:
while the service of a Greek despot in Sicily must have
been more attractive to them than that of Xerxes. 1 More-
over during the ten years between the battles of Mara-
thon and Salamis, when not only so large a portion of the

Greek cities had become subject to Persia, but the prospect
of Persian invasion hung like a cloud over Greece Proper

the increased feeling of insecurity throughout the

latter probably rendered emigration to Sicily unusually
inviting.

These circumstances in part explain the immense

power and position which Herodotus represents Gelo to

have enjoyed, towards the autumn of 481 B.C., when the

Greeks from the Isthmus of Corinth, confederated to resist

Xerxes, sent to solicit his aid. He was then im- powor O f

perial leader of Sicily: he could offer to the G-eio when

Greeks (so the historian tells us) 20.000 hoplites, ^oVsparta
200 triremes, 2000 cavalry, 2000 archers, 2000 and Athens

slingers, 2000 light-armed horse, besides furnish- entreat

ing provisions for the entire Grecian force as his aid-

long as the war might last. 2 If this numerical
B'' S1 '

statement could be at all trusted (which I do not believe),
Herodotus would be much within the truth in saying, that

there was no other Hellenic power which would bear the

least comparison with that of Gelo: 3 and we may well

assume such general superiority to be substantially true,

though the numbers above-mentioned may be an empty
boast rather than a reality.

Owing to the great power of Gelo, we now for the first

time trace an incipient tendency in Sicily to com- T
, . , , {

J
r

>
, Plans of

buied and central operations. It appears that Gelo for

Gelo had formed the plan of uniting the Greek ?
tren

,?
t
!V.'

n ~

- o- -i r ,1 p TV ,1 mg Sicilian
forces in Sicily for the purpose of expelling the Hellenism

Carthaginians and Egcstteans, either wholly or against the

,. ,,& < IT -,-
J

,i barbaric

partially, trom their maritime possessions in the interests

western corner of the island, and of avenging }
n th

|
the death of the Spartan prince Dorieus that

1 Herodot. viii. 2fi.
'Xf''/'!'

suoh as that of the Athenians,
2 Herodot. vii. 157. oo 3s 5uvc(|.uo? and is less strong than T'Jpotvvoc.

TS Yjxsi; (jLsyaXT)-, xv.t
[j.oipa

TOI TTJ? The numerical statement is con-

'LXXaOo; oux iXayiaTT] \i.i-'j., apyovii. tained in the speech composed by

ya 2i.-i/J.r,c: and even still stronger, Herodotus for Gelo (vii. 15S).

c. 163. ECJJV Sr/.sXt"/]? T'jpavvoq.
3 Herodot. vii. 115. TK SE TiXiovoc

The word apy_(o; corresponds with
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he even attempted, though in vain, to induce the Spar-
tans and other central Greeks to cooperate in this plan and
that upon their refusal, he had in part executed it with
the Sicilian forces alone. l We have nothing but a brief

and vague allusion to this exploit, wherein Gelo appears
as the chief and champion of Hellenic against barbaric

interests in Sicily the forerunner of Dionysius, Timoleon,
and Agathokles. But he had already begun to conceive

himself, and had already been recognised by others, in this

commanding position, when the envoys of Sparta, Athens,

Spartan Corinth, &c., reached him from the Isthmus of
and Athe- Corinth, in 481 B.C., to entreat his aid for the

voys "apply
rePulse f the vast host of invaders about to

to Gelo cross the Hellespont. Gelo, after reminding
his answer, faem that they had refused a similar application
for aid from him, said that, far from requiting them at the

hour of need in the like ungenerous spirit, he would bring
to them an overwhelming reinforcement (the numbers as

given by Herodotus have been already stated), but upon
one condition only that he should be recognised as ge-
neralissimo of the entire Grecian force against the Persians.

His offer was repudiated, with indignant scorn, by the

itp^yjiaTa [isydXoc EXsyETO Etvar ouSoc- we have no farther information

u.u>v "EXXTpixtov T(l>v oo noXXov fJistUo. respecting the events which these
1 Herodot. vii. 158. Gelo says to words glance at. They seem to

the envoys from Peloponnesus indicate that the Carthaginians and

"A-;8p<; "EXXTjvEt;, Xoyov eyo-i-s; irXeo- Egestaeanshad made someeacroach-

VEXTTJV, EToX^oaTE EfAE 3'jfijj.c<y_ov
ir.i ments and threatened to make more:

TOV Pap^apov TiapaxaXEovTE? eXQsiv. that Gelo had repelled them by
AUTO'. 8=, EJAEO rpoTEpov 8sr)9svTO? actual and successful war. I

f$7p3apixou aTpoc-ou auvErd^scScu, think it strange however that he

5-cs (ioi Ttpo; KapyTjOovtou? vtxo should be made to say "You (the

(juvyJTiTo, -13x7,7:70 -Tot TSTOV Aioptso? Peloponnesians) have derived great
TOU 'Ava^cciBpiScuj itpoi; 'EyesTaitov and signal advantages from these

oovov i%itpi^aa9ai, UTCOTSIVOVTOC; TS sea-ports" the profit derived from
Ta EfXTropia (juviXsuSspoov, dz' luv the latter by the Peloponnesians can

0[juv jj.3ydtXai u>cpj).tc(t TS xai erot'j- never have been so great as to be

ps'ou; ysyovaof oute EJAEU EivE-xa singled out in this pointed manner.

TjXQsTS poT/Jr( 3ovts<;, OUTS TOV Aiupiso; I should rather have expected

cpovov sxrrpr^ojjisvoi' TO 8j xotT
1

UJXSOK;, ar.' (Lv rj[Aiv (and not dt-' (Lv OJAIV)
tdtSs SzavTot UTto Pctp[-)apoi<ji vSfXTC(i. which must have been true in

'AXXa EU yap rjjjiiv
xai sirl to ojxt-/o-( point of fact, and will be found

xaTSOTT)
1 vuv 5k, E!ti8r; ;:piEXr(

X'j ()z 6 to read quite consistently with

-iXEfio; xal drtxToti E; ujj-Eai;, O'JTU> the general purport of Gelo'g

ET; FlXio^oc jjivrjaTu; yyov. speech.
It is much to be regretted that
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Spartan envoy: and Gelo then so far abated in his demand,
as to be content with the command either of the land force

or the naval force, whichever might be judged preferable.
But here the Athenian envoy interposed his protest "We
are sent here (said he) to ask for an army, and not for a

general; and thou givest us the army, only in order to make

thyself general. Know, that even if the Spartans would

allow thee to command at sea, ice would not. The naval

command is ours, if they decline it: we Athenians, the

oldest nation in Greece the only Greeks who have never-

migrated from home whose leader before Troy stands

proclaimed by Homer as the best of all the Greeks for

marshalling and keeping order in an army we, who more-

over furnish the largest naval contingent in the fleet we
will never submit to be commanded by a Syracusan."

"Athenian stranger (replied Gelo), ye seem to be pro-
vided with commanders, but ye are not likely to have

soldiers to be commanded. Ye may return as soon as you
please, and tell the Greeks that their year is deprived of

its spring."
!

That envoys were sent from Peloponnesus to solicit

assistance from Gelo against Xerxes, and that they solicited

in vain, is an incident not to be disputed: but the reason

assigned for refusal conflicting pretensions about the

supreme command may be suspected to have arisen less

from historical transmission, than from the conceptions of

the historian, or of his informants, respecting the relations

between the parties. In his-time, Sparta, Athens, and

Syracuse were the three great imperial cities of Greece;
and his Sicilian witnesses, proud of the great past power
of Gelo, might well ascribe to him that competition for pre-
eminence and command which Herodotus has dramatised.

The immense total of forces which Gelo is made to promise
becomes the more incredible, when we reflect that he had
another and a better reason for refusing aid altogether.
He was attacked at home, and was fully employed in defend-

ing himself.

1 Herodot. vii. 161, 102. Polybius of the answer which they made to

(xii. 2C) does not seem to have Gelo : an answer (not insolent,
read this embassy as related by but) business-like and evasive

Herodotus or at least he must rpc<y[A2~ixibT7.Tov d^oxpijxa, &c. Sea

l.ave preferred some other account Timzeus, Fragm. 87, ed. Didot.

of it. He gives a different account
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The same spring which brought Xerxes across the

480 B o Hellespont into Greece, also witnessed a for-

Carthagi- midable Carthaginian invasion of Sicily. Gelo

vasioJTof
^ad already been engaged in war against them

Sicily, si- (as has been above stated) and had obtained
multaneoiis successes, which they would naturally seek thewith the .-.-?.- mi i T-I
invasion of nrst opportunity oi retrieving. The vast Per-
Greece by sian invasion of Greece, organised for three yearsXerxes. , ,, , , ,.*= .

J

belore, and drawing contingents not only from
the whole eastern world, but especially from their own
metropolitan brethren at Tyre and Sidon, was well calculated
to encourage them: and there seems good reason for be-

lieving that the simultaneous attack on the Greeks both in

Peloponnesus and in Sicily, was concerted between the

Carthaginians and Xerxes '

probably by the Phoenicians
on behalf of Xerxes. Nevertheless this alliance does not
exclude other concurrent circumstances in the interior of
the island, which supplied the Carthaginians both with in-

vitation and with help. Agrigentum, though not under
the dominion of Gelo, was ruled by his friend and relative

Thero; while Rhegium and ILesseue under the government
of Anaxilaus, Himera under that of his father-in-law

Terillus and Selinus, seem to have formed an imposing
minority among the Sicilian Greeks ;

at variance with Gelo
and Thero, but in amity and correspondence with Carthage.

2

It was seemingly about the year 481 B.C., that Thero, per-

haps invited by an Himersean party, expelled fromHimera
the despot Terillus, and became possessed of the town.
Terillus applied for aid to Carthage; backed by his son-in-

law Anaxilaus, who espoused the quarrel so warmly, as

even to tender his own children as hostages to Hamilkar
the Carthaginian Suffet or general, the personal friend or

guest of Terillus. The application was favourably enter-

tained, and Hamilkar, arriving at Panormus in the event-

ful year 480 B.C., with a fleet of 3000 ships of war and a

still larger number of store ships, disembarked a land-force

of 300,000 men: which would even have been larger, had

1 Ephorus, Fragment 111, cd. grounds, in my judgment.
Didot

;
Diodor. xi. 1, 20. JMitford * Herodot. vii. 1C5

;
Diodor. xi.

and Dahlmann (Forschungeu, He- 23: compare also xiii. 55, 59 In

rodotus, &c., sect. 35, p. 1<Q 6)' call like manner Rhegium and MessenS
in question this alliance or under- formed the opposing interest to

standing between Xerxes and the Syracuse, under Dionysius tho

Carthaginians; but on no sufficient elcier (Diodor. xiv. 44).
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not the vessels carrying the cavalry and the chariots hap-

pened to be dispersed by storms. 1 These numbers we can

only repeat as we find them, without trusting them any
farther than as proof that the armament was on The Carthf] .

the most extensive scale. But the different gimanarmy
nations of whom Herodotus reports the land- u

f^r
Ha "

force to have consisted are trustworthy and besiege

curious : it included Phoaniciaus, Libyans, ?i

t

I

?1
era
7

Iberians, Ligyes, Helisyld, Sardinians, and Cor- Himera

sicans. 2 This is the first example known to us C9plete

of those numerous mercenary armies which it gained over

was the policy of Carthage to compose of nations "iem *>y

! 4. -i i
to

, i, Gelo.
dinerent in race and language,

3 in order to ob-

viate conspiracy or mutiny against the general.

Having landed at Panormus, Hamilkar marched to

Himera, dragged his vessels 011 shore under the shelter of

a rampart, and then laid siege to the town; while the

Himenans, reinforced by Thero and the army of Agrigen-
tum, determined on an obstinate defence, and even bricked

up the gates. Pressing messages were despatched to solicit

aid from Gelo, who collected his whole force, said to have
amounted to 50,000 foot and 5000 horse, and marched to

Himera. His arrival restored the courage of the inhabit-

ants, and after some partial fighting, which turned out to

the advantage of the Greeks, a general battle ensued. It

was obstinate and bloody, lasting from sunrise until late

in the afternoon; and its success was mainly determined by
an intercepted letter which fell into the hands of Gelo a

communication from the Selinuntines to Hamilkar, promis-
ing to send a body of horse to his aid, and intimating the

time at which they would arrive. A party of Gelo's horse,
instructed to personate this reinforcement from Selinus,
were received into the camp of Hamilkar, where they spread
consternation and disorder, and are even said to have slain

the general and set fire to the ships; while the Greek army,
1 Hcroclot. (vii. 1C5) and Diodor, Niebuhr considers them to have

(xi. 20) both give the number of been the Volsci: an ingenious
the land-force : the latter alone conjecture.

gives that of the fleet. 3 p o lyb. i. G7. His description
2 llerodot. vii. 105. The Ligyes of the mutiny of the Carthaginian

came from the southern junction mercenaries, after the conclusion
of Italy and France; the Culfs of of the first Punic war, is highly
Lyons and Genoa. The Helisyki instructive.
cunnot be satisfactorily verified;
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brought to action at this opportune moment, at length suc-

ceeded in triumphing over both superior numbers and a
determined resistance. If we are to believe Diodorus,
150,000 men were slain on the side of the Carthaginians;
the rest fled partly to the Sikanian mountains where they
became prisoners of the Agrigentines partly to a hilly

ground, where, from want of water, they were obliged to

surrender at discretion. Twenty ships alone escaped with
a few fugitives, and these twenty were destroyed by a
storm on the passage, so that only one small boat arrived
at Carthage with the disastrous tidings.

*

Dismissing such
unreasonable exaggerations, we can only venture to assert

that the battle was strenuously disputed, the victory

complete, and the slain as well as the prisoners numerous.
The body of Hamilkar was never discovered, in spite of
careful search ordered by Gelo: the Carthaginians affirmed,
that as soon as the defeat of his army became irreparable,
he had cast himself into the great sacrificial fire wherein
he had been offering entire victims (the usual sacrifice con-

sisting only of a small part of the beast 2
) to propitiate the

gods, and had there been consumed. The Carthaginians
erected funereal monuments to him, graced with periodical
sacrifices, both in Carthage and in their principal colonies: 3

on the field of battle itself also, a monument was raised to

him by the Greeks. On that monument, seventy years
1 Diodor. xi. 21-24. kar wag son of a Syracusan
1
Herodotus, vii. 167. ccbu.a-:a mother: a curious proof of connit-

?Xct xitafit^j/. This passage of bium between Carthage and Syra-
Herodotug receives illustration cnse. At the moment when the

from the learned comment of Mo- elder Dionysins declared war
vers on the Phoenician inscription against Carthage, in 398 B.C., there

recently discovered at Marseilles, were many Carthaginian merchants

It was the usual custom of the dwelling both in Syracuse and in

Jews, and it had been in old times other Greco-Sicilian cities, to-

the custom with the Phoenicians gether with ships and other pro-

(Porphyr. de Abstin. iv. 15), to perty. Dionysius gave licence to

burn the victim entire: the Phce- the Syracusans, at the first instant

nicians departed from this prac- when he had determined on de-

tice, but the departure seems to daring war, to plunder all this pro-
havebeen considered as not strictly perty (Diodor. xiv. 46i. This speedy
correct, and in times of great mis- multiplication of Carthaginians
fortune or anxiety the old habit with merchandise in the Grecian

was resumed (Movers, Das Opfer- cities so soon after a bloody war
wesen der Karthager. JBreslau, had been concluded, is a strong

1847, p. 71-118). proof of the spontaneous tenden-
1 Herodot, vii. 166, 167. Hamil- cies of trade.
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afterwards, his victorious grandson, fresh from the plunder
of this same city of Himera, offered the bloody sacrifice of

3000 Grecian prisoners.
1

We may presume that Anaxilaus with the forces of

Rhegium shared in the defeat of the foreign in-
g

vader whom he had called in, and probably other of Geio in

Greeks besides. All of them were now com-
j^ ^?"*

6

pelled to sue for peace from Gelo, and to solicit peace to

the privilege of being enrolled as his dependent *?|
e 9 a

F~
IT r

i i ,i M.T. j thagnnans.
allies, which was granted to them without any
harder imposition than the tribute probably involved in

that relation. 2 Even the Carthaginians themselves were
so intimidated by the defeat, that they sent envoys to ask for

peace at Syracuse, which they are said to have obtained

mainly by the solicitation of Damarete wife of Gelo, on con-

dition of paying 2000 talents to defray the costs of the

war, and of erecting two temples in which the terms of the

treaty were to be permanently recorded. 3 If we could

believe the assertion of Theophrastus, Gelo exacted from
the Carthaginians a stipulation that they would for the

future abstain from human sacrifices in their religious wor-

ship.
4 But such an interference with foreign religious rites

would be unexampled in that age, and we know moreover
that the practice was not permanently discontinued at

Carthage.
5 Indeed we may considerably suspect that Dio-

dorus, copying from writers like Ephorus and Tirnoeus, long
after the events, has exaggerated considerably the defeat,

the humiliation, and the amercement of the Carthaginians.
For the words of the poet Pindar, a very few years after

the battle of Himera, represent a fresh Carthaginian
1 Diodor. xiii. 02. According to ent from Diodorus. Under such

Herodotus, the battle of Himera circumstances, I cannot venture

took place on the same day as to trust the details given by the

that of Salamis
; according to Di- latter.

odorus, on the same day as that 2 I presume this treatment of

of Thermopyla:. If we are forced Anaxilaus by Gelo must be alluded

to choose between tho two wit- to in Diodorus, xi. CO: at least

nesses, there can be no hesitation it is difficult to understand what
in preferring the former: but it other "great benefit" Gelo had con-

seems more probable that neither ferred on Anaxilaus.

is correct. 3 Diodor. xi. 2(1.

As far as we can judge from the > Schol. ad Pindar. Pyth. ii. 3;

brief allusions of Herodotus, he Plutarch, De Sera Numinis Vindi-

must have conceived the battle of eta, p. 552, c. fi.

Himera in a manner totally differ- 5 Diodor. xx. 14.
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invasion as matter ofpresent uneasiness and alarm: 1 and the

Carthaginian fleet is found engaged in aggressive warfare
on the coast of Italy, requiring to be coerced by the brother
and successor of Grelo.

The victory ofHimera procured for the Sicilian cities

Conduct of immunityfrom foreign war, togetherwith a large
Gelo to- plunder. Splendid offerings of thanksgiving to

lo^federate tne S^s were dedicated in the temples of
Greeks who Himera, Syracuse, and Delphi; while the epi-

tending
n~

gram of Simonides, 2 composed for the tripod
against offered in the latter temple, described Grelo with
Xerxes.

kis three brothers Hiero, Polyzelus, and Thrasy-
bulus, as the joint liberators of Greece from the Barbarian,

along with the victors of Salamis and Plataea. And the

Sicilians alleged that he was on the point of actually send-

ing reinforcements to the Greeks against Xerxes, in spite
of the necessity of submitting to Spartan command, when
the intelligence of the defeat and retreat of that prince
reached him. But we find another statement decidedly
more probable that he sent a confidential envoy named
Kadmus to Delphi with orders to watch the turn of the

Xerxeian invasion, and in case it should prove successful

(as he thought that it probably would be) to tender pre-
sents and submission to the victorious invader on behalf of

Syracuse.
3 When we consider that until the very morning

of the battle of Salamis, the cause of Grecian independence
must have appeared to an impartial spectator almost

desperate, we cannot wonder that Gelo should take pre-
cautions for preventing the onward progress of the Per-

sians towards Sicily, which was already sufficiently im-

perilled by its formidable enemies in Africa. The defeat

of the Persians at Salamis and of the Carthaginians at

Himera cleared away suddenly and unexpectedly the ter-

rific cloud from Greece as well as from Sicily, and left a

sky comparatively brilliant with prosperous hopes.

To the victorious army of Gelo, there was abundant

plunder for recompense as well as distribution. Among
the most valuable part of the plunder were the numerous

prisoners taken, who were divided among the cities in

1

Pindar, Kom. ix. 67 (=2SB.)
J Herodot. vii. 163-165 : compare

with the Scholia. Diodor. xi. 26
; Ephorus, Fragm.

*
Simonides,Epigr.l41, ed.Borgk. Ill, ed. Didot.
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proportion to the number of troops furnished

by each. Of course the largest shares must prisoners

have falle.n to Syracuse and Agrigentum; while taken at

the number acquired by the latter was still far- Of Himera
ther increased by the separate capture of those an

.

d dis-

prisqners who had dispersed throughout the among the

mountains in and near the Agrigentine territory. Carthagi-

All the Sicilian cities .allied with or dependent _2their
*

on Gelo, but especially the two last-mentioned, prosperity,
IT i f ^ i> especially

were thus put in possession of a number ot that of
J

slaves as public property, who were kept in Agrigen-

chains to work, 1 and were either employed on

public undertakings for defence, ornament, and religious

solemnity or let out to private masters so as to afford a

revenue to the state. So great was the total of these

public slaves at Agrigentum, that though many were em-

ployed on state-works, which elevated the city to signal

grandeur during the nourishing period of seventy years
which intervened between the recent battle and its sub-

sequent capture by the Carthaginians there nevertheless

remained great numbers to be let out to private individuals,
some of whom had no less than five hundred slaves respect-

ively in their employment. 2

The peace which now ensued left Gelo master of

Syracuse and Gela, with the Chalkidic Greek D eath and
towns on the east of the island; while Thero obsequies

governed in Agrigentum, and his son Thrasy-
dseus in Himera. In power as well as in reputation, Gelo
was unquestionably the chief person in the island; more-
over he was connected by marriage, and lived on terms of

uninterrupted friendship, with Thero. His conduct, both
at Syracuse and towards the cities dependent upon him,
was mild and conciliating. But his subsequent career

was very short: he died of a dropsical complaint not much
more than a year after the battle of Himera, while the

1 Diodor. xi. 25. cu oi r.6X;t- si; rodot. i. 66; iii. 39.

r.ib'j.r xaTECTTTjOav TO'jc BiaipeSsvra^
2 Diodor. xi. 25. Respecting

aiyiiaXibioiK, xai. TCI 8r,|j.6aia i<Jbv slaves belonging to the public,

ipyto'j ota TO'JTIUV erssXi'ici'ov. and let out for hire to individual

For analogous instances of cap- employers, compare the large fi-

tivcs taken in war being employed naucial project conceived by Xe-
in public works by the captors, nophon, De Vectigalibus, capp. .''>

and labouring in chains, see the and 4.

cases of Tegea and Samos hi He-
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glories of that day were fresh in every one's recollection.

As the Syracusan law rigorously interdicted expensive
funerals, Gelo had commanded that his own obsequies
should be conducted in strict conformity to the law : never-

theless the zeal of his successor as well as the attachment
of the people disobeyed these commands. The great mass
of citizens followed his funeral procession from the city to

the estate of his wife, fifteen miles distant: nine massive

towers were erected to distinguish the spot; and the

solemnities of heroic worship were rendered to him. The

respectful recollections of the conqueror of Himera never
afterwards died out among the Syracusan people, though
his tomb was defaced first by the Carthaginians, and after-

wards by the despot of Agathokles.
* And when we re-

collect the destructive effects caused by the subsequent
Carthaginian invasions, we shall be sensible how great
was the debt of gratitude owing to Gelo by his contem-

poraries.
It was not merely as conqueror of Himera, but as a

sort of second founder of Syracuse, 2 that GreloNumber .-, , . 1-1 mi
of new was thus solemnly worshipped. The size, the
Ci

h
izeT1

G i strength, and the population, of the town were

had intro- all greatly increased under him. Besides the
duced at number of the new inhabitants which he brought

from Gela, the Hyblaean Megara, and the Sicilian

Euboea, we are informed that he also inscribed on the

roll of citizens no less than 10,000 mercenary soldiers. It

will moreover appear that these new-made citizens were in

possession of the islet ofOrtygia
3 the interior stronghold

of Syracuse. It has already been stated that Ortygia was
the original settlement, and that the city did not overstep
the boundaries of the islet before the enlargements of

Gelo. We do not know by what arrangements Gelo

provided new lands for so large a number of new-comers:
but when we come to notice the antipathy with which
these latter were regarded by the remaining citizens, we
shall be inclined to believe that the old citizens had been

dispossessed and degraded.
Gelo left a son in tender years, but his power passed,

by his own direction, to two of his brothers, Polyzelus
1 Diodor. xi. 38, fi7 : Plutarch, mann.

Timoleon, c. 2'J
;
Aristotle FsXib'jjv " Diodor. xi. 49.

FIoXiTiia; Fragm. p. luC, ed. Keu- 2 Diodor. xi. 72, 73.
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and Hiero; the former of whom married the.widow of

the deceased prince, and was named, according B c 47g
to his testamentary directions, commander of

the military force while Hiero was intended to enjoy the

government of the city. "Whatever may have been the

wishes of Grelo, however, the real power fell to Hiero, bro-

Hiero
;
a man of energy and determination, and

g^esiaor
munificent as a patron of contemporary poets, of Geio at

Pindar. Simonides, Bacchylides, Epicharmus, Syracuse
n i i in i j_ji / f c i Jealous of

yEschylus, and others; but the victim ol a pamlul his brother

internal complaint iealous in his temper Polyzftlug
, , r

.
J

. , . ,, j harsh as

cruel, and rapacious in his government
1 and a ruler-

noted as an organizer of that systematic ^g^^
espionage which broke up all freedom of speech Hiero of

among his subiects. Especially iealous of his Sy
j
a " s

,
e

i j-i T> i M -U i j-i,
and Th r

brother .rolyzeius, who was very popular in the O f Agrigen-

city, he despatched him on a military expedition
tum

~?'
p
1

"

against the Krotoniates,with a view of indirectly t'hiTpoet
7

accomplishing his destruction. But Polyzelus,
Simonid&s.

aware of the snare, fled to Agrigentum, and sought pro-
tection from ihis brother-in-law the despot Thero; from
whom Hiero redemanded him, and on receiving a refusal,

prepared to enforce the demand by arms. He had already
advanced on his march as far as the river Gela, but no
actual battle appears to have taken place. It is interesting
to hear that Simonides the poet, esteemed and rewarded

by both these princes, was the mediator of peace between
them. 2

The temporary breach, and sudden reconciliation,
between these two powerful despots, proved Severe
the cause of sorrow and ruin at Himera. That treatment

city, under the dominion of the Agrigentine habitants"

Thero, was administered by his son Thrasydoeus of iiimera

a youth whose oppressive conduct speedily
by ahero -

excited the strongest antipathy. The Himerseans, knowing
that they had little chance of redress from Thero against
his son, took advantage of the quarrel between him and

1 Diodor. xi. G7; Aristotel. Poli- monitions and hints sufficiently

tic. v. 9, 3. In spite of the com- attest the real character (see Dissen

pliments directly paid by Pindar ad Pindar. Pyth. i. and ii. p. 101-

to Hiero (-oau; da-coic, o>!> wlovstov
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Hiero to make propositions to the latter, and to entreat

his aid for the expulsion of Thrasydaeus, tendering them-
selves as subjects of Syracuse. It appears that Kapys
and Hippokrates, cousins of Thero, but at variance with

him, and also candidates for the protection of Hiero, were
concerned in this scheme for detaching Himera from the

dominion of Thero. But so soon as peace had been con-

cluded, Hiero betrayed to Thero both the schemes and the

malcontents at Himera. We seem to make out that Kapys
and Hippokrates collected some forces to resist Thero, but
were defeated by him at the river Himera: 1 his victory
was followed up by seizing and putting to death a large
number of Himersean citizens. So great was the number
slain, coupled with the loss of others who fled for fear of

being slain, that the population of the city was sensibly
and inconveniently diminished. Thero invited and enrolled

a large addition of new citizens, chiefly of Dorian blood. 2

The power of Hiero, now reconciled both with Thero
Power and and with his brother Polyzelus, is marked by
exploits of several circumstances as noway inferior to that

against the of Gelo, and probably the greatest, not merely
Carthagi- jn Sicily, but throughout the Grecian world.

Tyrrhe-
n

The citizens of the distant city of Cumae, on the
nians coast of Italy, harassed by Carthaginian and

ISaxiiaus Tyrrhenian fleets, entreated his aid, and received
he founds frOm him a squadron which defeated and drove

the city of ro,i- n i jii-in
&tn& ofi their enemies: 3 he even settled a syracusan
new whole-

colony in the neighbouring island of Pithekusa.

plantation" Anaxilaus, despot of Rhegium and Messene, had
of inhabit- attacked, and might probably have overpowered,
ants com- ,

.
i i -r\ i T i

pliments of ois neighbours the .hpizepnyrian Liokrians; but
Pindar. the menaces of Hiero, invoked by the Lokrians,
and conveyed by the envoy Chromius, compelled him to

1 Schol. ad Pindar. Olymp. ii. 173.
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desist. ! Those heroic honours, which in Greece belonged
to the (Ekist of a new city, were yet wanting to him. He
procured them by the foundation of the new city of ^Etna, 2

on the site and in the place of Katana, the inhabitants of

which he expelled, as well as those of Naxos. "While

these Naxians and Katanseans were directed to take up
their abode at Leontini along with the existing inhabitants,
Hiero planted 10,000 new inhabitants in his adopted city
of ^Etna; 5000 of them from Syracuse and Gela with an

equal number from Peloponnesus. They served as an

auxiliary force, ready to be called forth in the event of

discontents at Syracuse, as we shall see by the history of

his successor: he gave them not only the territory which
had before belonged to Katana, but also a large addition

besides, chiefly at the expense of the neighbouring Sikel

tribes. His son Deinomenes, and his friend and confidant

Chromius, enrolled as an JEtnaean, became joint ad-

ministrators of the city, whose religious and social customs
were assimilated to the Dorian model. 3 Pindar dreams
of future relations between the despot and citizens of

-.Etna, analogous to those between king and citizens at

Sparta. Both Hiero and Chromius were proclaimed as

./Etnseans at the Pythian and Nemean games, when their

chariots gained victories; on which occasion the assembled
crowd heard for the first time of the new Hellenic city of

^tna. We see, by the compliments of Pindar,
4 that

Hiero was vain of his new title of founder. But we must
1 Diodor. xi. 61; Pindar, i. 74 ' Chromius e-itpo^o? TTJ? AITVT;;

(=140) ; ii. 17 (
= 35) with the Scho- (Scliol. Pind. Ifem. ix. 1). About

Ha; Epicharmus, Fragment, p. 19, the Dorian institutions of JEtna,

ed.Krusemann; Schol. Pindar. Pyth. &c., Pindar, Pyth. i. 60-71.

i. 9;; Strabo, v. p. 247. Deiuomenes survived his father,
*
"Ispcov oixiaT7)<; avii Tupav- and commemorated the Olympic

ifju pou )-6(xs VCK EIMCCI, KdTivTjv victories of the latter by costly

tsX(i>v AITVTJV ji;Tcov6[J.ajs TTJV noXiv, offerings at Olyinpia (Pausan. vi.

ia'jTOvoiy.tJ7Tj-(-prjjaYop'Joat (Schol. 12, 1).

ud Pindar. !N'em. i. 1). I'indar. Pyth. i. 60 (=117); iii.

Compare the subsequent case of c9 (=121). Pindar, ap. Strabo. vi.

the foundation of Thurii, among p 269. Compare Nemea, ix. 1-30,
the citizens of which violent dis- addressed to Chromius. Hiero is

putes arose, in determining who proclaimed in some odes as a Sy-
should be recognised as (Ekist of racusan : but Syracuse and the

the place. On referring to the newly-founded JEina, are inti-

oracle, Apollo directed them to mately joined together : see Nemea,
commemorate himself as O.Ckist i, init.

(Diodor. xii. 35).

O 2
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remark that it was procured, not, as in most cases, by
planting Greeks on a spot previously barbarous, but by
the dispossession and impoverishment of other Grecian

citizens, who seem to have given no ground of offence.

Both in Gelo and Hiero we see the first exhibition of that

propensity to violent and wholesale transplantation of in-

habitants from one seat to another, which was not un-
common among Assyrian and Persian despots, and which
was exhibited on a still larger scale by the successors of

Alexander the Great in their numerous new-built cities.

Anaxilaus of Rhegium died shortly after that message

D th of
^ -S-iero which had compelled him to spare the

Anaxilaus Lokrians. Such was the esteem entertained for
of Ehe- his memory, and so efficient the government of
gium, and -, T ., ,

" -,,11 i i_

of Thero -Alikythus, a manumitted slave whom he con-
ofAgrigen- stituted regent, that Ehegium and Messene
turn. Thra- ,

'
,, , . , .=>,

sydseus,son were preserved for his children, yet minors. 1

of
1

Thg
I' But a still more important change in Sicily was

rules Agri- -,
-, ., T.I c ,-, \ , rm *

gentumand caused by the death of the Agngentme Ihero,
Himera. which took place seemingly about 472 B.C. This
His cruel .,1 /-i i 11

govern- prince, a partner with Gelo in the great victory
ment over the Carthaginians, left a reputation of

feat'ed by good government as well as ability among the
Hiero and

Agrigentines, which we find perpetuated in the

laureat strains of Pindar: and his memory
doubtless became still farther endeared from comparison
with his son and successor. Thrasydaeus, now master both
of Himera and Agrigentum, displayed on a larger scale

the same oppressive and sanguinary dispositions which
had before provoked rebellion at the former city. Feeling
himself detested by his subjects, he enlarged the military
force which had been left by his father, and engaged so

many new mercenaries, that he became master of a force

of 20,000 men, horse and foot. And in his own territory,

perhaps he might long have trodden with impunity in the

footsteps of Phalaris, had he not imprudently provoked
his more powerful neighbour Hiero. In an obstinate and
murderous battle between these two princes, 2000 men
were slain on the side of the Syracusans, and 4000 on that

of the Agrigentines: an immense slaughter, considering
that it mostly fell upon the Greeks in the two armies, and
not upon the non-Hellenic mercenaries. 2 But the defeat

1 Justin, iv. 2.
2 So I conceive the words of
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of Thrasydaeus was so complete, that he was compelled to

flee not, only from Agrigentum, but from Sicily: he retired

to Megara in Greece Proper, where he was condemned to

death and perished.
1 The Agrigentines, thus happily

released from their oppressor, sued for and obtained peace
from Hiero. They are said to have established a demo-
cratical government, but we learn that Hiero sent many
citizens into banishment from Agrigentum and Himera, as

well as from Glela,
2 nor can we doubt that all the three

were numbered among his subject cities. The moment of

freedom only commenced for them when the G-elonian dy-

nasty shared the fate of the Theronian.

The victory over Thrasydaeus rendered Hiero more

completely master of Sicily than his brother
Gelo had been before him. The last act which po \ver of

we hear of him is, his interference on behalf of Hiero, after

his brothers-in-law,
3 the sons of Anaxilaus of O f Thra-

Rhegium, who were now of age to govern. He sydseus

encouraged them to prefer, and probably show-
ed himself ready to enforce, their claim against Mikythus,
who had administered Rhegium since the death of Anaxi.

laus, for the property as well as the sceptre. Mikythus
complied readily with the demand, rendering an account so

exact and faithful, that the sons of Anaxilaus themselves
entreated him to remain and govern or more probably to

lend his aid to their government. This request he was
wise enough to refuse: he removed his own property and
retired to Tegea in Arcadia. Hiero died shortly after-

xi. 53). have had two other wives the
1 Diodor. xi. 53. x=T Oa-jctTcu y.a- sister or cousin of Thero

,
and the

TayiiXjOsii; ETiXsu-^asv. This is a (laughter of a Syracusan named
remarkable specimen of the feeling X ikokles : this last was the mother

in a foreign city towards an oppres- of his son Deinomenes (Schol.

sive -cur/'awoc. The Megarians of Pindar. Pyth. i. 112).

Greece Proper were much con- We read of Kleophron son of

iiected with Sicily, through the Hy- Anaxilaus, governing Messene

bla;an Megara, as well as Sclinus. during his father's lifetime : prob-
2 Diodor. xi. 70. Oi XC<T tr

t

-> ably this young man must have

"Ispuyjos S'Jvaatsiav EXTCETITUJTCOTEI; jv. died, otherwise Mikythus would

Ttbv iStiov zoXciuv TO'JTtu* 8'
'r^'j.i

not liave succeeded (Schol. Pindar.

FE/.UJOI xai "AxpaYav-ivoi xai 'Iixi- Pyth. li. 34).
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wards, of the complaint under which he had so long suffered,
after a reign of ten years.

1

On the death of Hiero, the succession was disputed
between his brother Thrasybulus, and his ne-

Thras
6

bu- Pnew the youthful son of G-elo, so that the part-

lus, brother isans of the family became thus divided. Thra-
and

suc-^ sybulus, surrounding his nephew with tempta-
Hiero tions to luxurious pleasure, contrived to put
disputes k^ indirectly aside, and thus to seize the
among the

,
-' ,. ',,, m,. ,, .......

members government for himself. 2 This family division
of the Gelo- a curse often resting upon the blood-relations

miiy. of Grecian despots, and leading to the greatest
Cruelties atrocities 3

coupled with the conduct of Thra-

puiarHyo~f sybulus himself, caused the downfall of the
Thrasybu- mighty Gelonian dynasty. The bad qualities

mutiny of Hiero were now seen greatly exaggerated,
against but without his accompanying energy, in Thra-

Syracuse. sybulus; who put to death many citizens, and
banished still more, for the purpose of seizing

their property, until at length he provoked among the

Syracusans intense and universal hatred, shared even

by many of the old Grelonian partisans. Though he
tried to strengthen himself by increasing his mercenary
force, he could not prevent a general revolt from breaking
out among the Syracusan population. By summoning
those cities which Hiero had planted in his new city of

JEtna, as well as various troops from his dependent allies,

he found himself at the head of 15,000 men, and master of

the inner city; that is, the islet of Ortygia, which was the

1 Diodor. xi. 66. TOpocvvioiv dtXXrjXoipovou? fzfzvrjj.i-
'' Aristotel. Politic, v. 8, 19. Dio- wj;, ito).Xo'J5 2= y.ai 0-6 YUV<UX<I>-<

dorus does not mention the son of -ccLv EOCUTU>V tupavvou; oisoQctpasvo'j?,

Gelo. y.al ur.h ETaipcov f T(I)v (xiXuto
Mr. Pynes Clinton (Fasti Helle- OOXOUVTCOV tptXo) / tl-ii.\. : compare Iso-

nici, App. chap. 10, p. 264 seq.) has krates, De Pace, Orat. viii. p. Ib2,

discussed all the main points con- 138.

nected with Syracusan and Sicilian So also Tacitus (Hist. v. 9) re-

chronology, specting the native kings of Jud;ra
;

3 Xenophon, Hiero, iii. 8. El after the expulsion of the Syrian
toivuv e6e\Eic xocTa-josiv, &pr;J3iq iti^ dynasty "Sibi ipsi reges imposu-
TOUI; ISiiUTa? uro TO'JTOJV fxaXtaTa ere: qui, mobilitate vulgi expulsi,

si).ou(xsvou?, TOO? 8s -rupdcvvoiK iroX- resumpta, per arma dominatione,
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primitive settlement of Syracuse, and was not only distinct

and defensible in itself, but also contained the docks, the

shipping, and command of the harbour. The revolted

people on their side were masters of the outer city, better

known under its latter name of Achradina, which lay on
the adjacent mainland of Sicily, was surrounded by a sepa-
rate wall of its own, and was divided from Ortygia by an

intervening space of low ground used for burials. l Though

1 Respecting the topography of the general conception of the to-

Syracuse at the time of these dis- pography of Syracuse given by
turbances, immediately preceding Thucydides in 415 B.C., as repre-

and following the fall of the Gelon- senting in the main what it had
ian dynasty my statements in the been fifty years before. Thucydi-
present edition will be fcund some- dSs (vi. 3) mentions only the Inner
what modified as compared with City, which was in the Islet of

the first. In describing the siege Ortygia (rj Tto/.ic
7) SVTO?) and the

of the city by the Athenian army Outer City (YJ 1:0X15 7) su>). This
under Nikias, I found it necessary latter was afterwards known by
to study the local details of Thu- the name of Achradina, though that

cydides with great minuteness, be- name does not occur in Thucydi-
sides consulting fuller modern dgs. Diodorus expressly mentions
authorities. The conclusion which that both Ortygia and Achradina
I have formed will be found stated, had each separate fortifications

partly in the early part of chap- (xi. 73).

ter lix.-but chiefly in a separate In those digputcs connected with
dissertation annexed as an Appen- ^ fftU Qf thfl Gelonian dynast
dix to that chapter, and illustrated

x conceive Thra8ybulu8 to have
by two plans. To the latter Dis-

held possession of Ortygia, which
sertation with its Plans, I request . ^ ag at al , timeg the inner gt _

the reader to refer.
hold &nd the mogt valuable ;.

Diodorus here states (xi. 67, 6S) ti<)n of Syracuge; insomuch that
that Thrasybulus was master both under th(j Koman domini Mnr.

of the Island (Ortygia) and Achra-
cellng probibited any native s ra .

dina, while the revolted Syracus- cugan from dweUi in it _ (Cjcero
ans held the rest of the city, of

cont _ Ven. y _ 32_g4 _ 3g _ The
which Ityl:e or Tyche was a part. enemieg of Thrasybulus on the
He evidently conceives Syracuse cont j conce ive to have occu-
as having comprised, in 4G3 B.C.,

pied Achradina .

substantially the same great space
and the same number of four quart- There is no doubt that this bi-

tTS or portions, as it afterwards section of Syracuse into two sepa-

came to contain from the time of rate fortifications must have afford-

tlie despot Dionysius down to the ed great additional facility for

Koman empire, and as it is set forth civil dispute, if there were any
in the description of Cicero (Orat. in causes abroad tending to foment

V'err. iv. 53,118 120) enumerating it; conformably to a remark of

the four quarters Ortygia, Achra- Aristotle (Polit. v. 2, 12. ) ;
which

dina, Tyche, and Neapolis. I be- the philosopher illustrates by re-

lieve this to be a mistake. I take ference to Kolophoii and Notium.
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superior in number, yet being no match in military effi-

ciency for the forces of Thrasybulus, they were obliged to

invoke aid from the other cities in Sicily, as well as from
the Sikel tribes proclaiming the G-elonian dynasty as

the common enemy of freedom in the island, and holding
out universal independence as the reward of victory. It

was fortunate for them that there was no brother-despot
like the powerful Thero to espouse the cause of Thrasy-
bulus. Glela, Agrigentum, Selinus, Himera, and even the

Sikel tribes, all responded to the call with alacrity, so that

a large force, both military and naval, came to reinforce

the Syracusans ;
and Thrasybulus, being totally defeated,

first in naval action, next on land, was obliged to shut him-
self up in Ortygia, where he soon found his situation hope-
less. He accordingly opened a negotiation with his

opponents, which ended in his abdication and retirement
to Lokri, while the mercenary troops whom he had

brought together were also permitted to depart unmo-
lested. ! The expelled Thrasybulus afterwards lived and
died as a private citizen at Lokri a very different fate

from that which had befallen Thrasidaeus (son of Thero)
at Megara, though both seem to have given the same

provocation.
Thus fell the powerful Grelonian dynasty at Syra-

cuse, after a continuance of eighteen years. 2 Its fall

B.C. 465. was nothing less than an extensive revolution
Expulsion throughout Sicily'. Among the various cities
of Thrasy- ,, . , -.

,
.

J
^ j

buius, and oi the island there had grown up many petty
extinction

despots, each with his separate mercenaryof the Ge- ,,
r '

. ,1 j i

Ionian dy- lorce
; acting as the instruments, and relying

nasty. on the protection, of the great despot at Sy-
racuse. All these were now expelled, and governments
more or less democratical "were established everywhere. 3

The sons of Anaxilaus maintained themselves a little

longer at Hhegium and Messene, but the citizens of

these two towns at length followed the general example,
compelled them to retire,

4 and began their sera of

freedom.
But though the Sicilian despots had thus been ex-

pelled, the free governments established in their place

as well as to the insular and con- 5 Aristotel. Politic, v. 8, 23,

tinental portions of Klazomense. 3 Diodor. xi. OS.

1 Diodor. ix. 67. 68. Diodor. xi. 76.
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were exposed at first to much difficulty and collision. It

has been already mentioned that Gelo, Hiero, PQ ular

Thero, Thrasidseus, Thrasybulus, &c., had all con- vernments

demned many citizens to exile with confiscation f^^^f?
63

of property; and had planted on the soil new Sicilian

citizens and mercenaries, in numbers no less cities con-
. , , , m . . ,, . fusion and

considerable. To what race these mercenaries disputes

belonged, we are not told: it is probable that a sing out

they were only in part Greeks. Such violent number
mutations, both of persons and property, could .

f new ci -

.,-, ,
r

U-J.JT a- L e tizens and
not occur without raising bitter conflicts, of mereena-

interest as well as of feeling, between the old. ries d -

,, -, ,-, j. j .
,

' miciliated
the new, and the dispossessed proprietors, as by the Ge-

soon as the iron. hand of compression was re- Ionian

moved. This source of angry dissension was com-
p

mon to all the Sicilian cities, but in none did it flow more

profusely than in Syracuse. In that city, the new merce-
naries last introduced by Thrasybulus, had retired at the
same time with him, many of them to the Hieronian city of

./Etna, from whence they had been brought. But there

yet remained the more numerous body introduced princi-

pally by Gelo, partly also by Hiero; the former alone hav-

ing enrolled 10,000, of whom more than 7000 yet remained.
"What part these Gelonian citizens had taken in the late

revolution, we do not find distinctly stated: they seem not
to have supported Thrasybulus as a body, and probably
many of them took part against him.

After the revolution had been accomplished, a public

assembly of the Syracusans was convened, in which the

first resolution was, to provide for the religious comme-
moration of the event, by erecting a colossal statue of

Zeus Eleutherius, and by celebrating an annual festival to

be called the Eleutheria, with solemn matches and sacri-

fices. They next proceeded to determine the political

constitution, and such was the predominant reaction,
doubtless aggravated by the returned exiles, of hatred and
fear against the expelled dynasty that the whole body of

new citizens, who had been domiciliated under Gelo and

Hiero, were declared ineligible to magistracy or honour.
This harsh and sweeping disqualification, falling at once

upon a numerous minority, naturally provoked renewed
irritation and civil war. The Geloniau citizens, the most
warlike individuals in the state, and occupying, as favoured
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partisans of the previous dynasty, the inner section of

Syracuse
1

Ortygia placed themselves in open revolt;

internal while the general mass of citizens, masters of
dissensions the outer city, were not strong enough to assail
and com- .,, 11 i c -LI jT > T j_

bats in with success this defensible position.
2 J3ut

Syracuse. they contrived to block it up nearly altogether,
and to intercept both its supplies and its communication
with the country, by means of a new fortification carried

out from the outer city towards the Great Harbour, and

stretching between Ortygia and Epipolge. The garrison
within could thus only obtain supplies at the cost of per-

petual conflicts. This disastrous internal war continued

for some months, with many partial engagements both by
land and sea: whereby the general body of citizens became
accustomed to arms, while a chosen regiment of 600 train-

ed volunteers acquired especial efficiency. Unable to

maintain themselves longer, the Gelonians were forced to

1 Aristotle (Politic, v. 2, 11) men- p. 282).

tions, as one of his illustrations * Diodor. xi. 73. Oi 8s 2ulions, as one 01 nis illustrations - .uiouor. xi. 10. \ji OE AUDOXOU*

of the mischief of receiving new oioi rcoXiv [ji.-ia6vTS? el? t2payr]v,

citizens, that the Syracusans, after TO Xoirov TTJ<; TioXsux; xdttitjyov, xai

the Gelonian dynasty, admitted to i;po? t<i? 'ErinoXa? TETpapipisvo';

the foreign mercenaries to ci- a>jTr,c srsTt)ri<jav, *at itoV/.Tjv da'f i-

tizenship, and from hence came to Xsiocv iauTok xaTsaxsyasav' suQu Yf>
sedition and armed conflict. But T

^jq
g-ji ^v ytupoiv e^oSou TOU; oos-

the incident cannot fairly be quo- oTrjy.oTa? su-pu>? Etpyov 5<ai Tayu
ted in illustration of that prin- TCOM 7tiT7]8jtu)v ssoiTjaav dtTtopstv.

ciple which he brings it to support. Diodorus here repeats the same
The mercenaries, so long as the misconception as I have noticed

dynasty lasted, had been the first in a previous note. He supposes
citizens in the community: after that the Gelonians were in pos-
its overthrow, they became the session both of Ortygia and of

inferior, and were rendered inad- Achradina, whereas they were only
missible to honours. It is hardly in possession of the former, as

matter of surprise that so great a Thrasybulus had been in the former

change of position excited them contest.

same quarrel and sedition was the country around; as may be

renewed, by the exclusion of his seen by referring to the Plans of
mercenaries from magistracy and Syracuse annexed to chap. lix. of

posts ofhonour (Diodor. xxi.Fragm. this History.
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hazard a general battle, which, after an obstinate struggle,
terminated in their complete defeat. The chosen band of

600, who had eminently contributed to this victory, receiv-

ed from their fellow-citizens a crown of honour, and a

reward of one mina per head. l

The meagre annals, wherein these interesting events

are indicated rather than described, tell us Defeat of

scarcely anything of the political arrangements ^ian? ^
which resulted from so important a victory, racuse

Probably many of the Grelonians were expelled:
made into

but we may assume as certain, that they were puiar go-

deprived of the dangerous privilege of a separate
vernment.

residence in the inner stronghold or islet Ortygia.
2

Meanwhile the rest of Sicily had experienced disorders

analogous in character to those of Syracuse. At Disorders

Gela, at Agrigentum, at Himera, the reaction in other

against the Gelonian dynasty had brought back ^B^risino
in crowds the dispossessed exiles; who, claiming from the

restitution of their properties and influence, e^\"g" ^ c

found their demands sustained by the population had been

generally. The Katanseans, whom Hiero had g^umier
8 "

driven from their own city to Leontini, in order the Geio-

that he might convertKatana into his own settle-
n^rty^Ka-

ment J3tna, assembled in arms and allied them- tana and

selves with the Sikel prince Duketius, to recon- -^ina"

quer their former home and to restore to the Sikels that

which Hiero had taken from them for enlargement of the

jEtnaean territory. They were aided by the Syracusans,
to whom the neighbourhood of these Hieronian partisans
was dangerous: but they did not accomplish their object
until after a long contest and several battles with the

-/EtnEeans. A convention was at length concluded, by which
the latter evacuated Katana and were allowed to occupy
the town and territory (seemingly Sikel) of Enuesia or

Inessa, upon which they bestowed the name of ./Etna,
3 with

monuments commemorating Hiero as the founder while
the tomb of the latter at Katana was demolished by the
restored inhabitants.

1 Diodor. xi. 72, 7:>, 76. fices erected in the market-place
1 Diodorus, xiv. 7. of Amphipolis, in honour of 'the
3
Diodorus, xi. 70; Stralio, vi. Athenian Agnon the (Ekist, after

268. Compare, as an analogous the revolt of that city from Athens

event, the destruction of the edi- (Thucyd. v. 11).
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These conflicts, disturbing the peace of all Sicily, came
to be so intolerable, that a general congress wasGeneral , , , ,

,
. &

. . ,. ^ ,,

congress held between the various cities to adjust them,
and com- jf, wag determined by joint resolution to re-admit
promise ,, ., , i j j.r /^ i 1-1
the exiles the exiles and to extrude the Greloman settlers

^e
provi- everywhere : but an establishment was provided

Kamarina for these latter in the territory of Messene. It
again re- appears that the exiles received back their pro-stored as a **, j_ i j. e j_i -i i

separate P erty> r a^ least an assignment ot other lands
autono- in compensation for it. The inhabitants of Grela

C1 y> were enabled to provide for their own exiles by
re-establishing the city of Kamariua, l which had been

conquered from Syracuse by Hippokrates despot of Grelo,

but which Grelo, on transferring his abode to Syracuse, had
made a portion of the Syracusan territory, conveying its

inhabitants to the city of Syracuse. The Syracusaiis now
renounced the possession of it a cession to be explained

probably by the fact, that amongthenew-comerstransferred
by Grelo to Syracuse, there were included not only the

previous Kamarinseans, but also many who had before been
citizens of Grela. 2 For these men, now obliged to quit

Syracuse, it would be convenient to provide an abode at

Kamarina, as well as for the other restored Gfeloan exiles
;

and we may farther presume that this new city served as

a receptacle for other homeless citizens from all parts of

the island. It was consecrated by the Geloans as an in-

dependent city, with Dorian rites and customs: its lands

were distributed anew, and among its" settlers were men
rich enough to send prize chariots to Peloponnesus, as

well as to pay for odes of Pindar. The Olympic victories

of the Kamarinsean Psaumis secured for his new city
an Hellenic celebrity, at a moment when it had hardly
yet emerged from the hardships of an initiatory settle-

ment. 3

1 Diodor. xi. 7G. (AS-ra Ss rsuTa ' Herodot. vii. 155.

Kafiapbav (J.EV
rsXiiot xcrroixtsctvTEi: 3 See the fourth and fifth Olym-

s; opxrjc xaTExXrjpo'Jxrjjciv. p i c odes of Pindar, referred to

See the note of Wesseling upon Olympiad 82, or 452 B.C., about
this passage. There can bo little nine years after the Geloans had
doubt that in Thucydides (vi. 5) re-established Kamarina. Tav vsot-

the correction of xatumaQ?] uro TCOV lopctv (Olymp. v. 9) ;
art' ajia-

FeXuxuv (in place of uno fiXcovos) yccnct? Hfwi k> (pio; reives 85(jiO'

is correct. cxa-iuv (Olymp. v. 14).
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Such was the great reactionary movement in Sicily

against the high-handed violences of the previous Reaction-

despots. We are only enabled to follow it gener- ary feel-

ally, but we see that all their transplantations ^glhist the
and expulsions of inhabitants were reversed, and previous

all their arrangements overthrown. In the cor- an^Tn'f'
rection of the past injustice, we cannot doubt vour of

that new injustice was in many cases committed, ^a-*
nor are we surprised to hear that at Syracuse ment, at

many new enrolments of citizens took place j^?^
86

without any rightful claim,
'

probably accompa- the other

nied by grants of land. The reigning feeling
Olties -

at Syracuse would now be quite opposite to that of the

days of Grelo, when the Demos or aggregate of small self-

working proprietors was considered as "a troublesome yoke-
fellow," fit only to be sold into slavery for exportation. It

is highly probable that the new table of citizens now pre-

pared included that class of men in larger number than

ever, on principles analogous to the liberal enrolments of

Kleisthenes at Athens. In spite of all the confusion

however with which this period of popular government
opens, lasting for more than fifty years until the despotism
of the elder Dionysius, we shall find it far the best and
most prosperous portion of Sicilian history. We shall

arrive at it in a subsequent chapter.

Respecting the Grecian cities along the coast of Italy,

durinj the period of the Grelonian dynasty, a few words
will exhaust the whole of our knowledge. Rhegium, with
its despots Anaxilaus and Mikythus, figures chiefly as a
Sicilian city, and has been noticed as such in the

stream of Sicilian politics. But it is also in- itaiiot

volved in the only event which has been pre- destructive

served to us respect ing this portion of the history defeat of
c j.i TI T /i i TJ i /i the inhabit-

ot the Italian Greeks. It was about the year ants O f

n.c. 473, that the Tarentines undertook an ex- Tarentum

pedition against their non-Hellenic neighbours Rhegium.
the lapygians, in hopes of conquering Hyria and
the other towns belonging to them. Mikythus, despot of

Rhegium, against the will of his citizens, despatched 3000
of them by constraint as auxiliaries to the Tarentines.
Hut the expedition proved signally disastrous to both.
The lapygians, to the number of 20,000 men, encountered

1 Diodor. xi. 80. -oX/.ui-;
six/j xcti tut; ETO^E -s-o).i7oyp3:'.fT;|J.^u>v.
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the united Grecian forces in the field, and completely
defeated them. The hattle having taken place in a hostile

country, it seems that the larger portion both of Rhegians
and Tarentines perished, insomuch that Herodotus pro-
nounces it to have been the greatest Hellenic slaughter
within his knowledge.

* Of the Tarentines slain a great
proportion were opulent and substantial citizens, the loss

of whom sensibly affected the government of the city;

strengthening the Demos, and rendering the constitution

more democratical. In what particulars the change con-

sisted we do not know: the expression of Aristotle gives
reason to suppose that even before this event the constitu-

tion had been popular.
2

1 Herodot. vii. 170 ; Diodor. xi. southern Italy, to talk of pursuit
52. The latter asserts that the and flight from lapygia to Rhe-

lapygian v:ctors divided their for- gium.

ces, part of them pursuing the 2 Aristotel. Polit. v. 2, 8. Ari-

Rhegian fugitives, the rest pur- stotle has another passage (vi. 3,

suing the Tarentines. Those who 5) in which he comments oil the

followed the former were so rapid government of Tarentum: and
in their movements, that they en- O. Miiller applies this second pas-

tered (he says) along with the sage to illustrate the particular

fugitives into the town of Rhegi- constitutional changes which were

um, and even hecame masters of it. made after the lapygian disaster.

To say nothing of the fact, that I think this juxtaposition of the

Rhegium continues afterwards, as two passages unauthorized : there

before, under the rule of Mikythus is nothing at all to connect them
we may remark that Diodorus together. See History of the Do-

must have formed to himself a rians, iii. 9, 14.

strange idea of the geography of
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CHAPTER XLIV.

FROM THE BATTLES OF PLAT^EA AND MYKALE
DOWN TO THE DEATHS OF THEMISTOKLES AND

AEISTEIDES.

AFTER having in the last chapter followed the repulse of

the Carthaginians by the Sicilian Greeks, we now return

to the central Greeks and the Persians a case in which
the triumph was yet more interesting to the cause of human

improvement generally.
The disproportion between the immense host assembled

by Xerxes, and the little which he accomplished, naturally

provokes both a contempt for Persian force and an ad-

miration for the comparative handful of men by whom they
were so ignominiously beaten. Both these sentiments are

just, but both are often exaggerated beyond the causes of

point which attentive contemplation of the facts tn e dis -

v/ill justify. The Persian mode of making war repulse of

(which we may liken to that of the modern Xerxes

Turks,* now that the period of their energetic !!i s

Gr

v

C9

fanaticism has passed away) was in a high de- defects

gree disorderly and inefficient. The men in-
qualify and

deed, individually taken, especially the native slackness

Persians, were not deficient in the qualities of hfs
m
army L

soldiers, but their arms and their organisation Tendency

were wretched and their leaders yet worse. rate
X
the

ge ~

On the other hand, the Greeks, equal, if not heroism of

superior, in individual bravery, were incompar-
the Greeka -

ably superior in soldier-like order as well as in arms: but
here too the leadership was defective, and the disunion a

constant source of peril. Those who, like Plutarch (or
rather the Pseudo-Plutarch) in his treatise on the Malignity
of Herodotus, insist on acknowledging nothing but magna-
nimity and heroism in the proceedings of the Greeks

1 Mr. Waddington's Letters from kish warfare: compare also the

Greece, describing the Greek re- second volume of the Memoirs of

volution of 1821, will convey a Barou de Tott, part. iii.

good idea of the stupidity of Tur-
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throughout these critical years, are forced to deal harshly
with the inestimable witness on whom our knowledge of

the facts depends. That witness intimates plainly that, in

spite of the devoted courage displayed not less by the

vanquished at Thermopylae, than by the victors at Salamis,
Greece owed her salvation chiefly to the imbecility, coward-

ice, and credulous rashness, of Xerxes. l Had he indeed

possessed either the personal energy of Cyrus, or the

judgement of Artemisia, it may be doubted whether any
excellence of management, or any intimacy of union, could

Comparison have preserved the Greeks against so great a
of the in- superiority of force. But it is certain that all

Greece by
their courage as soldiers in line would have been

Xerxes unavailing for that purpose, without a higher
invasion degree of generalship, and a more hearty spirit
of Persia of cooperation, than that which they actually

afterwards manifested .

ander the One hundred and fifty years after this event-

jr^hnT" ful period, we shall see the tables turned, and
provement the united forces of Greece under Alexander of

a'mlng^the
Macedon becoming invaders of Persia. "We

Persians shall find that in Persia no improvement has

JSSnOof* taken Place during tllis long interval that the

150 years scheme of defence under Darius Codomannus

^ovemenT" labours under the same defects as that of attack

among the under Xerxes that, there is the same blind and
Greeks. exclusive confidence in pitched battles with su-

perior numbers 2 that the advice of Mentor the Rhodian,
and of Chariclemus, is despised like that of Demaratus and
Artemisia that Darius Codomannus, essentially of the

same stamp as Xerxes, is hurried into the battle of Issus

by the same ruinous temerity as that which threw away the

Persian fleet at Salamis and that the Persian native in-

fantry (not the cavalry) even appear to have lost that in-

dividual gallantry which they displayed so conspicuously
at Plataea. But on the Grecian side, the improvement in

every way is very great: the orderly courage of the soldier

has been sustained and even augmented, while the general-

ship and power of military combination has reached a point

unexampled in the previous history of mankind. Military

1 Thucyd. i. 69. ETii(JTO[[iJvoi v.otl cyd. vi. 33.

cov pdp3'j:pov auTOv Tpi autuj Ta 2
Thucyd. i. 142. zXr/Ju TTJV i[j.a-

itXeico acpaXsvta, &c. : compare Thu- Slav (/PKJ'JMGVTE;, &c.
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science may be esteemed a sort of creation during this

interval, and will be found to go through various stages
Demosthenes and Brasidas the Cyreian army and Xeno-

phon Agesilaus Iphikrates Epaminondas Philip of

Macedon Alexander: 1 for the Macedonian princes are

borrowers of Greek tactics, though extending and applying
them with a personal energy peculiar to themselves, and
with advantages of position such as no Athenian or Spartan
ever enjoyed. In this comparison between the invasion of

Xerxes and that of Alexander, we contrast the progressive

spirit of Greece, serving as herald and stimulus to the

like spirit in Europe with the stationary mind of Asia,

occasionally roused by some splendid individual, but never

appropriating to itself new social ideas or powers, either

for a war or for peace.
It is out of the invasion of Xerxes that those new

powers of combination, political as well as mill- T
. , ,. ,

'I
. , .

,
, . Progressive

tary, which lighten up brrecian history during spirit in

the next centurv and more, take their rise. Greece

rp, T t , i. ,-[ i j.1 operating
They are brought into agency through the through
altered position and character of the Athenians Athenian

.
.

, ,, .-,., initiative.

improvers, to a certain extent, ot military

operations on land, but the great creators of marine tactics

and manoeuvring in Greece and the earliest of all Greeks
who showed themselves capable of organising and direct-

ing the joint action of numerous allies and dependents:
thus uniting the two distinctive qualities of the Homeric

Agamemnon -

ability in command, with vigour in execu-

tion.

In the general Hellenic confederacy, which had acted

against Persia under the presidency of Sparta, Conduct of

Athens could hardlv be said to occupv any Athens in

.-,
, , , ii j .p v J the repulse

ostensible rank above that ot an ordinary mem- O f the

ber. The post of second dignity in the line at
h

5" si

l

a"-~~

Platpea had indeed been adjudged to her, yet tion, te in-

only after a contending claim from Tegea. But P"> and

without any difference in ostensible rank, she a"ter that

was in the eye and feeling of Greece no longer
event,

the same power as before. She had suffered more, and at

sea had certainly dune more, than all the other allies put

Ho::icr, Ilinl, iii. 179.

II
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together. Even on land at Platsea, her hoplites had mani-

fested a combination of bravery, discipline, and efficiency

against the formidable Persian cavalry, superior even to

the Spartans. No Athenian officer had committed so

perilous an act of disobedience as the Spartan Amom-
pharetus. After the victory of Mykale, when the Pelo-

ponnesians all hastened home to enjoy their triumph, the

Athenian forces did not shrink from prolonged service for

the important object of clearing the Hellespont, thus

standing forth as the willing and forward champions of

the Asiatic Greeks against Persia. Besides these exploits
of Athens collectively, the only two individuals, gifted
with any talents for command, whom this momentous
contest had thrown up, were both of them Athenians:

first, Themistokles; next, Aristeides. From the beginning
to the end of the struggle, Athens had displayed an un-

reserved Pan-Hellenic patriotism which had been most un-

generously requited by the Peloponnesians; who had kept
within their Isthmian walls, and betrayed Attica twice to

hostile ravage; the first time, perhaps, unavoidably but
the second time by a culpable neglect in postponing their

outward march against Mardonius. And the Peloponne-
sians could not but feel, that while they had left Attica

unprotected, they owed their own salvation at Salamis al-

together to the dexterity of Themistokles and to the im-

posing Athenian naval force.

Considering that the Peloponnesians had sustained

Proceed- little or no mischief by the invasion, while the

?
gSAi Athenians had lost for the time even their city

niLs t'fre- and country, with a large proportion of their

store^their moveable property irrecoverably destroyed we
jeVious ob- might naturally expect to find the former, if not
structions lendiiicr their grateful and active aid to repaircaused by .- n

.
D ... , i j- 11 i

the Peio- the damage in Attica, at least cordially wel-
ponnesiaus. coming the restoration of the ruined city by its

former inhabitants. Instead of this, we find the selfishness

again prevalent among them. Ill-will and mistrust for the

future, aggravated by an admiration which they could

not help feeling, overlays all their gratitude and sym-

pathy.
The Athenians, on returning from Salamis after the

battle of Plateea, found a desolate home to harbour them.

Their country was laid waste, their city burnt or de-
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etroyed, so that there remained but a few houses standing,
wherein the Persian officers had taken up their quarters
and their fortifications for the most part razed or over-

thrown. It was their first task to bring home their families

and effects from the temporary places of shelter at Troezen,

.^Egina, and Salamis. After providing what was indispens-

ably necessary for immediate wants, they began to rebuild

their city and its fortifications on a scale of enlarged size

in every direction. l But as soon as they were seen to be

employed on this indispensable work, without which
neither political existence nor personal safety was practic-

able, the allies took the alarm, preferred complaints to

Sparta, and urged her to arrest the work. In the front of

these complainants probably stood the ^Slginetans, as the

old enemies of Athens, and as having most to apprehend
from her might at sea. The Spartans, perfectly sym-
pathising with the jealousy and uneasiness of their allies,

were even disposed, from old association, to carry their

dislike of fortifications still farther, so that they would
have been pleased to see all the other Grecian cities sys-

tematically defenceless like Sparta itself. 2 But while

sending an embassy to Athens, to offer a friendly remon-
strance against the project of re-fortifying the city, they
could not openly and peremptorily forbid the exercise of a

right common to every autonomous community. Nor did

1hey even venture, at a moment when the events of the

past months were fresh in every one's remembrance, to

divulge their real jealousies as to the future. They af-

i'ected to offer prudential reasons against the scheme,
founded on the chance of a future Persian invasion; in

which case it would be a dangerous advantage for the in-

vader to find any fortified city outside of Peloponnesus to

lurther his operations, as Thebes had recently seconded
Alardonius. They proposed to the Athenians therefore,
not merely to desist from their own fortifications, but also

to assist them in demolishing all fortifications of other
cities beyond the limits of Peloponnesus promising shel-

ter within the Isthmus, in case of need to all exposed par-
ties.

1 Thucyd. i. 89.
- Thucyd. i. 90. ti jjiv xal ay-rot

",Stcv 5.-i 6p<I>-;? (J^" exsivou; JJLT;T'

aXXov fr/josvct TSi^'j? I^ovTtx, TO 6s

H 2
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A statesman like Themistokles was not likely to be

imposed upon by this diplomacy: but he saw
Stratagem , i

r
, , i o T. j AT. c i.-

of.The- that the Spartans had the power or preventing
mistokigs the work if they chose, and that it could only be

for
P
t

r

he
CUr

executed by the help of successful deceit. By
Athenians fog advice the Athenians dismissed the Spartan
tunity

P
of

"

envoys, saying that they would themselves send
fortifying to Sparta and explain their views. Accordingly01 y< Themistokles himself was presently despatched
thither, as one among three envoys instructed to enter

into explanations with the Spartan authorities. But his

two colleagues, Aristeides and Abronichus, by previous
concert, were tardy in arriving and he remained inactive

at Sparta, making use of their absence as an excuse for

not even demanding an audience, yet affecting surprise
that their coming was so long delayed. But while
Aristeides and Abronichus, the other two envoys, were
thus studiously kept back, the whole population of Athens
laboured unremittingly at the walls. Men, women, and

children, all tasked their strength to the utmost during
this precious interval. Xeither private houses, nor sacred

edifices, were spared to furnish materials; and such was
their ardour in the enterprise, that before the three envoys
were united at Sparta, the wall had already attained a

height sufficient at least to attempt defence. Yet the

interval had been long enough to provoke suspicion, even
in the slow mind of the Spartans; while the more watchful

^Eginetans sent them positive intelligence that the wall

was rapidly advancing.
Themistokles, on heai'ing this allegation, peremptorily

denied the truth of it; and the personal esteem entertained

towards him was at that time so great, that his assurance l

obtained for some time unqualified credit, until fresh

messengers again raised suspicions in the minds of the

Spartans. In reply to these, Themistokles urged the

Ephors to send envoys of their own to Athens, and thus
convince themselves of the state of the facts. They un-

suspectingly acted upon his recommendation, while he at

the same time transmitted a private communication to

Athens, desiring that the envoys might not be suffered to

depart until the safe return of himself and his colleagues,

-T|v s; -vi Mr^ixov T6/.C|iov TOAJAIV
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which he feared might be denied them when his trick came
to be divulged. Aristeides and Abronichus had now
arrived the wall was announced to be of a height at least

above contempt and Themistokles at once threw off the

mask. He avowed the stratagem practised told the

Spartans that Athens was already fortified sufficiently to

ensure the safety and free will of its inhabitants and
warned them that the hour of constraint was now past, the

Athenians being in a condition to define and vindicate for

themselves their own rights and duties in reference to

Sparta and the allies. He reminded them that the Athenians
had always been found competent to judge for themselves,
whether in joint consultation, or in any separate affair

such as the momentous crisis of abandoning their city and

taking to their ships. They had now, in the exercise of

this self-judgement, resolved on fortifying their city, as a

step indispensable to themselves and advantageous even
to the allies generally. No equal or fair interchange of

opinion could subsist, unless all the allies had equal means
of defence: either all must be unfortified, or Athens must
be fortified as well as the rest. l

Mortified as the Spartans were by a revelation which
showed that they had not only been detected Athens

in a dishonest purpose, but completely out- fortified
... , ., c

, ,,
7

,.
i J

-. contusion
witted they were at the same time overawed O f the

by the decisive tone of Themistokles, whom Spartans
,1 a -\ c m j_ 1 disappoint-

they never afterwards torgave. lo arrest be- ment Ofthe

forehand erection of the walls, would have been allies.

practicable, though not perhaps without difficulty; to deal

by force with the fact accomplished, was perilous in a

high degree. Moreover the inestimable services just
rendered by Athens became again predominant in their

minds, so that sentiment and prudence for the time

coincided. They affected therefore to accept the com-
munication without manifesting any offence, nor had they
indeed put forward any pretence which required to be

formally retracted. The envoys on both sides returned

home, and the Athenians completed their fortifications,
without obstruction 2

yet not without murmurs on the

> Thucyd. i. 91.

Etvtxi
\J-~t]

a 710 a

ojjLOiov ti 7) la'j-t i?

eaOoti. *H r.y.-1-y.z
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part of the allies, who bitterly reproached Sparta after-

wards for having let slip this golden opportunity of arrest-

ing the growth of the giant.
l

If the allies were apprehensive of Athens before, the

mixture of audacity, invention, and deceit,

thTs*in
f

whereby she had just eluded the hindrance op-
tended, but posed to her fortifications, was well calculated

feryentkm to aggravate their uneasiness. On the other

upon Athe- hand, to the Athenians, the mere hint of inter-

igs.
fed vention to debar them from that common right

of self-defence which was exercised by every
autonomous city except Sparta, must have appeared
outrageous injustice aggravated by the fact

'

that it was

brought upon them by their peculiar sufferings in the com-
mon cause, and by the very allies who without their devoted
forwardness would now have been slaves of the Great King.
And the intention of the allies to obstruct the fortifications

must have been known to every soul in Athens, from the

universal press of hands required to hurry the work and

escape interference; just as it was proclaimed to after-ge-
nerations by the shapeless fragments and irregular structure

of the wall, in which even sepulchral stones and inscribed

columns were seen imbedded. 2
Assuredly the sentiment

connected with this work performed as it was alike by
rich and poor, strong and weak men, women, and children

must have been intense as well as equalising. All had
endured the common miseries of exile, all had contributed

to the victory, all were now sharing the same fatigue for

the defence of their recovered city, in order to counterwork
the ungenerous hindrance of their Peloponnesian allies.

the rebuilding of the walls of would not be improbable in itself

Athens, as recounted by Thucydi- nor is it inconsistent with thf

des. It is the first incident which narrative of Thucydides ;
but the

he relate?, in that general sketch latter either had not heard or din

of events between the Persian and not believe it.

Peloponnesian war, which precedes ' Thucyd. i. 69. Kat T<I)v3s oust;
his professed history (i. 89-92). ai-rtot (says the Corinthian envoy
Diodorus (xi. B9, 40), Plutarch addressing the Lacedaemonians),
(Themistokles, c. 19), and Cornelius TO ~z -OCDTOV ija-/7ii ofj-r,.j ? (the

Nepos (Themist. c. 6, 7) seem all to Athenians) TT,V -o).iv fx=-a to Mrj-
have followed Thucydides, though Sijti

xpocrijvat, y.at
'jj-rspov TOC jxaxpo

1'lutarch also notices a statement 377)77.1 Tiiyrj, &c.

of Theopompus, to the effect that 2
Thucyd. i. 93. Cornelius Xepos

Themistokles accomplished his ob- (Themist. c. 7) exaggerates this

ject by bribing the Ephors. This into a foolish conceit.
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"We must take notice of these stirring circumstances, pe-
culiar to the Athenians and acting upon a generation which
had now been nursed in democracy for a quarter of a

century and had achieved unaided the victory of Marathon
if we would understand that still stronger burst of ag-

gressive activity, persevering self-confidence, and aptitude
as well as thirst for command together with that still

wider spread of democratical organisation which marks
their character during the age immediately following.

The plan of the new fortification was projected on a

scale not unworthy of the future grandeur of the T..,"., ] i Enlarge-
city. Its circuit was sixty stadia or about seven ment of

miles, with the acropolis nearly in the centre: ^V^118

but the circuit of the previous walls is unknown,
so that we are unable to measure the extent of that en-

largement which Thucydides testifies to have been carried

out on every side. It included within the town the three

hills of the Areopagus, Pnyx, and the Museum; while on
the south of the town it was carried for a space even on
the southern bank of the Ilissus, thus also comprising the

fountain Kallirhoe. 1 In spite of the excessive hurry in

which it was raised, the structure was thoroughly solid and
sufficient against every external enemy: but there is reason

to believe that its very large inner area was never filled

Avith buildings. Empty spaces, for the temporary shelter

of inhabitants driven in from the country with their pro-

perty, were eminently useful to a Grecian city-community:
to none more useful than to the Athenians, whose principal

strength lay in their fleet, and whose citizens habitually
resided in large proportion in their separate demes through-
out Attica.

The first indispensable step in the renovation of

Athens after her temporary extinction, was now happily
accomplished: the city was made secure against external

enemies. But Themistokles, to whom the Athenians owed
the late successful stratagem, and whose influence must

1 For the dimensions and direc- The plan of A.thens, prepared by
tion of the Themistoklean walls Kiepcrt after his own researches
of Athens, see especially the ox- ami published among bin recent

cellent Treatise of Forchhammer maps, adopts for the most part the

Topographic von Athen published ideas of Forchhammer as to the
in the KielerPhilologiscke Studien, course of the walls.

Kiel. 1841.
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have been much strengthened by its success, had con-

ceived plans of a wider and more ambitious

of^niemi^
8

range - ^-e na(^ been the original adviser of the
stokies for great maritime start taken by his countrymen,

aggrandise-
as we^ as ^ tne powerful naval force which

inent of they had created during the last few years, and

fortified" which had so recently proved their salvation,

town and He saw in that force both the only chance of

t salvation for the future, in case the Persians
provided at ITT i- 11
Pemeus should renew their attack by sea a contingency

and* thick-* a^ that time seemingly probable and boundless
ness pro- prospects of future ascendency over the Grecian

the^waiis*
coas^ s an(l islands. It was the great engine of

defence, of offence, and of ambition. To continue
this movement required much less foresight and genius than
to begin it. Themistokles, the moment that the walls of

the city had been finished, brought back the attention of

his countrymen to those wooden walls which had served
them as a refuge against the Persian monarch. He pre-
vailed upon them to provide harbour-room at once safe and

adequate, by the enlargement and fortification of the

Peirseus. This again was only the prosecution of an enter-

prise previously begun; for he had already, while in office

two or three years before,
l made his countrymen sensible

1 Thucyd. i. 93. l-si3S Si xal TOO poses the Peirseus to have been

Iliipaistu; toe ),<ji-i 6 63|j.ia7ox).7]t; commenced in that year. This is

oix&o|j.iv (orrjpx-o 5' OOJTOO r.fj-t.-
not in itself improbable : but he

pov i-.i TYJ? EXEivG'j ipyf,;, rj;
xai' cites the Scholiast as haying as-

iviguTOv 'A6?]vaion ^O;E.) serted the same thing before him

Upon which words the Scholiast (-po -d>-i Mr,otx<Jbv r
( p; SiiA-.aTox/.ijc

observes (KccT
1

eviaoTOv) xara Ti-;a e v t a u T 6 v iva), in whicli I appre-
iviauTOv TjYSjAtbv kfi'/i~'j' ~po

= hend that he is not borne out by
t(I)v Mr,8tx(i)v r,p;s 6;|j.'.aTOX/.7;; jvt- the analogy of the language: i-n-

OUTOV Eva. auTOv iva in the accusative case

It seems hardly possible, having denotes only the duration of ipyrj,
no fuller evidence to proceed upon, not the position of the year (corn-

to determine to which of the pre- pare Thucyd. iii. 68).

ceding years Thucydides means to I do not feel certain that Thu-
refer this

ipyjf] of. Themistokles. cydides meant to designate The-
Mr. Fynes Clinton, after discussing mistokles as having been Archon
the opinions of Dodwell and Cor- Eponymus, or even as having
sini (see Fasti Hellenici, ad ami. been one of the nine Archons.

481 B.C. and Preface, p.xv.), inserts He may have meant '-during the

Themistokles as Archon Epony- year when Themistokles was Stra-

mus in 481 B.C., the year before tegus (or general)," and the ex-

the invasion of Xerxes, and sup- planation of the Scholiast, who
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that the open roadstead of Phalerum was thoroughly in-

secure, and had prevailed upon them to improve and employ
in part the more spacious harbours of Peireeus and Jttuny-
chia three natural basins, all capable of being closed and
defended. Something had then been done towards the en-

largement of this port, though it had probably been sub-

sequently ruined by the Persian invaders. But Themis-
tokles now resumed the scheme on a scale far grander than
he could then have ventured to propose a scale which
demonstrates the vast auguries present to his mind respect-

ing the destinies of Athens.
Peirseus and Munychia, in his new plan, constituted a

fortified space as large as the enlarged Athens, and with a

wall far more elaborate and unassailable. The wall which
surrounded them, sixty stadia in circuit,

1 was intended by
him to be so stupendous, both in height and thickness, as

to render assault hopeless, and to enable the whole military

population to act on shipboard, leaving only old men and

boys as a garrison.
2 We may judge how vast his project

was, when we learn that the wall, though in practice always
found sufficient, was only carried up to half the height
which he had contemplated.

3 In respect to thickness

however his ideas were exactly followed: two carts meeting
one another brought stones which were laid together right
and left on the outer side of each, and thus formed two

primary parallel walls, between which the interior space
(of course at least as broad <?,s the joint breadth of the two

carts) was filled up, "not with rubble, in the usual manner
of the Greeks, but constructed, throughout the whole

thickness, ofsquared stones, cramped together with metal." 4

employs tho word TJY^UWJ rather ixaXiUTa ETsXsjOT) oa SISVOSITO' spoo-

implies that he so understood it. ).STO ffnp -rw iizfityzi xal TW Ttaysi
The Strategi were annual as well icptjTav7.i -rac TOJM r:o).|j.ia>v E-ijVj'J-

as tho Archons. Now we know ).ic, dvOpiuriuv Sj evijAi's-; oXiy 10 ''

that Themistokles was one of the xai -ta-i
i.-/ ptoTatiov cipy.EJSiv TTJV

generals in 480 B.C., and that he
cf'j).c<7.r,M, -o'jc; 6' otXXo'J; EC; tat; vaix

commanded in Thessaly, at Artc- ia^r^iy'iy.i.

misium, and at Salamis. The I'ei- 4
Thucyd. i. 03. The expressions

rreus may have been begun in the are those of Colonel Leake, derived

early part of 480 B.C., when Xer- from inspection of the scanty
xes was already on his march

;
or remnant of these famous walls

at least at Sardis. still to be seen Topography of
1 Thucyd. ii. 13. Athens, ch. ix. p. 411: see edit. p.
"
Thucyd. i. 93. 293, Germ, transl. Compare Aris-

*
Thucyd. i. 93. To 8; 5'io; ^atj'j tophan. Aves, 1127, about the
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The result was a solid wall, probably not less than fourteen
or fifteen feet thick, since it was intended to carry so very
unusual a height. In the exhortations whereby he animated
the people to this fatiguing and costly work, he laboured
to impress upon them that Peiraeus was of more value to

them than Athens itself, and that it afforded a shelter into

which, if their territory should be again overwhelmed by
a superior land-force, they might securely retire, with full

liberty of that maritime action in which they were a match
for all the world. 1 We may even suspect that if Themis-
tokles could have followed his own feelings, he would have
altered the site of the city from Athens to Peirseus: the
attachment of the people to their ancient and holy rock
doubtless prevented any such proposition. Nor did he at

that time, probably, contemplate the possibility of those

long walls which in a few years afterwards consolidated
the two cities into one.

Forty-five years afterwards, at the beginning of the

, , Peloponnesian war, we shall hear from Perikles,

of the en-
3

who espoused and carried out the large ideas of
largedand Themistokles, this same language about the
fortified.

harbour capacity of Athens to sustain a great power
increase of

exclusively or chiefly upon maritime action. But
metics and ,, ... J

. .
J

, ,-, -, -,

of com- the Athenian empire was then an established
merce at

reality, whereas in the time of Themistokles it

was yet a dream, and his bold predictions, sur-

passed as they were by the future reality, mark that extra-

ordinary power of practical divination which Thucydides
so emphatically extols in him. And it proves the exuberant

hope which had now passed into the temper of the Athenian

people, when we find them, on the faith of these predictions,

undertaking a new enterprise of so much toil and expense;
and that too when just returned from exile into a desolated

country, at a moment of private distress and public im-

poverishment.
However, Peirseus served other purposes besides its

direct use as a dockyard for military marine. Its secure

fortifications and the protection of the Athenian navy were
well-calculated to call back those metics or resident for-

eigners, who had been driven away by the invasion of

breadth of the wall of Nephelokok- Is epos, Themistok. c. C). TOU? vaual

kygia. Tpo; azavTa; dvOiaTaa^ai.
1 Thucyd. i. 93 (compare Cornel.
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Xerxes, andwho might feel themselves insecure in returning
unless some new and conspicuous means of protection were
exhibited. To invite them back, and to attract new residents

of a similar description, Themistokles proposed to exempt
them from the Metoikion or non-freeman's annual tax: 1

but this exemption can only have lasted for a time, and the

great temptation for them to return must have consisted

in the new securities and facilities for trade, which Athens,
with her fortified ports and navy, now afforded. The pre-
sence of numerous metics was profitable to the Athenians,
both privately and publicly. Much of the trading, pro-
fessional and handicraft business, was in their hands : and
the Athenian legislation, while it excluded them from the

political franchise, was in other respects equitable and

protective to them. In regard to trading pursuits, the

metics had this advantage over the citizens that they were
less frequently carried away for foreign military service.

The great increase of their numbers, from this period
forward, while it tended materially to increase the value of

property all throughout Attica, but especially in Peirseus

and Athens, where they mostly resided, helps us to explain
the extraordinary prosperity, together with the excellent

cultivation, prevalent throughout the country before the

Peloponnesian war. The barley, vegetables, figs, and oil,

produced in most parts of the territory the charcoal pre-

pared in the flourishing deme of Aeharnse 2 and the fish

obtained in abundance near the coast all found opulent
buyers and a constant demand from the augmenting town

population.
"We are farther told that Themistokles 3

prevailed on
the Athenians to build every year twenty new Resolution

ships of theline so wemay designate thetrireme.
to build

\A T
I ii j.i i 1 i j.1 Ji i twenty new

\\ nether tins numberwas always strictlyaanered triremes

to, it is impossible to say: but to repair the ships, annually.

as well as to keep up their numbers, was always regarded
among the most indispensable obligations of the executive

government.
1 Diodor. xi. 43. the observations of Isokrates,
2 See the lively picture of the more than a century after this

Acharnian demots in the comedy period, Orat. iv. De Pace, p. 163,

of Aristophanes so entitled. and Xenophon, De Vectigalibus,
Respecting the advantages de- c. iv.

rived from the residence of metics 3 Diodor. xi. 43.

and from foreign visitors, compare
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It dotes not appear that the Spartans offered any
opposition to the fortification of the Peiraeus, though it was
an enterprise greater, more novel, and more menacing, than
that of Athens. But Diodorus tells us, probably enough,
that Themistokles thought it necessary to send an embassy
to Sparta,

1
intimating that his scheme was to provide a

safe harbour for the collective navy of Greece, in the event
of future Persian attack.

"Works on so vast a scale must have taken a consider-

able time, and absorbed much of the Athenian force: yet

they did not prevent Athens from lending active aid

towards the expedition which, in the year after the battle

Expedition of Plataea (B.C. 478), set sail for Asia under the
of

.

th(l Spartan Pausanias. Twenty ships from the

Greek fleet various cities of Peloponnesus 2 were under his

against command: the Athenians alone furnished thirty,

the Spartan under the orders of Aristeides and Kimon: other
Pausanias triremes also came from the Ionian and insular

of
C

Byzan- allies. They first sailed to Cyprus, in which
tium. island they liberated most of the Grecian cities

from the Persian government. Next they turned to the

Bosphorus of Thrace, and undertook the siege ofByzantium,
which, like Sestus in the Chersonese, was a post of great
moment as well as of great strength occupied by a con-

siderable Persian force, with several leading Persians and
even kinsmen of the monarch. The place was captured,

3

seemingly after a prolonged siege: it might probably hold
out even longer than Sestus, as being taken less unprepared.
The line of communication between the Euxine sea and
Greece was thus cleared of obstruction.

1 Diodor. xi. 41, 42, 43. I mean, confidentially and judge of it

that the fact of such an embassy seems to indicate that Diodorua

being sent to Sparta is probable had read the well-known tale of

enough separating that fact from the project of Themistokles to burn
the preliminary discussions which the Grecian fleet in the harbour
Diodorus describes as having pre- of Pagasic, and that he jumbled it

ceded it in the assembly of Athens, in his memory with this other
and which seem unmeaning as well project for enlarging and fortifying
as incredible. His story that The- the Peir;tus.

mistokles told the assembly that 2 Thucyd. i. 94; Plutarch, Ari-
he had conceived a scheme of steidfis, c. 23. Diodorus (xi. 44)

great moment to the state, but says that the Feloponnesian ships
that it did not admit of being were fifty in number: his statement
made public beforehand, upon is not to be accepted, in opposition
which the assembly named Aris- to Thucydides.
teidcs and Xanthippus to hear it J

Thucyd. i. 94.
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The capture of Byzantium proved the signal for a

capital and unexpected change in the relations Misconduct

of the various Grecian cities; a change, of
[a^;^"

which the proximate cause lay in the misconduct fus ai of

of Pausanias, but towards which other causes, ^J
6^1168

deep-seated as well as various, also tended. In Mm-his
recounting the history of Miltiades, 1 I noticed treasonable

i i i i T i -T/ f j.i n i j- correspond-
the deplorable liability of the (Grecian leading ence with

men to be spoiled by success. This distemper
Xerxes.

worked with singular rapidity on Pausanias. As conqueror
of Platsea, he had acquired a renown unparalleled in

Grecian experience, together with a prodigious share of

the plunder. The concubines, horses,
2
camels, and gold

plate, which had thus passed into his possession, were
well calculated to make the sobriety and discipline of

Spartan life irksome, while his power also, though great
on foreign command, became subordinate to that of the

Ephors when he returned home. His newly-acquired in-

solence was manifested immediately after the battle, in tho

commemorative tripod dedicated by his order at Delphi,
which proclaimed himself by name and singly, as com-
mander of the Greeks and destroyer of the Persians: an

unseemly boast, of which the Lacedaemonians themselves

were the first to mark their disapprobation, by causing the

inscription to be erased, and the names of the cities who
had taken part in the combat to be all enumerated on the

tripod.
3 Nevertheless he was still sent on the command

against Cyprus and Byzantium, and it was on the capture
of this latter place that his ambition and discontent first

ripened into distinct treason. He entered into correspond-
ence with Gongylus the Eretrian exile (now a subject of

Persia, and invested with the property and government
of a district in Mysia), to whom he entrusted his new
acquisition of Byzantium, and the care of the valuable

prisoners taken in it.

1 See tho volume of this History mentioned (Plutarch, Kimon, c. 7;

Immediately preceding, ch. xxxvi. Diodor. xi. fJ2).
7 Herodot. ix. 81. A strong protest, apparently fa-
3 In the Athenian inscriptions miliar to Grecian feeling, against

on the votive offerings dedicated singling out the general parti-
after the capture of Eion, as well culnrly, to receive the honours of

as after the great victories near victory, appears in Euripid. An-
the river Eurymedon, the name of dromach. <>!H: striking verses,
Kiinon tho commander is not even which are said (truly or falsely)
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These prisoners were presently suffered to escape, or

rather sent away underhand to Xerxes; together with a
letter from the hand of Pausanias himself, to the following
effect: "Pausanias the Spartan commander having taken
these captives, sends them back in his anxiety to oblige
thee. I am minded, if it so please thee, to marry thy
daughter, and to bring under thy dominion both Sparta
and the rest of Greece: with thy aid I think myself
competent to achieve this. If my proposition be accept-

able, send some confidential person down to the seaboard,

through whom we may hereafter correspond." Xerxes,
highly pleased with the opening thus held out, imme-

diately sent down Artabazus (the same who had been
second in command in Bceotia), to supersede Megabates in

the satrapy of Daskylium. The new satrap, furnished

with a letter of reply bearing the regal seal, was instructed

to promote actively the projects of Pausanias. The letter

was to this purport: "Thus saith King Xerxes to Pau-
sanias. Thy name stands for ever recorded in my house
as a well-doer, on account of the men whom thou hast

saved for me beyond sea at Byzantium; and thy propo-
sitions now received are acceptable to me. Relax not
either night or day in accomplishing that which thou

promisest, nor let thyself be held back by cost, either gold
or silver, or numbers of men, if thou standest in need of

them; but transact in confidence thy business and mine

jointly with Artabazus, the good man whom I have now
sent, in such manner as may be best for both of us." 1

Throughout the whole of this expedition, Pausanias

Pausanias na<^ been insolent and domineering; degrading
having the allies at quarters and watering-places in the

^su
.

r
,

a"^ most offensive manner as compared with the
OI tilU Iroill -ill
Xerxes, be- Spartans, and treating the whole armament in

intolerable
6 a manner which Greek warriors could not tolerate,

in his even in a Spartan Herakleid and a victorious

He^IVT' general. But when he received the letter from
called to Xerxes, and found himself in immediate com-
Sparta. munication with Artabazus, as well as supplied

to have been indignantly repeated ' These letters are given by
byKleitus, during the intoxication Thucydides verbatim (i. 128, 129):

of the banquet wherein he was slaiu he had seen them or obtained copies

by Alexander (Quint. Curtius, viii. (cb? uatspov dvsupsflT)) they were

4, 29 (viii. 4); Plutarch, Alexand. doubtless communicated along with
c. 51). the final revelations of the confi-
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with funds for corruption,
1

his insane hopes knew no

bounds, and he already fancied himself son-in-law of the

Great King as well as despot of Hellas. Fortunately for

Greece, his treasonable plans were neither deliberately laid,

nor veiled until ripe for execution, but manifested with
childish impatience. He clothed himself in Persian attire

(a proceeding which the Macedonian army, a century and
a half afterwards, could not tolerate 2 even in Alexander
the Great) he traversed Thrace with a body of Median
and Egyptian guards he copied the Persian chiefs both
in the luxury of his table and in his conduct towards the

free women of Byzantium. Kleonike, a Byzantine maiden
of conspicuous family, having been ravished from her

parents by his order, was brought to his chamber at night :

he happened to be asleep, and being suddenly awakened,
knew not at first who was the person approaching his bed,
but seized his sword and slew her. 3 Moreover his haughty
reserve, with uncontrolled bursts of wrath, rendered him

unapproachable; and the allies at length came to regard
him as a despot rather than a general. The news of such

outrageous behaviour, and the manifest evidences of his

alliance with the Persians, were soon transmitted to the

Spartans, who recalled him to answer for his conduct, and

seemingly the Spartan vessels along with him. 4

In spite of the flagrant conduct of Pausanias, the

Lacedaemonians acquitted him on the allegations
c ...

-i T n i j. j.- B.C. 477-47G.
ot positive and individual wrong ; yet mistrusting
his conduct in reference to collusion with the enemy, they
sent out Dorkis to supersede him as commander. But a

revolution, of immense importance for Greece, had taken

place in the minds of the allies. The headship, or hege-
deatial Argilian slavo. As they vii. 8, 4; Quint. Curt. vi. 6, 10 (vi.

are autographs, I have translated 21, 11).

them literally, retaining that ab- 3
Plutarch, Kimon, c. C; also

i upt transition from the third per- Plutarch, De Ser. Numin. Vind.
son to the first, which is one of c. 10, p. 555. Pausanias, iii. 17, 8.

iheirpeculiaritios. CorneliusNepos, It is remarkable that the latter

who translates the letter ofPausa- heard the story of the deatli of

iiias, has effaced this peculiarity. Kleoniko from the lips of a Byzan-
llc carries the third person from tine citizen of his own day, and
the beginning to the end (Cornel, seems to think that it had never

Nep. Pausan. c. 2). found place in any written work.
1 Diodor. xi. 44. ' Thucyd. i. 95-131 : compare Duris
* Arrian. Exp. Alex. iv. 7, 7; and Xymplns apud Athena-urn, xii.

p. 535.
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mony, was in the hands of Athens, and Dorkis the Spartan
found the allies not disposed to recognize his authority.

Even before the battle of Salarnis, the question had

The allies been raised,
1 whether Athens was not entitled

tra sf" the to the command at sea, in consequence of the

from
S

Sparta preponderance of her naval contingent. The
to Athens,

repugnance of the allies to any command except
that of Sparta, either on land or water, had induced the

Athenians to waive their pretensions at that critical moment.
But the subsequent victories had materially exalted the

latter in the eyes of Greece: while the armament now
serving, differently composed from that which had fought
at Salamis, contained a large proportion of the newly-
enfranchised Ionic Greeks, who not only had no preference
for Spartan command, but were attached to the Athenians
on every ground as well from kindred race, as from the

certainty that Athens with her superior fleet was the only

protector upon whom they could rely against the Persians.

Moreover, it happened that the Athenian generals on this

expedition, Aristeides and Kimon, were personally just and

conciliating, forming a striking contrast with Pausanias.

Hence the Ionic Greeks in the fleet, when they found that

the behaviour of the latter was not only oppressive towards
themselves but also revolting to Grecian sentiment gener-

ally addressed themselves to the Athenian commanders
for protection and redress, on the plausible ground of

kindred race; 2
entreating to be allowed to serve under

Athens, as leader instead of Sparta.
Plutarch tells us that Aristeides not only tried to

remonstrate with Pausanias, who repelled him with arro-

gance which is exceedingly probable but that he also

required, as a condition of his compliance with the request
of the Ionic allies, that they should personally insult Pau-

sanias, so as to make reconciliation impracticable: upon
which a Samian and a Chian captain deliberately attacked
and damaged the Spartan admiral-ship in the harbour of

Byzantium. 3 The historians from whom Plutarch copied
this latter statement must have presumed in the Athenians

1 Herodot. viii. 2, 3. Compare r,yi;i.i-<a; :"<])< ytvasSai x7Ta TO v-iy-

the language of the Athenian on- yr/i; i.i\ Hirj-T/ia
U.TJ

ETITSJ-SIV f
t

i

voy, as it stands in Herodotus -vj ^.i.'.r-v..

(vii. 155), addressed to Gelo. *
Plutarch, Aristeides, c. 20.

* Thucyd. i. 95. T.V.O'J/ avTov;
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a disposition to provoke that quarrel with Sparta which
afterwards sprung up as it were spontaneously: but the

Athenians had no interest in doing so, nor can we credit

the story which is moreover unnoticed by Thucydides.
To give the Spartans a just ground of indignation, would
have been glaring imprudence on the part of Aristeides.

Yet having every motive to entertain the request of the

allies, he began to take his measures for acting as their

protector and chief. And his proceedings were much
facilitated by the circumstance that the Spartan government
about this time recalled Pausanias to undergo an examina-

tion, in consequence of the universal complaints against
him which had reached them. He seems to have left no

Spartan authority behind him even the small Spartan
squadron accompanied him home: so that the Athenian

generals had the best opportunity for ensuring to them-
selves and exercising that command which the allies

besought them to undertake. So effectually did they
improve the moment, that when Dorkis arrived to replace
Pausanias, they were already in full supremacy; while

Dorkis, having only a small force and being in no condition
to employ constraint, found himself obliged to return
home. 1

This incident, though not a declaration of war against
Sparta, was the first open renunciation of her ,

T ,1 /-i n Import-
authority as presiding state among the (jrreeks: ance of

the first avowed manifestation of a competitor
this change

for that dignity, with numerous and willing iations of

followers; the first separation of Greece (con-
the Grecian

sidered in herself alone and apart from foreign
solicitations such as the Persian invasion) into two distinct

organized camps, each with collective interests and projects
of its own. In spite of mortified pride, Sparta was con-

strained, and even in some points of view not indisposed,
to patient acquiescence. She had no means of forcing the

dispositions of the Ionic allies, while the war with Persia

altogether having now become no longer strictly defen-

sive, and being withal maritime as well as distant from
her own territory had ceased to be in harmony with her
home-routine and strict discipline. Her grave senators,

especially an ancient Herakleid named Hetoemaridas, re-

proved the impatience of the younger citizens, and
1 Thucyd. i. 95; Diodorus, xi. 44-47.

VOL. V. I
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discountenanced the idea of permanentmaritime command as

a dangerous innovation. They even treated it as an advan-

tage, that Athens should take the lead in carrying on the

Persian war, since it could not be altogether dropped;
nor had the Athenians as yet manifested any sentiments

positively hostile to excite their alarm. l Nay, the Spar-
tans actually took credit in the eyes of Athens, about a

century afterwards, for having themselves advised this

separation of command at sea from command on land. 2

Moreover, if the war continued under Spartan guidance,
there would be a continued necessity for sending out their

kings or chief men to command: and the example of Pau-
sanias showed them the depraving effect of such military

power, remote as well as unchecked.
The example of their king Leotychides, too, near

about this time, was a second illustration of the same tend-

ency. At the same time, apparently, that

of the
nCJ

Pausanias embarked for Asia to carry on the
Spartan war against the Persians, Leotychides was sent
kings to .., m,

'
, *, ,,

become with an army into Inessaly to put down the
corrupted Aleuadae and those Thessalian parties who had

service
6
-80 sided with Xerxes and Mardonius. Successful

Leotychi- in this expedition, he suffered himself to be

bribed, and was even detected with a large sum
of money actually on his person; in consequence of which
the Lacedaemonians condemned him to banishment and
razed his house to the ground. He died afterwards in

1 Thucyd. i. 95. Following Thu- aslsokrates, the master of Ephorus,
cydides in his conception of these treats it in his Orat. viii. De Pace,

events, I have embodied in the p. 179, 180.

narrative as much as seems con- 2 Xenophon. Hellen. vi. 5, 34.

sistent with it in Diodorus (xi, 60), It was at the moment when the

who evidently did not here copy Spartans were soliciting Athenian

Thucydides,butprobablyhadEpho- aid, after their defeat at Leuktra.
rus for his guide. The name of UTiojxijjivyjjxivTSs (xsv , <i>c TOV fidp-

HetcemaridaS) as an influential fiapov xotv^j di;e[ACi)rsaav70 ivajjujj.-

Spartan statesman on this occasion, vigaxovTS? Bj, <i>^ 'AS^valoi TS 0?:6 tut'i

is probable enough ;
but his alleged 'EXXrjvtuv $pi^aTi rjyefxovEc; TOO vao-

speech on the mischiefs of maritime ttxou, -nil Tibv xotvtbv ypr^aicov
empire, which Diodorus seems to cuXoLx;?, TIJJV ActxsSat|j.oviiov Taura
have had before him composed by ouj/.pouXsoo[i'j<uv ctuToi TS xoiti ifjv

Ephorus, would probably have re- 6(j.oXoYO'j|Aivooc 69' dndvTiov TU-;

presented the views and feelings 'EXXrpiov ^YSJIOVS? KpoxpiSsiyjs-xv,
of the year 350 B.C., and not those a'j|j.3o'jXE'JO[jis-ju)v aO TiO-s TUJV 'A

f
JTj-

of 476 B.C. The subject would have vctiwv.

been treated in the same manner
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exile at Tegea.
l Two such instances were well calculated

to make the Lacedaemonians distrust the conduct of their

Herakleid leaders when on foreign service, and this feeling

weighed much in inducing them to abandon the Asiatic

headship in favour of Athens. It appears that their Pelo-

ponnesian allies retired from this contest at the same time

as they did, so that the prosecution of the war was thus

left to Athens as chief of the newly-emancipated Greeks. 2

It was from these considerations that the Spartans
were induced to submit to that loss of command which the

misconduct of Pausanias had brought upon them. Their

acquiescence facilitated the immense change about to take

place in Grecian politics.

According to the tendencies in progress prior to the

Persian invasion, Sparta had become gradually more and

1 Herodot. vi. 72
;
Diodor. xi.48; putting them down and making

Pausanias, iii. 1, 8: compare Plu- the opposite party in Thessaly

tarch, De Herodoti Malign, c. 21. predominant.

p. 859. Considering how imperfectly we
Leotychides died, according to know the Lacedaemonian chrono-

Diodorus, in 476 B.C.: lie had com- logy of this date, it is very possible
mandert at Mykalg in 47!) B.C. The that some confusion may have arisen

expedition into Thessaly must in the case of Leotychides from Ihtl

therefore have been in one of the difference between the date of his

two intermediate years, if the banishment and that of his death.

chronology of Diodorus were in King Pleistoanax afterwards, hav-
tliis case thoroughly trustworthy, ing been banished for the same
But Mr. Clinton (Fasti Hellenici, offence as that committed by Leo-

Appendix, cli. iii. p. 210) lias shown tychides, and having lived many
thatDiodorusiscontradictedbyPlu- years in banishment, was after-

tarch, about the date of the accession wards restored: and the years
of Archidamus and by others, which he had passed in banishment
about the date of the revolt at were counted as a part of his reign
Sparta. Mr. Clinton places the (Fast. Hellen. 1. c. p. 211). The date
accession of Archidamus and the of Archidamus may perhaps have
banishment of Leotychides (of been reckoned in one account from
course therefore the expedition into the banishment of Leotychides in

Thessaly) in 409 B.C. I incline another from his death, the rather,
rather to believe thatthe expedition as Archidamus must have been
of Leotychides against the Thes- very young, since he reigned forty-
salian Aleuadrc took place in the two years even after 46!i B.C. And
year or in the second year follow- the date which Diodorus has given
inn the battle of Platrea, because as that of the death of Leotychides,
they had been the ardent and hearty may really be only the date of his

allies ofMardonius in Breotia, and banishment, in which he lived until

because the war would seem not 469 B.C.

to have been completed without - Thucyd. i. 1.

T "2
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more the president of something like a Pan-hellenic union,

comprising the greater part of the Grecian
Momentary states. Such at least was the point towards
Pan-helle- . .

^
.,

nic union which things seemed to be tending ; and it many
Sparta im- separate states stood aloof from this union,
mediately none of them at least sought to form any counter-

repSse'of union, if we except the obsolete and important
Xerxes pretensions of Arsros.
now broken r

, T i t ^ i , v
up and Ihe preceding volumes or this history have

aSsm
mt0 snown that Sparta had risen to such ascendency,

with two not from her superior competence on the man-

partSs* agement of collective interests, nor even, in the
and chiefs, main, from ambitious efforts on her own part to
Sparta and ;. .

,
. . /, . i

Athens. acquire it but from the converging tendencies

of Grecian feeling which required some such

presiding state and from the commanding military power,
rigid discipline, and ancientundisturbed constitution, which
attracted that feelingtowards Sparta. Thenecessitiesofcom-
mon defence against Persia greatly strengthened these

tendencies; and the success of the defence, whereby so many
Greeks were emancipated who required protection against
their former master, seemed destined to have the like effect

still more. For an instant, after the battles of Platsea and

Mykale when the town of Platsea was set apart as a con-

secrated neutral spot for an armed confederacy against the

Persian, with periodical solemnities and meetings of deputies

Sparta was exalted to be the chief of a full Pan-hellenic

union, Athens being only one of the principal members.
And had Sparta been capable either of comprehensive
policy, of self-directed and persevering efforts, or of the

requisite flexibility of dealing, embracing distant Greeks
as well as near, her position was now such, that her own
ascendency, together with undivided Pan-hellenic union,

might long have been maintained. But she was lamentably
deficient in all the requisite qualities, and the larger the

union became, the more her deficiency stood manifest. On
the other hand, Athens, now entering into rivalry as a sort

of leader of opposition, possessed all those qualities in a
remarkable degree, over and above that actual maritime
force which was the want of the day; so that the opening
made by Spartan incompetence and crime (so far as

Pausanias was concerned) found her in every respect
prepared.
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But the sympathies of the Peloponnesians still clung
to Sparta, while those of the Ionian Greeks had turned to

Athens: and thus not only the short-lived symptoms of an
established Pan-hellenic union, but even all tendencies to-

wards it, from this time disappear. There now stands out
a manifest schism, with two pronounced parties, towards
one of which nearly all the constituent atoms of the Grecian
world gravitate: the maritime states, newly enfranchised
from Persia, towards Athens the land-states, which had
formed most part of the confederate army at Platsea, to-

wards Sparta.
l Along with this national schism, and called

1 Thucyd. i. 18. Kai. [/.sYaXou xtv-

86'ioo iitExp[xaCTQEvco<; ct tsAaxsSat-

(XO'noi TU)V S'Jjj.roXs[A7)aavTtjov "EXXr,-
vtov JlYipavTO fiuvafjLSt icpoujremss
/ai oi 'A8r)vouot, SiavorjBsvTEs sxXi-

iceiv TYJV TCoXiv xal dvaay.Ua;ja[jiEvot,

e? TO? vau E|xj?avTsi; vauTtxoi efi-
vci^To. Kotvfl 8s aTttuaapisvoi TO-; (3ap-

P^pOV, GatEpOV OU ItoXXliJ OlEXpi
f

J7j-

oav rpoq TE 'A9r)vaio'j<; xal AaxsSai-

(xo-HO'j;, oi TS arcoatavTSi; (JaaiXsujc

"EXXrjve? xal oi ^uiiro/.s^aavre?.

A'j-jct[ist Yap TauTa jASY 1375 Bissavrj'

ia-/_'JOv Y^p oi JASV xaroi YV'i oi os

va'J3t. Kal oXiyov '(xev -/povov ouvs-

jAEiViV 7) 6jj.aiy_[iiot, S-EIT^ OE Sts-

jEySEvTsq oi ActxESaijxo'noi xoil ot

"A9r)vtoi e-oXs|ji7jaav [XETOI TUIV
fjuji-

jjiiyujv rpo? aXXigXoU?' xai TCOV aXXu>v

'EXXvjviov EtTtvs? -oi) Svaaraisv, irpo?

TOUTOUC ^ST) EXiiipou'*, "QaT3 a n 6

T UJ V M t) 8 I X U> V E TOVOE (i 6 I

TOV n6Xt(xo v, &c.

This is a clear and concise state-

ment of the great revolution in

<jrecian affairs, comparing the pe-
riod before and after the Persian

war. Thucydides goes on to trace

briefly the consequences of this

bisection of the Grecian world
into two great leagues the grow-
ing improvement in military skill,
and the increasing stretch of mi-

litary effort on both sides from
the Persian invasion down to the

Peloponnesian war. He remarks

also upon the difference between

Sparta and Athens in their way
of dealing with their allies respect-

ively. He then states the striking

fact, that the military force put
forth separately by Athens and
her allies on the one side, and by
Sparta and her allies on the other,

during the Peloponnesian war,
were each of them greater than

the entire force which had been

employed by both together in the

most powerful juncture of their con-

federacy against the Persian inva-

ders Kal EYSMETO auTQis ie T6v8

-6v roXsptov 7]
1 6 la -rcapaaxEurj

(Aii'cov TJ <i)c Ta xpa~iaT<x noTsjiSTa
axpaiovous TTJS $U(i|ia)(iac rj

/-

8r)uav (i. 19).

I notice this last passage espe

cially (construing it as the Scho-

liast seems to do), not less because

it conveys an interesting compar-

ison, than because it has been

understood by Dr. Arnold, Gb'ller,

and other commentators in a sense

which seems to me erroneous. They
interpret thus auTOK to mean tho

Athenians only, and not the Lace-

demonians rj
loiot napasxs'jT) to de-

note the forces equipped by Athens

herself, apart from her allies and

axpatsvoy; ^uixpia^ia; to refer "to the

Athenian alliance only, at a period
a little before the conclusion of

the thirty years' treaty, when the

Athenians were masters not only
of the islands, and the Asiatic
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into action by it. appears the internal political schism in

each separate city between oligarchy and democracy. Of
course the germ of these parties had already previously
existed in the separate states. But the energetic demo-

cracy of Athens, and the pronounced tendency of Sparta
to rest upon the native oligarchies in each separate city as

her chief support, now began to bestow, on the conflict of

internal political parties, an Hellenic importance, and an

aggravated bitterness, which had never before belonged
to it.

The departure of the Spartan Dorkis left the Athenian

Proceed- generals at liberty; and their situation imposed
ings of upon them the duty of organising the new con-

her'capa-
11

federacywhich they had been chosen to conduct,

city of The Ionic allies were at this time not merely
Bocnfcoii' willing and unanimous, but acted as the forward
duct ofAn- movers in the enterprise; for they stood in ob-

vious need of protection against the attacks of

Persia, and had no farther kindness to expect from Spai'ta
or the Peloponnesians. But even had they been less under
the pressure of necessity, the conduct of Athens, and of

Aristeides as the representative of Athens, might have
sufficed to bring them into harmonious cooperation. The
new leader was no less equitable towards the confederates

Greek colonies/ but had also minished in magnitude, and thus

united to their confederacy Boeotia was no longer ixpairfvr,;: without
and Achaia on the continent of which previous notification, the

Greece itself (Dr. Arnold's note), comparison supposed by Dr. Arnold
Now so far as the words go, the could not be clearly understood. I

meaning assigned by Dr. Arnold conceive that there are two periods,

might be admissible; but if we and two sets ofcircumstances, which
trace the thread of ideas in Thu- throughout all this passage Thucy-
cydides, we shall see that the com- dides means to contrast : first, con-

parison, as these commentators federate Greece at the time of the

conceive it, between Athens alone Persian war
; next, bisected Greece

and Athens aided by her allies in a state of war, under the double
between the Athenian empire as headship of Sparta and Athens.
it stood during the Peloponnesian A-JTOI; refers as much to Sparta
war, and the same empire as it had as to Athens i*sa mou; TTJ; ;MJJ.-

Btood before the thirty years' truce v.iyi.1- means what had been before
is quite foreign to his thoughts, expressed by 6pLziy_|xfa and KOTS

Nor had Thucydides said one word set against TO-JOE T ^ v KO/.E[AV;, is

to inform the reader, that the equivalent to the expression which
Athenian empire at the beginning had before been used i-i -tdi-t

of the Peloponnesian war had di- Mr
(
oixiuv s? TOVOS asi -'j- -oXsuov.
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than energetic against the common enemy. The Formation

general conditions of the confederacy were of the con-

regulated in a common synod of the members, o^Deios

appointed to meet periodically for deliberative under

purposes, in the temple of Apollo and Artemis ^.e^den"
at Delos of old the venerated spot for the general

religious festivals of the Ionic cities, and at the ^ail"^
3

same time a convenient centre for the members, held m that

A definite obligation, either in equipped ships
island -

of war or in money, was imposed upon every separate city,
and the Athenians, as leaders, determined in which form
contribution should be made by each. Their assessment

must of course have been reviewed by the synod. They had
no power at this time to enforce any regulation not ap-

proved by that body.
It had been the good fortune of Athens to profit by

the genius of Themistokles on two recent critical occasions

(the battle of Salamis and the rebuilding of her walls),
where sagacity, craft, and decision were required in extra-

ordinary measure, and where pecuniary probity was of less

necessity. It was no less her good fortune now, in the

delicate business of assessing a new tax and determining
how much each state should bear, when unimpeachable
honesty in the assessor was the first of all qualities not to

have Themistokles; but to employ in his stead the well-

known, we might almost say the ostentatious, probity of

Aristeides. This must be accounted good fortune, since

at the moment when Aristeides was sent out, the Athenians
could not have anticipated that any such duty would devolve

upon him. His assessment not only found favour at the
time of its original proposition, when it must have been

freely canvassed by the assembled allies but also main-
tained its place in general esteem, as equitable and moderate,
after the once responsible headship of Athens had degener-
ated into an unpopular empire.

l

1 Thucyd. v. 18; Plutarch, Ari- of the lonians against Pausanias

steidus, c. 24. Plutarch states that occurred, and was the person to

the all es expressly asked the whom they applied for protection.
Athenia is to send Aristeides for As sxich, he \vas the natural person
the pur] ose of assessing the tribute, to undertake such duties as de-

This is lot at all probable: Ari- volved upon Athens, without any
steides, as commander of the Ath en- necessity of supposing that he was
iaii coi tingent under Pausanias, specially asked for to perform it.

<vas at I yzaiitium when the mutiny Plutarch farther states that a
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Respecting this first assessment we scarcely know more
than one single fact the aggregate in money was 460
talents (=about 106,000?. sterling). Of the items composing
such aggregate of the individual cities which paid it

of the distribution of obligations to furnish ships and to

Assess- furnish money we are entirely ignorant. The
ment of little information which we possess on these

federacy points relates to a period considerably later,
and ail its shortly before the Peloponnesian war, under the

madeTy' uncontrolled empire then exercised by Athens.
AristeidSs Thucydides in his brief sketch makes us clearly

obligation
understand the difference between presiding

in ships and Athens with her autonomous and regularly

moneyTotai
assembled allies in 476 B.C., and imperial Athens

Heiienota- with her subject allies in 432 B.C. The Greek
word equivalent to ally left either of these

epithets to be understood, by an ambiguity exceedingly
convenient to the powerful states. From the same author,

too, we learn the general causes of the change: but he

gives us few particulars as to the modifying circumstances,
and none at all as to the first start. He tells us only that
the Athenians appointed a peculiar board of officers called

the Hellenotamiae, to receive and administer the common
fund that Delos was constituted the general treasury,
where the money was to be kept and that the payment
thus levied was called ihephorus; 1 a name which appears
then to have been first put into circulation, though after-

wards usual and to have conveyed at first no degrading
import, though it afterwards became so odious as to be

exchanged for a more innocent synonym.
Endeavouring as well as we can to conceive the Athe-

nian alliance in its infancy, we are first struck with the

certain contribution had been le- Pausanias states, but I think
vied from the Greeks towards the quite erroneously, that the name
war, even during the headship of of AristeidSs was robbed of its due

Sparta. This statement also is honour because he was the first

highly improbable. The headship person who ITS^S oopou? TOt?E),).7;3i
of Sparta covers only one single (Pausan. viii. 52, 2). Neither the

campaign, in which Pausanias had assessment nor the name of Ari-

the command: the Ionic Greeks steides was otherwise than popular.
sent their ships to the fleet, which Aristotle employs the name of

would be held sufficient, and there Aristeides as a symbol of unrivalled

was no time for measuring com- probity (Rhetoric, ii. 24, 2).

mutations into money. ' Thucyd. i. 95, 96.
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magnitude of the total sum contributed; which will appear
the more remarkable when we reflect that many Rapid
of the contributing cities furnished ships be- growth,

T -rrr i i j.l_ A ll 1 i early mag
sides. We may be certain that all which was nitude, of

done at first was done by general consent, and *h con-

by a freely determining majority. For Athens, Of Deios:

at the time when the Ionic allies besought her willing
,. ., TJ -U i_ i adhesion

protection against arrogance, could have had O f the

no power of constraining parties, especially
members.

when the loss of supremacy, though quietly borne, was yet
fresh and rankling among the countrymen of Pausanias.

So large a total implies, from the very first, a great number
of contributing states, and we learn from hence to ap-

preciate the powerful, wide-spread, and voluntary move-
ment which then brought together the maritime and in-

sular Greeks distributed throughout the JEgean sea and
the Hellespont.

The Phoenician fleet, and the Persian land-force,

might at any moment re-appear, and there was no hope of

resisting either except by confederacy: so that confeder-

acy under such circumstances became with these exposed
Greeks not merely a genuine feeling, but at that time the

first of all their feelings. It was their common fear, rather
than Athenian ambition, which gave birth to the alliance;
and they were grateful to Athens for organising it. The
public import of the name Hellenotamise, coined for the
occasion the selection of Delos as a centre and the pro-
vision for regular meetings of the members demonstrate
the patriotic and fraternal purpose which the league was
destined to serve. In truth the protection of the ,/Egean
sea against foreign maritime force and lawless piracy, as

well as that of the Hellespont and Bosphorus against the

transit of a Persian force, was a purpose essentially public,
for which all the parties interested were bound in equity
to provide by way of common contribution. Any island,
or seaport which might refrain from contributing, was a

gainer at the cost of others. The general feeling of this

common clanger, as well as equitable obligation, at a mo-
ment when the fear of Persia was yet serious, was the real

cause which brought together so many contributing mem-
bers, and enabled the forward parties to shame into con-

currence such as were more backward. How the con-

federacy came to be turned afterwards to the purposes
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of Athenian ambition, we shall see at the proper time:

but in its origin it was an equal alliance, in so far as

alliance between the strong and the weak can ever he

equal not an Athenian empire. Nay, it was an alliance

in which every individual member was more exposed,
more defenceless, and more essentially benefited in the

way of protection than Athens. We have here in truth
one of the few moments in Grecian history wherein a

purpose at once common, equal, useful, and innocent,

brought together spontaneously many fragments of this

disunited race, and overlaid for a time that exclusive bent
towards petty and isolated autononomy which ultimately
made slaves of them all. It was a proceeding equitable
and prudent, in principle as well as in detail; promising at

the time the most beneficent consequences not merely
protection against the Persians, but a standing police of

the ^Egean sea, regulated by a common superintending

authority. And if such promise was not realised, we shall

find that the inherent defects of the allies, indisposing them
to the hearty appreciation and steady performance of

their duties as equal confederates, are at least as much

chargeable with the failure as the ambition of Athens.

We may add, that in selecting Delos as a centre, the Ionic

allies were conciliated by a renovation of the solemnities

which their fathers, in the days of former freedom, had
crowded to witness in that sacred island.

At the time when this alliance was formed, the Per-

sians still held not only the important posts of

Eion on the Strymon and Doriskus in Thrace,
but also several other posts in that country

l

which are not specified to us. We may thus

understand why the Greek cities on and near

the Chalkidic peninsula Argilus, Stageirus,

Akanthus, Skolus, Olynthus, &c. which we
know to have joined under the first assessment

of Aristeides, were not less anxious 2 to seek protection in

the bosom of the new confederacy, than the Dorian islands

of Rhode,-; and Kos, the Ionic islands of Samos and Chios,

State and
power of
Persia at
tbe time
when the
confeder-
acy of
Delos
was first

formed.
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the vEolic Lesbos and Tenedos, or continental towns such
as Miletus and Byzantium: by all of whom adhesion to

this alliance must have been contemplated, in 477 or

476 B.C., as the sole condition of emancipation from Persia,

Nothing more was required, for the success of a foreign

enemy against Greece generally, than complete autonomy
of every Grecian city, small as well as great such as the

Persian monarch prescribed and tried to enforce ninety

years afterwards, through the Lacedaemonian Antalkidas,
in the pacification which bears the name of the latter.

Some sort of union, organised and obligatory upon each

city, was indispensable to the safety of all. Indeed even
with that aid, at the time when the confederacy of Delos
was first formed, it was by no means certain the Asiatic

enemy would be effectually kept out; especially as the

Persians were strong not merely from their own force, but
also from the aid of internal parties in many of the Grecian
states traitors within, as well as exiles without.

Among these traitors, the first in rank as well

as the most formidable, was the Spartan Pausanias. Sum-
moned home from Byzantium to Sparta, in

,

, , , ,
J

, . L i Conduct of
order that the loud complaints against him Pausanias

might be examined, he had been acquitted 1 of after hei"g
.,

s
i

,. , , removed
the charges or wrong and oppression against from the

individuals. Yet the presumptions of medism mm and

(or treacherous correspondence with the Per- soc'utcs his

sians) appeared so strong, that, though not treasonable
.
e

, T , designs
found guilty, he was still not reappomted to

jn coniuuc-

the command. Such treatment seems to have tion
.

with

only emboldened him in the prosecution of his

designs against Greece; for which purpose he came out
to Byzantium in a trireme belonging to Hermione, under

pretence of a,idmg as a volunteer without any formal

authority in the war. He there resumed his negotiations
with Artabazus. His great station and celebrity still gave
him so strong a hold on men's opinions, that he appears
to have established a sort of mastery in Byzantium, from
whence the Athenians, already recognised heads of the

confederacy, were constrained to expel him by force.-
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And we may be sure that the terror excited by his

presence, as well as by his known designs, tended materially
to accelerate the organisation of the confederacy under
Athens. He then retired to Kolonse in the Troad, where
he continued for some time in the farther prosecution of
his schemes, trying to form a Persian party, despatching
emissaries to distribute Persian gold among various cities

of Greece, and probably employing the name of Sparta
to impede the formation of the new confederacy:

1 until

at length the Spartan authorities, apprised of his pro-

ceedings, sent a herald out to him with peremptory orders
that he should come home immediately along with the
herald: if he disobeyed, "the Spartans would declare war
against him," or constitute him a public enemy.

EX5toXiopx7)9cV<;, &c.: these words Plutarch (Themistokles, c. 6, and
seem to imply that he had acquired AristeidSs, torn. ii. p. 218) tells us
a strong position in the town. that Themistokles proposed this

1 It is to this time that I refer decree against Arthmius and caused
the mission of Arthmius of Zeleia it to be passed. But Plutarch re-

Can Asiatic town, between Mount fers it to the time when Xerxes
Ida and the southern coast of the was on the point of invading
Propontis) to gain over such Greeks Greece. Now it appears to me that

as he could by means of Persian the incident cannot well belong
gold. In the course of his visit to to that point of time. Xerxes did

Greece, Arthmius went to Athens : not rely upon bribes, but upon
his purpose was discovered, and other and different means, for con-

he was compelled to flee: while quering Greece: besides, the very
the Athenians, at the instance of tenor of the decree shows that it

Themistoklgs, passed an indignant must have been passed after the

decree, declaring him and his race formation of the confederacy of

enemies of Athens, and of all the Delos for it pronounces Arthmius
allies of Athens and proclaiming to be an enemy of Athens and of all

that whoever should slay him would the allies of Athens. To a native
be guitless; because he had brought of Zeleia it might be a serious

in Persian gold to bribe the Greeks, penalty to be excluded and pro-
This decree was engraven on a scribed from all the cities in alliance

brazen column, and placed on re- with Athens; many of them being
cord in the acropolis, where it on the coast of Asia. I know no
stood near the great statue of point of time to which the mission
Athend Promachos, even in the of Arthmius can be so conveniently
time of Demosthenes and his con- referred as this when Pausanias

temporary orators. See Demosthen. and Artabazus were engaged in

Philippic, iii. c. 9. p. 122, and De this very part of Asia, in contriving
'Fals. Legat. c. 76, p. 428; JEschin. plots to get up a party in Greece,

cont. Ktesiphont. adfin. Harpokrat. Pausanias was thus engaged for

v. "ATIJJLCK; Deinarchus cont. Aristo- some years before the banishment

geiton. sect, 25, 26. of Themistokles.
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As the execution of this threat would have frustrated

all the ulterior schemes of Pausanias, he thought He .

g re_

it prudent to obey; the rather, as he felt entire called to

confidence of escaping all the charges against Sparta
,. .

i j-i i A. T- --U , imprisoned
him at Sparta by the employment of bribes,

t _put On
the means for which were doubtless abundantly

&"
.

trial

furnished to him through Artabazus. He provoke the

accordingly returned along with the herald, and Helots to
, J r> r T , revolt.

was, in the first moments ot indignation, im-

prisoned by order of the Ephors who, it seems, were

legally competent to imprison him, even had he been king
instead of regent. But he was soon let out, on his own
requisition and under a private arrangement with friends

and partisans, to take his trial against all accusers. 2 Even
to stand forth as accuser against so powerful a man was a

serious peril: to undertake the proof of specific matter of

treason against him was yet more serious: nor does it

appear that any Spartan ventured to do either. It was
known that nothing short of the most manifest and in-

vincible proof would be held to justify his condemnation,
and amidst a long chain of acts carrying conviction when
taken in the aggregate, there was no single treason

sufficiently demonstrable for the purpose. Accordingly
Pausanias remained not only at large but unaccused, still

audaciously persisting both in his intrigues at home and
his correspondence abroad with Artabazus. He ventured
to assail the unshielded side of Sparta by opening negotia-
tions with the Helots, and instigating them to revolt;

promising them both liberation and admission to political

privilege;
3 with a view, first to destroy the board of

1 Thucyd. i. 131.
1

Se pouXijj.s- hand arrangement: very probably
vos (bq rjxtaTa UTTOTCTO? sivai xal by a bribe, though the word does

nuTE'Jcuv ypTjfjiaai StaX'Jaeiv TTJV Cia- not necessarily imply it. The

[ioXifjv, dvs^iopsi TO osoTEpov c? Scholiast says so distinctly xpv
2T:dpT7jv. (1O51 xai XoyoK StaitpocSd^Evo:; 6r)).ov-

2
Thucyd. i. 131. Kal E? |xsv TTJV 6-ci Siaxpouadfxevoi; TTJV xaTujyoplav.

gipx-Tjv EU-iTtTSi TO rpiLiov U7:6 Ttbv Dr. Arnold translates 6ioc:pa;djji.ivo?

icpof-ior IrcsiTa 5iotrp5?dp.svo; uj-Epov "having settled the business."

e;rjX'Js, xav xi'iiaTrjjiv 4auTQv EC xpi-
* Aristotel. Politic, iv. 13, 13;

atv -ok fio'jXojjiEv(H<: Ttspl auTOv sXeY- v - 1
>

5
i

v. 6, 2; Herodot. v. 82.

X^iv. Aristotle calls Pausanias king,
The word 5tarpo(fdi(j.E-jo; indicates though he was only regent: the

first, that Pausanias himself ori- truth is, that he bad all the power

ginated the efforts to get free, of a Spartan king, and seemingly
next that he came to an under- more, if we compare his treatment
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Ephors and render himself despot in his own country
next, to acquire through Persian help the supremacy of

Greece. Some of those Helots to whom he addressed
himself revealed the plot to the Ephors, who nevertheless,
in spite of such grave peril, did not choose to take
measures against Pausanias upon no better information
so imposing was still his name and position. But though
some few Helots might inform, probably many others both

gladly heard the proposition and faithfully kept the secret:

we shall find, by what happened a few years afterwards,
that there were a large number of them who had their

spears in readiness for revolt. Suspected as Pausanias

was, yet by the fears of some and the connivance of others,
he was allowed to bring his plans to the very brink of con-

summation; and his last letters to Artabazus, J

intimating
that he was ready for action, and bespeaking immediate

performance of the engagements concerted between them,
were actually in the hands of the messenger. Sparta was
saved from an outbreak of the most formidable kind,
not by the prudence of her authorities, but by a mere
accident or rather by the fact that Pausanias was not

only a traitor to his country, but also base and cruel in

his private relations.

The messenger to whom these last letters were

He is de- entrusted was a native of Argilus in Thrace, a
tected by favourite and faithful slave of Pausanias; once

tion'of a

"

connected with him by that intimate relation
slave-in- which Grecian manners tolerated and admitted

fear'of the* even to the full confidence of his treasonable
Ephors.

projects. It was by no means the intention of

this Argilian to betray his master. But on receiving the

letter to carry, he recollected with some uneasiness that

none of the previous messengers had ever come back.

Accordingly he broke the seal and read it. with the full

view of carrying it forward to its destination if he found

nothing inconsistent with his own personal safety: he had
farther taken the precaution to counterfeit his master's

seal, so that he could easily re-close the letter. On reading
it, he found his suspicions confirmed by an express in-

junction that the bearer was to be put to death a dis-

with that of the Prokleid king ttXtutot la; ffo0i)..etgmaToXa; itp&c

Tjeotychidfts. 'Apta^o^ov XOJJLIEIV,
-

'/;p 'ApYi),io,
1 Thucyd. i. 132. 6 (jteXXcov TOC &o.
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covery which left him no alternative except to deliver it

to the Ephors. But those magistrates, who had before
disbelieved the Helot informers, still refused to believe

even the confidential slave with his master's autograph
and seal, and with the full account besides, which doubtless

he would communicate at the same time, of all that

had previously passed in the Persian correspondence, not

omitting copies of those letters between Pausanias and
Xerxes which I have already cited from Thucydides for

in no other way can they have become public. Partly
from the suspicion which in antiquity always attached
to the testimony of slaves, except when it was obtained
under the pretended guarantee of torture partly from
the peril of dealing with so exalted a criminal the Ephors
would not be satisfied with any evidence less than his

own speech and their own ears. They directed the Argilian
slave to plant himself as a suppliant in the sacred precinct
of Poseidon, near Cape Tsenarus, under the shelter of a
double tent or hut, behind which two of them concealed
themselves. Apprised of this unexpected mark of alarm,
Pausanias hastened to the temple, and demanded the
reason: upon which the slave disclosed his knowledge of

the contents of the letter, and complained bitterly that

after long and faithful service, with a secrecy never once

betrayed, throughout this dangerous correspondence, he
was at length rewarded with nothing better than the same
miserable fate which had befallen the previous messengers.
Pausanias, admitting all these facts, tried to appease the

slave's disquietude, and gave him a solemn assurance of

safety if he would quit the sanctuary ; urging him at the

same time to proceed on the journey forthwith, in order
that the schemes in progress might not be retarded.

All this passed within the hearing of the concealed

Ephors; who at length, thoroughly satisfied, determined
to arrest Pausanias immediately on his return His arrest

to Sparta. They met him in the public street and death

not far from the temple of Athene Chalkicekus ^a r

"
e

e e

r

nt

(or of the Brazen House). But as they came offended

near, either their menacing looks, or a signifi-
sanctuary-

cant nod from one of them, revealed to this guilty man
their purpose. He fled for refuge to the temple, which
was so near that he reached it before they could overtake

him. He planted himself as a suppliant, far more hopeless
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than the Argilian slave whom he had so recently talked
over at Tsenarus, in a narrow roofed chamber belonging
to the sacred building; where the Ephors, not warranted
in touching him, took off the roof, built up the doors, and

kept watch until he was on the point of death by starvation.

According to a current story
l not recognised by Thucy-

dides, yet consistent with Spartan manners his own
mother was the person who placed the first stone to build

up the door, in deep abhorrence of his treason. His last

moments being carefully observed, he was brought away
just in time to expire without, and thus to avoid the
desecration of the temple. The first impulse of the

Ephorswas to cast hisbodyinto the ravine orhollow called the

Kseadas, the usual place of punishment for criminals: prob-
ably his powerful friends averted this disgrace, and he was
buried not far off, until some time afterwards, under the
mandate of the Delphian oracle, his body was exhumed
and transported to the exact spot where he had died.

However, the oracle, not satisfied even with this reinter-

ment, pronounced the whole proceeding to be a profanation
of the sanctity of Athene, enjoining that two bodies should
be presented to her as an atonement for the one carried

away. In the very early days of Greece or among the

Carthaginians, even at this period such an injunction would

probably have produced the slaughter of two human vic-

tims: on the present occasion, Athene, or Hikesius the

tutelary god of suppliants, was supposed to be satisfied by
two brazen statues

;
not however without some attempts

to make out that the expiation was inadequate.
2

Thus perished a Greek who reached the pinnacle of

About renown simply from the accidents of his lofty
B.C. 467. descent and of his being general at Platsea,
where it does not appear that he displayed any superior
qualities. His treasonable projects implicated and brought
to disgrace a man far greater than himself the Athenian
Themistokles.

The chronology of this important period is not so

Themisto- fully known as to enable us to make out the
kiss is com-

precise dates of particular events. But we are
promised r

,

in the obliged (in consequence 01 the subsequent inci-
detected dents connected with Themistokles, whose flighttreason of

-,-,
. .

, , , , .. . . > -

Pausanias. to Jrersia is tolerably well-marked as to date) to

1 Diodor. xi. 45; Cornel. Nepos, * Thucyd. i. 133, 134
; Pausanias,

Pausan. c. 6; Polysen, viii, 51. iii. 17. 9.
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admit an interval of about nine years between the

retirement of Pausanias from his command at Byzan-
tium, and his death. To suppose so long an interval en-

gaged in treasonable correspondence, is perplexing; and we
can only explain it to ourselves very imperfectly by con-

sidering that the Spartans were habitually slow in their

movements, and that the suspected regent may perhaps
have communicated with partisans, real or expected, in

many parts of Greece. Among those whom he sought to

enlist as accomplices was Themistokles, still in great power
though, as it would seem, in declining power at Athens.

The charge of collusion with the Persians connects itself

with the previous movement of political parties in that city
The rivalry of Themistokles and Aristeides had beeii

greatly appeased by the invasion of Xerxes, which Position of

had imposed upon both the peremptory necessity
Themisto-

of cooperation against a common enemy. And Athens

apparently it was not resumed during the times A
3
?!
den

.
cy of

which immediately succeeded the return of the parties and

Athenians to their country : at least we hear of politics,

both, in effective service and in prominent posts. The-
mistokles stands forward as the contriver of the city walls

and architect of Peirseus: Aristeides is commander of the

fleet, and first organiser of the confederacy of Delos.

Moreover we seem to detect a change in the character of

the latter. He had ceased to be the champion of Athenian
old-fashioned landed interest, against Themistokles as the

originator of the maritime innovations. Those innovations

had now, since the battle of Salamis, become an established

fact; a fact of overwhelming influence on the destinies and

character, public as well as private, of the Athenians.

During the expatriation at Salamis, every man, rich or

poor, landed proprietor or artisan, had been for the time a

seaman: and the anecdote of Kimon, who dedicated the

bridle of his horse in the acropolis as a token that he was
about to pass from the cavalry to service on shipboard,

'

is a type of that change of feeling which must have been

impressed more or less upon every rich man in Athens.
From henceforward the fleet is endeared to every man as

the grand force, offensive and defensive, of the state, in

which character all the political leaders agree in accepting
it. We ought to add, at the same time, that this change

1
Pluti'.rch, Kimon, c. 8.
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was attended with no detriment either to the land-force or

to the landed cultivation of Attica, both of which will be

found to acquire extraordinary development during the

interval between the Persian and Peloponnesian wars.

Still the triremes, and the men who manned them, taken

collectively, were now the determining element in the state.

Moreover the men who manned them had just returned

from Salamis, fresh from a scene of trial and danger, and
from a harvest of victory, which had equalized for the

moment all Athenians as sufferers, as combatants, and as

patriots. Such predominance of the maritime impulse

having become pronounced immediately after the return

from Salamis, was farther greatly strengthened by the

construction and fortification of the Peirseus a new mari-

time Athens as large as the old inland city as well as by
the unexpected formation of the confederacy at Delos,
with all its untried prospects and stimulating duties.

The political change arising from hence in Athens
was not less important than the military. "The maritime

multitude, authors of the victory of Salamis,"
* and instru-

ments of the new vocation of Athens as head of the Delian

confederacy, appear now ascendant in the political consti-

tution also; not in any way as a separate or
Effect of . ., , ,' , ,

J
, i 11

the events privileged class, but as leavening the whole mass,
of the Per-

strengthening the democratical sentiment, and

upoVAthe- protesting against all recognised political in-

nian poll- equalities. In fact, during the struggle at Sala-
tical sen- 4 , , , .

'
. ,

D
, -i i

1"^
,1

timent mis, the whole city ot Athens had been nothing
stimulus to eise than "a maritime multitude," among which
democracy. ,, ., j i c 111

the proprietors and chief men had been con-

founded, until, by the efforts of all, the common country
had been reconquered. Nor was it likely that this multi-

tude, after a trying period of forced equality, during which

political privilege had been effaced, would patiently

acquiesce in the full restoration of such privilege at home.
"We see by the active political sentiment of the German
people, after the great struggles of 1813 and 1814, how
much an energetic and successful military effort of the

people at large, blended with endurance of serious hard-
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ship, tends to stimulate the sense of political dignity and
the demand for developed citizenship: and if this be the

tendency even among a people habitually passive on such

subjects, much more was it to be expected in the Athenian

population, who had gone through a previous training of

near thirty years under the democracy of Kleisthenes. At
the time when that constitution was first established,

l it

was perhaps the most democraticnl in Greece. It had
worked extremely well, and had diffused among the people
a sentiment favourable to equal citizenship and unfriendly
to avowed privilege: so that the impressions made by the

struggle at Salamis found the popular mind prepared to

receive them.

Early after the return to Attica, the Kleisthenean
constitution was enlarged as respects eligibility
to the magistracy. According to that constitu- ^ft^Klei-
tion, the fourth or last class on the Solonian sthenean

census, including the considerable majority of f-
01

^*^"
the freemen, were not admissible to offices of citizens

state, though they possessed votes in common Wlth ut

with the rest: no person was eligible to be a are render-

magistrate unless he belonged to one of the "^f
01

^
1 "

three higher classes. This restriction was now misaibie

annulled, and eligibility extended to all the
J,

office:

. .
' ,TT . XI J.1 C ftrst

)
unl"

citizens. We may appreciate the strength ot versai

feeling with which such reform was demanded, eligibility

when we find that it was proposed by Aristeides; tion of

a man the reverse of what is called a demagogue, magistrates

and a strenuous friend of the Kleisthenean con- titioii or

stitution. No political system would work, drawing

after the Persian war, which formally excluded
y

"the maritime multitude" from holding magistracy. I

rather imagine (as has been stated in my preceding volume)
that election of magistrates was still retained, and not

exchanged for drawing lots until a certain time, though
not a long time afterwards. That which the public senti-

ment first demanded was the recognition of the equal and

open principle: after a certain length of experience it was
found that poor men, though legally qualified to be chosen,
were in point of fact rarely chosen : then came the lot, to

give them an equal chance with the rich. The principle
of sortition or choice by lot, was never applied (as 1 have

1 For the constitution of Kleisthenus, see ch. xxxi. of this History.
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before remarked) to all offices at Athens never for ex-

ample to the Strategi or Generals, whose functions were
more grave and responsible than those of any other person
in the service of the state, and who always continued to be
elected by show of hands.

In the new position into which Athens was now thrown,
increase of with so great an extension of what may be termed
the power her foreign relations, and with a confederacy

Strategi
which imposed the necessity of distant military

alteration service, the functions of the Strategi naturally
t?ons

6
and~ tended to become both more absorbing and corn-

diminution plicated; while the civil administration became

portance
1" more troublesome if not more difficult, from the

of the enlargement of the city and the still greater
'ns '

enlai'gement of Peirseus leading to an increase

of town population, and especially to an increase of the

metics or resident non-freemen. And it was probably about
this period, during the years immediately succeeding the

battle of Salamis when the force of old habit and tradition

had been partially enfeebled by so many stirring novelties,
that the Archons were withdrawn altogether from political
and military duties, and confined to civil or judicial ad-

ministration. At the battle of Marathon, the Polemarch
is a military commander, president of the ten Strategi:

l we
know him afterwards only as a civil magistrate, administer-

ing justice to the metics or non-freemen, while the Stra-

tegi perform military duties without him: a change not

unlike that which took place at Rome, when the Praetor

was created to undertake the judicial branch of the large

original duties of the Consul. I conceive that this altera-

tion, indicating as it does a change in the character of the

Archons generally, must have taken place at the time which
we have now reached 2 a timewhen the Athenian establish-

ments on all sides required a more elaborate distribution

of functionaries. The distribution of so many Athenian
boards of functionaries, part to do duty in the city, and

part in the Peirseus, cannot have commenced until after

this period, when Peirteus had been raised by Themistokles
to the dignity of town, fortress, and state-harbour. Such

1 Herodot. vi. 109. v.
no).$!j.o<p-/ot; ; Pollux, viii. 91:

1 Aristotel. IToXi-rsicbv Fragm. compare JNIeier und Schomann, Der
xlvii. ed. Neumaiau, Harpokration, Attische Prozess, ch. ii. p. 60 seqq.
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boards were the Astynomi and Agoranomi, who Adminis-
maintained the police of streets and markets tration of

the Metronomi, who watched over weights and ur'ied
en "

measures the Sitophylakes, who carried into new func-

effect various state regulations respecting the
a^po^nted

custody and sale of corn with various others distribu-

who acted not less in Peirseus than in the city.
1

tween
e ~

T\
r
e may presume that each of these boards was Athens and

originally created as the exigency appeared to
Pemeus -

call for it, at a period later than that which we have
now reached; most of these duties of detail having been at

first discharged by the Archons, and afterwards (when
these latter became too full of occupation) confided to

separate administrators. The special and important change
which characterised the period immediately succeeding the

battle of Salamis, was, the more accurate line drawn be-

tween the Archons and theStrategi; assigning the foreign
and military department entirely to the Strategi, and

rendering the Archons purely civil magistrates, adminis-

trative as well as judicial: while the first creation of the

separate boards above-named was probably an ulterior en-

largement, arising out of increase of population, power,
and trade, between the Persian and Peloponnesian wars.

It was by some such steps that the Athenian administration

gradually attained that complete development which it

exhibits in practice during the century from the Pelopon-
nesian war downward, to which nearly all our positive and
direct information relates.

With this expansion both of democratical feeling and
of military activity at Athens, Aristeides appears political

to have sympathized. And the popularity thus career and

ensured to him, probably heightened by some tenure
10

oT

regret for his previous ostracism, was calculated Tiiemisto-

to acquire permanence from his straightforward biueTri-
and incorruptible character, now brought into vais against

strong relief by his function as assessor to the Kimon,
new Delian confederacy. Aik-mneon,

On the other hand, the ascendency of The- fjabiuty to

mistokles, though so often exalted by his un- charges of

rivalled political genius and daring, as well as by
corru i>tlon -

the signal value of his public recommendations, was as
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often overthrown by his duplicity of means and unprin-
cipled thirst for money. New political opponents sprung
up against him, men sympathising with Aristeides and far

more violent in their antipathy than Aristeides himself.

Of these the chief were Kimon (son of Miltiades) and Alk-
mseon: moreover it seems that the Lacedaemonians, though
full of esteem for Themistokles immediately after the battle

of Salamis, had now become extremely hostile to him a

change which may be sufficiently explained from his stra-

tagem respecting the fortifications of Athens, and his sub-

sequent ambitious projects in reference to the Peirseus.

The Lacedaemonian influence, then not inconsiderable in

Athens, was employed to second the political combinations

against him. * He is said to have given offence by mani-
festations of personal vanity by continual boasting of his

great services to the state, and by the erection of a private

chapel, close to his own house, in honour of Artemis Aris-

tobule, or Artemis of admirable counsel; justasPausanias
had irritated the Lacedaemonians by inscribing his own

single name on the Delphian tripod, and as the friends of

Aristeides had displeased the Athenians by endless en-

comiums upon his justice.
2

But the main cause of his discredit was, the prostitu-
tion of his great influence for arbitrary and corrupt pur-

poses. In the unsettled condition of so many different

Grecian communities, recently emancipated .from Persia,
when there was past misrule to avenge, wrong-doers to be

deposed and perhaps punished, exiles to be restored, and
all the disturbance and suspicions accompanying so great
a change of political condition as well as of foreign policy

the influence of the leading men at Athens must have
been great in determining the treatment of particular in-

dividuals. Themistokles, placed at the head of an Athe-
nian squadron and sailing among the islands, partly for the

purposes of war against Persia, partly for organising the
new confederacy is affirmed to have accepted bribes

without scruple, for executing sentences just and unjust
restoring some citizens, expelling others, and even putting
some to death. ~\Ve learn this from a friend and guest of

Themistokles the poet Timokreon of lalysus in Rhodes,

1 Plutarch, Kimon, c. 1C; Scho- Kimon, c. 5-8; Aristeides, c. 25);
lion 2, ad Aristophan. Equit. 84. Diodorus, xi. 64.

2 Plutarch (Themistokles, c. 22;
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who had expected his own restoration from the Athenian

commander, but found that it was thwarted by a bribe of

three talents from his opponents ;
so that he was still kept

in exile on the charge of medism. The assertions of Timo-

kreon, personally incensed on this ground against Themis-

tokles, are doubtless to be considered as passionate and

exaggerated: nevertheless they are a valuable memorial
of the feelings of the time, and are far too much in harmony
with the general character of this eminent man to allow of

our disbelieving them entirely. Timokreon is as emphatic
in his admiration of Aristeidesas in his censure of Themis-

tokles, whom he denounces as "a lying and unjust trai-

tor."'

Such conduct as that described by this new Archi-

lochus, even making every allowance for exag- xhem i sto .

geration, must have caused Themistokles to be kies is

both hated and feared among the insular allies, ^*
8
ac-

whose opinion was now of considerable import- cepting

ance to the Athenians. A similar sentiment p^ta
r m

grew up partially against him in Athens itself, acquitted at

and appears to have been connected with suspi-
Athena -

cions of treasonable inclinations towards the Persians. As
the Persians could offer the highest bribes, a man open to

corruption might naturally be suspected of inclinations to-

wards their cause; and if Themistokles had rendered pre-
eminent service against them, so also had Pausanias, whose
conduct had undergone so fatal a change for the worse. It

was the treason of Pausanias suspected and believed

against him by the Athenians even when he was in com-
mand at Byzantium, though not proved against him at

Sparta until long afterwards which first seems to have
raised the presumption of medism against Themistokles

also, when combined with the corrupt proceedings which
stained his public conduct. We must recollect also, that

Themistokles had given some colour to these presumptions
even by the stratagems in reference to Xerxes, which wore
a double-faced aspect, capable of being construed either in

a Persian or in a Grecian sense. The Lacedaemonians,
hostile to Themistokles since the time when he had out-

witted them respecting the walls of Athens, and fearing
him also as a supposed accomplice of the suspected Pausa-
nias procured the charge ofmedismto be preferred against

1 Plutarch. Thcmist. c. 21.
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him at Athens; by secret instigations, and as it is said, by
bribes to his political opponents.

1 But no satisfactory

proof could be furnished of the accusation, which Themis-
tokles himself strenuously denied, not without emphatic
appeals to his illustrious services. In spite of violent in-

vectives against him from Alkmseon and Kimon, tempered
indeed by a generous moderation on the part of Aristeides,

2

his defence was successful. He carried the people with
him and was acquitted of the charge. Nor was he merely
acquitted, but as might naturally be expected, a reaction

took place in his favour. His splendid qualities and ex-

ploits were brought impressively before the public mind,
and he seemed for the time to acquire greater ascendency
than ever. 3

Such a charge, and such a failure, must have exas-

perated to the utmost the animosity between him and his

chiefopponents Aristeides, Kimon, Alkmaeon, and others;
and we can hardly wonder that they were anxious to get

1 This accusation of treason tans, probably relates to the first

brought against Themistokles at accusation at which Themistokles

Athens, prior to Jiis ostracism, was acquitted. For when Therui-

and at the instigation of the Lace- stokles was arraigned after the

dsemonians is mentioned by Dio- discovery of Pausanias, he did not

dorus (xi. 54). Thucydides and choose to stay, nor was there any
Plutarch take notice only of the actual trial: it is not therefore

second accusation/ after his ostra- likely that the name of the accuser

cism. But Diodorus has made his would be preserved '0 Si ypot'ia-

narrative confused, by supposing (ASMG? cojtrjv upooosis? Asa)^6-r^ r,v

the first accusation preferred at 'A).y.[A<xiiD-j&:, oua a'j-js-ai-iu)|J.ivio-i

Athens to have come after the full "cbv 2-c<pTiaT(I)v (Plutarch, Themist.
detection of Pausanias and ex- c. 23).

posure of his correspondence; Compare the second Scholion on

whereas these latter events, coming Aristophan. Equit. 84, and Ari-

after the first accusation, supplied steides, Orat. xlvi. Trip TUJV TST-

new proofs before unknown, and rapiov (vol. ii. p. 318, ed. Dindorf,

thus brought on the second, after p. 243, Jebb).

Themistoklfis had been ostracised. 2
Plutarch, AristeidSs, c. 25.

But Diodorus lias preserved to us * Diodor. xi. 54. T&TE [xiv <x!ts-

the important notice of this first cpjy: 7r]-v TTJC -pooooictc xcijiv 816

accusation at Athens, followed by xat ~'i
[J-iv -p<I>Tov u,tTa Tr;v 'JToXuaiv

trial, acquittal, and temporary (j-iya; rt

> -api TO!? 'AQrjvaioif r
( ydti:<juv

glorification of Themistokles and yip auTOM 6iot'.p3pcr/7co^ ot roXitai*

preceding his ostracism. U.STO Si T a "j T 7.
,

ot uev, Cpo^Tj^gyTE;

The indictment statedby Plutarch ccj-ro'j TTJV ursppoWjv, oi oi, tpflovr,-

to have been preferred against The- OIVTZI; -ft 56;^, TIOM
[j.i-( o'j^pysjiiiv

mistokles by Le6botas son ofAlk- -s).iOovTO. ~.r^i
6i

i'-y_'jv
xat TO tppo-

moeon, at the instance of the Spar-
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rid of him by ostracism. In explaining this peculiar pro-

cess, I have already stated, that it could never
Inoreased

be raised against any one individual separately bitterness

and ostensibly; and that it could never be ^ t^gn

brought into operation at all, unless its neces- him and Ms

sity were made clear, not merely to violent party P.
01"108*

men, but also to the assembled senate and people, this acquit-

includiner of course a considerable proportion of tal - I
?
e

j
s

,
, ., . -,-

re ostracised.
the more moderate citizens. W e may reasonably
conceive that the conjuncture was deemed by many dis-

passionate Athenians well-suited for the tutelary interven-

tion of ostracism, the express benefit of which consisted

in its separating political opponents when the antipathy
between them threatened to push one or the other into

extra-constitutional proceedings especially when one of

those parties was Themistokles, a man alike vast in his

abilities and unscrupulous in his morality. Probably also

there were not a few who wished to revenge the previous
ostracism of Aristeides: and lastly, the friends of Themis-
tokles himself, elate with his acquittal and his seeming
augmented popularity, might indulge hopes that the vote

of ostracism would turn out in his favour, and remove one
or other of his chief political opponents. From all these

circumstances we learn without astonishment, that a vote

of ostracism was soon after resorted to. It ended in the

temporary banishment of Themistokles.
He retired into exile, and was residing at Argos,

whither he carried a considerable property, yet B c 471

occasionally visitingotherparts of Peloponnesus 1 While in

when the exposure and death of Pausanias, und
I

e

s

r

hment

together with the discovery of his correspond- ostracism,

ence, took place at Sparta. Among this cor-
^rmon'ians

respondence were found proofs, which Thucy- prefer a

elides seems to have considered as real and nar&e of

sufficient, of the privity of Themistokles. By agaiust

i]phorus and others, he is admitted to have been lum '

1
Tliucyd. i. 137. TJXfk Yap auT(L there is no evidence positively to

uaTEpo-/ EX i 'A9r)M<i>v r.otpa
7(Lv contradict it: but I think Mr. Clin-

ifiXiov ,
xal e "Ap^ou; a u i: E E; i- ton states it too confidently, as

XEITO, &c. he admits that Diodorus includes,
I follow Mr. Fynes Clinton in in the chapters which he devotes

considering the year 471 B.C. to be to one archon, events which must
the date of the ostracism of The- have happened in several different

mistokles. It may probably be so; years (see Fast. Helleu. B.C. 471)-
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solicited by Pausanias, and to have known his plans but
to have kept them secret while refusing to cooperate in

them. ! Probably after his exile he took a more decided

share in them than before; being well-placed for that pur-

pose at Argos, a city not only unfriendly to Sparta, but

strongly believed to have been in collusion with Xerxes at

his invasion of Greece. On this occasion theLacedsemonians
sent to Athens publicly to prefer a formal charge of treason

against him, and to urge the necessity of trying him as a

Pan-hellenic criminal before the synod of the allies assem-
bled at Sparta.

2

Whether this latter request would have been granted
or whether Themistokles would have been tried

at Athens, we cannot tell: for no sooner was he

apprised that joint envoys from Sparta and Athens had
been despatched to arrest him, than he fled forthwith from

Argos to Korkyra. The inhabitants of that island, though
owing gratitude to him and favour'ablv disposed,

Flight and , -. . .
J

, ,f
adventures could, not venture to protect him against the two
of Themi- most powerful states in Greece, but sent him to

the neighbouring continent. Here however,

being still tracked and followed by the envoys, he was

obliged to seek protection from a man whom he had for-

merly thwartedinademandat Athens, and who had become
his personal enemy Admetus king of the Molossians.

Fortunately for him, at the moment when he arrived,
Admetus was not at home; and Themistokles, becoming a

suppliant to his wife, conciliated her sympathy so entirely,
that she placed her child in his arms and planted him at

the hearth in the full solemnity of supplication to soften

her husband. As soon as Admetus returned, Themistokles
revealed his name, his pursuers, and his danger entreating

protection as a helpless suppliant in the last extremity.

After the expedition under the sanias : for the other events of this

command of Pausanias in 478 B.C., period, we are reduced to a more
we have no one date at once cer- vague approximation, and can as-

tain and accurate, until we come certain little beyond their order of

to the death of Xerxes, where Dio- succession.

dorus is confirmed by the Canon ' Thucyd. i. 135; Ephorus ap.
of the Persian kings, B.C. 465. This Plutarch, de Malign. Herodoti, c. 5,

last event determines by close p. 855; Diodor. xi. 54; Plutarch,

approximation and inference, the Themist. c. 23.

flight of Themistokles, the siege
5 Diodor. xi. 56.

of Xaxos, anc! the death of Pau-
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He appealed to the generosity of the Epirotic prince not
to take revenge on a man now defenceless, for offence given
under such very different circumstances

;
and for an offence

too, after all, not of capital moment, while the protection
now entreated was to the suppliant a matter of life or

death. Admetus raised him up from the hearth with the

child in his arms an evidence that he accepted the appeal
and engaged to protect him; refusing to give him up to the

envoys, and at last only sending him away on the expression
of his own wish to visit the King of Persia. Two Macedonian

guides conducted him across the mountains to Pydna in

the Thermaic gulf, where he found a merchant-ship about
to set sail for the coast of Asia Minor, and took a passage
on board; neither the master nor the crew knowing his

name. An untoward storm drove the vessel to the island

of Kaxos, at that moment besieged by an Athenian arma-
ment. Had he been forced to land there, he would of course

have been recognised and seized, but his wonted subtlety
did not desert him. Having communicated both his name
and the peril which awaited him, he conjured the master
of the ship to assist in saving him, and not to suffer any
one of the crew to land; menacing that if by any accident
he were discovered, he would bring the master to ruin

along with himself, by representing him as an accomplice
induced by money to facilitate the escape of Themistokles:
on the other hand, in case of safety, he promised a large
reward. Such promises and threats weighed with the

master, who controlled his crew, and forced them to beat
about during a day and a night off the coast without seeking
to land. After that dangerous interval, the storm abated
and the ship reached Ephesus in safety.

'

Thus did Themistokles, after a series of perils, find

himself safe on the Persian side of the JGgean. Themisto-

At Athens he was proclaimed a traitor, and his kles sets

property confiscated: ne vertlieless(as it frequently Asia, and

happened in cases of confiscation), his friends seeks r
.

e
:

i 11 T , , fuge W ith
secreted a considerable sum, and sent it over to the i'e r -

him in Asia, together with the money which he sian kin s-

1 Thucyd. i. 137. Cornelius No- lations between Themistokles and

pos (Themist. c. 8) for the most Admetus. Diodorus (xi. 56) seems

part follows Thucydides, and pro- to follow chiefly other guides, as

fusses to do so
; yet ho is not very Plutarch does also to a great ex-

accurate, especially about the re- tent (Themist. c. 24-20). There
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had left at Argos; so that he was thus enabled liberally to
reward the ship-captain who had preserved him. With
all this deduction, the property which he possessed of a
character not susceptible of concealment, and which was
therefore actually seized, was found to amount to eighty
talents, according to Theophrastus to 100 talents, accord-

ing to Theopompus. In contrast with this large sum, it is

melancholy to learn that he had begun his political career
with a property not greater than three talents. 1 The
poverty of Aristeides at the end of his life presents an

impressive contrast to the enrichment of his rival.

The escape of Themistokles, and his adventures in

stories Persia, appear to have formed a favourite theme
about the for ^e fancy and exaggeration of authors a cen-

between tury afterwards. We have thus many anecdotes
the Per- which contradict either directly or by implicationsian king ,, . , ,. ,, m i , . -.S ,,

and Themi- the simple narrative of Ihucydides. Thus we
stokies. are told that at the moment when he was running
away from the Greeks, the Persian king also had proclaimed
a reward of 200 talents for his head, and that some Greeks
on the coast of Asia were watching to take him for this

reward: that he was forced to conceal himself strictly near
the coast, until means were found to send him up to Susa,
in a closed litter, under pretence that it was a woman for

the king's harem: that lEandane, sister of Xerxes, insisted

upon having him delivered up to her as an expiation for

the loss of her son at the battle of Salamis: that he learnt

Persian so well, and discoursed in it so eloquently, as to

procure for himself an acquittal from the Persian judges,
when put upon his trial through the importunity of Man-
dane: that the officers of the king's household at Susa, and
the satraps in his way back, threatened him with still

farther perils: that he was admitted to see the king in

person, after having received a lecture from the chamberlain
on the indispensable duty of falling down before him to do

homage, &c., with several other uncertified details,
2 which

make us value more highly the narrative of Thucydides.
Indeed Ephorus, Deino, Kleitarchus, and Herakleides, from

were evidently different accounts ' Plutarch. Themist. c. 25
;
also

of his voyage, which represented Kritias ap. -331ian. V. H. x. 17:

him as reaching, not Ephesus, hut compare Herodot. viii. 12.

the .ZEolic KymS. Diodorus does 2 Diodor. xi. 56; Plutarch, The-

not notice his voyage by sea. mist. c. 24-30.
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whom these anecdotes appear mostly to be derived, even
affirmed that Themistokles had found Xerxes himself alive

and seen him; whereas Thucydides and Charon, the two

contemporary authors (for the former is nearly contem-

porary), asserted that he had found Xerxes recently dead,
and his son Artaxerxes on the throne.

According to Thucydides, the eminent exile does not
seem to have been exposed to the least danger
in Persia. He presented himself as a deserter rag^ t^at'

from Greece, and was accepted as such: moreover Themisto-

what is more strange, though it seems true ^tai&.
he was received as an actual benefactor of the

Persian king, and a sufferer from the Greeks on account
of such dispositions in consequence of his communications
made to Xerxes respecting the intended retreat of the

Greeks from Salamis, and respecting the contemplated
destruction of theHellespontine bridge. He was conducted

by some Persians on the coast up to Susa, where he ad-

dressed a letter to the king couched in the following terms,
such as probably no modern European king would tolerate

except from a quaker: "I,Themistokles, am come to thee,

having done to thy house more mischief than any other

Greek, as long as I was compelled in my own defence to

resist the attack of thy father but having also done him

yet greater good, when I could do so with safety to myself,
and when his retreat was endangered. Reward is yet owing
to me for my past service: moreover, I am now here, chased

away by the Greeks in consequence of my attachment to

thee,
! but able still to serve thee Avith great effect. I wish

to wait a year, and then to come before thee in person to

explain my views."

Whether the Persian interpreters, who read this letter-

to Artaxerxes Longimanus, exactly rendered its influence
brief and direct expression, we cannot say. But winch he

it made a strong impression upon him, combined ^h'^e
with the previous reputation of the writer and Persian

he willingly granted the prayer for delay : though
king-

1 Troditionen ultro imputabant spatium longi ante prrelium iti-

(sajs Tacitus, Hist. ii. GO, respect- noris, fatigationem Othonianorum,
ing Paullinus and Proculus, the permixtum vehiculis agmen, ac

generals of the army of Otho, pleraque fortuita fraudi SUCK assi-

when they surrendered to Vitellius gnantes. Et Vitellius credidit de

after the defeat at Bebriacum), perfidia, et fraudem absolvit."
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we shall not readily believe that he was so transported as

to show his joy by immediate sacrifice to the gods, by an
unusual measure of convivial indulgence, and by crying
out thrice in his sleep, "I have got Themistokles the Athe-
nian" as some of Plutarch's authors informed him. l In
the course of the year granted, Themistokles had learned

so much of the Persian language and customs as to be able

to communicate personally with the king, and acquire his

confidence. No Greek (says Thucydides) had ever before

attained such a commanding influence and position at the

Persian court. His ingenuity was now displayed in laying
out schemes for the subjugation of Greece to Persia, which
were evidently captivating to the monarch, who rewarded
him with a Persian wife and large presents, sending him
down to Magnesia on the Mseander, not far from the coast

of Ionia. The revenues of the district round that town,

amounting to the large sum of fifty talents yearly, were

assigned to him for bread: those of the neighbouring sea-

port of Myus, for articles of condiment to his bread, which
was always accounted the main nourishment: those of

Lampsakus on the Hellespont, for wine. 2 Not knowing
the amount of these two latter items, we cannot determine
how much revenue Themistokles received altogether; but
there can be no doubt, judging from the revenues of Mag-
nesia alone, that he was a great pecuniary gainer by his

change of country. After having visited various parts of

Asia,
3 he lived for a certain time at Magnesia, in which

place his family joined him from Athens.

1
Plutarch, Themist. c. 28. Thucydidgs. I doubt his statement

2 Thucyd. i. 138; Diodor. xi. 67. however about the land-tax or

Besides the three above-named rent; I do not think that it was a

places, Xeanthes and Phanias de- tenth or a fifth of the produce of

scribe the grant as being still fuller the soil in these districts which was
and more specific: they state that granted to Themistokle's, but the

PerkSte was granted to Themisto- portion of regal revenue or tribute

kles for bedding, and Pala;skepsis levied in them. The Persian kings
for clothing (Plutarch, Themist. c. did not take the trouble to assess

29, Athenseus, i. p. 29). and collect the tribute : they prob-
This seems to have been a fre- ably left that to the inhabitants

quent form of grants from the Per- themselves, provided the sum total

sian and Egyptian kings, to their were duly paid,

queens, relatives, or friends a 3
Plutarch, ThemistoklSs, c. 31.

grant nominally to supply some r),a-;ii>|Avos "spi TTJV 'Ajiav: this

particular want or taste : see Dr. statement seems probable enough,
Arnold's note on the passage of though Plutarch rejects it.
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How long his residence at Magnesia lasted, we do not

know, but seemingly long enough to acquire Large re_

local estimation and leave mementos behind him. ward which

He at length died of sickness, when sixty-five ^receives
years old, without having taken any step towards death at

the accomplishment of those victorious cam- Masnesia-

paigns which he had promised to Artaxerxes. That sick-

ness was the real cause of his death, we may believe on the

distinct statement of Thucydides;
1 who at the same time

notices a rumour partially current in his own time, of

poison voluntarily taken, from painful consciousness on the

part of Themistokles himself that the promises made could

never be performed a fartherproof of the general tendency
to surround the last years of this distinguished man with

impressive adventures, and to dignify his last moments
with arevivedfeelingnot unworthy of his earlier patriotism.
The report may possibly have been designedly circulated

by his friends and relatives, in order to conciliate some
tenderness towards his memory; since his sons still con-

tinued citizens at Athens, and his daughters were married
there. These friends farther stated that they had brought
back his bones to Attica at his own express command, and
buried them privately without the knowledge of the

Athenians; no condemned traitor being permitted to be
buried in Attic soil. If however we even suppose that

this statement was true, no one could point out with cer-

tainty the spot wherein such interment had taken place.
Nor does it seem, when we mark the cautious expressions

1 Thuoyd. i. 138. No3r,aa? 8s TE- Plutarch (Thcmist. c. 31, and

).UTa TOV plov \ifo'Jai 8e TIMSC, xal Kimon, c. 18) and Diodorus both
exooaiov oocpjxaxqj dzoOdvstv auTov, state as an unquestionable fact,

dSovaTov >'j\t.iay.-i~i Eivai ETHtsXsjat that Themistokles died by poison-

[iociXEi a Oi:3yTo. ing himself; omitting even to

This current story, as old as notice the statement of Thucydides
Aristophanes (Equit. 83, compare that ho died of disease. Cornelius
the Scholia), alleged that Themi- Nepos (Themist. c. 10) follows Thu-
stokles had poisoned himself by cydidi-s. Cicero (Brutus, c. 11)

drinking bull's blood (see Diodor. refers the story of the suicide by
xi. 58). Diodorus assigns to this poison to Clitarclms and Strato-

act of taking poison a still more kles, recognising it as contrary to

sublime and patriotic character, by Thucydides. He puts into the

connecting it with a design on the mouth of his fellow dialogist Atti-

part of Themistokles to restrain cus a just rebuke of the facility with
the Persian king from warring which historical truth was sacri-

against Greece. ficed to rhetorical purpose.
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of Thucydides,
i that he himself was satisfied of the fact.

Moreover we may affirm with confidence that the inhabit-
ants of Magnesia, when they showed the splendid sepul-
chral monument erected in honour of Themistokles in their

own market-place, were persuaded that his bones were

really enclosed within it.

Aristeides died about three or four years after the

D ostracism of Themistokles; 2 but respecting the

Aristeides place and manner of his death, there were several
MS po- contradictions among the authorswhom Plutarch

had before him. Some affirmed that he perished
on foreign service in the Euxine sea; others, that he died
at home, amidst the universal esteem and grief of his

fellow-citizens. A third story, confined to the single state-

ment of Kraterus, and strenuously rejected by Plutarch,

represents Aristeides as having been falsely accused before
the Athenian judicature and condemned to a fine of fifty

minse, on the allegation of having taken bribes during the

assessment of the tribute upon the allies which fine he
was unable to pay, and was therefore obliged to retire to

Ionia, where he died. Dismissing this last story, we find

nothing certain about his death except one fact but that

fact at the same time the most honourable of all that he
died very poor. It is even asserted that he did not leave

enough to pay funeral expenses that a sepulchre was

provided for him at Phalerum at the public cost, besides

a handsome donation to his son Lysimachus and a dowry
to each of his two daughters. In the two or three ensuing
generations, however, his descendants still continued poor,

1 Thucyd. i. 138. TOC 8s oata so often cite: Thucydides is cer-

cp
a 9 I x 0[xi a 9

7J
va i CCUTOU oi tainly not a witness for the fact:

itp o or) xo VT<; o i!y. a 8 s y. E). so a a v- if anything, he may be said to

TO? Exeivoo, xcti TsQfjvai xp'Jffloc
count somewhat against it.

"AQrjwiov EV TT; 'AiTix^- ot> fp i;-/jv
Plutarch (Themist. c. 32) shows

OajiTEiv, CD? ir.i 7:po5oaict <fzij-[vi-^c. that the burial-place of Themisto-
Cornelius Nepos, who here copies klfis, supposed to be in Attica,

Thucydides, gives this statement was yet never verified before his

by mistake, as if Thucydides had time : the guides of Pausanias, how-
himself affirmed it : "Idem (sc. Thu- ever, in the succeeding century,

cydid&s) ossa ejus clam in Attica had become more confident (Pau-
ab amicis sepulta, quoniam legibus sanias, i. 1, 3).

non concederetur, quod proditionis 2 Respecting the probity of Aris-

esset damnatus, memoria; prodidit." teides, see an interesting fragment
This shows the haste or inaccuracy of Eupolis the comic writer (Avjp.ot,

with which these secondary authors Fragm. iv. p. 457, ed. Meineke).
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and even at that remote day some of them received aid

out of the public purse, from the recollection of their in-

corruptible ancestor. Near a century and a half afterwards,
a poor man named Lysimachus, descendant of the Just

Aristeides, was to be seen at Athens near the chapel of

lacchus, carrying a mysterious tablet, and obtaining his

scanty fee of two oboli for interpreting the dreams of the

passers-by: Demetrius the Phalerean procured from the

people, for the mother and aunt of this poor man, a small

daily allowance. l On all these points the contrast is marked
when we compare Aristeides with Themistokles. The
latter, having distinguished himself by ostentatious cost at

Olympia, and by a choregic victory at Athens, with little

scruple as to the means of acquisition ended his life at

Magnesia in dishonourable affluence greater than ever, and
left an enriched posterity both at that place and atAthens.
More than five centuries afterwards, his descendant the
Athenian Themistokles attended the lectures of the philo-

sopher Ammonius at Athens, as the comrade and friend of

Plutarch himself. 2

1
Plutarch, Arist. c. 26, 27

;
Cor- Aristophan. Vesp. 63.

nelius Nepos, Arist. c. 3: compare Plutarch, Themist. c. 5 32.

VOL. V.
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CHAPTER XLV.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONFEDERACY UNDER ATHENS
AS HEAD. FIRST FORMATION AND RAPID EXPAN-
SION OF THE ATHENIAN EMPIRE.

I HAVE already recounted, in the preceding chapter, how

Conse-
^e -Asiatic Greeks, breaking loose from the

quence of Spartan Pausanias, entreated Athens to
the forma-

organise a new confederacy, and to act as
tion of the . ,. ., ,- .. j r J.T.-
Confe- presiding city (Yorort) and how this con-

^
e'ac

y_
f

federacy, framed not only for common and
Bifurcation pressing objects, but also on principles of equal
of Grecian

rights and constant control on the part of the

between members, attracted soon the spontaneous adhe-
Sparta and s [on of a large proportion of Greeks, insular or
Athens. ... '

*,, r
-E, T ',

maritime, near the .Agean sea. 1 also noticed

this event as giving commencement to a new sera in

Grecian politics. For whereas there had been before a

tendency, not very powerful, yet on the whole steady and

increasing, towards something like one Pan-hellenic league
under Sparta as president from henceforward that ten-

dency disappears, and a bifurcation begins: Athens and

Sparta divide the Grecian world between them, and bring
a much larger number of its members into cooperation,
either with one or the other, than had ever been so

arranged before.

Thucydides marks precisely, as far as general words

Distinction can g> the character of the new confederacy
between

during the first years after its commencement,

federacy But unhappily he gives us scarcely any particular
of Deios, facts; and in the absence of such controlling

r^pres^-
118

evidence, a habit has grown up of describing
dent and loosely the entire period between 477 B.C. and

San empire
405 B-C- (the latter date is that of the battle of

which grew JEgos-potami) as constituting "the Athenian
out of it. empire . This word denotes correctly enough
the last part, perhaps the last forty years, of the seventy-
two years indicated; but it is misleading when applied to
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the first part: nor indeed can any single word be found
which faithfully characterizes as well the one part as the
other. A great and serious change had taken place, and
we disguise the fact of that change if we talk of the
Athenian hegemony or headship as a portion of the
Athenian empire. Thucydides carefully distinguishes the

two, speaking of the Spartans as having lost, and of the
Athenians as having acquired, not empire, but headship
or hegemony. l

1

Thucyd. i. 94. e;siro).i6pxr,ciav

(BuWvTIOv) EV T
TJ
8s TTj V) '( SJJL Ovlct,

1. e. under the Spartan hegemony,
before the Athenians were invited

to assume the hegemony : compare
yjY'loafxsvoi, i. 77, and Herodot. viii.

2, 3. Next we have (i. 95) 9oiT(I>v-

TE? TS (the lonians, &c.) 7:pb; TGU;

'ABrjvalous T^ic/jv auT&'js
!
t\ i sfxov a?

otpdiv YE''S3Qai xaTa TO cjuYY 5''^-

Again, when the Spartans send out
Dorkis in place of Pausanias, the

allies OOXSTI eipiscjav TTJV YJYE|J.O-

vtocv. Then, as to the ensuing pro-

ceedings of the Athenians (i. 96)

itapaXafiovTSi; 8s oi 'A0r/;atot TTJ v

7)Y M-Q vtav tooTtp TJ Tpozip Ixov-

Ttuv TUJV u|j.p.'iy_ujv
Sia TO Ilctujavtou

(tiao?, &c. : compare i. 75. f,[Aiv 5s

icpooeX96vTU)v 7(Lv iuiJLjjLi^ujv xcd ou-

TUJV SiTjQsvTiov r)Y(AOvac; xaT33*f
(

-

vai, and vi. 76.

Then the transition from the

TjY^J-ovia to the apyji (i. 97) rflvj-

(tsvot SE ci'j~&';&jjiujv
"6 rpioTov TUJV

Su(x|j.ay(juv xai omb xotvii)^ $uvo8u)M

pouXEuovTiov, ToaaSs s 7t
vj
X o v no-

)-|j.u} TS xal 8iay_sipijEi npY(jiaTU>v

tiST^v!) TOUOS TOO 5IoXsjAO'J Xl T&U

M/jotxoti.

Thucydides then goes on to say
that he shall notice these "many
strides in advance" which Athens
made, starting from her original

hegemony, so as to show in what
manner the Athenian empire or

dpyy] was originally formed 5|j.a

8e xoil T/J<; p/rj? 68eitv I/si

Tlj? TOJV 'ABlQvai(OV| EV OlOJ TpOTttp

taTej-rKj. The same transition

from the ^yefxovla to the px^) i 3

described in the oration of the

Athenian envoy at Sparta, shortly
before the Peloponnesian war (i.

75) : but as it was rather the inter-

est of the Athenian orator to con-
found the difference between 7)Y*~

[xovia and apyr), so after he has

clearly stated what the relation of

Athens to her allies had been at

first, and how it afterwards became
totally changed, Thucydides makes
him slur over the distinction, and

say o'jtu); o'jS y)asi<; OaujjiaaTov
G'jSsM TTS-o/i^y.afxsv t p / rjv TE

oiScifxsvrj-/ E 8 s d |x s a xat Ta'JTrjv

(XT] a-/st[j.v, &c. ; and he then pro-
ceeds to defend the title of Athens
to command on the ground of

superior force and worth: which
last plea is advanced a few years
afterwards still more nakedly and
offensively by the Athenian speak-
ers. Read also the language of

the Athenian Euphemus at Kama-
rina (vi. 82), where a similar con-
fusion appears, as being suitable

to the argument.
It is to be recollected that the

word hegemony or headship is ex-

tremely general, denoting any case

of following a leader, and of obedi-

ence, however temporary, quali-

fied, or indeed little more than

honorary. Thus it is used by the

Thebans to express their relation

towards the Boeotian confederated

towns (7)YE|j.ojs'JS39at u'f' /iix<I>v,

Thuc. iii. Cl, where Dr. Arnold
draws attention to the distinction

L 2
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The transition from the Athenian hegemony to the

Athenian empire was doubtless gradual, so that no one
could determine precisely where the former ends and the

latter begins: but it had been consummated before the

thirty years' truce, which was concluded fourteen years
before the Peloponnesian war and it was in fact the sub-

stantial cause of that war. Empire then came to be held

by Athens partly as a fact established, resting on acqui-
escence rather than attachment or consent on the minds
of the subjects partly as a corollary frpm necessity of

union combined with her superior force: while this latter

point, superiority of force as a legitimate title, stood more
and more forward both in the language of her speakers
and in the conceptions of her citizens. Nay, the Athenian
orators of the middle of the Peloponnesian war venture to

affirm that their empire had been of this same character

ever since the repulse of the Persians: an inaccuracy so

manifest, that if we could suppose the speech made by the

Athenian Euphemus at Kamarina in 415 B.C. to have been
heard by Themistokles or Aristeides fifty years before, it

Would have been alike offensive to the prudence of the

one and to the justice of the other.

The imperial condition of Athens, that which she

held at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war, when her

allies (except Chios and Lesbos) were tributary subjects,
and when the JEgean sea was an Athenian lake, was of

course the period of her greatest splendour and greatest
action upon the Grecian world. It was also the period

between that verb and apyciv, and authority to a greater or less ex-

holds language respecting the tent: compare Thucyd. v. 69
;

ii. 8,

Athenian apyy), more precise than &c. The 7:6X1? dpyyjv lyouaa is ana-

his language in the note ad Thu- logous to dvrjp TUpavvcn (vi. 85).

cyd. i. 94), and by the Corinthians Herodotus is less careful in dis-

to express their claims as metro- tinguishing the meanings of these

polis of Korkyra, which were really words than Thucydides: see the

little more than honorary s-l TCJ> discussion of the Lacedaemonian

7)Y I

J- VS '! Te etvai xat TOC eixoxot and Athenian envoys with Gelo

9ao(Aa!U:j8st (Thucyd. i. 38): com- (vii. 155-162). But it is to be ob-

pare vii. 55. Indeed it sometimes served that he makes Gelo ask for

means simply a guide (iii. 98; vii. the J)yi|xovla and not for the
opy_T]

50). putting the claim in the least

But the words
apyjr), apy^tv, 5p- offensive form: compare also the

^saQoct, voc. pass., are more specific claim of the Argeiansfer Tjfsjjiovla

in their application, and imply (vii. 148).

both superior dignity and coercive
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most impressive to historians, orators, and philosophers

suggesting the idea of some one state exercising dominion
over the J3gean, as the natural condition of Greece, so

that if Athens lost such dominion, it would be transferred

to Sparta holding out the dispersed maritime Greeks as

a tempting prize for the aggressive schemes of some new

conqueror and even bringing up by association into men's

fancies the mythical Minos of Krete, and others, as having
been rulers of the JEgean in times anterior to Athens.

Even those who lived under the full-grown Athenian

empire had before them no good accounts ot
Tendenc

the incidents between 479-450 B.C. For we may to "onfule

gather from the intimation of Thucydides, as th
^
se t-iyo >

well as from his barrenness of facts, that while pute to

there were chroniclers both for the Persian in- Athen s

vasion and for the times before it, no one cared shifted
for the time immediately succeeding.

1 Hence, plans of

the little light which has fallen upon this blank
has all been borrowed (ifwe except the careful Thucydides)
from a subsequent age; and the Athenian hegemony has
been treated as a mere commencement of the Athenian

empire. Credit has been given to Athens for a long-

sighted ambition, aiming from the Persian war downwards
at results, which perhaps Themistokles 2 may have partially

divined, but which only time and successive accidents

opened even to distant view. But such systematic
1 Thucyd. i. 97. 701? T.^'I suo 7

; think it refers to an earlier period
finotaiv exXiTS? ffi TOUTO TO yujptov, that point of time when Themi-
xai 75 -ra r.po 7<i>v MrjSixtbv Suvs-lOs- stokles first counselled the build-

aav 7) auTa TCC MrjOtxdr TC/'JTUJV Si ing of the fleet, or at least when

ooKSp xai 7)'|iato gv TTJ 'ATTIXT; he counselled them to abandon

(.vifpzyrj 'EM-avixtK, ppoeysuK TS xai their city and repose all their hopes
TOIC 7_p6voi<; oux cixpipuj? eit2(m)o67]. in their fleet. It is only by this

Hellanikus therefore had done supposition that we get a reason-

no more than touch upon the events able meaning for the words s~d\-

of this period : and he found so jj.r,ji si-siv, "he was the first ivhr>

little good information within his dared to say" which implies a

reach, as to fall into chronological counsel of extraordinary boldness.

blunders. "For he was the first who dared
2 Thucyd. i. 93.

TTJC; Yp Sy] <k).a3- to advise them to grasp at the sea,

<JY]I; TtpujTO? ET6X[j.r,3iM eiTtsiv u>; <iv- and from that moment forward he
SiXTEa EOT'I, xai Trjv apy.vjv u9'jc; helped to establish their empire."

<jyxcc":saxi'ic!!;=. The word fuY*aTi3Xua^s seems
Dr. Arnold says in his note "soQix; to denote a collateral consequence,

signifiesprobablyimmediatelyafter not directly contemplated, though
tha retreat of the Persians." I divined, by Themistokles.
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anticipation of subsequent results is fatal to any correct

understanding, either of the real agents or of the real

period; both of which are to be explained from the circum-
stances preceding and actually present, with some help,

though cautious and sparing, from our acquaintance with
that which was then an unknown future. When Aristeides
and Kimon dismissed the Lacedaemonian admiral Dorkis,
and drove Pausanias away from Byzantium on his second

arrival, they had to deal with the problem immediately
before them. They had to complete the defeat of the
Persian power, still formidable and to create and organize
a confederacy as yet only inchoate. This was quite enough
to occupy their attention, without ascribing to them
distant views of Athenian maritime empire.

In that brief sketch of incidents preceding the

T j Peloponnesian war, which Thucydides intro-

years,

a
afLr duces as "the digression from this narrative,"

l

the forma-
}ie neither gives,nor professes to give, acompletetion of

. r 11 i i

the confe- enumeration 01 all which actually occurred.

Defio^ were During ^ne interval between the first desertion

years^'of of the Asiatic allies from Pausanias to Athens,
active exer-

{n 477 B-Ci anc\ the revolt of Naxos in 466 B.C.
tions on the , . . ., . -. i .2 j_ J.-L

-

part of he recites three incidents only: first, the siege
Athens. an(j capture of Eion on the Strymon with its
Our imper- T- .LI e 01
feet know- Persian garrison next, the capture 01 bkyros,
lodge of an(j appropriation of the island to Athenian

kleruchs or out-citizens, thirdly, the war with

Karystus in Euboea, and reduction of the place by capitula-
tion. It has been too much the practice to reason as if

these three events were the full history of ten or eleven

years. Considering what Thucydides states respecting
the darkness of this period, we might perhaps suspect that

they were all which he could learn about it on good
authority: and they are all, in truth, events having a near

and special bearing on the subsequent history of Athens
herself for Eion was the first stepping-stone to the

important settlement of Amphipolis, and Skyros in the

time of Thucydides was the property of outlying Athenian
citizens or kleruchs. Still, we are left in almost entire

ignorance of the proceedings of Athens, as conducting the

newly-established confederate force: for it is certain that

1 Thucyd. i. 97. i^pa^a _8e auTct xal TTJV sxpoXiijv TOU Xoy&u eitoiij-

odjj.7)v Sia TODS, &c.
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the first ten years of the Athenian hegemony must have
been years of most active warfare against the Persians.

One positive testimony to this effect has been accidentally

preserved to us by Herodotus, who mentions that "before

the invasion of Xerxes, there were Persian commanders
and garrisons everywhere in Thrace and the Hellespont,

1

all of whom were conquered by the Greeks after that in-

vasion, with the single exception of ilaskames governor of

Doriskus, who could never be taken, though many different

Grecian attempts were made upon the fortress."

Of those who were captured by the Greeks, not one
made any defence sufficient to attract the admiration of

Xerxes, except Boges governor of Eion. Boges, after

bravely defending himself, and refusing offers of capitula-

tion, found his provisions exhausted, and farther resistance

impracticable. He then kindled a vast funeral pile slew
his wives, children, concubines, and family, and cast them
into it threw his precious effects over the wall into the

Strymon and lastly, precipitated himself into the flames. 3

His brave despair was the theme of warm encomium

among the Persians, and his relatives in Persia were

liberally rewarded by Xerxes. This capture of Eion,
effected by Kimon, has been mentioned (as already stated)

by Thucydides; but Herodotus here gives us to understand
that it was only one of a string of enterprises, all unnoticed

1 Herodot. vii.lOfi, 107. Ka-rsjTsaxv the last place hold by the Persians

fap IT i rs'JTSpov 73'!Tr;q TTJ? iXisioS iu Europe."

G7i7py_<ji k-i -r
( 9pr,iY.T;

y.oti TOO 'EX).r,3- "Weisscnborn (Hellen, oder Bei-

TCOVTOU
r.i.-i~-j.yrj.

O'jToi (!>> rA-i-zz, trjige zur genauerert Erforschung

pT|txr]c xai too 'EXXr)37idv der alt- griechischen Geschichte.

X<XU.YJV ooowjl v.oj e5uvs(j(J7)sav i^- that in Plutarch; but he does not

>.elv, T. o ). ). (I> -v r.s. i p TJ GI.
\>.

i VIOM. seo how much it embarrasses all

The loose chronology of Plutarch attempts to frame a certain chro-

is little to be trusted; but he, too, nology for those two or three

acknowledges the continuance of events which Thucydides gives us

Persian occupations in Thrace, by between 47C-4G6 B.C.

aid of the natives, until a period
2 Kutzcn (De Atheniensium Im-

later than the battle of the perio Cimonis atque Periclis tem-

Kurymedon (Plutarch, Kimon, c. pore constitute. Grimre, 1837. Com-

14). mentatio, i. p. 8) has good reason

It is a mistake to suppose, with to call in question the stratagem
Dr. Arnold in his note on Thucyd. ascribed to Kimon by Pausanias

viii. G2, "that Sestus was almost (viii. 8, 2) for the capture of Eion,
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by Thucydides, against the Persians. Nay, it would seem
from his language that Maskames maintained himself in

Doriskus during the whole reign of Xerxes, and perhaps
longer, repelling successive Grecian assaults.

The valuable indication here cited from Herodotus

Necessity would be itself a sufficient proof that the first

of con- years of the Athenian hegemony were full of

tionagalnst busy and successful hostility against the Per-
the Per- sians. And in truth this is what we should ex-

after t

e

h
v
e

en
pect. The battles of Salamis, Platgea, and My-

batties of kale, drove the Persians out of Greece and over-

M
1

ykafe.

and
powered their main armaments, but did not re-

This neees- move them at once from all the various posts

the
7
cause which they occupied throughout the .2Egean and

both of Thrace. Without doubt the Athenians had to

organisa-
ng clear *ne coasts and the islands of a great num-

tion of ber of different Persian detachments
;
an opera-

deracy
D
of" tion neither short nor easy, with the then im-

Deios and perfect means of siege, as we may see by the

thne^m-"
1"

cases f Sestus and Eion; nor indeed always
provement practicable, as the case of Doriskus teaches us.
of Athens,

(ji^e ear of ^ese Persians, yet remaining in

the neighbourhood,
1 and even the chance of a renewed Per-

sian invading armament, formed one pressing motive for

Grecian cities to join the new confederacy; while the ex-

pulsion of the enemy added to it those places which he
had occupied. It was by these years of active operations
at sea against the common enemy, that the Athenians first

established 2 that constant, systematic, and laborious train-

ing, among their own ships' crews, which transmitted itself

1 To these "remaining operations SiavostaQai ti>? riy_ipif;3u>'( i:x}.wet

against the Persians" the Athenian T0'!) 'EXXlfvcn, &c.

envoy at Lacedfemon alludes, in 2 The Athenian nautical training
has speech prior to the Pelopon- begins directly after the repulse
nesian war ujxio'j uiv (you Spar- of the Persians. To Si Trj; 6oc).ajj7]

tans) oux sQsXrjiavTiuv rapajjistvai eri37rj[j.ovas Y 5 ''^1 ^ 31 (sa J" s PeriklSs

i: p 6? T o 65:6X0 ir. i TOU (iap3- respecting the Peloponnesians,

pou> ^[*w Si icp09sX86vTU>v TU>V E'j|A- just at the commencement of the

fxaj^cuv xat autcbv 5tT)9ivru>^ yiysfio- Peloponnesian war) oy pa^luu; 26-

va? xaTaoTyjjai, &c. (Thucyd. i. 75): TC.I? zposY*
1

'^'6"* 1
' O'ios Y a P u (**'?

and again, iii. H. TO uzoXotza Ttiv (xsXs-riLvTS; au-6 euSo; dr:6 -<!>

spYiov. Mr)Six<I>v, eUipYaaSs -co (Thucyd,
Compare also Plato, Menaxen. i. 142).

c. 11. au-6? 6i f,YY eXXe-ro paji/.sj;
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with continual improvements down to the Peloponnesian
war. It was by these, combined with present fear, that

they were enabled to organise the largest and most efficient

confederacy ever known among Greeks to bring together
deliberative deputies to plant their own ascendency as

enforcers of the collective resolutions and to raise a

prodigious tax from universal contribution. Lastly, it was

by the same operations, prosecuted so successfully as to

remove present alarm, that they at length fatigued the

more lukewarm and passive members of the confederacy,
and created in them a wish either to commute personal
service for pecuniary contribution, or to escape from the

obligation of service in any way. The Athenian nautical

training would never have been acquired the confederacy
would never have become a working reality the fatigue
and discontents among its members would never have
arisen unless there had been a real fear of the Persians,
and a pressing necessity for vigorous and organised
operations against them, during the ten years between 47 7

and 466 B.C.

As to these ten years, then, we are by no means to

assume that the particular incidents mentioned
Confe.

by Thucydides about Eion, Skyros, Karystus, dcracy of

and Naxos, constitute the sum total of events. I)

^
1 ^

To contradict this assumption, I have suggested by ail the

proof sufficient, though indirect, that they are members-

only part of the stock of a very busy period and per-
the remaining details of which, indicated in out- emptory

line by the large general language of Thucydides, ing retire-

we are condemned not to know. Nor are we men * nor

admitted to be present at the synod of Delos,
which during all this time continued its periodical meetings:
though it would have been highly interesting to trace the

steps whereby an institution which at first promised to

protect not less the separate rights of the members than
the security of the whole, so lamentably failed in its object.
"\Ve must recollect that this confederacy, formed for ob-

jects common to all, limited to a certain extent the autonomy
of each member; both conferring definite rights, and im-

posing definite obligations. Solemnly sworn to by all, and

by Aristeides on behalf of Athens, it was intended to bind
the members in perpetuity marked even in the form of

the oath, which was performed by casting heavy lumps of
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iron into the sea never again to be seen. 1 As this con-

federacy was thus both perpetual and peremptory, binding
each member to the rest and not allowing either retirement
or evasion, so it was essential that it should be sustained

by some determining authority and enforcing sanction.

The determining authority was provided by the synod at

Delos: the enforcing sanction was exercised by Athens as

president. And there is every reason to presume that

Enforcing Athens, for a long time, performed this duty in

sanctions of a legitimate and honourable manner, acting in

strictly
execution of the resolves of the synod, or at

exercised, least in full harmony with its general purposes,

mony'with
^ne exacted from every member the regulated

the general quota of men or money, employing coercion

against recusants, and visiting neglect of military

duty with penalties. In all these requirements she only

discharged her appropriate functions as chosen leader of

the confederacy. There can be no reasonable doubt that

the general synod went cordially along with her 2 in strict-

ness of dealing towards those defaulters who obtained

protection without bearing their share of the burthen.

But after a few years, several of the confederates, be-

G coming weary of personal military service, pre-
aiteration vailed upon the Athenians to provide ships and
in the re- men jn their place, and imposed upon themselves
lations of r> . i i j.

the allies in exchange a money-payment ot suitable amount.
sutstitu- This commutation, at first probably introduced

taon of mo- , '. ,
.

J

ney-pay- to meet some special case ot inconvenience, was

"e^o/aT
f un(l so suitable to the taste of all parties, that

service* de- it gradually spread through the larger portion
manded by Of the confederacy. To unwarlike allies, hating
the allies , , i .- < v c
themselves, labour and privation, it was a welcome relief:
suitable while to the Athenians, full of ardour, and

teres^s 'and patient of labour as well as discipline for the
feelings of aggrandisement of their country, it afforded con-
Athens, n n i ,1

stant pay for a fleet more numerous than they

1

Plutarch, Aristeidfis, c. 24. pronounced by parties altogether
1 Such concurrence of the gene- hostile to Athens (Thucyd. iii. 11)

ral synod is in fact implied in the cf.ij.a
jj.iv yp |J-2pT'Jpt< sypuivto

speech put by Thucydides into the (tho Athenians) JXTJ
ov TOU? f e

mouth of the Mitylenrean envoys lac '\rt

rz o u ? axcivTa?, el pr, TI

at Olympia, in the third year of r;8txouv ots iitijjsaavj u<TTpa-eu-
the Pelopounesian war: a speech siy.
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could otherwise have kept afloat. It is plain from the

statement of Thucydides that this altered practice was
introduced from the petition of the confederates themselves,
not from any pressure or stratagem on the part of Athens. 1

But though such was its real source, it did not the less

fatally degrade the allies in reference to Athens, and extin-

guish the original feeling of equal rights and partnership
in the confederacy, with communion of danger as well as

of glory, which had once bound them together. ,The Athe-
nians came to consider themselves as military chiefs and

soldiers, with a body of tribute-paying subjects, whom they
were entitled to hold in dominion, and restrict, both as to

foreign policy and internal government, to such extent as

they thought expedient but whom they were also bound
to protect against foreign enemies. The military force of

these subject-states was thus in a great degree transferred

to Athens by their own act, just as that of so many of the

native princes in India has been made over to the English.
But the military efficiency of the confederacy against the
Persians was much increased, in proportion as the vigorous
resolves of Athens 2 were less and less paralysed by the

contentions and irregularity of a synod: so that the war
was prosecuted with greater success than ever, while those

motives of alarm, which had served as the first pressing
stimulus to the formation of the confederacy, became every
year farther and farther removed.

Under such circumstances, several of the confederate
states grew tired even of paying their tribute

change in
and averse to continuance as members. They the posi-

made successive attempts to secede : but Athens, **f{ a
a
s

s

in

acting seemingly in conjunction with the synod, the feelings

repressed their attempts one after the other of Athcns -

1 Thucj-d. i. 97-09. AITCCXI Oi aX- V7)jtv TOt'JTinv T

xa'i XeiKoaTpctTtov) BI T> eY^v6
" ' oi '^'i' 1

' TO ixvo'J(iVON dviXwjAot cspsiv,

Yp 'AOr.vatot dxpifJuji; I-paaiov, xai xoci TOI? uiv "AOr.-^aio ; r,y;TO To

TtYjpol Tjaavj O'ix siuuOoatv crjoi ^rj'j-

soTpi-
2 See the contemptuous remarks

TS'jov dro Toll lao'J, peiSiov T -poor- ofPerikles upon tlie debates of the

dyiaQ^i ^v auTCiT? TOJ; a^iuTotp.^- Laceditmoniaii allies at Sparta
oor u>v aijTot o IT 10 i EY^'OVTO (Thucyd. i. 141).

ot JujA[xa^oi' ia YP "i
-

' a-ox-
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conquering, fining, and disarming the revolters; which was
the more easily done, since in most cases their naval force

had been in great part handed over to her. As these

eventstookplace, not all at once, but successively in different

years the number of mere tribute-paying allies as well as

of subdued revolters continually increasing so there was
never any one moment of conspicuous change in the char-

acter of the confederacy. The allies slid unconsciously
into subjects, while Athens, without any predetermined
plan, passed from a chief into a despot. By strictly enfor-

cing the obligations of the pact upon unwilling members,
and by employing coercion against revolters, shehadbecome

unpopular in the same proportion as she acquired new-

power and that too without any guilt of her own. In
this position, even if she had been inclined to relax her
hold upon the tributary subjects, considerations of her own
safety would have deterred her from doing so

;
for there

was reason to apprehend that theymightplacetheirstrength
at the disposal of her enemies. It is very certain that she

never was so inclined. It would have required a more

self-denying public morality than has ever been practised

by any state, either ancient or modern, even to conceive

the idea of relinquishing voluntarily an immense ascendency
as well as a lucrative revenue: least of all was such an
idea likely to be conceived by Athenian citizens, whose
ambition increased with their power, and among whom the

love ofAthenian ascendencywasboth passion and patriotism.
But though the Athenians were both disposed, and quali-

fied, to push all the advantages offered and even to look

out for new we must not forget that the foundations of

their empire were laid in the most honourable causes:

voluntary invitation efforts both unwearied and successful

against a common enemy unpopularity incurred in dis-

charge of an imperative duty and inability to break up
the confederacy, without endangering themselves as well

as laying open the ^Egean sea to the Persians. 1

1 The speech of the Athenian to a great extent and certainly as

envoy at Sparta, a little hefore the to its first origin, unavoidable as

Peloponnesian -war, sets forth the well as undeserved. He of course,

growth of the Athenian empire, in as might be supposed, omits those

the main, with perfect justice (Thu- other proceedings by which Athens

cyd. i. 75, 76). He admits and even had herself aggravated it.

exaggerates its unpopularity, hut Kai fitp aft-rp TTjvSs (~T)V dpx.Tjv)

.shows that such unpopularity was, e).ajio|tev O'i j^iauajjievot . . . e> au"oii
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There were two other causes, besides that which has

been just adverted to, for the unpopularity of Growing

imperial Athens. First, the existence of the
J

1^01
^;

confederacy, imposing permanent obligations, Athens

was in conflict with the general instinct of the
throughout

Greek mind, tending towards separate political causes"

autonomy of each city as well as with the of **

particular turn of the Ionic mind, incapable of that steady

personal effort which was requisite for maintaining the synod
of Delos on its first large and equal basis. Next and this

is the great cause of all Athens, having defeated the

Persians and thrust them to a distance, began to employ
the force and the tribute of her subject-allies in warfare

against Greeks, wherein these allies had nothing to gain
from success everything to apprehend from defeat and
a banner to fight for, offensive to Hellenic sympathies.
On this head the subject-allies had great reason to complain,

throughout the prolonged wars of Greek against Greek
for the purpose of sustaining Athenian predominance.
But on the point of practical grievances or oppressions,

they had little ground for discontent, and little feeling of

actual discontent, as I shall show more fully hereafter.

Among the general body of citizens in the subject-allied

cities, the feeling towards Athens was rather indifference

than hatred. The movement of revolt against her pro-
ceeded from small parties of leading men, acting apart
from the citizens, and generally with collateral views of

ambition for themselves. The positive hatred towards
her was felt chiefly by those who were not her subjects.

It is probable that the same indisposition to personal
effort, which prompted the confederates of Delos to tender

money-payment as a substitute for military service, also

induced them to neglect attendance at the synod. But we
do not know the steps whereby this assembly, at first an
effective reality, gradually dwindled into a mere form, and

Si TOO IPYOU xotTT]-(otYxaa9T;|j.Ev TO TOK; xtvSovtuetv 1 xal fa? av al d-o-

npuJTOv 7ipoaY<xYTv CCOTTJV e? To8s, oTaosii; rpo? ujj.as EY'T
1
' ''70 ' ^' at

(j.aXi3Ta |j.v uiro Ssou?, EirsiTa 8s xai 81 dvs::lcpQovov Ta ?Ufx9Jpov-a ~0>-i

TI|JLTJ(;, oaTspov xal uxpsXsicts. Kal |AY' aTwv repl xivoovuj'j U ti rJi3 fJat.

cux do'faXsi; I~i eSoxei stvat, rot? The whole speech well merits

itoXXoI? a7tT])(QT;iJ.vou<;,
xnl TIVCOV xai attentive study: compare also the

rjoir)
di:03Td^T(jjv XEy_Etpu)|jis

v

j(Dv, u|j.<Jov speech of Pcrikles at Athens, in

Ti
''llJ.iv

OUXSTI 6fjLoliu; epi).u>v aXX" the second year of the Pelopon-
VKOHTIUV xat Siatfopiuv OVTUJV, OVSM- nesian war (Thucyd. ii. C3).
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vanished. Nothing however can more forcibly illustrate

Synod of the difference of character hetween the mari-
Del s~ time allies of Athens and the Peloponnesian
dech'nes

7
allies of Sparta, than the fact that while the

in import- former shrank from personal service and thoughtance and ., -, , , ,

r
.-, -, , .

vanishes. it an advantage to tax themselves in place ol it

Superior the latter were "ready enough with their bodies,"
qualities , , . j . i n

and merit but uncomplying and impracticable as to con-
of the tributions. 1 The contempt felt by these Dorian
Athenians -,

-, c ,, .-..,
r

n*
J

P ,1 T
as com- landsmen for the military efficiency of the lorn-
pared with ans recurs frequently, and appears even to ex-
the con- , i , ji T/ j-n^S -r, ,

federates ceed what the reality justified. But when we
f

ne
e

aii

8 *urn * ^e conc'uc^ f *ne latter twenty yearsy '

earlier, at the battle of Lade, in the very
crisis of the Ionic revolt from Persia 2 we detect the
same want of energy, the same incapacity of personal effort

and labour, as that which broke up the Confederacy of

Delos with all its beneficial promise. To appreciate fully
the indefatigable activity and daring, together with the

patient endurance of laborious maritime training, which
characterised the Athenians of that day we have only to

contrast them with these confederates, so remarkably des-

titute of both. Amidst such glaring inequalities of merit,

capacity, and power, to maintain a confederacy of equal
members was impossible. It was in the nature of things
that the confederacy should either break up, or be trans-

muted into an Athenian empire.
I have already mentioned that the first aggregate

assessment of tribute, proposed by Aristeides and adopted
by the synod at Delos, was four hundred and sixty talents

in money. At that time many of the confederates paid their

quota, not in money, but in ships. But this practice
_, ., gradually diminished, as the commutations above
first raised alluded to, of money in place of ships, were multi-
by ^ f plied, while the aggregate tribute of course

Delos as- became larger. It was no more than six hundred
sessment of talents 3 at the commencement of the Pelopon-Ansteides. ,. , ~, ,-, ,

*
nesian war, iorty-six years after the first forma-

tion of the confederacy; from whence we may infer that it

1 Thucyd. i. 141. oibfxaji 8e 4-roi- preceding volume of this History,

^toTspoi ol o&toupYoi TUJV dvSpcbr.ujv chap. xxxv.

f, }(pr][iaai TtoXEfjieTv, &o, 3

Thucyd. ii. 13.
2~See Herodot. vi. 12, and the
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was never at all increased upon individual members during
the interval. For the difference between four hundred and

sixty talents and six hundred, admits of being fully explained

by the numerous commutations of service for money as well

as by the acquisitions of new members, which doubtless

Athens had more or less the opportunity ofmaking. It is

not to be imagined that the confederacy had attained its

maximum number at the date of the first assessment of

tribute: there must have been various cities, like Sinope
and ^Egina, subsequently added. l

Without some such preliminary statements as those

just given, respecting the new state of Greece Events be-

between the Persian and Peloponnesian wars, tween B.C.

beginning with the Athenian hegemony or head- E
7

ion
'

ship, and ending with the Athenian empire Skyros

the reader would hardly understand the bearing
arystos -

of those particular events which our authorities enable us

to recount; events unhappily few in number, though the

period must have been full of action and not well-authen-

ticated as to dates. The first known enterprise of the
Athenians in their new capacity (whether the first absolutely
or not we cannot determine) between 476 B.C. and 466 B.C.,

was the conquest of the important post of Eion on the

Strymon, where the Persian governor Boges, starved out

after a desperate resistance, destroyed himself rather than

capitulate, together with his family and precious effects

as has already been stated. The next events named are

their enterprises against the Dolopes and Pelasgi in the

island of Skyros (seemingly about 470 B.C.) and the JDryopes
in the town and district of Karystus in Eubcea. To the

latter, who were of a different kindred from the inhabitants

of Chalkis and Eretria, and received no aid from them, they
granted a capitulation: the former were more rigorously
dealt with and expelled from their island. Skyros was
barren, and had little to recommend it except a good mari-
time position and an excellent harbour; while itsinhabitants,

seemingly akin to the Pelasgian residents in Lemnos prior
to the Athenian occupation of that spot, were alike piratical
and cruel. Some Thessalian traders, recently plundered
and imprisoned by them, had raised a complaint against
them before the Amphictyonic synod, which condemned
the island to make restitution. The mass of the islanders

1 Thucyd. i. 108; Plutarch, Perikles, c. 20.
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threw the burden upon those who had committed the crime:
and these men, in order to evade payment, invoked Kimon
with the Athenian armament. He conquered the island,

expelled the inhabitants, and peopled it with Athenian
settlers.

Such clearance was a beneficial act, suitable to the
new character of Athens as guardian of the

Athens as
-jj, , , , .. ,

guardian of -oiigean sea against piracy: but it seems also
the .sigean connected with Athenian plans. The island lav
sea against , /. .T_ , -,i

piracy very convenient ior the communication with

Th
6 h

u
r Lemnos (which the Athenians had doubtless

reoccupied after the expulsion of the Persians 1
),

and became, as well as Lemnos, a recognized adjunct or

outlying portion of Attica. Moreover there were old legends
which connected the Athenians with it, as the tomb of their

hero Theseus; whose name, as the mythical champion of

democracy, was in peculiar favour at the period immedi-

ately following the return from Salamis. It was in the year
476 B.C., that the oracle had directed them to bring home
the bones of Theseus from Skyros, and to prepare for that

hero a splendid entombment and edifice in their new city.

They had tried to effect this, but the unsocial manners of

the Dolopians had prevented a search, and it was only after

Kimon had taken the island that he found, or pretended
to find, the body. It was brought to Athens in the year
469 B.C.,

2 and after being welcomed by the people in solemn
1 Xeuophon, Hellenic, v. 1, 31. was not procured till six or seven
* Mr. Fynes Clinton (Fasti Hel- years afterwards."

lenic. ad ann. 476 B.C.) places the Plutarch has many sins to ans-

conquestof Skyros by Kimon in the wer for against chronological ex-

year 476 B.C. He says, after citing actness; but the charge here made
a passage from Thucyd. i. 98, and against him is undeserved. He
from Plutarch, Theseus, c. 36, as states that the oracle was given in

well as a proposed correction of (476 B.C.) the year of the archon

Bentley, which he justly rejects Phsedon
;

and that the body of
"The island was actually conquer- Theseus was brought back to

ed in the year of the archon Phas- Athens in (469 B.C.) the year of

don, B.C. 476. This we know from the archon Aphepsion. There is

Thucyd. i. 98, and Diodor. xi. 41- nothing to contradict either state-

48 combined. Plutarch named the ment
;

nor do the passages of
archon Phaedon with reference to Thucydides and Diodorus, which
the conquest of the island: then, Mr. Clinton adduces, prove that

by a negligence not unusual with which he asserts. The two pas-

him, connected the oracle with sages of Diodorus have indeed no
that fact, as a contemporary trans- bearing upon the event: and in-

action : although in truth the oracle sofar as Diodorus is in this case
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and joyous procession, as if the hero himself had come back,
was deposited in the interior of the city. On the spot was

' *

an authority at all, he goes against Persian war down to th6 close of

Mr. Clinton, for he states Skyros the Pelopounesian war. He has

to have been conquered in 470 B.C. rendered much service by correet-

(Diodor. xi. 60). Thucydides only ing the mistake of Dodwell, Wes-
tella us that the operations against seling and Mitford (founded upon
Eion, Skyros, and Karystus, took an inaccurate construction of a

place in the order here indicated, passage in Isokrates) in supposing,
and at some periods between 476 after the Persian invasion of Greece,
and 466 B.C.: but he does not en- a Spartan hegemony, lasting ten

able us to determine positively years, prior to the commencement
the date of either. Upon what of the Athenian hegemony. He
authority Mr. Clinton states that has shown that the latter must
"the oracle was not procured till he reckoned as commencing in

six or seven years afterwards" (i.e. 477, or 476 B.C., immediately after

after the conquest), I do not know: the mutiny of the allies against
the account of Plutarch goes Pausanias whose command, how-
rather to show that it was procured ever, need not be peremptorily
six or seven years before the con- restricted to one year, as Mr. Clin-

quest : and this may stand good ton (p. 252) and Dodwell maintain :

until some better testimony is for the words of Thucydides, k-i

produced to contradict it. As our TT^OS T^ rJYE|iovia, imply nothing
information now stands, we have as to annual duration, and desig-
no testimony as to the year of the nate merely Hhe hegemony which

conquest except that of Diodorus, preceded that of Athens."
who assigns it to 470 B.C., but as But the refutation of this mis-

he assigns both the conquest of take does not enable us to estab-

Eion, and the expeditions of Ki- lish any good positive chronology
mon against Karia and Pamphylia for the period between 477 and
with the victories of Eurymedon, 4G6 B.C. It will not do to con-

all to the same year, we cannot strue flpioTOv uiv (Thuc. i. 98) in

much trust hia authority. Never- reference to the Athenian conquest
tlieless I incline to believe him of Eion, as if it must necessarily
as to the date of the conquest of mean "the year after'" 477 B.C. If

Skyros: because it seems to me we could imagine that Thucydides
very probable that this conquest had told us all the military oper-
took place in the year immedi- ations between 477-466 B.C., we
ately before that in which the body should be compelled to admit
of Theseus was brought to Athens, plenty of that "interval of inac-

vrhich latter event may be referred tion" against which Mr. Clinton
with great confidence to 469 B.C, so strongly protests (p. 252). Un-
in consequence of the interesting happily Thucydides has told us

anecdote related by Plutarch about but a small portion of the events
the first prize gained by the poet which really happened.
Sophokles. Mr. Clinton compares the various

Mr. Clinton has given in his Ap- periods of duration assigned by
pendix (No. vi.-viii. p. 248-253) ancient authors to that which is

two Dissertations respecting the improperly called the Athenian

chronology of the period from the "empire" between477-405 B.C. (pp.

VOL. V. M
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built the monument called the Theseium with its sacred

precinct, invested with the privilege of a sanctuary for

men of poor condition who might feel ground for dreading
the oppressions of the powerful, as well as for slaves in

case of cruel usage.
l Such were the protective functions

of the mythical hero of democracy, whose installation is

interesting as marking the growing intensity of democrati-

cal feeling in Athens since the Persian war.
It was about two years or more after this incident that

Ab t 467
^e ^rs^ Breach of union in the Confederacy of

466 B.C. Delos took place. The important island of
First re- Naxos, the largest of the Cyclades an island
volt among i i ii i IP 111 1.1 i

the mem- which thirty years before had boasted a large
bersofthe marine force and 8000 hoplites revolted; on

racy
e

of
e ~

what special ground we do not know: but
Deios

probably the greater islands fancied themselves

voit^and
6 "

better able to dispense with the protection of
is recon- the confederacy than the smaller at the same

time that they were more jealous of Athens.
After a siege of unknown duration, by Athens and the con-

248, 249). I confess that I rather five years" (Ibid.). Nor ought we

agree with Dr. Gillies, who admits to justify a computation by Demo.
the discrepancy between these sthenSs of sixty-five years, by
authors broadly and undisguisedly, saying "that it terminates at the

than with Mr. Clinton, who seeks Athenian defeat in Sicily" (p. 249).

to bring them into comparative The truth is, that there is more

agreement. His explanation is only or less chronological inaccuracy

successful in regard to one of in all these passages, except those

them DemosthenSs; whose two of Demosthenes and historical

statements (forty-five years in one inaccuracy in all of them, not

place and seventy-three years in an- even excepting those. It is not

other) are shown to be consistent true that the Athenians r,p;av rfj?

with each other as well as chro- QaXijorj? ^p;av Td>-/EX).Tjva>v rpo-

nologically just. But surely it is oTa-rai TJJOCV TU>V 'EXXVjvujv for se-

not reasonable to correct the text venty-three years. The historical

of the orator Lykurgus from ev- language of Demosthenes, Plato,

vEWyXovTot to s35(j[A^xovTa, an<^ tnen Lysias, Isokrates, Andokids, Ly-
to say that "Lykurgus may be kurgus, requires to be carefully

added to the number of those who examined before we rely upon it.

describe the period as seventy ' Plutarch (Kimon, c. 8
;
The-

years" (p. 250). Neither are we to seus, c. 36). eati 83 tp'iqtov olxsTat;

bring Andokides into harmony notl itaat TO!? TaitEivoTSpoK xocl SE-

with others, by supposing that Sioai xpsiT-ova?, <i>; xal too 9r]3u>c
"his calculation ascends to the rpojTccrixou TIVO; xai poT)9ri-ixoO YE-

battle of Marathon, from the date v&nivou xotl irpoaSsyofxEvou tpiXsv-

of which (B.C. 490) to the battle flpibriuc tic tiiv Ta;:etvoTepu>-( 6j^-

of .ffigospotami, are just eighty- aji<;.
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federate force, it was forced to surrender, and reduced to

the condition of a tributary subject:
1 its armed ships

being doubtless taken away, and its fortifications razed.

Whether any fine or ulterior penalty was levied, we have
no information.

We cannot doubt that the reduction of this powerful
island, however untoward in its effects upon the

equal and self-maintained character of the con-
operations'

federacy, strengthened its military force by of Athens

placing the whole Naxian fleet with new pe-
*

feracy

n"

cuniary contributions in the hands of the chief, against

Nor is it surprising to hear that Athens sought Defeat "of

both to employ this new force, and to obliterate the Per-

the late act of severity, by increased exertions Kimon'at

against the common enemy. Though we know the river

no particulars respecting operations against ajjjf*
16"

Persia, since the attack on Eion, such operations
must have been going on; but the expedition under Kimon,
undertaken not long after the Naxian revolt, was attended
with memorable results. That commander, having under
him 200 triremes from Athens, and 100 from the various

confederates, was despatched to attack the Persians on the

south-western and southern coast of Asia Minor. He
attacked and drove out several of their garrisons from
various Grecian settlements, both in Karia and Lykia:
among others, the important trading city of Phaselis,

though at first resisting and even standing a siege, was

prevailed upon by the friendly suggestions of the Chians
in Kimon's armament to pay a contribution of ten talents

and join in the expedition. From the length of time oc-

cupied in these various undertakings, the Persian satraps
had been enabled to assemble a powerful force, both fleet

and army, near the mouth of the river Eurymedon in Pam-
phylia, under the command of Tithraustes andPherendates,
both of the regal blood. The fleet, chiefly Phoenician, seems
to have consisted of 200 ships, but a farther reinforcement
of eighty Phoenician ships was expected, and was actually
near at hand, so that the commanders were unwilling to

hazard a battle before its arrival. Kimon, anxious for the

same reason to hasten on the combat, attacked them

1 Thucyd. i. 98. It has already tive, passed close to Naxivs while
been stated in the preceding chap- it was under siege, and incurred

ter, that Themistoklca, as a fugi- great danger of being taken.
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vigorously. Partly from their inferiority of numbers,
partly from discouragement at the absence of the reinforce-

ment, they seem to have made no strenuous resistance.

They were put to flight and driven ashore
;
so speedily,

and with so little loss to the Greeks, that Kimon was
enabled to disembark his men forthwith, and attack the

land-force which was drawn up on shore to protect them.
The battle on land was long and gallantly contested, but
Kimon at length gained a complete victory, dispersed
the army with the capture of many prisoners, and either

took or destroyed the entire fleet. As soon as his victory
and his prisoners were secured, he sailed to Cyprus for the

purpose of intercepting the reinforcement of eighty Phoa-
nician ships in their way, and was fortunate enough to

attack them while yet they were ignorant of the victories

of the Eurymedon. These ships too were all destroyed,

though most of the crews appear to have escaped ashore

on the island. Two great victories, one at sea and the

other on land, gained on the same day by the same arma-

ment, counted with reason among the most glorious of all

Grecian exploits, andwere extolled as such in the inscription
on the commemorative offering to Apollo, setup out of the

tithe of the spoils.
l The number of prisoners, as well as

the booty taken by the victors, was immense.

1 For the battles of the Eury- to me a very credible circumstance,

medon, see Thucyd. i. 100; Diodor. explaining the easy nautical vic-

xi. 60-62; Plutarch, Kimon, 12, 13. tory of Kimon at the Eurymedon.
The accounts of the two latter From Thucydide's we know that

appear chiefly derived from Epho- the vanquished fleet at the Eury-
rus and Kallisthenes, authors of medon consisted of no more than

the following century; and from two hundred ships. For so I ven-

Phanodemus, an author later still, ture to construe the words of Thu-
I borrow sparingly from them, and cydides, in spite of the authority

only so far as consists with the of Dr. Arnold Kotl etXov ('AfiyjvaTot)

brief statement of Thucydides. The Tpi/^psi? Ooivlxcuv xat 6ig?9eipav TOC

narrative ofDiodorusis exceeding- niaon; si;(-:ac)5taxoaic(?. Upon which

ly confused, indeed hardly intelli- Dr. Arnold observes, "Amounting
gible. in all to two hundred

;
that is, that

Phanodemus stated the number the whole number of ships taken

of the Persian fleet at six hundred or destroyed was two hundred-

ships ; Ephorus, at three hundred not that the whole fleet consisted

and fifty. Diodorus (following the of no more." Admitting the cor-

latter) gives three hundred and rectness of this construction (which

forty. Plutarch mentions the ex- may be defended by viii. 21), we

pected reinforcement of eighty may remark that the defeated

Phoenician ships; which appears Phoenician fleet, according to the
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A victory thus remarkable, which thrust back the

Persians to the region eastward of Phaselis, doubtless

fortified materially the position of the Athenian con-

federacy against them. But it tended not less to exalt the

reputation of Athens, and even to popularize her with
the confederates generally, from the large amount of

plunder divisible among them. Probably this increased

power and popularity stood her in stead throughout her

approaching contest with Thasos, at the same time that

it explains the increasing fear and dislike of the Pelopon-
nesians.

Thasos was a member of the confederacy ofDelos;
but her quarrel with Athens seems to have T? A ., -,.

,. , f Revolt of
arisen out of causes quite distinct irom con- Thasos

federate relations. It has been already stated fron
j

*he

that the Athenians had within the last few racy of"

years expelled the Persians from the important P elos -

P Vi- J.T en. j.i Siege of

post oi iiion on the otrymon, the most con- Thasos by
venient post for the neighbouring' region of the Athe-
rm 1-1 ii i-i* -TIP mans under
Thrace, which was not less distinguished lor Kimon.
its fertility than for its mining wealth. In the ^nes in

occupation of this post, the Athenians had had
time to become acquainted with the productive character

of the adjoining region, chiefly occupied by the Edonian

Thracians; and it is extremely probable that many private
settlers arrived from Athens, with the view of procuring

grants, or making their fortunes by partnership with

powerful Thracians in working the gold-mines round Mount

Pangseus. In so doing, they speedily found themselves in

collision with the Greeks of the opposite island of Mount
Thasos, who possessed a considerable strip of land with

universal practice of antiquity, land battle on the same day.
ran ashore to seek protection from It is remarkable that the inscrip-

its accompanyingland-force. When tion on the commemorative offering

therefore this land-force was itself only specifies "one hundred Phoeni-

defeated and dispersed, the ships ciaa ships with their crews" as

would all naturally fall into the having been captured (Diodor. xi.

power of the victors; or if any G2). The other hundred ships were

escaped, It would be merely by probably destroyed. Diodorus re-

accident. Moreover, the smaller presents Kimon as having captured
number is in this case more likely three hundred and forty ships,

to be the truth, as we must sup- though he himself cites the in-

pose an easy naval victory, in order scription which mentions only one

to leave strength for a strenuous hundred.
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various dependent towns on the continent of. Thrace, and
derived a large revenue from the mines of Skapte Hyle,
as well as from others in the neighbourhood.

* The con-

dition of Thasos at this time (about 465 B.C.) indicates to

us the progress which the Grecian states in the JEgean
had made since their liberation from Persia. It had been

deprived both of its fortifications and of its maritime force,

by order of Darius, about 491 B.C., and must have remained
in this condition until after the repulse of Xerxes; but
we now find it well-fortified and possessing a powerful
maritime force.

In what precise manner the quarrel between the

Thasians and the Athenians of Eion manifested itself,

respecting the trade and the mines in Thrace, we are not
informed. But it reached such a height that the Athenians
were induced to send a powerful armament against the

island, under the command ofKimon. 2 Having vanquished
the Thasian force at sea, they disembarked, gained various

battles, and blocked up the city by land as well as by sea.

And at the same time they undertook what seems to

have been part and parcel of the same scheme the

establishment of a larger and more powerful colony on
First Thracian ground not far from Eion. On the
attempt of Strymon. about three miles higher up than
Athens to -r..

J
.-. , ,-,

found a Eion, near the spot where the river narrows
city at itself again out of a broad expanse of the nature

Hodoi on of a lake, was situated the Edonian town or

m
6
n
St
bov

settlement called Ennea Hodoi (Nine Ways), a

Eion. The little above the bridge, which here*served as an
attempt important communication for all the people of
fails and ,

r
. . , TT . . .

i A j

the settlers the interior. -Both Histiaeus and Aristagoras,
are slain. the two Milesian despots, had been tempted by
the advantages of this place to commence a settlement
there: both of them had failed, and a third failure on a
still grander scale was now about to be added. The
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Athenians sent thither a large body of colonists, ten

thousand in number, partly from their own citizens, partly
collected from their allies; the temptations of the site

probably rendering volunteers numerous. As far as

Ennea Hodoi was concerned, they were successful in con-

quering it and driving away the Edonian possessors. But
on trying to extend themselves farther to the eastward, to

a spot called Drabekus convenient for the mining region,

they encountered a more formidable resistance from a

powerful alliance of Thracian tribes, who had come to aid

the Edonians in decisive hostility against the new colony

probably not without instigation from the inhabitants

of Thasos. All or most of the ten thousand colonists were
slain in this warfare, and the new colony was for the time

completely abandoned. We shall find it resumed here-

after. !

Disappointed as the Athenians were in this enterprise,

they did not abandon the blockade of Thasos, 464.463 B c

which held out more than two years, and only Reduction

surrendered in the third year. Its fortifications
|tJr

h
^
sos

were razed; its ships of war, thirty-three in blockade

number, were taken away: 2 its possessions and of
a
t

r^.it

mining establishments on the opposite continent is^isarm-

were relinquished. Moreover an immediate <?d
and

, M i- -i j i p j.i dismantled.
contribution in money was demanded irom the

inhabitants, over and above the annual payment assessed

upon them for the future. The subjugation of this power-
ful island was another step in the growing dominion of

Athens over her confederates.

The year before the Thasians surrendered, however,
they had taken a step which deserves particular notice, as

indicating the newly-gathering clouds in the Grecian poli-
tical horizon. They had made secret application to the

1 Thucyd. i. 101. Philip of Mace- Ennea Hodoi would have been in

don, in his dispute more than a possession of the Macedonians at

century after this period with the this time, when the first Athenian

Atlieniansrcspectingthe possession attempt was made upon it: but the

of Amphipolis, pretended that his statement of ThucydidSs shows that

ancestor Alexander had been the it was then an Edonian township-
first to acquire possession of the 2

Plutarch, Kinion, c. 14. Galep-
epot after the expulsion of the sus and (Esymo were among the

Persians from Thrace (see Philippi Thasian settlements on the main-

Kpistola ap. Demosthen.p. 164, K.). land of Thrace (Thucyd. iv. 108).

If this pretence had been true,
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Lacedaemonians for aid, entreating them to draw off the

Appiica- attention ofAthens by invading Attica; and the
tionofthe Lacedaemonians, without the knowledge ofThasians \j_-i i_ i n -i i -,-1

to Sparta Athens, having actually engaged to comply with
f

rant^T
*^is re(lues^ were only prevented from perform-

but not car- ing their promise by a grave and terrible mis-
led into fortune at home, i Though accidentally unper-effect ,, , ., . , .. p . ..*."
glimpse of lormed, this hostile promise is a most significant
hostilities event. It marks the growing fear and hatred
between ,, ~

, -i ,r -r. i

Sparta and on the part oi oparta and the Peloponnesians
Athens. towards Athens, merely on general grounds
of the magnitude of her power, and without any special

provocation. Nay, not only had Athens given no provoca-
tion, but she was still actually included as a member of

the Lacedaemonian alliance, and we shall find her presently
both appealed to and acting as such. "We shall hear so

much of Athens, and that too with truth, as pushing and

aggressive and of Sparta as home-keeping and defensive
that the incident just mentioned becomes important to

remark. The first intent of unprovoked and even
treacherous hostility the germ of the future Pelopon-
nesian war is conceived and reduced to an engagement
by Sparta.

"We are told by Plutarch, that the Athenians, after

the surrender of Thasos and the liberation of

acquittal of the armament, had expected from Kimon some
Kimon at farther conquests in Macedonia and even that

he had actually entered upon that project with
such promise of success, that its farther consummation
was certain as well as easy. Having under these circum-

stances relinquished it and returned to Athens, he was
accused by Perikles and others of having been bought off

by bribes from the Macedonian king Alexander; but was

acquitted after a public trial. 2

During the period which had elapsed between the

G . first formation of the confederacy of Delos and

crease of the capture of Thasos (about thirteen or fourteen
the Athe-

years. B.C. 477-463). the Athenians seem to have
manpower, f j i j.- i .1 -j.-been occupied almost entirely in their maritime

operations, chiefly against the Persians having been free

1 Thucyd. i. 101. oi SE U7tsjyo-<TO [xsvoo O3i3[xoij.

jxev xp'Vfa TUJV 'A6ri-wu>v, v.ii Iu.;X- *
Plutarch, Kimon, c. 14.

).ov, SioXtoX'iOrjMv Si u^' tot) Y'> '
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from embarrassments immediately round Attica. But this

freedom was not destined to last much longer. During
the ensuing ten years, their foreign relations near home
become both active and complicated; while their strength
expands so wonderfully, that they are found competent at

once to obligations on both sides of the ^Egean sea, the
distant as well as the near.

Of the incidents which had taken place in Central
Greece during the twelve or fifteen years Proceed-

immediately succeeding the battle of Platsea, ings in

we have scarcely any information. The feelings g^ew^be-
of the time, between those Greeks who had tween 470-

Bupported and those who had resisted the Per- ^febes
sian invader, must have remained unfriendly and the

even after the war was at an end; while the ^,^g
an

mere occupation of the Persian numerous host Discredit of

must have inflicted severe damage both upon
Thebes

Thessaly and Boeotia. At the meeting of the Amphik-
tyonic synod which succeeded the expulsion of the invaders,
a reward was proclaimed for the life of the Melian Ephial-
tes, who had betrayed to Xerxes the mountain-path over

(Eta, and thus caused the ruin of Leonidas at Thermopylae.
Moreover, if we may trust Plutarch, it was even proposed
by Lacedsemon that all the medisinrj Greeks should be

expelled from the synod 1 a proposition which the more

long-sighted views of Themistokles successfully resisted.

Even the stronger measure of razing the fortifications of

all the extra-Peloponnesian cities, from fear that they
might be used to aid some future invasion, had suggested
itself to the Lacedaemonians as we see from their language
on the occasion of rebuilding the walls of Athens. In

regard to Bosotia, it appears that the headship of Thebes
as well as the coherence of the federation was for the time
almost suspended. The destroyed towns of Platsea and

Thespise were restored, and the latter in part repeopled,'
2

tinder Athenian influence. The general sentiment of Pelo-

ponnesus as well as of Athens would have sustained these

towns against Thebes, if the latter had tried at that time

1
Plutarch, Themistokl. c. 20. whom ho afterwards procured ad-

5 See the case of Sikinnus, the mission among the batch of newly-

person through whom Themistok- introduced citizens at Thespie
IPS communicated with Xerxos be- (Herodot. viii. 75'.

fore the battle of Salamis, and for
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to enforce her supremacy over them in the name of "ancient
Boeotian right and usage."

J The Theban government was
then in discredit for its previous medism even in the eyes
of Thebans themselves; 2 while the party opposed to

Thebes in the other towns was so powerful, that many of

them would probably have been severed from the federa-
tion to become allies of Athens like Plataea, if the inter-

ference of Lacedaemon had not arrested such a tendency.
Lacedaemon was in every other part of Greece an enemy

Sparta re-
* organized aggregation of cities, either equal

stores and or unequal, and was constantly bent on keeping

supremacy
6 the ^^e autonomous communities separate:

3

of Thebes whence she sometimes became by accident the

the^esser protector of the weaker cities against com-
Bceotian pulsory alliance imposed upon them by the
towns.

stronger. The interest of her own ascendency
was in this respect analogous to that of the Persians when
they dictated the peace of Antalkidas of the Romans in

administering their extensive conquests and of the kings
of Mediaeval Europe in breaking the authority of the

barons over their vassals. But though such was the policy
of Sparta elsewhere, her fear of Athens, which grew up
during the ensuing twenty years, made her act differently
in regard to Boeotia. She had no other means of main-

taining that country as her own ally and as the enemy of

Athens, except by organising the federation effectively, and

strengthening the authority of Thebes. It is to this

revolution in Spartan politics that Thebes owed the

recovery of her ascendency
4 a revolution so conspicuously

marked, that the Spartans even aided in enlarging her
circuit and improving her fortifications. It was not without

difficulty that she maintained this position even when
recovered, against the dangerous neighbourhood of Athens

a circumstance which made her not only a vehement

partisan of Sparta, but even more furiously anti-Athenian
than Sparta, down to the close of the Peloponnesian war.

The revolution, just noticed, in Spartan politics

1 Tot -<I)v BoituTiLv Tta-pta Ta dcnces, tho remarkable case r.t

XDIVO TUJV rcdvTuov Boiiottuv TtaTpia the Olynthian confederacy (Xeno-

(Thucyd. iii. 61-65). phon. Hellen. v. 2, 16).

Thucyd. iii. 62. 4 Diodor. xi. 81
; Justin, iii. C,

1 See among many other evi-
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towards Boeotia, did not manifest itself until about twenty
years after the commencement of the Athenian Events in

maritime confederacy. During the course of ^eiopon-

those twenty years, we know that Sparta had Arcadia

had more than one battle to sustain in Arcadia,
Elis

>
&c -

against the towns and villages of that country, in which
she came forth victorious: but we have no particulars re-

specting these incidents. We also know that a few years
after the Persian invasion, the inhabitants of Elis concen-

trated themselves from many dispersed townships into the
one main city of Elis: ] arid it seems probable that Lepreum
in Triphylia, and one or two of the towns of Achaia, were
either formed or enlarged by a similar process near about
the same time. 2 Such aggregation of towns out of pre-

existing separate villages was not conformable to the views,
nor favourable to the ascendency of Lacedaemon. But
there can be little doubt that her foreign policy after the

Persian invasion was both embarrassed and discredited by
the misconduct of her two contemporary kings, Pausanias

(who though only regent was practically equivalent to a

king) and Leotychides not to mention the rapid develop-
ment of Athens and Peiraeus.

Moreover, in the year B. c. 464 (the year preceding the

surrender of Thasos to the Athenian armament), Terrible
a misfortune of yet more terrific moment befel earthquake

Sparta. A violent earthquake took place in the f^^.c**
a~

immediate neighbourhood ofSparta itself, destroy- Revolt of

ing a large portion of the town, and a vast
the Helots -

number of lives, many of them Spartan citizens. It was
the judgement of the earth-shaking god Poseidon (accord-

ing to the view of the Lacedaemonians themselves) for a
recent violation of his sanctuary at Taenarus, from whence
certain suppliant Helots had been dragged away not long
before for punishment: 3 not improbably some of those
Helots whom Pausanias had instigated to revolt. The
sentiment of the Helots, at all times one of enmity towards
their masters, appears at this moment to have been unusu-

ally inflammable: so that an earthquake at Sparta, espe-

cially an earthquake construed as divine vengeance for Helot
blood recently spilt, was sufficient to rouse many of them

1 Diodor. xi. 54; Strabo, viii. p.
3
Thucyd. i. 101-123; Diodor. xi.
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at once into revolt, together with some even of the Periceki.

The insurgents took arms and marched directly upon
Sparta, which they were on the point of mastering during
the first moments of consternation, had not the bravery
and presence of mind of the young king Archidamus re-

animated the surviving citizens and repelled the attack.

But though repelled, the insurgents were not subdued.

They maintained the field against the Spartan force, some-
times with considerable advantage, since Aeimnestus (the
warrior by whose hand ilardonius had fallen at Plataea)
was defeated and alain with 300 followers in the plain of

Stenyklerus, overpowered by superior numbers. 1 When
at length defeated, they occupied and fortified the memor-
able hill of Ithome, the ancient citadel of their ilessenian

forefathers. Here they made a long and obstinate defence,

supporting themselves doubtless by incursions throughout
Laconia. Defence indeed was not difficult, seeing that the

Lacedaemonians were at that time confessedly incapable of

assailing even the most imperfect species of fortification.

After the siege had lasted some two or three years, with-
out any prospect of success, the Lacedaemonians, begin-

ning to despair of their own sufficiency for the undertaking,
invoked the aid of their various allies, among whom we
find specified the oEginetans, the Athenians, and the Pla-

tseans. 2 The Athenian troops are said to have consisted

of 4000 men, under the command of Kimon; Athens being
still included in the list of Lacedaemonian allies.

So imperfect were the means of attacking walls at

that day, even for the most intelligent Greeks, that this

The Lace- increased force made no immediate impression

fn^kTthe
8 on the forti fi e(i nil1 of Ithome. And when the

aid of Lacedaemonians saw that their Athenian allies
their allies were no t more successful than thev had been
against the ,, , ,.

J
,

revolted themselves, they soon passed trom surprise into

M
el

h
S

~f doubt, mistrust, and apprehension. The troops
the Athe- had given no ground for such a feeling, while
mans under Kimon their general was notorious for his

Laconia to attachment to Sparta. Yet the Lacedsemoni-
aid them. ans could not help suspecting the ever-wake-
ful energy and ambition of these Ionic strangers whom
they introduced into the interior of Laconia. Calling to

mind their own promise though doubtless a secret

1 Herodot. ix. Cl 7 Thucyd. i. 102; iii. 54; iv. 57.
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promise to invade Attica not long before, for the

benefit of the Thasians they even began to fear that

the Athenians might turn against them, and listen to

solicitations for espousing the cause of the besieged.
Under the influence of such apprehensions, they dismissed

the Athenian contingent forthwith, on pretence of having
no farther occasion for them; while all the other allies

were retained, and the siege or blockade went on as

before. *

1 Thucyd. i. 102. TT)V JASV iTt

o Sr,),ouvT?, e'ntovTc; 8s ?TI

Mr. Fynes Clinton (Fast. Hellen.

ann. 464-461 B.C.) following Plu-

tarch, recognizes two Lacedsemo-
rian requests to Athens, and two
Athenian expeditions to the aid

of the Spartans, both under Ki-

mon; the first in 464 B.C., imme-

diately on the happening of the

earthquake and consequent revolt

the second in 461 B.C., after the

war had lasted some time.

In my judgement, there is no

ground for supposing more than

one application made to Athens,
and one expedition. The dupli-
cation hag arisen from Plutarch,
who has construed too much as

historical reality the comic exag-

geration ofAristophanes (Aristoph.

Ijysistrat. 1138
; Plutarch, Kimon,

16). The heroine of the latter,

Lysistrata, wishing to make peace
between the Lacedaemonians and

Athenians, and reminding each of

the services which they had received

from the other, might permit
herself to say to the Lacedaemo-

nians "Your envoy Perikleidas

came to Athens, pale with terror,

and put himself as a suppliant at

the allar to entreat our help as a

matter of life and death, while

Poseidon was still shaking the

earth and the Messenians were

pressing you hard: then Kimon
with 4000 hoplites went and
achieved your complete salvation.''

This is all very telling and for-

cible, as a portion of the Aristo-

phanic play, but there is 110 his-

torical truth in it except the fact

of an application made and an

expedition sent in consequence.
We know that the earthquake

took place at the time when the

siege ofThasos was yet going on,

because it was the reason which

prevented the Lacedaemonians from

aiding the besieged by an invasion

of Attica. But Kimon commanded
at the siege of Thasos (Plutarch,

Kimon, c. 14), accordingly he could

not have gone as commander to

Laconia at the time when this

first expedition is alleged to have

been undertaken.

Next, Thucydides acknowledges
no more than one expedition; nor

indeed does Diodorus (xi. 64),

though this is of minor conse-

quence. Now mere silence on the

part of Thucydides, in reference

to the events of a period which
he only professes to survey briefly,

is not always a very forcible ne-

gative argument. But in this case,

his account of the expedition of

461 B.C., with its very important

consequences, is such as to ex-

clude the supposition that he kneiv

of any prior expedition, two or

three years earlier. Had he know
of any such, he could not have

written the account which now
stands in his text. He dwells

especially on the prolongation of

the war, and on the incapacity o?
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This dismissal, ungracious in the extreme and prob-
ably rendered even more offensive by the habitual rough-
ness of Spartan dealing, excited the strongest exaspera-
tion both among the Athenian soldiers and the Athenian

people an exasperation heightened by circumstances

immediately preceding. For the resolution to send

Mistrust
auxiliaries into Laconia, when the Lacedsemo-

conceived nians first applied for them, had not been

liacedxtno
taken without considerable debate at Athens,

nians of The party of Perikles and Ephialtes, habitually
their Athe- JQ opposition to Kimon, and partisans of the

Haries, forward democratical movement, had strongly
who are discountenanced it, and conjured their coun-
diamissed . .

J
. ,

from La- trymen not to assist in renovating and
conia. Dig- strengthening their most formidable rival.
pleasure -r> i_ J.T_ c ii T
and change Perhaps the previous engagement of the Liace-

A
f

t
?olicv at dsemonians to invade Attica on b'ehalf of the

Thasians may have become known to them,
though not so formally as to exclude denial. And even

supposing this engagement to have remained unknown
at that time to every one, there were not wanting other

grounds to render the policy of refusal plausible. But
Kimon with an earnestness which even the philo-La-
conian Kritias afterwards characterised as a sacrifice of

the grandeur of Athens to the advantage of Lacedsemon '

employed all his credit and influence in seconding the

application. The maintenance of alliance with Sparta
on equal footing peace among the great powers of

Greece and common war against Persia together with
the prevention of all farther democratical changes in

Athens were the leading points of his political creed.

the Lacedaemonians for attacking brink of ruin. Let us add, that

walls, as the reasons why they in- the supposition of Sparta, the first

voked the Athenians as well as military power in Greece, and dis-

their other allies: he implies that tinguished for her unintermitting
the presence of the latter in La- discipline, being reduced all at

conia was a now and threatening once to a condition of such utter

incident: moreover, when he tells helplessness as to owe her safety
us how much the Athenians were to foreign intervention is highly
incensed by their abrupt and mis- improbable in itself; inadmissible

trustful dismissal, ho could not except on very good evidence,

have omitted to notice as an ag- For the reasons here stated, I

gravation of this feeling, that only reject the first expedition into La-
two or three years before, they conia mentioned in Plutarch,

had rescued Lacedscmou from tho '

Plutarch, Kimon, c. 16.
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As yet, both his personal and political ascendency were

predominant over his opponents. As yet, there was no
manifest conflict, which had only just begun to show
itself in the case of Thasos, between the maritime

power of Athens and the union of land-force under

Sparta: and Kimon could still treat both of these phge-
nomena as coexisting necessities of Hellenic well-being.

Though noway distinguished as a speaker, he carried

with him the Athenian assembly by appealing to a large
and generous patriotism, which forbade them to permit
the humiliation of Sparta. "Consent not to see Hellas
lamed of one leg and Athens drawing without her

yoke-fellow;"
1 such was his language, as we learn from

his friend and companion the Chian poet Ion: and in the

lips of Kimon it proved effective. It is a speech of

almost melancholy interest, since ninety years passed
over before such an appeal was ever again addressed to

an Athenian assembly.
2 The despatch of the auxiliaries

was thus dictated by a generous sentiment, to the dis-

regard of what might seem political prudence. And we
may imagine the violent reaction which took place in

Athenian feeling, when the Lacedaemonians repaid them

by singling out their troops from all the other allies as

objects of insulting suspicion. We may imagine the

triumph of Perikles and Ephialtes, who had opposed the
mission and the vast loss of influence to Kimon, who had

brought it about when Athens received again into her

public assembly the hoplites sent back from ithome.
Both in the internal constitution, indeed (of which

more presently), and in the external policy, of The Athe-

Athens, the dismissal of these soldiers was preg- nians re-

nant with results. The Athenians immediately alliance "f*

passed a formal resolution to renounce the alii- Sparta, and

ance betweenthemselves andLacedsemon against liancTwfth
the Persians. They did more: they looked out Argos.

for land-enemies of Lacedaemon, with whom to of Argoa
ally themselves. her con-

Of these by far the first, both in Hellenic ggg
f

rank and in real power, was Argos. That city, and other

neutral during the Persian invasion, had now towns -

1
Plutarch, Kimon, c. 16. '0 3'

fir,T TTJV rcoXiv itspoVj-p, r.spi'iSstv

Iiov dro[X';r1 [j.ov'Jii xotl tov Xoyov, YiY vr
i!
jL ^VT

l
v '

o) fxd).UTa TO-'K 'A9irjvaio'j ixivYjaE, i See Xenoplion, Hellenic, vi.

noipocxaXiov (J./,~s Trjv'EXXaSa jftoXrjv,
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recovered the effects of the destructive defeat suffered
about thirty years before from the Spartan king Kleomenes.
The sons of the ancient citizens had grown to manhood,
and the temporary predominance of the Perioeki, acquired
in consequence of the ruinous loss of citizens in that defeat,
had been again put down. In the neighbourhood of Argos,
and dependent upon it, were situated Mykenae, Tiryns, and
Hidea small in power and importance, but rich in mythi-
cal renown. Disdaining the inglorious example of Argos
at the period of danger, these towns had furnished con-

tingents both to Thermopylae and Plataea, which their

powerful neighbour had been unable either to prevent at
the time or to avenge afterwards, from fear of the inter-

vention of Lacedaemon. But so soon as the latter was seen
to be endangered and occupied at home, with a formidable
Messenian revolt, the Argeians availed themselves of the

opportunity to attack not only Mykense and Tiryns, but
also Orneae, Midea, and other semi-dependent towns around
them. Several of these were reduced; and the inhabitants,
robbed of their autonomy, were incorporated with the do-

main ofArgos: but theMykenseans, partly from the superior

gallantry of their resistance, partly from jealousy of their

mythical renown, were either sold as slaves or driven into

banishment. l Through these victories Argos was now more

powerful than ever, and the propositions of alliance made
to her by Athens, while strengthening both the two against
Lacedaemon, opened to her a new chance of recovering her
lost headship in Peloponnesus. The Thessalians became
members of this new alliance, which was a defensive alli-

ance against Lacedaemon: and hopes were doubtless enter-

tained of drawing in some of the habitual allies of the

latter.

The new character which Athens had thus assumed,
as a competitor for landed alliances not less than for

maritime ascendency, came opportunely for the protection
of the neighbouring town of Hegara. It appears that Co-

rinth, perhaps instigated like Argos by the helplessness
of the Lacedaemonians, had been making border encroach-

about 372 B.C. a little before the but as it undoubtedly comes after

battle of Leuktra. the earthquake at Sparta, we must
1 Diodor. xi. 65; Strabo, viii. p. suppose it to have happened about

872; Pausan. ii. 16, 17, 25. Diodo- 463 B.C. See Mr. Fynes Clinton,

rug places this incident in 468 B.C. : Fasti Hellenci, Appendix. 8.
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ments on the one side upon Kleonae on the other side

upon Megara: l on which ground the latter, prob- .

fi -i / A i- c T J About
ably despairing of protection trom .Lacectaemon, 46i.460 B .c.

renounced the Lacedaemonian connexion, and Megara be-

obtained permission to enrol herself as an ally aiued" with

of Athens. 2 This was an acquisition of signal Athens,

value to the Athenians, since it both opened to hatrTd^f
them the whole range of territory across the Corinth

outer Isthmus of Corinth to the interior of the
neighbour-

Krisssean Gulf, on which the Megarian port of ing Peio-

Pegse was situated and placed them in pos- g^es
813

session of the passes of Mount Geraneia, so towards

that they could arrest the march of a Pelo-
Athens -

ponnesian army over the Isthmus, and protect Attica from
invasion. It was moreover of great importance in its effects

on Grecian politics: for it was counted as a wrong by Lace-

daemon, gave deadly offence to the Corinthians, and lighted

up the flames of war between them and Athens; their allies

the Epidaurians and ^Eginetans taking their part. Though
Athens had not yet been guilty of unjust encroachment

against any Peloponnesian state, her ambition and energy
had inspired universal awe; while the maritime states in

the neighbourhood, such as Corinth, Epidaurus, and ^Egina,
saw these terror-striking qualities threatening them at

their own doors, through her alliance with Argos and

Megara. Moreover, it is probable that the ancient feud

between the Athenians and ./Eginetaiis, though dormant
since a little before the Persian invasion, had never been

appeased or forgotten: so that the ^Eginetans, dwelling
withir sight of Peiraeus, were at once best able to appre-
ciate, and most likely to dread, the enormous maritime

power now possessed by Athens. Perikles was wont to

call vEgina the eyesore of Peiraeus: 3 but we may be sure
that Peiraeus, grown into a vast fortified port within the

existing generation, was in a much stronger degree the

eyesore of vEgina.
The Athenians were at this time actively engaged in

prosecuting the war against Persia, having a fleet of no
less than two hundred sail, equipped by or from the con-

federacy collectively, now serving in Cyprus and on the
Phoenician coast. Moreover the revolt of the Egyptians

1

Plutarch, Kiiuon, c. 17. 2 Thucyd. i. 103.
1

Plutarch, Perikles, c. S.
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under Inaros (about 460 B.C.) opened to them new
means of action against the Great King. Their

Energetic , , . ., .. 6
,
, =>., ,

simuita- fleet, by invitation of the revolters, sailed up
neons ac- the Nile to Memphis, where there seemed at

Athenians first a good prospect of throwing off the Persian
in py- dominion. Yet in spite of so great an abstraction

nkiia',
from their disposable force, their military opera-

Egypt, and tions near home were conducted with unabated

They build vigour: and the inscription which remains a
the first commemoration oftheir citizens ofthe Erechtheid

VaU^ from tribe who were slain in one and the same year
Megara to n Cyprus, Egypt, Phoenicia, the Halieis, JEgina,

and Megara brings forcibly beforeus that energy
which astonished and even alarmed their contemporaries.

Their first proceedings at Megara were of a nature

altogether novel, in the existing condition of Greece. It

was necessary for the Athenians to protect their new ally

against the superiority of Peloponnesian land-force, and to

ensure a constant communication with itby sea. But the city

(like most of the ancient Hellenic towns) was situated on
a hill at some distance from the sea, separated from its

port Nissea by a space of nearly one mile. One of the

earliest proceedings of the Athenians was to build two
lines of wall, near and parallel to each other, connecting
the city with Nisaea; so that the two thus formed one
continuous fortress, wherein a standing Athenian garrison
was maintained, with the constant means of succour from
Athens in case of need. These "Long Walls," though after-

wards copied in other places and ona larger scale, were at that

juncture an ingenious invention, for the purpose of

extending the maritime arm of Athens to an inland city.
The first operations of Corinth however were not

459-458 B.C. directed against Megara. The Athenians, having
War of undertaken a landing in the territory of the

against Halieis (the population of the southern Argolic
Corinth, peninsula, bordering on Trcezen and Hermione).
jEgma. &c. *

, f.

'

j ill ji r\ ,1

Total were defeated on land by the Corinthian and
defeat Epidaurian forces: possibly it may have been
of the .

l ,. ,.,. /i*,.i i

jEginetans in this expedition that they acquired possession
at sea. Of Trcezen, which we find afterwards in their

dependance, without knowing when it became so. But in

a sea-fight which took place off the island of Kekryphaleia
(between ^Egina and the Argolic peninsula) the Athenians

gained the victory. After this victory and defeat, neither
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of them apparently very dicisive, the JEginetans began
to take a more energetic part in the war, and brought out

their full naval force together with that of their allies

Corinthians, Epidaurians, and other Peloponnesians: while

Athens equipped a fleet of corresponding magnitude,

summoning her allies also; though we do not know the

actual numbers on either side. In the great naval battle

which ensued off the island of vEgina, the superiority of

the new nautical tactics acquired by twenty years' practice
of the Athenians since the Persian war over the old

Hellenic ships and seamen, as shown in those states where
at the time of the battle of Marathon the maritime strength
of Greece had resided was demonstrated by a victory
most complete and decisive. The Peloponnesian and
Dorian seamen had as yet had no experience of the improved
seacraft of Athens, and when we find how much they
were disconcerted with it even twenty-eight years after-

wards at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war, we shall--

not wonder at its destructive effect upon them in this

early battle. The maritime power of ^Egina was irre-

coverably ruined. The Athenians captured seventy ships
of war, landed a large force upon the island, and commenced
the siege of the city by land as well as by sea. l

If the Lacedaemonians had not been occupied at home

by the blockade of Ithome, they would have The Athe-

been probably induced to invade Attica as a n
.

ians be '

diversion to the ^Eginetans; especially as the MJina..

Persian Megabazus came to Sparta at this time T
.

he
, 9'

P , . .-, , i rinthians,
on the part or Artaxerxes to prevail upon them Epidau-
to do so, in order that the Athenians might be rians

i
&c -

constrained to retire from Egypt. This Persian defeated

brought with him a large sum of money, but ^y the

,, -,
i v i j. -Li i. Athenians

was nevertheless obliged to return without under My-

effecting his mission. 2 The Corinthians and ronides.

Epidaurians however, while they carried to ^Egina a rein-

forcement of 300 hoplites, did their best to aid her farther

by an attack upon Megara; which place, it was supposed,
the Athenians could not possibly relieve without with-

drawing their forces from ^Egina, inasmuch as so many of

their men were at the same time serving in Egypt. But
the Athenians showed themselves equal to all these three

1 Thucyd. i. 105; Lysias, Orat. Funebr. c. 10; Diodor. xi. 78.
* Thucyd. i. 109.

N2
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exigencies at one and the same time to the great disap-

pointment of their enemies. Myronides marched from
Athens to Megara at the head of the citizens in the two
extremes of military age, old and young; these being the

only troops at home. He fought the Corinthians near the

town, gaining a slight, but debateable, advantage, which
he commemorated by a trophy, as soon as the Corinthians

had returned home. But the latter, when they arrived at

home, were so much reproached by their own old citizens,

for not having vanquished the refuse of the Athenian

military force,
* that they returned back at the end of

twelve days and erected a trophy on their side, laying
claim to a victory in the past battle. The Athenians,

marching out of Megara, attacked them a second time, and

gained on this occasion a decisive victory. The defeated

Corinthians were still more unfortunate in their retreat;
for a body of them, missing their road, became entangled
in a space of private ground enclosed on every side by a

deep ditch, and having only one narrow entrance. Myro-
nides, detecting this fatal mistake, planted his hoplites at

the entrance to prevent their escape, and then surrounded
the enclosure with his light-armed troops, who with their

missile weapons slew all the Corinthian hoplites, without

possibility either of flight or resistance. The bulk of the

Corinthian army effected their retreat, but the destruction

of this detachment was a sad blow to the city.
2

Splendid as the success of the Athenians had been

458-457 B.C. during this year, both on land and at sea, it was
The Long easy for them to foresee that the power of their

tween
b<

enemies would presently be augmented by the
Athens and Lacedaemonians taking the field. Partly on this

projected

3
account partly also from the more energetic

espoused by phase of democracy, and the long-sighted views

opposed 'by of Perikles, which were now becoming ascendent
Kimon po- fn the city the Athenians began the stupendous
tentoons' at undertaking of connecting Athens with the sea
Athens by means of long walls. The idea of this measure

o theLong nad doubtless been first suggested by the recent
Walls. erection of long walls, though for so much smaller

1 Lysias, Orat. Funebr. c. 10. the old men of their own city were

ivixcuv |j.a-/6|jivot
ajioaav ~r)v 8'j-;afjuv so indignant against them on their

TT)v sxsivtov TOI? 7)3r] (XTisiprjXocji
xai return, is highly characteristic of

TO!? OUKIU 8uva(J.ev<HS,
&c - Grecian manners xaxiXofiSvoi Ono

The incident mentioned by Thu- TUJV i<i TTJ i:6).ei xpzafa'ipwi, &c.

cydides about the Corinthians, that * Tnucyd. i. 106. TtdcSo? (j-sya ~OUTO
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a distance, between Megara and Nisaea: for without such
an intermediate stepping-stone, the project of a wall forty
stadia (=*about 4Va Engl. miles) to join Athens with

Peirseus, and another wall of thirty-five stadia (
= nearly

4 Engl. miles) to join it with Phalerum, would have ap-

peared extravagant even to the sanguine temper of Athe-
nians as it certainly would have seemed a few years earlier

to Themistokles himself. Coming as an immediate sequel
of great recent victories, and while vEgina, the great Dorian
naval power, was prostrate and under blockade, it excited

the utmost alarm among the Peloponnesians being regard-
ed as the second great stride,

! at once conspicuous and of

lasting effect, in Athenian ambition, next to the fortification

of Peiraeus.

But besides this feeling in the bosom of enemies, the

measure was also interwoven with the formidable conten-
tion of political parties then going on at Athens. Kimon
had been recently ostracised; and the democratical move-
ment pressed by Perikles and Ephialtes (of which more

presently) was in its full tide of success; yet not without
a violent and unprincipled opposition on the part of those

who supported the existing constitution. Now the long
walls formed a part of the foreign policy of Perikles, con-

tinuing on a gigantic scale the plans of Themistokles when
he first schemed the Peiraeus. They were framed to render
Athens capable of carrying on war against any superiority
of landed attack, and of bidding defiance to the united force

ofPeloponnesus. But though thus calculated for contingen-
cies which a long-sighted man might see gathering in the

distance, the new walls were, almost on the same grounds,
obnoxious to a considerable number of Athenians: to the

party recently headed by Kimon, who were attached to the
Lacedaemonian connexion, and desired above all things to

maintain peace at home, reserving the energies of the state

for anti-Persian enterprise: to many landed proprietors in

Attica, whom they seemed to threaten with approaching
invasion and destruction of their territorial possessions: to

Kopi'/QtoK; EYSVETO. Compare Diodor. pov -ri (Acc/oa aT^aat TStyvj is the
xi. 78, 79 whose chronology how- language addressed by the Corin-
ever is very misleading. thians to the Spartans, in refer-

1 Kai Tu>M8i U|ASt<; ottttoi, TO TS ence to Athens, a little before

-piijTOv EocoavTE; ocjTO'J? -?); roX'.v the Peloponnesiaii war (Thucyd. i.

y.Eti tot Mr
(
5ixa xpsTUMCrtj xxi UJTS- 69j.
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the rich men and aristocrats of Athens, averse to a still

closer contact and amalgamation with the maritime multi-

tude in Peirseus: lastly, perhaps, to a certain vein of old

Attic feeling, which might look upon the junction of Athens
with the separate demes of Peirseus and Phalerum as

effacing the special associations connected with the holy
rock of Athene. When to all these grounds of opposition,
we add, the expense and trouble of the undertaking itself,

the interference with private property, the peculiar violence

of party which happened then to be raging, and the absence

of a large proportion of military citizens in Egypt we
shall hardly be surprised to find that the projected long
walls brought on a risk of the most serious character both
for Athens and her democracy. If any farther proof were

wanting of the vast importance of these long walls, in the

eyes both of friends and of enemies, we might find it in the

fact that their destruction was the prominent mark of

Athenian humiliation after the battle of ^Egospotami, and
their restoration the immediate boon of Pharnabazus and
Konon after the victory of Knidus.

Under the influence of the alarm now spread by the

Expedition proceedings of Athens, the Lacedaemonians were
of the prevailed upon to undertake an expedition out

nian
e
s

d
totS" of Peloponnesus, although the Helots in Ithome

Bceotia were not yet reduced to surrender. Their force

rtore
y
the" consisted of 1 500 troops of their own, and 1 0,000

ascendency of their various allies, under the regent Niko-
Thebes. medes. The ostensible motive, or the pretence,

for this march, was the protection of the little territory
of Doris against the Phokians, who had recently invaded
it and taken one of its three towns. The mere approach
of so large a force immediately compelled the Phokians to

relinquish their conquest, but it was soon seen that this

was only a small part of the objects of Sparta, and that

her main purpose, under instigation of the Corinthians, was,
to arrest the aggrandisement of Athens. It could not es-

cape the penetration of Corinth, that the Athenians might
presently either enlist or constrain the towns of Boeotia

into their alliance, as they had recently acquired Megara,
in addition to their previous ally Plataea: for the Boeotian
federation was at this time much disorganised, and Thebes,
its chief, had never recovered her ascendency since the dis-

credit of her support lent to the Persian invasion. To
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strengthen Thebes and to render her ascendency effective

over the Boeotian cities, was the best way of providing a

neighbour at once powerful and hostile to the Athenians,
so as to prevent their farther aggrandisement by land: it

was the same policy as Epaminondas pursued eighty years

afterwards, in organising Arcadia and Messene against

Sparta. Accordingly the Peloponnesian force was now

employed partly in enlarging and strengthening the forti-

fications of Thebes herself, partly in constraining the other

Boeotian cities into effective obedience to her supremacy;
probably by placing their governments in the hands of

citizens of known oligarchical politics,
l and perhaps banish-

ing suspected opponents. To this scheme the Thebans lent

themselves with earnestness
; promising to keep down for

the future their border neighbours, so as to spare the

necessity of armies coming from Sparta.
2

But there was also a farther design, yet more import-
ant, in contemplation by the Spartans and Corinthians.

The oligarchical opposition at Athens were so intention

bitterly hostile to the Long AValls, to Perikles, of the

and to the democratical movement, that several a,Pn"y *n
of them opened a secret negotiation with the Bojotia to

Peloponnesian leaders ; inviting them into Attica, Athens'
1

and entreating their aid in an internal rising and sustain

for the purpose not only of putting a stop to the nian^l'u"

Long Walls, but also of subverting the demo- garchical

cracy. The Peloponnesian army, while prose- poggi't'J,

1'"

cuting its operations inBoeotia, waited in hopes the Long
of seeing the Athenian malcontents in arms, and

Walls -

encamped at Tanagra on the very borders of Attica for the

purpose of immediate cooperation with them. The juncture
was undoubtedly one of much hazard for Athens, especially
as the ostracised Kimon and his remaining friends in the

city were suspected of being implicated in the conspiracy.
-But the Athenian leaders, aware of the Lacedaemonian

operations in Bceotia, knew also what was meant by the

presence of the army on their immediate borders and
1 Diodor, xii. 81

; Justin, iii. G. tia, somewhere ahout this time,

T'Jj; |j.sv Til)-j Qrfiviwi T.fj'i.zw: [xti'lo'Oi full as they were of internal dis-

TO-* 7:gpij)o).Qv xatsoHiOaoav
, TO; 5' sension, that the dictum and simile

E-; Bo'.uiTis ro).;i; r
l -ii.-[y.isii O-orit- of Perikles allude which Ari-

a'm -i'.? 6r
( 3iioi;. stotle notices in his Rhetoric, iii.

7 Diodor. 1. c. It must probably 4, 2.

be to the internal affairs of Eceo-
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took decisive measures to avert the danger. Having ob-

tained a reinforcement of 1000 Argeians and some Thes-
salian horse, they marched out to Tanagra, with the full

Athenian force then at home
;
which must of course have

consisted chiefly of the old and the young, the same who
had fought under Hyronides at Megara; for the blockade
of JEgina was still going on. Nor was it possible for the
Lacedaemonian army to return into Peloponnesus without

fighting; for the Athenians, masters of the Megarid, were
in possession of the difficult high lands of Greraneia, the

Battle of road of march along the isthmus; while the

d
n

f
gr

t
Athenian fleet, by means of the harbour of

of the Pegse, was prepared to intercept them if they
Athenians, tried to come by sea across the Krisssean Gulf,

by which way it would appear that they had come out.

Near Tanagra a bloody battle took place between the two

armies, wherein the Lacedaemonians were victorious, chiefly
from the desertion of the Thessalian horse who passed over
to them in the very heat of the engagement. 1 But though
the advantage was on their side, it was not sufficiently de-

cisive to favour the contemplated rising in Attica. Nor
did the Peloponnesians gain anything by it except an
undisturbed retreat over the high lands of Greraneia, after

having partially ravaged the Megarid.
Though the battle of Tanagra was a defeat, yet there

were circumstances connected with it which rendered its

Effects of effects highly beneficial to Athens. The ostra-

the battle cised Kimon presented himself on the field, as

behaviour soon as ^ne army had passed over the boundaries
of Kimon of Attica, requesting to be allowed to occupy
recalled his station as a hoplite and fight in the ranks of
from ostra- his tribe the (Eneis. But such was the belief,
cism'

entertained by the members of the senate and

by his political enemies present, that he was an accomplice
in the conspiracy known to be on foot, that permission was
refused and he was forced to retire. In departing he con-

jured his personal friends, Euthippus (of the deme Ana-

phlystus) and others, to behave in such a manner as might
wipe away the stain resting upon his fidelity, and in part
also upon theirs. His friends retained his panoply and

assigned to it the station in the ranks which he would him-

self have occupied: they then entered the engagement with
- Thucj'd. i. 107.
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desperate resolution and one hundred of them fell side by
side in their ranks. Perikles, on his part, who was present

among the hoplites of his own tribe the Akamantis, aware
of this application and repulse of Kimon, thought it incum-

bentuponhim to display notmerelyhis ordinary personal cour-

age, but an unusual recklessness of life and safety, though it

happened that he escaped unwounded. All these incidents

brought about a generous sympathy and spirit of compro-
mise among the contending parties at Athens; while the

unshaken patriotism of Kimon and his friends discounten-

anced and disarmed those conspirators who had entered

into correspondence with the enemy, at the same time that

it roused a repentant admiration towards the ostracised

leader himself. Such was the happy working of compro-
this new sentiment that a decree was shortly mise and

proposed and carried proposed too by Perikles tkm^e-
1*'

himself to abridge the ten years of Kimon's tween the

ostracism, and permit his immediate return. J

erl

a

and
ad"

We may recollect that under circumstances parties at

partly analogous, Themistokles had himself pro-
Athens -

posed the restoration of his rival Aristeides from ostracism,
a little before the battle of Salamis: 2 and in both cases,
the suspension of enmity between the two leaders was

partly the sign, partly also the auxiliary cause, of reconci-

liation and renewed fraternity among the general body of

citizens. It was a moment analogous to that salutary im-

pulse of compromise, and harmony of parties, which follow-

ed the extinction of the Oligarchy of Four Hundred, forty-
six years afterwards, and on which Thucydides dwells empha-
tically as the salvation of Athens in her distress a moment
rare in free communities generally, not less than among the

jealous competitors for political ascendency at Athens. 3

1

Plutarch, Kimon, c. 14; Peri- of fear at that juncture, and that

kles, c. 10. Plutarch represents the the recall of Kimon proceeded from
Athenians as having recalled Ki- quite different feelings. Moreover
mon from fear of the Laceda^mo- the peace with Sparta wag not
nians who had just beaten them made till some years afterwards,
at Tanagra, and for the purpose 2

1'lutarch, Themistokles, c. 10.

of procuring peace. He adds that '
Plutarch, Kimon, c. 17; Peri-

Kimon obtained peace for them kles, c. 10; Thucyd. viii. 97. Plu-
forthwith. Both these assertions tarch observes, respecting this re-

are incorrect. The extraordinary conciliation of parties after the

successes in Bceotia, which fol- battle of Tanagra, after having
l.iwed so quickly after the defeat mentioned that Perikles himself
at Tanagra, show that the Atlio- proposed the restoration of Ki
nians were under no impressions mon
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So powerful was this burst of fresh patriotism and

unanimity after the battle of Tanagra, which produced the

recall of Kimon and appears to have overlaid the pre-

existing conspiracy, that the Athenians were quickly in a

condition to wipe off the stain of their defeat. It was on
the sixty-second day after the battle that they undertook
an aggressive march under Myronides into Bceotia: the

B.C. 456.
extreme precision of this date being the single

victory of case throughout the summary of events between

g^ne^^by
^ne Persian and Peloponnesian wars wherein

the Athe- Thucydides is thus precise marks how strong

acquire'as^
an impression it made upon the memory of the

cendency Athenians. At the battle of (Enophyta, engaged
Breccia

1

against the aggregate Theban and Boaotian
Phokis'and forces or, if Diodorus is to be trusted, in two
Lokns.

battles, of which that of (Bnophyta was the last

Myronides was completely victorious. The Athenians

OUTIO TOTS itoXiTixal (ASV qaccv al change take place ? Tov itpioTov

Stacpopai, (jisTptoi 8s oi 8u[xol xat irpo? ypovov can hardly apply to the

TO xoivov ei)avdcxXr]TOi a'!>|j.9spov, r) 8s whole remaining term of the war,

cpiXoTi[ua 7:avTtov ETrixpctTOuaa TUJV as if this improved constitution

i:ci6<I>v TOI TTJ? TtotTpiSo? unsyibpsi had been first subverted by the

xocipoi;. triumph of the oligarchy under the

Which remarks are very analog- Thirty, and then superseded by
ous to those of Thucydides in re- the restoration of the old demo-

counting the memorable proceed- cracy after their overthrow. Yet

ings of the year 411 B.C., after the Xenophon mentions no inter-

deposition of the oligarchy of mediate change in the government
Four Hundred (Thucyd. viii. 97). between the beginning of his his-

Kal oux ^xitrra 8r]
TOV irpunov ypo- tory and the end of the war," &c.

vov Eitt YS 6jj.ou' 'AOr)vaToi cpaUcivTcu I think that the words EU 1:0X1-

6U TroXiTS'iaotvTSt;" [iSTplci y^p ri
TS e< Tsuaav-e? are understood by Dr.

TOO? oXtfou? xod TOO? noXXoui; ?6y- Arnold in a sense too special and

xpacrii; stivzto, X7i EX i:ov7]pu)v TCOV limited as denoting merely tho

7:paY|j.oiT(uv ~(3.v<Ji>.i'i<j}v TOUTO TipwTov new constitution, or positive or-

av^vsYxs Tifjv
itoXiv. Dr. Arnold says ganic enactments, which the Athe-

in his note "It appears that the nians now introduced. It appears
constitution as now fixed was at to me that the words are of wider

first, in the opinion of Thucydi- import; meaning the general tem-

des, the best that Athens had ever per of political parties both re-

enjoyed within his memory ; that ciprocally towards each other and

is, the best since the complete as- towards the commonwealth; their

cendency of the democracy effect- inclination to relinquish anti-

ed under Perikles. But how long pathies, to accommodate points of

a period is meant to be included difference, and to cooperate with

by the words TOV irpd)TOv ypovov, each other heartily against the

and when and how did the implied enemy, suspending those lota? cpi-
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became masters of Thebes as well as of the remaining Boe-

otian towns : reversing all the arrangements recently made

by Sparta establishing democratical governments and

forcing the aristocratical leaders, favourable to Theban as-

cendency and Lacedaemonian connexion, to become exiles.

Nor was it only Boeotia which the Athenians thus acquired:
Phokis and Lokris were both successively added to the list

of their dependent allies -the former being in the main

friendly to Athens and not disinclined to the change, while

the latter were so decidedly hostile that one hundred of

their chiefs were detained and sent to Athens as hostages.
The Athenians thus extended their influence maintained

through internal party-management, backed by the dread

of interference from without in case of need from the

borders of the Corinthian territory, including both Megara
and Pegae, to the strait of Thermopylae.

l

These important acquisitions were soon crowned by the

completion of the Long Walls and the conquest of ^Egina.
That island, doubtless starved out by its protrac- B c 455-

ted blockade, was forced to capitulate on condi- Completion

tion of destroying its fortifications, surrender- walls
n

'

ing all its ships of war, and submitting to annual conquest of

tribute as a dependent ally of Athens. The ^j^tfis

reduction of this once powerful maritime city disarmed,

marked Athens as mistress of the sea on the an
s

d
ra

1

a
e

n
n
Ued

'

Peloponnesian coast not less than on the ^Egean. dered

Her admiral Tolmides displayed her strength
tributary-

by sailing round Peloponnesus, and even by the insult of

burning the Lacedaemonian ports of Methone and of Gryth-
ium. He took Chalkis, a possession of the Co- The ^.the-

rinthians, and Naupaktus belonging to the nians first

Ozolian Lokrians, near the mouth of the Corinth- p
a

eioponne-
ian Gulf disembarked troops near Sikyon, sus their

with some advantage in a battle against oppo- ^"f,!
10113

nents from that town and either gained or Gulf of

forced into the Athenian alliance not only
Cormth -

XoTijjua?, l&ioc? SiotfioXac itspl TTJ<; TOO form a part of what is commended
^[AO'J -poaTaoloc? (ii. 65) noticed as by Thucydides : but his commen-
liaving been so mischievous before, dation is not confined to them
Of course any constitutional ar- specially. Compare the phrase ii.

rangements introduced at such a

period would partake of the mo-
derate and harmonious spirit then

prevalent, and would therefore
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Zakynthus and Kephallenia, but also some of the towns of

Achaia; for we afterwards find these latter attached to
Athens without knowing when the connexion began.

l

During the ensuing year the Athenians renewed their

attack upon Sikyon, with a force of 1000 hoplites under
Perikles himself, sailing from the Megarian harbour of

Pegaa in the Krissaean Gulf. This eminent man, however,
gained no greater advantage than Tolmides defeating the

Sikyonian forces in the field and driving them within their

walls. He afterwards made an expedition into Akarnania,
taking the Achaean allies in addition to his own forces, but

miscarried in his attack on (Eniadae and accom-

plished nothing. Nor were the Athenians more
successful in a march undertaken this same year against
Thessaly, for the purpose of restoring Orestes, one of the
exiled princes or nobles of Pharsalus. Though they took
with them an imposing force, including their Boeotian and
Phokian allies, the powerful Thessalian cavalry forced
them to keep in a compact body and confined them to the

ground actually occupied by their hoplites: while all their

attempts against the city failed, and their hopes of inter-

nal rising were disappointed.
2

Had the Athenians succeeded in Thessaly, they would
Defeat and have acquired to their alliance nearly the whole
1
2
sse

A
S^ f of extra-Peloponnesian Greece. But even

the Athe- .., . ,. r. ., T
nians in without Thessaly their power was prodigious,
Egypt- and had now attained a maximum height from
which it never varied except to decline. As a counter-

balancing loss against so many successes, we have to

reckon their ruinous defeat in Egypt, after a war of six

years against the Persians (B.C. 460-455). At first they
had gained brilliant advantages, in conjunction with the

insurgent prince Inaros
; expelling the Persians from all

Memphis except the strongest part called the White
Fortress. And such was the alarm of the Persian king
Artaxerxes at the presence of the Athenians in Egypt,
that he sent Megabazus with a large sum of money to

Sparta, in order to induce the Lacedaemonians to invade

Attica. This envoy however failed, and an augmented
Persian force, being sent to Egypt under Megabyzus, son

ofZopyrus,
3 drove the Athenians and their allies, after

1 Thucyd. i. 108-115; Diodor. xi. S4. *
Thucyd. i. Ill; Diodor. xi. 85.

* Herodot. iii. 160.
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an obstinate struggle, out of Memphis into the island of

the Nile called Prosopitis. Here they were blocked up
for eighteen months, until at length Megabyzus turned the

arm of the river, laid the channel dry, and stormed the

island by land. A very few Athenians escaped by land to

Kyrene : the rest were either slain or made captive, and
Inaros himself was crucified. And the calamity of Athens
was farther aggravated by the arrival of fifty fresh Athe-
nian ships, which, coming after the defeat, but without

being aware of it, sailed into the Mendesian branch of the

Nile, and thus fell unawares into the power of the Per-

sians and Phoenicians; very few either of the ships or men
escaping. The whole of Egypt became again subject
to the Persians, except Amyrtseus, who contrived by re-

tiring into the inaccessible fens still to maintain his in-

dependence. One of the largest armaments ever sent

forth by Athens and her confederacy was thus utterly
ruined. t

It was about the time of the destruction of the Athe-
nian army in Egypt, and of the circumnavigation B.c. 455.

of Peloponnesus by Tolmides, that the internal The r

|-

war, carried on by the Lacedaemonians against lots in La-

the Helots or Messenians at Ithome, ended. conia capi-

These besieged men, no longer able to stand out leave
6

the

against a protracted blockade, were forced to country,

abandon this last fortress of ancient Hessenian independ-
ence, stipulating for a safe retreat from Peloponnesus
with their wives and families; with the proviso that if any
one of them ever returned to Peloponnesus, he should
become the slave of the first person who seized him. They
were established by Tolmides at Naupaktus (recently taken'

by the Athenians from the Ozolian Lokrians),
2 where they

will be found rendering good service to Athens in the

following wars.

After the victory of Tanagra, the Lacedaemonians made
no farther expeditions out of Peloponnesus for several

succeeding years, not even to prevent Bceotia and Phokis

1 Thucyd. i. 104, 109,110; Diodor. granted by the Persian generals-
si. 77; xii. 3. The story of Dio- is contradicted by the total ruin

clorus in the first of these two pas- which he himself states to have

sages that most of the Athenian befallen them in the latter pas-
forces were allowed to come back sages, as well as by Thucydides.
under a favourable capitulation * Thucyd. i. 103

;
Diodor. xi. 84.
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from being absorbed into the Athenian alliance. The reason

Truce for
^ ^is remissness lay, partly, in their general

five years character; partly, in the continuance of the siege

between.
6 *1 of Ithome, which occupied them at home; but

Athens and still more, perhaps, in the fact that the Atheni-
the Lace- ang masters of the Megarid. were in occupation
dEemomans, >.

,1 i i i j e n
through the of the road over the high lands of Greraneia,

lOrn^n
06 f an^ cou^ therefore obstruct the march of any

Fresh expe- army out from Peloponnesus. Even after the

actions
of surrender of Ithome, the Lacedaemonians re-

against mained inactive for three years, after which
time a formal truce was concluded with Athens

by the Peloponnesians generally, for five years

longer.
l This truce was concluded in a great

B.C. 452-447.
degree through the influence of Kimon, 2 who

was eager to resume effective operations against the Per-

sians; while it was not less suitable to the political interest

of Perikles that his most distinguished rival should be

absent on foreign service,
3 so as not to interfere with his

Persia.

B.C. 465-452.

1 Thucyd. i. 112.

* Theopompus, Fragm. 92, ed.

Didot; Plutarch, Kimon, c. 18;

Diodor. xi. 86.

It is to he presumed that this is

the peace -which JEschines (De Fals.

Legat. c. 54. p. 300) and Andokides

(De Pace. c. 1) state to have been

made by Miltiades son of Kimou,
proxenus of the Lacedaemonians ;

assuming that Miltiades son of

Kimon is put by them, through
lapse of memory, for Kimon son

of Miltiades. But the passages of

these orators involve so much both
of historical and chronological in-

accuracy, that it is unsafe to cite

them, and impossible to amend
them except by conjecture. Mr.

Fynes Clinton (Fasti Hellen. Ap-
pendix, 8. p. 257) has pointed out

some of these inaccuracies ;
and

there are others besides, not less

grave, especially in the oration

ascribed to Andokides. It is re-

markable that both of them seem
to recognise only two long walls,
the northern and the southern wall

;

whereas in the time of ThucydidSs
there were three long walls : the

two near and parallel, connecting
Athens with Peiraus, and a third

connecting it with Phalerum. This

last was never renewed, after all

of them had been partially de-

stroyed at the disastrous close of

the Peloponnesian war: and it ap-

pears to have passed out of the

recollection of ./Eschines, who
speaks of the two walls as they
existed in his time.

3
Plutarch, Periklgs, c. 10, and

Eeipublic. Gerend. Prtecep. p. 812.

An understanding to this effect

between the two rivals is so natural
that we need not resort to the sup-

position of a secret agreement
concluded between them through
the mediation of ElpinikS sister of

Kimon, which Plutarch had read
in some authors. The charms as

well as the intrigues of Elpinike
appear to have figured conspicu-
ously in the memoirs of Athenian

biographers: they were employed
by one party as a means of calum-
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influence at home. Accordingly Kimon, having equipped
a fleet of 200 triremes from Athens and her confederates,
set sail for Cyprus, from whence he despatched sixty ships
to Egypt, at the request of the insurgent prince Amyrtseus,
who was still maintaininghimself against the Persians amidst

the fens while with the remaining armament Death of

he laid siege to Kitium. In the prosecution of Kimon
jt

this siege, he died either of disease or of a wound, victories of

The armament, under his successor Anaxikrates,
the Atheni-

became so embarrassed for want of provisions, returns

that they abandoned the undertaking altogether,
home,

and went to fight the Phoenician and Kilikiaa fleet near
Salamis in Cyprus. They were here victorious, first on
sea and afterwards on land, though probably not on the

same day, as at the Eurymedon; after which they returned

home, followed by the sixty ships which had gone to Egypt
for the purpose of aidingAmyrtseus.

1

From this time forward no farther operations were
undertaken by Athens and her confederacy

., -J . . , .. . , .

J No farther

against the Persians. And it appears that a expeditions

convention was concludedbetween them,whereby ^,
the

.

j.i n j. TV- i.- i j. il Athenians
the Great King on his part promised two things : against

To leave free, undisturbed, and untaxed, the Persia-
. . .. ...' ~ , -.. ,' convention
Asiatic maritime Greeks, not sending troops concluded

within a given distance of the coast: To refrain
Between

from sending any ships of war either westward
of Phaselis (others place the boundary at the Chelidonean

islands,rather more to the westward) or within the Kyanean
rocks at the confluence of the Thracian Bosphorus with
the Euxine. On their side the Athenians agreed to leave

him in undisturbed possession of Cyprus and Egypt.
Kallias, an Athenian of distinguished family, with some
others of his countrymen, went up to Susa to negotiate
this convention: and certain envoys from Argos, then in

alliance with Athens, took the opportunity ofgoing thither

at the same time, to renew the friendly understanding

mating Kimon, by the other for also to gain these two victories,

discrediting Perikles. But the authority of Tbucydides,
1 Thucyd. i. 112; Diodorus, xii. 13. superior on every ground to Dio-

Diodorus mentions the name of the dorus, is more particularly superior

general Anaxikrates. He affirms a? to the death of Kimou, with

farther that Kimon lived not only whom lie was connected by rela-

to take Kitium and Mallus, but tiouship.
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which their city had established with Xerxes at the period
of his invasion of Greece. l

As is generally the case with treaties after hostility
Mistakes this convention did little more than recognise
and exag- the existing state of things, without introducing

respecting any new advantage or disadvantage on either
this

con-^ side, or calling for any measures to be taken in

doubts consequence of it. we may hence assign a
raised as to reasonable ground for the silence of Thucydides,
cai reality, who does not even notice the convention as
Discussion

having been made: we are to recollect always
doubts

8

that in the interval between the Persian and
confirma- Peloponnesian wars, he does not profess to do

of'xhucy- more than glance briefly at the main events,
dides. But the boastful and inaccurate authors of the

ensuing century, orators, rhetors, and historians, indulged
in so much exaggeration and untruth respecting this con-

vention, both as to date and as to details and extolled as

something so glorious the fact of having imposed such hard
conditions on the Great King that they have raised a

suspicion against themselves. Especially, they have
occasioned critics to ask the very natural question, how
this splendid achievement of Athens came to be left un-

noticed by Thucydides? Now the answer to such question

is, that the treaty itself was really of no great moment: it

is the state of facts and relations implied in the treaty, and

existing substantially before it was concluded, which con-

stitutes the real glory of Athens. But to the later writers,

1 Herodot. vii. 151; Diodor. xil. as "a. day's course for a horse."

3, 4
;
Demosthenes (De Falsa Legat. The two boundaries marked by

c. 77, p. 428 B. : compare De Bho- sea, on the other hand, are both
dior. Ijibert. c. 13, p. 199) speaks clear and natural, in reference to

of this peace as TTJV urco Tia^-mv the Athenian empire the Kyanean
9puXXo'j[j.vrjv cipirjvY)v. Compare I/y- rocks at one end Phaselis or the

kurgus cont. Leokrat. c. 17, p. 187; Chelidonean islands (there is no
Isokrates (Panegyr. c. 33, 34, p. material distance between these

244; Areopagitic. c. 37, pp. 150, two last-mentioned places) on the

229; Panathenaic. c. 20, p. 360). other.

The loose language of these ora- Dahlmann, at the end of his Dis-

tors makes it impossible to deter- sertation on the reality of this

mine what was the precise limit Kimonian peace, collects the va-

in respect of vicinity to the coast, rious passages of authors wherein

Isokrates is careless enough to it is mentioned: among them are

talk of the river Halys as the several out of the rhetor Aristeidei

boundary ;
Demosthenes states it (Forschungen, p. 140-148).
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the treaty stood forth as the legible evidence of facts which
in their time were past and gone: while Thucydides and
his contemporaries, living in the actual fulness of the

Athenian empire, would certainly not appeal to the treaty
as an evidence, and might well pass it over even as an event,
when studying to condense the narrative. Though Thu-

cydides has not mentioned the treaty, he says nothing
which disproves its reality, and much which is in full

harmony with it. For we may show even from him, 1.

That all open and direct hostilities between Athens and
Persia ceased, after the last mentioned victories of the

Athenians near Cyprus: that this island is renounced by
Athens, not being included by Thucydides in his catalogue
of Athenian allies prior to the Peloponnesian war; 1 and
that no farther aid is given by Athens to the revolted

Amyrtseus in Egypt. 2. That down to the time when the

Athenian power was prostrated by the ruinous failure at

Syracuse, no tribute was collected by the Persian satraps
in Asia Minor from the Greek cities on the coast, nor were

Persian ships ofwar allowed to appear in the waters of the

/Egean,
2 nor was the Persian king admitted to be sovereign

3 Thucyd. ii. H.
7
Thucyd. viii. 5, C, 50. As this

is a point on whicli very erroneous

representations have been made by
some learned critics, especially by
Dahlmann andManso (see the treat-

ises cited in the subsequent note,

p. 196). I transcribe the passage of

Thucydides. He is speaking of the

winter of B.C. 412, immediately Oat. 7.7x0131; TO'j; 'Afir/mo'-i;, *at

succeeding the ruin of the Atho- ap.a 3 5 "
1 '-^

$!>(X|xay_o'j; Aaxsoatao-

nian army at Syracuse, and after re- vioy; roirj-siv. &c. In the next

doubled exertions had been making chapter, Thucydides tells us that

(even some months before that the satrap Pharnabazus wanted to

ruin actually took place) to excite obtain Lacedremonian aid in the

active hostile proceedings against same manner as Tissaphernos for

Athens from every quarter (Thu- his satrapy also, in order that he

cydid. vii. 25): it being seen misht detach the Greek cities from

that there was a promising Athens and be able to levy the

opportunity for striking a heavy tribute upon them. Two Greeks
blow at the Athenian power. The go to Sparta, sent by Pharnabazus,
satrap Tissaphernes encouraged '"rio;

the Chians and Erythrrrans to re- -V;TO-

volt, sending an envoy along with 6 It:

them to Sparta with persuasions and 6v -f(

VOL. V.

promises of aid i--'r~'
t

t~ rj xai6Ti3-
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of the country down to the coast. Granting, therefore, that

we were even bound, from the silence of Thucydides, to

drcoaT/josiE Sia TOO? 9opoo<, xai when Athens was in full power.

019' iauTOO f?aoi>.Et TT)V u|i[Aaylav We learn from these passages
ttbv AaxE8at(j.ovl(jov itoirjaEiE. two valuable facts. 1. That the

These passages (strange to say) maritime Asiatic cities belonging
are considered by Manso and Dahl- to the Athenian empire paid no
mann as showing that the Grecian tribute to Susa, from the date of

cities on the Asiatic coast, though the full organization of the Athen-

BUbject to the Athenian empire, ian confederacy down to a period
continued nevertheless to pay their after the Athenian defeat in Sicily,

tribute regularly to Susa. To me 2. That nevertheless these cities

the passages appear to disprovey always continued, throughout this

this very supposition; they show period, to stand rated in the Persian

that it was essential for the satrap king's books each for its appro-
to detach these cities from the priate tribute; the court of Susa

Athenian empire, as a means of waiting for a convenient moment
procuring tribute from them to to occur, when it should be able

Persia: that the Athenian empire, to enforce its demands, from mis-

while it lasted, prevented him from fortune accruing to Athens.

getting any tribute from the cities This state of relations, between

subject to it. Manso and Dahl- the Asiatic Greeks and the Persian

mann have overlooked the import- court under the Athenian empire,
ant meaning of the adverb of time authenticated by Thucydides, en-

vEiooTt "lately." By that word ables us to explain apassage of He-

Thucydides expressly intimates rodotus, on which also both Manso
that the court of Susa had only and Dahlmann have dwelt (p. 94)

recently demanded from Tissapher- with rather more apparent plausi-

nes and Pharnabazus, tribute from bility, as proving their view of the

the maritime Greeks within their case. Herodotus, after describing

satrapies: and he implies that until the re-arrangement andre-measure-

recently no such demand had been ment of the territories of the Ionic

made upon them. The court of cities by the satrap Artaphernes

Susa, apprised doubtless by Grecian (about 493 B.C. after the suppression
exiles and agents of the embarrass- of the Ionic revolt), proceeds to

ments into which Athens had fallen, state that he assessed the tribute

conceived this a suitable moment of each with reference to this new
for exacting tributes, to which measurement, and that the assess-

doubtless it always considered it- ment remained unchanged until

self entitled, though the power of his own (Herodotus's) time xai

Athens had compelled it to forego Ta? yiopcc? atpscuv (lETpi^aa; xata

them. Accordingly the demand was TtapaaaYY^s coopou; ITGC^E sxa-

now for the first time sent down to 570131, 01 xaTct ytupyjv OictTc'/.cOuai

Tissaphemcs, and he "became <i ?^OVTS; ex T&'JTOU TOO y_povoy aisi ITI

debtor for them" to the court (ir.w- xai E? EJJLS, (b; eToiyBrjjav e 'Apta-

9Ei),77<r), until he could collect tpspv^Oi
1 ETC* y^rt

sa v 8= jyeSov -/.ocra

them: which he could not at first TCI 3<JTa 7a xai icpo-rspov siyov (vi.

do, even then, embarrassed as 42). Now Dahlmann and Manso
Athens was and which, a furtiori, contend that Herodotus here affirms

he could not have done before, the tribute of the Ionic cities to
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infer that no treaty was concluded, we should still be

obliged also to infer, from his positive averments, that a
state of historical fact, such as the treaty acknowledged
and prescribed, became actually realized. But when we
reflect farther, that Herodotus l certifies the visit of Kallias

and other Athenian envoys to the court of Susa, we can

assign no other explanation of such visit so probable as

the reality of this treaty. Certainly no envoys would have

g'one thither during a state of recognized war; and though
it may be advanced as possible that they may have gone
with the view to conclude a treaty, and yet not have
succeeded this would be straining the limits of possibility

beyond what is reasonable. 2

Persia to have been continuously on the Asiatic coast paid no tri-

and regularly paid down to his bute to Persia during the conti-

own time. But in my judgement nuance of the Athenian empire,
this is a mistake

;
Herodotus speaks But if there were no such positive

not about the payment, but about proof, I should still maintain the

the assessment : and these were two same opinion. For if these Greeks

very different things, as Thucydides went on paying tribute, what is

clearly intimates in the passage meant by the phrases, of their ha-

which I have cited above. The ving "revolted from Persia," of their

assessment of all the Ionic cities "having&eenH&era<e(?fromtheking''
in the Persian king's hooka re- (ot d;:oJTavTi<; pxaiXstu;
.nained unaltered all through the ot 0:7:6 'lumoic XCH 'EXX^
Athenian empire; but the payment otcpsaTrjxoT;? CXTCO paatX
was not enforced until immediately paaiXeux; v;tocjTt r)Xeu6so(ovTo. Thu-
before 412 B.C., when the Athenians oyd. i. 18, 89, 95)?

were supposed to be too weak to So much respecting the payment
'under it. It is evident by the of tribute. As to the other point
account of the general Persian re- that between 477 and 412 B.C., no

venues, throughout all the satra- Persian ships were tolerated along
pies, which we find in the third the coast of Ionia, which coast,
look of Herodotus, that he had though claimed by the Persian
access to official accounts of the king, was not recognised by the

Persian finances, or at least to Greeks as belonging to him proof
Greek secretaries who knew those will be found in Thucyd. viii. 50:

accounts. He would be told that compare Diodor. iv. 26.

these assessments remained un- ' Herodot. viii. 151. Diodorus

changed from the time of Arta- also states that this peace was
phernes downward: whether they concluded by Kallias the Athenian
were realised or not was another (xii. 4).

question, which the "books" would 2 I conclude, on the whole, in

probably not answer, and which favour of this treaty as an histori-

lie might or might not know. cal fact though sensible that some
The passages above cited from of the arguments urged against it

Thucydides appear to me to afford are not without force. Mr. Mitford

positive proof that the Greek cities and Dr. Thirlwall (ch. xvii. p. 474),

o 2
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"We may therefore believe in the reality of this treaty
between Athens and Persia, improperly called

dSs
U<

8<ni~of the Kimonian treaty: improperly, since not only
Meiesias, was it concluded after the death of Kimon, but

Kimonos the Athenian victories by which it was imme-
leading op- diately brought on, were gained after his death.

jper\kies

0f
Nay more the probability is, that ifKimon had

lived, it would not have been concluded at all.

For his interest as well as his glory led him to prosecute

as well as Manso and Dahlmann,
not to mention others, have im-

pugned the reality of the treaty :

and the last-mentioned author par-

ticularly has examined the case at

length and set forth all the grounds
of objection ; urging, among some
which are really serious, others

which appear to me weak and un-

lenable (Manso, Sparta, vol. ili.

Beylage, x. p. 471; Dahlmann,
Forschungen auf dem Gebiete der

G-eschichte, vol. i. Ueber den Ki-

monischeii Frieden, p. 1-148). Boeckh

admits the treaty as an historical

fact.

If we deny altogether the histo-

rical reality of the treaty, we must

adopt some such hypothesis as that

of Dahlmann (p. 40): "The distinct

mention and averment of such a

peace as having been formally con-

cluded, appears to have first arisen

among the schools of the rhetors

at Athens, shortly after the peace
of Antalkidas, and as an oratori-

oal antithesis to oppose to that

peace."
To which we must add the sup-

position, that some persons must
lave taken the trouble to cause

this fabricated peace to be engraved
on a pillar, and placed either in

the Metrdon or somewhere else in

Athens among the records of Athe-

nian glories. For that it was so

engraved on a column is certain

(Theopoinpus ap. Harpokration.
'ArTtxoU TP^H-^ 0101 )- The suspicion

started by Theopompus (and found-

ed on the fact that the peace was
engraved, not yi ancient Attic, but
in Ionic letters the latter sort

having been only legalized in

Athens after the archonship of

Eukleides), that this treaty was a

subsequent invention and not an
historical reality, does not weigh
with me very much. Assuming the

peace to be real, it would naturally
be drawn up and engraved in the

character habitually used among
the Ionic cities of Asia Minor,
since they were the parties most

specially interested in it: or it might
even have been re-engraved, seeing
that nearly a century must have

elapsed between the conclusion of

the treaty and the time when Theo-

pompus saw the pillar. I confess

that the hypothesis of Dahlmann
appears to me more improbable
than the historical reality of the

treaty. I think it more likely that

there was a treaty, and that the

orators talked exaggerated and
false matters respecting it rather

than that they fabricated the treaty
from the beginning with a delibe-

rate purpose, and with the false

name of an envoy conjoined.
Dahlmann exposes justly and for-

cibly (an easy task indeed) the

loose, inconsistent and vain-glori-
ous statements of the orators re-

specting this treaty. The chrono-

logical error by which it was
asserted to have been made shortly
after the victories of the Eurymt-
dou (and was thus connected wiih
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the war against Persia, since he was no match for his rival

Perikles either as a statesman or as an orator, and could

only maintain his popularity by the same means whereby
he had earned it victories and plunder at the cost of the

Persians. His death ensured more complete ascendency
to Perikles, whose policy and character were of a cast

altogether opposite:
1 while even Thucydides, son of Mele-

sias, who succeeded Kimon his relation as leader of the

anti-Periklean party, was also a man of the senate and

public assembly rather than of campaigns and conquests.
Averse to distant enterprises and precarious acquisitions,
Perikles was only anxious to maintain unimpaired the

Hellenic ascendency of Athens, now at its very maximum.
He was well aware that the undivided force and vigilance
of Athens would not be too much for this object nor did

they in fact prove sufficient, as we shall presently see.

With such dispositions he was naturally glad to conclude

a peace, which excluded the Persians from all the coasts

of Asia Minor westward of the Chelidoneans, as well as

from all the waters of the ./Egean, under the simple con-

dition of renouncing on the part of Athens farther ag-

gressions against Cyprus, Phoenicia, Kilikia, and Egypt.
The Great King on his side had had sufficient experience
of Athenian energy to fear the consequences of such ag-

gressions, if prosecuted. He did not lose much by relin-

quishing formally a tribute which at the time he could have
little hope of realizing, and which of course he intended

to resume on the first favourable opportunity. Weighing
all these circumstances, we shall find that the peace,

the name of Kimono, is one of the from Thueydides: on this point
circumstances which have most Diodorus speaks equivocally, but

tended to discredit the attesting rather giving it to be understood
witnesses: but we must not forget that Kimon lived to complete the

that Ephorus (assuming that Dio- whole, and then died of sickness.

dorus in this case copies Ephorus, The absurd exaggeration of Iso-

which is highly probable xii. 3, krates,thatthe treaty bound thePer-

4) did not fall into this mistake, sian kings not to come westward
but placed the treaty in its right of the river Halys, lias also been

chronological place, after the Athe- very properly censured. He makes
man expedition under Kimon this statement in two different

against Cyprus and Egypt in 450- orations (Areopagitic. p. 150 : Paua-
449 E.G. Kimon died before the thenaic. p. 402).

great results of this expedition '
Plutarch, Perikles, c. 21-28.

were consummated, as we know
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improperly called Kimonian, results naturally from the

position and feelings of the contracting parties.
Athens was now at peace both abroad and at home,

B.C. 449. under the administration of Perikles, with a

the ^m-
f
great empire, a great fleet, and a great accumu-

mon fund lated treasure. The common fund collected

uonfede- from the contributions of the confederates, and
racy from originally deposited at Delos, had before this

Athens! timebeen transferred to the acropolis at Athens.
Gradual At what precise time such transfer took place,

the
S

con-
f we cannot state. Nor are we enabled to assign

federacy the successive stages whereby the confederacy,

Athenian chiefly with the freewill of its own members,
ompire. became transformed from a body of armed and
active warriors under the guidance of Athens, into dis-

armed and passive tribute-payers defended by the military
force of Athens : from allies free, meeting at Delos, and

self-determining into subjects isolated, sending their an-

nual tribute, and awaiting Athenian orders. But it would

appear that the change had been made before this time.

Some of the more resolute of the allies had tried to secede,
but Athens had coerced them by force, and reduced them
to the condition of tribute-payers without ships or defence.

Chios, Lesbos, and Samos were now the only allies free and
armed on the original footing. Every successive change
of an armed ally into a tributary every subjugation of a

seceder tended of course to cut down the numbers, and
enfeeble the authority, of the Delian synod. And what
was still worse, it altered the reciprocal relation and feelings
both of Athens and her allies exalting the former into

something like a despot, and degrading the latter into mere

passive subjects.
Of course the palpable manifestation of the change

Transfer must have been the transfer of the confederate
of the fund from Delos to Athens. The only circum-

propoTfrd
stance which we know respecting this transfer

i>y the
is, that it was proposed by the Samians ' the

Samians. second power in the confederacy, inferior only to

Athens, and least of all likely to favour any job or sinister

purpose of the Athenians. It is farther said that when
the Samians proposed it, Aristeides characterised it as a

motion unjust, but useful: we may reasonably doubt,
1 Plutarch, Aristeides, c. 25.
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however, whether it was made during his lifetime. "When
the synod at Delos ceased to be so fully attended as to com-
mand respect when war was lighted up not only with

Persia, but with ^Egina and Peloponnesus the Samians

might not unnaturally feel that the large accumulated fund,
with its constant annual accessions, would be safer at Athens
than at Delos, which latter island would require a per-
manent garrison and squadron to ensure it against attack.

But whatever may have been the grounds on which the

Samians proceeded, when we find them coming forward to

propose the transfer, we may fairly infer that it was not

displeasing, and did not appear unjust, to the larger
members of the confederacy: and that it was no high-handed
and arbitrary exercise of power, as it is often called, on the

part of Athens.
After the conclusion of the war with ^gina, and the

consequences of the battle of GEnophyta, the Position of

position of Athens became altered more and ^uh'a
3

more. She acquired a large catalogue of new numerous

allies, partly tributary, like JEgina partly in both^T
the same relation as Chios, Lesbos, and Samos; inland and

that is, obliged only to a conformity of foreign states!

1"

policy and to military service. In this last category were

Megara, the Boeotian cities, the Phokians, Lokrians, &c.
All these, though allies of Athens, were strangers to

Delos and the confederacy against Persia; and accord-

ingly that confederacy passed insensibly into a matter of

history, giving place to the new conception of imperial
Athens with her extensive list of allies, partly free, partly

subject. Such transition, arising spontaneously out of the
character and circumstances of the confederates them-
selves, was thus materially forwarded by the acquisitions
of Athens extraneous to the confederacy. She was now
not merely the first maritime state in Greece, but perhaps
equal to Sparta even in land-power possessing in her
alliance Megara, Bceotia, Phokis, Lokris, together with
Achsea and Trcezen in Peloponnesus. Large as this aggre-
gate already was, both at sea and on land, yet the mag-
nitude of the annual tribute, and still more the character
of the Athenians themselves, superior to all Greeks in

that combination of energy and discipline which is the

grand cause of progress, threatened still farther increase.

Occupying the Megarian harbour of Pegse, the Athenians
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had full means of naval action on both sides of the Corinth-

ian Isthmus: but what was of still greater importance
to them, by their possession of the Megarid and of the

high lands of Geraneia, they could restrain any land-force

from marching out of Peloponnesus, and were thus (con-

sidering besides their mastery at sea) completely unassail-

able in Attica.

Ever since the repulse of Xerxes, Athens had been

advancing in an uninterrupted course of power and

prosperity at home, as well as of victory and ascendency
abroad to which there was no exception except the

ruinous enterprise in Egypt. Looking at the position of

Greece therefore about 488 B.C., after the conclusion of
the five years' truce between the Peloponnesiansand Athens,
and of the so-called Kimonian peace between Persia and

Athens, a discerning Greek might well calculate upon
farther aggrandisement of this imperial state as the tend-

ency of the age. And accustomed as every Greek was
to the conception of separate town-autonomy as essential

to a freeman and a citizen, such prospect could not but

inspire terror and aversion. The sympathy of the Pelo-

ponnesians for the islanders and ultra-maritime states, who
constituted the original confederacy of Athens, was not

considerable. But when the Dorian island of ^Egina was

subjugated also, and passed into the condition of a defence-

less tributary, they felt the blow sorely on every ground.
The ancient celebrity, and eminent service rendered at the

battle of Salamis, of this memorable island, had not been
able to protect it; while those great JEginetan families,

whose victories at the sacred festival-games Pindar cele-

brates in a large proportion of his odes, would spread the

language of complaint and indignation throughout their

numerous "guests" in every Hellenic city. Of course, the

same anti-Athenian feeling would pervade those Pelopon-
nesian states who had been engaged in actual hostility
with Athens Corinth, Sikyon, Epidaurus, &c., as well as

Sparta, the once-recognised head of Hellas, but now tacitly

degraded from her preeminence, baffled in her projects

respecting Bceotia, and exposed to the burning of her port
at Gythium without being able even to retaliate upon
Attica. Putting all those circumstances together, we may
comprehend the powerful feeling of dislike and apprehen-
sion now diffused so widely over Greece against the
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upstart despot-city; whose ascendency, newly acquired,
maintained by superior force, and not recognised as legi-
timate threatened nevertheless still farther increase.

Sixteen years hence, this same sentiment will be found

exploding into the Peloponnesian war. But it became
rooted in the Greek mind during the period which we
have now reached, when Athens was much more formid-

able than she had come to be at the commencement of

that war. We can hardly explain or appreciate the ideas

of that later period, unless we take them as handed down
from the earlier date of the five years' truce (about 451-

446 B.C.).

Formidable as the Athenian empire both really was
and appeared to be, however, this wide-spread commence-
feeling of antipathy proved still stronger, so meut of r < -

that instead of the threatened increase, the
decline*"?

empire underwent a most material diminution, power to

This did not arise from the attack of open
Atheus -

enemies; for during the five years' truce, Sparta undertook

only one movement, and that not against Attica: she sent

troops to Delphi, in an expedition dignified with the name
of the Sacred "War- expelled the Phokians, who had as-

sumed to themselves the management of the temple and
restored it to the native Delphians. To this the Athenians
made no direct opposition: but as soon as the Lacedemo-
nians were gone, they themselves marched thither and

placed the temple again in the hands of the Phokians, who
were then their allies. l The Delphians were members of
the Phokian league, and there was a dispute of old standing
as to the administration of the temple whether it belonged
to them separately or to the Phokians collectively. The
favour of those who administered it counted as an element
of considerable moment in Grecian politics; the sympathies
of the leading Delphians led them to embrace the side of

Sparta, but the Athenians now hoped to counteract this

tendency by means of their preponderance inPliokis. "We
are not told that the Lacedaemonians took any ulterior step
in consequence of their views being frustrated by Athens

a significant evidence of the politics of that day.
The blow which brought down the Athenian empire

from this its greatest exaltation was struck by the subjects
themselves. The Athenian ascendency over Boeotia, Phokis,

1 Thucyd. i. 112: compare riiilochor. Fragm. 88, eel. Didot.
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Lokris, and Euboea, was maintained, not by means of gar-
K.C. 447. risons, but through domestic parties favourable

Bojotia
f ^ Athens, an(l a suitable form of government

from just in the same way as Sparta maintained her

d^f
1

a/t

S

~f
influence over her Peloponnesian allies. l After

the Athe- the victory of CEnophyta, the Athenians had bro-
mans at

^ ken Up ^ne governments in the Boeotian cities

they evacu- established by Sparta before the battle of Ta-
ate Boeotia.

nagra, and converted them into democracies at

Thebes and elsewhere. Many of the previous leading men
had thus been sent into exile: and as the same process had
taken place in Phokis and Lokris, there was at this time a
considerable aggregate body of exiles, Boeotian, Phokian,
Lokrian, Euboean, JEginetan, &c., all bitterly hostile to

Athens, and ready to join in any attack upon her power.
We learn farther that the democracy 2 established at Thebes
after the battle of CEnophyta was ill-conducted and dis-

orderly: which circumstance laid open Boeotia still farther

to the schemes of assailants on the watch for every weak

point.
These various exiles, all joining their forces and con-

certing measures with their partisans in the interior, suc-

ceeded in mastering Orchomenus, Chseroneia, and some
other less important places in Boeotia. The Athenian

general Tolmides marched to expel them, with 1000 Athe-
nian hoplites and an auxiliary body of allies. It appears
that this march was undertaken in haste and rashness.

The hoplites of Tolmides, principally youthful volunteers
and belonging to the best families of Athens, disdained the

enemy too much to await a larger and more commanding
force: nor would the people listen even to Perikles, when
he admonished them that the march would be full ofhazard,

and adjured them not to attempt it without greater numbers
as well as greater caution. 3

Fatally indeed were his pre-

1 Thucyd. i. 19. Aaxe2ai(i6vioi,
3
Plutarch, Perikles, c. 18; also

ouX 6ro-/.i? Ix rjv'T-? <?6p
rJ'j TOU? his comparison between Perikles

?ujj.(jLi-/_ooc,
y.a-r' oXiyap^iav Sia<ppiaiv and Fabius Jlaximus, c. 3.

aoToic p.6'jov eniTYjOsiio? SituxnoXitcti- K] einias, father of the celebrated

aouat 'Jipazs'JenTSs the same also Alkibiades, was slain in this

i. 76-144. battle: he had served thirty-three
2 Aristotel. Politic, v. 2, C. K.'ai years before at the sea-fight of

EV 6r
( 3i? |i~a TTJV EV OIVOS'JTCK; Artemisium: he cannot therefore

[idy_r,-;, xaxib? TtoXiTEUO|ji.s-;iov,
r

t ST^ULO- be numbered among the youthful

xpaT'.a SiicOaprj. warriors, though a person of the
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dictions justified. Though Tolmides was successful in his

first enterprise the recapture of Chseroneia, wherein he

placed a garrison yet in his march, probably incautious

and disorderly, when departing from that place, he was

surprised and attacked unawares, near Koroneia, by the

united body of exiles and their partisans. No defeat in

Grecian history was ever more complete or ruinous. Tol-

mides himself was slain, together with many of the Athenian

hoplites, while a large number ofthem were takenprisoners.
In order to recover these prisoners, who belonged to the

best families in the city, the Athenians submitted to a con-

vention whereby they agreed to evacuate Boeotia altogether.
In all the cities of that country the exiles were restored,
the democratical government overthrown, and Boeotia was
transformed from an ally of Athens into her bitter enemy. 1

Long indeed did the fatal issue of this action dwell in the

memory of the Athenians, 2 and inspire them with an

apprehension of Boeotian superiority in heavy armour on
land. But if the hoplites under Tolmides had been all slain

on the field, their death would probably have been avenged
and Boeotia would not have been lost whereas in the case

of living citizens, the Athenians deemed no sacrifice too

great to redeem them. AVe shall discover hereafter in

the Lacedaemonians a feeling very similar, respecting their

brethren captured at Sphakteria.
The calamitous consequences of this defeat came upon

Athens in thick and rapid succession. The B c 445

united exiles, having carried their point in Revolt of

Boeotia, proceeded to expel the philo-Atlienian okris'

government both from Phokis and Lokris, and Eubcea, and

to carry the flame of revolt into Eubcea. To JJy^on of
this important island Perikles himself proceeded Attica by

forthwith, at the head of a powerful force; but
p^ni^aians

before he had time to complete the reconquest, under the

he was summoned home by news of a still more nf^'^!!""
formidable character. The Megarians had re- Pieiatoa-

volted from Athens. By a conspiracy previously
nax-

planned, a division of hoplites from Corinth, Sikyon, and

Epidaurus, was already admitted as garrison into their

first rank (Plutarch, Alkibiad. c. 1). Bceotia: it remained in connexion
1 Thucyd. i. 113; Diodor. xii. 6. with Athens as intimately as be-

Plattea appears to have been con- fore.

sidered as quite dissevered from 2 Xeuophou. JSIemorabil. iii. 5
; 4.
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city: the Athenian soldiers who kept watch over the long
walls had been overpowered and slain, except a few who

escaped into the fortified port of Nissea. As if to make
the Athenians at once sensible how seriously this disaster

affected them, by throwing open the road over Greraneia

Pleistoanax king of Sparta was announced as already on
his march for an invasion of Attica. He did in truth con-
duct an army, of mixed Lacedaemonians and Peloponnesian
allies, into Attica, as far as the neighbourhood of Eleusis

and the Thriasian plain. He was a very young man, so

that a Spartan of mature years, Kleandi-ides, had been
attached to him by the Ephors as adjutant and counsellor.

Perikles (it is said) persuaded both the one and the other,

by means of large bribes, to evacuate Attica without

advancing to Athens. "We may fairly doubt whether they
had force enough to adventure so far into the interior, and
we shall hereafter observe the great precautions with
which Archidamus thought it necessary to conduct his

invasion, during the first year of the Peloponnesian war,

though at the head of a more commanding force. Never-

theless, on their return, the Lacedaemonians, believing that

they might have achieved it, found both of them guilty of

corruption. Both were banished: Kleandrides never came

back, and Pleistoanax himself lived for a long time in

sanctuary near the temple of Athene at Tegea, until at

length he procured his restoration by tampering with the

Pythian priestess, and by bringing her bought admonitions
to act upon the authorities at Sparta.

>

So soon as the Lacedaemonians had retired from

Buba re- Attica, Perikles returned with his forces to

conquered Eubcea, and reconquered the island completely,
by Perikles. "With that caution which always distinguished
him as a military man, so opposite to the fatal rashness of

Tolmides, he took with him an overwhelming force of fifty

triremes and 5000 hoplites. He admitted most of the

Eubcean towns to surrender, altering the government of

Chalkis by the expulsion of the wealthy oligarchy called

the Hippobotoe. But the inhabitants of Histisea at the

north of the island, who had taken an Athenian merchant-
man and massacred all the crew, were more severely dealt

with the free population being all or in great part ex-

' Thucyd. i. 114; v. 1(5
; Plutarch, Perikles, c. 22.
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pelletl, and the land distributed among Athenian kleruchs

or out-settled citizens. l

Yet the reconquest of Euboea was far from restoring
Athens to the position which she had occupied Humiiu-
before the fatal engagement of Koroneia. Her tion and

land-empire was irretrievably gone, together encyof"
with her recently acquired influence over the Athens.

Delphian oracle; and she reverted to her former
ofthe'tnirty

condition of an exclusively maritime potentate, years' truce.

For though she still continued to hold Nissea ^JJ?
11"

and Pegae, yet her communication with the Athenian

latter harbour was now cut off by the loss of P wer -

Megara and its appertaining territory, so that she thus

lost her means of acting in the Corinthian Gulf, and of

protecting as well as of constraining her allies in Achaia.

Nor was the port of Nisaea of much value to her, discon-

nected from the city to which it belonged, except as a post
for annoying that city.

Moreover, the precarious hold which she possessed
over unwilling allies had been demonstrated in a manner

likely to encourage similar attempts among her maritime

.subjects; attempts which would now be seconded by
Peloponnesian armies invading Attica. The fear of such
ii combination of embarrassments, and especially of an
irresistible enemy carrying ruin over the flourishing terri-

tory round Eleusis and Athens, was at this moment

predominant in the Athenian mind. We shall find Perikles,
at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war fourteen years

afterwards, exhausting all his persuasive force, and not

succeeding without great difficulty, in prevailing upon his

countrymen to endure the hardship of invasion even in

defence of their maritime empire, and when events had
been gradually so ripening as to render the prospect of

war familiar, if not inevitable. But the late series of mis-

fortunes had burst upon them so rapidly and unexpectedly.
as to discourage even Athenian confidence, and to render
1he prospect of continued war full of gloom and danger.
The prudence of Perikles would doubtless counsel the
surrender of their remaining landed possessions or alliances,
which had now become unprofitable, in order to purchase
peace. But we may be sure that nothing short of extreme

temporary despondency could have induced the Athenian
1 Thucyd. i. 114; Plutarch, Pcrikles, c. 23; Diodor. xii. 7.
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assembly to listento such advice, and to accept the inglorious

peace which followed. A truce for thirty years was con-

cluded with Sparta and her allies, in the beginning of
445 B.C., whereby Athens surrendered Nissea, Pegse, Achaia,
and Trcezen thus abandoning Peloponnesus altogether,

1

and leaving the Megarians (with their full territory and
their two ports) to be included among the Peloponnesian
allies of Sparta.

It was to the Megarians, especially, that the altered
. position of Athens after this truce was owing:Feud be- ,, . f A ,, . j .

s
tween it was their secession from Attica and junction
Athens and with the Peloponnesians, which laid open Attica

to invasion. Hence arose the deadly hatred on
the part of the Athenians towards Megara, manifested

during the ensuing years a sentiment the more natural, as

Megara had spontaneously sought the alliance of Athens

1 Thucyd. i. 114, 115
;

ii. 21
;
Dio- Mr. Clinton seems to me to allow

dor. xii. 5. I do not at all doubt a longer interval than is probable :

that the word Achaia here used I incline to think that the revolt

means the country in the north of Eubcea and Megara followed

part of Peloponnesus, usually more closely upon the disasters in

known by that name. The suspi- Bceotia, in spite of the statement
cions of Goller and others, that it of archons given by Diodorus: ou

means, not this territory, but some 7to).).<j> usTspov, the expression of
unknown town, appear to me quite Thucydides, means probably no
unfounded. Thucydides had never more than three or four months;
noticed the exact time when the and the whole series of events

Athenians acquired Achaia as a were evidently the product of one

dependent ally, though he notices impulse. The truce having been
the Achaeans (i. Ill) in that capa- concluded in the beginning of 445

city. This is one argument, among B.C., it seems reasonable to place

many, to show that we must be the revolt of Eubcea and Megara,
cautions in reasoning from the si- as well as the invasion of Attica

lence of Thucydides against the by Pleistoanax, in 446 B.C. and

reality of an event in reference the disasters in Boeotia either in

to this period between the Persian the beginning of 446 B.C., or the

and Peloponnesian wars, where his close of 447 B.C.

whole summary is so brief. It is hardly safe to assume, more-
In regard to the chronology of over (as Mr. Clinton does ad

these events, Mr. Fynes Clinton anu. 450, as well as Dr. Thirlwall,

remarks, "The disasters in Bceotia Hist. Gr. ch. xvii. p. 478), that the

produced the revolt of Eubcea and five years' truce must have been

Megara about eighteen months actually expired before Pleistoa-

after, in Anthesterion 445 s.c
;
and nax and the Lacedaemonians in-

the Peloponnesian invasion of At- vaded Attica: the thirty years'

tica, on the expiration of the five truce, afterwards concluded, did

years' truce" (ad ann. 447 B.C.). not run out its full time.
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a few years before as a protection against the Corinthians,
and had then afterwards, without any known ill-usage on
the part ofAthens, broken off from the alliance and become
her enemy, with the fatal consequence of rendering her
vulnerable on the land-side. Under such circumstances

we shall not be surprised to find the antipathy of the Athe-
nians against JVIegara strongly pronounced, insomuch that

the system of exclusion which they adopted against her
was among the most prominent causes of the Pelopon-
nesian war.

Having traced what we may call the foreign relations

of Athens down to this thirty years' truce, we must notice

the important internal and constitutional changes which
she had experienced during the same interval
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CHAPTER XLVI.

CONSTITUTIONAL AND JUDICIAL CHANGES ATATHENS
UNDER PERIKLES.

THE period which we have now passed over appears to

have been that in which the democratical cast of Athenian

public life was first brought into its fullest play and de-

velopment, as to judicature, legislation, and administration.

The great judicial change was made by the methodical
distribution of a large proportion of the citizens

Hshment into distinct judicial divisions, by the great
of the de- extension of their direct agency in that depart -

mocratical 11.1.1 j_ /

judicial ment, and by the assignment of a constant pay
system at to every citizen so engaged. It has been already
Athens. .-1.1.1.1 j .1 i

J
c

mentioned, that even under the democracy 01

Kleisthenes, and until the time succeeding the battle of

Plataea, large powers still remained vested both in the in-

dividual archons and in the senate of Areopagus (which
latter was composed exclusively of the past archons after

their year of office, sitting in it for life); though the check

Union exercised by the general body of citizens, assem-

hands
S

o
a

f

me ^ ed for law-making in the Ekklesia and for

functions judgingin theHeliaea,was at the same time mate-
i>oth admi- r iaUy increased. We must farther recollect,

and judicial that the distinction between powers administra-

Ath
arl3L ^ve an<^ Judicial, so highly valued among the

great"
8

more elaborate governments of modernEurope,
powers of gince the political speculations of the last century,

str'atesfa's was in the early history of Athens almost un-
weii as of known. Like the Roman kings,

l and the Roman
of Areo- consuls before the appointment of the Praetor,
pagus. the Athenian archons not only administered, but
also exercised jurisdiction, voluntary as well as contentious

1 See K. F. Hermann, Griechische sches Privatrecht, pp. 26, 408. Leipz.

Staatsalterthumer, sect. 53-107, and 1836. M. Laboulaye also insists

his treatise De Jure et Auctoritato particulary upon the confusion of

Magistratuum ap. Atlien. p. 53 administrative and judiciary func-

(Heidelb. 1829); also Eein, Eomi- tions among the Eomans (Essai
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decided disputes, inquired into crimes, and inflicted

punishment. Of the same mixed nature were the functions

of the senate of Areopagus, and even of the annual senate

of Five Hundred, the creation of Kleisthenes. The Strategi,

too, as well as the archons, had doubtless the double com-

petence, in reference to military, naval, and foreign affairs,

of issuing orders and of punishing by their own authority
disobedient parties: the imperium of the magistrates,

generally, enabled them to enforce their own mandates as

well as to decide in cases of doubt whether any private
citizen had or had not been guilty of infringement. Nor was
there any appeal from these magisterial judgements:
though the magistrates were subject, under the Kleis-

thenean constitution, to personal responsibility for their

general behaviour, before the people judicially assembled,
at the expiration of their year of office and to the farther

animadversion of the Ekklesia (or public deliberative

assembly) meeting periodically during the course of that

year: in some of which assemblies, the question might
formally be raised for deposing any magistrate even before

his year was expired.
1

Still, in spite of such partial checks.

sur les Loix Criminelles des Ro- la justice et administroient les in-

mains, pp. 23, 79, 107, &o.). Com- terets nationaux ou locaux dans

pare Sir G. C. Lewis, Essay on uno scule et meme assemblee:

the Government of Dependencies, sous le regime feodal, le roi ou

p. 42, with his citation from Hugo, 1'empereur dans son conseil, sa

Geschichte des Romischen Rechts, cour, son parlement compose des

p. 42. Sir G. Lewis has given just hauls barons ecclesiastiques et

and valuable remarks upon the la'ics, exergoit tous les droits de

goodness of the received classifi- souverainete comme de justice:

cation of powers as a theory, and dans lacommune, le bailli, mayeur,
upon tiie extent to which the se- ou autre fonctionnaire nomme par

paration of them either has been, le prince, administroient les in-

or can be, carried in practice: see terets communaux et jugeoient les

a!so Note E. in the same work, bourgeois de 1'avis de la commu-
p. 347. naute entiere, des corporations
The separation of administrative qui la composoient, ou des auto-

from judicial functions appears rites et conseils qui la represen-
unknown in early societies. M. toient: on n'avoit pas encore

Meyer observes, respecting the soupgonne que le jugement d'une

judicial institutions of modern cause entre particuliers put etre

Europe, "Anciennement les fonc- etranger a la cause commune."
tions administratives et judiciaires Meyer, Esprit des Institutions Ju-

n'6toient pas distinctes. Du temps diciaires, book v. chap. 11, vol.

de la liberte des Germains et meme iii. p. 339; also chap. 18. p. 383.

long temps apres, les plaids de la * A case of such deposition of

nation ou ceuxdu comte rendoieut an archon by vote of the public

VOL. V. P
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the accumulation, in the same hand, of powers to administer,

judge, punish, and decide civil disputes, without any other

canon than the few laws then existing, and without any ap-

peal musthave been painfully felt, and must have often led

to corrupt, arbitrary, and oppressive dealing. And if this be
true of individual magistrates, exposed to annual accounta-

bility, it is not likely to have been less true of the senate of

Areopagus, which, acting collectively, could hardly be
rendered accountable, and in which the members sat for life. l

I have already mentioned that shortly after the return

of the expatriated Athenians from Salamis, Aristeides had
been impelled by the strong democratical sentiment which
he found among his countrymen to propose the abolition

of all pecuniary qualification for magistracies,
Magistrates , J

. . , n 8 v -LI
generally so as to render every citizen legally eligible,
wealthy This innovation, however, was chiefly valuable

garciiicai as a victory and as an index of the predominant
tendencies sentiment. Notwithstanding the enlarged
senate of promise of eligibility, little change probably
Areopagus took place in the fact, and rich men were still

of demo- most commonly chosen. Hence the magistrates,
craticai possessing the large powers administrative and
sentiment j i i_ j u j j j.-n AI,

among the judicial above described and still more the
bulk of the senate of Areopagus, which sat for life still

belonging almost entirely to the wealthier class,

remained animated more or less with the same oligarchical
interests and sympathies, which manifested themselves in

the abuse of authority. At the same time the democratical

sentiment among the mass of Athenians went on steadily

increasing from the time of Aristeides to that of Perikles:

Athens became more and more maritime, the population
of Peirseus augmented in number as well as in importance,
and the spirit even of the poorest citizen was stimulated

assembly, even before the year of countability could be practically
office was expired, occurs in De- enforced against such a body.
mosthenSs cont. Theokrin. c. 7: They could only be responsible in

another, the deposition of a stra- this sense that if any one of their

tgus, inDemosthen. cont. Timoth. number could be proved to have

c. 3. received a bribe, he would be in-
1 .(Eschings (cont. Ktesiphont. c. dividually punished. But in this

9. p. 373) speaks of the senate of sense the dikasteries themselves

Areopagus as urcg'jfl'jvo;, and so it would also be responsible: though
was doubtless understood to be: it is always affirmed of them that

but it is difficult to see how ac- they were not responsible.
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by that collective aggrandisement of his city to which he
himself individually contributed. Before twenty years had

elapsed, reckoning from the battle of Platgea, this new
fervour of democratical sentiment made itself felt in the

political contests of Athens, and found able champions in

Perikles and Ephialtes, rivals of what may be called the

conservative party headed by Kimon.
We have no positive information that it was Perikles

who introduced the lot, in place of election, for Political

the choice of archons and various other magis- ?^
ties ia

trates. But the change must have been intro- Perikia's,

duced nearly at this time, and with a view of ^ Ephiai-

equalizing the chances of office to every candi- cratieal:

"

date, poor as well as rich, who chose to give in Kimon, oii-

his name and who fulfilled certain personal and or oonser-

family conditions ascertained in the dokimasy or Dative,

preliminary examination. But it was certainly to Perikles
and Ephialtes that Athens owed the elaborate constitution

of her popular Dikasteries or Jury-courts regularly paid,
which exercised so important an influence upon the charac-

ter of the citizens. These two eminent men deprived both
the magistrates, and the senate of Areopagus, of all the

judicial and penal competence which they had
hitherto possessed, save and except the power C ai DI-

of imposing a small fine. This judicial power, kasteries

-I 11 i A <
r

i o* Jury-
ClVll as well as criminal, was transferred to courts, con-

numerous dikasts, or panels of jurors selected stituted by

from the citizens; 6000 of whom were annually and.
1

drawn by lot, sworn, and then distributed into
|jphiaites.

ten panels of 500 each; the remainder forming DikLterlea
a supplement in case ofvacancies. The magistrate,

were ar-

instead of deciding causes or inflicting punish-
range

ment by his own authority, was now constrained to impanel
a jury that is, to submit each particular case, which might
call for a penalty greater than the small fine to which he
was competent, to the judgement of one or other among
these numerous popular dikasteries. Which of the ten he
should take, was determined by lot, so that no one knew
beforehand what dikastery would try any particular cause.

The magistrate himself presided over it during the trial

and submitted to it the question at issue, together with
the results of his own preliminary examination

;
after which

came the speeches of accuser and accused with the

p ->.
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statements of their witnesses. So also the civil judicature,
which had before been exercised in controversies between
man and man by the archons, was withdrawn from them
and transferred to these dikasteries under the presidence
of an archon. It is to be remarked, that the system of

reference to arbitration, for private causes,
' was extensively

applied at Athens. A certain number of public arbitrators

were annually appointed, to one ofwhom (or to some other

citizen adopted by mutual consent of the parties), all

private disputes were submitted in the first instance. If

dissatisfied with the decision, either party might after-

wards carry the matter before the dikastery; but it appears
that in many cases the decision of the arbitrator was ac-

quiesced in without this ultimate resort.

I do not here mean to affirm that there never was any
trial by the people before the time of Perikles and

Ephialtes. I doubt not that before their time the numerous

judicial assembly, called Heliaea, pronounced upon charges

against accountable magistrates as well as upon various

other accusations of public importance; and perhaps in

some cases separate bodies of them may have been drawn
1 Respecting the procedure of setetre or arbitrators was unknown

arbitration at Athens, and the pub- when Hudtwalcker's book was
lie as well as private arbitrators, published. An inscription since

see the instructive treatise ofHudt- discovered by Professor Ross and

walcker, Ueber die b'ffentlichen und published in his work, Ueber die

Privat-Schiedsrichter (Diaeteten) Demenvon Attika, p. 22, records the

zu Athen: Jena, 1812. names of all the Dicetetse for the

Each arbitrator seems to hav year of the archon Antikles, B.C.

sat alone to inquire into and de- 325, with the name of the tribe to

cide disputes : he received a small which each belonged,
fee of one drachma from both par- The total number is 104: the

ties
;

also an additional fee when number in each tribe is unequal :

application was made for delay the largest number is in Kekropis,

(p. 1C). Parties might by mutual which furnishes sixteen : the small-

consent fix upon any citizen to est inCandionis, which sends only
act as arbitrator: but there were three. They must have been either

a certain number of public arbi- elected or drawn by lot from the

trators, elected or drawn by lot general body of citizens, without
from the citizens every year: and any reference to tribes. The in-

a plaintiff might bring his cause scription records the names of the

before any one of these. They were Difetette for this year B.C. 325, in

liable to he punished under u9'j- consequence of their being crown-

vat, at the end of their year of ed or receiving a vote of thanks

office, if accused and convicted of from the people. The fragment
corruption or unfair dealing. of a like inscription for the year
The number of these public Di- B.C. 337, also exists.
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by lot for particular trials. But it is not the less true,

that the systematic distribution and constant pay to the

employment of the numerous dikasts ofAthens dik asts m-
i i i i c ii c j.i troduced

cannot have begun bet ore the age or these two and made

statesmen, since it was only then that the regular,

practice of paying them began. For so large a sacrifice

of time on the part of poor men, wherein M. Boeckh states '

(in somewhat exaggerated language) that "nearly one
third of the citizens sat as judges every day," cannot be

conceived without an assured remuneration. From and
after the time of Perikles, these dikasteries were the ex-

clusive assemblies for trial of all causes civil as well as

criminal, with some special exceptions, such as cases of

homicide and a few others: but before his time, the greater
number of such causes had been adjudged either by indi-

vidual magistrates or by the senate of Areopagus. We
may therefore conceive how great and important was the

revolution wrought by that statesman, when he first

organized these dikastic assemblies into systematic action,
and transferred to them nearly all the judicial power which
had before been exercised by magistrates and senate. The
position and influence of these latter became The ma gi-

radically altered. The most commanding func- strates are

tions of the archon were abrogated, so that he theVr judi
retained only the power of receiving-complaints, ciai, and

inquiring into them, exercising some small to^dmfms-
preliminary interference with the parties for trative

the furtherance of the cause or accusation, fixing
fuuctlons -

the day for trial, and presiding over the dikastic assembly
by whom peremptory verdict was pronounced. His ad-

ministrative functions remained unaltered, but his powers,
inquisitorial and determining, as a judge, passed away.

2

See the more accurate re

chap. xiv. p. 227, Schumann, Antiquit. Juris

Gnecor., sect. Ixxi. p. 310.
2 Aristotel. Politic, ii. 9,

' Public Economy of the Athe-

nian?, book
Eujjl. transl.

M. Boeckli must mean that the

whole COO
i,

or nearly the whole,
were employed every day. It ap- 'E'ii

pears to me that this suppos
greatly overstates both the nu
of days, and the number of

actually employed. For the i

enco in the text, however, a much
smaller number is sufficient.

mark of

Public.
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In reference to the senate of Areopagus also, the

Senate of changes introduced were not less considerable.
Areopagus That senate, anterior to the democracy in point
quity

*~

of date, and standing alone in the enjoyment of
semi-reii- a life-tenure, appears to have exercised an un-

ractw
ia

defined and extensive control which long con-
large and tinuance had gradually consecrated. It was in-
undefined . . .,-, , .

-, ff 31
controlling vested with a kind ot religious respect, and De-

power, lieved to possess mysterious traditions ema-

nating from a divine source. 1
Especially, the cognizance

which it took of intentional homicide was a part of old

Attic religion not less than of judicature. Though put in

the background for a time after the expulsion of the

Peisistratids, it had gradually recovered itself when
recruited by the new archons under the Kleisthenean con-

stitution; and during the calamitous sufferings of the Per-
sian invasion, its forwardness and patriotism had been so

highly appreciated as to procure for it an increased sphere
of ascendency. Trials for homicide were only a small

part of its attributions. It exercised judicial competence
in many other cases besides : and what was of still greater

moment, it maintained a sort of censorial police over the

lives and habits of the citizens it professed to enforce a

tutelary and paternal discipline beyond that which the

strict letter of the law could mark out, over the indolent,
the prodigal, the undutiful, and the deserters from old rite

and custom. To crown all, the senate of Areopagus also

exercised a supervision over the public assembly, taking

dico au|j.7tTcb|jiaTO<;. Trj<; vauap^lai; compare also cont. Timarehum, c.

yap EV TOI<; MrjStxoT; 6
8rj[Aoi; oiito? 16, p. 41; Demostli. cont. Aristo-

YEvofAEvoq Ecppov?][AaTtaQr], xai SrjjAa- krat. c. 65, p. 641). Plutarch, So-

Ycuyoo; IXafis oauXou;, avTiroXitsyo- Ion, c. 19. TTJV avcu fiouWjv Eiriaxo-

(AEviov T(I)^ ETiiEixuiv sssi SoXujv f' KOv rcavTCOv xat G'JXaxa TOJV </6-

JACUV &c.

'ESlxaCov oov oi 'Ap0~ay^~ai TCZO\.

nayTtov oysSov Ti)v ooaXjAaTcov xal

i:apavo(J.t(I)v, ib; ar-av-a or;aiv 'AvSpo-

T:oXE[xioq. Titov ev TipcoTlf)
xai d>iXdy_opo; EV

1 Deinarchus cont. Demosthen. Ssu-spa xal Tpi-^) T(I)v'AT8v5u)v (Phi-
Or. i. p. 91. (puXaTTSi Ta dropp^- lochorus, Fr. 17-58, ed. Didot, p. 19,

TOD? SiaQ/jxa?, EV ali; Ta T^C; TtoXecu; ed. Siebelis).

au)"^pia xsiTai, &c. So also JEschi- See about the Areopagus, Scho-

nes calls this senate TYJV axufJpiorov mannj Antiq. Jur. Att. sect. Ixvi.;

xai tibv ptEY' 3TU)v' xuptav pouX)v K. F. Hermann. Griech. Staatsal-

(cont. Ktesiphont. c. 9, p. 373: terthumer, sect. 109.
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care that none of the proceedings of those meetings should

be such as to infringe the established laws of the country.
These were powers immense as well as undefined, not

derived from any formal grant of the people, but having
their source in immemorial antiquity and sustained by
general awe and reverence. When we read the serious

expressions of this sentiment in the mouths of the later

orators Demosthenes, JEchines, or Deinarchus we shall

comprehend how strong it must have been a century and

a half before them, at the period of the Persian invasion.

Isokrates, in his Discourse usually called Areopcifjiticus,

written a century and a quarter after that invasion, draws

a picture of what the senate of Areopagus had been while

its competence was yet undiminished, and ascribes to it

a power of interference little short of paternal despotism,
which he asserts to have been most salutary and im-

proving in its effect. That the picture of this rhetor is in-

accurate and to a great degree indeed ideal, insinuating
his own recommendations under the colour of past realities

is sufficiently obvious. But it enables us "to presume
generally the extensive regulating power of the senate of

Areopagus, in affairs both public and private, at the time

which we are now describing.
Such powers were pretty sure to be abused. When

we learn that the Spartan senate ! was lament- Large

ably open to bribery, we can hardly presume fhe
W
senate

much better of the life-sitting elders at Athens, of Areopa-

But even if their powers had been guided by %^ ^
all that beneficence of intention which isokrates came in-

affirms, they were in their nature such as could ^.""^
e

e

nt

only be exercised over a passive and station- feelings of

ary people: while the course of events at Athens, ^f P e Ple
J

,
i * vi v i after the

at that time peculiarly, presented conditions al- Persian in-

too-ether the reverse. During the pressure of y,
asio?\

jl T> i i ii? 4. f A New inter-
the Jrersian invasion, indeed, the senate ol Areo- est and

paetus had been armed with more than ordinary
tendencies

f, ., i i -. i j i i Vi i i
then grow-

authority, winch it had employed so creditably j n g up at

as to strengthen its influence and tighten its Athens.

supervision during the period immediately following. But
that same trial had also called forth in the general body of

the citizens a fresh burst of democratical sentiment, and
an augmented consciousness of force, both individual and

1 Ariitotel. Politic, ii. C, 18.
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national. Here then were two forces, not only distinct

but opposite and conflicting, both put into increased action

at the same time. 1 Nor was this all: a novel cast was

just then given to Athenian life and public habits by many
different circumstances the enlargement of the city, the

creation of the fortified port and new town of Peiraeus, the

introduction of an increased nautical population, the active

duties of Athens as head of the Delian confederacy, &c.
All these circumstances tended to open new veins of hope
and feeling, and new lines of action, in the Athenians be-

tween 480-460 B.C., and by consequence to render the inter-

ference of the senate of Areopagus, essentially old-fashioned

and conservative as it was, more and more difficult. But
at the very time when prudence would have counselled

that it should have been relaxed or modified, the senate

appear to have rendered it stricter, or at least to have
tried to do so; which could not fail to raise against them
a considerable body of enemies. Not merely the democra-
tical innovators, but also the representatives of new inter-

ests generally at Athens, became opposed to the senate as

an organ of vexatious repression, employed for oligarchical

purposes.
2

From the character of the senate of Areopagus and

Senate of the ancient reverence with which it was sur-

Areopagus rounded, it served naturally as a centre of action

of action to the oligarchical or conservative party: that
for the party which desired to preserve the Kleisthene-
conserva- A * ... ,. ,,

L , ..-. ,...,,
tive party an constitution unaltered with uncamimsnea
and Kimon.

authority, administrative as well as judicial, both

1 Aristotle particularly indicates oii TT;V xa-ri Od>.3"7-< o-ivaaiv, -.
r,

-i

these two conflicting tendencies S TJU.O xpatla v id X'JpGT ep av enai-

in Athens, the one Immediately -r^t-t.

following the other, in a remark- The word TJvrovujTepav ("stricter,

able passage of his Politics (v. 3, more rigid") stands opposed in

5): another passage to dvsiueva!; (iv.

MetapdXXooai Osxai ei? 6).iYapy_lav 3, 5).

xoi ei? OTJU.OV xai els isoXtTeiav ex *
Plutarch, Reipub. Ger. Prse-

tou E'jCc.xiu.7;37i TI Y) a'i;T,flT)v3i 7j cept. p. 805. O'jx (JYVOCU Ce, OTI

ipyetov r
t [xopiov ~f

t
z ~6).io?' oiov, povXr// -ives ir.iyhfj xai o\ifo.fyi'xij-i

T)
sv "Apeitp itdYUi ^o'J/.T) E'jSoxijjir,- xo/.o'JsavTS;, (Lsr.jp 'Esid/.Tr,; 'Aff^-

3233 EV TOI? Mr,5txoi; E5d;s yj-i- vT,3i 1.11 Oooaiio* r.?.p' 'H/.jioi;, j-

tovw-epav r.oirjiai TT,
i -o/.i-jU-/. viu.iv 5;j.a xsi oo;av 'i-'/^i.

K.II ri/.iv 6 vauTixoc
'>'/)-

r'^ 7ivou.s- About the oligarchical character

vo; atttoq tTJ;;
resi Sn/.au.'.-/^ vixr,; of the Areopagites, see Deinarchus

xat Old TauTTj? Ty^t r
( Ysu.ot7? xai. cont. Demosthen. pp. 4ti, 9s.
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to individual magistrates and to the collective Areopagus.
Of this sentiment, at the time of which we are now speaking,
Kimon was the most conspicuous leader. His brilliant

victories at the Eurymedon, as well as his exploits in other

warlike enterprises, doubtless strengthened very much his

political influence at home. The same party also probably
included the large majority of rich and old families at

Athens; who, so long as the magistracies were elected and
not chosen by lot, usually got themselves chosen, and had

every interest in keeping the power of such offices as high
as they could. Moreover the party was farther strengthened

by the pronounced support of Sparta, imparted chiefly

through Kimon, proxenus of Sparta at Athens. Of course

such aid could only have been indirect, yet it appears to

have been of no inconsiderable moment for when we con-

sider that ^Egina had been in ancient feud with Athens,
and Corinth in a temper more hostile than friendly, the

good feeling of the Lacedaemonians might well appear to

Athenian citizens eminently desirable to preserve: and the

philo-Laconian character of the leading men at Athens
contributed to disarm the jealousy of Sparta during that

critical period while the Athenian maritime ascendency
was in progress.

l

The political opposition between Perikles and Kimon
was hereditary, since Xanthippus the father of the for-

mer had been the accuser of Miltiades the father Opposition
of the latter. Both were of the first families ^imo^^n
in the city, and this, combined with the military Periuies

talents of Kimon and the great statesmanlike inherited
.. fi-i -1 i i i i 11 ii n trnm their

superiority ot Jrenkles, placed both the one and fathers

the other at the head of the two political parties
charactur

which divided Athens. Perikles must have i'ng "f

r '

begun his political career very young, since he Perikles.

maintained a position first of great influence, and after-

wards of unparalleled moral and political ascendency, for

the long period of forty years, against distinguished rivals,
bitter assailants, and unscrupulous libellers (about 407-
42S B.C.). His public lii'e began about the time when
Themistokles was ostracised, and when Aristeides was

passing off the stage, and he soon displayed a character
which combined the pecuniary probity of the one with the

resource and large views of the other; superadding to both,
1

Plutarch, Kimon, c. 1C; Themistokles, c. 20.
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a discretion and mastery of temper never disturbed an
excellent musical and lettered education received from

Pythokleides an eloquence such as no one before had
either heard or conceived and the best philosophy which
the age afforded. His military duties as a youthful citizen

were faithfully and strenuously performed, but he was
timid in his first political approaches to the people a
fact perfectly in unison with the caution of his tempera-
ment, but which some of his biographers

*

explained by
saying that he was afraid of being ostracised, and that,

his countenance resembled that of the despot Peisistratus.

We may be pretty sure however that this personal resem-
blance (like the wonderful dream ascribed to his mother 2

when pregnant of him) was an after-thought of enemies
when his ascendency was already established and that

young beginners were in little danger of ostracism. The

complexion of political parties in Athens had greatly

changed since the days of Themistokles and Aristeides.

For the Kleisthenean constitution, though enlarged by the

latter after the return from Salamis to the extent of making
all citizens without exception eligible for magistracy, had
become unpopular with the poorer citizens and to the

keener democratical feeling which now ran through Athens
and Peirseus.

It was to this democratical party the party of

Reserved, movement against that of resistance, or of
phiiosophi- reformers against conservatives, if we are to

business- employ modern phraseology that Perikles
U
f

k
p
ha
ikr

s devoted his great rank, character, and abilities.

hisTittk'
3

From the low arts, which it is common to ascribe
pains to to one who espouses the political interests of

puhirity' the poor against the rich, he was remarkably
less of the

exempt. He was indefatigable in his attention

than** to public business, but he went little into so-

Kimon.
ciety, and disregarded almost to excess the airs

of popularity. His eloquence was irresistibly impressive;

yet he was by no means prodigal of it. taking care to

reserve himself, like the Salaminian trireme, for solemn

occasions, and preferring for the most part to employ the

agency of friends and partisans.
3 Moreover he imbibed

from his friend and teacher Anaxagoras a tinge of physical

1

Plutarch, Perikles, c. 4-7 seq.
* Plutarch. Reipub. Gerend. Tree-

J Herodot. vi. 131. cept. p. 812; Perikles, c. 5, 6, 7.
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philosophy which greatly strengthened his mind ' and armed
him against many of the reigning superstitions but which
at the same time tended to rob him of the sympathy of

the vulgar, rich as well as poor. The arts of demagogy
were in fact much more cultivated by the oligarchical
Kimon

;
whose open-hearted familiarity of manner was

extolled, by his personal friend the poet Ion, in contrast

with the reserved and stately demeanour of his rival

Perikles. Kimon employed the rich plunder, procured by
his maritime expeditions, in public decorations as well as

in largesses to the poorer citizens; throwing open his fields

and fruits to all the inhabitants of his deme, and causing
himself to be attended in public by well-dressed slaves,
directed to tender their warm tunics in exchange for the

threadbare garments of those who seemed in want. But
the property of Perikles was administered with a strict,

though benevolent economy, by his ancient steward Evan-

gelus the produce of his lands being all sold, and the

consumption of his house supplied by purchase in the

market.- It was by such regularity that his perfect and
manifest independence of all pecuniary seduction was
sustained. In taste, in talent, and in character, Kimon
was the very opposite of Perikles: a brave and efficient

commander, a lavish distributor, a man of convivial and
amorous habits but incapable of sustained attention

to business, untaught in music or letters, and endued
with Laconian aversion to rhetoric and philosophy; while
the ascendency of Perikles was founded on his admirable
combination of civil qualities probity, firmness, diligence,

judgement, eloquence, and power of guiding partisans.
As a military commander, though noway deficient in per-
sonal courage, he rarely courted distinction and was

principally famous for his care of the lives of the

citizens, discountenancing all rash or distant enterprises.
His private habits were sober and recluse: his chief con-

versation was with Anaxagoras, Protagoras,
3 Zeno, the

musician Damon, and other philosophers while the

tenderest domestic attachment bound him to the engaging
and cultivated Aspasia.

1
Plato, Phitdrus, c. 54, p. 270; Kimon, c. 10; Reipubl. Gerend.

Plutarch, Perikles, c. 8; Xenoph. Prwcept. p. 818.

Memor. i. 2, 4ii.
* The personal intercourse be-

1 Plutarch, Perikles, c.
1', 16; tweeu Perikles and Protagoras is
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Such were the two men who stood forward at this time

Ephiaites as most conspicuous in Athenian party-contest
belonging the expanding democracy against the station-

democra- arv democracy of the past generation, which
ticai party, now passed by the name of oligarchy the

any equaT"
ambitious and talkative energy, spread even

to Peri- among the poor population, which was now

influence forming more and more the characteristic of

Efforts of Athens, against the unlettered and uniuquiring

a^nsVma- valourof the conquerors ofMarathon. l

Ephiaites,
gisteriai son of Sophonides, was at this time the leading
abuse.

auxiliary, seemingly indeed the equal ofPerikles,
and noway inferior to him in personal probity, though he
was a poor man. 2 As to aggressive political warfare, he
was even more active thanPerikles,whoappears throughout
his long public life to have manifested but little bitterness

against political enemies. Unfortunately our scanty know-

ledge of the history of Athens brings before us only some

general causes and a few marked facts. The details and
the particular persons concerned are not within our sight:

yet the actual course of political events depends everywhere
mainly upon these details, as well as upon the general
causes. Before Ephiaites advanced his main proposition
for abridging the competence of the senate of Areopagus,
he appears to have been strenuous in repressing the prac-
tical abuse of magisterial authority, by accusations brought
against the magistrates at the period of their regular

accountability. After repeated efforts to check the prac-
tical abuse of these magisterial powers,

3
Ephiaites and

Perikles were at last conducted to the proposition of cut-

ting them down permanently, and introducing an altered

system.
Such proceedings naturally provoked extreme bitter-

ness of partyfeeling. It is probable that this temper may
have partly dictated the accusation preferred against
Kimon (about 463 B.C.) after the surrender of Thasos, for

attested by the interesting frag-
3
Plutarch, Perikles, c. 10: com-

ment of the latter which we find pare Valer. Maxim, iii. 8, 4. 'E<pta>.-

in Plutarch, Consolat. ad Apollo- -r, p.iv G'JV, co'-lEpov ovrot TGI? 6>.i-

nium, c. 33, p. 119.

1 Aristophan. Xubes, 972, 1000

seq. and Ranee, 1071.

2 Plutarch, Kimon, c. 10
; -tElian,

V. H. ii. 43; xi. 9.

>M
TUJ-; ~.'J-I C/jfAOV OOlXO'JvTUJV

apatTir(TCrv, eriiic'-iXEuaa'/TEc GI ey-
t 6V 'Api3To6ixou TGU TavafpixoO
-7.'-UD^ CCVit/.O/. &C.
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alleged reception of bribes from the Macedonian prince
Alexander an accusation of which he was Kimon and

acquitted. At this time the oligarchical or his P art>>

Kamonian party was decidedly the most power- powerful
ful: and when the question was proposed for *J>

a
,

n
,. i j/i -r j Ephialtes

sending troops to aid the Lacedaemonians in and p er ;-

reducing the revolted Helots on Ithome, Kimon ties, until

carried the people along with him to comply, by whenThe
an appeal to their generous feelings, in spite of Athenian
,i PTn , - i, IP

, T> 7 i troops were
thestrenuousopposvtion 01 Jiphialtes.

l -but when dismissed

Kimon and the Athenian hoplitesreturnedhome, from La-

having been dismissed by Sparta under circum- cisnf'of
*'

stances of insulting suspicion (as has been men- Kimon.

tioned in the preceding chapter), the indignation of

the citizens was extreme. They renounced their alliance

with Sparta, and entered into amity with Argos. Of course

the influence of Kimon, and the position of the oligarchical

party, was materially changed by this incident. And in

the existing bitterness of political parties,itisnotsurprising
that his opponents should take the opportunity for proposing
soon afterwards a vote of ostracism- a challenge, indeed,
which may perhaps have been accepted not unwillingly by
Kimon and his party, since they might still fancy themselves
the strongest, and suppose that the sentence of banishment
would fall upon Ephialtes or Perikles. However, the vote
ended in the expulsion of Kimon, a sure proof that his

opponents were now in the ascendent. On this occasion,
as on the preceding, we see the ostracism invoked to meet
a period of intense political conflict, the violence of which
it would at least abate, by removing for the time one of

the contending leaders.

It was now that Perikles and Ephialtes carried their

important scheme of judicial reform. The senate of Areo-

pagus was deprived of its discretionary censorial power,
as well as of all its judicial competence, except that which

1

Plutarch, Kimon, c. 1C. in which the ostracism is so often
*
Plutarch, Kimon, c. 17. Oi OE described. Plutarch says "The

Athenians took advantage of a

slight pretence to ostracise Ki-

mon:" but it was a peculiar char-

acteristic of ostracism that it had

no pretence : it was a judgement
I transcribe this passage as a passed without specific or assigned

specimen of the inaccurate manner cause.
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related to homicide. The individual magistrates, as well as

Measures the senate ofFive Hundred, were also stripped of

,"#*?.?* their -judicial attributes (except the power of
liphaaltes . v ,, . \ . , r

n

and Peri- imposing a small fine 1

), which were transferred
k
i
g
?j
to

*i
to the newly-created panels of salaried dikasts,

abridge the i . j n> ' T e 11

power of lotted on in ten divisions from the aggregate
*ke
A

s

r

e

e

nat
a
e Helisea. Ephialtes 2 first brought down the laws

gus asweii ofSolon from the acropolis to the neighbourhood
as of in- O f the market place, where the dikasteries sat

magistrates. a visible proof that the judicature was now
insti-

popularised.tution of x T .LI j. j.- e ii
the paid di- ^n the representations ot many authors,
kasteries. the full bearing of this great constitutional

change is very inadequately conceived. What we are

commonly told is, that Perikles was the first to assign
a salary to these numerous dikasteries at Athens. He
bribed the people with the public money (says Plu-

tarch), in order to make head against Kimon, who
bribed them out of his own private purse: as if the pay
were the main feature in the case, and as if all which
Perikles did was, to make himself popular by paying the
dikasts for judicial service which they had before rendered

gratuitously. The truth is, that this numerous army of

dikasts, distributed into ten regiments, and summoned to
act systematically throughout the year, was now for the
first time organised: the commencement of their pay is also

the commencement of their regular judicial action. What
Perikles really effected was, to sever for the first time from

Separation the administrative competence ofthe magistrates
of judicial that judicial authoritywhich had originally gonefrom admi- ,

>
. ., .. m i

J
i i_ j ?

nistrative along with it. 1 he great men who had been
functions, accustomed to hold these offices were lowered
both in influence and authority:

3 while on the other hand

1 Demosthen. cont. Euerg. et justly applicable to the change
Mnesibul. c. 12. effected by Perikles, which trans-

2 Harpokration '0 XIXTW^E-J VOJJLO? ferred the power taken from the

Pollux, xiii. 128. magistrates, not to the people,
' Aristot. Polit. iv. 5,6. Itt 8' but to certain specially constituted,

oi Tat; apy_ati; EYxaXouvre; tiv 8ij[/.6v though numerous and popular
<paai Setv xpl-jeiv' 6 8' nojAevcu? SE)TS- dikasteries, sworn to decide in

rai TTJV rcpoxXrjdiv' dxJte xaTaXOovrat conformity with known and writ-

icaaat oi
<xp)(ai, &c. : compare vi, ten laws. Nor is the separation

1, 8. of judicial competence from admi-
The remark of Aristotle is not nistrative, to be characterised as
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a new life, habit, and sense of power, sprung up among
the poorer citizens. A plaintiff having cause of civil action,

or an accuser invoking punishment against citizens guilty
of injury either to himself or to the state, had still to

address himself to one or other of the archons, but it was

only with a view of ultimately arriving before the dikas-

tery by whom the cause was to be tried. While the

magistrates acting individually were thus restricted to

simple administration and preliminary police, they experi-
enced a still more serious loss of power in their capacity
of members of the Areopagus, after the year of archonship
was expired. Instead of their previous unmeasured range
of supervision and interference, they were now deprived
of all judicial sanction beyond that small power of fining
which was still left both to individual magistrates, and to

the senate of Five Hundred. But the cognizance of homicide

was still expressly reserved to them for the procedure, in

this latter case religious not less than judicial, was so

thoroughly consecrated by ancient feeling, that no reformer
could venture to disturb or remove it. l

"dissolving or extinguishing ma- duces as evidence a passage of

gisterial authority." On the con- Lysias (Do Cocde Eratosthenis, p.

trary, it is conformable to the best 31-33).

modern notions. Perikles cannot M. Boeckh and O. Miiller adopt
be censured for having effected the same opinion as Meier, and
this separation, however persons seemingly on the authority of the

may think that the judicature which same passage (see the Dissertation

he constituted was objectionable, of O. Miiller on the Eumenides of

Plato seems also to have con- JEschylus, p. 113, Eng. transl.).

ceived administrative power as But in the first place, this opinion

essentially accompanied by judi- is contradicted by an express state-

cial (Legg. vi. p. 767) rivua ap- ment in the anonymous biogra-

yovTa avaYxatov xai Sixotatrp tvcu pher of Thucydides, who mentions
TivcLv an opinion doubtless per- the trial ofPyrilampes for murder

fectly just, up to a certain narrow before the Areopagus; and con-
limit: the separation between the tradicted also, seemingly, by Xe-
two sorts of powers cannot be ren- nophon (Memorab. iii. 5, 20); in

dered absolutely complete. the next place, the passage of Ly-
1 Demosthen. cont.Nercr. p. 1372; sias appears to me to hear adiffer-

cont. Aristokrat. p. f>42. ent meaning. He says, uj y.ii

Meier (Attischer Prozess, p. 143) nd-piov sari xal if' OJAUJV azoSjSo-

thinks that the senate of Areopa- TOCI TOO (povou TO? 8ixa? StxatUiv:

gus was also deprived of its cog- now (even if we admit the con-
nizance of homicide as well as jectural reading e'f' ufiibv in place
of its other functions, and that of eis" yjjiiv to be correct) still this

this was only restored after the restoration of functions to the

expulsion of the Thirty. He pro- Areopagus refers naturally to the
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It was upon this same ground probably that the

stationary party defended all the prerogatives of the senate

restored democracy after the vi- venerable part of the old demo-

olent interruption occasioned by cracy ;
even apparently with some

the oligarchy of the Thirty. Con- extension of privileges,

sidering how many persons the The inferences which O. Muller

Thirty caused to be violently put wishes to draw, as to the facts of

to death, and the complete sub- these times, from the Eumenides
version of all the laws which they of JEschylus, appear to me ill-

introduced, it seems impossible supported. In order to sustain

to suppose that the Areopagus his view that by virtue of the pro-

could have continued to hold its position of Ephialtes "the Areopa-

sittings and try accusations for gus almost entirely ceased to be

intentional homicide, under their a high Court of Judicature' 1

(sect,

government. On the return of the 36, p. 109), he is forced to alter

democracy after the Thirty were the chronology of the events, and

expelled, the functions of the to affirm that the motion of Ephi-
senate of Areopagus would return altes must have been carried sub-

also, sequently to the representation of

If the supposition of the emi- the Eumenides, though Diodorus
nent authors mentioned above were mentions it in the year next but

correct if it were true that the one before, and there is nothing
Areopagus was deprived not only to contradict him. All that we
of its supervising function gener- can safely infer from the very in-

ally, but also of its cognizance distinct allusions in ./Eschylus, is,

of homicide, during the fifty-five that he himself was full of rever-

years which elapsed between the ence for the Areopagus, and that

motion of Ephialtes and the ex- the season was one in which party

pulsion of the Thirty this senate bitterness ran so high as to render

must have been without any func- something like civil war (sixc'JAio
1
*

tions at all during that long in- "Apr,, v. 864) within the scope of

terval
;

it must have been for all reasonable apprehension. Probably
practical purposes non-existent, he may have been averse to the

But during so long a period of diminution of the privileges of the

total suspension, the citizens would Areopagus by Ephialtes: yet even
have lost all their respect for it

;
thus much is not altogether cer-

it could not have retained so much tain, inasmuch as he puts it for-

influence as we know that it ac- ward prominently and specially

tually possessed immediately be- as a tribunal for homicide, exer-

fore the Thirty (Lysias c. Era- cising this jurisdiction by inherent

tosth. c. 11. p. 126); and it would prescription, and confirmed in it

hardly have been revived after by the Eumenides themselves. Now
the expulsion of the Thirty. Where- when we consider that such juris-
as by preserving during that diction was precisely the thing
period its jurisdiction in cases of confirmed and left by Ephialtes
homicide, apart from those more to the Areopagus, we might plau-
extended privileges which had for- sibly argue that .^Eschylus, by
merly rendered it obnoxious, the enhancing the solemnity and pre-
aucient traditional respect for it dieting the perpetuity of the re-

was kept alive, and it was revived maining privilege, intended to

after the fall of the Thirty as a conciliate those who resented the
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of Areopagus denouncing the curtailments proposed by
Ephialtes as impious and guilty innovations. l How extreme

their resentment became, when these reforms were carried

and how fierce was the collision of political parties at

this moment we may judge by the result. The Assassina-
enemies of Ephialtes caused him to be privately tion of

^

assassinated, by the hand of a Boeotian ofTanagra by'the^on-
named Aristodikus. Such a crime rare in the servative

political annals of Athens, for we come to no i> art y-

known instance of it afterwards until the oligarchy of the

Four Hundred in 4 1 1 B.C. marks at once the gravity of

the change now introduced, the fierceness of the opposition
offered, and the unscrupulous character of the conservative

party. Kimon was in exile and had no share in the deed.

Doubtless the assassination of Ephialtes produced an effect

unfavourable in every way to the party who procured it.

The popular party in their resentment must have become
still more attached to the judicial reforms just assured to

them, while the hands of Perikles, the superior leader left

behind and now acting singly, must have been materially

strengthened.
It is from this point that the administration of that

great man may be said to date: he was now the Commence-

leading adviser (we might almost say Prime I
1

?
6111 ot

.

Minister) of the Athenian people. His first ascemu
1

years were marked by a series of brilliant sue-
|
ncy 1f

cesses already mentioned the acquisition of after the'

Mc^ara as an ally, and the victorious war against ,

eatl1 of

rt
"

ii i TM T> i. i i n EphlaltSs.
Corinth and ^bgma. r>ut when he proposed Compro-
the great and valuable improvement of the Long mise be

:

Walls, thus making one city of Athens and amf Kimon.

Peiraeus, the same oligarchical party, which had Brilliant

opposed his judicial changes and assassinated o^Athens,

Ephialtes, again stood forward in vehement and :vra
.

of

resistance. Finding direct opposition unavailing, munT'of
1 "

they did not scruple to enter into treasonable her power.

recent innovations, and to soften Ephialtes ha- been discussed and
the hatred between the two op- fin my judgement) refuted by
posing parties. Forchhammer in a valuable Dis-
The opinion of Boeckh, 0. Mill- scrtatinn Do Areopago non pri-

ler, and Meier, respecting the vato per Kphialten Homicidii Ju-
withdrawal from the senate of diciis. Kiel, 182<<.

Areopagus of the judgements on ' This is the language of those

bomicide, by the proposition of authors whom Diodorus copied

Q
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correspondence with Sparta invoking the aid of a foreign
force for the overthrow of the democracy: so odious had
it become in their eyes, since the recent innovations. How
serious was the hazard incurred by Athens, near the time
of the battle of Tanagra, has been already recounted; to-

getherwith the rapidand unexpected reconciliation ofparties
after that battle, principally owing to the generous patriotism
of Kimon and his immediate friends. Kimon was restored
irom ostracism on this occasion, before his full time had

expired; while the rivalry between him and Perikles hence-
forward becomes mitigated, or even converted into a com-

promise,
! whereby the internal affairs of the city were left

to the one, and the conduct of foreign expeditions to the

other. The successes of Athens during the ensuing ten

years were more brilliant than ever, and she attained the

maximum of her power: which doubtless had a material

effect in imparting stability to the democracy, as well as

to the administration of Perikles and enabled both the

one and the other to stand the shock of those great public
reverses, which deprived the Athenians of their dependent
landed alliances, during the interval between the defeat of

Koroneia and the thirty years' truce.

Along with the important judicial revolution brought
about by Perikles, were introduced other changes belonging
to the same scheme and system.

Thus a general power of supervision, both over the

other con- magistrates and over the public assembly, was
stitutionai vested in seven magistrates, now named for the

The
D
Xomo- first time, called Nomophylakes, or Law-Guard-

phyiakes. ians, and doubtless changed every year. These

(Diodor. xi. 77) GO |AT(
V d p o to 4 procured the assassination of

YS StEtp'jye TTjX 1x00-015 dvo- Ephialtfis, from jealousy of the

(i if; |A
a a i ; E-i^aXo^isvo; (Ephial- superiority of the latter (Plutarch,

tes), dXXa TTJ; -vux-ot trjaip^slc, Perikles, c. 10). We may infer

ciBrjXov s:*x s TTJV too [jiou -iXiUTr,v. from this report how great the

Compare Pausanias, i. 29, 15. eminence of Ephialtes was.

Plutarch (Perikles, c. 10) cites ' The intervention of Elpinike,
Aristotle as having mentioned the the sister of Kimon, in bringing
assassin of Ephialtes. Antipho, about this compromise between
howev r, states that the assassin her brother and Perikles, is prob-
was never formally known or con- able enough (Plutarch; Perikles,

victed (De Csede Hero. c. 6 s ). c. 10, and Kimon, c. 14). Clever

The enemies of Perikles circu- and engaging, she seems to have

lated a report (mentioned by Ido- played an active part in the poli-

meneus), that it was he who had tical intrigues of the day: but we
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Nomophylakes sat alongside of the Proedri or presidents
both in the senate and in the public assembly, and were

charged with the duty of interposing whenever any step
was taken or any proposition made contrary to the existing
laws. They were also empowered to constrain the magis-
trates to act according to law. l We do not know whether

they possessed the presidency of a dikastery that is,

whether they could themselves cause one of the panels of

jurors to be summoned, and put an alleged delinquent on
his trial before it, under their presidency or whether they
were restricted to entering a formal protest, laying the

alleged illegality before the public assembly. To appoint
magistrates however, invested with this special trust of

watching and informing, was not an unimportant step; for

it would probably enable Ephialtes to satisfy many object-
ors who feared to abolish the superintending power of the

Areopagus without introducing any substitute. The Nomo-
phylakes were honoured with a distinguished place at the

public processions and festivals, and were even allowed (like
the Archons) to enter the senate of Areopagus after their

year of office had expired: but they never acquired any
considerable power such as that senate had itself exercised.

Their interference must have been greatly superseded by
the introduction, and increasing application of the Graphe
Paranomon, presently to be explained. They are not even
noticed in the description of that misguided assembly which
condemned the six generals, after the battle of Arginusae,
to be tried by a novel process which violated legal form

r.re not at alt called upon to credit Grivro, xu)X'Jc,vTS? ta a3U|jLtpopa T^
the ?candul> insinuated by Eupolis TtoXsi rpa sir ITTTCI 8s ^aav xat

and Stesimbrotus. xaTsaTYjs?.-/, ib; <I>iXoyopo;, STS 'Etpt-
' We hear about these Nomo- a'/.-r^ V-'r'fi xocTsXiTcs T^J E; 'Apsioo

phylakes in a distinct statement zayou 3&'->>T, ta urlp TOU aibfjiaTOt.

cited from Philochorus, by Pho- Harpokration, Pollux, and Sui-

tius, Ijoxic. p. 674, Porson. No- das, give substantially the same
(xo'O'jXotxE;- Ir^poi e'ui ~w, 0;3(j.o'J

= - account of these magistrates,
T(I)v, UK <DiX'Jy/jpo? i-i C . &i

(J.EV yip though none except Photius men-

opyovTE^ a-tifai'io-i e!<; "Apsiov Ttayov tions the exact date of their ap-

4aTE<pav(b|Aivoi, oi Si vo|WpuXaxe pointment. There is no adequate

y_p'J3ia oTprfi-x OYOVTec' xat TOCI^ ground for the doubt which M.
'Jsaiq ev5-(Tiov ^pyJvTiuv dxc'.'Jl^ovTO' Boeckh expresses about tlie accu-
xoii

Tirj-j -ofj.-rj-/ i^Eftitov TT, FlaXXaSi- racy of this statement: see Scho-

Tdc; 8i dpyi? v)vYxa^ov "<Ji? vofxotc mann, Ant. Jur. Pub. Gr;ec. sect.

Xpf,30ai
-

y.'J\ iv
-rfj exxXr,3ia x-ai sv Ixv

, ; and Cicero, Legg. iii. 2n.

~T Bo'-iXri ULSTK Ttiv icposopcuv ixd-
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not less than substantial justice.
1 After the expulsion of

the Thirty, the senate of Areopagus was again invested
with a supervision over magistrates, though without any-
thing like its ancient ascendency.

Another important change, which we may with pro-

N bability refer to Perikles, is, the institution of

thetse di-

"

the Nomothetae. These men were in point of

stin^tio^
fact dikasts, members of the 6000 citizens annu-

laws and ally sworn in that capacity. But they were not,
psepMsms \{^_e the dikasts for trying causes, distributed

decrees into panels or regiments known by a particular
process letter and acting together throughout the entire
by which ,-, , j /v. ,

laws were year: they were lotted on: to sit together only
enacted and on special occasion and as the necessity arose.

According to the reform now introduced, the

Ekklesia or public assembly, even with the sanction of the

senate of Five Hundred, became incompetent either to pass
a new law or to repeal a law already in existence; it could

only enact apsephism that is, properly speaking, a decree

applicable only to a particular case; though the word was
used at Athens in a very large sense, sometimes compre-
hending decrees of general as well as permanent application.
In reference to laws, a peculiar judicial procedure was
established. The Thesmothetse were directed annually to

examine the existing laws, noting any contradictions or

double laws on the same matter; and in the first prytany
(tenth part) of the Attic year, on the eleventh day, an
Ekklesia was held, in which the first business was to go
through the laws seriatim, and submit them for approval
or rejection; first beginning with the laws relating to the

senate, next coming to those of more general import, espe-

cially such as determined the functions and competence of

the magistrates. If any law was condemned by the vote
of the public assembly, or if any citizen had a new law to

propose, the third assembly of the Prytany was employed,
previous to any other business, in the appointment of

Nomothetse and in the provision of means to pay their

salary. Previous notice was required to be given publicly

by every citizen who had new propositions of the sort to

make, in order that the time necessary for the sitting of

the Nomothetee might be measured according to the number
of matters to be submitted to their cognizance. Public

1 See Xenophon, Hellenic, i. 7; Andokides de Mysteriis, p. 40.
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advocates were farther named to undertake the formal

defence of all the laws attacked, and the citizen who pro-

posed to repeal them had to make out his case against this

defence, to the satisfaction of the assembled Nomothetse.

These latter were taken from the GOOO sworn dikasts, and
were of different numbers according to circumstances:

sometimes we hear of them as 500, sometimes as 1000

and we may be certain that the number was always con-

siderable.

The effect of this institution was, to place the making
or repealing of laws under the same solemnities p rooe<jUre
and guarantees as the trying of causes or accusa- in making
tions in judicature. We must recollect that the *** ling

citizens who attended the Ekklesia or public assimi-

assembly were not sworn like the dikasts; nor l

rocedure
he

had they the same solemnity of procedure, nor in judicial

the same certainty of hearing both sides of the trials -

question set forth, nor the same full preliminary notice.

How much the oath sworn was brought to act upon the

minds of the dikasts, we may see by the frequent appeals
to it in the orators, who contrast them with the unsworn

public assembly.
1 And there can be no doubt that the

later. Schomann admits this to a

ceitain extent, and in reference to

rJ ., _ _..._
( i

com- apertum est." But it is not merely
pare Demostheu. cont. Eubulid. the style which proves them to be

c. 15. of post-Solonian date : it is the

See, about the Nometlu'trc, Pclio- mention of post-Solonian. institu-

mann, De Comitiis, oh. vii. p. 248 tion;, such as the ten prytanies

seqq., and Plainer, Prozess und into which the year was divided,

Klagen bey den Attikern, Abschn. tlie ten statues of the Eponymi
ii. 3, 3, p. 33 seqq. all derived from the creation of the

Both of them maintain, in my ten tribes by Klei-thenes. On the

opinion erroneously, that the No- careless employment of the name
mothetre are an institution of Solon. of Solon by the orators whenever
Demosthenes indeed a-cribes it to they desire to make a strong im-

Solon (Schomann, p. 2G8): but this pression on the dikasts, I have

counts in my view for nothing, already remarked,
when I see that all the laws which
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Nomothetae afforded much greater security than the public
assembly, for a proper decision. That security depended
upon the same principle as we see to pervade all the con-

stitutional arrangements of Athens; upon a fraction of
the people casually taken, but sufficiently numerous to

have the same interest with the whole, not permanent
but delegated for the occasion, assembled under a solemn

sanction, and furnished with a full exposition of both
sides of the case. The power of passing psephism, or

special decrees, still remained with the public assembly,
which was doubtless much more liable to be surprised into

hasty or inconsiderate decision than either the Dikastery
or the Nomothetae in spite of the necessity of previous
authority from the senate of Five Hundred, before any
proposition could be submitted to it.

As an additional security both to the public assembly
Graphg and the Nomothetae against being entrapped
^
^
ra

^_?"
into decisions contrary to existing law. another

dictment remarkable provision has yet to be mentioned
against the a provision probably introduced bv Perikles
mover of ,f J

,, ,.,.
J

,, ,

illegal or at the same time as the formalities of law-
unconsti- making by means of specially delegated No-
tutional ,,

*

mi.- j.io I-T>
proposi- mothetae. This was the Graphe irarauomon
tions. indictment for informality or illegality which

might be brought on certain grounds against the proposer
of any law or any psephism, and rendered him liable to

punishment by the dikastery. He was required in bring-

ing forward his new measure to take care, that it should

not be in contradiction with any pre-existing law or if

there were any such contradiction, to give formal notice

of it, to propose the repeal of that which existed, and to

write up publicly beforehand what his proposition was in

order that there might never be two contradictory laws at

the same time in operation, nor any illegal decree passed
either by the senate or by the public assembly. If he

neglected this precaution, he was liable to prosecution
under the Graphe Paranomon, which any Athenian citizen

might bring against him before the dikastery, through the

intervention and under the presidency of the Thesmothetae.

Judging from the title of this indictment, it was

originally confined to the special ground of formal con-

tradiction between the new and the old. But it had a

natural tendency to extend itself: the citizen accusing
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would strengthen his case by showing that the measure
which he attacked contradicted not merely the letter,

but the spirit and purpose of existing laws and he
would proceed from hence to denounce it as generally
mischievous and disgraceful to the state. In this un-

measured latitude we find the Graphs Paranomon at the

time of Demosthenes. The mover of a new law or

psephism, even after it had been regularly discussed and

passed, was liable to be indicted, and had to defend himself

not only against alleged informalities in his procedure,
but also against alleged mischiefs in the substance of his

measure. If found guilty by the dikastery, the punishment
inflicted upon him by them was not fixed, but variable

according to circumstances. For the indictment belonged
to that class wherein, after the verdict of guilty, first a

given amount of punishment was proposed by 'the accuser,
next another and lighter amount was named by the accused

party against himself the dikastery being bound to make
their option between one and the other, without admitting

any third modification so that it was the interest even of

the accused party to name against himself a measure of

punishment sufficient to satisfy the sentiment of the dikasts,
in order that they might not prefer the more severe pro-

position of the accuser. At the same time, the accuser

himself (as in other public indictments) was fined in the

sum of 1000 drachms, unless the verdict of guilty obtained
at least one-fifth of the suffrages of the dikastery. The

personal responsibility of the mover, however, continued

only one year after the introduction of his new law. If

the accusation was brought at a greater distance of time
than one year, the accuser could invoke no punishment
against the mover, and the sentence of the dikasts neither

absolved nor condemned anything but the law. Their
condemnation of the law with or without the author,
amounted ipso facto to a repeal of it.

Such indictment against the atithor of a law or of a

decree might be preferred either at some stage prior to

its final enactment as after its acceptance simply by the

senate, if it was a decree, or after its approval by the

public assembly, and prior to its going before the Nomo-
thetae, if it was a law or after it had reached full comple-
tion by the verdict of the Xomoihetse. In the former
case the indictment staid its farther progress until sentence

had been pronounced by the dikasts.
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This regulation is framed in a thoroughly conserva-

Workin ^ve sP^r^' to guar>d the existing laws against
of the being wholly or partially nullified by a new pro-
Graphs position. As, in the procedure of the Nomo-
Parano- Fi , i j c
m6n. Con- tnetse, whenever any proposition was made tor

ririMn
6

distinctly repealing any existing law, it was
w
P
hich it is thought unsafe to entrust the defence of the

framed. ]aw so assailed to the chance of some orator gra-Restramt ., , ,
,

, . -i T> i i

upon new tuitously undertaking it. raid advocates were
proposi- appointed for the purpose. So also, when anytions. and ^ -i_- ! a?
upon the citizen made a new positive proposition, sum-
unlimited cient security was not supposed to be afforded by
belonging the chance of opponents rising up at the time,
to every Accordingly, a farther guarantee was provided
citizen. - ,,

oj> &
in the personal responsibility of the mover. That

the latter, before he proposed a new decree or a new

law, should take care that there was nothing in it

inconsistent with existing laws or, if there were, that

he should first formally bring forward a direct propo-
sition for the repeal of such preexistent law was
in no way unreasonable. It imposed upon him an

obligation such as he might perfectly well fulfil. It

served as a check upon the use of that right, of free

speech and initiative in the public assembly, which belong-
ed to every Athenian without exception,

J and which was
cherished by the democracy as much as it was condemned

by oligarchical thinkers. It was a security to the dikasts,
who were called upon to apply the law to particular cases,

against the perplexity of having conflicting laws quoted
before them, and being obliged in their verdict to set aside

either one or the other. In modern European govern-
ments, even the most free and constitutional, laws have
been both made and applied either by select persons or

select assemblies, under an organization so different as to

put out of sight the idea of personal responsibility on the

proposer of a new law. Moreover, even in such assemblies,

private initiative has either not existed at all, or has been
of comparatively little effect, in law-making; while in the

1 The privation of this right of (Demosthen. cont. Near. p. 1352, o.

public speech (napir^iot) followed 9; cont. Meidiam, p. 545, c. 27).

on the condemnation of any citizen Compare for the oligarchical senti-

to the punishment called d-rip.^, ment, Xeuophon, Republ. Athen,

disfrauchisement, entire or partial i. 9.
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application of laws when made, there has always been a

permanent judicial body exercising an action of its own,
more or less independent of the legislature, and generally

interpreting away the text of contradictory laws so as to

keep up a tolerably consistent course of forensic tradition.

But at Athens, the fact that the proposer of a new decree,
or of a new law, had induced the senate or the public

assembly to pass it, was by no means supposed to cancel

his personal responsibility, if the proposition was illegal.

He had deceived the senate or the people, in deliberately

keeping back from them a fact which he knew, or at least

might and ought to have known.
But though a full justification may thus be urged on

behalf of the Graphe Paranomon as originally conceived

and intended, it will hardly apply to that in- Abusive
dictment as applied afterwards in its plenary extension

and abusive latitude. Thus ^Eschines indicts
ch-aphe ?a-

Ivtesiphon under it for having under certain ranom&n

circumstances proposed a crown to Demosthe- a terwar s<

nes. He begins by showing that the proposition was ille-

gal for this was the essential foundation of the indictment:

he then goes on farther to demonstrate, in a splendid

harangue, that Demosthenes was a vile man and a

mischievous politician: accordingly (assuming the argu-
ment to be just) Ktesiphon had deceived the people in an

aggravated way first by proposing a reward under cir-

cumstances contrary to law, next by proposing it in favour
of an unworthy man. The first part of the argument
only is of the essence of the Graphe Paranomon: the

second part is in the nature of an abuse growing out of

it, springing from that venom of personal and party en-

mity which is inseparable, in a greater or less degree,
from free political action, and which manifested itself with
virulence at Athens, though within the limits of legality.
That this indictment, as one of the most direct vents for

such enmity, was largely applied and abused at Athens, is

certain. But though it probably deterred unpractised
citizens from originating new propositions, it did not

produce the same effect upon those orators who made

politics a regular business, and who could therefore both
calculate the temper of the people, and reckon upon
support from a certain knot of friends. Aristophon, to-

wards the close of his political life, made it a boast that
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he had been thus indicted and acquitted seventy-five
times. Probably the worst effect which it produced was
that of encouraging the vein of personality and bitterness

which pervades so large a proportion of Attic oratory,
even in its most illustrious manifestations; turning deliber-

ative into judicial eloquence, and interweaving the dis-

cussion of a law or decree along with a declamatory har-

angue against the character of its mover. We may at the

same time add that the Graphe Paranomon was often the
most convenient way of getting a law or a

it was psephism repealed, so that it was used even
often used f

i_
r

,-,
1

i j i_ i j
as a simple when the annual period had passed over, and
way of when the mover was therefore out of danger
theTepeai the indictment being then brought only against
f

.

an
. the law or decree, as in the case which forms

law wfth- the subject of the harangue of Demosthenes
out perso- against Leptines. If the speaker of this har-
nal aim i j. j j- j. i i

against the angue obtained a verdict, he procured at once
author of tne repeal of the law or decree, without pro-the law. L ....',

posing any new provision in its place; which
he would be required to do if not peremptorily, at least

by common usage, if he carried the law for repeal before

the Nomothetae.
The dikasteries provided under the system of Perikles

Xumber varied in number of members: we never hear of

and pay less than 200 members most generally of 500

dikaslo as
anc

l
sometimes also of 1000, 1 500, 2000 members,

provided by on important trials. * Each man received pay
Penkies.

frOm the treasurers called Kolakretse, after his

day's business was over, of three oboli or half a drachm :

at least this was the amount paid during the early part of
the Peloponnesian war. M. Boeckh supposes that the

original pay proposed by Perikles was one obolus, after-

1 See Meier, Attisch. Prozess, p. See Matthue, De Judiciis Athe-

139. Andokidgs mentions a trial niensium, in his Miscellanea Phi-

under the indictment of Yf 2-7) "jcr^a- lologica, vol. i. p. 252. Matthias

v6[j.(uv, brought by is father Leo- questions the reading of that pas-

goras against a enator named sage in Demosthenes (cont. Mei-

Speusippus, where i COOO dikasts diam, p. 5?5j, wherein 200 dikasts are

sat that is the ent re body of He- spoken of as sitting in judgefnent;
liasts. However, tl e loose speech he thinks it ought to be -EvTanoai-

so habitual with Andokides renders vj; instead of Siaxojio'jq but this

this statement very uncertain (An- alteration would be rash,

dokides de Mysteriis, p. 3, 29j.
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wards tripled by Kleon; but his opinion is open to much
doubt. It was indispensable to propose a measure of pay
sufficient to induce citizens to come, and come frequently,
if not regularly. Now one obolus seems to have proved
afterwards an inadequate temptation even to the ekklesiasts

(or citizens who attended the public assembly), who were
less frequently wanted, and must have had easier sittings,
than the dikasts : much less therefore would it be sufficient

in the case of the latter. I incline to the belief that the

pay originally awarded was three oboli: 1 the rather, as

these new institutions seem to have nearly coincided in

point of time with the transportation of the confederate
treasure from Delos to Athens so that the Exchequer
would then appear abundantly provided. As to the number
of dikasts actually present on each day of sitting, or the
jninimum number requisite to form a sitting, we are very
imperfectly informed. Though each of the ten panels or

divisions of dikasts included 500 individuals, seldom prob-
ably did all of them attend. But it also seldom happened,
probably, that all the ten divisions sat on the same day:
there was therefore an opportunity of making up deficien-

cies in division A when its lot was called and when its

dikasts did not appear in sufficient numbers from those
who belonged to division B or A, besides the supplementary
dikasts who were not comprised in any of the ten divisions:

though on all these points we cannot go beyond conjecture.
Certain it is, however, that the dikasteries were always
numerous, and that none of the dikasts could know in what
causes they would be employed, so that it was impossible
to tamper with them beforehand. 2

1 See on this question, Boeckh, obolus to three, as a change back-
Public Econ. of Athens, ch. xv. p. wards and forwards according to

233; K. F. Hermann, Griech. Staats- circumstances. Now it seems that

alt. 134. there were some occasions when
The proof which M. Boeckh brings the treasury was so very poor that

to show, first, that the original pay it was doubtful whether the dikasts
was one obolus next that Kleon could be paid: see Lysias, cont.
was the first to introduce the tri- Epikrat. c. 1; cont. Nikomach. c.

obolus is in both cases very in- 22; and Aristophan. Equit. 1370.

conclusive. The amount of pay may therefore
Certain passages from the Scho- have been sometimes affected by

liast, stating that the pay of the this cause,
dikasts fluctuated (o-jx srmjxsv
).).OTS aXXdj? sSiooTo) do not so J There is a remarkable passage

naturally indicate a rise from one on this point in the treatise of
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Such were the great constitutional innovations of
Perikles andEphialtes changes full of practicalThe Athe- c n f,

nian demo- results the transformation, as well as the com-
cracy, as plement, of that democratical system which

Kleisthenes had begun and to which the tide of
Athenian feeling had been gradually mounting
up during the preceding twenty years. The
entire force of these changes is generally not

perceived, because the popular dikasteries and
the Nomothetse are so often represented as in-

stitutions of Solon, and as merely supplied
with pay by Perikles. This erroneous suppo-

temporlry
*

sition prevents all clear view of the growth

remained
substan-

tially un-
altered
afterwards
down to
the loss of
Athenian
independ-
ence ex-

interrup-
tions of
the Four
Hundred
and the

Thirty.

of the Athenian democracy by throwing back
its last elaborations to the period of its early
and imperfect start. To strip the magistrates
of all their judicial power, except that of im-

posing a small fine, and the Areopagus of all

its jurisdiction except in cases of homicide providing
popular, numerous, and salaried dikasts to decide all the

judicial business at Athens as well as to repeal and enact

laws this was the consummation of the Athenian demo-

cracy. No serious constitutional alteration (I except the

temporary interruptions of the Four Hundred and the

Thirty) was afterwards made until the days of Macedonian
interference. As Perikles made it, so it remained in the

days of Demosthenes though with a sensible change in

the character, and abatement in the energies, of the people,
rich as well as poor.

Xenophon, De Republic. Athen.
iii. 6. He says,

Oepi or), dXXa 9r,3i TI? ^p-rjvai

Sixa'Eiv P.EV, EXiTtG'j? oi Sixd'jiv.

'Avdyi'.'J T&iv'Jv, cav JJLSV 7:<jXXa (both
Weiske and Schneider substitute

iroXXi here in place of 6X172, which
latter makes no sense) roiiuvTcu

SioxiaT^pia, 6X1701 fev exajTW laov-

Tai -({)
Stv.aaTr

( ptoj' tuaTE xal OiaaxE'j-

iaotjfiai pictov EJTCU rpo; 6X170:1?

'"ixaaTas, xal auvSExaan (so Schnei-

der and Matthiffi in place of ouvoi-

riaai) noX'j r^t-ov Stxiloj; Sixa'Eiv.

That there was a good deal of

bribery at Athens, where indivi-

duals could be approached and
v

dealt with, is very probable (see

Xenoph. de Repub. Ath. iii. 3) : and
we may well believe that there

were also particular occasions on
which money was given to the

dikasts, some ofwhom were punish-
ed with death for such corrupt

receipt (.ZEschines cont. Timarch.
c. 17-22, p. 12-15). But the passage
above quoted from Xenophon, an

unfriendly witness, shows that the

precautions taken to prevent cor-

ruption of the dikasteries were well-

devised and successful, though
these precautions might sometimes
be eluded.
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In appreciating the practical working of these numer-
ous dikasteries at Athens, in comparison with such

justice as might have been expected from in-

dividual magistrates, we have to consider, first ^ t̂ e
ing

Thatpersonal and pecuniary corruption seems numerous

to have been a common vice among the leading ff^J^
men of Athens and Sparta, when acting indi- large num.

vidually or in boards of a few members, and not .

e

^j
s ** s

^~
uncommon even with the kings of Sparta, elude cor-

uext, That in the Grecian cities generally, as j^,^.^
we know even from the oligarchical Xenophon tion HaM-

(he particularly excepts Sparta), the rich and }
li

^.

f

d al

great men were not only insubordinate to the magistrates

magistrates, but made a parade of showing
* corruP-

that they cared nothing about them. l We know
also from the same unsuspected source,

2 that while the

poorer Athenian citizens who served on shipboard were

distinguished for the strictest discipline, the hoplites or

middling burghers who formed the infantry were less obe-

dient, and the rich citizens who served on horseback the

most disobedient of all. To make rich and powerful
criminals effectively amenable to justice has indeed been
found so difficult everywhere, until a recent period of

history, that we should be surprised if it were otherwise

in Greece. When we follow the reckless demeanour of

rich men like Kritias, Alkibiades,
3 and lleidias, even under

1 Xenophon, De Republ. Laced, pla vossiv 'A97)votlouc Ouy opa?, (i)?

c. 8. 2. ToX(iatpo|Aoci oi TctuTa, "TI OTaxTOiu.vlatvv T oi ? v ao-

ii (J.JV TOCI? aXXai? noXecriv oi Suva- tixot?, EUTOCXTCJJ? 8" ev TOI? YU[AVI-

TUJTEpOl OUTE fioU). OVTat SoXSlV XO I? a yd) Jl Itit'Jo VT31 TOI? ETUaTaTSU?,

T? dp yd? tpopciafiai, aXXa ouSivtuv 6; xaTa6:J3TSpov sv TOI? yo-

VOU.lt^OUfft TOUTO dvEXsOOspOV pOl? UTt/, D-TOU31 TOI? OlOCCJXCtXoL?;

eivai' ev 84 T^ 2?:dpTfj oi xpaTt- TOUTO ydp TOI, ItpY],
xai 9osu;j.aaT6v

CTOI xcti Ozpy_ov-ai (AaXiiTa TO? dp- ejTi- TO to6?(xiv T o t o UT o u? - i-

yd?, &c. OapyEiv TOI? s
cp

CTTIJU u t, TOO?
Respecting the violent proceed- oi 6nXirac, xai TOO? innei?)

ings committed by powerful men otooxouai xaXoxaYaGta irp fl-

at -Thebes, whereby it bccaine al- Xxpij0ai TOJV noXtT(Jbv, dest-
ines t impossible to procure justice SSOTSTOU? etvat irdvTiov.

against them for fear of being put * See Xenophon, Memorab. i. 2,

to death, see Dikaaarchus, Vit. 12-25
; Thucyd. vi. 15, and the speech

Crrrec. Fragm. ed. Fabr. p. 143, and which he gives as spoken by Al-

I'olybius, xx. 4, 6; xxiii. 2. kibiades in the assembly, vi. 17;
7 Xenophon, Memorab. iii. 5, 18. Plutarch, Alkibiad. c. 7-8-16, and

Ml]8o!|AtI)?, 97] 6 StuxpdTT,?, il> Ils- the Oration of Demosthenes against

fixXsi?, OUTCU? ^Y ou dvrjxiaTip TI&VT,- Meidias throughout: also Fragm.
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the full-grown democracy of Athens, we may be sure that

their predecessors under the Kleisthenean constitution

would have been often too formidable to be punished or

kept down by an individual archon of ordinary firmness,
l

V. of the HsXapYoi of Aristopha- jects : nay, that they attended their

nSs, Meineke, ii. p. 1128. lords to parliament, equipped in

1 Sir Thomas Smith, in his Treat- the same military dress, and even

ise on the Commonwealth of Eng- dared sometimes to present them-

land, explains the Court of Star- selves before the judge of assize,

Chamber as originally constituted and to enter the courts of justice

in order "to deal with offenders in a hostile manner while their

too stout for the ordinary course principals sat with the judges on
of justice." The abundant com- the bench, intimidating the wit-

pounds of the 1 Greek language nesses, and influencing the juries

furnish a single word exactly de- by looks, nods, signs and signals."

scribing this same class of offend- (Treatise concerning Civil Govern-

ers 'YpputoSixoti the title of one ment, p. 337, by Josiah Tucker, D.D.

of the lost comedies of Eupolis; London, 1781.)

see Meineke, Historia Critica Co- The whole chapter (pp. 301-355)

micorum Graecorum, vol. i. p. 145. contains many statutes and much
Dean Tucker observes, in his other matter, illustrating the inti-

Treatise on Civil Government, midation exercised by powerful
-There was hardly a session of men in those days over the course

parliament from the time of Henry of justice.

III. to Henry VIII., but laws were A passage among the Fragmenta
enacted for restraining the feuds, of Sallust, gives a striking pic-

robberies and oppressions of the ture of the conduct of powerful
barons and their dependents on citizens under the Roman Eepub-
the one side and to moderate and Ho. (Fragm. lib. i. p. 158, ed.

check the excesses and extortions Delph.)
of the royal purveyors on the other; "At discordia, et avaritia, et

these being the two capital evils ambitio, et caetera secundis rebus

then felt. Respecting the tyranny oriri sueta mala, post Carthagi-
of the ancient baronage, even nis excidium maximS aucta sunt.

squires as well as others were not Nam injuriae validiorum, et ol>

ashamed to wear the liveries of eas discessio plebis a Patribus,

their leaders, and to glory in every aliseque dissensiones domi fuera

badge of distinction, whereby they jam inde & principio: neque am-

might be known to be retained as plius, quam regibus exactis, dum
the bullies of such or such great metus aTarquinio et bellum grave
men, and to engage in their quar- cum Etruria positum est, aoquo et

rels, just or unjust, right or wrong, modesto jure agitatum: dein, ser-

The histories of those times, to- vili imperio patres plebem exer-

gether with the statutes of the cere: de vita atque tergo, regio
realm, inform us that they asso- more consulere : agro pellere, et

ciated (or as they called it, con- a cseteris expertibus, soli in im-

federated together) in great bodies, perio agere. Quibus servitiis, et

parading on horseback in fairs and maximfi foenoris onere, oppressa
markets, and clad in armour, to plebes, cum assiduis bellis tribu-

the great terror of peaceable sub- turn siniul et militiam toleraret,
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even assuming him to be upright and well-intentioned.

Xow the dikasteries established by Perikles were inacces-

sible both to corruption and intimidation: their number,
their secret suffrage, and the impossibility of knowing be-

forehand what individuals would sit in any particular

armata Montem Sacrum et Aven- illustrates, throughout, the inveter-

inum insedit. Tumque tribunes ate habit of the powerful fami-

plebis, et alia sibi jura paravit. lies to set themselves above the

Discordiarum et certaminis utrim- laws and judicial authority. In-

que finis fuit secundum bellum deed he seems to regard this as

Puiiicum." an incorrigible chronic malady in

Compare the exposition of the society, necessitating" ever-recur-

condition of the cities throughout ring disputes between powerful

Europe in the thirteenth, and fif- men and the body of the people,
teenth centuries, in Hiillmann's "The people (he says) desire to

Stiidte-Wesen des Mittelalters, live according to the laws; the

especially vol. iii. pp. 196-199 seqq. great men desire to overrule the

The memorable institution which laws: it is therefore impossible that

spread through nearly all the Ita- the two should march in harmony."
lian cities during these centuries, "Volendo il popolo vivere secondo

of naming as Podesta or supreme le leggi. e i potenti comandare a

magistrate a person not belonging quelle, lion e possibile che capino
to the city itself, to hold office insieme" (Machiavelli, Istorie ITio-

for a short time was the expo- routine, liv. ii. p. 79, ad ann.1282).

dient which they resorted to for The first book of the interesting

escaping the extreme perversion tale, called the Promessi Sposi,

of judicial and administrative of Jlanzoni, itsolf full of histor-

power, arising out of powerful fa- ical matter, and since published

inily connexions. The restric- with illustrative notes by the his-

tions which were thought necessary torian Cuntu exhibits a statJ of

to guard against either favour judicial administration, very
or antipathies on the part of the similar to that above described, in

Podesta, are extremely singular the Milanese, during the sixteenth

'Hiillmann, vol. iii. pp. 252-2G1 and seventeenth centuries
;
demon-

seqq.). stratod by repeated edicts, all in-

"The proceeding of the patri- effectual, to bring powerful men
cian families in these cities (ob- under the real control of the laws,

serves HiUlmann) in respect to Because men of wealth and pow-
the debts which they owed, was er, in the principal governments
among the worst of the many op- of modern Europe, are now com-

pressions to which the trading pletely under the control of the

classes wore exposed at their laws, the modern reader is apt
hands one of the greatest abuses to suppose that this is the natural

which they practised by means of state of tilings. It is therefore not

their superior position. How often unimportant to produce some re-

i!id they even maltreat their cred- ferences (which might be indefi-

itors, who came to demand mere- nitely multiplied) reminding him

ly what was due to tlieml" of the very different phenomena
(Stadte-Wesen, vol. ii. p. 229.) which past history exhibits almost

Machiavel's History of Florence everywhere.
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cause, prevented both the one and the other. And besides

that, the magnitude of their number, extravagant according
to our ideas of judicial business, was essential to this tute-

lary effect 1 it served farther to render the trial solemn
and the verdict imposing on the minds of parties and

spectators, as we may see by the fact, that in important
causes the dikastery was doubled or tripled. Nor was it

possible by any other means than numbers 2 to give dignity

1 The number of Eoman judices dicant. Xeque Rhodios, neque
employed to try a criminal cause alias civitates unquam suorum ju-

under the qucestiones perpetual in diciorum poenituit ;
ubi promiscne

the last century and a half of the dives et pauper, ut cuique sors

Kepublic, seems to have varied tulit, de maximis rebus juxta ac de

between 100, 75, 70, 66, 51, 52. 32, minimis disceptat."
1

&c. (Laboulaye, Essai sur les Loix The necessity of a numerous ja-

Criminelles des Remains, p. 336. dicature, in a republic where there

Paris, 1845.) is no standing army or official

In the time of Augustus, there force professionally constituted,
was a total of 4000 judices at as the only means of enforcing

Rome, distributed into four decu- public-minded justice against pow-
ries (Pliny, H. X. xxxiii. 1, 11). erful criminals, is insisted upon
The venality as well as the party by Machiavel, Discorsi sopra Tito

corruption of these Eoman judices Livio, lib. i. c. 7.

or jurors, taken from the senate- "Potrebbesi ancora allegare, a

rial and equestrian orders, the fortificazione della soprascritta

two highest and richest orders in conclusior.e, 1' accidente seeuito

the state, was well known and pur in Firenze contra Piero Sode-

flagrant (Appian, Bell. Civ. i. 22, rini: il quale al tutto segui per

35, 37; Laboulaye, ibid. p. 217- non essere in quella republica al-

227; Walter, Geschichte des E6- cuno modo di accuse contro alia

mischen Eechts, ch. xxviii. sect, ambizione dei potenti cittadini:

237, 238; Asconius in Ciceron. Ver- perche lo accusare un potente a

rin. pp. 141-145, ed. Orell.; and Ci- otto giudici in una republica, non
cero himself, in the remarkable basta : bisogna che i giudici siano

letter to Atticus, Ep. ad Attic, assai, perche pochi sempre fanno

i. 16). a modo de' pochi,
"

Ac.: compare
1 Numerous dikasteries taken by the whole of the same chapter,

lot seem to have been established I add another remarkable pas-
in later times inRhodes and other sage of Machiavel Discorso sulla

Grecian cities (though Rhodes was Riforma (of Florence, addressed

not democratically constituted) and to Pope Lee X.), pp. 119, 120. vol.

to have worked satisfactorily, iv. of the complete edition of his

Sallust says (in his Oratio II. ad works. 1?13.

Casarem de Republica ordinanda, "E necessarissimo in nna repu-

p. 561, ed. Cort.i, "Judices a pau- blica qnesto ricorso, perche i pochi
cis probari, regnum est; ex pe cittadini non hanno ardire di pn-
cunia legi, inhonestum. Quare nire gli uomini grandi, e per6
omnes prims classis judicare pla- bisogna che a tale effetto con-

cet; sed numero plures quam ju- corrano assai cittadini, accioctS
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to an assembly of citizens, of whom many were poor, some
old, and all were despised individually by rich accused per-
sons who were brought before them as Aristophanes and

Xenophon give us plainly to understand. ' If we except
the strict and peculiar educational discipline of Sparta,
these numerous dikasteries afforded the only organ which

II giudicio si nasconda, e nascon- v. Asxa^eiv; Plutarch, Coriolan.

dendosi,ciascuno sipossa scusare." c. 14; and Pollux, viii. 121) inti-
1
Aristophan. Vesp. 570; Xeno- mates that Anytus was the first

phon, Rep. Ath. i. 18. "We are person who taught the art TOU
not to suppose that all the di- SsxiCsw TOC Sixajt^pia, a short tims
kasts who tried a cause were very before the battle of -35gospotami.
poor: Demosthenes would not talk But besides that the information
to very poor men as to "the slave on this point is to the last degree
whom each of them might have vague, we may remark that be-
left at home" (Demosthenes cont. tween the defeat of the oligarchy
Stephan. A. c. 26. p. 1127). of Four Hundred, and the battle

It was criminal by law in the of JEgospotami, the financial and
dikasts to receive bribes in the political condition of Athens was
exercise of their functions, as well so exceedingly embarrassed, that
as in every citizen to give money it may well be doubted whether
to them (Demosth. cont. Stepli. B. c. she could maintain the paid di-

13. p. 1137). And it seems per- kasteries on the ordinary footing,
fectly safe to affirm that in prac- Both all the personal service of

tice the dikasts were never tarn- the citizens, and all the public

pered with beforehand: had the money, must have been put in re-

fact been otherwise, we must have quisition at that time for defence

seen copious allusions to it in the against the enemy, without leaving
many free-spoken pleadings which any surplus for other purposes;
remain to us (just as there are in there was not enough even to

the Roman orators): whereas in afford constant pay to the soldiers

point of fact there are hardly any and sailors (compare Thucyd. vi.

such allusions. The word fexd^tov 91
;
viii. O'l, 71, 70, 86). If therefore

(in Isokrates de 1'ac. Or. viii. p. in this time of distress, the dika-

169. sect. 03) does not allude to steries were rarely convoked, and

obtaining by corrupt means ver- without any certainty of pay, a

diets of dikasts in the dikastery, powerful accused person might
but to obtaining by such means find it more easy to tamper with

votes for offices in the public as- them beforehand, than it had been

sembly, where the election took before, or than it came to be after-

place by show of hands. Isokrates wards, when the system was re-

says that this was often done in gularly in operation. "Wo can

his time, and so perhaps it may hardly reason with safety there-

have been
;
but in the case of the fore, from the period shortly pre-

dikasteries, much better security ceding the battle of ./Egospotami,
was taken against it. either to that which preceded tlie

The statement of Aristotle (from Sicilian expedition, or to that

his rioX'.Tzlca, Fragm. xi. p. 69, ed. which followed the subversion of

Neumann : compare Harpokration the Thirty.

VOL. V. E.
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Grecian politics could devise, for getting redress against

powerful criminals, public as well as private, and for ob-

taining a sincere and uncorrupt verdict.

Taking the general working of the dikasteries, we

The Athe sna^ fin^ that they are nothing but Jury-trial
man di- applied on a scale broad, systematic, unaided,
kastenes an<j uncontrolled, beyond all other historical

trial ap- . experience and that they therefore exhibit in
plied on the

exaggerated proportions both the excellences

scale ex- and the defects characteristic of the jury-system,
Mbiting as compared with decision by trained and pro-both Its n -I -I \ 11 j.1 i i_ .

excellences lessional judges. All the encomiums, which it

and its
fs customary to pronounce upon jury-trial, will

in an ex- be found predicable of the Athenian dikasteries
aggerated jn a s^{\\ greater degree; all the reproaches,

which can be addressed on good ground to the

dikasteries, will apply to modern juries also, though in a

less degree. Such parallel is not less just, though the

dikasteries, as the most democratical feature of democracy
itself, have been usually criticised with marked disfavour

every censure or sneer or joke against them which can
be found in ancient authors, comic as well as serious, being-

accepted as true almost to the letter; while juries are so

popular an institution, that their merits have been over-

stated (in England at least) and their defects kept out of

sight. The theory of the Athenian dikastery, and the

theory of jifry-trial as it has prevailed in England since the

Revolution of 168S, are one and the same: recourse to a

certain number of private citizens, taken by chance or

without possibility of knowing beforehand who they will

be, sworn to hear fairly and impartially plaintiff and de-

fendant, accuser and accused, and to find a true verdict

according to their consciences upon a distinct issue before

them. But in Athens this theory was worked out to its

natural consequences; while English practice, in this

respect as in so many others, is at variance with English
theory. The jury, though an ancient and a constant portion
of the judicial system, has never been more than a portion
kept in subordination, trammels, and pupilage, by a

powerful crown and by judges presiding over an artificial

system of law. In the English state trials, down to a

period not long before the Revolution of 16SS, any jurors
who found a verdict contrary to the dictation of the judge
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were liable to fine; and at an earlier period (if a second

jury on being summoned found an opposite verdict) even
to the terrible punishment of attaint. 1 And though, for

the last century and a half, the verdict of the jury has been
free as to matters of fact, new trials having taken the place
of the old attaint yet the ascendency of the presiding judge
over their minds, and his influence over the procedure as

the authority on matters of law, has always been such as

to overrule the natural play of their feelings and judgement
as men and citizens 2 sometimes to the detriment, much

1 Mr. Jardine, in his interesting it was held by the Lord Chancellor

and valuable publication, Criminal Egerton, together with the two

Trials, vol. i. p. 115, after giving Chief Justices and the Chief Baron,
an account of the trial of Sir Ni- that when a party indicted is found
cholas Throckmorton in 1553, for guilty on the trial, the jury shall

high treason, and his acquittal, not be questioned; but on the

observes "There is one circum- other side, when the jury hath ac-

stance in this trial, which ought quitted a felon or a traitor against
not to bo passed over without an manifest proof, they may be charged
observation. It appears that after in the Star- chamber for their

the trial was over, the jury were partiality in finding a manifest

required to give recognizances to offender not guilty. After the

answer for their verdict, and were abolition of the Star-chamber,
afterwards imprisoned for nearly there were several instances in the

eight months and heavily fined reign of Charles II., in which it

by a sentence of the Star-chamber, was resolved that both grand and
.Such was the security which the petit juries might be fined for giv-
trial by jury afforded to the sub- ing verdicts against plain evi-

ject in those times: and such were denco and the directions of the

the perils to which jurors were then court." Compare Mr. Amos's Notes

exposed, who ventured to act upon on Fortescue, Do Laudibus Leguiu
their conscientious opinions in state Anglhe, c. 27.

prosecutions! But even these pro-
2 Respecting the French juries.

ceedings against the jury, mon- M. Cottu (Reflexions ur la Justice
strous as they appear to our im- criminelle, p. 79) remarks,
proved notions of the administra- "Le d6sir ardent do bien faire

tion of justice, must not be con- dont les jur6s sont generalement
-idercd as a wanton exercise of animos, et la crainte de s'egnrer,
unlawful power on this particular les jette dans uneobeissance passive
occasion. The fact is that the judges :"i 1'impulsion qui leur est donnee
of England had for ccimirics lie- par le president do laCourd'Assise,
fore exercised a similar authori- et si ce magistral sail s'emparer
ty, though not without some mur- do leur estims, alors l.>ur contianco

muring against it; and it was not en lui ne connoit plus do bornes.
until more than a century after

it,
Ils le consid&rent comme 1'otoilo

in the reigr. of Charles II., that a qui doit les guider dans 1'obscuritg
-oleum decision was pronounced qui les environne, et pleins d'un

-..gainst its legality."' respect aveugle pour son opinion,
.... "In (lie reign of James I. ils ii'attendent quelamanifestation

R 2
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oftener to the benefit (always excepting political trials),
of substantial justice. But in Athens the dikasts judged
of the law as well as of the fact. The laws were not numer-

ous, and were couched in few, for the most part familiar,
words. To determine how the facts stood, and whether, if

the facts were undisputed, the law invoked was properly
applicable to them, were parts of the integral question
submitted to them, and comprehended in their verdict.

Moreover, each dikastery construed the law for itself with-

out being bound to follow the decisions of those which
had preceded it, except in so far as such analogy might
really influence the convictions ofthe members. They were

free, self-judging persons unassisted by the schooling, but
at the same time untrammeled by the awe-striking ascend-

ency, of a professional judge obeying the spontaneous
inspirations of their own consciences, and recognising no

authority except the laws of the city, with which they were
familiar.

Trial by jury, as practised in England since 1688, has
been politically most valuable, as a security

comiums against the encroachments of an anti-popular
usually executive. Partly for this reason, partly for
pronounced ,

i -i i i i

upon the others not necessary to state here, it has had
jury-trial greater credit as an instrument of judicature

apply yet generally, and has been supposed to produce
more much more of what is good in English adminis-

tc^the
y

tration of justice, than really belongs to it.

Athenian Amidst the unqualified encomiums so frequently
dikasteries. , i j_i i L n T i

bestowed upon the honesty, the unprejudiced

qu'il leur en fait pour la sanction- The habit of the French juries,

ner par leur declaration. Ainsi in so many doubtful cases, to pro-
au lieu de deuxjuges que 1'accuse nounce a verdict of guilty by a

devoit avoir, il n'en a bien souvent majority of seven against five (in

qu'un seul, qui est le president de which case the law threw the bur-

la Cour d'Assise." den of actual condemnation upon
Anselm Feuerbach (in the second the judges present in court, direct-

part of his work, Ueber die Oeffent- ing their votes to be counted along
lichkeit und Miindlichkeit der Ge- -with those of the jury) is a re-

rechtigkeitspflege, which contains markable proof of this aversion of

his review of the French judicial the jury to the responsibility of

system, Ueber die Gerichtsverfas- decision: see Feuerbach, ibid. p.

sung Frankreichs. Abth. iii. H. v. 481 seq. Compare also the treatise

p. 477) confirms this statement from of the same author, Betrachtungen
a large observation of the French iiber das Geschwornen - Geriuht.

courts of justice. p. 18G-19S.
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rectitude of appreciation, the practical instinct for detect-

ing falsehood and resisting sophistry, in twelve citizens

taken by hazard and put into a jury-box comparatively
little account is taken either of the aids, or of the restric-

tions, or of the corrections in the shape of new trials, under
which they act, or of the artificial forensic medium into

which they are plunged for the time of their service: so

that the theory of the case presumes them to be more of

spontaneous agents, and more analogous to the Athenian

dikasts, than the practice confirms. Accordingly, when
we read these encomiums in modern authors, we shall find

that both the direct benefits ascribed to jury-trial in

ensuring pure and even-handed justice, and still more its

indirect benefits in improving and educating the citizens

generally might have been set forth yet more emphatically
in a laudatory harangue of Perikles about the Athenian
cukasteries. If it be true that anEnglishman oran American
counts more certainly on an impartial and uncorruptverdict
from a jury of his country than from a permanent pro-
fessional judge, much more would this be the feeling of an

ordinary Athenian, when he compared the dikasteries with
the archon. The juror hears and judges under full per-
suasion that he himself individually stands in need of the

same protection or redress invoked by others: so also did

the dikast. As to the effects of jury-trial in diffusing

respect to the laws and constitution in giving to every
citizen a personal interest in enforcing the former and

maintaining the latter in imparting a sentiment of dignity
to small and poor men, through the discharge of a function
exalted as well as useful in calling forth the patriotic

sympathies, and exercising the mental capacities of every
individual all these effects were produced in a still higher
degree by the dikasteries at Athens; from their greater
frequency, numbers, and spontaneity of mental action,
without any professional judge, upon whom they could
throw the responsibility of deciding for them. '

1 I transcribe from an eminent peculiar warmth, and with the

lawyer of the United States Mr. greater fulness, inasmuch as the

Livingston, author of a Penal Code people of -Louisiana, for whom the
for the State of Louisiana (Preface, author was writing, had no fa-

ll. 12-16), an eloquent panegyric miliarity with the institution and
onTrial by Jury. It contains little its working. The reader will ob-
more than the topics commonly serve that almost everything here-

insisted on, but it is expressed with said, in recommendation of the
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On the other hand, the imperfections inherent in jury-
imperfec- trial were likewise disclosed in an exaggerated
tions of form under the Athenian system. Both juror
exagger- and dikast represent the average man of the time
ated in the an(j Of the neighbourhood, exempt indeed from
procedure . .. . . ..

of the di- pecuniary corruption or personal fear, deciding
kasteries.

according to what he thinks justice or to some

genuine feeling of equity, mercy, religion, or patriotism,

jury, might have been urged by solid. There are reasons, and some
Perikles with much truer and wider have already been stated, to sho\v

application, in enforcing his trans- tnat this choice cannot be freely

fer of judicial power from indivi- exercised. There is moreover an-

dual magistrates to the dikasteries. other interest besides that of the

"By our constitution (i. e. in culprit to be considered. If he be

Louisiana), the right of a trial by guilty, the state has an interest in

jury is secured to the acc-ised, but his conviction: and whether guilty
it is not exclusively established, or innocent, it has a higher inter-

This however may be done by law, est, that the fact should be fairly

and there are so many strong rea- canvassed before judges inacces-

sons in its favour, that it has sible to influence, and unbiassed

been thought proper to insert in by any false views of official duty,
the code a precise declaration that I* has an interest in the character

in all criminal prosecutions, the of its administration of justice, and

trial by jury is a privilege which a paramount duty to perform in

cannot be renounced. Were it left rendering it free from suspicion,

entirely at the option of the ac- It is not true therefore to say, that

cused, a desire to propitiate the the laws do enough when they give
favour of the judge, ignorance of the choice between a fair and im-

his interest, or the confusion in- partial trial, and one that is liable

cident to his situation, might in- to the greatest objections. They
duce him to waive the advantage must do more they must restrict

of a trial by his country, and thus that choice, so as not to suffer an

by degrees accustom the people ill-advised individual to degrade
to a spectacle which they ought them into instruments of ruin,
never to behold a single man though it should be voluntarily

determining the fact, applying the inflicted; or of death, though that

law, and disposing at his will of death should he suicide."

the life, liberty, and reputation "Another advantage of rendering
of a citizen .... Those who ad- this mode of trial obligatory is,

vocate the present disposition of that it diffuses the most valuable
our laws say admitting the trial information among e'very rank of

by jury to be an advantage, the citizens: it is a school, of which
law does enough when it gives the every jury that is impanelled is a

accused the opition to avail him- separate class, where the dictates

self of its benefits : he is the best of the laws and the consequence
judge whether it will be useful to of disobedience to them are prac-
him : and it would be unjust to tically taught. The.frequemVexercijeof
direct him in so important a choice, these important functions more-
This argument is specious, but not over gives a sense of dignity and
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\vhich in reference to the case before him he thinks as good
as justice but not exempt from sympathies, antipathies,

self-respect, not only becoming to encroachments, and a renovating
the character of a free citizen, but spirit that will make arbitrary

which adds to his private hap- power despair. The enemies of

piness. Neither party-spirit, nor freedom know this : they know how

intrigue, nor power, can deprive admirable a vehicle it is, to con-

hi-.n of his share in the administra- vey the contagion of those liberal

tion of justice, though they can principles which attack the vitals

bumble the pride of every other of their power, and they therefore

office and vacate every other place, guard against its introduction with

Every time he is called upon to more care than they would take to

act iu this capacity, he must feel avoid pestilential disease. In coun-

fhat though placed in perhaps the tries where it already exists, they

liumltlest station, lie is yet the insidiously endeavour to innovate,
cuardian of the life, the liberty, because theydarenotopenlydestroy:
an/1 the reputation of his fellow- changes inconsistent with the spirit

citizens against injustice and op- of the institution are introduced,

prcssion; and that while his plain under the plausible pretext of iin-

understanding has been found the provement: the common class of
best refuge for innocence, his incor- citizens are too ill-informed to per-

ruptib'e integrity is pronounced a form the functions of jurors a

sure pledge that guilt will not cs- selection is n< cessary. This choice

cape. A state whose most obscure must be confided to an agent of

citizens are thus individually ele- executive power, and must be made
vated to perform these august func- among the most eminent for edu-

tions; who nre alternately, the cation, wealth, and respectability :

defenders of the injured, the dread KO that after several successive

of the guilty, the vigilant guard- operations of political chemistry,
ians of the constitution; without a shining result may be obtained,
whoso consent no punishment can freed indeed from all republican
be inflicted, no disgrace incurred; dross, but without any o!' the in-

who can by their voice arrest the trinsic value that is found in the

blow of oppression, and direct the rugged, but inflexible integrity,
hand of justice where to strike such and incorruptible worth, of the

a state can never sink into slave- original composition. Men impan-
ry, or easily submit to oppression, elled by this process bearno resem-

Corrupt rulers may pervert the bianco but in name to the sturdy,
constitution : ambitious demago-
gues may violate its precepts:

foreign influence may control its

operations: but while the people momentary exercise of whose func-
enioy the trial by jury, taken by ti^ns gii-cn no time for the work
lot from among themselves,' they of corruption <>r the influence of
cannot cease to be free. The in- fear. F>y innovations such as these

formation it spreads, the sense of the, institution is so changed as to

dignity and independence it in- leave nothing to attach the affec-

spircs, the courage it creates will tions or awaken the interest of the

always give them an energy of people, and it is neglected as an
resistance that can grapple with
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and prejudices, all ofwhich act the more powerfully because
there is often no consciousness of their presence, and because

they even appear essential to his idea of plain and straight-
forward good sense. According as a jury is composed of

Catholics or Protestants, Irishmen or Englishmen, trades-

men, farmers, or inhabitants of a frontier on which smuggling
prevails, there is apt to prevail among them a correspond-
ing bias. At the time of any great national delusion,
such as the Popish Plot or of any powerful local excite-

ment, such as that of the Church and King mobs at

Birmingham in 1791 against Dr. Priestley and the Dis-

senters juries are found to perpetrate what a calmer age
recognises to have been gross injustice. A jury, who
disapprove of the infliction of capital punishment for a

particular crime, will acquit prisoners in spite of the

useless, or abandoned as a mis- judge." Mr. Livingston goes on
chievous contrivance." to add, that the judges, from their

Consistently with this earnest old habits acquired as practising
admiration of jury-trial, Mr. Liv- advocates, are scarcely ever neu-

ingston, by the provisions of his tral always take a side and

code, limits very materially the generally against the prisoners on

interference of the presiding judge, trial.

thus bringing back the jurors more The same considerations as those

nearly to a similarity with the which Mr. Livingston here sets

Athenian dikasts (p. 85) : "I re- forth to demonstrate the value of

strict the charge of the judge to jury-trial, are also insisted upon
an opinion of the law and to the by M. Charles Comte, in his trans-

repetition of the evidence, only lation of Sir Richard Phillips's

ivhen required 6j/ any one of the Treatise on Juries, enlarged with

jury. The practice of repeating all many valuable reflections on the

the testimony from notes, always different shape which the jury-

(from the nature of things) imper- system has assumed in England

fectly, not seldom inaccurately, and France (Des Pouvoirs et des

and sometimes carelessly taken, Obligations des Jury, traduit de

lias a double disadvantage : it 1'Anglois, par Charles Comte, 2d

makes the jurors, who rely more ed. Paris, 1828, with preliminary
on the judge's notes than on their Considerations sur le Pouvoir

own memory, inattentive to the Judiciaire, pp. 100 seqq.).

evidence; and it gives them an The length of this note forbids

imperfect copy of that which the my citing anything farther either

nature of the trial by jury requires fri.m the eulogistic observations

that they should record in their of Sir Richard Phillips or from

own minds. Forced to rely upon those of M. Comte: but they would
themselves, the necessity will be found (like those of Mr. Liv-

quicken their attention, and it will ingston) even more applicable to

be only when they disagree in the dikasteries of Athens than to

their recollection that recourse the juries of England and America,

will be had to the notes of the
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clearest evidence of guilt. It is probable that a delinquent,
indicted for any state offence before the dikastery atAthens,

having only a private accuser to contend against, with

equal power of speaking in his own defence, of summoning
witnesses and of procuring friends to speak for him would
have better chance of a fair trial than he would now have

anywhere except in England and the United States of

America; and better than he would have had in England
down to the seventeenth century.

l Juries bring the common

1 Mr. Jardine (Criminal Trials, who were most partial and pre-

Introduct. p. 8) observes, that the judiced. Carew, in his account of

"proceedings against persons ac- Cornwall, informs us that it was
cused of state offences in the earlier a common article in an attorney's

periods of our history, do not de- bill to charge pro amicitia vice-

serve the name of trials : they were comitis.

& mere mockery of justice," &c. "It is likewise remarkable, that

Respecting what English juries partiality and perjury in jurors of

have been, it is curious to peruse the city of London is more parti-

the following remarks of Mr. Daines cularly complained of than in other

Barrlngton, Observations on the parts of England, by the preamble
Statutes, p. 409. In remarking on of this and other statutes. Stow
a statute of Henry VII. A.D. 1494, informs us that in 14C8, many jurors
he says of this city were punished by
"The 21st chapter recites 'That having papers fixed on their heads,

perjury is much and customarily stating their offence of having been
used within the city of London, tampered with by the parties to

among such persons as passen and the suit. He likewise complains
been impanelled in issue, joined that this crying offence continued
between party and party.' in the time of Queen Elizabeth,
"This offence hath been before when he wrote his account of

this statute complained of in pre- London: and Fuller, in his Eng-
ambles to several laws, being lish Worthies, mentions it as a

always the perjury of a jurnr, who proverbial saying, that London
finds a verdict contrary to his oath, juries hang half and save half,

and not that which we hear too Grafton also, in his Chronicle, in-

much of at present, in the witnesses forms us that the Chancellor of the

produced at a trial. diocese of London was indicted for

"In the Dance of Death, written a murder, and that the bishop

originally in French by Macharel, wrote a letter to Cardinal Wolsey,
and translated by John Lydgate iu behalf of his officer, to stop the

in this reign, with some additions prosecution, 'because London jurie3

to adapt it to English characters were so prejudiced, that they would
a juryman is mentioned, who had find Abel guilty for the murder of

often been bribed for giving a false Cain.'

verdict, which shows the offence "The punishment for a false ver-

to have been very common. The diet by the petty jury is by writ

sheriff, who summoned the jury, of attaint : and the statute directs,

was likewise greatly accessory to that half of the grand jury, when
this crime, bj summoning those the trial is per medietatem lingucr,
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feeling as well as the common reason of the public or

often indeedonly the separate feeling of particular fractions

of the public to dictate the application of the law to par-
ticular cases. They are a protection against anything
worse especially against such corruption or servility as

are liable to taint permanent official persons but they
cannot possibly reach anything better. Now the dikast

trial at Athens effected the same object, and had in it only
the same ingredients of error and misdecision, as the English
jury: but it had them in stronger dose,

l without the counter-

shall be strangers, not Londoners, claims the reflections of an obser-

'And there 's no London jury, ving lawyer on the temper and
but are led competence of the jurymen whom

In evidence as far by common he had seen in action, and on their

fame, disposition to pronounce the ver-

As they are by present deposi- diet according to the feeling which

tion.' the cage before them inspired.

(Ben Jonson's Magnetic Lady, Act "Pourquoi faut-il qu'une institu-

III. Sc. 3.) tion qui rassure les citoyens centre

"It appears by 15 Henry VI. c. 5 1'endurcissement et la prevention

(which likewise recites the great si funeste a 1'innocence, que peut
increase of perjury in jurors and produire 1'habitude de juger les

in the strongest terms), that in crimes .... qu'une institution qui

every attaint there were thirteen donne pour juges un accus6, dea

defendants the twelve jurors who citoyens independans de touto

gave the verdict and the plaintiff espece d'influence, ses pairs, ses

or defendant who had obtained it, egaux .... pourquoi faut-il que
who therefore was supposed to have cette institution, dont les formes

used corrupt means to procure sont simples, touchantes, patriar-

it. For this reason, if the verdict chales, dont la theorie flatte et

was given in favour of the crown, entraine 1'esprit par une seduction

no attaint could be brought, be- irresistible, ait ete si souvent me-

cause the king could not be joined connue, trompee par 1'ignorance

as a defendant with the jury who et la pusillanimite, prostituee peut-

were prosecuted." 6tre par une vile et coupable cor-

Compare also the same work, p. ruption?

394-457, and Mr. Amos's Kotes on "Rendons pourtant justice aux

Fortescue de Laudib. Leg. Anglian, erreurs, mme a la prevarication,
c. 27. des jures : ils ont trop de fois ac-

1 In France, jury-trial was only quitt6 les coupables, mais il n'a

introduced for the first time by the pas encore et6 prouve qu'ils eussent

Constituent Assembly in 1790
;
and jamais fait couler une goutte de

then only for Criminal procedure: sang innocent: et si I'oii pouvoit
I transcribe the following remarks supposer qu'ils eussent vu quel-

on the working of it from the in- quefois le crime la oa il n'y en

structive article in Merlin's 'Reper- avoit qu'une apparence trompeuse
toire de Jurisprudence,' article et fausse, ce ne seroit pas leur

Jure. Though written in a spirit conscience qu'il faudroit accuser:

very favourable to the jury, it pro- ce seroit la fatalit6 malheui-euse
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acting authority of a judge, and without the benefit of

a procedure such as has now been obtained in England.

des circonstances qui auroient ac- la majority des jures : mettez au

compagne 1'accusation, et qui au- milieu d'eux un homme d'un 6tat

roit tromp6 de meSme les juges les plus <51ev6, d'un esprit d61ie, d'une

plus penetrans et les plus exerce's Elocution facile, il entralnera ses

rechercher la v6rit6 et a la d6- collegues, il decidera la delibera-

meler du mensonge. tion: et si cet homrae a le juge-
'Mais les reproches qu'ont sou- ment faux ou le coeur corrompu,

vent merites les jures, c'est d'avoir cette deliberation sera necessaire-

cede a une fausse commiseration, ment mauvaise.

ou a 1'interet qu'etoient parvenus "Mais pourra-t-on parvenir a

& leur inspirer les families d'accu- vaincre 1'insouciance des proprie-
ses qui avoient un rang dans la taires riches et gclaires, a leur

society : c'est souvent d'etre sottis faire abandonner leurs affaires,

de leurs attributions, qui se bor- leurs families, leurs habitudes,
iient a appreeier les faits, et les pour les entrainer dans les villes,

juger d'une maniere differente de et leur y faire remplir des fonc-

la loi. J'ai vu cent exempts de tions qui tourmentent quelque-
ces usurpations de pouvoir et de ce fois la probite, et donnent dea

desputisme des jures. Trop souvent inquietudes d'autant plus vives

ils ont voulu voir une action in- quo la conscience est plus deii-

noconte, la ou la loi avoit dit qu'il cate ? Pourquoi non? Pourquoi
y avoit un crime, et alors ils n'ont les memes classes de citoyens qui

pas craint de se jouer de la verit6 dans les huitou dix premiers mois

pour tromper et oluder la loi." de 1792, se portaient avec taut de

"Sera-t-il possible d'a- zele a 1'exercice de ces fonctions,
mi'liorer 1'institution des juris, et les fuiroient-elles aujourrl'hui?

d'en prevenir les dcarts souvent surtout si, pour les y rappeler, la

trop scandaleux ? Gardens -nous loi fait mouvoir les deux grands
d'en douter. Que 1'on commence ressorts qui sont dans sa main,
par composer le jury de proprie- si elle s'engage a. recomponser
taires iuteress^s & punir le crime 1'exactitude, et & punir la ju'gli-

pour le rcndre plus rare: quo sur- gence?" (Merlin, Repertoire de

tout on en eloigne les artisans, Jurisprudence, art. Jures, p. 97.)

les petits cultivateurs, hommes In these passages it deserves no-

che/. qui sans doute la probite est tico, that what is particularly
heurcusement fort commune, mais remarked about juries, both Eng-
dont 1'esprit est peu exerce, et qui Hsh and French, is, their reluct-

accoutumi's aux deferences, aux anco to convict accused persons

egards, ci'dent toujours a. 1'opinion brought before them. Now the

de cc-ux do leurs collegues dont character of the Athenian dikasts,
le rang est plus distingue : ou qui, as described by Mr. Mitford and
familiarises seulement avec les by many other authors, is the

idoes relatives a leur profession, precise reverse of this: an extreme
n'ont jainnis eu, dans tout le reste, severity and cruelty, and a dis-

qiie des idoes d'emprunt ou d'in- position to convict all accused

spiration. On sait qu'aujourd'lmi ce, persons brought before them, upo:.

sont ces hommes qui dans presque little or no evidence especially
toute la France forment toujours rich accused persons. I venture
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The feelings of the dikasts counted for more, and their
reason for less: not merely because of their greater numbers,
which naturally heightened the pitch of feeling in each
individual but also because the addresses of orators or

parties formed the prominent part of the procedure, and
the depositions of witnesses only a very subordinate part.
The dikast t therefore heard little of the naked facts, the

to affirm that to ascribe to them to maintain the anger which had
such a temper generally, is not been raised by the speech of the
less improbable in itself, than un- accuser. (See Aristophan. Vesp.
supported by any good evidence. 574, 713, 727, 974.) Moreover, if

In the speeches remaining to us from the Vespae -we turn to the
from defendants, we do indeed Nubes, where the poet attacks thu
find complaints made of the sever- sophists and not the dikasts, we
ity of the dikasteries: but in those are there told that the sophists

speeches which come from accu- could arm any man with fallacies

sers, there are abundance of com- andsubterfuges whichwould enable

plaints to the contrary of over- him to procure acquittal from the

indulgence on the part of the di- dikasts, whatever might be the

kasteries, and consequent impunity crime committed,

of criminals. Nor does Aristo- I believe that this open-minded-
phans by whom most modern ness, and impressibility of the

authors are guided even when they feelings on all sides, by art, elo-

do not quote him when fairly quence, prayers, tears, invectives,

studied, bear out the temper as- &c., is the true character of the

cribed by Mr. Mitford to the di- Athenian dikasts. And I also be-

kasts; even if we admitted Aris- lieve that they were, as a general

tophanes to be a faithful and rule, more open to commiseration

trustworthy witness, which no man than to any other feeling like

who knows his picture of Sokrates what is above said respecting tho

will be disposed to do. Aristo- French jurymen: s'jxlvrjTo? rpoq 6p-

phanes takes hold of every quality f^
1
' ( 'AQrjiaiiuv STJ|J.O<;), e'jp.=7a9E-

which will raise a laugh against TO? itpo? IXso^ this expression of
the dikasts, and his portrait of Plutarch about the Athenian demos
them as Wasps was well-calcu- is no less true about the dikasts:
lated for this purpose to describe compare also the description given
them as boiling over with acri- by Pliny (H.N. xxxv.10) of the me-

mony, irritation, impatience to morable picture of the Athenian
find some one whom they could demos by the painter Parrhasius.

convict and punish. But even he,
' That the difference between

when he comes to describe these the dikast and the juryman, in

dikasts in action, represents them this respect, is only one of degree,
as obeying the appeals to their I need hardly remark. M. Merlin

pity, as well as those to their observes, "Je ne pense pas, comme
anger as being yielding and im- Men des gens, que pour etre pro-

pressionable when their feelings pre aux fonctions de iurfi, il suf-

are approached on either side, and fise d'avoir une intelligence ordi-

unable, when they hear the ex- naire et (Je la probite. Si I'accus6

culpatory appeal of the accused, paroissoit seul aux d<5bats aveo
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appropriate subjects for his reason but he was abundantly
supplied with the plausible falsehoods, calumnies, irrelevant

statements and suggestions, &c., of the parties, and that

too in a manner skilfully adapted to his temper. To keep
the facts of the case before the jury, apart from the false-

hood and colouring of parties, is the most useful function

of the modern judge, whose influence is also considerable

as a restraint upon the pleader. The helps to the reason

les tfimoins, il ne faudroit sans him by the clepsydra. In civil

doute que du bon sens pour re- causes, the defendant must have
connoitre la v6rit6 dans des d6- been perfectly acquainted with
ciarations faites avec simplicity the plaintiff's case, since besides

et degageesde tout raisonnement: the Anakrisis or preliminary exa-

mais il y paroit assist^ presque mination before the archon, the

tou.iours d'un ou de plusieurs de- cause had been for the most part
fenseui-s qui par des interpella- already before an arbitrator. In a

tions captieuses, embarrassent ou criminal case the accused party
egarent les ternoins: et par une had only the Anakrisis to guide
discussion subtile, souvent sophis- him, as to the matter of which he

tique, quelquefois eloquente, en- was to be accused: but it appears
veloppent la v6rit6 des nuage?, et from the prepared speeches of ac-

rendent 1'fivideiice meme problfi- cused parties which we now pos-
matique. Certes, il faut plus que sess, that this Anakrisis must have
de bonnes intentions, il laut plus been sufficiently copious to give him
que du bon sens, pour ne pas se a good idea of that which he had to

laisser entrainer a ces fausses lu- rebut. The accuser was condemned

eurs, pour se garantir des ecarts to a tine of 1000 drachms, if he
de la sensibility, et pour se main- did not obtain on the verdict one-
tenir immuablement dans la ligne filth of the votes of the dikasts

du vrai, au milieu de ces impul- engaged.
sions donnfies en mi'me temps a Antipho not only composed
1'esprit et au coeur' (Merlin. R6- speeches for pleaders before the

pertoirede Jurisprudence, art.Jures, dikastery, but also gave them

p. 08). valuable advice generally as to the

At Athens, there were no pro- manner of conducting their case,
fcssimial advocates: the accuser &c., though he did not himself
and the accused (or the plaintiff speak before the dikasts: so also

and defendant, if the cause was Ktesiklcs the XoyoYpi'fcx; (Demos-
civil), each appeared in person thenes cont. Theokrin. c. 5) acted
with their witnesses, or sometimes as general adviser or attorney,
with depositions which the wit- Xenophon (Jlemor. i. 2, 51) notices
nesses had sworn to before the the persons ''who knew how to

archon: each might come with a furnish advice and aid to those

speech prepared by Antipho (Thu- engaged in a suit at law" (oi ou-<-

cyd. viii. G-) or some other rhetor : (ny.zi-i j?:i 37ip.EMOi) as analogous to

each might have one or mor ;
-

S-yvr,- the surgeon when a man was sick;

pr/o'j; to speak on his behalf after though they bore no current pro-

himself, but seemingly only out fessioual name.
of the space oi' time allotted to
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of the dikast were thus materially diminished, while the
action upon his feelings, of anger as well as of compassion,
was sharpened, as compared with the modern juror.

1 We
see in the remaining productions of the Attic orators how
much there is of plausible deception, departure from the
true issue, and appeals to sympathies, antipathies, and

prejudices of every kind, addressed to the dikasteries. 2 Of

1 Aristotle in the first and feeling, and the exhibition ofjustice
second chapters of his Treatise de both invoked and administered by
Rhetoric^ complains that the private citizens exclusively. The
teachers and writers on rhetoric who nearest analogy to this, which

preceded him, treated almost modern justice presents, is to be

entirely of the different means of found in the Courts of Requests
working on the feelings of the di- and other courts for trying causes

kasts, and of matters "extraneous limited to small sums of property
to the real question which the di- too small to be worth the notice

kasts ought to try" (nspi. TU>-; Iu> of judges and lawyers.
TOO TipdffAaTOs tci itXsiata TrpaY|j.a- These Courts, in spite of their

-s'iovtar SiafioXT) fop xai iXso? xccl direct and important bearing on

opY
1

/),
06 Ttspl TOU Ttpafp-ciTos EUTIV, the welfare and security of the

dXXa i:po<; TOV Sixa<jT7)v, &o., i. 1,1: poorer classes, have received littl a

compare, i. 2, 3 and iii. 1, 2). elucidation. The History of the

This is sufficient to show how Birmingham Court of Requests,
prominent such appeals to the by Mr. William Hutton (lately re-

feelings of the dikasts were, in published by Messrs. Chambers),
actual fact and practice, even if forms an exception to this remark,
we did not know it from the per- and is full of instruction in respect
usal of the orations themselves. to the habits, the conduct, and the

Respecting the habit of accused sufferings of poor persons. It fur-

persons to bring their wives and nishes, besides,theclosestapproach
children before the dikasts as sup- that I know to the feelings of

pliants for them to obtain mercy Athenian dikasts and pleaders,
or acquittal, see Aristophan. Vesp. though of course with many im-

567-976; Andokides de Mysteriis portant differences. Mr. Hutton

(ad finem), and Lysias Orat. iv. de was for many years unremitting
Vulnere (ad finem). in his attendance as a Commission-

2 To a person accustomed to the er, and took warm interest in the

judicature of modern Europe, con- honourable working of the Court,

ducted throughout all its stages His remarks upon the position, the

by the instrumentality of pro- duties, and the difficulties of the

fessional men (judges, advocates, Commissioners, illustrated by nu-

attorneys, <tc.), and viewed by the merous cases given in detail, are

general public as a matter in which extremely interesting, and repre-
no private citizen either could act sent thoughts which must have
or ought to act for himself nothing often suggested themselves to in-

is more remarkable in reading tho telligent dikasts at Athens.
Attic judicial orations (to a certain "Law and equity (he says, p. 34)

extent also the Roman) than the often vary. If the Commissioners
entire absence of this professional cannot decide against law, they
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course such artifices were resorted to by opposite speakers
in each particular trial. We have no means of knowing
to what extent they actually perverted the judgement of

the hearers. 1 Probably the frequent habit of sitting in

dikastery gave them a penetration in detecting sophistry
not often possessed by non-professional citizens. Neverthe-
less it cannot be doubted that in a considerable proportion
of cases, success depended less upon the intrinsic merits of

a case, than upon apparent airs of innocence and truth-

telling, dexterity of statement, and good general character,
in the parties, their witnesses, and the friendswho addressed
the court on their behalf. The accusatory speeches in

Attic oratory, wherein punishment is invoked upon an

alleged delinquent, are expressed with a bitterness which
is now banished from English criminal judicature, though
it was common in the state trials of two centuries ago.

Against them may be set the impassioned and emphatic
appeals made by defendants and their friends to the com-
miseration of the dikasts; appeals the more often successful,

can decide without it. Their oath reach it, if the judge has a heart

binds them to proceed according to reach. Distress and pity are

to good conscience (rrspi OTOU ciiix inseparable.

eiai VOJJLOI, Yvib|xr) TTJ BtxoctoTarfl "Perhaps there iieverwas a judge,
was the oath of the Athenian di- from seventeen to seventy, who
least). A man only needs informa- could look with indifference upon
tion to be able to decide." beauty in distress; if he could,
A few words from p. ,"fi,

about he was unfit to be a judge. He
the sources of misjudgement. "Mis- should bo a stranger to decision
information is another source of who is a stranger to compassion,
evil: both parties equally treat All these matters influence the

the Commissioners with deceit, man, and warp his judgement."
The only people who can throw This is a description, given by
light upon the subject will not. a perfectly honest and unpr'o-

"It is difficult not to be won by fessional judge, of his own feelings
the first speaker, if he carries the when on the bench. It will be
air of mildness and is master of found illustrated by frequent pas-
liis tale; or not to be biassed in sages in the Attic pleaders, where,

favour of infirmity or infancy, they address themselves to the

Those who cannot assist themsel- feelings here described in the bo-

vcs, we are much inclined to assist, som of the dikasts.

'Nothing dissolves like tears. ' Demosthenes (cont. Phormio. p.

Though they arise from weakness, 913, o. 2) emphatically remarks

they are powerful advocates, which how much more cautious witnesses

instantly disarm, particularly those were of giving false testimony be-

\\-hich the afflicted wish to bide, fore the numerous dikastery, than

They come from the heart and will before the arbitrator.
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because they came last, immediately before decision was

pronounced. This is true of Rome as well as of Athens. l

As an organ for judicial purposes, the Athenian

Powerful dikasteries were thus a simple and plenary
effects to manifestation of jury-trial, with its inherent

st'eriestn excellences and defects both brought out in

exercising exaggerated relief. They ensured a decision at

latln^the"
nce uncorrupt, public-minded, and imposing

intellect together with the best security which the case

fngVof
1 "

admitted against illegal violences on the part
individual of the rich and great.

'* Their extreme publicity
3ns>

as well as their simple and oral procedure,
divested of that verbal and ceremonial technicality which
marked the law of Rome even at its outset, was no small

benefit. And as the verdicts of the dikasts, even when

wrong, depended upon causes of misjudgement common
to them with the general body of the citizens, so they
never appeared to pronounce unjustly, nor lost the confid-

ence of their fellow-citizens generally. But whatever

may have been their defects as judicial instruments, as a

stimulus both to thought and speech, their efficacy was

unparalleled, in the circumstances of Athenian society.
Doubtless they would not have produced the same effect

if established at Thebes or Argos. The susceptibilities
of the Athenian mind, as well as the previous practice and

expansive tendencies of democratical citizenship, were
1 Asconius gives an account of Scaurus ipse et M. Glabrio, sororis

the begging off and supplication filius, et Paulus, et P. Lentulus,
to the judices at Rome, when et L. JEmiliusBuca, et C.Memmius,
sentence \vas about to be pro- supplicaverunt: ex altera parte

nounced upon Scaurus, whom Sylla I'austus, frater Scauri, et

Cicero defended (Cic. Orat. pro T. Annius Milo, et T. Peducseus,

Scauro, p. 28. ed Orell.): "Lauda- et C. Cato, et M. Octavius Lsenas."

verunt Scaurum consulares novem Compare also Cicero, Brutus, c.

Horum magna pars per tabellas 23, about the defence of Sergius

laudaverunt, qui aberant: inter Galba: Quin-tilian, I. 0. ii. 15.

quos Pompeius quoque. Unus 2
Plato, in his Treatise de Legi-

praetcrea aclolescens laudavit, fra- bus (vi. p. 76Si, adopts all the

ter ejus, Faustus Cornelius, Syllse distinguishing principles of the

filius. Is in laudatione multa hu- Athenian dikasteries. He parti-

militer et cum lacrimis locutus cularly insists, that the citizen

non minus audientes permovit, who does not take his share in the

quam Scaurus ipse permoverat. exercise of this function, conceives

Ad gcnua judicum, cum sententia? himself to have no concern or in-

ferrentur, bifariam se diviserunt terest in the commonwealth 70

qui pro eo rogabant: ab uno latere zapd-av -r^ -6).;u>t ou JAS-O//J; sivsi.
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also essential conditions and that genuine taste for sitting
in judgement and hearing both sides fairly, which, however

Aristophanes may caricature and deride it, was alike

honourable and useful to the people. The first establish-

ment of the dikasteries is nearly coincident with the great

improvement of Attic tragedy in passing from JEschylus to

Sophokles. The same development of the national genius,
now preparing splendid manifestations both in tragic and
comic poetry, was called with redoubled force into the

path of oratory, by the new judicial system. A Necessity
certain power of speech now became necessary, of learning

not merely for those who intended to take a
g

S

wth o7

prominent part in politics, but also for private profession-

citizens to vindicate their rights or repel accusa- ^\ rhetoric

tions, in a court of justice. It was an accom- pro-

plishment of the greatest practical utility, even composers

apart from ambitious purposes; hardly less so of speeches

than the use of arms or the practice of the
for others -

gymnasium. Accordingly, the teachers of grammar and

rhetoric, and the composers of written speeches to be
delivered by others, now began to multiply and to acquire
an unprecedented importance as well at Athens as under
the contemporary democracy of Syracuse,

1 in which also

some form of popular judicature was established. Style
and speech began to be reduced to a system, and so com-

municated; not always happily, for several of the early
rhetors 2 adopted an artificial, ornate, and conceited

manner, from which Attic good taste afterwards liberated

itself. But the very character of a teacher of rhetoric as

an art, a man giving precepts and putting himself for-

ward in show-leitures as a model for others, is a feature
iirst belonging to the Periklean age, and indicates a new
demand in the minds of the citizens.

"\Ve begin to hear, in the generation now growing up,
of the rhetor and the sophist, as persons of influence and

1 Aristot. ap. Cicero. Brut. c. 12. 2
Especially Gorgias; see Aris-

'Itaque cum sulilatis in Sicilia totel. Rhetor, iii. 1, 26; Timccus,
tvranuis res private longo inter- Fr.

; Dionys. Halicarn. De Lysiii
vj.llo juiiiciis repeterentur, turn Judicium, c. 3: also Toss, Disser-

primum quod esset acuta ea gens tatio de Gorgia Leontiuo, p. 20

ct coiitrovcvsa Datura, artem et (Halle, 1828); and "Westcrmann,
praicepta Siculos Coracem et Tisiani Gescliichte der Beredsamkeit in

conscripsu-se," AC. Compare Diodor. Griecheuland uudfioui, sect. 30, 31.

xi. S7
;
P.uiiaii. vi. 17, 8.

VOL. V. S
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celebrity. These two names denoted persons of similar

Rhetors and moral and intellectual endowments, or often in-

sophiBts. deed the same person, considered in different

points of view; 1 either as professing to improve the moral
character or as communicating power and facility of

expression or as suggesting premises for persuasion,
illustrations on the common-places of morals and politics,

argumentative abundance on matters of ordinary ex-

perience, dialectical subtlety in confuting an opponent,
&c. 2 Antipho of the deme Rhamnus in Attica, Thra-

symachus of Chalkedon, Tisias of Syracuse, Gorgias of

Leontini, Protagoras of Abdera, Prodikus of Keos,
Theodoras of Byzantium, Hippias of Elis, Zeno of Elea,
were among the first who distinguished themselves in these

departments of teaching. Antipho was the author of the

earliest composed speech really spoken in a dikastery and

preserved down to the later critics. 3 These men were

Plato (Gorgias, c. 20-75; Pro- appertaining to it (in a treatise

tagoras, c. 9). Lysias is sometimes which has rarely been surpassed

designated as a sophist (Demosth. in power of philosophical analysis),

cent. Neser. c. 7. p. 1351
;
Athenre. yet when he is recommending his

xiii. p. 592). There is no sufficient speculation to notice, he appeals
reason for supposing with Taylor to the great practical value ofrhe-

(Vit. Lysiffi, p. 56, ed. Dobson) that torical teaching, as enabling a man
there were two persons named to "help himself'' and fight his own

Lysias, and that the person here battles in case of need ".\TO-OV ei

named is a different man from the TUJ
oib(j.aTi JAEV ais/pov (xr) SovaoBou

author of the speeches which re- poTj9sIv iiuTuj, Xoyw Si cux ab)rp6v
main to us: see Mr. Fynes Clinton, (i. 1, 3: compare iii. 1, 2; Plato,
Fast. H. p. 360, Appendix, c. 20. Gorgias, c. 41-55; Protagoras, c. 9;

5 See the first book of Aristotle's Phsedrus, c. 43-50; Euthydem. c. 1-

Rhetoric (alluded to in a former 31; and Xenophon, Memorab. iii.

note) for his remarks on the tech- 12, 2, 3).

nical teachers of rhetoric before See also the character of Proxe-

his time. He remarks (and Plato nus in the Anabasis of Xenophon,
had remarked before him) (i. 1 and ii. 6, 16

; Plutarch, Vit. X. Orator.

2) that their teaching was for the p. 307; Aristoph. Xubes, 1108; Xe-
most part thoroughly narrow and nophon, Mem.orab. i. 2, 4S; Plato,

practical, bearing exclusively on Alkibiades, i. c. 31, p. 119; and a

what was required for the practice striking passage in Plutarch's life

of the dikastery (r.tpi too Sixi'U- of Cato the elder, c. 1.

ciSai rav-E? itEipcJJMTcu -=-/-; o>.oysiv) :
*
Plutarch, Vit, X. Orator, p. 832

;

compare also a remarkable passage Quintilian, iii. 1, 10. Compare Van
in his Treatise de Sophisticis Elen- Spaan (or Ruhnken), Dissertatio

chis, c. 32 ad finem. And though de Antiphonte Oratore Attico, pp.

he himself lays down a far more 8, 9, prefixed to Dobson's edition

profound and comprehensive the- of Antipho and Andokides. Anti-

ory of rhetoric and all matters pho is said to have been the teacher
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mostly not citizens of Athens, though many of them be-

longed to towns comprehended in the Athenian empire, at

a time when important judicial causes belonging to these

towns were often carried up to be ti'ied at Athens while

all of them looked to that city as a central point of action

and distinction. The term Sophist, which Herodotus 1

applies with sincere respect to men of distinguished wisdom
such as Solon, Anacharsis, Pythagoras, &c., now came to

be applied to these teachers of virtue, rhetoric, conver-

sation, and disputation ; many ofwhom professed acquaint-
ance with the whole circle of human science, physical as

well as moral (then narrow enough), so far as was

necessary to talk about any portion of it plausibly and

effectively, and to answer any question which might be

proposed to them. Though they passed from one Grecian
town to another, partly in the capacity of envoys from
their fellow-citizens, partly as exhibiting their talents to

numerous hearers, with much renown and large gain,
2

they appear to have been viewed with jealousy and dislike

by a large portion of the public.
3 For at a time when

every citizen pleaded his own cause before the dikastery,

they imparted, to those who were rich enough to purchase
it, a peculiar skill in the common weapons, which made
them like fencing-masters or professional swordsmen
amidst a society of untrained duellists. 4 Moreover Sokrates,

of the historian Thucydidus. The 4 Such is probably the meaning
statement of Plutarch that the of that remarkable passage in which
father of Antipho was also a so- Thucydides describes the Athenian

phist, can hardly be true. rhetor Antipho (viii. C8) : 'AvTicpcJbv,
1 Herodot. i. 29; iv. 95. ivr;p 'A

f

Jr,vocl(ov dpSTT] is. ooSjvoi;

'Plato (Hippias Major, c. 1, 2
; i)37;poc:, xat /pi-rioto? evQufj.T)Q/jvat

Menon, p. 95; and Gorgias, c. 1, Y E '' rV z'"^ X7 '- " v T'^V sirsiv xo<l

with Stallbaum's note); Diodor. is jisv 8ij|ju)v 06 icapicbv oW l SXXov
xii. 53; Pausan. vi. 17, 8. aY 1"'^ Sxo'isio; ouoeva, dXX' &TTO z-

1
Xenophon, Memorab. i. 2, 31. T to $

-
u> -

Xr; i 6 i a 8oav6ei-
To teach or learn the art of speech VOTTJTCK 8 i otx i [xe v o c, TOO; [xiv-

u-6 TU>-/ roXXiiv
7ctTi(xd)jj.EMOv "Inde ilia circa occultaudam elo-

(Xenoph. jNIemor. i. 2, 31). Compare quentiam simulatio,'' observes
^Escliines cont. Timar. about De- Quintilian, Inst. Or. iv. 1, 8.

mostbenes, c. 25, 27, which illu- Compare Plato (Protagoras, c. 8
;

strates the curious fragment of Pha-drus, c. 86), Isokrates cont.

SophoklCs, 8(i5. Oi yip y uv'Mvtipoi Sophistas, Or. xiii. p. 205, where
xai Xsystv f,o XTJXOTE 5. be complains of the teachers O'TI-
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himself a product of the same age, a disputant on
. the same subjects, and bearing the same name

Polemics of ,, 7 . ., i , j i-,- i j j-
Sokrates, of a Sophist

1 but despising political and judi-
Mmseif a c[a\ practice, and looking to the production of

against' the intellectual stimulus and moral impressions
sophists upon his hearers Sokrates or rather, Plato

y '

speaking through the person of Sokrates
carried on throughout his life a constant polemical war-
fare against the sophists and rhetors, in that negative vein

in which he was unrivalled. And as the works of these

latter have not remained, it is chiefly from the observations

of their opponents that we know them; so that they are

in a situation such as that in which Sokrates himself would
have been, if we had been compelled to judge of him only
from the Clouds of Aristophanes, or from those unfavour-
able impressions respecting his character which we know,
even from the Apologies of Plato and Xenophon, to have
been generally prevalent at Athens.

This is not the opportunity however for trying to

distinguish the good from the evil in the working of the

sophists and rhetors. At present it is enough that they
were the natural product of the age: supplying those wants,
and answering to that stimulus, which arose partly from
the deliberations of the Ekklesia, but still more from the

contentions before the dikastery, in which latter a far

greater number of citizens took active part, with or without

their own consent. The public and frequent

and
h
rhetors dikasteries constituted by Perikles opened to

were the the Athenian mind precisely that career of im-

product of provement which was best suited to its natural
the age aptitude. They were essential to the develop-

demo'cracy. ment of that demand out of which grew not

only Grecian oratory, but also, as secondary

veq OKEJ/OV-O, Otxd^jQat SiSiaxstv, p. 74. TjisTs JJIEV, <L 'A97j-/atoi, 2iu-

ex).s;ai(ASMOi TO S'jayspsaTatov "<iv xpatTjv p.sv TOV OOOKJTTJV ontsx-

6vo(J.i~<ov, 6 T(iv ccOovouvTUJV ipfw TitvatE, 71 KpiTiav ewavrj JiinaiSsu-

eiTj Xsysiv, aXX' O'j TCJJV irpOcaTuniuv v.coq, Iva ~(I)v TpiaxovTa TIOV TO-;
6rj[j.ov

TTJS Toioc'JTTji r:aiSi'J<js(u?, Demos- xaTaXucjavtiuv.

then. De Fals. Legat. c. 70, 71, p. Among the sophists whom Iso-

417-420; and ^ischin. cont. Ktesi- krate severely criticises, he evi-

phon, c. 9, p. 371 xaxoupYov oooi- dently seems to include Plato, aa

atTjv, olo|J.iVOV pr;|j.atJi too; jojj.oui may be seen by the contrast be-

dvcuprjjsiv.
tween 66;oc and ezut^r;, which he

1 JEscliiues cont. Timarch. c. 34, particularly notes, and which is so
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products, the speculative moral and political philosophy,
and the didactic analysis of rhetoric and grammar, which

long survived after Grecian creative genius had passed
away.

l And it was one of the first measures of the oligarchy
of Thirty, to forbid, by an express law, any teaching of

the art of speaking. Aristophanes derides the Athenians
for their love of talk and controversy, as if it had enfeebled

their military energy; but in his time most undoubtedly,
that reproach was not true nor did it become true, even
in part, until the crushing misfortunes which marked the

close of the Peloponnesian war. During the course of that

war, restless and energetic action was the characteristic of

Athens even in a greater degree than oratory or political

discussion, though before the time of Demosthenes a mate-
rial alteration had taken place.

.The establishment of these paid dikasteries at Athens
was thus one of the most important and prolific T iie dikas-

events in all Grecian history. The pay helped teries were

to furnish a maintenance for old citizens, past nexciu-
the age of military service. Elderly men were siveiy of

the best persons for such a service, and were but'of
1611 '

preferred for judicial purposes both at Sparta, middling

and as it seems, in heroic Greece. Nevertheless, cu^e s

rei

we need not suppose that all the dikasts were indiscd-

either old or poor, though a considerable pro-
minatel y-

portion of them were so, and though Aristophanes selects

these qualities as among the most suitable subjects for his

onspicuously set forth in the Pla- tl

them as a class, which most moderntonic writings (Isokrates con

ophistas, Or. xiii. p. 293: a]

cribes the passing of this

personal hatred of Kritias againremarks justly that the name

di

th_ r , ,

physicians," Ac. I shall take a directly at one of tho prominent
future opportunity of examining democratical ha"
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ridicule. Perikles has been often censured for this insti-

tution, as if he had been the first to ensure pay to dikasts

who before served for nothing, and had thus introduced

poor citizens into courts previously composed of citizens

above poverty. But in the first place, this supposition is

not correct in point of fact, inasmuch as there were no
such constant dikasteries previously acting without pay;
next, if it had been true, the habitual exclusion of the poor
citizens would have nullified the popular working of these

bodies, and would have prevented them from answering
any longer to the reigning sentiment at Athens. Nor
could it be deemed unreasonable to assign a regular pay
to those who thus rendered regular service. It was indeed
an essential item in the whole scheme 1 and purpose, so

that the suppression of the pay of itself seems to have sus-

pended the dikasteries, while the oligarchy ofFourHundred
was established and it can only be discussed in that

light. As the fact stands, we may suppose that the 6000
Heliasts who filled the dikasteries were composed of the

middling and poorer citizens indiscriminately; though
there was nothing to exclude the richer, if they chose to

serve.

1 Thucyd. viii. 67. Compare a turn de Nomine, c. 5. xal el jjujfioc

curious passage, even in reference Erropis'jTj toii; SixaaTripion, eloiJYCiy

to the time of Demosthenes, in the av
(/.s >5/.ov 'TI, &c.

speech of that orator contra Boeo-
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CHAPTER XLVII.

FROM THE THIRTY YEARS' TRUCE, FOURTEEN YEARS
BEFORE THE PELOPONNESIAN WAR, DOWN TO
THE BLOCKADE OF POTIDJEA, IN THE YEAR BE-
FORE THE PELOPONNESIAN WAR.

THE judicial alterations effected at Athens by Perikles and

Ephialtes, described in the preceding chapter, persona i

gave to a large proportion of the citizens direct activity

jury functions and an active interest in the con- vaient"
stitution, such as they had never before enjoyed; among the

the change being at once a mark of previous ^zens
growth of democratical sentiment during the empire of

past, and a cause of its farther development ^^veiy*"
during the future. The Athenian people were maritime,

at this time ready for personal exertion in all
thirty^

6

directions. Military service on land or sea was years'

not less conformable to their dispositions than truce -

attendance in the ekklesia or in the dikastery at home. The
naval service especially was prosecuted with a degree of

assiduity which brought about continual improvement in

hkill and efficiency; while the poorer citizens, of whom it

chiefly consisted, were more exact in obedience and dis-

cipline than any of the more opulent persons from whom
the infantry or the cavalry were drawn. 1 The maritime

multitude, in addition to self-confidence and courage, ac-

quired by this laborious training an increased skill, which

placed the Athenian navy every year more and more above
the rest of Greece. And the perfection of this force be-

came the more indispensable as the Athenian empire was
now again confined to the sea and seaport towns; the re-

verses immediately preceding the thirty years' truce having
broken up all Athenian land ascendency over Megara.
Boeotia, and the other continental territories adjoining to

Attica.

The maritime confederacy originally commenced at

Delos under the headship of Athens, but with a common

* Xenophon, Meiiiorab. iii. 5, 18.
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synod and deliberative voice on the part of each member
had now become transformed into a confirmed empire

on the part of Athens, over the remaining states as foreign

dependencies; all of them rendering tribute except Chios,

Samos, and Lesbos. These three still remained on their

original footing of autonomous allies, retaining
mos

S

and~ their armed force, ships, and fortifications, with
Lesbos the obligation of furnishing military and naval

thToniy* a^ "when required, but not of paying tribute,

free allies The discontinuance of the deliberative synod.

onthe
h
same however, had deprived them of their original

footing as security against the encroachments of Athens,

nai coif-

1"

"- have already stated generally the steps (we
federates do not know them in detail) whereby this im-

the^tMt* portant change was brought about, gradually
\vero sub- and without any violent revolution for even

tributary
^he transfer of the common treasure from Delos
to Athens, which was the most palpable symbol

and evidence of the change, was not an act of Athenian

violence, since it was adopted on the proposition of the
Samians. The change resulted in fact almost inevitably
from the circumstances of the case, and from the eager ac-

tivity of the Athenians contrasted with the backwardness
and aversion to personal service on the part of the allies.

We must recollect that the confederacy, even in its original

structure, was contracted for permanent objects, and was

permanently binding by the vote of its majority, like the

Spartan confederacy, upon every individual member. 1 It

was destined to keep out the Persian fleet, and to maintain
the police of the JEgean. Consistently with these objects,
no individual member could be allowed to secede from the

confederacy, and thus to acquire the benefit of protection
at the cost of the remainder: so that when,Naxos and other
members actually did secede, the step was taken as a re-

volt, and Athens only performed her duty as president of
the confederacy in reducing them. By every such reduction,
as well as by that exchange of personal service for money-
payment, which most of the 'allies voluntarily sought, the

power of Athens increased, until at length she found her-

self with an irresistible navy in the midst of disarmed

1 Thucyd. v. 30: about the Spar- aiymv 'ir/f ijr.Toci, /-;
jj.r,

-.< ^(I>v

tan confederacy sipr^ivov, xypiov -r
t r,pibiov xiu/.'j(xx r;.

eivoci, O,TI av TO zXyj'joi -wi
CJ'JJA-
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tributaries, none of whom could escape from her constrain-

ing power, and mistress of the sea, the use of which
was indispensable to them. The synod of Delos, even if

it had not before become partially deserted, must have
ceased at the time when the treasure was removed to Athens

probably about 460 B.C., or shortly afterwards.

The relations between Athens and her allies were
thus materially changed, by proceedings which gradually
evolved themselves and followed one upon the other with-

out any preconcerted plan. She became an imperial or

despot city, governing an aggregate of dependent subject?
all without their own active concurrence, and

Ath
in many cases doubtless contrary to their own took no

sense of political right. It was not likely that P.
in

.

s
.

io
.

they should conspire unanimously to break up allies with

the confederacy, and discontinue the collection the ldea of

of contribution from each of the members; nor interest

would it have been at all desirable that they
never-

should do so: for while Greece generally would allies were

have been a great loser by such a proceeding, the gainers by

allies themselves would have been the great- tinuance

est losers of all, inasmuch as they would have of h
?
r

been exposed without defence to the Persian
and Phoenician fleets. But the Athenians committed
the capital fault of taking the whole alliance into their

own hands, and treating the allies purely as subjects, with-
out seeking to attach them by any form of political incor-

poration or collective meeting and discussion without

taking any pains to maintain community of feeling or idea
of a joint interest without admitting any control, real or
even pretended, over themselves as managers. Had they
attempted to do this, it might have proved difficult to

accomplish, so powerful was the force of geographical
dissemination, the tendency to isolated civic life, and the

repugnance to any permanent extramural obligations, in

every Grecian community. But they do not appear to

have ever made- the attempt. Finding Athens exalted by
circumstances to empire, and the allies degraded into sub-

jects, the Athenian statesmen grasped at the exaltation as

u matter of pride as well as profit.
' Even Perikles, the
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most prudent and far-sighted of them, betrayedno conscious-
ness that an empire without the cement of some all-

pervading interest or attachment, although not practically

oppressive, must nevertheless have a natural tendency to

become more and more unpopular, and ultimately to

crumble in pieces. Such was the course of events which,
if the judicious counsels of Perikles had been followed,

might have been postponed, though it could not have been
averted.

Instead of trying to cherish or restore the feelings of

equal alliance, Perikles formally disclaimed it. He main-
tained that Athens owed to her subject allies no account
of the money received from them, so long as she perform-
ed her contract by keeping away the Persian enemy and

maintaining the safety of the ^Egean waters. l This was,
as he repi-esented, the obligation which Athens had under-

taken; and provided it were faithfully dis-
c n^ e

Pj
i

,

on
charged, the allies had no right to ask questionsof Perikles '

.
,

.

i < n
Athens, or exercise control, lhat it was faithfully

an imp e-
discharged no one could deny. No ship of wai 1

owing pro- except from Athens and her allies was ever seen
tection to between the eastern and western shores of the

ames^
Je

^Egean. An Athenian fleet of sixty triremes
who, on was kept on duty in these waters, chiefly man-

owed 'obe- ned by Athenian citizens, and beneficial as well
dience and from the protection afforded to commerce as

for keeping the seamen in constant pay and

training.
2 And such was the effective superintendence

maintained, that in the disastrous period preceding the

thirty years' truce, when Athens lost ALegara and Bceo-

tia, and with difficulty recovered Euboea, none of her

numerous maritime subjects took the opportunity to

revolt.

The total of these distinct tributary cities is said to

have amounted to 1000, according to a verse of Aristo-

phanes
3 which cannot be under the truth, though it may

well be, and probably is, greatly above the truth. The
total annual tribute collected at the beginning of the Pelo-

ponnesian war, and probably also for the years preceding
it, is given by Thucydides at about GOO talents. Of th-;

sums paid by particular states, however, we have little or

1
Plutarch, Perikles, c. 12. *

Plutarch, Perikles, c. 11.

3 Aristophan. Vesp. 707.
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no information. 1 It was placed tinder the superintendence
of the Hellenotamiae

; originally officers of the confederacy

1 The island of Kythera was con- are included several Inscriptions

quered by the Athenians from (published also for the most part

Sparta in 425 B.C., and the annual in Kangabg's Antiquites Helle-

tribute then imposed upon it was niques) recently found at Athens,
four talents (Thucyd. iv. 57). In and illustrating the tribute raised

the Inscription No. 143, ap. Boeckh by ancient Athens from her sub-

Corp. Inscr., we find some names ject-allies. M. Boeckh has devoted

enumerated of tributary towns with more than half his second volume
the amount of tribute opposite to (from p. 369 to p. 747) to an ela-

each, but the stone is too much borate commentary for the eluci-

damaged to give us much infor- dation of these documents,

mation. Tyrodiza in Thrace paid Had it been our good fortune to

1000 drachms : some other towns, recover these Inscriptions corn-

er junctions of towns, not clearly plete, we should have acquired

discernible, are rated at 1000, 2000, important and authentic informa-

SOOO drachms, one talent, and even tion respecting the Athenian Tri-

ten talents. This inscription must bute-system. But they are very
be anterior to 413 B.C., when the imperfectly legible, and require
tribute was converted into a five at every step conjectural restora-

per cent, duty upon imports and tion as well as conjectural inter-

exports: see Boeckh, Public Econ. pretation. To extract from them
of Athens, and his notes upon the a consistent idea of the entire sy-

above-mentioned Inscription. stem, M. Boeckh has recourse to

It was the practice of Athens not several hypotheses, which appear
always to rate each tributary city to me more ingenious than con-

separately, but sometimes to join vincing.
several in one collective rating^ The stones (or at least several

probably each responsible for the among them) form a series of re-

rest. This sei;ms to have provoked cords, belonging to successive years
occasional remonstrances from the or other periods, inscribed by the

allies, in some of which the rhetor ThirtyLogistseor Auditors (Boeckh,
Antipho was employed to furnish p. 584). The point of time from
the speech which the complainants which they begin is not positively

pronounced before the dikastery: determinable. Rangab<5 supposes
see Antipho ap. Harpokration, v. it to be Olymp. 82. 1. (452 B.C.),

'AuoTa;u SuvtsXeti;. It is greatly while Boeckh puts it later Olymp.
to be lamented that the orations 83. 2. B.C. 447 (p. 594-596). They
composed by Antipho for the Sa- reach down, in his opinion, to

mothrakians and Lindians (the B.C. 406.

latter inhabiting one of the three As to the amount of tribute

separate towns in the island of demanded from or paid by the

Uhodes) have not been pre- allies, collectively or individually,
served. nothing certain appears to me
Since my first edition, M. Boeckh obtainable from these Inscrip-

has published a second edition of tions
;
which vary surprisingly (as

his Public Economy of the Athe- Boeckh observes p. 615, 026, 628,

mans, with valuable additions and 646) in the sums placed opposite

enlargements. Among the latter to the same name. We learn how-
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but now removed from Delos to Athens, and acting alto-

gether as an Athenian treasury-board. The sum total of

the Athenian revenue 1 from all sources, including this

tribute, at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war is stated

by Xenophon at 1000 talents. Customs, harbour and

market-dues, receipt from the silver-mines at Laurium.

ever something about the classifi- which the sum placed opposite to

cation of the subject allies. They the name of each city is extremely
were distributed under five general high; but in general the sum re-

heads, 1. Karian Tribute. 2. Ionic corded is so small, that Boeckh
Tribute. 3. Insular Tribute. 4. affirms it not to represent the

Hellespontine Tribute. 6. Thra- whole tribute assessed, but only
cian Tribute. Under the first head, that small fraction of it (accord-

Karian, we find specified 62 names ing to him Viio) 'which was paid
of cities; under the second, Ionic, over as a compliment of perquisite
42 names; under the third, Insu- to the goddess AthenS. His hypo-

lar, 41
;
under the fourth Helles- thesis on this subject rests, in my

pontine, 50; under the fifth, Thra- judgement, upon no good proof,

cian, 68. The total of these (with nor can I think that these Inscrip-
tlie addition of four undecypher- tions at all help us to discover

ablenames not aggregated to either the actual aggregate of tribute

class) makes 267 names of tribut- raised. He speaks too emphati-
ary cities (Boeckh, p. 619). Un- cally about the heavy pressure of

doubtedly all the names of tribut- it upon the allies. Nothing in

aries are not here included. Boeckh Thucydides warrants this belief;

supposes that an approximation to moreover, we know distinctly from
the actual total may be made, by him that until the year 413 B.C.,

adding one-fifth more, making in the total tribute was something
all 334 tributaries (p. 663). This not so much as 5 per cent, upon
shows a probable minimum, but imports and exports (Thucyd. vii.

little more. 2?). How much less it was we do

Allusion is made in the Inscrip- not know; but it certainly did not

tions to certain differences in the reach that point. Mitford seems
mode of assessment. Some are self- struck with the lightness of the

assessed cities, iroXsn au-rcci tpopov tax (see a note in this History,

Ta;ot[AiVCu others are cities in- ch. Ixi.)- It is possible that the

scribed by private individuals on very high assessments, which ap-
the tribute roll, r.rj'/.n^ 6U oi ISiiu- pear on a few of the stones ap-
tai i-ii'ioi'liy.'i oopov oipsiv (p. 013- pended to some names of insular

01G). These two heads (occurring tributaries, may refer to a date
in three different Inscriptions) seem later than 413 B.C. during the closing
to point to a date not long after years of the war, when Athens
the first establishment of the tri- was struggling under the most
oute. It appears that the Athe- severe pressure and peril (Boeckh,
aian kleiuchs or outlying citizens p. 547 seq.).

were numbered among the tribu- ' Xenophon. Anab. vii. 1. 27. o'i

taries, and were assessed (as far [xsTov yi/.icov ToO.a^TUJv: compare
as can be made out) at the highest Boeckh, Public Econ. of Athens,
rate (p. 631). b. iii. ch. 7, 15, 19.

There are a few Inscriptions in
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rents of public property, fines from judicial sentences, a

tax per head upon slaves, the annual payment made by
each metic, &c., may have made up a larger sum than 400

talents: which sum, added to the 600 talents from tribute,

would make the total named by Xenophon. But a verse

of Aristophanes
l
during the ninth year of the Peloponne-

sian war (B. c. 422) gives the general total of that time as

"nearly 2000 talents:" this is in all probability much above
the truth, though we may reasonably imagine that the

amount of tribute-money levied upon the allies had been

augmented during the interval. 1 think that the alleged

duplication of the tribute by Alkibiades, which Thucydides
nowhere notices, is not borne out by any good evidence,
nor can I believe that it ever reached the sum of 1200

talents. 2 Whatever may have been the actual magnitude

1

Aristoplian. Vesp. 660. TGtXavi' negative probabilities, as sufficient

eYY'J; SiayiXio. for an important matter of fact.

* Very excellent writers on Athe- In a note on the chapter immedi-
nian antiquity (Boeckh, Public ately preceding I have already
Econ. of Athens, c. 15, 19, b. iii.

; touched upon their extraordinary

Schomann, Antiq. J. P. Att. sect, looseness of statement pointed
Ixxiv.

;
K. F. Hermann, Gr. Staats- out by various commentators,

alterthumer, sect. 157: compare among them particularly by Mr.

however a passage in Boeckh, ch. Fynes Clinton: see above, chap.

17, p. 421, Kng. transl., where he xlv.

seems to be of an opposite opinion) The assertion that the tribute

accept this statement, that the from the Athenian allies was raised

tribute levied by Athens upon her to a sum of 1200 talents annually,
allies was doubled some years after comes to us only from those ora-

the commencement of the Pelo- tors as original witnesses; and in

ponnesian war (at which time it them it forms part of a tissue of

was 600 talents), and that it came statements alike confused and in-

to amount to 1200 talents. Never- correct. But against it we have a

theless, I cannot follow them, powerful negative argument the

upon evidence no stronger than perfect silence of Thucydides. Is

JEschin&s (Fals. Leg. c. 54. p. 301), it possible that that historian
Andokides (De Pace, c. 1, s. 9), would have omitted all notice of

and Pseudo-Andokides,cont. Alkib. a step so very important in its

effects, if Athens had really adopted
Both AndokidSs, and JEschines it? He mentions to us the com-

\vho seems to copy him, profess to mutation by Athens of the tribute
furnish a general but brief sketch from her allies into a duty of 5 per
of Athenian history for the century cen t. payable by thorn on their ex-

succeeding the Persian invasion, ports and imports (vii. 28j this was
But botli are so full of historical in the nineteenth year of the war
and chronological inaccuracies, 413 B.C. But anything like the

that we can hardly accept their duplication of the tribute all at

authority, when opposed by any once, would have altered much
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of the Athenian budget, however, prior to the Peloponne-
sian war, we know that during the larger part of the ad-

more materially the relations be- cised, and the question is to deter-

tween Athens and her allies, and mine which of the three: accord-

would have constituted in the ingly the speaker dwells upon many
minds of the latter a substantive topics calculated to raise a bad

grievance such as to aggravate the impression of Alkibiadgs, and a

motive for revolt in a manner favourable impression of himself,

which Thucydidgs could hardly fail Among the accusations against
to notice. The orator -ZEschinSs Alkibiadgs, one is, that after having
refers the augmentation of the recommended in the assembly of

tribute, up to 1200 talents, to the the people that the inhabitants of

time succeeding the peace of Ni- Melos should be sold as slaves, he

kias : M. Boeckh (Public Econ. had himself purchased a Melian
of Athens, b. iii. oh. 15-19, p. 400- woman among the captives, and

434) supposes it to have taken place had had a son by her: it was cri-

earlier than the representation of minal (argues the speaker) to beget
the Vespffi of Aristophangs, that offspring by a woman whose rela-

is, about three years before that tions he had contributed to cause

peace, or 423 B.C. But this would to be put to death, and whose city

have been just before the time of he had contributed to ruin (c. 8).

the expedition of Brasidas into Upon this argument I do not here

Thrace, and his success in exciting touch, any farther than to bring
revolt among the dependencies of out the point of chronology. The
Athens. Now if Athens had doubled speech, if delivered at all, must
her tribute upon all the allies, just have been delivered, at the earliest,

before that expedition, Thucydides nearly a year after the capture of

could not have omitted to mention Melos by the Athenians: it may
it, as increasing the chances of be of later date, but it cannot pos-
success to Brasidas, and helping siWy Tie earlier,

to determine the resolutions of the Now Melos surrendered in the

Akanthians and others, which were winter immediately preceding the

by no means adopted unanimously great expedition of the Athenians

or without hesitation, to revolt. to Sicily in 415 B.C., which expedi-
In reference to the Oration to tion sailed about midsummer (Thu-

which I here refer as that ofPseudo- cyd. v. 116; vi. 30). Xikias and

Andokides against Alkibiadgs, I Alkibiades both went as command-
made some remarks in chap. xxxi. ers of that expedition: the latter

of this History, tending to show was recalled to Athens for trial on

it to be spurious and of a time con- the charge of impiety about three

siderably later than that to which months afterwards, but escaped in

it purports to belong. I will here the way home, was condemned and
add one other remark, which ap- sentenced to banishment in his

pears to me decisive, tending to absence, and did not return to

the same conclusion. Athens until 407 B.C., long after

The oration professes to be de- the death of Xikias, who continued

livered in a contest of ostracism in command of the Athenian arma-

between Nikias, Alkibiades, and ment in Sicily, enjoying the full

the speaker. One of the three (he esteem of his countrymen, until its

says) must necessarily be ostra- complete failure and ruin before
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ministration of Perikles, the revenue including tribute

was so managed as to leave a large annual surplus; inso-

much that a treasure of coined money was accumulated in

the Acropolis during the years preceding the

Peloponnesian war which treasure when at ^rg
n̂t

its maximum reached the great sum of 9700 O f revenue

talents (=2,230.000?.), and was still at 6000 laid by aild
v > /' . . accumu-

talents, after a serious dram tor various pur- latea by
poses, at the moment when that war beefan. J Athens,
rnu- c I.T 4. J-T 1 during the
This system or public economy, constantly lay- years pre-

ing by a considerable sum year after year in ceding the

i i A j.i in- f j.i Peloponne-
whicn Athens stood alone, since none ot the S ian war .

Peloponnesian states had any public reserve

whatever,'2 goes far of itself to vindicate Perikles from the

charge of having wasted the public money in mischievous
distributions for the purpose of obtaining popularity; and
also to exonerate the Athenian Demos from that reproach
of a greedy appetite for living by the public purse which
it is common to advance against them. After the death of

Kimon, no farther expeditions were undertaken against
the Persians. Even for some years before his death, not

Syracuse and who perished him- bute to 1300 talents (Plutarch,
self afterwards as a Syracusan Aristeid. c. 24).

prisoner.
' Thuoyd. ii. 13.

Taking these circumstances to- 2 Thucyd. i. 80. The foresight of

getlier, it will 'at once be seen that the Athenian people, in abstaining
there never can have been any from immediate use of public

time, ten months or more after the money and laying it up for future

capture of Melos, when Nikias and wants, would be still more con-

Alkibiades could have been exposed spicuously demonstrated, if the

to a vote of ostracism at Athens, statement of -ZEschines the orator

The thing is absolutely impossible: were true, that they got together
and the oration in which such his- 7000 talents between the peace of

torical and chronological incom- Nikias and the Sicilian expedition,

patibilities are embodied, must bo M. Boeckh believes this statement,

spurious; furthermore it must have and says, "It is not impossible
been composed long after the pre- that 1000 talents might have been
tended time of delivery, when the laid by every year, as the amount

chronological series of events had of tribute received was so consider-

been forgotten. able" (Public Economy of Athens,
I may add that the story of this ch. xx. p. 446, Eng. Trans.). I do

duplication of the tribute by Alki- not believe the statement: but M.

biades is virtually contrary to the Boeckh and others, who do, ought
statement of Plutarch, probably in fairness to set it against the

borrowed from xKschines, who many remarks which they pass in

states that the demagogues graihi- condemnation of the democratical

ally increased (xa-ct puxpov) the tri- prodigality.
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much appears to have been done. The tribute money
thus remained unexpended, and kept in reserve, as the

presidential duties of Athens prescribed, against future

attack, which might at any time be renewed.

Though we do not know the exact amount of the other

fit
sources of Athenian revenue, however, we know

by
1

Athe- that tribute received from allies was the largest
nian citi- item in it. 1 And altogether the exercise of
zens in the -111 i p .

imperial empire abroad became a prominent feature in

power of Athenian life, and a necessity to Athenian senti-
y<

ment, not less than democracy at home. Athens
was no longer, as she had been once, a single city, with
Attica for her territory. She was a capital or imperial

city a despot-city, was the expression used by her enemies,
and even sometimes by her own citizens 2 with many
dependencies attached to her, and bound to follow her

orders. Such was the manner in which not merely Perikles

and the other leading statesmen, but even the humblest
Athenian citizen, conceived the dignity of Athens. The
sentiment was one which carried with it both personal

pride and stimulus to active patriotism. To establish

Athenian interests among the dependent territories was
one important object in the eyes of Perikles. TVhile

1 Thucyd. 1. 122-143; ii. 13. The customs-duty was imposed at the

rcsvTTjxojTTj, or duty of two per cent. Peirius during the Peloponnesian

upon imports and exports at the war. Comparing together the two

Peirreus, produced to the state a passages of Xenophon (Eepubl.
revenue of thirty-six talents in the Ath. 1, 17, and Aristophan. Vesp.

year in which it was farmed hy 657), we may suppose that the re-

Andokides, somewhere about 400 gular and usual rate of duty -was

B.C., after the restoration of the one per cent, or one 4x3Ti""r;

democracy at Athens from its defeat while in case of need this may
and subversion at the close of the have been doubled or tripled Tic

Peloponnesian war (Andokides de :to).).i? exaTOjTa? (see Boeckh, b.

Mysteriis, c. 23, p. 65). This was iii. ch. 1-4, p. 298-318, Eng. Trans.).
at a period of depression in Athe- The amount of revenue derived

nian affairs, and when trade was even from this source, however,
doubtless not near so good as it can have borne no comparison to

had been during the earlier part the tribute.

of the Peloponnesian war. * By Perikles, Thucyd. ii. 63. By
It seems probable that this must Kleon, Thucyd. iii. 37. By the

have been the most considerable envoys at Melos, v. 89. By Euphe-
permanent source of Athenian re- mus, vi. 85. By the hostile Corin-

venue next to the tribute; though thians, i. 124, as a matter of course,

we do not know what rate of
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discouraging all distant 1 and rash enterprises, such as

invasion of Egypt or Cyprus, he planted out many Numeroug
kleruchies, and colonies of Athenian citizens Athenian

intermingled with allies, on islands and parts of c
l
tiz n

!

the coast. He conducted 1000 citizens to the LTierucL
Thracian Chersonese, 500 to Naxos, and 250 to

fgf
e

c'her.

Andros. In the Chersonese, he farther repelled sonesus

the barbarous Thracian invaders from without, ? ^
b
g

ace '

and even undertook the labour of carrying a wall

of defence across the isthmus which connected the penin-
sula with Thrace; since the barbarous Thracian tribes,

though expelled some time before by Kimon, 2 had still

continued to renew their incursions from time to time.

Ever since the occupation of the elder Miltiades about

eighty years before, there had been in this peninsula many
Athenian proprietors, apparently intermingled with half-

civilized Thracians: the settlers now acquired both greater
numerical strength and better protection, though it does
not appear that the cross-wall was permanently maintained.
The maritime expeditions of Perikles even extended into

the Euxine sea, as far as the important Greek city of Sinope,
then governed by a despot named Timesilaus, against whom
a large proportion of the citizens were in active discontent.

Lamachus was left with thirteen Athenian triremes to

assist in expelling the despot, who was driven into exile

along with his friends and party. The properties of these
exiles were confiscated, and assigned to the maintenance
of six hundred Athenian citizens, admitted to equal fellow-

ship and residence with the Sinopians. We may presume
that on this occasion Sinope became a member of the
Athenian tributary alliance, if it had not been so before:
but we do not know whether Kotyora and Trapezus,
dependencies of Sinope farther eastward, which the 10,000
Greeks found on their retreat fifty years afterwards, existed
in the time of Perikles or not. Moreover the numerous
and well-equipped Athenian fleet under the command of
Perikles produced an imposing effect upon the barbarous

princes and tribes along the coast,
3
contributing certainly

to the security of Grecian trade, and probably to the

acquisition of new dependent allies.

1 Plutarch, Perikles, e. 20. Plutarch, Kimon, c. 11.

'
Plutarch, Periklcs, c. 19, 20.

VOL. V. T
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It was by successive proceedings of this sort that many
Active per-

detachments of Athenian citizens became settled
sonai and in various portions of the maritime empire of

reiaMons
1*1 the city some rich, investing their property in

between the islands as more secure (from the incontest-

and
e

aii
a^e superiority of Athens at sea) even than

parts of the Attica, which since the loss of the Megarid could
not be guarded against a Peloponnesian land

invasion 1 others poor, and hiring themselves out as

labourers. 2 The islands of Lemnos, Imbros, and Skyros,
as well as the territory of Estiaea, on the north of Euboea,
were completely occupied by Athenian proprietors and
citizens: other places were partially so occupied. And it

was doubtless advantageous to the islanders to associate

themselves with Athenians in trading enterprises, since

they thereby obtained a better chance of the protection of
the Athenian fleet. It seems that Athens passed regulations

occasionally for the commerce of her dependent allies, as

we see by the fact that shortly before the Peloponnesian
war she excluded the Megarians from all their ports. The
commercial relations between Peiraeus and the JEgean
reached their maximum during the interval immediately
preceding the Peloponnesian war. These relations were
not confined to the country east and north of Attica: they
reached also the western regions. The most important
settlements founded by Athens during this period were,

Amphipolis in Thrace and Thurii in Italy.

Amphipolis was planted by a colony ofAthenians and
other Greeks, under the conduct of the Athenian

Amphipolis .
'

T , .,

in Thrace Agnon, in 43 i B.C. It was situated near the
lounded hy river Strymon in Thrace, on the eastern bank,

Agnon 'is and at the spot where the Strymon resumes its

sent out as river-course after emerging from the lake above.
CKkist. T . . .

i ,,i /..i
It was originally a township or settlement or the

Edonian Thracians, called Ennea Hodoi or Nine "Ways in

a situation doubly valuable, both as being close upon the

1 Xenophon, Rep. Ath. ii. 16. TTJV Compare also Xenophon (Me-

piv o'jjiotv Tot; vr,3Cii<; itspi9ev~at, morabil. ii. 8, 1, and Symposion,

itt3T'!)ovT;T^ ap'/f^-f, xaTGtOaXaojav iv. 31).

TTJV 6e 'A-Tty.Tjv YTJV repiopum TS|J.-
2 See the case of the free la-

vou-s-vTjv, YIYVIOJXOVTEI; OTI si styTTjv bourer and the husbandman at Xa-

e).r,30'j3w, etcptov af^Oi-i jieiWviuv xos, Plato, Euthyphro. c. 3.
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bridge over the Strymon, and as a convenient centre for

the ship-timber and gold and silver mines of the neigh-

bouring region. It was distant about three English miles

from the Athenian settlement of Eion at the mouth of the

river. The previous unsuccessful attempts to form estab-

lishments at Ennea Hodoi have already been noticed first

that of Histiseus the Milesian, followed up by his brother

Aristagoras (about 497-496 B.C.), next that of the Athenians
about 465 B.C. under Leagrus and others on both which
occasions the intruding settlers had been defeated and ex-

pelled by the native Thracian tribes, though on the second
occasion the number sent by Athens was not less than

10,000.! So serious a loss deterred the Athenians fora

long time from any repetition of the attempt. But it is

highly probable that individual Athenian citizens, from
Eion and from Thasus, connected themselves with powerful
Thracian families, and became in this manner actively

engaged in mining to their own great profit, as well as

to the profit of the city collectively, since the property of

the kleruchs, or Athenian citizens occupying colonial lands,
bore its share in case of direct taxes being imposed on

property generally. Among such fortunate adventurers
we may number the historian Thucydides himself; seeming-
ly descended from Athenian parents intermarrying with

Thracians, and himself married to a wife either Thracian
or belonging to a family of Athenian colonists in that

region, through whom he became possessed of a large pro-

perty in the mines, as well as of great influence in the

districts around. 2 This was one of the various ways in

\vhich the collective power of Athens enabled her chief

citizens to enrich themselves individually.
The colony under Agnon, despatched from Athens in

the year 437 B.C., appears to have been both situation

numerous and well-sustained, inasmuch as it
^J?

1

]?

01'
1 "

conquered and maintained the valuable position AmpM-
of Ennea Hodoi in spite of those formidable p lis -

1 Thucyd. i. 100. with Miltiades and Kimon, as well
2 Thucyd. iv. li'5

; Marcellinus, as with Olorus king of one of the
Vit. Thucyd. c. 19. See Eoscher, Thracian tribes, whose daughter
Leben des Thucydides, oh. i. 4. p. Hegesipylo was wife of Miltiades

96, who gives a genealogy of Tim- the conqueror of Marathon. In

cydides, as far as it can be made this manner therefore he belonged
out with any probability. The to one of the ancient heroic fa-

historian was connected by blood miliesof Athens and evenof Greece,
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Edonian neighbours who had baffled the two preceding
attempts. Its name of Ennea Hodoi was exchanged for

that of Amphipolis the hill on which the new town was
situated being bounded on three sides by the river. The
settlers seem to have been of mixed extraction, comprising
no large proportion of Athenians. Some were of Chalkidic

race, others came from Argilus, a Grecian city colonised

from Andros, which possessed the territory on the western
bank of the Strymon immediately opposite to Amphipolis, l

and which was included among the subject allies of Athens.

Amphipolis, connected with the sea by the Strymon and
the port of Eion, became the most important of all the

Athenian dependencies in reference to Thrace and Mace-
donia.

The colony of Thurii on the coast of the Gulf of

Founda- Tarentum in Italy, near the site and on the
tion by the territory of the ancient Sybaris. was founded by
Athenians, A .-,

J
-,

J v .1 t i-
of Thurii, Athens about seven years earlier than Amphi-
on the polis, not Ipnff after the conclusion of the Thirty
southern , , .,, o , . ._ o . ,,'
coast of years truce with Sparta, B.C. 443. Since the
Italy. destruction of the old Sybaris bythe Krotoniates,
in 509 B.C., its territory had for the most part remained

unappropriated. The descendants of the former inhabit-

ants, dispersed at Laiis and in other portions of the terri-

tory, were not strong enough to establish any new city:

nor did it suit the views of the Krotoniates themselves to

do so. After an interval of more than sixty years, however,
during which one unsuccessful attempt at occu-

Conduct of ,- i i i i i mi v
the refugee pation had been made by some Ihessahan sett-

inhabitants }ers these Sybarites at length prevailed upon
of the ,, ,!

J

ruined Sy- the Athenians to undertake and protect the
baris their re-colonization; the proposition having been
encroach- n

.
J.T. a j T

ments in made in vain to the opartans. L/ampon and
the founda- Xenokritus, the former a prophet and interpreter
Thurii: of oracles, were sent by Perikles with ten ships
they are as chiefs of the new colony of Thurii, founded

and^Thurii under the auspices of Athens. The settlers,
recon- collected from all parts of Greece, included

Dorians. lonians, islanders, Boeotians, as well as

Athenians. But the descendants of the ancient Sybarites
procured themselves to be treated as privileged citizens,

being an JEakid through Ajax and Philrous (JTarcellin. c. 2).
1 Thucyd. iv. 102; v. C.
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monopolising for themselves the possession of political

powers as well as the most valuable lands in the immediate

vicinity of the walls
;
while their wives also assumed an

offensive pre-eminence over the other women of the city in

the public religious processions. Such spirit of privilege
and monopoly appears to have been a frequent manifestation

among the ancient colonies, and often fatal either to their

tranquillity or to their growth; sometimes to both. In the

case ofThurii, founded under the auspices ofthe democratical

Athens, it was not likely to have any lasting success. And
we find that after no very long period, the majority of the

colonists rose in insurrection against the privileged Sybari-

tes, either slew or expelled them, and divided the entire terri-

tory of the city upon equal principles among the colonists

of every different race. This revolution enabled them to

make peace with the Krotoniates, who had probably been

unfriendly so long as their ancient enemies the Sybarites
were masters of the city and likely to turn its powers to

the purpose of avenging their conquered ancestors. And
the city from this time forward, democratically governed,

appears to have flourished steadily and without internal

dissension for thirty years, until the ruinous disasters of

the Athenians before Syracuse occasioned the overthrow
of the Athenian party at Thurii. How miscellaneous the

population of Thurii was, we may judge from the denomi-
nations of the ten tribes such was the number of tribes

established, after the model of Athens Arkas, Achai's,

Eleia, Boeotia, Amphiktyonis, Doris, las, Athenais, Eubo'is,
Nesiotis. From this mixture of race they could not agree
in recognizing or honouring an Athenian (Ekist, or indeed

any (Ekist except Apollo.
1 The Spartan general Klean-

dridas, banished a few years before for having suffered him-
self to be bribed by Athens along with king Pleistoanax,
removed to Thurii and was appointed general of the citizens

in their war against Tarentum. That war was ultimately

adjusted by the joint foundation of thenew cityofHerakleia
half-way between the two in the fertile territory called

Siritis.2

The most interesting circumstance respecting Thurii

is, that the rhetor Lysias, and the historian Herodotus,
were both domiciliated there as citizens. The city was
connected with Athens, yet seemingly only by a feeble tie;

1 Diodor. xii. 35.

* Diodor. xii. 11, 12; Strabo, vi. 204: Plutarch, Perikles, c. 22.
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it was not numbered among the tributary subject allies. 1

Herodotus From the circumstance, that so small a proportion

^-boih
S

Ao
S ^ *^e se^lers at Thurii were native Athenians,

miciiiated we may infer that not many of the latter at that
as ^izens time were willing to put themselves so far out of
at Thu- . . , ,

r
, , ,

rii. Few connexion with Athens even though tempted
Athenian by the prospect of lots of land in a fertile
settled J

j
r

. .
r

., AJT.-IIA
there as and promising territory. And Perikles was
colonists,

probably anxious that those poor citizens, for

whom emigration was desirable, should rather become
kleruchs in some of the islands or ports of the -<Egean,
where they would serve (like the colonies of Rome) as a
sort of garrison for the maintenance of the Athenian

empire.
2

The fourteen years between the Thirty years' truce

and the breaking out of the Peloponnesian war, are a period
of full maritime empire on the part of Athens partially
indeed resisted, but never with success. They are a period
of peace with all cities extraneous to her own empire; and
of splendid decorations to the city itself, emanating from
the genius of Pheidias and others, in sculpture as well as

in architecture.

Since the death of Kinion, Perikles had become,
gradually but entirely, the first citizen in the common-

wealth. His qualities told for more, the longer
F

ri
>

dfrom they were known, and even the disastrous re-
44.3-431 B.C. *

,
. ,

'

, , , _,,.
Athens at verses which preceded the Thirty years' truce
peace. Her h a(j not overthrown him, since he had protested
condition, against that expedition of Tolmides into Boaotia
Riv

^
lry out of which they first arose. But if the per-

vith Thu- sonal influence of Perikles had increased, the
cydides son party opposed to him seems also to have be-
of MelSsias. c J

, 11, i ,1 i ccome stronger and better organised than before;
and to have acquired a leader in many respects more
effective than Kinion Thucydides son of ilelesias. The
new chief was a near relative of Kimon, but of a character
and talents more analogous to that of Perikles; a states-

man and orator rather than a general, though competent

1 The Athenians pretended to no catalogue of the allies of Athens

suhject allies heyond the Ionian at the beginning of the Pelopon-
Gulf, Thucyd. vi. 14: compare vi. nesian war (Thucyd. ii. 15).

45, 104; vii. 34. Thucydides doea Plutarch, Perikles, c. 11.

not even mention Thurii, in Ida
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to both functions if occasion demanded, as every leading
man in those days was required to be. Under Thucydides,
the political and parliamentary opposition against Perikles

assumed a constant character and organisation, such as

Kimon with his exclusively military aptitudes had never
been able to establish. The aristocratical party in the

commonwealth the "honourable and respectable" citizens,
as we find them styled, adopting their own nomenclature
now imposed upon themselves the obligation of unde-

viating regularity in their attendance on the public as-

sembly, sitting together in a particular section so as to be

conspicuously parted from the Demos. In this manner
their applause and dissent, their mutual encouragement to

each other, their distribution of parts to different speakers,
was made more conducive to the party purposes than it

had been before when these distinguished persons were

intermingled with the mass of citizens. l

Thucydides him-
self was eminent as a speaker, inferior only to Perikles

perhaps hardly inferior even to him. We are told that in

reply to a question put to him by Archidamus, whether
Perikles or he were the better wrestler, Thucydides re-

plied "Even when I throw him, he denies that he has fallen,

gains his point, and talks over those who actually saw him
fall." 2

Such an opposition, made to Perikles; in all the full

licence which a democratical constitution per- .

mitted, must have been both efficient and em- contention

barrassing. But the pointed severance of the between

uristocratical chiefs, which Thucydides son of parties.

Melesias introduced, contributed probably at * peace
i, ,1

-,
,. i , -\

withPersia.
once to rally the democratical majority round 2. Expen-
Perikles. and to exasperate the bitterness of tliture of

'

/i , A ! i , , i money for

party conllict. 3 As lar as we can make out the the deco-

ffrounds of the opposition, it turned partly upon Cation of
'?, { v ? T) -ii A -r ji Athens.
the pacific policy of Perikles towards the

1 Compare the speech of Nikias, TCU T>v5;, &c. (Thucyd. vi. 13.)

in reference to the younger citizens See also Aristophanes, Ekklesiaz.
and partisans of Alkibiadfts sitting 2'JS seq., about partisans sitting
together near the latter in tho as- near together,

sembly O'j? t'fu) OGUJV vu
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Persians, partly upon his expenditure for home ornament.

Thucydides contended that Athens was disgraced in the

eyes of the Greeks by having drawn the confederate trea-

sure from Delos to her own acropolis, under pretence of

greater security and then employing it, not in prose-

cuting war against the Persians,
l but in beautifying Athens

by new temples and costly statues. To this Perikles re-

plied that Athens had undertaken the obligation, in con-

sideration of the tribute money, to protect her allies and

keep off from them every foreign enemy that she had ac-

complished this object completely at the present, and
retained a reserve sufficient to guarantee the like security
for the future that under such circumstances, she owed
no account to her allies of the expenditure of the surplus,
but was at liberty to employ it for purposes useful and
honourable to the city. In this point of view it was an

object of great public importance to render Athens impo-

sing in the eyes both of the allies and of Hellas generally, by
improved fortifications, by accumulated embellishment,

sculptural and architectural, and by religious festivals,

frequent, splendid, musical and poetical.
Such was the answer made by Perikles in defence of

his policy against the opposition headed by Thucydides.
And considering the grounds of the debate on both sides,

the answer was perfectly satisfactory. For when we look

. at the very large sum which Perikles continu-
Defence of ,-, i .*'. ,1

Perikigs ally kept in reserve in the treasury, no one
perfectly could reasonably complain that his expenditure

against his f r ornamental purposes was carried so far as
political to encroach upon the exigencies of defence.

"What Thucydides and his partisans appear to

have urged, was that this common fund should still continue

exeUtov 5fjLi).).a xal tpi).oTi|iia TUJV i/upui ~i xotvi, TaJTTjv dv^p7)x Il-

vO(I)v ^af)'jTaTr]v TOJATJV Tsuoiisa! TV;; pix/.yj;, Ac.

RoXeco;, TO [AEv CTJaov, TO 5' O/.IYOU? Compare the speech of the Les-

Ijroi7j3 xa/.sia'j'jt. bians, and their complaints against
1
Plutarch, Perikles, c. 12. cis- Athens, at the moment of their

[taXXov i-t TII; sxx).r,oiai? potuvrs;, revolt in the fourth year of the

ii>; 6 (xiv 57Jao; a?o;T xl xaxu>; Peloponnesian war (Thucyd. iii.

dxo'jet Ta xoiva TUJV
l

E).).r
(
vujv y_sr(

- 10); where a similar accusation is

(iSTa itpo? ayTov sx A^Xo'J y.%-7.'(i- brought forward c-EtOr; 6s ioipoj-

Yuv, )
5' IVEOT-IV n'jTui T.b'jz TO'j? y.i-i a'jToi); (the Athenians) TTJV fiev

iYxaXo-ivTa? I'j-sir.iz-i-r, TUJV -y,- TO-J Mr,5oO ey.^piv avtJvTa?, TV e ^

yiatiov, Sxioavta TOJ; (3ap3apou5 TI!)/
;'j;jLiAy_ujv c&j/.ujsiv e-17'.jj.i-
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to be spent in aggressive warfare against the Persian

king, in Egypt and elsewhere conformably to the pro-

jects pursued by Kimon during his life. 1 But Perikles

was right in contending that such outlay would have

been simply wasteful; of no use either to Athens or her

allies, though risking all the chances of distant defeat,

such as had been experienced a few years before in Egypt.
The Persian force was already kept away both from the

waters of the ^Egean and the coast of Asia, either by the

stipulations of the treaty of Kallias, or (if that treaty be

supposed apocryphal) by a conduct practically the same
as those stipulations would have enforced. The allies in-

deed might have had some ground of complaint against

Perikles, either for not reducing the amount of tribute

required from them, seeing that it was more than sufficient

for the legitimate purposes of the confederacy, or for

not having collected their positive sentiment as to the

disposal of it. But we do not find that this was the ar-

gument adopted by Thucydides and his party; nor was it

calculated to find favour either with aristocrats, or demo-

crats, in the Athenian assembly.

Admitting the injustice of Athens an injustice
common to both the parties in that city, not Pan-Hei-

less to Kimon than to Perikles in acting as len
^

c

despot instead of chief, and in discontinuing all sentiment

appeal to the active and hearty concurrence of of Perikigs.

her numerous allies; we shall find that the schemes of

Perikles were nevertheless eminently Pan-Hellenic. In

strengthening and ornamenting Athens, in developing the

full activity of her citizens, in providing temples, religious

offerings, works of art, solemn festivals, all of surpassing-
attraction, he intended to exalt her into something
greater than an imperial city with numerous dependent
allies. He wished to make her the centre of Grecian feel-

ing, the stimulus of Grecian intellect, and the type of

strong democratical patriotism combined Avith full liberty
of individual taste and aspiration. He wished not merely
to retain the adherence of the subject states, but to attract

the admiration and spontaneous deference of independent
neighbours, so as to procure for Athens a moral

ascendency much beyond the range of her direct power.
And he succeeded in elevating the city to a visible

1 lj lut;irch, Perikles, c. 20.
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grandeur,
1 which made her appear even much stronger

than she really was and which had the farther effect of

softening to the minds of her subjects the humiliating
sense of obedience; while it served as a normal school,

open to strangers from all quarters, of energetic action

even under full licence of criticism of elegant pursuits

economically followed and of a love for knowledge without
enervation of character. Such were the views of Perikles
in regard to his country, during the years which preceded
the Peloponnesian war. We find them recorded in his

celebrated Funeral Oration pronounced in the first year
of that war an exposition for ever memorable of the
sentiment and purpose of Athenian democracy, as con-

ceived by its ablest president.
So bitter however was the opposition made by Thucy-

Bitter con- dides and his party to this projected ex-
tention of

penditure so violent and pointed did the

Athens scission of aristocrats and democrats become
vote of that the dispute came after no long time to thai;
ostracism ,,. it.-i.ii. \-L.
Thucy- ultimate appeal which the Athenian con-

dides is stitution provided for the case of two opposite
ostracised

-,
\ i i j e

about and nearly equal party-leaders a vote of
443 B.C. ostracism. Of the particular details which

preceded this ostracism, we are not informed; but we see

clearly that the general position was such as the ostracism

was intended to meet. Probably the vote was proposed
by the party of Thucydides, in order to procure the banish-

ment of Perikles, the more powerful person of the two
and the most likely to excite popular jealousy. The

challenge was accepted by Perikles and his friends, and
the result of the voting was such that an adequate legal

majority condemned Thucydides to ostracism. 2 And it

seems that the majority must have been very decisive, for

the party of Thucydides was completely broken by it.

We hear of no other single individual equally formidable,
as a leader of opposition, throughout all the remaining
life of Perikles.

1 Tlmcyd. i. 10. to the principle of the ostracism,
1
Plutarch, Perikles, c. 11-14. a remarkable incident at Magnesia,

TsXo; OE rp'j; TV* So'JX'j?'.?//* E i? between tvro political rivals, Kre-

dyujva r.zy. ~',~j ojTpixoy "i-i-.'J.~-i^ tines and Hermeias: also the just

xoi 6 ia x i v S'J vi'J 3d c
, EXSIVOV 'J.i'i reflections of Montesquieu, Esprit

k:i?a.'i.z, -/.y-i'/.'j-s. 2i -r^ a-*Ti"T?y- des Loix, xxvi. c. 17; xxix. c. 7.

u.i>v i" 11
."'-*'- See, in reference
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The ostracism of Thucydides apparently took place
about two years

1 after the conclusion of the Thirty years'
truce (443-442 B.C.), and it is to the period immediately
following, that the great Periklean works belong. New works
The southern wall of the acropolis had been u

?^fi
aken

built out of the spoils brought by Kimon from Third Long
his Persian expeditions; but the third of the -

Wal
]

*-
.

long walls connecting Athens with the harbour PeirJus

was the proposition of Perikles. at what precise wnich is

j i. i mr, i 11 11 newly laid
time we do not know. I he long walls originally Out as a

completed (not long after the battle of Tanagra,
town

, by

as has already been stated) were two, one from tect Hippo-
Athens to Peiraeus, another from Athens to damus.

Phalerum : the space between them was broad, and if in

the hands of an enemy, the communication with Peirseus

would be interrupted. Accordingly Perikles now induced
the people to construct a third or intermediate wall,

running parallel with the first wall to Peiraeus, and within
a short distance 2

(seemingly near one furlong) from it:

so that the communication between the city and the port
was placed beyond all possible interruption, even assuming
an enemy to have got within the Phaleric wall. It was

seemingly about this time, too, that the splendid docks and
arsenal in Peiraaus, alleged by Isokrates to have cost

1000 talents, were constructed; 3 while the town itself of

Peirseus was laid out anew with straight streets intersect-

ing at right angles. Apparently this was something new
in Greece the towns generally, and Athens itself in

particular, having been built without any symmetry, or

width, or continuity of streets. 4 Hippodamus the Milesian,
a man of considerable attainments in the physical

1 Plutarch, Perikles, c. 16: the 4 See Dikrcarchus, Vit. GroDcise,

indication of time however is Fragm. ed. Fuhr. p. 140: compare
vague. the description of Platasa in Thu-

cydides. ii. 3.
1
Plato, Gorcias, p. 455, with

Scl.olia; Plutarch, Perikles, c. 13
;

A11 tho older towns now existing

Forchhammer, Topo^raphio von
in tlic Gro an islands are put to-

Athen, in Kieler Philologische
g thcr lu this sarae nt,er-nar-

Studien, p. 279-282. See the map
rOW

>
Illudd y> ked ways-few

of Athens and its environs ch. "gular continuous lines of houses-

, ,
see Boss. Reisen in den Griechi-

schen Inseln, Letter xxvii. vol. ii.
3
Isokrates, Orat.vii.;Areopagit. p. 20.

p. 15.J, c. 27.
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philosophy of the age, derived much renown as the earliest

town architect, for having laid out the Peirseus on a

regular plan. The market-place, or one of them at least,

permanently bore his name the Hippodamian agora.
1 At

a time when so many great architects were displaying
their genius in the construction of temples, we are not

surprised to hear that the structure of towns began to be

regularised also. Moreover we are told that the new
colonial town of Thurii, to which Hippodamus went as a

settler, was also constructed in the same systematic form
as to straight and wide streets. 2

The new scheme upon which the Peirseus was laid out

was not without its value as one visible proof
Parthenon, of the naval grandeur of Athens. But the
Propyisea. buildings in Athens and on the acropolis formed

temples. the real glory of the Periklean age. A new
statues of

theatre, termed the Odeon, was constructed for

musical and poetical representations at the great
Panathenaic solemnity. Next, the splendid temple of

Athene, called the Parthenon, with all its masterpieces
of decorative sculpture, friezes, and reliefs: lastly, the

costly portals erected to adorn the entrance of the acro-

polis, on the western side of the hill, through which the

solemn processions on festival days were conducted. It

appears that the Odeon and the Parthenon were both
finished between 445 and 437 B.C.: the Propyisea somewhat

later, between 437 and 431 B.C., in which latter year the

Peloponnesian war began.
3 Progress was also made in

restoring or re-constructing the Erechtheion, or ancient

temple of Athene Polias, the patron goddess of the city
which had been burnt in the invasion of Xerxes. But

the breaking out of the Peloponnesian war seems to have

prevented the completion of this, as well as of the great

temple of Demeter at Eleusis, for the celebration of the

Eleusinian mysteries that of Athene at Sunium and
that of Nemesis at PJiamnus. Nor was the sculpture less

memorable than the architecture. Three statues of Athene,
all by the hand of Pheidias, decorated the acropolis one

colossal, 47 feet high, of ivory, in theParthenon 4 a second

1 Aristotle, Politic, ii. 5, 1
;
Xe- *

Leake, Topography of Athena,

nophon, Hellen. ii. 4, 1: Harpo- Append, ii. and iii. p. 328-336, 2nd
kration, v. 'I-rooijxcia. edit.

2 Diodor. xii. 9. * See Leake, Topography of
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of bronze, called the Lemnian Athene a third of colossal

magnitude, also in bronze, called Athene Promachos,
placed between the Propylaea, and the Parthenon, and
visible from afar off, even to the navigator approaching
Peiraeus by sea.

It is not of course to Perikles that the renown of these

splendid productions of art belongs. But the T .

-i i -L T- i. J.T Illustrious

great sculptors and architects, by whom they artists and

were conceived and executed, belonged to that architects

same period of expanding and stimulating Athe- ikttnus,
ias>

nian democracy, which likewise called forth Kaiiikra-
,. . ". j ,. tes.

creative genius in oratory, in dramatic poetry,
and in philosophical speculation. One man especially,
of immortal name, Pheidias, born a little before the

battle of Marathon, was the original mind in whom the

sublime ideal conceptions of genuine art appear to have

disengaged themselves from that stiffness of execution, and
adherence to a consecrated type, which marked the efforts

of his predecessors.
1 He was the great director and

superintendent of all those decorative additions, whereby
Perikles imparted to Athens a majesty such as had never
before belonged to any Grecian city. The architects of

the Parthenon and the other buildings Iktinus, Kalli-

krates, Korcebus, Mnesikles, and others worked under his

instructions: and he had besides a school of pupils and
subordinates to whom the mechanical part of his labours

was confided. With all the great contributions which
Pheidias made to the grandeur of Athens, his last and

greatest achievement was far away from Athens the
colossal statue of Zeus, in the great temple of Olympia,
executed in the years immediately preceding the Pelopon-
nesian war. This stupendous work was sixty feet high, of

ivory and gold, embodying in visible majesty some of the

grandest conceptions of Grecian poetry and religion. Its

effect upon the minds of all beholders, for many centuries

successively, was such as never has been, and probably
never will be, equalled in the annals of art, sacred or

profane.

Athens. 2nd od. p. Ill, Germ. Transl. polis of Athens.
O. Miiller (De IMiidiie Vita, p. 18)

>

Plutarch, PeriMes, c. 13-15: O.

mentions no less than eight cele- Miiller, De Phidise Vita, p. 34-60;
brated statues of Athene, by the also his work, Archaologie der
hand of Pheidias four in the aero- Kunst, sect. 103-113.
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Considering these prodigious achievements in the field

Effect of f ar^ only as they bear upon Athenians and
these crea- Grecian history, they are phenomena of extra-

art^and* ordinary importance. When we learn the pro-
architec- found impression which they produced upon
the^nind^ Grecian spectators of a later age, we may judge
of contem- how immense was the effect upon that generation
poranes. which saw them both begun and finished. In
the year 480 B.C., Athens had been xuined by the occupa-
tion of Xerxes. Since that period, the Greeks had seen,
first the rebuilding and fortifying of the city on an enlarged
scale next, the addition of Peiraeus with its docks and

magazines thirdly, the junction of the two by the long
walls, thus including the most numerous concentrated

population, wealth, arms, ships, &c. in Greece 1
lastly the

rapid creation of so many new miracles of art the sculp-
tures of Pheidias as well as the paintings of the Thasian

painter Polygnotus, in the temple of Theseus, and in the

portico called Prekile. Plutarch observes 2 that the celerity
with which the works were completed was the most re-

markable circumstance connected with them: and so it

probably might be, in respect to the effect upon the con-

temporary Greeks. The gigantic strides by which Athens
had reached her maritime empire were now immediately
succeeded by a series of works which stamped her as the

imperial city of Greece, gave to her an appearance of power
even greater than the reality, and especially put to shame
the old-fashioned simplicity of Sparta.

3 The cost was
doubtless prodigious, and could only have been borne at a

time when there was a large treasure in the acropolis, as

well as a considerable tribute annually coming in. If we
may trust a computation which seems to rest on plausible

grounds, it cannot have been much less than 300U talents

in the aggregate (about 690,000^).
* The expenditure of

1 Thucyd. i. 80. xoct TO!? a).).oi ed. Germ, transl. Colonel Leake,
STtaoiv apioTot E^i-p-uvTcu, rXautu) TE with much justice, contends that

I8i(p xctl 6r,jjLocjiuj xal vaual xat "--on the amount of 2012 talents, stated

xai oirXon, xoi oy_Xip 030? oux EV by Harpokration out o* Philocho-

dXXcp 4-jl Y- y.wpi'!1 'E>.XY]vix<ji> EJTIV, rus as the cost of the Propylsea
&c. alone, must be greatly exaggerated.

* Plutarch, Perikles, c. 13. Mr. Wilkins (Atheniensia, p. 84)
1 Thucyd. i. If. expresses the same opinion ;

re-

4 See Leake, Topography of marking that the transport of

Athens, Append, iii. p. 32!', 2nd marble from Pentclikus to Athens
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so large a sum was of course a source of great private gain
to contractors, tradesmen, merchants, artizans of various

descriptions, &c., concerned in it. In one way or another,
it distributed itself over a large portion of the whole city.

And it appears that the materials employed for much of

the work were designedly of the most costly description,
as being most consistent with the reverence due to the

gods. Marble was rejected as too common for the statue

of Athene, and ivory employed in its place.
l Even the

gold with which it was surrounded weighed not less than

forty talents. 2 A large expenditure for such purposes,
considered as pious towards the gods, was at the same time

imposing in reference to Grecian feeling, which regarded
with admiration every variety of public show and mag-
nificence, and repaid with grateful deference the rich men
who indulged in it. Perikles knew well that the visible

splendour of the city, so new to all his contemporaries,
would cause her great power to appear greater still, and
would thus procure for her a" real, though unacknowledged
influence perhaps even an ascendency over all cities of

the Grecian name. And it is certain that even among those

who most hated and feared her, at the outbreak of the Pe-

loponnesian war, there prevailed a powerful sentiment of

involuntary deference.

A step taken by Perikles, apparently not long after

the commencement of the Thirty years' truce, ,
,

,
. . , J J

i Attempt of
evinces how much this ascendency was in his Perikles to

direct aim, and how much he connected it with convene a

views botli of harmony and usefulness for Greece congress at

generally. He prevailed upon the people to Atlien s, of
.,

L
L. ., r*

L
,
r

deputies
send envoys to every city ot the Greek name, fr0m all

great and small, inviting each to appoint deputies ^ Gre-

? i. i i 1 3 i. A i i mi cian states.
tor a congress to be held at Athens. Three

points were to be discussed in this intended congress.
1. The restitution of those temples which had been burnt

by the Persian invaders. 2. The fulfilment of such vows,
as on that occasion had been made to the gods. 3. The
safety of the sea and of maritime commerce for all.

is easy, and on a descending road, that he uttered this censure, if he
Demetrius Phalereus (ap. Cicer. had been led to rate the cost of

de Omciis, ii. 17) blamed Ferikles them at 2012 talents,

for the large sum expended upon ' Valor. Maxim, i. 7, 2.

the Propylaia. It is not wonderful l
Tliucyd. ii. 13.
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Twenty elderly Athenians were sent round to obtain
the convocation of this congress atAthens a Pan-hellenic

congress for Pan-hellenic purposes. But those who were
sent to Boeotia and Peloponnesus completely failed in their

object, from the jealousy, noway astonishing, of Sparta and
her allies. Of the rest we hear nothing, for this refusal

was quite sufficient to frustrate the whole scheme. J It is

to be remarked that the dependent allies ofAthens appear
to have been summoned just as much as the cities perfectly
autonomous

;
so that their tributary relation to Athens was

not understood to degrade them. We may sincerely regret
that such congress did not take effect, as it might have

opened some new possibilities of converging tendency and
alliance for the dispersed fractions of the Greek name a

comprehensive benefit not likely to be entertained at Sparta
even as a project, but which might perhaps have been
realised under Athens, and seems in this case to have been

sincerely aimed at by Perikles. The events of the Pelo-

ponnesian war, however, extinguished all hopes of any
such union.

The interval of fourteen years, between the beginning
of the Thirty years' truce and that of the Peloponnesian
war, was by no means one of undisturbed peace to Athens.
In the sixth year of that period occurred the formidable

revolt of Samos.
That island appears to have been the most powerful

B.C. 440. of all the allies of Athens. 2 It surpassed even
Revolt of Chios or Lesbos, standing on the same footingSamoa from ., ,-, ',. -

, .,

the Athe- as these two : that is, paymgno tribute-money a
man.

privilege when compared with the body of the

allies, but furnishing ships and men when called upon,
and retaining, subject to this condition, its complete
autonomy, its oligarchical government, its fortifications,

1

Plutarch, Perikles, c. 17. Plu- fruits of her alliance with the Per-

tarch gives no precise date, and sians
; moreover, neither Athens

O. Miiller (De Phidise Vita, p. 9) nor PeriklSs himself seems to have

places these steps, for convocation been at that time in a situation

of a congress, before the first war to conceive so large a project;
between Sparta and Athens and which suits in every respect much
the battle of Tanagra t. e. before better for the later period, after

460 B.C. But this date seems to the Thirty year's truce, but before

me improbable : Thebes was not the Peloponnesian war.

yet renovated in power, nor had 2 Thucyd. i. 115; viii. 76; Plu-

Beeotia as yet recovered from the tarch* Perikles, c. 28.
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and its military force. Like most of the other islands

near the coast, Samos possessed a portion of territory on
the Asiatic mainland, between which and the territory of

Miletus lay the small town of Priene, one of the twelve

original members contributing to the Pan-Ionic solemnity.

Respecting the possession of this town of Priene, a war
broke out between the Samians and Milesians, in the sixth

year of the Thirty years' truce (B.C. 440-439). Whether
the town had before been independent, we do not know,
but in this war the Milesians were worsted, and it fell into

the hands of the Samians. The defeated Milesians, enrolled

as they were among the tributary allies of Athens, com-

plained to her of the conduct of the Samians, and their

complaint was seconded by a party in Samos itself, opposed
to the oligarchy and its proceedings. The Athenians

required the two disputing cities to bring the matter before

discussion and award at Athens. But the Samians refused

to comply:
1 whereupon an armament of forty ships was

despatched from Athens to the island, and established in

it a democratical government; leaving in it a garrison and

carrying away to Lemnos fifty men and as many boys from
the principal oligarchical families, to serve as hostages.
Of these families, however, a certain number retired to the

mainland, where they entered into negotiations with
Pissuthnes the satrap of Sardes, to procure aid and restor-

ation. Obtaining from him seven hundred mercenary
troops, and passing over in the night to the island, by
previous concert with the oligarchical party, they overcame
the Samian democracy as well as the Athenian garrison,
who were sent over as prisoners to Pissuthnes. They were
farther lucky enough to succeed in stealing away from
Lemnos their own recently deposited hostages, and they

1 Thucyd. i. 115; Plutarch, Pori- the satrap Pissuthnes, from goocl-

kles, c. 25. Most of the statements will towards Samos, offered Pe-
\vhich appear in this chapter of rikles 10,00') golden staters as an
Plutarch (over and above the con- inducement to spare the island. It

cise narrative of Thucydides) ap- may perhaps be true, however,
pear to be borrowed from exag- that the Samian oligarchy, and
gerated party stories of the day. those wealthy men whose children
\Ve need make no remark upon wore likely to be taken as host-
the stow, that P.Tikles was in- ages, tried the effect of large bribes
duced t<" take the side of Miletus upon the mind of Periklos to pre-

against Samos by the fact that vail upon him not to alter the go-
Aspasia wns a native of Miletus, vcrninent.
Xor is it at all more credible, that

Vi;L. V.
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then proclaimed open revolt against Athens, in which

Byzantium also joined. It seems remarkable, that though
by such a proceeding they would of course draw upon
themselves the full strength of Athens, yet their first step
was to resume aggressive hostilities against Miletus,

1

whither they sailed with a powerful force of seventy ships,

twenty of them carrying troops.

Immediately on the receipt of this grave intelligence,

Athenian a fleet of sixty triremes probably all that were
armament in complete readiness was despatched to Sa-

slmos
1 mos under ten generals, two of whom were Pe-

under
'

rikles himself and the poet Sophokles,
2 both

sophokies seemingly included among the ten ordinary
the trage- Strategi of the year. But it was necessary to
dian, &c.

employ sixteen of these ships, partly in summon-

ing contingents from Chios and Lesbos, to which islands

Sophokles went in person;
3
partly in keeping watch off

the coast of Karia for the arrival of the Phoenician fleet,

which report stated to be approaching; so that Perikles

had only forty-four ships remaining in his squadron.
Yet he did not hesitate to attack the Samian fleet of

seventy ships on his way back from Miletus, near the is-

land of Tragia, and was victorious in the action. Presently
he was reinforced by forty ships from Athens and by
twenty-five from Chios and Lesbos, so as to be able to

disembark at Samos, where he overcame the Samian land-

force and blocked up the harbour with a portion of his

fleet, surrounding the city on the land-side with a triple
wall. Meanwhile the Samians had sent Stesagoras with

five ships to press the coming of the Phoenician fleet, and
the report of their approach became again so prevalent
that Perikles felt obliged to take sixty ships (out of the

total 125) to watch for them off the coast of Kaunus and

Karia, where he cruised for about fourteen days. The
Phoenician fleet 4 never came in sight, though JDiodorus

1 Thucyd. i. 114, 115. and graceful in society, but noway
*
Strabo, xiv. p. 638; Schol. Ari- distinguished for active capacity.

steides, t. iii. p. 485, Dindorf. Sophokles was at this time in pe-
1 See the interesting particulars culiar favour, from the success of

recounted respecting Sophokles by his tragedy Antigone the year be-

the Chian poet Ion, who met and fore. See the chronology of these

conversed with him during the events discussed and elucidated iii

course of this expedition (Athe- Boeckh's preliminary Dissertation

naeus, xiii. p. COS). He represents to the Antigone, c. 6-9.

the poet as uncommonly pleasing
4 Diodor. xi. 27.
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affirms that it was actually on its voyage. Pissuthnes

certainly seems to have promised, and the Samians to

have expected it. Yet I incline to helieve that, though
willing to hold out hopes and encourage revolt among the

Athenian allies, the satrap did not choose openly to vio-

late the convention of Kallias, whereby the Persians were
forbidden to send a fleet westward of the Chelidonian pro-

montory. The departure of Perikles, however, so much
weakened the Athenian fleet off Samos, that the Samians,

suddenly sailing out of their harbour in an op- DOUtjtfui

portune moment, at the instigation and under and pro-

the command of one of their most eminent citi-
test^great"

zens, the philosopher Melissus surprised and power of

disabled the blockading squadron, and even fg
a

t̂ ias t
t

gained a victory over the remaining fleet before reconquer-

the ships could be fairly got clear of the land. ' For armcMj
3 "

fourteen days they remained masters of the sea, and dis-

carrying in and out all that they thought proper.
mantled -

It was not until the return of Perikles that they were

again blockaded. Reinforcements however were now mul-

tiplied to the investing squadron from Athens, forty

ships under Thucydides,
2
Agnon, and Phormion, and

1
Plutarch, Perikles, c. 26. Plu- from ostracism before the regtilar

tarch seems to have had before him time a supposition indeed noway
accounts respecting this Samian inadmissible in itself, but which

campaign not only from Ephorus, there is nothing else to counten-

Stesimbrotus, and Duris, but also ance. The author of the Life of

from Aristotle: and the statements Sophokles, as well as most of

of the latter must have differed the recent critics, adopt this

thus far from Thucydides, that he opinion.
affirmed Melissus the Samian ge- On the other hand, it may have
neral to have been victorious over been a third person named Thu-
Perikles himself, which is not to cydides ;

for the name seems to

be reconciled with the narrative have been common, as we might
of Thucydides. guess from the two words of which
The Samian historian Duris, liv- it is compounded. We find a third

ing about a century after this Thucydides mentioned viii. 92 a

siege, seems to have introduced native of Pharsalus: and the biogra-
many falsehoods respecting the pher Marcellinus seems to have
cruelties of Athens; see Plutarch, read of many persons so called

1. r. (6oux68lSai zo).).ot, p. xvi. ed.
1 It appears very improbable Arnold). The subsequent history

that this Thucydides can be the of Thucydides son of Melesias is

historian himself. If it be Thucy- involved in complete obscurity.
dides son of ^lelesias, we must We do not know the incident to

suppose him to have been restored -which the remarkable passage in

u 2
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twenty under Tlepolemus and Antikles, besides thirty
from Chios and Lesbos making altogether near two hun-
dred sail. Against this overwhelming force Melissus and
the Samians made an unavailing attempt at resistance, but
were presently quite blocked up, and remained so for

nearly nine months until they could hold out no longer.

They then capitulated, being compelled to rase their forti-

fications, to surrender all their ships of war, to give host-

ages for their future conduct, and to make good by stated

instalments the whole expense of the enterprise, said to

have reached 1000 talents. The Byzantines too made
their submission at the same time. *

Two or three circumstances deserve notice respecting
None of this revolt, as illustrating the existing condition
the other of the Athenian empire. First, that the whole

Athensfex-
f rce of Athens, together with the contingents

cept By- from Chios and Lesbos, was necessary in order

revolted' ^ crusn ^, so that Byzantium, which joined in

at the the revolt, seems to have been left unassailed.
same time. Now it ig remarkable that none of the depend-
ent allies near Byzantium or anywhere else, availed them-
selves of so favourable an opportunity to revolt also: a
fact which seems plainly to imply that there was little po-
sitive discontent then prevalent among them. Had the

revolt spread to other cities, probably Pissuthnes might
have realised his promise of bringing up the Phoenician

fleet, which would have been a serious calamity for the

JEgean Greeks, and was only kept off by the unbroken
maintenance of the Athenian empire.

Next, the revolted Samians applied for aid, not only to

Pissuthnes, but also to Sparta and her allies; among whom

Aristophanes (Acharn. 703) alludes 117, ed. Marx, with the note of

compare Vespte, 946: nor can we Marx) that Perikles employed bat-

confirm the statement which tho tering machines against the town,
Scholiast cites from Idomeueus, under the management of the Kla-
to the effect that Thucydides was zomenian Artemon, was called in

banished and fled to Artaxerxes : question by Herakleides Ponticus,
see Bergk. Eeliq. Com. Att. p. 61. on the ground that Artemon was

1 Thucycl. i. 117; Diodor. xii. 27, a contemporary of Anakreon, near

28; Isokrates, Be Permutat. Or. xv. a century before: and Thucydides
sect. 118; Corn. Nep., Vit.Timoth. c.l. represents Perikles to have cap-
The assertion of Ephorus (see tured the town altogether by

Diodorus, xii. 28, and EphoriFragm. blockade.
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at a special meeting the question of compliance Appiica-

or refusal was formally debated. "Notwith- tion of the

standing the Thirty years' truce then subsisting, ^'s^arta
of which only six years had elapsed, and which for aid

had been noway violated by Athens many of l^ns-it
the allies of Sparta voted for assisting the Sa- is refused

rnians. What part Sparta herself took, we do
through the

not know but the Corinthians were the main Corinfki-

and decided advocates for the negative. They
ans-

not only contended that the truce distinctly forbade com-

pliance with the Samian request, but also recognised the

right of each confederacy to punish its own recusant

members. And this was the decision ultimately adopted,
for which the Corinthians afterwards took credit in the

eyes of Athens, as its chief authors. '

Certainly, if the

contrary policy had been pursued, the Athenian empire
might have been in great danger the Phoenician fleet

would probably have been brought in also and the future

course of events greatly altered.

Again, after the reconquest of Samos, we should

assume it almost as a matter of certainty that the Atheni-
ans would renew the democratical government Govem-
which they had set up just before the revolt, ment of

Yet if they did so, it must have been again over- ?""?"
thrown, without any attempt to uphold it on quest

the part of Athens. For we hardly hear of Sa- %$gg
mos again, until twenty-seven years afterwards, the Aiiie-

the latter division of the Peloponnesian war, in
"
e

s

d
r

the
412 B. c., and it then appears with an establish- democracy

cd oligarchical government of Geomori or land- had
C

recent-
ed proprietors, against which the people make ly estab-

a successful rising during the course of that lished -

year.
2 As Samos remained, during the interval between

439 B.C. and 412 B.C., unfortified, deprived of its fleet,

and enrolled among the tribute-paying allies of Athens
and as it nevertheless either retained, or acquired, its oli-

garchical government; so we may conclude that Athens
cannot have systematically interfered to democratise by-
violence the subject-allies, in cases where the natural tend-

ency of parties ran towards oligarchy. The condition of

Lesbos at the time of its revolt (hereafter to be related)
will be found to confirm this conclusion. 3

1

Ti.ucyd. i. 40, 41. -

Thucyd. viii. 21. ' Compare "Wachsmuth,
Hellenisclic Alterthumsk inde, sect. 58. vol. ii. p. 82.
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On returning to Athens after the reconquest of Sa-

Funerai mos, Perikles was chosen to pronounce the fu-
oration neral oration over the citizens slain in the war,
nounced by to whom, according to custom, solemn and public

u^^tlie obsequies were celebrated in the suburb called

Athenian Kerameikus. This custom appears to have

{*

i

i

ze^ th
been introduced shortly after the Persian war, 1

lamian
1 '

and would doubtless contribute to stimulate the
war-

patriotism of the citizens, especially when the

speaker elected to deliver it was possessed of the personal
dignity as well as the oratorical powers of Perikles. He
was twice public funeral orator by the choice of the citi-

zens; once after the Samian success, and a second time in

the first year of the Peloponnesian war. His discourse on
the first occasion has not reached us,

2 but the second has
been fortunately preserved (in substance at least) by Thu-

cydides, who also briefly describes the funeral ceremony
doubtless the same on all occasions. The bones of the de-

ceased warriors were exposed in tents three days before

the ceremony, in order that the relatives of each might
have the opportunity of bringing offerings. They were
then placed in coffins of cypress and carried forth on carts

to the public burial-place at the Kerameikus; one coffin

for each of the ten tribes, and one empty couch, formally
laid out, to represent those warriors whose bones had not
been discovered or collected. The female relatives of each
followed the carts, with loud wailings, and after them a

numerous procession both of citizens and strangers. So
soon as the bones had been consigned to the grave, some

1 See \Vestermann, Geschichte funeral harangue. The Scholiast

der Beredsamkeit in Griechenland says, Solon: Weber fixes on Ki-
und Rom

; Diodor. xi. 33; Dio.nys. mon: Westermann, on Aristeides :

Hal. A. E. v. 17. another commentator on Themisto-

Perikliis, in the funeral oration kles. But we may reasonably doubt

preserved by Thucydides (ii. 35-40), whether any one very celebrated

begins by saying Oi
(isv i:o>.XiHT<I>v man is specially indicated by the

EvBiSs sipTjxoTiov TJov-
j-aivousi TOM words -rn jtpocSevto. To commend

itood Q-/TOC TUJ MOIJIU) tov Xoyov the introducer of the practice, is

TO/OE, &c. nothing more than a phrase for

The Scholiast, and other com- commending the practice itself,

mentators (K.F. Weberand Wester- 2 Some fragments of it seem to

nmnn among the number), make have been preserved, in the time

various guesses as to what celc- of Aristotle : see his treatise do

brated man is here designated as Rhetoricu, i. 7; iii. 10, 3.

the introducer of the custom of a
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distinguished citizen, specially chosen for the purpose,
mounted on an elevated stage and addressed to the multi-

tude an appropriate discourse. Such was the effect pro-
duced by that of Perikles after the Samian expedition, that

when he had concluded, the audience present testified

their emotion in the liveliest manner, and the women espe-

cially crowned him with garlands like a victorious athlete. '

Only Elpinike, sister of the deceased Kimon, reminded
him that the victories of her brother had been more felici-

tous, as gained over Persians and Phoenicians, and not over

Greeks and kinsmen. And the contemporary poet Ion,
the friend of Kimon, reported what he thought an unseem-

ly boast of Perikles to the effect that Agamemnon had

spent ten years in taking a foreign city, while he in nine
months had reduced the first and most powerful of all the

Ionic communities.- But if we possessed the actual speech
pronounced, we/should probably find that he assigned all

the honour of the exploit to Athens and her citizens gener-
ally, placing their achievement in favourable comparison
with that of Agamemnon and his host not himself with

Agamemnon.
Whatever may be thought of this boast, there can

be no doubt that the result of the Samian war not only
rescued the Athenian empire from great peril,

3 but ren-

dered it stronger than ever: while the foundation of Amphi-
polis, which was effected two years afterwards, strengthened
it still farther. Xor do we hear, during the ensuing few

years, of any farther tendencies to disaffection among its

members, until the period immediately before p os jti n
the Peloponnesian war. The feeling common of the

among them towards Athens, seems to have ^mpire^re-
been neither attachment nor hatred, but simple lation of

indifference and acquiescence in her supremacy, her'sub-*
Such amount of positive discontent as really ject-aiiieg

existed among tlu;m, arose, not from actual
feelings

hardships suffered, but from the general poli- towards her

tical instinct of the Greek mind desire of f^1
'

those

separate autonomy: which manifested itself in of indif-

oach city, through the oligarchical party, whose ^i^.
nA

power was kept down by Athens and was cencn, not

stimulated by the sentiment communicated from
r
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the Grecian communities without the Athenian empire.
According to that sentiment, the condition of a subject-

ally of Athens was treated as one of degradation and
servitude. In proportion as fear and hatred of Athens be-

came predominant among the allies of Sparta, these latter

gave utterance to the sentiment more and more emphatic-

ally, so as to encourage discontent artificially among the

subject-allies of the Athenian empire. Possessing complete
mastery of the sea, and every sort of superiority requisite
for holding empire over islands, Athens had yet no senti-

ment to appeal to in her subjects, calculated to render her

empire popular, except that of common democracy, which
seems at first to have acted without any care on her part
to encourage it, until the progress of the Pelopounesian
war made such encouragement a part of her policy. And
even had she tried to keep up in the allies the feeling of

a common interest and the attachment to a permanent con-

federacy, the instinct of political separation would probably
have baffled all her efforts. But she took no such pains.
With the usual morality that grows up in the minds of the

actual possessors of power, she conceived herself entitled

to exact obedience as her right. Some of the Athenian

speakers in Thucydides go so far as to disdain all pretence
of legitimate power, even such as might fairly be set up;

resting the supremacy of Athens on the naked plea of

superior force. l As the allied cities were mostly under
democracies through the indirect influence rather than

the systematic dictation of Athens yet each having its

own internal aristocracy in a state of opposition; so the

movements for revolt against Athens originated with the

aristocracy or with some few citizens apart; while the

people, though sharing more or less in the desire for auto-

nomy, had yet either a fear of their own aristocracy or a

sympathy with Athens, which made them always backward
in revolting, sometimes decidedly opposed to it. Xeither
Perikles nor Kleon indeed lays stress on the attachment

from the comic poet Eupolis (Ko- in the sixteenth year of the Pelo-

;.ocxc, Fr. xvi. p. 493, ed. Meineke), ponnesian war (Thucyd. v. SOseg.),

attests the anxiety at Athens about between the Athenian commission-

the Samian war, and the great joy ers and the Melians. I think

when the island was reconquered: however that this conference is less

compare Aristophan. Vesp. 283. to be trusted as based in reality,
1 Tliucyd. iii. 37; ii. 63. Seethe than the speeches in Thucydides

conference, at the island of Melos generally ofwhich more hereafter.
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of the people as distinguished from that of the Few, in

these dependent cities. But the argument is strongly in-

sisted on by Diodotus 1 in the discussion respecting Mity-
lene after its surrender: and as the war advanced, the

question of alliance with Athens or Sparta became more
and more identified with the internal preponderance of

democracy or oligarchy in each. 2

We shall find that in most of those cases of actual

revolt where we are informed of the preceding circum-

stances, the step is adopted or contrived by a small number
of oligarchical malcontents, without consulting the general
voice; while in those cases where the general assembly is

consulted beforehand, there is manifested indeed a prefer-
ence for autonomy, but nothing like a hatred of Athens
or decided inclination to break with her. In the case of

Mitylene,
3 in the fourth year of the war, it was the aristo-

cratical government which revolted, while the people, as

soon as they obtained arms, actually declared in favour of

Athens. And the secession of Chios, the greatest of all

the allies, in the twentieth year of the Peloponnesian war
even after all the hardships which the allies had been

called upon to bear in that war, and after the ruinous dis-

asters which Athens had sustained before Syracuse was
both prepared beforehand and accomplished by secret

negotiations of the Chian oligarchy, not only without the

concurrence, but against the inclination, of their own people.
4

In like manner, the revolt ofThasos would not have occurred,
had not the Thasian democracy been previously subverted

by theAthenian Peisander and his oligarchical confederates.

So in Akanthus, in Amphipolis, in JVLende, and those other
Athenian dependencies which were wrested from Athens

by Brasidas we find the latter secretly introduced by a

Thucyd. ii

Tai Tois 6X17015

7
= 1 Tois djio

&.C.

2 See the

of Thucydid
Politic, v. C,

-1 Thucyd. ii

Thucyd. vi

47. N~JV y.i'/ yip chy just set up in Heu of the pre-

o-ajciti; TCUS raXs- vious democracy by the Athenian
xai rj o'j auvctcpisTac- oligarchical conspirators who were

then organising the revolution of

the Four Hundred at Atliens that

they immediately made prepara-
iking observations tions for revolting from Athens

82, 83; Aristotel. uvs;!vj iuv au-roi? ixiXuTa a i$w-
XOVT'J, ~rj-t iT'JXiv TJ axivS'Jvcu; op'JoO-

.

a'Jai, xai TOV E v i. ->
~

t to 3 'i
\>.

: / o v

i. 9-14. He observes Sntiov xoTaXeXil aflai (viii. 64).

also, respecting the Thasian oligar-
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few conspirators. The bulk of the citizens do not hail

him at once as a deliverer, like men sick of Athenian

supremacy: they acquiesce, not without debate, when
Brasidas is already in the town, and his demeanour, just as

well as conciliating, soon gains their esteem. But neither

in Akanthus nor in Amphipolis would he have been ad-

mitted by the free decision of the citizens, if they had not

been alarmed for the safety of their friends, their properties,
and their harvest, still exposed in the lands without the

walls. l These particular examples warrant us in affirming,
that though the oligarchy in the various allied cities desired

eagerly to shake off the supremacy of Athens, the people
were always backward in following them, sometimes even

opposed, and hardly ever willing to make sacrifices for the

object. They shared the universal Grecian desire for

separate autonomy, 2 and felt the Athenian empire as an
extraneous pressure which they would have been glad to

shake off, whenever the change could be made with safety.
But their condition was not one of positive hardship, nor
did they overlook the hazardous side of such a change
partly from the coercive hand of Athens partly from new
enemies against whom Athens had hitherto protected them
and not least from their own oligarchy. Of course the

different allied cities were not all animated by the same

feelings, some being more averse to Athens than others.

The particular modes, in which Athenian supremacy
Particular pressed upon the allies and .excited complaints,
grievances appear to have been chiefly three. 1. The annual
complained ,*.* ,, ,

>
, . , ,

of in the tribute. 2. Hie encroachments or other misdeeds

Att
ling f committed by individual Athenians, taking ad-

vvith her vantage of their superior position : citizens either
allies.

planted out by the city asKleruchs (out-settlers),
on the lands of those allies who had been subdued or

serving in the naval armaments or sent round as inspect-
ors or placed in occasional garrison or carrying on some

private speculation. 3. The obligation under which the

allies were laid of bringing a large proportion of their

judicial trials to be settled before the dikasteries at

Athens.
As to the tribute, I have before remarked that its

amount had been but little raised from its first settlement

' Thucyd. iv. 86, 88, 106, 123.

2 See the important passage, Thucyd. viii. 43.
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down to the beginning of the Peloponnesian war, at which
time it was 600 talents yearly.

1 It appears to Annual
have been reviewed, and the apportionment cor- tribute

rected, in every fifth year, at which period the col- Ranges its

lecting officers may probably have been changed, amount.

Afterwards, probably, it became more bur- Athenian
fv

* *
i i

J iii i officers and
densome, though when, or in what degree, we do inspectors

not know: but the alleged duplication of it (as I throughout
i i i i\ i j.i L- CL i J the empire.

have already remarked) is both uncertified and.

improbable. The same gradual increase may probably be

affirmed respecting the second head of inconvenience

vexation caused to the allies by individual Athenians,

chiefly officers of armaments or powerful citizens. 2 Doubt-
less this was always more or less a real grievance, from the

moment when the Athenians became despots in place of

chiefs. But it was probably not very serious in extent

until after the commencement of the Peloponnesian war,
whenrevoltonthe part of the allies became more apprehend-
ed, and when garrisons, inspectors, and tribute-gathering

ships became more essential in the working of the Athenian

empire.
But the third circumstance above-noticed the sub-

jection of the allied cities to the Athenian Disputes

dikasteries- has been more dwelt upon as a
^
nd of

".

grievance than the second, and seems to have ana among
been unduly exaggerated. We can hardly doubt the subject-

that the beginning of this jurisdiction exercised brought for

by the Athenian dikasteries dates with the synod ^e

al

d
^
k
efore

of Delos, at the time of the first formation of teries at

the confederacy. It was an indispensable element Athens.

1 Xoi

it).r,v

ophon, Repub. Athen. iii. 5. In respect to the Kleruchies, or

out-settlements of Athenian citi-7.1; To rj

ob T<X KoXXd Si' ETOUI; zens on the lands of allies revolt-

ed and reconquered we may re-
2 Xo ophon, Repub. Athen. i. 14. mark that they are not noticed as

Fhpi Sz TIJJV
a>j|j.|jiay_iov,

oi EXT:).JO-J- a grievance in this treatise of Xe-

T;? o'jy.o'f -/vTo'jaiv, d>? Soxoutji, xcti nophon, nor in any of the anti-

(xijvjii TO ;

J? xpTjjro'j;, Ac. Athenian orations of Thucydides.
Who are the persons designated They appear, however, as matters

by the expression ci -/.-).ov7;q, of crimimiti >n after the extinction

appears to be specified more par- of the empire, and at the moment
ticularly a little farther on (i. IS) ; when Athens was again rising into

it means the generals, the ollicers, a position such as to inspire the

the envoys, &c., sent forth by hope of reviving it. For at the

Athens. close of the 1'eloponuesian war,
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of that confederacy, that the members should forego their

right of private war among each other, and submit their

differences to peaceable arbitration a covenant introduced

even into alliances much less intimate than this was, and

absolutely essential to the efficient maintenance of any
common action against Persia. l Of course many causes

of dispute, public as well as private, must have arisen

among these wide-spread islands and seaports of the JEgean,
connected with each other by relations of fellow-feeling, of

trade, and of common apprehensions. The synod of Delos,

composed of the deputies of all, was the natural board of

arbitration for such disputes. A habit must thus have
been formed, of recognising a sort of federal tribunal, to

decide peaceably how far each ally had faithfully discharged
its duties, both towards the confederacy collectively, and

towards other allies with their individual citizens separately.
as well as to enforce its decisions and punish refractory

members, pursuant to the right which Sparta and her con-

federacy also claimed and exercised. 2. Now from the

v.-hich was also the destruction of cause they made war upon each

the empire, all the Kleruchs were other (Thucyd. vi. 76), partly also

driven home again, and deprived on other specious pretences. How
of their outlying property, which far this charge against Athens is

reverted to various insular pro- borne out by the fact, we can

prietors. These latter were terri- hardly say ; in all those particular
fied at the idea that Athens might examples which Thucydides men-
gfterwards try to resume these lost tions of subjugation of allies by

rights: hence the subsequent out- Athens, there is a cause perfectly

cry against the Kleruchies. definite and sufficient not a mere
1 See the expression in Thucy- pretence devised by Athenian am-

dides (v. 27), describing the con- bition.

ditions required when Argos was ' According to the principle laid

about to extend her alliances in down by the Corinthians shortly

Peloponnesus. The conditions before the Peloponnesian war
were two. 1. That the city should toy; ~p03r(

xov7a; ujx(xd^ou; autov

be autonomous. 2. Next, that it -vi-j. xoXa'siv (Thucyd. i. 40-43).

should be willing to submit its The Lacedaemonians, on prefer-

quarrels to equitable arbitrations ring their accusation of treason

T,TI; a'jTo-jo[j.os TS EJJTI, xai Sixa? against Thf'mistokles, demanded
Ij'j.^ y.at ojju'jin Stooiji. that he should be tried at Sparta,
In the orations against the Athe- before the common Hellenic synod

i ians, delivered by the Syracusan which held its sitting there, and
jlermokrates at Kamarina, Athens of which Athens was then a mem-
is accused of having enslaved her ber; that is, the Spartan confeder-

allies partly on the ground that acy or alliance ir.\ TO} xoivvj

they neglected to perform their
ny/i^pic/'j Tiiv 'il/

).TJ
/u>v (Diodor.

military obligations, partly be- xi. 55).
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beginning the Athenians were the guiding and enforcing

presidents of this synod. When it gradually died away,

they were found occupying its place as well as clothed

with its functions. It was in this manner that their judicial

authority over the allies appears first to have begun, as

the confederacy became changed into an Athenian empire,
the judicial functions of the synod being transferred

along with the common treasure to Athens, and doubtless

much extended. And on the whole, these functions must
have been productive of more good than evil to the allies

themselves, especially to the weakest and most defenceless

among them.

Among the thousand towns which paid tribute to

Athens (taking this numerical statement of ,
. . , ,

v
* , ., i . i Productive

Aristophanes not in its exact meaning, but simply O f some

as a great number), if a small town, or one of disadvan-

? i j c i L iase> kut
its citizens, had cause ot complaint against a O f propon-

larger, there was no channel except the synod
d
^
r 'ilice

(r

of

of Delos, or the Athenian tribunal, through to the Vub-

which it could have any reasonable assurance Ject-aiHes
PP.,.-, ; TJ. J.J.T i themselves,

ot tair trial or justice. It is not to be supposed
that all the private complaints and suits between citizen

and citizen, in each respective subject town, were carried

up for trial to Athens: yet we do not know distinctly how
the line was drawn, between matters carried up thither,
and matters tried at home. The subject cities appear to

have been interdicted from the power of capital punishment,
which could only be inflicted after previous trial and con-

demnation at Athens: ] so that the latter reserved to herself

the cognizance of most of the grave crimes or what may
be called "the higher justice" generally. And the political
accusations preferred by citizen against citizen, in any
subject city, for alleged treason, corruption, non-fulfilment

of public duty, &c., were doubtless carried to Athens for

trial perhaps the most important part of her jurisdiction.
But the maintenance of this judicial supremacy was

not intended by Athens for the substantive object of amend-

ing the administration of justice in each separate allied

city. It went rather to regulate the relations between city
and city between citizens of different cities between
Athenian citizens or officers, and any of these allied cities'
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with which they had relations between each city itself,

as a dependent government with contending political par-

imperial ties, and the imperial head Athens. All these
Athens being problems which imperial Athens was called
compared i J.-L i_ & i ii
with impe- on to solve, the best way or solving them would
rial Sparta, have been through some common synod emana-

ting from all the allies. Putting this aside, we shall find

that the solution provided by Athens was perhaps the next

best, and we shall be the more induced to think so when
we compare it with the proceedings afterwards adopted by
Sparta, when she had put down the Athenian empire.
Under Sparta, the general rule was, to place each of the

dependent cities under the government of a Dekarchy (or

oligarchical council of ten) among its chief citizens, together
with a Spartan harmost or governor having a small garrison
under his orders. It will be found when we come to describe

the Spartan maritime empire that the arrangements exposed
each dependent city to very great violence and extortion,

while, after all, they solved only a part of the problem.
They served only to maintain each separate city under the

dominion of Sparta without contributing to regulate the

dealings between the citizens of one and those of another,
or to bind together the empire as a whole. Now the

Athenians did not, as a system, place in their dependent
cities governors analogous to the harmosts, though they
did so occasionally under special need. But their fleets

and their officers were in frequent relation with these cities
;

and as the principal officers were noways indisposed to

abuse their position, so the facility of complaint, constantly

open, to the Athenian popular dikastery, served both as

redress and guarantee against misrule of this description.
It was a guarantee which the allies. themselves sensibly
felt and valued, as we know from Thucydides. The chief

source from whence they had to apprehend evil was, the

misconduct of the Athenian officials and principal citizens,

who could misemploy the power of Athens for their own
private purposes but they looked up to the "Athenian
Demos as a chastener of such evil-doers and as a harbour
of refuge to themselves." 1 If the popular dikasteries at

1 Thucyd. viii. 48. ToO; -.& xa- i^n-i -r,~j or^ou, ropi<J-i; vi-ie. X7.i

).0'J4 xaYaflo'J? 6vo|i3^0[xi >ouc oOx ear/fr^a? TU>V xaxto/ TU> or,aw, s;

sXauauj a-jToO? (that is, the subject- (Lv TO: r).;iu> s'jtvjc tivf sXsTs'm- xcu

allies) v&|J.ieiv o'-fiai TTfiyjAi-ra r.zp- TO
JJL:<

i-' exsivGt; sl-m, xal axpi-oi
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Athens had not been thus open, the allied cities would have
suffered much more severely from the captains and officials

of Athens in their individual capacity. And the mainten-

ance of political harmony, between the imperial city and
the subject ally, was ensured by Athens through the juris-
diction of her dikasteries with much less cost of injustice
and violence than by Sparta. For though oligarchical
]eaders in these allied cities might sometimes be unjustly
condemned at Athens, yet such accidental wrong was

immensely overpassed by the enormities of the Spartan
harmosts andDekarchies,who put numbers to death without

any trial at all.

So again, it is to be recollected that Athenian private
citizens, not officially employed, were spread over the whole

range of the empire as kleruchs, proprietors, or traders.

Of course therefore disputes would arise between them
and the natives of the subject cities, as well as among these

latter themselves, in cases where both parties did not belong
to the same city. Now in such cases the Spartan imperial

authority was so exercised as to afford little or Numerous
no remedy, since the action of the harmost or Athenian

the Dekarchy was confined to one separate city; spread over

while the Athenian dikasteries, with universal the -(Egean

competence and public trial, afforded the best hadVo re-

redress which the contingency admitted. If a dre
!
s

Thasian citizen believed himself aggrieved by Jhem
,

the historian Thucydides, either as commander except

of the Athenian fleet on that station, or as pro- Athenian

prietor of gold mines in Thrace, he had his dikasteries.

&/ t.i\ [JiatdTspov OBoSv^sxsiv, -v> 7S in the allied cities fines, sentences

v/jaov o'-pJjj Ti xT5t'fuyTl'< Eivii t.7.i of banishment, capital punish-
/.;'. /(!)/ iu>?povia-r,v. K'ai -?. r

j-.T. -i.'j ments, and that the Athenian
OCJTCJJ/ -Ca-i spyiov i-i3T2p.i-;c<- Ta; .people, though they had a strong
ro).i? (JcrjiL; aj-o; slos ;7i, "TI O'JTIO public interest in the prosperity
voai^ouji. Tliis is introduced as of the allies in order that their
the deliberate judgement of the tribute might be larger, neverthe-
Athenian commander, the oligarch less thought it better that any in-

riirynichus, whom Thucydides dividual citizen of Athens should
preatly commends for his sagacity, pocket what he could out of the
and with whom lie seems in this plunder of the allies, and leave to

case to have concurred. the latter nothing more than was
Xenophon (liep. Atli. i. 14, 15) absolutely necessary for them to

aflirms that the Athenian officers live and work, without any super-
on service passed many unjust sen- fluity such as might tempt them to

tences upon the oligarchical party revolt.
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remedy against the latter by accusation before the Athenian

dikasteries, to which the most powerful Athenian was
amenable not less than the meanest Thasian. To a citizen

of any allied city it might be an occasional hardship to bo
sued before the courts at Athens

;
but it was also often a

valuable privilege to him to be able to sue, before those

courts, others whom else he could not have reached. He
had his share of the benefit as well as of the hardship.
Athens, if she robbed her subject-allies of their independ-
ence, at least gave them in exchange the advantage of a

central and common judiciary authority; thus enabling
each of them to enforce claims of justice against the rest,

in a way which would not have been practicable (to the
weaker at least) even in a state of general independence.

Now Sparta seems not even to have attempted any-

thing of the kind with regard to her subject-allies, being
content to keep them under the rule of a harmost arid a

partisan oligarchy. And we read anecdotes which show
that no justice could be obtained at Sparta even for the

grossest outrages committed by the harmost, or by private

Spartans out of Laconia. The two daughters of a Boeotian

named Skedasus (of Leuktra in Bceotia) had been first

violated and then murdered by two Spartan citizens: the

son of a citizen of Oreus in Eubcea had been also outraged
and killed by the harmost Aristodemus: 1 in both cases the

fathers went to Sparta to lay the enormity before the

ephors and other authorities, and in both cases a deaf ear

The di- was turned to their complaints. But such
k

ff

St<

ded
S

crimes, if committed by Athenian citizens or offi-

proteotion cers, might have been brought to 'a formal ex-
against posure before the public sitting of the dikastery,misconduct *

j ,, -, i i . ?i ,1 i j i

both of and there can be no doubt that both would have
Athenian been severely punished. We shall see hereafter
citizensaiid ,,

, -i. c j_\ ^ ,- -ix i

Athenian that an enormity ot this description, committed
officers. by the Athenian general Paches at Mitylene,
cost him his life before the Athenian dikasts. 2 Xenophon,
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in the dark and one-sided representation which he gives
of the Athenian democracy, remarks, that if the subject-
allies had not been made amenable to justice at Athens,

they would
v
have cared little for the people of Athens, and

would have paid court only to those individual Athenians,

generals, trierarchs, or envoys, who visited the islands on

service; but under the existing system, the subjects were

compelled to visit Athens either as plaintiffs or defendants,
and were thus under the necessity of paying court to the

bulk of the people also that is, to those humbler citizens

out of whom the dikasteries were formed; they supplicated
the dikasts in court for favour or lenient dealing.

* But
this is only an invidious manner of discrediting what was

really a protection to the allies, both in purpose and in

reality. For it was a lighter lot to be brought for trial

before the dikastery, than to be condemned without redress

by the general on service, or to be forced to buy off his

condemnation by a bribe. Moreover the dikastery was

open not merely to receive accusations against citizens of

the allied cities, but also to entertain complaints which they

preferred against others.

Assuming the dikasteries at Athens to be ever so de-

i'ective as tribunals for administering justice, The dj .

we must recollect that they were the same tri- kasteries,

buuals under which every Athenian citizen held or^ioV
his own fortune or reputation, and that the na- were the

tive of any subject city was admitted to the ^"^1^1111-
.same chance of justice as the native of Athens, der which

Accordingly we find the Athenian envoy at ^^heid'
6 "

Sparta, immediately before the Peloponnesian his own

war, taking peculiar credit to the imperial city
securit y-

on this ground, for equal dealing with her subject-allies.
ulf our power (he says) were to pass into other hands, the

comparison would presently show how moderate we are

in the use of it: but as regards us, our very moderation is

1 Xenophon, Kep. Athen. i. 18. Soovai xai Xapslv, oux kt nXXoi- Ti-

IIp<K Se TO'J-nn, el (juv jrr) eri 8ixa<; aiv, aXV ev tio STJJAUJ, 8s 371 or;
MO-

TQeoav oi c>JfA|j.ayoi, TOO; ixr:Xeov7oc; y.r,- 'AQljvljm. Kcd <xvTi3o>.rjjai av^Y'

'A'Jirjvaicuv 7tjj.iov av JAOVOIK, too; is. XOI'ST-XI z-i 7ol<; 6ixaa7r,ploi;, xai E'IU-

O7paTr)YO'j xai TOOI; -ptT,pipy_o'j- -/-xi iov70? 70'j, EitiX-xjA^avij^ai trjs y_si-

rcpcofUtir vuv 8' rpaYxc<cj7ai -'j'i Brj- p6;. Aia 7o rj7G ouv oi aJfiaay^oi ooii-

(JLOV yoXaxs'Jsr; Tijuv 'A'jT)-<aiiuv si? Xii 7&ij Qy;(J.ou t(Lv A^r^vaiujv xaOs-

IxaaTo? TCJJV 0'j|jLu.iycu';, Y 1
T''

(^)3XU)V 070131 jxaXXov.
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unfairly turned to our disparagement rather than to our

praise. For even though we put ourselves at disadvantage
in matters litigated with our allies, and though we have

appointed such matters to be judged among ourselves, and
under laws equal to both parties, we are represented as
animated by nothing better than a love of litigation."

1

1 Thucyd. 1. 76, 77. "AXXoo? f' Sv

ouv olopisQa TO fjjjLSTspa XafJavTOH

Ssi^ai Sv (xaXtctTa et Tt (iTpiiCo(Jiev

f)|xiv 8e xat ex TOO eitisixout; aSoEia

TO itXsov rj Iitaivo? oox slxoTU)? ite-

pieaTi). Kal EXaa<JO'J|Avoi yap ev TOU?

?'j[xpoXoiaii; itpo? TOO; ?0|J.[/.<ij(00?

Sixaii;, xal itap' rjjxw <XOTOI? ev TOT?

6|ioioi<; VO|JLOI; rcovqaavTe? TOCS xpicsi?,

(piXoStxeiv 6oxoo|j.v, Ac.

I construe SujxpoXatotK; Sixat? as

connected in meaning with u|j.p6-

Xatot and not with u(j.fJoXa follow-

ing Duker and Bloomfield in pre-
ference to Poppo and Goller: see

the elaborate notes of the two
latter editors. Aixoct aito SujipoXtov

indicated the arrangements con-

cluded by special convention be-

tween two different cities, by con-

sent of both, for the purpose of

determining controversies between
their respective citizens

; they were

something essentially apart from
the ordinary judicial arrangements
of either state. Now what the

Athenian orator here insists upon
is exactly the contrary of this

idea: he says that the allies were

admitted to the benefit of Athenian
trial and Athenian laws, in like

manner with the citizens them-

selves. The judicial arrangements

by which the Athenian allies were

brought before the Athenian dikas-

teries cannot with propriety be

said to be 8ixat OCTIO Sujx^oXcov; un-

less the act of original incorpora-
tion into the confederacy of Delos

is to be regarded as a 6|jipoXov or

agreement which in a large sense

it might be, though not in the

proper sense in which Sixai <iit6

u|j.fi6Xu>v are commonly mentioned.

Moreover I think that the passage
of Antipho (De Cade Herodis, p.

745) proves that it was the citizens

of places not in alliance with Athens
who litigated with Athenians ac-

cording to Sixat onto $u(x(56Xo>v not
the allies of Athens while they
resided in their own native cities ;

for I agree with the interpretation
which Boeckh puts upon this pas-

sage, in opposition to Platner and
Schomann (Boeckh, Public Econ.
of Athens, book iii. ch. xvi. p. 403,

Eng. transl. ; Schomann, Der At-
tisch. Prozess, p. 778; Platner, Pro-
zess und Klagen bei den Attikern,
ch. iv. 2, p. 110-112, where the lat-

ter discusses both the passages of

Antipho and Thucydides).
The passages in Demosthenes,

Orat. de Halones. c. 3, pp. 98, 99;
and AndokidSs cont. Alkibiad. c.

7, p. 121 (I quote this latter ora-

tion, though it is undoubtedly
spurious, because we may well

suppose the author of it to be

conversant with the nature and
contents of 'J|ApoXa), f?ive us a

sufficient idea of these judicial con-

ventions, or 5'J(J.3oXa special and
liable to differ in each particu-
lar case. They seem to me essen-

tially distinct from that system-
atic scheme of proceeding where-

by the dikasteries of Athens were
made cognizant of all, or most,

important controversies among or

between the allied cities, as well

as of political accusations.

M. Boeckh draws a distinction

between the autonomous allies

(Chios and Lesbos, at the time

immediately before the Pelopon-
nesian war) and the subject-allies;
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"Our allies (he adds) would complain less if we made open
use of our superior force with regard to them; but we dis-

"the former class (he says) retained

possession of unlimited jurisdic-

tion, whereas the latter were com-

pelled to try all their disputes in

the courts of Athens." Doubtless

this distinction would prevail to

a certain degree, but how far it

was pushed we can hardly say.

Suppose that a dispute took place
between Chios and one of the sub-

ject-islands or between an indi-

vidual Chian and an individual

Thasian would not the Chian

plaintiff sue, or the Chian de-

fendant be sued before the Athe-

nian dikastery? Suppose that an

Athenian citizen or officer became
involved in dispute with a Chian,
would not the Athenian dikastery
be the competent court, whichever

of the two were plaintiff or defend-

ant? Suppose a Chian citizen or

magistrate to be suspected of

fomenting revolt, would it not be

competent to any accuser, either

Chian or Athenian, to indict him
before the dikastery at Athens?
Abuse of power, or peculation,
committed by Athenian officers at

Chios, must of course be brought
before the Athenian dikasteries,

just as much as if the crime had
been committed at Thasos orXaxos.

\Ve have no evidence to help us in

regard to these questions; but I in-

cline to believe that the difference

in respect to judicial arrangement,
between the autonomous and the

subject-allies, was less in degree
than M. Boeckh believes. We must
recollect that the arrangement was
not all pure hardship to the allies

the liability to be prosecuted
was accompanied with the privilege
of prosecuting for injuries received.

There is one remark however
which appears to me of importance
for understanding the testimonies

on this subject. -The Athenian

empire, properly BO called, which

began by the confederacy of Delos
after the Persian invasion, was

completely destroyed at the close

of the Peloponnesian war, when
Athens was conquered and taken.
But after some years had elapsed,
towards the year 377 B.C., Athens

again began to make maritime

conquests, to acquire allies, to

receive tribute, to assemble a

synod, and to resume her footing
of something like an imperial city.

Now her power over her allies

during this second period of em-
pire was not near so great as it

had been during the first, between
the Persian and Peloponnesian
wars : nor can we be at all sure

that what is true of the second is

also true of the first. And I think
it probable, that those statements
of the grammarians, which repre-
sent the allies as carrying on 6ixoc

duo ou|j.p6Xu)v in ordinary practice
with the Athenians, may really be
true about the second empire or

alliance. Bekker, Anecdota, p. 436.

"AfJiQvaToi di:6 aufi^oXiov sSlxcc^ov TOI?

UHTJXOOK;' O'JTUK 'A^iaTOTEXTj!;. Pol-

lux, viii. 68. 'A-rco aufx^oXojv 8c 5ixT)

fi'i,
OTE oi o'i|j.[Aa)(oi eStxaCovTO. Also

Hesychius, i. 489. The statement
here ascribed to Aristotle may very

probably be true about the second

alliance, though it cannot be held

true for the first. In the second,
the Athenians may really have had

o'JijL^oXa, or special conventions for

judicial business, with many of

their principal allies, instead of

making Athens the authoritative

centre, and heir to the Delian synod,
as they did during the first. It is

to be remarked however that Harpo-
kration, in the explanation which
he gives of aOpjtaXa, treats them

x 2
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card such maxims, and deal with them upon an equal foot-

ing : and they are so accustomed to this that they think
themselves entitled to complain at every trifling disap-

pointment of their expectations.
1 They suffered worse

hardship under the Persians before our empire began, and

they would suffer worse under you (the Spartans) if you
were to succeed in conquering us and making our empire
yours."

History bears out the boast of the Athenian orator,
both as to the time preceding and following the empire
of Athens. 2 And an Athenian citizen indeed might well

regard it not as a hardship, but as a privilege to the sub-

ject-allies, that they should be allowed to sue him before
the dikastery, and to defend themselves before the same
tribunal either in case of wrong done to him, or in case of

alleged treason to the imperial authority of Athens: they
were thereby put upon a level with himself. Still more
would he find reason to eulogise the universal competence
of these dikasteries in providing a common legal authority
for all disputes of the numerous distinct communities of

the empire one with another, and for the safe navigation
and general commerce of the -3i]gean. That complaints
were raised against it among the subject-allies is noway
surprising. For the empire of Athens generally was incon-

sistent with that separate autonomy to which every town

thought itself entitled; and this central judicature was one
of its prominent and constantly operative institutions, as

well as a striking mark of dependence to the subordinate
communities. Yet we may safely affirm that if empire was
to be maintained at all, no way of maintaining it could be
found at once less oppressive and more beneficial than the

superintending competence of the dikasteries a system
not taking its rise in the mere "love of litigation" (if in-

deed we are to reckon this a real feature in the Athenian

character, which I shall take another opportunity of ex-

amining), much less in those petty collateral interests indi-

in a perfectly general way, as con- el6ia|xevoi rpoi; f](i5? ow6 TOO
ventions for settlement of judicial taou 6|xi). siv, &c.

controversy between city and city,
* Compare Isokrates, Or. iv. Pane-

without any particular allusion to gyric. p. 62, '66. sect. 116-138; and
Athens and her allies. Compare Or. xii. Panathenaic. p. 247-254. sect.

Heffter, Athenaische Gerichtsver- 72-111
;

Or. viii. De Pace, p. 178.

fassung, iii. 1, 3, p. 91. sect. 119 seqq.; Plutarch, Lysand. c.

Thucyd. i. 77. Oi Ss (the allies) 13; Co*nel. Nepos, Lysand. c. 2, 3.
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cated by Xenophon,
l such as the increased customs duty,

rent of houses, and hire of slaves atPeirseus, and the larger

profits of the heralds, arising from the influx of suitors.

It was nothing but the power, originally inherent in the

confederacy of Delos, of arbitration between members and

enforcement of duties towards the whole a power inher-

ited by Athens from that synod, and enlarged to meet the

political wants of her empire; to which end it was essential,

even in the view of Xenophon himself. 2 It may be that

the dikastery was not always impartial between Athenian
citizens privately, or the Athenian commonwealth collect-

ively, and the subject-allies, and insofar the latter had

good reason to complain. But on the other hand we have
no ground for suspecting it of deliberative or standing
unfairness, or of any other defects than such as were in-

separable from its constitution and procedure, whoever

might be the parties under trial.

We are now considering the Athenian empire as it

stood before the Peloponnesian war; before the Athenian

increased exactions and the multiplied revolts. empi
,

re
,
w

?

as
, . , . .

-i c ,-> I,- affected for
to which that war gave rise betore the cruelties the worse

which accompanied the suppression of those bv the cir"

revolts, and which so deeply stained the charac- O f the

ter ofAthens before thataggravatedfierceness. Peioponne-
c 1

,. e
p. .

' sian war:
mistrust, contempt ot obligation, and rapacious more vio-

violence. which Thucydides so emphatically indi- lence was
i T c 1'i.Li r* i introduced

cates as having been iniused into the Greek into it by
bosom by the fever of an all-pervading contest. 3 that a*>

There had been before this time many revolts prevailed
of the Athenian dependencies, from the earliest before,

at Naxos down to the latest at Samos. All had been suc-

cessfully suppressed, but in no case had Athens displayed

1 Xenophon, Kepub. Ath. i. 17. tise (iii. 2. 3) he represents the
*
Xenoplion, Repub. Ath. i. 16. Athenian dikasteries as overloaded

He states it as one of the advan- with judicial business, much more
tageous consequences, which in- than they could possibly get
duced the Athenians to bring the through; insomuch that there were
suits and complaints of the allies long delays before causes could
to Athens for trial that the pry- be brought on for trial. It could

taneia, or fees paid upon entering hardly be any great object there-

a cause for trial, became suffi- fore to multiply complaints arti-

ciently large to furnish all the pay ficially, in order to make fees for

for the dikasts throughoutthe year, the dikasts.

But in another part of his trea- See his well-known comments
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the same unrelenting rigour as we shall find hereafter
manifested towards Mitylene, Skione, and Melos. The
policy of Perikles, now in the plenitude of his power at

Athens, was cautious and conservative, averse to forced
extension of empire as well as to those increased burdens
on the dependent allies which such schemes would have

entailed, and tending to maintain that assured commerce
in the jEgean by which all of them must have been gainers

not without a conviction that the contest must arise

sooner or later between Athens and Sparta, and that the
resources as well as the temper of the allies must be hus-

banded against that contingency. Ifwe read in Thucydides
the speech of the envoy from Mitylene

1 at Olympia, delivered
to the Lacedaemonians and their allies in the fourth year
of the Peloponnesian war, on occasion of the revolt of the

city from Athens a speech imploring aid and setting forth

the strongest impeachment against Athens which the facts

could be made to furnish we shall be surprised how weak
the case is and how much the speaker is conscious of its

weakness. He has nothing like practical grievances and

oppressions to urge against the imperial city. He does
not dwell upon enormity of tribute, unpunished misconduct

The sub- of Athenian officers, hardship of bringing causes

oT Athen
8 ^or *r^ ^ Athens, or ther sufferings of the

had few subjects generally. He has nothing to say ex-
practical cept that they were defenceless and degraded
grievances f. n >,, , A ,-. -, 1n ., .f

5

to com- subjects, and that Athens held authority over
plain of. them without and against their own consent:

and in the case of Mitylene, not so much as this could be

said, since she was on the footing of an equal, armed, and
autonomous ally. Of course this state of forced dependence
was one which the allies, or such of them as could stand

alone, would naturally and reasonably shake off whenever

they had an opportunity.
2 But the negative evidence,

derived from the speech of the Mitylenaean orator, goes
far to make out the point contended for by the Athenian

speaker at Sparta immediately before the war that, beyond

on the seditions at Korkyra, iii. about to be inflicted on Mitylene

82, 83.
yjv

Tiva eXeiiOspov xal /Jla dpyojxcvov
1 Thucyd. iii. 11-14. E 1x6 -UK "po? auTO-vOfiiav
1 So the Athenian orator Diodo- duosTccvTa yaipioaibjAsSa, &c.

tus puts it in his speech depre- (Thucyd. iii. 46).

eating the extreme punishment
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the fact of such forced dependence, the allies had little

practically to complain of. A city like Mitylene might be

strong enough to protect itself and its own commerce
without the help of Athens. But to the weaker allies, the

breaking up of the Athenian empire would have greatly
lessened the security both of individuals and of commerce,
in the waters of the JEgean, and their freedom would thus
have been purchased at the cost of considerable positive

disadvantages.
*

1 It is to be recollected that the

Athenian empire was essentially
a government of dependencies;
Athens as an imperial state exer-

cising authority over subordinate

governments. To maintain bene-

ficial relation between two govern-

ments, one supreme the other

subordinate and to make the sys-
tem work to the satisfaction of

the people in the one as well as

of the people in the other has

always been found a problem of

great difficulty. Whoever reads

the instructive volume of Sir G-.

C. Lewis (Essay on the Govern-
ment of Dependencies), and the

number of instances of practical

iiiisgovernment in this matter which
are set forth therein will bo in-

clined to think that the empire of

Athens over her allies makes com-

paratively a creditable figure. It

will most certainly stand full com-

parison with the government of

England over dependencies in the

last century; as illustrated by the

history of Ireland, with the penal
laws against the Catholics by the

declaration of independence pu-
blished in 1770 by the American

colonies, setting forth the grounds
of their separation and by the

pleadings of Mr. Burke against
Warren Hastings.
A statement and legal trial al-

luded to by Sir George Lewis (p.

367) elucidates farther two points
not unimportant on the present
occasion: 1. The illiberal and hu-

miliating vein of sentiment which
is apt to arise in citizens of the

supreme government towards those
of the subordinate. 2. The protec-
tion which English Jury-trial,

nevertheless, afforded to the citi-

zens of the dependency against op-

pression by English officers.

"An action was brought in the

Court of Common Pleas, in 1773,

by Mr. Anthony Fabrigas, a native

of Minorca, against GeneralMostyn
the governor of the island. The
facts proved at the trial were, that

Governor Mostyn had arrested the

plaintiff, imprisoned him, and trans-

ported him to Spain without any
form of trial, on the ground that

the plaintiff had presented to him
a petition for redress of grievances
in a manner which he deemed im-

proper. Mr. Justice Gould left it

to the jury to say, whether the

plaintiff's behaviour was such as

to afford a just conclusion that lie

was about to stir up sedition and

mutiny in the garrison, or whether
he meant no more than earnestly
to press his suit and obtain a re-

dress of grievances. If they thought
the latter, the plaintiff was entitled

to recover in the action. The

jury gave a verdict for the plain-

tiff with 3000 damages. In the

following term an application was
made for a new trial, which was
refused by the whole court.

'The following remarks of the

counsel for Governor Mostyn on

this trial contain a plain and na'ive
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Nearly the whole of the Grecian world (putting aside

The Ore- Italian, Sicilian, and African Greek) was at this

was* now
ld time included either in the alliance ofLacedsemon

divided or in that of Athens, so that the truce of thirty

'"e'at^ys- years ensured a suspension of hostilities every-
tems : with where. Moreover theLacedgemonian confederates

Bu'^osed to
^ad determined by a majority of votes to refuse

be vested in the request of Samos for aid in her revolt against
6acl

"shin
Athens: whereby it seemed established, as prac-

its own tical international law, that neither of these two
ref

mbers
7

grea^ aggregate bodies should intermeddle with

statement of the doctrine, that a patriotism in Minorca: for it is

dependency is to be governed not there destructive of our trade, and

for its own interest, but for that there is an end to our trade in

of the dominant state. 'Gentlemen the Mediterranean, if it goes there,

of the jury (said the counsel), it But here it is very well: for the

will he time for me now to take body of the people in this country

notice of another circumstance, will have it: they have demanded
notorious to all the gentlemen who it and in consequence of their

have been settled in the island, demands, they have enjoyed liber-

that the natives of Minorca are but ties which they will transmit to

ill-affected to the English and to their posterity and it is not in

the English government. It is not the power of this government to

much to be wondered at. They are deprive them of it. But they will

the descendants of Spaniards; and take care of all our conquests

they consider Spain as the country abroad. If that spirit prevailed in

to which they ought naturally to Minorca, the consequence would

belong: it is not at all to be won- be the loss of that country, and

dered at that they are indisposed of course of our Mediterranean

to the English whom they consider trade. We should be sorry to set

as their conquerors. Of all the all our slaves free in our planta-

Minorquins in the island, the tions.'"

plaintiff perhaps stands singularly The prodigious sum of damages
and eminently the most seditious, awarded by the jury shows the

turbulent, and dissatisfied subject strength of their sympathy with
to the crown of Great Britain that this Minorquin plaintiff against
is to be found in Minorca. Gentle- the English officer. I doubt not

men, he is, or chooses to be, that the feeling of the dikastery
called the patriot of Minorca. Now at Athens was much of the same

patriotism is a very pretty thing kind, and often quite as strong;

among ourselves, and we owe sincerely disposed to protect the

much to it : we owe our liberties subject-allies against misconduct
to it; but we should have but little of Athenian trierarchs or inspect-
to value, and perhaps we should ors.

have but little of what we now The feelings expressed in the

enjoy, were it not for our trade, speech above-cited would also

And for the sake of our trade, it often find utterance from Athenian
is not fit that we should encourage orators in the assembly: and it
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the other, and that each should restrain or punish its own
disobedient members. l

Of this refusal, which materially affected the course

of events, the main advisers had been the Corinthians, in

spite of that fear and dislike of Athens which prompted
many of the allies to vote for war. 2 The position of the

Corinthians was peculiar; for while Sparta and her other

allies were chiefly land-powers, Corinth had been from

early times maritime, commercial, and colonising. She had
indeed once possessed the largest navy in Greece, along
with ^Egina; but either she had not increased it at all

during the last forty years, or if she had, her comparative
naval importance had been sunk by the gigantic expansion
of Athens. The Corinthians had both commerce and
colonies Leukas, Anaktorium, Ambrakia, Korkyra, &c.,

along or near the coast of Epirus: they had also their

colony Potidsea, situated on the isthmus of Pallene in

Thrace, and intimately connected with them: and the in-

terest of their commerce made them averse to collision

with the superior navy of the Athenians. It was this con-

sideration which had induced them to resist the
Policy of

impulse of the Lacedaemonian allies towards Corinth,

war on behalf of Samos. For though their ^o"
1^ 61" 8

feelings both of jealousy and hatred against becomes

Athens were even now strong,
3
arising greatly

warllke -

out of the struggle a few years before the acquisition of

Megara to the Athenian alliance prudence indicated that

in a war against the first naval power in Greece, they were
sure to be the greatest losers.

So long as the policy of Corinth pointed towards peace,
there was every probability that war would be avoided,

would not be difficult to produce Mitford and so many others have
parallel passages, in which these sought to prove,
orators imply discontent on the ' See the important passage al-

part of the allies to be the natural ready adverted to in a prior note,

state of things, such as Athens Thucyd. i. 40. <j'j5s Y"P ^l\>--~"-
~ 7-'

could not hope to escape. The
[j.lu>v izoa-avrux -Ji/joov rpossQjfiz'ja

speech here given shows that such vav"iav Ou.iv, TOJV ciXXwv ITiXorov-

feelings arise, almost inevitably, VYJJ'KOV St-/_a =-];^'ftjfj.i';cov si 707) 'j-

out of the uncomfortable relation TOI; dn'Jviiv, ?avepu>; 8s dv-;i-
of two governments, one supreme, ZOJXEV -O'jq T. p o ar, x o VT r, , ?ua-
and the other subordinate. They (xi/oyc OIVTOV Tiva xo/.d',siv.

are not the product of peculiar 2 Thucyd. i. 33.

cruelty and oppression on the part * Thucyd. i. 42.

of t lie Athenian democracy, as Mr.
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or at least accepted only in a case of grave necessity, by
the Lacedaemonian alliance. But a contingency, distant

as well as unexpected, which occurred about five years
after the revolt of Samos, reversed all these chances, and
not only extinguished the dispositions of Corinth towards

peace, but even transformed her into the forward instigator
of war.

Amidst the various colonies planted from Corinth

along the coast ofEpirus, the greater number acknowledged
Disputes on ner Part an hegemony or supremacy. l "What
arise extent of real power and interference this ack-

CorTntTand nowledgement implied, in addition to the hono-
Korkyra rary dignity, we are not in a condition to say.

damnugf
P1"

But the Corinthians were popular, and had not
carried their interference beyond the point

which the colonists themselves found acceptable. To these

amicable relations, however, the powerful Korkyra formed
a glaring exception having been generally at variance,
sometimes in the most aggravated hostility,with its mother-

city, and withholding from her even the accustomed tri-

butes of honorary and filial respect. It was amidst such
relations of habitual ill-will between Corinth and Korkyra
that a dispute grew up respecting the city of Epidamnus
(known afterwards in the Roman times as Dyrrhachium,
hard by the modern Durazzo) a colony founded by the

Korkyraeans on the coast of Illyria in the Ionic Gulf, con-

siderably to the north of their own island. So strong was
the sanctity of Grecian custom in respect to the founda-

tion of colonies, that the Korkyraeans, in spite of their en-

mity to Corinth, had been obliged to select the (Ekist (or

Founder-in-Chief) of Epidamnus from that city a citizen

of Herakleid descent named Phalius along with whom
there had also come some Corinthian settlers. And thus

Epidamnus, though a Korkyraean colony, was nevertheless

a recognised grand-daughter (if the expression may be

allowed) of Corinth, the recollection of which was per-

petuated by the solemnities periodically celebrated in ho-

nour of the (Ekist. 2

Founded on the isthmus of an outlying peninsula on
the seacoast of the Illyrian Taulantii, Epidamnus was at

first prosperous, and acquired a considerable territory as

1 Thucyd. i. 3 5 . r
t -;zu.wss ~z sivai v.ii TO eixoTa Oai/jxiXsa^st.

' Thucyd. i. 24, 25.
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well as a numerous population. But during the years

immediately preceding the period which we have The Epi-'

now reached, it had been exposed to great re- damnians
i TJ.- i j. j.i i- i apply for

verses. Internal sedition between the oligarchy aia in their

and the people, agerravated by attacks from the distress to

IT -TIT i -i i j -j. Korkyra
neighbouring lllyrians, had crippled its power; they are

and a recent revolution, in which the people put !,
efus

c
ed~

down the oligarchy, had reduced it still farther rinthians

since the oligarchical exiles, collecting a send aid to

force and allying themselves with the lllyrians,
harassed the city grievously both by sea and land. The

Epidamnian democracy was in such straits as to be forced

to send to Korkyra for aid. Their envoys sat down as

suppliants at the temple of Here, cast themselves on the

mercy of the Korkyraeans, and besought them to act both
as mediators with the exiled oligarchy, and as auxiliaries

against the lllyrians. Though the Korkyraeans, themselves

democratically governed, might have been expected to

sympathise with these suppliants and their prayers, yet
their feeling was decidedly opposite. For it was the Epi-
damnian oligarchy who were principally connected with

Korkyra, from whence their forefathers had emigrated,
and where their family burial-places as well as their kins-

men were still to be found: 1 while the Demos, or small

proprietors and tradesmen of Epidamnus, may perhaps
have been of miscellaneous origin, and at any rate had no
visible memorials of ancient lineage in the mother-island.

Having been refused aid from Korkyra, and finding their

distressed condition insupportable, the Epidamnians next

thought of applying to Corinth. But as this was a step
of questionable propriety, their envoys were directed first

to take the opinion of the Delphian god. His oracle hav-

ing given an unqualified sanction, they proceeded to Co-
rinth with their mission; describing their distress as well

as their unavailing application at Korkyra tendering Epi-
damnus to the Corinthians as to itsCEkists and chiefs, with
the most urgent entreaties for immediate aid to preserve
it from ruin and not omitting to insist on the divine sanc-

tion just obtained. It was found easy to persuade the Co-

rinthians, who, looking upon Epidamnus as a joint colony

' Tliucyd. i. 20. r
(

>.
r
Jov ~(w it TTJM

Kspxupav oi TOJV 'Enoctuviw cyyio*;,

tacpom TS a7;oOSixv'iv7? xai ?'jyys-
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from Corinth and Korkyra, thought themselves not only
authorised,but bound, to undertake its defence aresolution
much prompted by their ancient feud against Korkyra.
They speedily organized an expedition, consisting partly
of intended new settlers, partly of a protecting military
force Corinthian, Leukadian, and Ambrakiotic: which
combined body, in order to avoid opposition from the

powerful Korkyraean navy, was marched by land as far as

Apollonia, and transported from thence by sea to Epi-
damnus. 1

The arrival of such a reinforcement rescued the city
for the moment, but drew upon it a formidable

kyKeans" increase of peril from the Korkyrseans; who
attack Epi- looked upon the interference of Corinth as an
armament infringement of their rights, and resented it in
sent thither the strongest manner. Their feelings were far-

ther inflamed by the Epidamnian oligarchical

exiles, who, coming to the island with petitions for succour
and appeals to the tombs of their Korkyrrean ancestors,
found a ready sympathy. They were placed on board a

fleet of twenty-five triremes, afterwards strengthened by
a farther reinforcement, which was sent to Epidamnus
with the insulting requisition that they should be forthwith

restored and the new-comers from Corinth dismissed. No
attention being paid to such demands, the Korkyrseans
commenced the blockade of the city with forty ships and
with an auxiliary land-force of Illyrians making procla-
mation that any person within, citizen or not, might de-

part safely if he chose, but would be dealt with as an

enemy if he remained, How many persons profited by this

permission we do not know
;
but at least enough to con-

vey to Corinth the news that their troops in Epidamnus
were closely besieged. The Corinthians immediately hasten-

ed the equipment of a second expedition sufficient not

only for the rescue of the place, but to surmount that resist-

ance which the Korkyreeans were sure to offer. In addi-

tion to thirty triremes, and three thousand hoplites, of

their own. they solicited aid both in ships and money from

many of their allies. Eight ships fully manned were fur-

nished by Hegara, four by Pales in the island of Kephal-
lenia, five by Epidaurus, two by Troezen, one by Hermione,
ten by Leukas, and eight by Ambrakia together with

1 Thucvtl. i. 26.
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pecuniary contributions from Thebes, Phlius, and Elis.

They farther proclaimed a public invitation for new settlers

to Epidamnus, promising equal political rights to all;

an option being allowed to any one, who wished to become
a settler without being ready to depart at once, to ensure

future admission by depositing the sum of fifty Corinthian

drachmas. Though it might seem that the prospects of

these new settlers were full of doubt and danger, yet such

was the confidence entertained in the metropolitan protec-
tion of Corinth, that many were found as well to join the

fleet, as to pay down the deposit for liberty of future

junction.
All these proceedings on the part of Corinth, though

undertaken with intentional hostility towards Kemon-

Korkyra, had not been preceded by any formal strance of

proposition such as was customary among Gre- j^rsans"
cian states a harshness of dealing arising not with Co-

merely from her hatred towards Korkyra, but the Pelo-
also from the peculiar political position of that ponnesi-

island, which stood alone and isolated, not en-
ans '

rolled either in the Athenian or in the Lacedaemonian
alliance. The Korkyrseans, well aware of the serious pre-

paration now going on at Corinth and of the union among
so many cities against them, felt themselves hardly a match
for it alone, in spite of their wealth and their formidable

naval force of 120 triremes, inferior only to that of Athens.

They made an effort to avert the storm by peaceable
means, prevailing upon some mediators from Sparta and

Sikyon to accompany them to Corinth; where, while they
required that the forces and settlers recently despatched
to Epidamnus should be withdrawn, denying all right on
the part of Corinth to interfere in that colony they at

the same time offered, if the point were disputed, to refer

it for arbitration either to some impartial Peloponnesian
city, or to the Delphian oracle; such arbiter to determine
to which of the two cities Epidamnus as a colony really

belonged and the decision to be obeyed by both. They
solemnly deprecated recourse to arms, which, if persisted
in, would drive them as a matter of necessity to seek new
allies such as they would not willingly apply to. To this

the Corinthians answered that they could entertain no pro-
position until the Korkyrsean besieging force was with-
drawn, from Epidamnus. Whereupon the Korkyrseans
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rejoined that they would withdraw it at once, provided the
new settlers and the troops sent by Corinth were removed
at the same time. Either there ought to be this recipro-
cal retirement, or the Korkyraeans would acquiesce in the

statu quo on both sides, until the arbiters should have de-

cided. 1

Although the Korkyrseans had been unwarrantably
Hostilities harsh in rejecting the first supplication from
between Epidamnus, yet in their propositions made at
Corinth ,~. . ,, .' /, .. r *

ji i

and Kor- L/ormth, right and equity were on their side,

kyra j}ut the Corinthians had gone too far, and as-

tory of ^he sumed an attitude too decidedly aggressive, to-ad-
latter. mit of listening to arbitration. Accordingly, so

soon as their armament was equipped, they set sail for

Epidamnus, despatching a herald to declare war formally

against the Korkyreeans. When the armament, consisting
of seventy-five triremes under Aristeus, Kallikrates, and

Timanor, with 2000 hoplites under Archetimus and Isar-

chidas, had reached Cape Aktium at the mouth of the
Ambrakian Gulf, it was met by a Korkyrsean herald in a

little boat forbidding all farther advance a summons of

course unavailing, and quickly followed by the appearance
of the Korkyraean fleet. Out of the 120 triremes which
constituted the naval establishment of the island, forty
were engaged in the siege of Epidamnus, but all the remain-

ing eighty were now brought into service; the older ships

being specially repaired for the occasion. In the action

which ensued, they gained a complete victory, destroying
fifteen Corinthian ships, and taking a considerable number
of prisoners. And on the very day of the victory, Epidam-
nus surrendered to their besieging fleet, under covenant
that the Corinthians within it should be held as prisoners,
and that the other new-comers should be sold as slaves.

The Corinthians and their allies did not long keep the sea

after their defeat, but retired home, while theKorkyrseans
remained undisputed masters of the neighbouring sea.

Having erected a trophy on Leukimme, the adjoining pro-

montory of their island, they proceeded, according to the

melancholy practice of Grecian warfare, to kill all their

prisoners
2

except the Corinthians, who were carried

1 Thucyd. i. 28. Greeks, I transcribe an incident
1 To illustrate this treatment of from the more recent history of

prisoners of war among the ancient Europe. It is contained in Bas-
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home and detained as prizes of great value for purposes
of negotiation. They next began to take vengeance on

those allies of Corinth who had lent assistance to the re-

cent expedition: they ravaged the territory of Leukas,
burnt Kyllene the seaport of Elis, and inflicted so much

damage that the Corinthians were compelled towards the

end of the summer to send a second armament to Cape
Aktium, for the defence of Leukas, Anaktorium, and Am-
brakia. The Korkyraean fleet was again assembled near

Cape Leukimme, but no farther action took place, and at

the approach of winter both armaments were disbanded. '

Deeply were the Corinthians humiliated by their de-

feat at sea, together with the dispersion of the
434 433

settlers whom they had brought together: and Large pre-

though their original proiect was frustrated by parations
/-in j i jr made by

the loss or .Lpidamnus, they were only the more Corinth for

bent on complete revenge against their old renewing

enemy Korkyra. They employed themselves for

two entire years after the battle in building new ships and

providing an armament adequate to their purposes: and in

particular, they sent round not only to the Peloponnesian
seaports, but also to the islands under the empire of

Athens, in order to take into their pay the best class of

seamen. By such prolonged efforts, ninety well-manned
Corinthian ships were ready to set sail in the third year
after the battle. The entire fleet, when reinforced by the

allies, amounted to not less than 150 sail; twenty-seven
triremes from Ambrakia, twelve from Megara, ten from

Elias, as many from Leukas, and one from Anaktorium.
Each of these allied squadrons had officers of its own,
while the Corinthian Xenokleides and four others were
commanders-in-chief. 2

But the elaborate preparations going on at Corinth
were no secret to the Korkyreeans, who well knew, be-

sides, the numerous allies which that city could command,

sompierre's description of his cam- tous les prisonniers du jour prece-

paign in Hungary in 1603, with the dent, parcequ'ils embarrassoient
Herman and Hungarian army under I'arm6e: qui fut une chose bien

Count do Rossworm, against the cruelle, de voir tuer de sang-froid
Turks: plus de huit cents homines rendus."

"Apres cotte victoire, nous repas- Memoires do Bassompierre, p.

samos toute 1'armee de 1'autre c&te 308: collect. P6titot.

du Danube en notre camp. Le ' Tlmcyd. i. 29, 30.

general commanda que 1'on tuat * Tlmcyd. i. 31-46.
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and her extensive influence throughout Greece. So for-

Appiica- midable an attack was more than they could

th
n
K

f

k
venture to brave, alone and unaided. They had

rans to be never yet enrolled themselves among the allies

amon
TC

th
ei^er of Athens or of Lacedsemon. It had been

anie
n
s
8
of

*
their pride and policy to maintain a separate line

Athens. Of action, which, by means of their wealth,
their power, and their very peculiar position, they had
hitherto been enabled to do with safety. That they had
been able so to proceed with safety, however, was con-

sidered both by friends and enemies as a peculiarity belong-
ing to their island; from whence we may draw an infer-

ence how little the islands in the JEgean, now under the
Athenian empire, would have been able to maintain any
real independence, if that empire had been broken up.
But though Korkyra had been secure in this policy of iso-

lation up to the present moment, such had been the in-

crease and consolidation of forces elsewhere throughout
Greece, that even she could pursue it no longer. To apply
for admission into the Lacedaemonian confederacy, wherein
her immediate enemy exercised paramount influence, being
out of the question, she had no choice except to seek
alliance with Athens. That city had as yet no dependen-
cies in the Ionic Gulf; she was not of kindred lineage, nor
had she had any previous amicable relations with the Do-
rian Korkyra. But if there was thus no previous fact or

feeling to lay the foundation of alliance, neither was there

anything to forbid it; for in the truce between Athens and

Sparta, it had been expressly stipulated, that any city, not

actually enrolled in the alliance of either, might join the

one or the other at pleasure.
l "\Vhile the proposition of

alliance was thus formally open either for acceptance or

refusal, the time and circumstances under which it was to

be made rendered it full of grave contingencies to all par-
ties. The Korkyrsean envoys, who now for the first time
visited Athens for the purpose of making it. came thither

with doubtful hopes of success, though to their island the

question was one of life or death.

According to the modern theories of government, to

declare war, to make peace, and to contract alliances,

are functions proper to be entrusted to the executive go-
vernment apart from the representative assembly. Accord-

1 Thucyd. i. S5-40.
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ing to ancient ideas, these were precisely the topics most
essential to submit for the decision of the full

Addregs of

assembly of the people: and in point of factthey the Korky-
were so submitted, even under governments only

**a^^
partially democratical; much more, of course, the

S

Athe-

under the complete democracy of Athens. The nian Public

Korkyrsean envoys on reaching that city would first
as

open their business to the Strategi or generals of the state,

who would appoint a day for them to be heard before the

public assembly, with full notice beforehand to the citi-

zens. The mission was no secret, for the Korkyrseans had
themselves intimated their intention at Corinth, at the

time when they proposed reference of the quarrel to arbi-

tration. Even without such notice, the political necessity
of the step was obvious enough to make the Corinthians

anticipate it. Lastly, their proxeni at Athens (Athenian
citizens who watched over Corinthian interests public and

private, in confidential correspondence with that govern-
ment and who, sometimes by appointment, sometimes as

volunteers, discharged partly the functions of ambassadors
in modern times) would communicate to them the arrival

of the Korkyrsean envoys. So that, on the day appointed
for the latter to be heard before the public assembly, Co-
rinthian envoys were also present to answer them and to

oppose the granting of their prayer.

Thucydides has given in his history the speeches of

both; that is, speeches of his own composition, ^ .

L- 11 11 -TJ. i i Principal
but representing in all probability the substance topicsupon
of what was actually said, and of what he per-

which it

haps himself heard. Though pervaded through- asViven
out by the peculiar style and harsh structure * Thucy-

of the historian, these speeches are yet among
the plainest and most business-like in his whole work;
bringing before us thoroughly the existing situation; which
was one of doubt and difficulty, presenting reasons of con-
siderable force on each of the opposite sides.

The Korkyrseans, after lamenting their previous im-

providence which had induced them to defer seeking alli-

ance until the hour of need arrived, presented themselves
as claimants for the friendship of Athens on the strongest
grounds of common interest and reciprocal usefulness.

Though their existing danger and need ofAthenian support
was now urgent, it had not been brought upon them in an

VOL. v. y
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unjust quarrel or by disgraceful conduct. They had pro-

posed to Corinth a fair arbitration respecting Epidamnus,
and their application had been refused which showed
where the right of the case lay: moreover they were now
exposed single-handed, not to Corinth alone, whom they
had already vanquished, but to a formidable confederacy

organised under her auspices, including choice mariners
hired even from the allies of Athens. In granting their

prayer, Athens would in the first place neutralize this mis-

employment of her own mariners, and would at the same
time confer an indelible obligation, protect the cause of

right, and secure to herself an important reinforcement.

For next to her own, the Korkyrsean naval force was the

most powerful in Greece, and this was now placed within
her reach. If by declining the present offer, she permitted
Korkyra to be overcome, that naval force would pass to

the side of her enemies: for such were Corinth and the

Peloponnesian alliance and such they would soon be

openly declared. In the existing state ofGreece, a collision

between that alliance and Athens could not long be post-

poned. It was with a view to this contingency that the

Corinthians were now seeking to seize Korkyra along with
her naval force. * The policy of Athens therefore im-

periously called upon her to frustrate such a design, by
now assisting the Korkyrseans. She was permitted to do
this by the terms of the Thirty years' truce. And although
some might contend that in the present critical conjuncture,

acceptance of Korkyra was tantamount to a declaration of

war with Corinth, yet the fact would falsify such predic-

tions; for Athens would so strengthen herself that her
enemies would be more than ever unwilling to attack her.

She would not only render her naval force irresistibly

powerful, but would become mistress ofthe communication
between Sicily and Peloponnesus, and thus prevent the

Sicilian Dorians from sending reinforcements to the Pelo-

ponnesians.
2

To these representations on the part ofthe Korkyrseans,
the Corinthian speakers made reply. They denounced the

1 Thucyd. i. 33. Too? AaxeSaijjio- TTJV tijiSTSpav ETii^Eiprjatv, Tva jxrj TCJJ

vtotK tpofiijj
TW 6[jiSTSp<u ito>S[/.T]aii.ov- xoivqj I^Qsi XOT' atjTibv JAET'

ta<;, xal TOU<; KopivQiout; 5ova[>ivou; OT(I)(XEv, Ac.

nap' auTol? *al up.tv e)(0po'j? OVTOC?
* Thucyd. i. 32-38.

xal ^poxaTaXajxpavovTa? r)(jLa- vuv ec
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selfish and iniquitous policy pursued by Korkyra, not less

in the matter of Epidamnus than in all former

time l which was the real reason why she had from cl-

ever been ashamed of honest allies. Above all th a
jj-

things, she had always acted undutifully and Axeman
wickedlytowards Corinth her mother city, towhom assembly

she was bound by those ties of colonial allegiance
which Grecian morality recognised, and which the other

Corinthian colonies cheerfully obeyed.
2 Epidamnus was

not a Korkyraean, but a Corinthian colony. The Kor-

kyrseans, having committed wrong in besieging it, had pro-

posed arbitration without being willing to withdraw their

troops while arbitration was pending: they now impudently
came to ask Athens to become accessory after the fact, in

such injustice. The provision of the Thirty years' truce

might seem indeed to allow Athens to receive them as

allies: but that provision was not intended to permit the

reception of cities already under the tie of colonial alle-

giance elsewhere still less the reception of cities engaged
in an active and pending quarrel, where any countenance
to one party in the quarrel was necessarily a declaration

of war against the opposite. If either party had a right
to invoke the aid of Athens on this occasion, Corinth had
a better right than Korkyra. For the latter had never had

any transactions with the Athenians, while Corinth was
not only still under covenant of amity with them, through

1 The description given by Hero-
(JLO-JCI;

-t stvoti xoti T<Z SIXOTOI Qautxa^w
dotus (vii. 1GS: compare Diodor. (far ai Y<J V aXXai drcoixicu Tt[xtbai

xi. 15) of the duplicity of the Kor- 7]u.!;, xai [xaXisTa 67:0 azoixiov

kyrifans when solicited to aid the a-spyi^^!*.
Grecian cause at the time of the This is a remarkable passage in

invasion of Xerxes, seems to imply illustration of the position of a

that the unfavourable character of metropolis in regard to her colony,
them given by the Corinthians The relation was such as to he

coincided with the general im- comprised under the general word

pression throughout Greece. hegemony: superiority and right to

Respecting the prosperity and command on the one side, inferi-

insolenco of the Korkyrseans, see ority with duty of reverence and
Arii=totle apud Zenob. Proverb, obedience on the other limited in

iv. 49. point of extent, though we do not
2 Thucyd. i. 38. o-o'xot Si OVTE? know where the limit was placed,

atpsotaoi TS 8i.a rocv-o? xai vuv itoXe- and varying probably in each in-

|iou3i, \ifovtt'-. <!K oijx s-i T(i x-xxiic; dividual case. The Corinthians sent

Ttday^iv exrrsiJL'fOEtr^av. ^[xsl? 8s 068' annual magistrates to Fotida^a,

aO-roi csa(iEv SKI TU> uro TO'i-im 03pi- called Kpidemiurgi (Thucyd. i. 6G).

tUa (*:u xiTOtxbcti, iX).' i-\ tip r
tft-

Y 2
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the Thirty years' truce but had also rendered material

service to them by dissuading the Peloponnesian allies

from assisting the revolted Samos. By such dissuasion,
the Corinthians had upheld the principle of Grecian inter-

national law, that each alliance was entitled to punish its

own refractory members. They now called upon Athens
to respect this principle by not interfering between Corinth
and her colonial allies,

1
especially as the violation of it

would recoil inconveniently upon Athens herself with her
numerous dependencies. As for the fear of an impending
war between the Peloponnesian alliance and Athens, such
a contingency was as yet uncertain and might possibly
never occur at all, if Athens dealt justly, and consented to

conciliate Corinth on this critical occasion. But it would

assuredly occur if she refused such conciliation, and the

dangers thus entailed upon Athens would be far greater
than the promised naval cooperation of Korkyra would

compensate.
2

Such was the substance of the arguments urged by
the contending envoys before the Athenian

of the
n

public assembly, in this momentous debate. For
Athenians two days did the debate continue, the assembly
iTfied

U
c

a
om- being adjourned over to the morrow; so con-

piiance siderable was the number of speakers, and prob-
request of ably also the divergence of their views. Un-
Korkyra. luckily Thucydides does not give us any of
The Athe- \ n. j- 4.1, A c
nian trire- these Athenian discourses not even that of

mes sent Perikles, who determined the ultimate result.

Epidamnus with its disputed question of

metropolitan right occupied little the attention of the

Athenian assembly. But the Korkyrsean naval force was
indeed an immense item, since the question was whether
it should stand on their side or against them an item

which nothing could counterbalance except the dangers of

a Peloponnesian war. "Let us avoid this last calamity

(was the opinion of many) even at the sacrifice of seeing

Korkyra conquered, and all her ships and seamen in the

service of the Peloponnesian league." "You will not really
avoid it, even by that great sacrifice (was the reply of

others). The generating causes of war are at work and
it will infallibly come whatever you may determine re-

1 Thucyd. i. 40. (pavspil)? tik dv"i- youcaitovTtvaxoXaCeiv.
K0j.jv TO'Js-poa^xov-asSujAjAa-

4 Thucyd. i. 37-43.
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spectingKorkyra: avail yourselves of the present opening,
instead of being driven ultimately to undertake the war at

great comparative disadvantage." Of these two views, the

former was at first decidedlypreponderant in the assembly;
1

but they gradually came round to the latter, which was

conformably to the steady conviction of Perikles. It was
however resolved to take a sort of middle course, so as to

save Korkyra, and yet, if possible, to escape violation of

the existing truce and the consequent Peloponnesian war.

To comply with the request of theKorkyrseans, by adopting
them unreservedly as allies, would have laid the Athenians
under the necessity of accompanying them in an attack of

Corinth, if required which would have been a manifest

infringement of the truce. Accordingly nothing more was
concluded than an alliance for purposes strictly defensive,
to preserveKorkyra and her possessions in case they were
attacked: nor was any greater force equipped to back this

resolve than a squadron of ten triremes, under Lacedaemo-
nius son of Kimon. The smallness of this force would

satisfy the Corinthians that no aggression was contemplated
against their city, while it would save Korkyra from ruin,
and would in fact feed the war so as to weaken and cripple
the naval force of both parties

2 which was the best result

that Athens could hope for. The instructions to Lace-
dseinonius and his two colleagues were express: not to en-

gage in fight with the Corinthians unless theywere actually

approaching Korkyra or some Korkyrgean possession with
a view to attack; but in that case to do his best on the
defensive.

The great Corinthian armament of 150 sail soon took
its departure from the Gulf, and reached a har- ,T

,, p T-i ^1 /-i 11 i
^aval com-

bour on the coast 01 -hpirus at the Gape called bat be-

Cheimerium, nearly opposite to the southern c
%

oriuthu

extremity of Korkyra. They there established ans and

a naval station and camp, summoning to their ^a
r

^
y

." ud
aid a considerable force from the friendly Epirotic tactics on

tribes in the neighbourhood. The Korkyrcean
both sides -
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fleet of 110 sail, under Meikiades and two others, together
with the ten Athenian ships, took station at one of the

adjoining islands called Sybotha, while the land force and
1000 Zakynthian hoplites were posted on the Korkyrsean
Cape Leukimme. Both sides prepared for battle: the

Corinthians, taking on board three days' provisions, sailed

by night from Cheimerium, and encountered in the morning
the Korkyraean fleet advancing towards them, distributed

into three squadrons, one under each of the three generals,
and having the ten Athenian ships at the extreme right.

Opposed to them were ranged the choice vessels of the

Corinthians, occupying the left of their aggregate fleet:

next came the various allies,withMegariansaudAmbrakiots
on the extreme right. Never before had two such numerous

fleets, both Grecian, engaged in battle. But the tactics

and manoeuvring were not commensurate to the numbers.
The decks were crowded with hoplites and bowmen, while
the rowers below, on the Korkyrsean side at least, were
in great part slaves. The ships on both sides, being rowed
forward so as to drive in direct impact prow against prow,
were grappled together, and a fierce hand-combat was then
commenced between the troops on board of each, as if they
were on land or rather, like boarding-parties: all upon
the old-fashioned system of Grecian sea-fight, without any
of those improvements introduced into the Athenian navy
during the last generation. In Athenian naval attack, the

ship, the rowers, and the steersman, were of much greater

importance than the armed soldiers on deck. By strength
and exactness of rowing, by rapid and sudden change of

direction, by feints calculated to deceive, the Athenian

captain sought to drive the sharp beak of his vessel, not

against the prow,but against the weaker and more vulnerable

parts of his enemy side, oars, or stern. The ship thus

became in the hands of her crew the real weapon of attack,
which was intended first to disable the enemy and leave

him unmanageable on the water; and not until this was
done did the armed men on deck begin their operations. 1

Lacedaemonius to a petty spite of '

rU'ifj.2y_iiv dro vstuv to turn

Periklfis against that commander, the naval battle into a land-battle

as the son of his old political an- on shipboard was a practice al-

tagonist Kimou. From whom- together repugnant to Athenian
soever he copied this statement, feeling as we see remarked also

the motive assigned seems quite in Thucyd. iv. 14: compare also

unworthy of credit. vii. 61.
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Lacedeemonius with his ten Athenian ships, though forbid-

den by his instructions to share in the battle, lent as much
aid as he could by taking position at the extremity of the

line and by making motions as if about to attack; while

his seamen had full leisure to contemplate what they would

despise as lubberly handling of the ships on both sides.

All was confusion after the battle had been joined. The

ships on both sides became entangled, the oars broken and

unmanageable, orders could neither be heard nor obeyed
and the individual valour of the hoplites and bowmen on

deck became the decisive point on which victory turned.

On the right wing of the Corinthians, the left of the

Korkyraeans was victorious. Their twenty ships The Korky-
drove back the Ambrakiot allies of Corinth, and rseans are

not only pursued them to the shore, but also
d

landed and plundered the tents. Their rashness in thus

keeping so long out of the battle proved incalculably

mischievous, the rather as their total number was inferior;
for their right wing, opposed to the best ships of Corinth,
was after a hard struggle thoroughly beaten. Many of the

ships were disabled, and the rest obliged to retreat as they
could a retreat which the victorious ships on the other

wing might have protected, had there been any effective

discipline in the fleet, but which now was only imperfectly
aided by the ten Athenian ships under Lacedsemonius.

Though at first they obeyed the instructions from home in

abstaining from actual blows, yet when the battle became

doubtful, and still more, when the Corinthians were pressing
their victory the Athenians could no longer keep aloof,
but attacked the pursuers in good earnest, and did much
to save the defeated Korkyroeans. As soon as the latter

had been pursued as far as their own island, the victorious

Corinthians returned to the scene of action, which was
covered with crippled and waterlogged ships, of their own
and their enemies, as well as with seamen, soldiers, and
wounded men, either helpless aboard the wrecks or keeping
above water as well as they could among the number,
many of their own citizens and allies, especially on their

The Corinthian and Syracusan and forcing the Athenian vessel

ships ultimately came to counter- to a direct shock which its weaker
act the Athenian manoeuvring prow was unable to bear (Thu-
by constructing their prows with cyd. vii. 36).
increased solidity and strength,
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defeated right wing. Through these disabled vessels they
sailed, not attempting to tow them off, but looking only
to the crews aboard, and making some of them prisoners,
but putting the greater number to death. Some even of

their own allies were thus slain, not being easily distinguish-
able. The Corinthians, having picked up their own dead
bodies as well as they could, transported them to Sybota,
the nearest point of the coast of Epirus; after which they

again mustered their fleet, and returned to resume the

attack against the Korkyraeans on their own coast. The
latter got together as many of their ships as were seaworthy,

together with the small reserve which had remained in

harbour, in order to prevent at any rate a landing on the

coast: and the Athenian ships, now within the strict letter

of their instructions, prepared to cooperate with full energy
in the defence. It was already late in the afternoon: but
the Corinthian fleet, though their paean had already been
shouted for attack,were suddenly seen to back water instead

of advancing; presently they pulled round, and steered

direct for the Epirotic coast. The Korkyrseans did not

comprehend the cause of this sudden retreat, until at length
it was proclaimed that an unexpected relief of twenty fresh

Athenian ships was approaching, under Glaukon and

Andokides; which the Corinthians had been the first to

descry, and had even believed to be the forerunners of a

larger fleet. It was already dark when these fresh ships
reached Cape Leukimme, having traversed the waters

covered with wrecks and dead bodies. 1 At first the

Korkyrseans even mistook them for enemies. The rein-

forcement had been sent from Athens, probably after more
accurate information of the comparative force of Corinth
and Korkyra, under the impression that the original ten

ships would prove inadequate for the purpose of defence

an impression more than verified by the reality.

Though the twenty Athenian ships were not, as the

Corinthians had imagined, the precursors of a larger fleet,

they were found sufficient to change completely the face

of affairs. In the preceding action the Korkyrseans had had

seventy ships sunk or disabled the Corinthians only thirty
so that the superiority of numbers was still on the side

1 Thucyd. i. 51. 8itx TUJV vs/piLv xai vooayllov KposxojusElgisai xaTs*

wl.eov e; TO OTpot'o-sSov.
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of the latter, who were however encumbered with the care

of 1000 prisoners (800 of them slaves) captured, Arrival f

not easy either to lodge or to guard in the nar- a rein-

row accommodations of an ancient trireme. Even forcement

apart from this embarrassment, the Corinthians Athens-
were in no temper to hazard a second battle t

!
ie c.-

against thirty Athenian ships in addition to fleet retires,

the remaining Korkyraean. And when their ene- carry-

mies sailed across to offer them battle on the Onerous

Epirotic coast, they not only refused it, but

thought of nothing but immediate retreat with

serious alarm lest the Athenians should now act aggres-

sively, treating all amicable relations between Athens and
Corinth as practically extinguished by the events .

, , Y T*r i j.i n i.
Hostilities

or the day beiore. Having ranged their fleet in not yet

line not far from shore, they tested the dispo- professedly

sitions of the Athenian commanders by sending befween

forward a little boat with a few men to address Ath
.

en * and

to them the following remonstrance. The men
carried no herald's staff (tve should say, no flag of truce),
and were therefore completely without protection against
an enemy. "Ye act wrongfully, Athenians (they exclaimed),
in beginning the war and violating the truce; for ye are

using arms to oppose us in punishing our enemies. If it

be really your intention to hinder us from sailing against

Korkyra or anywhere else that we choose, in breach of

the truce, take first of all us who now address you, and
deal with us as enemies." It was not the fault of the

Korkyraeans that this last idea was not instantly realised:

for such of them as were near enough to hear, instigated
the Athenians by violent shouts to kill the men in the boat.

But the latter, far from listening to such an appeal, dis-

missed them with the answer: "We neither begin the war
nor break the truce, Peloponnesians: we have come simply
to aid these Korkyrseans our allies. If ye wish to sail

anywhere else, we make no opposition: but if ye are about
to sail against Korkyra or any of her possessions, we shall

use our best means to prevent you." Both the answer,
and the treatment of the men in the boat, satisfied the

Corinthians that their retreat would be unopposed, and

they accordingly commenced it as soon as they could get

ready, staying however to erect a trophy at Sybota on the

Epirotic coast, in commemoration of their advantage on
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the preceding day. In theirvoyage homeward they surprised
Anaktorium at the mouth of the Ambrakiotic Gulf, which

they had hitherto possessed jointly with the Korkyraeans,

planting in it a reinforcement of Corinthian settlers as

guarantee for future fidelity. On reaching Corinth, the

armament was dismissed, and the great majority of the

prisoners taken, 800 slaves, were sold; but the remainder,
250 in number, were detained, and treated with peculiar
kindness. Many of them were of the first and richest families

in Korkyra, and the Corinthians designed to gain them

over, so as to make them instruments for effecting a revo-

lution in the island. The calamitous incidents arising from
their subsequent return will appear in another chapter.

Relieved now from all danger, the Korkyraeans picked
Hatred UP the dead bodies and the wrecks which had
conceived floated during the night on to their island, and

rtathians

"
even found sufficient pretence to erect a trophy,

towards chiefly in consequence of their partial success
Athens.

rescued from ruin by the unexpected coining of the last

Athenian ships: but the last result was as triumphant to

them, as it was disastrous and humiliating to the Corinth-

ians, who had incurred an immense cost, and taxed all

their willing allies, only to leave their enemy stronger than

she was before. From this time forward they considered

the Thirty years' truce as broken, and conceived a hatred,
alike deadly and undisguised, against Athens; so that the

latter gained nothing by the moderation of her admirals

in sparing the Corinthian fleet off the coast of Epirus. An
opportunity was not long wanting for the Corinthians to

strike a blow at their enemy through one of her wide-spread

dependencies.
On the isthmus of that lesser peninsula called Pallene,

They begin (which forms the westernmost of the three
to stir up prongs of the greater Thracian peninsula called

arnong the Chalkidike, between theThermaicand theStry-
Athenian monic Gulfs,) was situated the Dorian town of

.PotidEea, a Potidsea, one of the tributary allies of Athens,
colony of Lut originally colonised from Corinth and still

buTaiYy of maintaining a certain metropolitan allegiance
Athens. towards the latter: insomuch that every year
certain Corinthians were sent thither as magistrates under
the title of Epidemiurgi. On various points of the neigh-
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bouring coast also there were several small towns belong-

ing to the Chalkidians and Bottiseans, enrolled in like

manner in the list of Athenian tributaries. The neigh-

bouring inland territory, Mygdonia and Chalkidike, 1 was
held by the Macedonian king Perdikkas, son of that Alex-
ander who had taken part fifty years before in the expe-
dition of Xerxes. These two princes appear gradually to

have extended their dominions, after the ruin of Persian

power in Thrace by the exertions ofAthens, until at length

they acquired all the territory between the rivers Axius
and Strymon. Now Perdikkas had been for some time

the friend and ally of Athens; but there were other

Macedonian princes, his brother Philip, and Relations

Derdas, holding independent principalities in of Athens

the upper country 2
(apparently on the higher dikkalkVng

course of the Axius near the Pieonian tribes), of Mace-

with whom he was in a state of dispute. These fn t"igue 3

is

princes having been accepted as the allies of along with

Athens, Perdikkas from that time became her
again* her

active enemy, and it was from his intrigues that he in-

all the difficulties of Athens on that coast took cXi^
6

their first origin. The Athenian empire was dians to

much less complete and secure over the seaports frJnfher
on the mainland than over the islands. 3 For increase of

the former were always more or less dependent
O1yntlms -

on any powerful land neighbour, sometimes more depend-
ent on him than upon the mistress of the sea; and we
shall find Athens herself cultivating assiduously the favour
of Sitalkes and other strongThracian potentates, as an aid

to herdominion over the seaports.
4 Perdikkas immediately

1 See the geographical Comment- a remarkable passage on this sub-

ary of Gatterer upon Thrace, em- ject in the beginning of Or. v. ad
bodied in Poppo, Prolegg. ad Thu- 1'hilippum, sect. 5-7. After point-

cyd. vol. ii. ch. 29. ing out the imprudence of found-
The words -ft i-\ Qpvitrfitit s-t ing a colony on the skirts of the

6pixTj; y.iopis (Thucyd. ii. 29) de- territory of a powerful potentate,
note generally the towns in Chal- and the excellent site which had
kidikt- places in the direction or been chosen for KyrenS, as being
in the skirts of Thrace, rather than near only to feeble tribes he goes
parts of Thrace itself. so far as to say that the possession

2 Thucyd. i. 57; ii. 100. of Amphipolis would be injurious
3 See two remarkable passages rather than beneficial to Athens,

illustrating this difference, Thu- because it would render hor de-

cyd. iv. 12ii-122. pendent upon Philip, through his
4 Thucvd. ii. 29-03. Isokratea has cower of annoying her colonists
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began to incite and aid the Chalkidians and Bottiseans

to revolt from Athens; and the violent enmity against the

latter, kindled in the bosoms of the Corinthians by the

recent events at Korkyra, enabled him to extend the same

projects to Potidsea. Not only did he send envoys to Co-
rinth in order to concert measures for provoking the revolt

of Potidsea, but also to Sparta, instigating the Peloponne-
sian league to a general declaration of war againstAthens. 1

And he farther prevailed on many of theChalkidian inhab-

itants to abandon their separate small town on the sea-

coast, for the purpose of joint residence atOlynthus, which
was several stadia from the sea. Thus that town, as well

as the Chalkidian interest, became much strengthened,
while Perdikkas farther assigned some territory nearLake
Bolbe to contribute to the temporary maintenance of the

concentrated population.
The Athenians were not ignorant both of his hostile

432 preparations and of the dangers which awaited
them from Corinth. Immediately after theKor-

kyraean sea-fight they sent to take precautions against the

revolt of Potidaea; requiring the inhabitants to take down
their wall on the side of Pallene, so as to leave the town

open on the side of the peninsula, or on what may be called

Revolt of the sea-side, and fortified only towards the
Potideea mainland requiring them farther both to de-

sen^t'hither liver hostages and to dismiss the annual magis-
from trates who came to them from Corinth. An

Athenian armament of thirty triremes and 1000

hoplites, under Archestratus and ten others, despatched
to act against Perdikkas in the Thermaic Gulf, was direct-

ed at the same time to enforce these requisitions against

Potidaea, and to repress any dispositions to revolt among
the neighbouring Chalkidians. Immediately on receiving
the requisitions, thePotidaeans sent envoys both to Athens,
for the purpose ofevading and gaining time and to Sparta,
in conjunction with Corinth, in order to determine a La-
cedaemonian invasion of Attica, in the event of Potidaea

just as she had been depend- ivtauQa (at Amphipolis) XOCTOIXOUV-

ent before upon Medokus the xa? otsv r.zp Ei^ofiEv MTJOOXUJ Tip ita-

Thracian king in consequence of Xaioj Gioc TOU? ev Xsppovrjutp yeujp-

her colonists in the Chersonese 700^73?.

dvaYxaj'iTisojJLS^a TYJV OCJTTJV E'JVOICCM ' Thucyd. i. 56, 07.

Iy_EW TOI; aoT? zpaYP-* 31 fj *-'J- "O'K
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being attacked by Athens. From the Spartan authorities

they obtained a distinct affirmative promise, in spite of

the Thirty years' truce still subsisting: At Athens they
had no success, and they accordingly openly revolted (seem-

ingly about Midsummer 432 B.C.), at the same time that

the armament underArchestratus sailed. The Chalkidians

and Bottiseans revolted also, at the express instigation of

Corinth, accompanied by solemn oaths and promises of

assistance. * Archestratus with his fleet, on reaching the

Thermaic Gulf, found them all in proclaimed enmity, but

was obliged to confine himself to the attack of Perdikkas
in Macedonia, not having numbers enough to admit of a

division of his force. He accordingly laid siege to Therma,
in cooperation with the Macedonian troops from the upper
country under Philip and the brothers of Derdas

;
after

taking that place, he next proceeded to besiege Pydna.
But it would probably have been wiser had he turned his

whole force instantly to the blockade ofPotidaea; for during
the period of more than six weeks that he spent in the

operations against Therma, the Corinthians conveyed to

Potidaea a reinforcement of 1 GOO hoplites and 400 light-

armed, partly their own citizens, partly Peloponnesians
hired for the occasion under Aristeus son ofAdeimantus,
a man of such eminent popularity, both at Corinth and at

Potidaea, that most of the soldiers volunteered on his per-
sonal account. Potidaea was thus put in a state of com-

plete defence shortly after the news of its revolt reached

Athens, and long before any second armament could be
sent to attack it. A second armament however was speedi-

ly sent forth forty triremes and 2000 Athenian hoplites
under Kallias son ofKalliades,

2 with four other command-
ers who on reaching the Thermaic Gulf, joined the for-

mer body at the siege of Pydna. After prosecuting the

siege in vain for a short time, they found themselves ob-

liged to patch up an accommodation on the best terms

they could with Perdikkas, from the necessity of commen-

cing immediate operations against Aristeus and Potidsea.

They then quitted Macedonia, first crossing by sea from

Pydna to the eastern coast of the Thermaic Gulf next

1 Thucyd. v. 30. Elea the philosopher, for rhctori-
1 Kallias was a young Athenian cal, philosophical, and sophistical

of noble family, who had paid the instruction (Plato, Alkibiadfis, i.

large sum of 100 minai to Zeno of c. 31, p. 119).
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attacking, though without effect, the town of Bercea and
then marching by land along the eastern coast of the Gulf,
in the direction of Potidsea. On the third day of easy

march, theyreached the seaport called Grigonus, near which

they encamped.
1

1 Thucyd. i. 61. The statement

of Thncydides presents some geo-

graphical difficulties which the

critics have not adequately esti-

mated. Are we to assume as cer-

tain, that the Beraea here men-
tioned must be the Macedonian
town of that name, afterwards so

well known, distant from the sea

westward 160 stadia, or nearly

twenty English miles (see Tafel,
Historia Thessalonicse, p. 58), on
a river which flows into the Ha-

liakmon, and upon one of the

lower ridges of Mount Bermius?
The words of Thucydides here

are "ETtEtTa 8e Sujxpastv 7:oiT)jdjji-

vot xat ufx|xayriav dvaYxatav itpo; tov

FlepStxxav, (b? autoo? xati^EiYEv v]

IIoTiSaia xat 6 'AptsTE'J? rcapEXTjX'j-

ad Thucyd. vol. ii. p. 408-418).

2. He uses no expression which in

the least implies that the attempt
on Bercea on the part of the Athe-
nians was treacherous, that is, con-

trary to the convention just con-

cluded; though had the fact been

so, he would naturally have been
led to notice it, seeing that the

deliberate breach of the convention
was the very first step which took

place after it was concluded.
3. What can have induced the

Athenians to leave their fleet and
march near twenty miles inland

to Mount Bermius and Bercea, to

attack a Macedonian town which

they could not possibly hold
when they cannot even stay to

continue the attack on Pydna, a

ajtavistavTot ixtijcMa- position maritime, useful, and ten-

xeSovioi;, xal o9ix6[AEvoi e; BE-

potnv xdxEtQev eirnJTpE'j/av~sc, xai

nEtpaaavTEi; itpioTOv Toy }rcopiou xat

ouy_ 4X6vTS<;, sropEUCiv-o xa-rd YT'

itpoc "rj'j
OoTtSaiav 5|ia SEVTJS? itap-

ez)-EOv E^oofiTjxovTa.
"The natural route from Pydna

to Potidaea (observes Dr. Arnold
in his note) lay along the coast;
and Bercea was quite out of the

way, at some distance to the u-est-

ward, near the fort of the Bermian
mountains. But the hope of sur-

prising Bercea induced the Athe-

nians to deviate from their direct

line of march
;

then after the

failure of this treacherous attempt,

they returned again to the sea-

coast, and continued to follow it

till they arrived at Gigdnus."
I would remark upon this 1.

The words of Thucydides imply
that Bercea was not in Macedonia,

able in consequence of the press-

ing necessity of taking immediate

measures against Potidsca? 4. If

they were compelled by this latter

necessity to patch up a peace on

any terms with Perdikkas, would

they immediately endanger this

peace by going out of their way
to attack one of his forts? Again,
Thucydides says "that, proceeding
by slow land-marches, they reached

Gigonus, and encamped on the third

day" xa-' O).IYOV 8e rpoiovre? Tpt-
Tatot o^txovTO E? riytovov xat Ej-pa-
TorEOs'Joav-o. The computation of
time must here be made either from

Pydna, or from Bercea; and the

reader who examines the map will

see that neither from the one nor
the other (assuming the Bercea on

Mount Bermius) would it be pos-
sible for an army to arrive at Gi-

)nus on the third day, marching
but out of it (see Poppo, Proleg. round the head of the Gulf with
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In spite of the convention concluded at Pydna, Per-

dikkas, whose character for faithlessness we combat
shall have more than one occasion to notice, near PO-

was now again on the side of the Chalkidians, tween the

and sent 200 horse to join them under the com- Athenian

mand of lolaus. Aristeus posted his Corinthians the^med
and Potidaeans on the isthmus near Potidsea, Corinth-

providing a market without the walls in order
tfdasaiui?"

that they might not stray in quest of provisions, and Chai-

His position was on the side towards Olynthus victory of

which was about seven miles off, but within the Athe-

sight, and in a lofty and conspicuous situation.
D

easy days' marches ;
the more so marched along ly land to Gig6nus.

as they would have to cross the Whoever inspects the map will see

rivers Lydias, Axius, and Echei- that the Athenians would naturally

d6rus, all not far from their mouths employ their large fleet to trans-

or if these rivers could not he port the army by the short transit

crossed, to get on hoard the fleet across the Gulf from Pydna (see

and re-land on the other side. Livy, xliv. 10), and thus avoid the

This clear mark of time laid fatiguing land -march round the

down by Thucydides (even apart head of the Gulf. Moreover the

from the objections which I have language of Thucydides would seem

just urged in reference to Beroea to make the land-march begin at

on Mount Bermius) made me doubt Bercea, and not at Pydna aitavt-
whether Dr. Arnold and the other c-ravToii ex TYJC MaxsStmst?, xai

commentators have correctly con- d a ixo (is v o i e ? B cpo la v xdxetOsv

ceived the operations of the Atlie- ftlttatpS'jiavTS?^ xat zeipdjav-Ei; trpib-

nian troops between Pydna and TOV Toy yiupio'J xai
o-j-/ 4>.6vT,

Gig6nus. The Bercea which Thu- e^opsoovTO xcc-td
"fr^-i Trpoc IloTi-

cydides means cannot he more Soctccv
ctfjis

ok ;?,? irotpSTiXsciv ififjo-

distant from Gig6nus, at any rate, [iigxovTa. Ka.~' 6).iy^'' 8s rpo'iovTsc
than a third day's easy marcli, and TpirsToi dsixovto E<; riycuvov xat
therefore cannot be the Beroea on esTTpatorteSsueravto. The change of
Mount Bermius. But there was tense between dT:aviaToc/Tat and
another town named Beroaa either eitopEuovto and the connexion of
in Thrace or in Emathia, though the participle B'fixojAE^oi with the
wo do not know its exact site (see latter verb, seems to divide the
Wasse ad Tlnicyd. i. 61

; Steph. Byz. whole proceeding into two distinct
v. Bspr,;: Tafel, Tliessalonica, In- parts; first, departure from Mace-
dex). This other Berrea, situated donia to Beroea, as it would seem,
somewhere between Gigontis and by sea next, a land-march from
Therma, and out of the limits of Berrea to Gigonus, of three short
that Macedonia which Perdikkas days.

governed, may probably be the This is the best account, as it

place which Thucydides here indi- strikes me, of a passage, the rcnl

cates. The Athenians, raising the difficulties of which are imperfectly
siege of Pydna, crossed the Gulf noticed by the commentators.
on shipboard to Bercea, and after The site of Gigonus cannot be

vainly trying to surprise that town, exactly determined, since all that
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He here awaited the approach of the Athenians, calcula-

ting that the Chalkidians from Olynthus would, upon the

hoisting of a given signal, assail them in the rear when

they attacked him. But Kallias was strong enough to place
in reserve his Macedonian cavalry and other allies as a

check against Olynthus ;
while with his Athenians and the

main force he marched to the isthmus and took position
in front of Aristeus. In the battle which ensued, Aristeus

and the chosen band of Corinthians immediately about him
were completely successful, breaking the troops opposed
to them, and pursuing for a considerable distance. But
the remaining Potidaeans and Peloponnesians were routed

by the Athenians and driven within the walls. On returning
from pursuit, Aristeus found the victorious Athenians
between him and Potidsea, and was reduced to the alter-

native either of cutting his way through them into the latter

we know of the towns on the coast

between Potidsea and ^Eneia, is

derived from their enumerated
names in Herodotus (vii. 123) ;

nor

can we be absolutely certain that

he has enumerated them all in the

exact order in which they were

placed. But I think that both Co-

lonel Leake and Kiepert's map
place Gig&nus too far from Poti-

dsea; for we see, from this passage
of Thucydides, that it formed the

camp from which the Athenian

general went forth immediately to

give battle to an enemy posted
between Olynthus and Potideea;
and the Scholiast says of Gig&nus
O'j T:O).V> a-syov DoTvoaioi!;: and Ste-

phan. Eyz. FiYUJvot;, 7:0X1; Spa.xT,;

it p & a s / T; ? T
T,

II a >. >.
r,

v .

See Colonel Leake, Travels in

Northern Greece, vol. iii. ch. xxxi.

p. 452. That excellent observer

calculates the march from Beroea

on Mount Eermius to Potidaa, as

being one of four days, about

twenty miles each day. Judging
by the map. this seems lower than

the reality; but admitting it to be

correct, Thucydides would never

describe such a march as * IT'

o). iY ov 2s 7:po'iovTE? TiToiToi i'ri-

xovro e? Fiyujvov. it would be a

march rather rapid and fatiguing,

especially as it would include the

passage of the rivers. Xor is it

likely, from the description of this

battle in Thucydides (i. 62), that

Gig&nug could be anything like a

full day's march from Potidsa.

According to his description, the

Athenian army advance by three

very easy marches; then arriving
at Gigonus, they encamp, being
now near the enemy, who on their

side are already encamped ex-

pecting them r:po30yo[AiVoi ro-j?

'AQtjvaioos e a T p a-rozso E UOVTO

Tpo? 'OWvOoy ev TO) Ia9(i(f>: the im-

perfect tense indicates that they
were already there at the time
when the Athenians took camp at

Gigonus ;
which would hardly be

the case if the Athenians had come

by three successive marches from
Bercca on Mount Bermius.

I would add, that it is no moro
wonderful that there should be one
Bercea in Thrace and another in

Macedonia than that there should

be one Methone in Thrace and
another in Macedonia (Steph. B.
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town, or of making a retreating march to Olynthus. He
chose the former as the least of two hazards, and forced

his way through the flank of the Athenians, wading into

the sea in order to turn the extremity of the Potidaean

wall, which reached entirely across the isthmus with a

mole running out at each end into the water. He effected

this daring enterprise and saved his detachment, though
not without considerable difficulty and some loss. Mean-
while the auxiliaries from Olynthus, though they had be-

gun their march on seeing the concerted signal, had been

kept in check by the Macedonian horse, so that the Poti-

dseans had been beaten and the signal again withdrawn,
before they could make any effective diversion: nor did

the cavalry on either side come into action. The defeated

Potidseans and Corinthians, having the town immediately
in their rear, lost only 300 men, while the Athenians lost

150, together with the general Kallias. l

The victory was however quite complete, and the

Athenians, after having erected their trophy p tidsa

and given up the enemy's dead for burial, im-
?}

ac d
d
in
b

mediately built their blockading wall across the the Athe-
7

isthmus on the side of the mainland, so as to nians -

cut off Potidaea from all communication with Olynthus
and the Chalkidians. To make the blockade complete, a
second wall across the isthmus was necessary, on the other

side towards Pallene: but they had not force enough to

detach a completely separate body for this purpose, until

after some time they were joined by Phormio with 1600
fresh hoplites from Athens. That general, landing at

Aphytis in the peninsula of Pallene, marched slowly up
to Potidaea, ravaging the territory in order to draw out
the citizens to battle. But the challenge not being accept-
ed, he undertook and finished without obstruction the

blockading wall on the side of Pallene, so that the town
was now completely enclosed and the harbour watched by
the Athenian fleet. The wall once finished, a portion of
the force sufficed to guard it, leaving Phormio at liberty
to undertake aggressive operations against the Chalkidic
and Bottiaean townships. The capture of Potidaea being
now only a question of more or less time, Aristeus, in

order that the provisions might last longer, proposed to

the citizens to choose a favourable wind, get on shipboard,
1 Thucyd. i. 62, 03.
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and break out suddenly from the harbour, taking their

chance of eluding the Athenian fleet, and leaving only 500
defenders behind. Though he offered himself to be among
those left, he could not determine the citizens to so bold
an enterprise, and therefore sallied forth, in the way pro-

posed, with a small detachment, in order to try and pro-
cure relief from without especially some aid or diversion

from Peloponnesus. But he was able to accomplish nothing
beyond some partial warlike operations among the Chal-

kidians,
l and a successful ambuscade against the citizens of

Sermylus, which did nothing for the relief of the blockaded
town. It had however been so well-provisioned that

it held out for two whole years a period full of import-
ant events elsewhere.

Prom these two contests between Athens and Corinth,
first indirectly at Korkyra, next distinctly and avowedly
at Potidsea, sprang those important movements in the

Lacedaemonian alliance which will be recounted in the

next chapter.

'

Thucyd. L C5.
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CHAPTER XLVIII.

FROM THE BLOCKADE OF POTID^EA DOWN TO THE
END OF THE FIRST YEAR OF THE PELOPONNESIAN

WAR.

EVEN before the recent hostilities at Korkyra and Potidsea,
it had been evident to reflecting Greeks that state of

prolonged observance of the Thirty years' truce feeling in
i i ,1 , if i j Greece be-

was becoming uncertain, and that the mingled tween the

hatred, fear, and admiration, which Athens Thirty

inspired throughout Greecewould prompt Sparta and* the'pe-

and the Spartan confederacy to seize any favour- loponne-

able opening for breaking down the Athenian recognised

power. That such was the disposition of Sparta, probability

was well understood among the Athenian allies, AtheneTat
however considerations of prudence, and general that time

slowness in resolving, might postpone the mo-
Broaching

ment of carrying it into effect. Accordingly decree

not only the Samians when they revolted had
jng^rade

applied to the Spartan confederacy for aid, which with the

they appear to have been prevented from obtain-
Me sarian8 -

ing chiefly by the pacific interests then animating the

Corinthians but also the Lesbians had endeavoured to

open negotiations with Sparta for a similar purpose, though
the authorities to whom alone the proposition could have
been communicated, since it long remained secret and was
never executed had given them no encouragement.

1

The affairs of Athens had been administered, under
the ascendency of Perikles, without any view to extension
ofemp ire or encroachment upon others, though with constant
reference to the probabilities of war, and with anxiety to

keep the city in a condition to meet it. But even the

splendid internal ornaments, which Athens ai that time

acquired, were probably not without their effect in provoking

1 Thucyd. iii. 2-13. This propo- collision between Athens and Co-

sition of the Lesbians at Sparta rinth at Korkyra.
must hrwe been made before the

Z2
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jealousy on the part of other Greeks as to her ulti-

mate views.

The only known incident, wherein Athens had been

brought into collision with a member of the Spartan con-

federacy prior to the Korkyrsean dispute, was, her decree

passed in regard to Megara prohibiting the Megarians, on

pain of death, from all trade or intercourse as well with
Athens as with all ports within the Athenian empire. This

prohibition was grounded on the alleged fact, that the

Megarians had harboured runaway slaves from Athens, and
had appropriated and cultivated portions of land upon her

border; partly land, the property of the goddesses ofEleusis

partly a strip of territory disputed between the two states,
and therefore left by mutual understanding in common
pasture without any permanent enclosure. l In reference

to this latter point, the Athenian herald Anthemokritus
had been sent to Megara to remonstrate, but had been so

rudely dealt with, that his death shortly afterwards was

imputed to the Megarians.
2 We may reasonably suppose

1 Thucyd. i. 139. eitixaXouvTE^eitsp-

ftxaiav MsY"P uai TTJS YYJ<; TTJ? ispa?

xal rqt; aopistou, &c. Plutarch, Pe-

rikles, c. 30
;
Schol. ad Aristophan.

Pac. 609.

I agree with Goller that two
distinct violations of right are here

imputed to the Megarians: one,
that they had cultivated land the

property of the goddesses atEleusis

the other, that they had appro-

priated and cultivated the un-

settled pasture land on the border.

Dr. Arnold's note takes a different

view, less correct in my opinion:
"The land on the frontier was con-

secrated to prevent it from being
inclosed : in which case the bound-
aries might have been a subject

of perpetual dispute between the

two countries," &c. Compare Thu-

cyd. v. 42. about the border terri-

tory round Panaktum.
4 Thucydides (i. 139), in assign-

ing the reasons of this sentence

of exclusion passed by Athens

against the Megarians, mentions

only the two allegations here no-

ticedwrongful cultivation of ter-

ritory, and reception of runaway
slaves. He does not allude to the

herald Anthemokritus: still less

does he notice that gossip of the

day which Aristophanes and other

comedians of this period turn to

account in fastening the Pelopon-
nesian war upon the personal sym-
pathies ofPerikles, viz. that first,

some young men of Athens stole

away the courtezan Simaetha from

Megara: next, the Megarian youth
revenged themselves by carrying
off from Athens "two engaging
courtezans," one of whom was the

mistress of PeriklSs
; upon which

the latter was so enraged that he

proposed the sentence of exclusion

against the Megarians (Aristoph.
Acharn. 501-516

; Plutarch, Perikles,
c. 30).

Such stories are chiefly valuable

as they make us acquainted with

the political scandal of the time.

But the story of the herald Anthe-

mokritus and his death cannot be

altogether rejected. Though Thti-
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that ever since the revolt of Megara fourteen years before

which caused to Athens an irreparable mischief the

feeling prevalent between the two cities had been one of

bitter enmity, manifesting itself in many ways, but so much

exasperated by recent events as to provoke Athens to a

signal revenge.
l Exclusion from Athens and all the ports

in her empire, comprising nearly every island and seaport
in the ^Egean, was so ruinous to the Megarians, that they
loudly complained of it at Sparta, representing it as an

infraction of the Thirty years' truce
; though it was undoubt-

edly within the legitimate right of Athens to enforce and
was even less harsh than the systematic expulsion of for-

eigners by Sparta, with which Perikles compared it.

These complaints found increased attention after the

war of Korkyra and the blockade of Potideea zeaiousim-

by the Athenians. The sentiments of the Co- ^^GO-
rinthians towards Athens had now become ang- rintiuans m
ry and warlike in the highest degree. It was bouta

8
en

not simply resentment for the past which ani- erai war,

mated them, but also the anxiety fartherto bring
fo
jg

t

e

h
^ f

p
"*"_

upon Athens so strong a hostile pressure as serving Po-

should preserve Potideea and its garrison from tldiEa -

capture. Accordingly they lost no time in endeavouring
to rouse the feelings of the Spartans against Athens, and
in inducing them to invite to Sparta all such of the con-

federates as had any grievances against that city. Xot

merely the Megarians, but several other confederates, came
thither as accusers; while the ^Eginetans, though their in-

sular position made it perilous for them to appear, made

cydides, not mentioning the fact, rians" al-ria -w-i Meyapsiov aro9i-

did not believe that the herald's vsiv iSo;s- That neither Thucydi-
deatli had really been occasioned des, nor Periklfis himself, believed

by the Megarians; yet there prob- that the Jlegarians had really

ably was a popular belief at Athens caused his death, is pretty certain :

to that effect, under the influence otherwise the fact would have been

of which the deceased herald re- urged when the Lacedaemonians
ceived a public burial near the sent to complain of the sentence

Thriasian gate of Athens, leading of exclusion being a deed so 110-

to Eleusis: see Philippi Epistol. toriously repugnant to all Grecian

ad Athen. ap. Demosthen. p. 159 feeling.

K.; Pausan. i. 3d, 3; iii. 4, 2. The

language of Plutarch (Perikles, c.

30) is probably literally correct

"the herald's death appeared to iv TT; 'A0r,vaiiuv
have been caused by the Mega-
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themselves vehemently heard through the mouths of

others, complaining that Athens withheld from them the

autonomy to which they were entitled under the truce. l

According to the Lacedaemonian practice, it was ne-

cessary first that the Spartans themselves, apart from their

allies, should decide whether there existed a sufficient case

of wrong done by Athens against themselves or against

Peloponnesus either in violation of the Thirty years'

truce, or in any other way. If the determination of Sparta
herself were in the negative, the case would never even

Relations be submitted to the vote of the allies. But if

of Sparta it were in the affirmative, then the latter would

TiiiM
6

they
be convoked to deliver their opinion also: and

had a vote assuming that the majority of votes coincided

whether with the previous decision of Sparta, the entire

they confederacy stood then pledged to the given

would' not,
line f policy if the majority was contrary, the

approve of Spartans would stand alone, or with such only

poiicy

rse f *
the confederates as concurred. Each allied

which had city, great or small, had an equal right of suf-

vio
e

usi
P
y

re

re-
frage - Jt thus appears that Sparta herself did

solved by not vote as a member of the confederacy, but

separately separately and individually as leader and that

the only question ever submitted to the allies

was, whether they would or would not go along with her

previous decision. Such was the course of proceeding now
followed. The Corinthians, together with such other of the

1 Thucyd. i. 67. XsyovTe; &>lx stvai Thebans (iii. 64): but on the other

o6T6vo[ioi xato to? uzovSdi;. O. Mill- hand, if we consult i. 115, it will

ler (JEginet. p. 180) and Goller in appear possible that the wording
his note, think that the truce (or of the Thirty years' truce n.ay

covenant generally) here alluded have been general, as 'A-o5oyvai

to is, not the Thirty years' truce 5s 'AQrjvaio'j; osa
Iy_o'j3t Ils).or&v;rr

concluded fourteen years before sitov: at any rate, the JEginetans
the period actually present, but may have pretended, that by the

the ancient alliance against the same rule as Athens gave up Xi-

Persians, solemnly ratified and con- gaea, Peg*, &c., she ought also to

tinued after the victory of Platasa. renounce ^Egina.
Dr. Arnold on the contrary thinks However, we must recollect that

thatthe Thirty years truce is alluded the one plea does not exclude the

to, which theJEginetans interpreted other: the JEgnnetans may have

(rightly or not) as entitling them taken advantage of both in en-

to independence. forcing theirprayer for interference.

The former opinion might seem This seems to have been the idea

to be countenanced by the allusion of the Scholiast, when he says
to -Egina in the speech of the xs-a -r^i s^.u^wAav "<I>v vicovSwv.
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confederates as felt either aggrieved or alarmed byAthens,
presented themselves before the public assembly of Spartan
citizens, prepared to prove that the Athenians had broken
the truce and were going on in a course of wrong towards

Peloponnesus.
* Even in the oligarchy of Sparta, such a

question as this could only be decided by a general assem-

bly of Spartan citizens, qualified both by age, by regular
contribution to the public mess, and by obedience to Spar-
tan discipline. To the assembly so constituted the deputies
of the various allied cities addressed themselves, each set-

ting forth his case against Athens. The Corinthians chose

to reserve themselves to the last, after the assembly had
been inflamed by the previous speakers.

Of this important assembly, on which so much of the

future fate of Greece turned, Thucydides has
,

,{ .
J

T,. Assembly
preserved an account unusually copious. Jrirst, oftheSpar-
the speech delivered by the Corinthian envoys.

tans sepa-

Next, that of some Athenian envoys, who hap- dressecfby

pening to be at the same time in Sparta on some envoys of

j.i 11- j. xi 11 the allied
other matters, and being present m the assembly powers,
so as to have heard the speeches both of the compiain-

Corinthians and of the other complainants, ob- Athens had

tained permission from the magistrates to ad- violated

dress the assembly in their turn. Thirdly, the

address of the Spartan king Archidamus, on the course

of policy proper to be adopted by Sparta. Lastly, the

brief, but eminently characteristic, address of the Ephor
Sthenelaidas, on putting the question for decision. These

speeches, the composition of Thucydides himself, contain

substantially the sentiments of the parties to whom they
are ascribed. Neither of them is distinctly a reply to that

which has preceded, but each presents the situation of af-

t'uirs from a different point of view.

The Corinthians knew well that the audience whom
they were about to address had been favourably The Corin .

prepared for them for the Lacedaemonian thian en-

authorities had already given an actual promise, dress "he
to them and to the Potidaeans at the moment assembly
before Potidsea revolted, that they would invade

J^'eirroys
Attica. Great was the revolution in sentiment of of the other

the Spartans, since they had declined lending aid fi^pK
to the much more powerful island ofLesbos when against

it proposed to revolt a revolution occasioned Athens -
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by the altered interests and sentiments of Corinth.

Nevertheless, the Corinthians also knew that their positive

grounds of complaint against Athens, in respect of wrong
or violation of the existing truce, were both few and feeble.

Neither in the dispute about Potidaea nor about Korkyra,
had Athens infringed the truce or wronged the Pelopon-
nesian alliance. In both she had come into collision with

Corinth, singly and apart from the confederacy. She had
a right, both according to the truce and according to the
received maxims of international law, to lend defensive aid

intemation- * *'ne Korkyraeans, at their own request: she
ai customs had a right also, according to the principles laid

as bearing
' down by the Corinthians themselves on occasion

upon the of the revolt of Samos, to restrain the Potidseans

dfspute"be-
fr m revolting. She had committed nothing

tween which could fairly be called an aggression. In-

Coriiith
nd deed the aggression both in the case of Potidsea

Athens in and in that of Korkyra, was decidedly on the
the right. s^e Of foe Corinthians : and the Peloponnesian
confederacy could only be so far implicated as it was under-
stood to be bound to espouse the separate quarrels, right
or wrong, of Corinth. All this was well known to the

Corinthian envoys; and accordingly we find that in their

speech at Sparta, they touch but lightly and in vague terms
on positive or recent wrongs. Even that which they do

say completely justifies the proceedings of Athens about
the affair of Korkyra, since they confess without hesitation

the design of seizing the large Korkyraean navy for the
use of the Peloponnesian alliance: while in respect of

Potidsea, if we had only the speech of the Corinthian envoy
before us without any other knowledge, we should have

supposed it to be an independent state, not connected by
any permanent bonds with Athens we should have sup-

posed that the siege ofPotidaeaby Athens was an unprovoked
aggression upon an autonomous ally ofCorinth

' we should
never have imagined that Corinth had deliberately instigated
and aided the revolt of the Chalkidians as well as of the

Potidaeans against Athens. It might be pretended that

XOT? eiev xal aSixoiev TT,V IlsXoitov- xal HoTtSaiav ETtoXiopxo'Jv, tov TO [xev

VTjaov. The change of tense in these ejuxocipoTaTOv ytopiov itpo; Ti EJU

two verbs is to be noticed. SpixTj; dzoyprjO'^at, >)
OE MUMTIXOV

1 Thucyd. i. 68. ou Y^P *v Ksp- ov [XSVUTOV ::aps3'/s IljXo^ovvT^iois.

xupdv TS unoXotfiovTS? fKa r^iiv eijrov,
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she had a right to do this, by virtue of her undefined

metropolitan relations with Potidsea. But at any rate the

incident was not such as to afford any decent pretext for

charge against the Athenians either of outrage towards

Corinth, 1 or of wrongful aggression against the Pelopon-
nesian confederacy.

To dwell much upon specific allegations of wrong,
would not have suited the purpose of the Co-

Tenor of
rinthian envoy; for against such, the Thirty the

years' truce expressly provided that recourse c
^"^gg^

n

should be had to amicable arbitration to which little aiiu-

recourse he never once alludes. He knew, that sion to re
^

as between Corinth and Athens, war had already strong e

begun at Potidsea; and his business, throughout forts to

T T, r. , , i , i racehatred
nearly all of a very emphatic speech, is, to show and alarm

thatthePeloponnesian confederacy, and especial-
against

ly Sparta, is bound to take instant part in it,

not less by prudence than by duty. He employs the most
animated language to depict the ambition, the unwearied

activity, the personal effort abroad as well as at home, the

quick resolves, the sanguine hopes never dashed by failure

ofAthens: as contrasted with the cautious, home-keeping,
indolent, scrupulous routine of Sparta. He reproaches the

Spartans with their backwardness and timidity, in not

having repressed the growth of Athens before she reached
this formidable height: especially in having allowed her to

fortify her city after the retreat of Xerxes and afterwards
to build the long walls from the city to the sea. 2 The

Spartans (he observes) stood alone among all Greeks in

the notable system of keeping down an enemy not by acting,
but by delaying to act not arresting his growth, but put-
ting him down when his force was doubled. Falsely indeed
had they acquired the reputation of being sure, when they
were in reality merely slow. 3 In resisting Xerxes, as in

resisting Athens, they had always been behindhand, dis-

appointing and leaving their friends to ruin; while both

1 Thucyd. i. 68. ev oT^ itpojf,xst Trj 5uvd|m Ti-ja ocXXd 77} |AsXXr,<jEi

f,(xa; o'!r/_ TjxiaTa ilrsw, tiyty xxl a|j.'jv6(j.E''0'. ) xal jjiivcit odx dpyojxsvTp

fj-dyiaTa eY*^!*"3 &Xf*Sv ' ^~'} V-^' TV auv^aiv t(iv eyOpiov, SirXsjiO'j-

'A^Tjvaituv )3p
l '^!J-E '' c"j uzo 5 UJJLIDV jjLS-jrjv 6i, xoiTcxXoovTS?. KaiTGt EAE-

d[A).o'J|jL-;oi. f' 3 ^ s aj'f a).st; etvat, (I)v opa 6 Xoyoi;
* Thucyd. i. GO. tor, Jpyou sxpaTsi- TOV TS yd? MTJOOV,
1 Thucyd. i. 69. f,3'j-/d"TS "fio &c.

[AOVOI 'EXX^vtov, iL AotxscatjAovtoi, &u
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these enemies had only failed of complete success through
their own mistakes.

After half apologising for the tartness of these re-

Eemark- proofs which however, as the Spartans were
able picture now well disposed to go to war forthwith, would

Athens
* be well-timed and even agreeable theCorinth-

by her ene- ian orator vindicates the necessity of plain-
ies '

speaking by the urgent peril of the emergency,
and the formidable character of the enemy who threatened

them. "You do not reflect (he says) how thoroughly differ-

ent the Athenians are from yourselves. They are innova-

tors by nature, sharp both in devising, and in executing
what they have determined: you are sharp only in keeping
what you have got, in determining on nothing beyond, and
in doing even less than absolute necessity requires.

l They
again dare beyond their means, run risks beyond their

own judgement, and keep alive their hopes in desperate
circumstances: your peculiarity is, that your performance
comes short of your power you have no faith even in

what your judgement guarantees when in difficulties, you
despair of all escape. They never hang back you are

habitual laggards: they love foreign service you cannot
stir from home: for they are always under the belief that

their movements will lead to some farther gain, while you
fancy that new products will endanger what you already
have. When successful, they make the greatest forward

march; when defeated, they fall back the least. Moreover

they task their bodies on behalf of their city as if they
were the bodies of others while their minds are most
of all their own, for exertion in her service. 2 When
their plans for acquisition do not come successfully

1

Thucyd. i. 70. Oi (isv ye vsu>- to be understood: but we should

cspOTito'., xat e-i7_ic7J3Q(t 6;sT<; xai thereby both depart from the more
E-i7i).3ai epY'p ^ " v Tv<^3lv

'

&[isTs obvious syntax, and weaken the

Ik Ta UKapjrovri t aib^siv, xat szi- general meaning.
YVU>VCCI [AT/CSV, xai epf<u CIUOE Tavay-

2
Thucyd. i. 70. l-i 6s TCI? fisv

xaia e;iv.30ai. aibfiasiv aXXoTpiujtait/i; ursp -f^
The meaning of the word i;ci4 noXitui )rpojvTO(i, T^ y-/d)[j.Trj

5s olxsio-

sharp when applied to the latter TCZTTO e; -6 rpajosiv TI u-=p auTJj?.
half of the sentence, is in the na- It is difficult to convey in trans-

ture of a sarcasm. But this is lation the antithesis between d/.-

suitable to the character of the >.OTpta)7aTOt; and o'-xEio-riTTj not

speech. Goller supposes some sxich without a certain conceit, which
word as txavoi, instead of 6;:i;, Thucydides is occasionally fond of.
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out, they feel like men robbed of what belongs to them:

yet the acquisitions when realised appear like trifles com-

pared with what remains to be acquired. If they some-
times fail in an attempt, new hopes arise in some other

direction to supply the want: for with them alone the

possession and the hope of what they aim at is almost

simultaneous, from their habit of quickly executing all

that they have once resolved. And in this manner do they
toil throughout all their lives amidst hardship and peril,

disregarding present enjoyment in the continual thirst for

increase knowing no other festival recreation except the

performance of active duty and deeming inactive repose
a worse condition than fatiguing occupation. To speak
the truth in two words, such is their inborn temper, that

they will neither remain at rest themselves, nor allow rest

to others. 1

"Such is the city which stands opposed to you, Lace-
daemonians yet ye still hang back from action Your
continual scruples and apathy would hardly be safe, even
if ye had neighbours like yourselves in character: but as

to dealings with Athens, your system is antiquated and
out of date. In politics as in art, it is the modern improve-
ments which are sure to come out victorious: and though
unchanged institutions are best, if a city be not called

upon to act yet multiplicity of active obligations requires

multiplicity and novelty of contrivance.'2 It is through
these numerous trials that the means of Athens have ac-

quired so much more new development than yours."

The Corinthians concluded by saying, that if, after so

many previous warnings, now repeated for the last time,

Sparta still refused to protect her allies against Athens if

she delayed to perform her promise made to the Potidaeans
of immediately invading Attica they (the Corinthians)

1 Thucyd. 1. c. xsl -ratiTCc (i;ta V-rt -.z TOO; aXXo'J? dvOptbrou? eav,
it6v(ov itdvTtx v.ai xlvS6-jWJ Si' oXo'J op'Jiiq av ctrot.

at(I)r;(; [iO^SouiTi, xai d-oXauo'J- 2 Thucyd. i. 71. dp7_aioTpc,TCa o-

sXay_i3-:a TCJJV UTrcfpy/JvTtuv, 6ia (iiiv Ta ETTiT^Oi'JiAaTa rpo? a'jTO'i?

dsl XTaj'Jai xai |J.rjti sopTrjv dXXo E-TIV. 'AvdY 7- 7
! 5\ (jJ3~2p TSV^T

( <;,
dsl

QY^'aOai f, TO Ta SsovTa TTpa^ai, Ta ziYiY''^F- s '' a xpaTsiv xal 7]3'J^ot-

oc r, ia/_oXiav sri-ovov' LO-T: et
cip'.ST'a, rp

;j; roXXa oi dvc<Y'/.c/.Cofi-

4 aaTo'j; ;'jvs).d)v cair; ri'^'jy.ivii vot; iiv^t, -oXX^; xal T/^; S-ITSJ^V^-
r.i TUJ

[J.r,Ti a'jTO'j; ''/
5l '' ~t

( ~'r/yi.'i a;u); o;u
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would forthwith look for safety in some new alliance,
which they felt themselves fully justified in doing. They
admonished her to look well to the case, and to carry for-

ward Peloponnesus, with undiminished dignity, as it had
been transmitted to her from her predecessors.

J

Such was the memorable picture of Athens and her

Eepiymade citizens, as exhibited by her fiercest enemy be-

by an Athe- fore the public assembly at Sparta. It was cal-

aocfdentaf-' cu^ed to impress the assembly, not by appeal
iy present to recent or particular misdeeds, but by them Sparta.

general system of unprincipled and endless ag-

gression which was imputed to Athens during the past
and by the certainty held out that the same system, unless

put down by measures of decisive hostility, would be push-
ed still farther in future to the utter ruin of Peloponne-
sus. And to this point did the Athenian envoy (staying in

Sparta about some other negotiation and now present in

the assembly) address himself in reply, after having asked
and obtained permission from the magistrates. The empire
of Athens was now of such standing that the younger men

present had no personal knowledge of the circumstances

under which it had grown up : and what was needed as in-

formation for them would be impressive as a reminder
even to their seniors. 2

He began by disclaiming all intention of defending his

r
native city against the charges of specific wrong

counto'fthe or alleged infractions of the existing truce. This
empire of was no part of his mission; nor did he recogniseAthens o, .

r J.-T-J- A i_ j

how it had oparta as a competent judge in dispute between
been ac- Athens and Corinth. But he nevertheless thought
quired, and . . , . n , T j A ji j_ ^i
how it was it his duty to vindicate Athens against the gen-
maintain- eral character of injustice and aggression im-

puted to her, as well as to offer a solemn warn-

ing to the Spartans against the policy towards which they
were obviously tending. He then proceeded to show that

the empire of Athens had been honourably earned and

amply deserved that it had been voluntarily ceded, and
even pressed upon her and that she could not abdicate it

without imperilling her own separate existence and security.
Far from thinking that the circumstances under which it

was acquired needed apology, he appealed to them with

pride, as a testimony of the genuine Hellenic patriotism of

1 Thucyd. i. 71. 2
Thucyd. i. 72.
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that city which the Spartan congress now seemed disposed
to run down as an enemy. 1 Hethen dwelt upon the circum-

stances attending the Persian invasion, setting forth the

superior forwardness and the unflinching endurance of

Athens, in spite of ungenerous neglect from the Spartans
and other Greeks the preponderance of her naval force

in the entire armament the directing genius of her general
Themistokles, complimented even by Sparta herself and
the title of Athens to rank on that memorable occasion as

the principal saviour of Greece. This alone ought to save

her empire from reproach; but this was not all for that

empire had been tendered to her by the pressing instance

of the allies, at a time when Sparta had proved herself both

incompetent and unwilling to prosecute the war against
Persia. 2 By simple exercise of the constraining force in-

separable from her presidential obligations, and by the re-

duction ofvarious allies who revolted,Athens had gradually
become unpopular, while Sparta too had become her enemy
instead of her friend. To relax her hold upon her allies

would have been to make them the allies of Sparta against
her; and thus the motive of fear was added to those of

ambition and revenue, in inducing Athens to maintain her

imperial dominion by force. In her position, no Grecian

power either would or could have acted otherwise: no
Grecian power, certainly not Sparta, would have acted with
so much equity and moderation, or given so little ground
of complaint to her subjects. Worse they had suffered,
while under Persia; worse they would suffer, if they came
under Sparta, who held her own allies under the thraldom
of an oligarchical party in each city; and if they hated

Athens, this was only because subjects always hated the

present dominion, whatever that might be. 3

Thucyd. i. 75. "Ap
1

5

<L AaxEOoufioviot, xal TtpoOuaia; Ivsxa

-T.'. tors xai Tvibaris auveui<:, dp-W r~ ifi X^ "KUrioi M
C.JTIO? ayav eitt^fjovto? Oiaxeij&ai

;

*
Thucyd. i. 77.

xai Y^p OUTTJV Ti^vSs eXdjJojAEv ou
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Having justified both the origin and the working of

He adjures the Athenian empire, the envoy concluded by
b^eakThe*

warinng Sparta to consider calmly, without being
tmce, but hurried away by the passions and invectives of

V?djustaii .others, before she took a step from which there

by that was no retreat, and which exposed the future to
pacific ap- chances such as no man on either side could

the truce foresee. He called on her not to break the truce
provided. mutually sworn to, but to adjust all differences,
as Athens was prepared to do, by the amicable arbitration

which that truce provided. Should she begin war, the
Athenians would follow her lead and resist her, calling to

witness those gods under whose sanction the oaths were
taken. 1

The facts recounted in the preceding chapters will

have shown, that the account given by the Athe-
The Spar- . ,-, ,. , 9 . Si
tans ex- nian envoy atbparta of the origin and character
elude stran- Of the empire exercised by his city (though doubt-
gers, and ,

J
,.

J .\ . .

discuss the less the account or a partisan) is in substance
point correct and equitable. The envoys of Athens
themselves had not yet learned to take the tone which they
in the assumed in the sixteenth and seventeenth yearsy '

of the coming war, at Alelos and Kamarina. At
any time previous to the affair of Korkyra, the topics in-

sisted upon by the Athenian would probably have been

profoundly listened to at Sparta. But now the mind of the

Spartans was made up. Having cleared the assembly of all

"strangers," and even all allies, they proceeded to discuss

and determine the question among themselves, ilost of

their speakers held but one language
2

expatiating on the

wrongs already done by Athens, and urging the necessity
of instant war. There was however one voice, and that a

commanding voice, raised against this conclusion; the

ancient and respected king Archidamus opposed it.

The speech ofArchidamus is that of a deliberate Spar-
tan, who, setting aside both hatred to Athens and blind

1 Thucyd. 1. 78. TJ(JLI? Ik i

(x'o; r.w Tota'JTTj ojAipTia OVTS

autoi CUTS ujjii; opcivTE;, /

Ufjuv, etu; ITI au^oiipETo; i[A3

E'i?io'j).ia, 3-o-<5i; JJLTJ

,
O'JT' JJLEVOl, TTEtpaSOJJLE^a dfi'JVcjOdl 1tO>.E-

YOU.IV u.O'J apy_ovTa<; Ta'JTij rj
ov usr/c^jflE.

rspoi;
2 Thucyd. i. 79. xal T(I>v JAEV rXsio-

v(ov i~l TO auTO 31 Y
-

'(i)(iai

-2p3;?3ivEivTO'j!;<opy.o'J5, TO OE 0125012 aontitv TE 'A^^vztoy; ^07;, xai
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partiality to allies, looks at the question with aview to the

interests and honour of Sparta only not how- Mogt Spai._

ever omitting her imperial as well as her sepa- tan speak-

rate character. The preceding native speakers, ^^ ?

indignant againstAthens, had probably appealed war. King

to Spartan pride, treating it as an intolerable ^^op-
disgrace that almost the entire land-force of poses war.

Dorian Peloponnesus should be thus bullied His 8Peech -

by one single Ionic city, and should hesitate to commence
a war which one invasion of Attica would probably termi-

nate. As the Corinthians had tried to excite the Spar-
tans by well-timed taunts and reproaches, so the subse-

quent speakers had aimed at the same objects by pane-

gyric upon the well-known valour and discipline of the

city. To all these arguments Archidamus set himself to

reply. Invoking the experience of the elders his contem-

poraries around him, he impressed upon the assembly the

grave responsibility, the uncertainties, difficulties, and pe-

rils, of the war into which they were hurrying without

preparation.
l He reminded them of the wealth, the po-

pulation (greater than that of any other Grecian city), the

naval force, the cavalry, the hoplites, the large foreign
dominion of Athens, and then asked by what means they

proposed to put her down? 2
Ships, they had few; trained

seamen, yet fewer; wealth, next to none. They could in-

deed invade and ravage Attica, by their superior numbers
and land-force. But the Athenians had possessions abroad
sufficient to enable them to dispense with the produce of

Attica, while their great navy would retaliate the like ra-

vages upon Peloponnesus. To suppose that one or two

devastating expeditions into Attica would bring the war
to an end, would be a deplorable error: such proceedings
would merely enrage the Athenians, without impairing
their real strength, and the war would thus be prolonged,
perhaps for a whole generation.

3 Before they determined

upon war, it was absolutely necessary to provide more

1 Thucyd, i. ^0. STI 8s xal
upi|j.ayo'.>? TroXXo'j; (popo'j

* Thucyd. i. 80. j:po; SE 5v8pac, ot uzoTsXst;; J'y/j'Jai, n<i? xpV) itpo<;70'i-

Y'/jv
TE ixa? iy/jusi xai itpojJTi 7:0X5- TOD? paSitos TroXsjAov apaa'Jat, xai

(xou |j.7:Lp6Ta-oi Ei3i, xai TOK aXXon TIVI -iaT>!>3avTa? aitapasxEuoui; SIIEI-

a-aaiv aptsta s^T/ptUvTSij itXo'JTtp TE
yfj/i-jai.

tola) xi OT^oaiw xa'i va'jsi xo:i i-noic 3
Thucyd. i. 81. SsSoixa 8s a5XXov

xat onXo'.?, xai
'j'/}<J>, OJO" O'Jx EV

JJLTJ
xat TOIS natsiv autov OroXlrcufxEv,

aXXijj jvl Y* XUJ
P'

C
J
1 'tXXr/nxui EJTIV, &c.
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efficient means for carrying it on; and to multiply their

allies not merely among the Greeks, but among foreigners
also. "While this was in process, envoys ought to be sent

to Athens to remonstrate and obtain redress for the grie-
vances of the allies. If the Athenians granted this which

they very probably would do, when they saw the prepara-
tions going forward, and when the ruin of the highly-cul-
tivated soil ofAttica was held over them in terrorem with-

out being actually consummated so much the better: if

they refused, in the course of two or three years war
might be commenced with some hopes of success. Archi-
damus reminded his countrymen that their allies would
hold them responsible for the good or bad issue of what
was now determined; 1 admonishing them, in the true spirit
of a conservative Spartan, to cling to that cautious policy
which had been ever the characteristic of the state,despising
both taunts on their tardiness and panegyric on their

valour. "We Spartans owe both our bravery and our pru-
dence to our admirable public discipline : it makes us war-

like, because the sense of shame is most closely connected
with discipline, as valour is with the sense of shame: it

makes us prudent, because our training keeps us too ig-
norant to set ourselves above our own institutions, and
holds us under sharp restraint so as not to disobey them. 2

1 Thucyd. i. 82, 83. pretty well the general sense. It
2 Thucyd. i. 84. IloXetxixol TE xal deserves peculiar attention, as

EupriuXot 8ta TO uxoo|xov YtYv6|jL6a, coming from a king of Sparta, per-

-o [isv, OTI aloto? acotppoaovTji; itXeTo- sonally too a man of superior
tov fiETsysi, cttayivT); 8e su'l^x' 01

'

judgement. The great points of

iOfiouXoi 6s, d(j.a
f

JjjTEpov TUJV vo|iu)v the Spartan character are all

rrj? UTtEpG'jnac itai5su6|Av<n, xat i)v brought out. 1. A narrow, strictly-

3(aXe7:iTr)Ti atocppoveoTEpov >)
UXJTE defined, and uniform range of ideas.

av)-(I)v dvTjxouaTsiv xal
JATJ,

7a a- 2. Compression of all other impul-

yps7a uvEToi ayav OVTE?, TOC tibv ses and desires, hut an increased

irccpaaxsuoc? Xoyuj xaXd)? sensibility to their own public

opinion. 3. Great habits of endu-

ranee as well as of submission.

The way in which the features

of Spartan character are deduced
In the construction of the last from Spartan institutions, as well

sentence, I follow Haack and as the pride which Archidamus

Poppo, in preference to-Gbllcr expresses in the ignorance aud

and Dr. Arnold. narrow mental range of his coun-

The wording of this part of the trymen, are here remarkable. A
speech of Archidamus is awkward similar championship of ignorance
and obscure, though we make out r.nd narrow-mindedness is not only
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And thus, not being overwise in unprofitable accomplish-
ments, we Spartans are not given to disparage our enemy's

strength in clever speech, and then meet him with short-

comings in reality. We think that the capacity of neigh-

bouring states is much on a par, and that the chances in

reserve for both parties are too uncertain to be discrimi-

nated beforehand by speech. We always make real pre-

parations against our enemies, as if they were proceeding
wisely on their side: we must count upon security through
our own precautions, not upon the chance of their errors.

Indeed there is no great superiority in one man as com-

pared with another: he is the stoutest who is trained in the

severest trials. Let us for our parts not renounce this

discipline, which we have received from our fathers and
which we still continue, to our very great profit: let us not

hurry on in one short hour a resolution upon which depend
so many lives, so much property, so many cities, and our
own reputation besides. Let us take time to consider,
since our strength puts it fully in our power to do so.

Send envoys to the Athenians on the subject of Potidsea
and of the other grievances alleged by our allies and that

too the rather as they are ready to give us satisfaction:

against one who offers satisfaction, custom forbids you to

proceed, without some previous application, as if he were
a proclaimed wrong-doer. But at the same time make

preparation for war; such will be the course of policy at

once the best for your own power and the most terror-

striking to your enemies." 1

The speech of Archidamus was not only in itself full

of plain reason and good sense, but deliveredliii i. ,1 j. j> r <n i The speech
altogether trom the point or view ot a Spartan; O f ArcMda-

appealing greatly to Spartan conservative feeling 5 S is in"

and even prejudice. But in spite of all this, and Shortcut
in spite of the personal esteem entertained for warl ike p-

the speaker, the tide of feeling in the opposite Ephor
direction was at that moment irresistible. Sthene- Sthenelai-

laidas one of the five Ephors, to whom it fell
as<

to put the question for voting closed the debate. His
few words mark at once the character of the man the

to be found among those who de- pare Xenophon, Memorab. i. 2. 9-

ride the literary and oratorical 49), but also in the speech ofKleon
tastes of the Athenian democracy (Thucyd. iii. 37).

(see Aristophanes, Ban. 1070: com- Thucyd, 1, 84, 86,

VOL. V. 2 A
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temper of the assembly and the simplicity of speech,

though without the wisdom of judgement, for which Archi-
damus had taken credit to his countrymen.

"I don't understand (he said) these long speeches of

the Athenians. They have praised themselves abundantly,
but they have never rebutted what is laid to their charge

that they are guilty of wrong against our allies and

against Peloponnesus. Now if in former days they were

good men against the Persians, and are now evil-doers

against us, they deserve double punishment as havingbecome
evil-doers instead of good.

J But we are the same now as

we were then: we know better than to sit still while our
allies are suffering wrong: we shall not adjourn our aid,

while they cannot adjourn their sufferings.
2 Others have

in abundance wealth, ships and horses but rve have good
allies, whom we are not to abandon to the mercy of the

Athenians: nor are we to trust our redress to arbitration

and to words, when our wrongs are not confined to words.

We must help them speedily and with all our strength.
Let no one tell us that we can with honour deliberate when
we are actually suffering wrong: it is rather for those who
intend to do the wrong, to deliberate well beforehand.

Resolve upon war then, Lacedaemonians, in a manner worthy
of Sparta. Suffer not the Athenians to become greater than

they are: let us not betray our allies to ruin, but march
with the aid of the gods against the wrong-doers."

With these few words, so well calculated to defeat the

Vote of the prudential admonitions of Archidamus, Sthene-
Spartan as- laidas put the question for the decision of the
sembly in

-,
f i i j. ci 11 A i

favour of assembly which at Sparta was usually taken
Vr' ar - neither by show of hands, nor by deposit of balls

in an urn, but by cries analogous to the Ay or No of the

English House ofCommons the presiding Ephor declaring
which of the cries predominated. On this occasion the cry
for war was manifestly the stronger.

3 Yet Sthenelaidas

1 Compare a similar sentiment in Ti|Au>psiv ot 6s OOXSTI p.j).Xo'J3i xaxuj*

the speech of the Thebans against Tciaysrj.
the Plataeans (Thucyd. iii. <;7). There is here a play upon the

* Thucyd. i. F6. TJUSI? Si 6jjLo7<n -word piXXgiv which it is not easy

xoci TOTS xal vuv ESJAJV, xai TO'!); q'j[x- to preserve in a translation,

[iotyoy?, 7)v auxpf/ov(i>|J.iV, oi> rspto^o-
* Thucyd. i. 87. po'J/.6jj.svoc otoTO'j?
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affected inability to determine which of the two was the

louder, in order that he might have an excuse for bringing
about a more impressive manifestation of sentiment and a

stronger apparent majority since a portion of the minority
would probably be afraid to show their real opinions as

individuals openly. He therefore directed a division like

the Speaker of the English House of Commons when his

decision in favour of Ay or No is questioned by any
member " Such of you as think that the truce has been
violated and that the Athenians are doing us wrong, go to

that side; such as think the contrary, to the other side."

The assembly accordingly divided, and the majority was

very great on the warlike side of the question.
The first step of the Lacedaemonians, after coming to

this important decision, was to send to Delphi The Spar.

and inquire of the oracle whether it would be tans send to

beneficial to them to undertake the war. The ta
PX~

answer brought back (Thucydides seems hardly couraging

certain that it was really given
1

) was that if reply -

they did their best they would be victorious, and that the

god would help them, invoked or uninvoked. They at

the same time convened a general congress of their allies

to Sparta, for the purpose of submitting their recent reso-

lution to the vote of all.

To the Corinthians, in their anxiety for the relief of

Potidsea, the decision to be given by this con- General

gress was not less important than that which aiHes^t
f

the Spartans had just taken separately. They Sparta.

sent round envoys to each of the allies, entreat- ^ "h of

ing them to authorise war without reserve, the

Through such instigations, acting upon the gen- envoy^'en-
eral impulse then prevalent, the congress came forcing the

together in a temper decidedly warlike. Most
an^propri-

of the speakers were full of invective against etyofwar.

Athens and impatient for action, while the Corinthians,

waiting as before to speak the last, wound up the discussion

by a speech well calculated to ensure a hearty vote. Their
former speech had been directed to shame, exasperate, and
alarm the Lacedaemonians; this point having now been car-

ried, they had to enforce, upon the allies, generally, the
dishonour as well as the impolicy of receding from a willing-
leader. The cause was one in which all were interested,

1 Thucyd. i. 118. 6 Si dvsD.sv cciToTi;, ib <; X SY-TOU, &c.

2 A 2
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the inland states not less than the maritime, for both would
find themselves ultimately victims of the encroaching des-

pot-city. Whatever efforts were necessary for the war,

ought cheerfully to be made, since it was only through war
that they could arrive at a secure and honourable peace.
There were good hopes that this might soon be attained,
and that the war would not last long so decided was the

superiority of the confederacy, in numbers, in military skill,

and in the equal heart and obedience of all its members. J

The naval superiority of Athens depended chiefly upon
hired seamen so that the confederacy, by borrowing from
the treasuries of Delphi and Olympia, would soon be able

to overbid her, take into pay her best mariners, and equal
her equipment at sea. They would excite revolt among
her allies and establish a permanent fortified post for the

ruin of Attica. To make up a common fund for this purpose,
was indispensably necessary; for Athens was far more than
a match for each of them single-handed. Nothing Jess than

hearty union could save them all from successive enslave-

ment the very supposition of which was intolerable to

Peloponnesian freemen, whose fathers had liberated Greece
from the Persian. Let them not shrink from endurance
and sacrifice in such a cause it was their hereditary pride
to purchase success by laborious effort. The Delphian god
had promised them his cooperation ;

and the whole ofGreece
would sympathise in the cause, either from fear of the des-

potism of Athens, or from hopes of profit. They would
not be the first to break the truce, for the Athenians had

1 Thucyd. i. 120, 121. Kaia ito).Xo mentions under the words TCOVTS;

6e Tjjia? elxos e-ixpaTrjsat, i:p(I>-ov loo'^r^oi : the Corinthian orator

[xEv 7.~>.rfis.i npou)r(mac xa'1 E[x-Eipia treats it as an advantage to have

KO).E|AIX^, IrEita 6|Aoi<o; isiv-oc e<; all confederates equal and hearty in

Ta ^apaY7EXXo(j.Evoi to^Tas. the cause: Periklgs, on the con-
I conceive that the word 6

p.
G i u> ? trary, looking at the same fact

here alludes to the equal interest from the Athenian point of view,
of all the confederates in the quar- considers itas adisadvantage, since

rel, as opposed to the Athenian it prevented unity of command and

power, which was composed partly determination.

of constrained subjects, partly of Poppo's view of this passage
hired mercenaries to both ofwhich seems to me erroneous,

points, as weaknesses in the enemy. The same idea is reproduced, c.

the Corinthian orator goes on to 124. stTtEp jjejHaioTatov TO TZUTS

allude. The word ouoliot here de-
i>|jLSSpo

iv"a xai n6XE9i xai iS'.unau

signates the same fact as Perikles st-m, Ac.

in his speech at Athens (i. 141),
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already broken it, as the declaration of the Delphian god
distinctly implied. Let them lose no time in sending aid

to the Potidseans, a Dorian population now besieged by
lonians, as well as to those other Greeks whom Athens
had enslaved. Every day the necessity for effort was be-

coming stronger, and the longer it was delayed, the more

painful it would be when it came. "Be ye persuaded then

(concluded the orator), that this city, which has constituted

herself despot of Greece, had her means of attack prepared
against all of us alike, some for present rule, others for

future conquest. Let us assail arid subdue her, that we

may dwell securely ourselves hereafter, and may emanci-

pate those Greeks who are now in slavery."
'

If there were any speeches delivered at this congress
in opposition to the war, they were not likely Vote of the
to be successful in a cause wherein even Archi- majority of

damus had failed. After the Corinthian had fa
a"

r

ie 8

f

in

concluded, the question was put to the deputies war B.C.

of every city, great and small indiscriminately:
432 '

and the majority decided for war. 2 This important reso-

lution was adopted about the end of 432 B.C., or the begin-

ning of January 431 B.C.: the previous decision of the

Spartans separately, may have been taken about two months

earlier, in the preceding October or November 432 B.C.

Reviewing the conduct of the two great Grecian par-
ties at this momentous juncture, with reference views and

to existing treaties and positive grounds of moti 8 of

i i. -j. i j.if j. t ii XT the oppo-
complaint, it seems clear that Athens was m the Bing

right. She had done nothing which could fairly
powers,

be called a violation of the Thirty years' truce: while for

such of her acts as were alleged to be such, she offered to

submit them to that amicable arbitration which the truce
itself prescribed. The Peloponnesian confederates were

manifestly the aggressors in the contest. If Sparta, usually
so backward, now came forward in a spirit so decidedly
opposite, we are to ascribe it partly to her standing fear

and jealousy of Athens, partly to the pressure of her allies,

especially of the Corinthians.

Thucydides, recognising these two as the grand deter-

mining motives, and indicating the alleged infractions of

the decision was not absolutely
'> r/.rjSo; unanimous.
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truce as simple occasions or pretexts, seems to consider

the fear and hatred of Athens as having contributed more
to determine Sparta than the urgency of her allies. l That
the extraordinary aggrandisement of Athens, during the

period immediately succeeding the Persian invasion, was
well-calculated to excite alarm and jealousy in Peloponne-
sus, is indisputable. But if we take Athens as she stood in

432 B. c., it deserves notice that she had neither made, nor

(so far as we know) tried to make, a single new acquisition

during the whole fourteen years which had elapsed since

the conclusion of the Thirty years' truce,
2 and moreover

that that truce marked an epoch of signal humiliation and
reduction of her power. The triumph which Sparta and
the Peloponnesians then gained, though not sufficiently

complete to remove all fear of Athens, was yet great enough
to inspire them with the hope that a second combined
effort would subdue her. This mixture of fear and hope
was exactly the state of feeling out of which war was

1 Thucyd. i. 88. 'E'JiTjtpiaavto 8s oi

AaxeSaijxovtoi TOC? o::ov8a? XEX'JjfUat

XOl 7toXE|A1]Ta Elvat, 00 T030U-
t o v T <I> v Sujijxaxwv TCEiaGev-

vot too? 'Afiirjvatou?, (XT)
eti JJ.EI-

ov 8uvr,9iboiv, optLvtsc au~ot Ta

rcoXXa Tfj<; 'EXXaSo? U7toy_ipia TJSr]

OVTO: compare also c. 23 and
118.

1 Plutarch's biography of Peri-

kles is very misleading from its

inattention to Chronology, ascri-

bing to an earlier time feelings and
tendencies which really belong to

a later. Thus he represents (c. 20)

the desire for acquiring possession
of Sicily, and even of Carthage
and the Tyrrhenian coast, as hav-

ing become very popular at

Athens even before the revolt of

Megara and Euboea, and before

those other circumstances -which

preceded the Thirty years' truce:

and he gives much credit to Peri-

kles for having repressed such un-

measured aspirations. But ambi-

tious hopes directed towards Si-

ily could not have sprung up in

the Athenian mind until after the

beginning of the Peloponnesian
war. It was impossible that they
could make any step in that direc-

tion until they had established

their alliance with Korkyra, and

this was only done in the year be-

fore the Peloponnesian war done

too, even then, in a qualified
manner and with much reserve. At
the first outbreak of the Pelopon-
nesian war, the Athenians had

nothing but fears, while the Pelo-

ponnesians had large hopes of aid,

from the side of Sicily. While it

is very true, therefore, that Peri-

kles was eminently useful in dis-

couraging rash and distant enter-

prises of ambition generally, we
cannot give him the credit of

keeping down Athenian desires of

acquisition in Sicily, or towards

Carthage (if indeed this latter ever

was included in the catalogue of

Athenian hopes) for such desires

were hardly known until after his

death in spite of the assertion

again repeated by Plutarch, Alki-

biades, c. 17.
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likely to grow. We see that even before the quarrel be-

tween Corinth and Korkyra, sagacious Greeks everywhere
anticipated war as not far distant. * It was near breaking
out even on occasion of the revolt of Samos; 2

peace being
then preserved partly by the commercial and nautical in-

terests of Corinth, partly by the quiescence of Athens.
But the quarrel of Corinth and Korkyra, which Sparta
might have appeased beforehand had she thought it her
interest to do so, and the junction of Korkyra with
Athens exhibited the latter as again in a career of ag-

grandisement, and thus again brought into play the war-
like feelings of Sparta; while they converted Corinth from
the advocate of peace into a clamorous organ of war. The
revolt of Potidsea fomented by Corinth and encouraged
by Sparta in the form of a positive promise to invade
Attica was in point of fact the first distinct violation of

the truce, and the initiatory measure of the Peloponnesian
war. The Spartan meeting, and the subsequent congress
of allies at Sparta, served no other purpose than to pro-
vide such formalities as were requisite to ensure the con-

current and hearty action of numbers, and to clothe with

imposing sanction a state of war already existing in real-

ity, though yet unproclaimed.
The sentiment in Peloponnesus at this moment was

not the fear of Athens, but the hatred of Athens, and
the confident hope of subduing her. And indeed such con-

fidence was justified by plausible grounds. Men might
well think that the Athenians could never endure the en-

tire devastation of their highly cultivated soil, or at least

that they would certainly come forth to fight for it in the

field, which was all that the Peloponnesians desired.

Nothing except the unparalleled ascendency and unshaken
resolution of Perikles induced the Athenians to persevere
in a scheme of patient defence, and to trust to that naval

superiority which the enemies of Athens, save and except
the judicious Archidamus, had not yet learned fully to

appreciate. Moreover the confident hopes of the Pelo-

ponnesians were materially strengthened by the wide-

spread sympathy in favour of their cause, proclaiming as

it did the intended liberation of Greece from a despot
city.

3

1 Thucyd. i. 33-30. 2 Thucyd. i. 40, 41.

1 Thucyd. ii. 8.
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To Athens, on the other hand, the coming war pre-
sented itself in a very different aspect; holding

and* confi- ou^ nothing less than the certainty of prodigious
dence, on loss and privation even granting that at this

Sparta^the heavy cost, her independence and union at home,
fears on the and her empire abroad, could be upheld. By
Athens. Perikles, and by the more long-sighted Athe-
Heraids nians, the chance of unavoidable war was fore-

Sp
I

art
f

ato seen even Def re the Korkyraean dispute.
l But

Athens Perikles was only the first citizen in a demo-

^iaintsand
cracj> esteemed, trusted, and listened to, more

requisi- than any one else, by the body of citizens, but

meanwhile warrQly opposed in most of his measures, under

theprepara- the free speech and latitude of individual action

war
8

o
r

on wnicn reigned at Athens, and even bitterly
hated by many active political opponents. The

formal determination of the Lacedaemonians, to declare

war, must of course have been made known at Athens, by
those Athenian envoys who had entered an unavailing pro-
test against it in the Spartan assembly. No steps were
taken by Sparta to carry this determination into effect

until after the congress of allies and their pronounced con-

firmatory vote. Nor did the Spartans even then send any
herald, or make any formal declaration. They despatched
various propositions to Athens, not at all with a view of

trying to obtain satisfaction, or of providing some escape
from the probability of war; but with the contrary pur-

pose of multiplying demands, and enlarging the grounds
of quarrel.

2 Meanwhile the deputies, retiring home from
the congress to their respective cities, carried with them
the general resolution for immediate warlike preparations
to be made with as little delay as possible.

3

The first requisition addressed by the Lacedaemonians
to Athens was a political manoeuvre aimed at Perikles,
their chief opponent in that city. His mother Agariste be-

longed to the great family of the Alkmaeonids, who were

supposed to be under an inexpiable hereditary taint, in

consequence of the sacrilege committed by their ancestor

1 Thucyd. 1.45; Plutarch, Peri- vot, J T; u> ; aoiaivo-ri [AZYIJTTJ
kls, c. 8. KpocpaeicetvjecTOitcXcfisivi

* Thucyd. i. 126. k-i TOUTW Si r
t

-/ p.r,
-

1 saaxo'Juist.

i7;psj3''J
1
'TO T(

f> XP vlf ~p^ TO'jt;
3 Thucyd. i. 125.
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Megakles nearly two centuries before, in the slaughter of

the Kylonian suppliants near the altar of the Ven- K
erable Goddesses. 1 Ancient as this transaction tions ad-

was, it still had sufficient hold on the mind of
|
ve
a
ssed by

the Athenians to serve as the basis of a political Athens-?

manoeuvre. About seventy-seven years before,
demand forin ri j.1 I p TT- f tne expul-

shortly after the expulsion of Hippias from 8ion of the

Athens, it had been so employed by the Spartan
A
.ikmse6-

king Kleomenes, who at that time exacted from pious
the Athenians a clearance of the ancient sacri-

^imed
at

lege, to be effected by the banishment of

Kleisthenes (the founder of the democracy) and his chiel

partisans. This demand, addressed by Kleomenes to the

Athenians at the instance oflsagoras the rival of Kleisthe-

nes,
2 had been then obeyed, and had served well the pur

poses of those who sent it. A similar blow was now aimed

by the Lacedaemonians at Perikles (the grand-nephew of

Kleisthenes), and doubtless at the instance of his political
enemies. Religion required, it was pretended, that "the

abomination of the goddess should be driven out." 3 If the

Athenians complied with this demand, they would deprive
themselves, at this critical moment, of their ablest leader.

But the Lacedaemonians, not expecting compliance, reckon-
ed at all events upon discrediting Perikles with the people,
as being partly the cause of the war through family taint

of impiety
1 and this impression would doubtless be loud-

ly proclaimed by his political opponents in the assembly.
The influence of Perikles with the Athenian public

had become greater and greater as their politi- _
., , .

j T>i j.i
Position of

cal experience ot him was prolonged. But the Perikles at

bitterness of his enemies appears to have in- A
.

thens:

i i -j.1 -i. vr i. i if j_i bitterhosti-
creased along with it. .Not long before this pe- my of his

riod, he had "been indirectly assailed through political

the medium of accusations against three differ- attacks'
1 S

ent persons, all more or less intimate with him m
.

ade UP U

his mistress Aspasia, the philosopher Anaxa- cuHon'oT"

goras, and the sculptor Pheidias. Aspasia.

We cannot make out either the exact date, ter'and'ac-
or the exact facts of either of these accusations, compiish-

Aspasia, daughter of Axiochus, was a native of
r

1 See the account of the Kylo- xi. 131; Thucyd. i. 126; an.l oh.

nian troubles, and the sacrilege xxxi. of this History.
Which followed, in this History,

*
Thucyd. i. 126. sxe/.^-jov Tr,.'j?

cli. x. 'AQvalox TO ayo; sXocJ-^iv T/" fJsou.
5 S:'0 Herorlot. v. 70: compare 4 Thu"yd. i. 127.
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Miletus, beautiful, well-educated, and aspiring. She resided

at Athens, and is affirmed (though upon very doubtful

evidence) to have kept slave-girls to be let out as courte-

zans. Whatever may be the case with this report, which
is most probably one of the scandals engendered by politi-
cal animosity against Perikles,

l it is certain that so remark-

1

Plutarch, Perikles, o. 24. Re-

specting Aspasia, see Plato, Mene-

xenus, c. 3, 4; Xenophon, Me-
morab. ii. 6, 36; Harpokration, v.

'Aoitaaia. Aspasia was doubtless

no uncommon name among Grecian

women: we know of one Phoksean

girl who bore it, the mistress of

Cyrus the younger (Plutarch, Ar-

taxer. c. 26). The story about As-

pasia having kept slave-girls for

hire, is stated by both Plutarch

and Athenaeus (xiii. p. 570) : but we

may reasonably doubt whether

there is any better evidence for it

than that which is actually cited

by the latter the passage in Ari-

stophanes, Acharn. 497-505 :

Kofi' ot MeY ap^ 680van lutpyaif

fU>|AEV&l

'AvTEsx>.s'J>av 'AsTtaatai; rcopva
860 or icopva? 86 o.

Athenseus reads zopvai;, but the

reading ropvi S'io appears in the

received text of Aristophanes.
Critics differ whether 'Aarctaion is

the genitive case singular of "Au-

iraaiot, or the accusative plural of

the adjective oo^aatoq. I believe

that it is the latter; but intended

as a play on the word, capable of

being understood either as a sub-

stantive or as an adjective aa-a-

aias itop'^a? S'io or'Ai-aatct? r6f;a?
C'io. There is a similar play on
the word, in a line of Kratinus,

quoted by Plutarch, Perikles, c.

24.

At the time, if ever, when this

theft of the Megarian youth took

place, Aspasia must have been the

beloved mistress and companion
of Perikles ;

and it is inconceiv-

able that she should have kept

slave-girls for hire then, whatever
she may have done before.

That reading and construction
of the verse above cited, which I

think the less probable of the two,
has been applied by the commen-
tators of Thucydides to explain a

line of his history, and applied in

a manner which I am persuaded
is erroneous. When the Lacedte-

monians desired the Athenians to

repeal the decree excluding the

Megarians from their ports, the

Athenians refused, alleging that

the Megarians had appropriated
some lands which were disputed
between the two countries, and
some which were even sacred pro-

perty and also that "they had re-

ceived runaway slaves from Athens'"

xat dvopazooojv Ozoooyrjv -civ otspi-

CTCt|j.ivu)v (i. 139). The Scholiast

gives a perfectly just explanation
of these last words ib? STI So'JXou;

au-cbv dito'fS'JYovTa; eSsyovto. But
"Wasse puts a note to the passage
to this effect "Aspasice servos, v.

Athenaeum. p. 570 ; Aristoph.Acharn.

525, et Schol." This note of "VVasse

is adopted and transcribed by the

three best and most recent com-
mentators on Thucydides Poppo,
Gbller, and Dr. Arnold. Yet with

all respect to their united author-

ity, the supposition is neither na-

tural as applied to the words, nor

admissible as regards the matter

of fact.
!

A^8pd~o6a dcpt3Ti;j.sva

mean naturally (not Aspasia ser-

vos, or more properly servos, for

the very gender ought to have

made Wasse suspect the correct-

ness of his interpretation but) tho

runaway slaves of proprietors gen-
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able were her own fascinations, her accomplishments,
and her powers not merely of conversation, but even of

oratory and criticism, that the most distinguished Athe-
nians of all ages and characters, Sokrates among the num-

ber, visited her, and several of them took their wives along
with them to hear her also. The free citizen women of

Athens lived in strict and almost oriental recluseness, as

well after being married as when single. Everything which
concerned their lives, their happiness, or their rights, was
determined or managed for them by male relatives: and

they seem to have been destitute of all mental culture and

accomplishments. Their society presented no charm nor

interest, which men accordingly sought for in the company
of a class of women called Hetserse or Courtezans, literally
Female Companions, who lived a free life, managed their

own affairs, and supported themselves by their powers of

pleasing. These women were numerous, and were doubtless

of every variety of personal character. The most distin-

guished and superior among them, such as Aspasia and

Theodote, l appear to have been the only women in Greece,

orally in Attica; of whom the that it would be cited by his op-
Athenians lost so prodigious a ponents, as a means of bringing
number after the Lacedaemonian contempt upon the real accusation

garrison was established at De- against the Megarians the pur-
keleia (Thucyd. vii. 28: compare pose for which Aristophanes pro-
i. 142; and iv. 118, about the OCUTO- duces it. This is one of the many
;j.rj}.oi).

Perikles might fairly set errors in respect to Grecian history
forth the reception of such run- arising from the practice of con-

away slaves as matter of complaint struing passages of comedy as if

against the Megarians, and the they were serious and literal

Athenian public assembly would facts.

feel it so likewise: moreover the ' The visit of Sokrates with some
Megarians are charged not with of his friends to TheodotS, his

having stolen away the slaves, but dialogue with her, and the des-

with harbouring them (0-o6oyrl v). cription of her manner of living,
But to suppose that Perikles, in are among the most curious rem-

defending the decree of exclusion nants of Grecian antiquity, on a

against the Megarians, would rest side very imperfectly known to us

the defence on the ground that (Xenophon, Memorab. iii. 11).

some Megarian youth had run away Compare the citations from Eu-
with two girls of the cortege of bulus and Antiphanes, the comic

Aspasia, argues a strange concep- writers, apud Athenaeum, xiii. p.

tion both of him and of the people. 571, illustrating the differences of
If such an incident ever really character and behaviour between

happened, or was even supposed some of these Hetserre and others

to have happened, we may be sure and Athena-, xiii. p. 589.
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except the Spartan, who either inspired strong passion or
exercised mental ascendency.

Perikles had been determined in his choice of a wife

Family re- ^y *nose family considerations which were held
lations of almost obligatory at Athens, and had married a

hi^con-"" woman very nearly related to him, by whom
nexion-with he had two sons, Xanthippus and Paralus. But

Licence* of
^e marr

'

age having never been comfortable,
the comic was afterwards dissolved by mutual consent,

their*
8 m

according to that full liberty of divorce which
attacks the Attic law permitted. Perikles concurred
upon both,

vffth his wife's male relations (who formed her

legal guardians) in giving her away to another husband. *

He then took Aspasia to live with him, had a son by her
who bore his name, and continued ever afterwards on terms

of the greatest intimacy and affection with her. Without

adopting those exaggerations which represent Aspasia as

having communicated to Perikles his distinguished elo-

quence, or even as having herself composed orations for

public delivery, we may reasonably believe her to have
been qualified to take interest and share in that literary
and philosophical society which frequented the house of

Perikles, and which his unprincipled son Xanthippus,
disgusted with his father's regular expenditure, as with-

holding from him the means of supporting an extravagant
establishment reported abroad with exaggerated calum-

nies, and turned into derision. It was from that worthless

young man, who died of the Athenian epidemic during the

lifetime of Perikles, that his political enemies and the comic
writers of the day obtained the pretended revelations, which
served them as matter for scandalous libel on the privacy
of this distinguished man. 2

"While the comic writers attacked Perikles himself for

alleged intrigues with different women, they treated the

name of Aspasia as public property without any mercy or

reserve: she was the Omphale, the Deianeira, or the Here,
to this great Herakles or Zeus of Athens. At length one

of these comic writers, Hermippus, not contented with
scenic attacks, indicted her before the dikastery for im-

piety, as participant in the philosophical discussions held,

1 Plutarch, PeriklSs, c. 24. ET-a vr,v o'.r;s;5(ox3-j, aOt

7J; aunfHujseu); O'jx oijjr.c I'JTOI; ).a3ii>'< 3-sp; Sior.ppov:a>?.

psa-:?];, extivTjv [iiv "Ef'-f> pouXoas-
2
Plutarch, Perikles, c. 13-36.
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and the opinions professed, among the society of Perikles,

by Anaxagoras and others. Against Anaxagoras himself,

too, a similar indictment is said to have been preferred,
either by Kleon or by Thucydides sou of Melesias, under
a general resolution recently passed in the public assembly
at the instance of Diopeithes. And such was the sensi-

tive antipathy of the Athenian public, shown afterwards

fatally in the case of Sokrates, and embittered in this in-

stance by all the artifices of political faction, against phi-

losophers whose opinions conflicted with the received reli-

gious dogmas that Perikles did not dare to place Anaxa-

goras on his trial. The latter retired from prosecu.

Athens, and a sentence of banishment was pass- tion of

ed against him in his absence. 1 But Perikles ^a
t

*
e
g
phi-

himself defended Aspasia before the dikastery. losopher as

In fact the indictment was as much against him Yel1 a
-

s of

i. i, j-u- n J t. -U Aspasia
as against her: one thing alleged, against her Anaxago-

(and also against Pheidias) was, the reception
as retires

f f f -TJ. L J.1 L c T> from
oi tree women to lacilitate the intrigues 01 ire- Athens

rikles. He defended her successfully and pro- ? e
J
lkl

1

Ss
A

,. , ,, i i defends As-
CUred a verdict ot acquittal: but we are not sur- pasia be-

prised to hear that his speech was marked by
ore

te

the di~

the strongest personal emotions and even by and obtains

tears. 2 The dikasts were accustomed to such he
%^

c
f

appeals to their sympathies, sometimes even to
q

extravagant excess, from ordinary accused persons. In

Perikles, however, so manifest an outburst of emotion
stands out as something quite unparalleled: for constant

selfmastery was one of the most prominent features in his

character. 3 And we shall find him, near the close of his

political life, when he had become for the moment unpo-
pular with the Athenian people, distracted as they were
at the moment with the terrible sufferings of the pesti-

lence, bearing up against their unmerited anger not

merely with dignity, but with a pride of conscious innocence
and desert which rises almost into defiance; insomuch that
the rhetor Dionysius, who criticises the speech of Perikles
as if it were simply the composition of Thucydides,

1 This seems the more probable kias, c. 23; Diogen. Laert. ii. 12,

story; but there are differences of 13. See also Schaubach, Fragment,
statement, and uncertainties upon Anaxagorse, p. 47-62.

many points: compare Plutarch, *
Plutarch, Perikles, c. 32.

Perikles, c. 10-32; Plutarch, Ni- 3
Plutarch, Perikles, c. 7, 36-39.
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censures that historian for having violated dramatic pro-

priety by a display of insolence where humilitywouldhave
been becoming.

l

It appears also, as far as we can judge amidst very
imperfect data, that the trial of the great sculpt-

Uon
Se
of"the or Pheidias, for alleged embezzlement in the

sculptor contract for his celebrated gold and ivory sta-

far
<

em
I

-

aS
tue ofAthene, 2 took place nearly at this period,

bezziement That statue had been finished and dedicated in

by'the'p^H^
the Parthenon in 437 B.C., since which period

tical oppo- Pheidias had been engaged at Olympia in his

Pernde^ ^as^ an(^ great masterpiece, the colossal statue

Charge of of the Olympian Zeus. On his return to Athens

agaTnst'pe-
from the execution of this work, about 433 or

rikies him- 432 B.C., the accusation of embezzlement was in-
self- stituted against him by the political enemies of

Perikles. 3 A slave of Pheidias, named Menon, planted
himself as a suppliant at the altar, professing to be cogni-
zant of certain facts which proved that his master had
committed peculation. Motion was made to receive his

depositions and to ensure to his person the protection of

the people; upon which he revealed various statements so

greatly impeaching the pecuniary probity of Pheidias,
that the latter was put in prison, awaiting the day for his

trial before the dikastery. The gold employed and charged
for in the statue, however, was all capable of being
taken off and weighed, so as to verify its accuracy, which
Perikles dared the accusers to do. Besides the charge of

embezzlement, there were other circumstances which ren-

dered Pheidias unpopular. It had been discovered that,
in the reliefs on the frieze of the Parthenon, he had intro-

duced the portraits of himself and Perikles in conspicuous
positions. It seems that Pheidias died in prison before
the day of trial; and some even said that he had been poi-
soned by the enemies of Perikles, in order that the suspi-

1 Thucyd. ii. 60, 61: compare also in circulation against Perikles r)

his striking expressions, c. fi5; Di- yeiptuTTjalTiaTrocribv, I/ouaa oe 7:Xeiu-

onys. Halikarn. De Thucydid. TOIK nap-tups? (Plutarch, Perikles, c.

Judic. c. 44, p. 924. 31).
1 Plutarch, Perikles, c. 31. Ost- 3 See the Dissertation of O.MU1-

oiac epY<iXapo? TCU dYaXtiaTO?. ler (De Phidise Vita, c. 17, p. 35),

This tale, about protecting Phei- who lays out the facts in the or-

dias under the charge of embezzle- der in which I have given them,

ment, was the story most widely
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cions against the latter, who was the real object of attack,

might be aggravated. It is said also that Drakontides

proposed and carried a decree in the public assembly, that

Perikles should be called on to give an account of the mo-

ney which he had expended, and that the dikasts, before

whom the account was rendered, should give their suffrage
in the most solemn manner from the altar. This latter

provision was modified by Agnon, who, while proposing
that the dikasts should be 1500 in number, retained the

vote by pebbles in the urn according to ordinary custom. '

If Perikles was ever tried on such a charge, there can
be no doubt that he was honourably acquitted: _
c L\. i c mi J-J* - Z- i-- Probability
for the language of Thucydides respecting his that Peri-

pecuniary probity is such as could not have been kles was
, T r- T j. r -ij. i c never even

employed it a verdict of guilty on a charge of tried for

peculation had been publicly pronounced. But peculation,
, , L j.1. j. if i i certainlywe cannot be certain that he ever was tried, that he was

Indeed another accusation urged by his enemies, never found
i \ j. i * L i j.i guilty of it.

and even by Aristophanes in the sixth year of

the Peloponnesian war, implies that no trial took place:
for it was alleged that Perikles, in order to escape this

danger, "blew up the Peloponnesian war," and involved his

country in such confusion and peril as made his own aid

and guidance indispensably necessary to her; especially,
that he passed the decree against the Megarians by which
the war was really brought on.'^ We know enough, however,

1

Plutarch, PeriklGs, c. 13-32. into the Peloponnesian war: cora-
2 Aristophan. Pac. 587-C03: com- pare Aristophan. Nub. 855, with the

pare Acbarn. 512; Ephorus ap. Scholia and Epliorus, Fragm. 118,

Diodoi. xii. 38-4<>; and the Scholia 119, ed. Marx, with the notes of

on the two passages of Aristo- Marx.

phanes; Plutarch, Periklfis, c. 32. It is probable enough that Epho-
Diodorus (as well as Plutarch, rus copied the story which ascribes

Alkibiad. c. 7) relates another tale, the Peloponnesian war to tho ac-

that Alkibiade's once approached cusations against Pheidias and
I'erikU'-s when he was in evident Perikles, from Aristophanes or

low spirits and embarrassment, and other conic writers of the time.

rves remark that evenasked him the reason: Perikles But it des

told him that the time was near Aristophai
at hand for rendering his accounts, as certifyi
and that he was considering how the passag
this could be done: upon which comedy P
Alkibiades advised him to con- first, Hern

es is not to be considered

ig it. For if we consult

above referred to in his

ix, we shall find that,
us tells the story about

sider rather, how lie could evade Pheidias, Perikles, and tho Pelo-

loing it. The result of this advice ponnesian war; upon which both

was that Perikles plunged Athens Trygams, and the Chorus, remark
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to be certain that such a supposition is altogether inadmis-

sible. The enemies of Perikles were far too eager, and too

expert in Athenian political warfare, to have let him escape

by such a stratagem. Moreover, we learn from the assur-

ance of Thucydides that the war depended upon far deeper
causes that the Megarian decree was in no way the real

cause of it that it was notPerikles,butthePeloponnesians,
who brought it on, by the blow struck at Potidaea.

All that we can make out, amidst these uncertified

acquisition allegations, is, that in the year or two immediate-
irom the ly preceding the Peloponnesian war, Perikles

nian8
da
fo~ was hard-pressed by the accusations of political

the banish- enemies perhaps even in his own person, but

certainly in the persons of those who were most
in his confidence and affection. 1 And it was in

this turn of his political position, that the Lace-

daemonians sent to Athens the above-mentioned

requisition, that the ancient Kylonian sacrilege

might be at length cleared out; in other words,
that Perikles and his family might be banished.

Doubtless his enemies, as well as the partisans of Lacedse-

mon at Athens, would strenuously support this proposition.
And the party ofLacedsemon at Athens was always strong,
even during the middle of the war: to act as proxenus to

the Lacedaemonians was accounted an honour even by the

greatest Athenian families. 2 On this occasion, however,

ment of
Perikles
arrived
when Pe-
riklgs was
thus press-
ed by his

political
enemies-
rejected.

that they never heard, a word of it

before : that it is quite new to them.

Tryg. TauTa TOIVUV, jJ.it
TOV 'AnoXXio,

066' oirois (Elp^vlfl)

Chorus. OuS' lycuYe, tXrjv ft vuvl.

If Aristophanfes had stated the

atory ever so plainly, his authority
could only have been taken as

proving that it was a part of the
talk of the time : but the lines just
cited make him as much a contra-

dicting as an affirming witness.

1 It would appear that not only
Aspasia and Anaxagoras, but also

the musician and philosopher Da-

mon, the personal friend and in-

structor of Perikles, must have
been banished at a time when
PeriklSs was old perhaps some-
where near about this time. The
passage in Plato, Alkibiades, i. c.

30, p. 118, proves that Damon was
in Athens and intimate with Peri-

kles when the latter was of con-
siderable age xctl vuv l~i TTjXt-

XoiJTO? U)V AdjAUJVl OUVS3TIV OUTGO

TO'JTO'J IvEXOl.

Damon is said to have been
ostracised perhaps he was tried

and condemned to banishment : for

the two are sometimes confounded.

1 See Thucyd. v. 43
; vi. .SO.
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the manoeuvre did not succeed, nor did the Athenians listen

to the requisition for banishing the sacrilegious Counter-

AlkmEeonids. On the contrary, they replied that
'entb^the

the Spartans too had an account of sacrilege to Athenians

clear off
;
for they had violated the sanctuary of * sParta

Poseidon at Cape Tsenarus, in dragging from it p iation of

some helot suppliants to be put to death and sacrilege,

the sanctuary of Athene Chalkioekus at Sparta, in blocking

up and starving to death the guilty regent Pausanias. To

require that Laconia might be cleared of these two acts of

sacrilege was the only answer which the Athenians made
to the demand sent for the banishment of Perikles. ! Prob-

ably the actual effect of that demand was, to strengthen
him in the public esteem: 2 very different from the effect of

the same manceuvre when practised before by Kleomenes

against Kleisthenes.

Other Spartan envoys shortly afterwards arrived with

fresh demands. The Athenians were now re-
-p h

quired 1. To withdraw their troops from Poti- quisitions

deea. 2. To replace ^Egina in its autonomy. !
ent from

m i ,1 i c i L j-i Sparta to
3. To repeal the decree ot exclusion against the Athens

Megarians. drawee
It was upon the latter that the greatest troops from

stress was laid; an intimation being held out Potidsea

that war might be avoided if such repeal were jEgimT'free

granted, we see plainly from this proceeding to re -

P, , .-, T T LI- , i
admit the

that the .Lacedaemonians acted in concert with Megnrians
the anti-Periklean leaders at Athens. To Sparta

to Athenian

and her confederacy the decree against the Me-

garians was of less importance than the rescue of the Co-
rinthian troops now blocked up in Potidsea. But on the
other hand, the party opposed to Perikles would have much
better chance of getting a vote of the assembly against him
on the subject of the Megarians: and his advantage, if

gained, would serve to enfeeble his influence generally.
No concession was obtained however on either of the three

points: even in respect to Megara, the decree of exclusion

Avas vindicated and upheld against all the force of opposi-
tion. At length the Lacedaemonians who had already
resolved upon war and had sent these envoys in mere com-

pliance with the exigences of ordinary practice, not with

any idea of bringing about an accommodation sent a third

1

Tliucya. i. 12?, 135, 139. Plutarch, Perikles, c. 33.

2 B
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batch of envoys with a proposition which at least had the
merit of disclosing their real purpose without disguise.

Rhamphias and two other Spartans announced to the
Athenians the simple injunction: "The Lacedaemonians
wish the peace to stand; and it may stand, if you will leave

the Greeks autonomous." Upon this demand, so very dif-

ferent from the preceding, the Athenians resolved to hold
a fresh assembly on the subject of war or peace, to open
the whole question anew for discussion, and to determine
once for all on a peremptory answer. 1

The last demands presented on the part of Sparta,
Final and which went to nothing less than the entire
peremptory extinction of the Athenian empire combined
requisition .,, ,,1 vi j
of Sparta with the character, alike wavering and insincere,
public as - of the demands previously made, and with the

aVAthens knowledge that the Spartan confederacy had
on the pronounced peremptorily in favour of war
whole sub- *

j vi i j. j * * ii_

ject of war seemed likely to produce unanimity at Athens,
and peace. anc} to bring together this important assembly
under the universal conviction that war was inevitable.

Such however was not the fact. The reluctance to go to

war was sincere amidst the large majority of the assembly;
while among a considerable portion of them it was so pre-
Great ponderant, that they even now reverted to the
difference opening which the Lacedaemonians had before
of opinion ,

r
1 -, ,-, ,

-
-,, j ./.

in the as- held out about the anti-Jtlegarian decree, as it

sembiy that were the chief cause of war. There was
important , j./v. . . , .

speech of much dinerence ot opinion among the speakers,
Perikies. several of whom insisted upon the repeal of this

decree, treating it as a matter far too insignificant to go
to war about, and denouncing the obstinacy of Perikies for

refusing to concede such a trifle. 2 Against this opinion
Perikies entered his protest, in an harangue decisive and

encouraging, which Dionysius ofHalikarnassus ranks among
the best speeches in Thucydides. The latter historian may
probably himself have heard the original speech.

1 Thucyd. i. 139. It rather ap- month or six weeks between Ja-

pears, from the words of Tbucydi- nuary and March 431 B.C. installed

des, that these various demands of in the house of the proxenus of

the Lacedemonians were made by Sparta at Athens: compare Xeno-

one embassy, joined by new mem- phon ; Hellenic, v. 4, 22.

ber= arriving with fresh instruc- 2 Thucyd. i. 139; Plutarch Peri-

tions, but remaining during a kles, c. 31.
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"I continue, Athenians, to adhere to the same convic-

tion, that we must not yield to the Pelopon- periki6s

nesians though I know that men are in one strenuous-

mood, when they sanction the resolution to go Athenians
8

to war, and in another, when actually in the not to

contest their judgements then depending upon
yield>

the turn of events. I have only to repeat now what
I have said on former occasions and I adjure you who
follow my views to adhere to what we jointly resolve,

though the result should be partially unfavourable; or

else not to take credit for wisdom in the event of suc-

cess. l For it is very possible that the contingencies of

events may depart more from all reasonable track than the

counsels of man: such are the unexpected turns which we

lamiliarly impute to Fortune. The Lacedaemonians have
before now manifested their hostile aims against us, but

on this last occasion more than ever. AYhile the truce

prescribes that we are to give and receive amicable satis-

faction for our differences, and each to retain what we

possess they not only have not asked for such satisfaction,

but repudiate it when tendered. They choose to settle

complaints by war and not by discussion: they have got

beyond the tone of complaint, and are here already with
that of command. For they enjoin us to withdraw from

1'otidsea, to leave ./Egiua free, and to rescind the decree

against the Megarians: nay, these last envoys are even come
to proclaim io us, that we must leave all the Greeks free.

Xo\v let none of you believe, that we shall be going to war
about a trifle, if we refuse to rescind the Megarian decree
which they chiefly put forward, as if its repeal would

avert the war. Let none of you take blame to yourselves
as if we had gone to war about a small matter. For this

small matter contains in itself the whole test and trial of

your mettle: if ye yield it, ye will presently have some other

1 Thucyd. i. 140.
E-<5iy_=Tai f^p which seems to have been agree-

TO? 'jfjL'iopi^ TUJV irp7.Y|J.a~u>-< o>j"/_
able to his taste.

'A[AO(Ocl);
when

rjujo o:fX7.6cb; yujpTJuoci fj v.ai TCI? referred to vj|x'jopa; is used in a

6i7.-jo a? ~'j~j av'Jptojtou' oiojcsp X7.i passive sense by no means common
TT;

/ "J/r,; osa v.-i r.ipi. Xoyov ;Ufj.3f,,
"in a manner which cannot be

eluj'j LU-< al~i5a9at. I could have learned, departing from all reason-
wislied in the translation to pro- able calculation." 'Au.2 (

J(I>; when
serve the play upon the words referred to ?i7.voi-/; bears its usual

a(iC(
(Juj; y_(i)p^3'jci

which Thucydides meaning ^ignorant, deficient in

introduces into this sentence, and learning or in reason. "

> T. -2
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greater exaction put upon you, like men who have already
truckled on one point from fear: whereas if ye hold out

stoutly, ye will make it clear to them that they must deal

with you more upon a footing of equality."
*

Perikles then examined the relative strength of par-
His review ties and the chances of war. The Peloponne-
of the com- sians were a self-working population, with few

forcfesj'and slaves, and without wealth, either private or

probable public: they had no means of carrying on distant

succe^ or
f

or long-continued war. They were ready to
defeat in expose their persons, but not at all ready to

16 war
contribute from their very narrow means. 2 In

a border-war, or a single land-battle, they were invincible,
but for systematic warfare against a power like Athens,
they had neither competent headship, nor habits of con-

cert and punctuality, nor money to profit by opportunities,

always rare and accidental, for successful attack. They
might perhaps establish a fortified post in Attica, but it

would do little serious mischief; while at sea, their infe-

riority and helplessness would be complete, and the irre-

sistible Athenian navy would take care to keep it so. Nor
would they be able to reckon on tempting away the able

foreign seamen from Athenian ships by means of funds

borrowed from Olympia or Delphi.
3 For besides that the

mariners of the dependent islands would find themselves

losers even by accepting a higher pay, with the certainty
of Athenian vengeance afterwards Athens herself would
suffice to man her fleet in case of need, with her own ci-

tizens and metics : she had within her own walls steersmen
and mariners better, as well as more numerous, than all

(Greece besides. There wras but one side on which Athens

1 Thucyd. i. 140. xsi, Zr.zp xpaTtuTov, xu3pvf;-a; E/O-
7 Thucyd. i. 141. auTO'JpYci -t yap [xsv TtoXttoo; xai T7]v a).),7)v u-r,ps3iav

slai rUXoirovvrjOioi, xal OUTE iSia OUTS nXelou? xai ajAStvou? T) itaoa rj a).X7j

EV xoivtjj ypf(
ixaTa EJTIV OOJTOI?' ersiTa 'EXXd^.

Xpoviiuv KoXefKov xai 6t37to-mu>v This is in reply to those hopes

Sneipoi] 8ii TO PpayEiu; autoi ETC' which we know to have been con-

aXXrjXou? uno ite-Aa? sniOopsiv. ceived by the Peloponnesian lead-
' Thucyd. i. 143. EITE xcti xiv^- ers, and upon which the Co-

oavTss TUJV 'OXujj-riasiv Y) AeX^oT? rinthian speaker in the Pelopon-

7pT,ij.iTu>v (xiaftcj) (Aii-Covi neiptpvTo nesian congress liad dwelt (i. 121),

fjpuJjv u-oXapilv TOJ? $4vou? 7u>v vau- Doubtless Perikles would be in-

TOJV, |A7) ovtiov (iiv Tiptibv dvTi-iXujv, formed of the tenor of all these

tapavTto-; a'!iT<Lv TE xai TUJV [XSTOIXUIY, public demonstrations at Sparta.

csivov iv r-i' >uv OE T&OE T; O-ip^Ei,
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was vulnerable: Attica unfortunately was not an island it

was exposed to invasion and ravage. To this the Athenians
must submit, without committing the imprudence of en-

gaging a land-battle to avert it. They had abundant lands

out of Attica, insular as well as continental, to supply
their wants, while they could in their turn, by means of

their navy, ravage the Peloponnesian territories, whose
inhabitants had no subsidiary lands to recur to. 1

''Mourn not for the loss of land and houses (continued
the orator). Reserve your mourning for men: houses and
land acquire not men, but men acquire them. 2

Nay, if I

thought I could prevail upon you, I would exhort you to

march out and ravage them yourselves, and thus show to

the Peloponnesians that for them at least ye will not
truckle. And I could exhibit many farther grounds for

confidently anticipating success, if ye will only be willing
not to aim at increased dominion when we are in the midst

of war, and not to take upon yourselves new self-imposed

risks; for I have ever been more afraid of our own blun-

ders than of the plans of our enemy. 3 But these are

matters for future discussion, when we come to actual

operations : for the present, let us dismiss these envoys
with the answer: That we will permit the Megarians to

use our markets and harbours, if the Lacedaemonians on
their side will discontinue their (xenelasy or) summary
expulsions of ourselves and our allies from their own terri-

tory for there is nothing in the truce to prevent either

one or the other: That we will leave the Grecian cities

autonomous, if we had them as autonomous at the time
when the truce was made, and as soon as the Lacedaemo-
nians shall grant to their allied cities autonomy such as

each of them shall freely choose, not such as is convenient
to Sparta: That while we are ready to give satisfaction

according to the truce, we will not begin war, but will

repel those who do begin it. Such is the reply at once

just and suitable to the dignity of this city. We ought

1
Thucyd. i. 141, 142, 143. f,v e9i/.7j7 apyv

2
Thucyd. i. 143. -r^i -i 6>.o'j'jp- ajxa rci/.EjAotr/7i?,

an
U.T;

olxiujv x-y.i. fr^ 7-.oii'.3^cu, <i>,Xi BaipeTVj; U.TJ rp
TU>< aioixaTiOM' oy

~fy.fi
taSs TCMJS av- f'j.o 7!<p6Jii

r

i|Jf ~'"<

6p'/c, ot/./J oi avSpe; -ra'jTOt XTU>VTKI. dtjiapTia; ?, ta? Ti

3 Thucyd. i. 144. zoX/.i Es xal vota?.
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to make up our minds that war is inevitable: the more

cheerfully we accept it, the less vehement shall we find

our enemies in their attack: and where the danger is

greatest, there also is the final honour greatest, both for a

state and for a private citizen. Assuredly our fathers, when

they bore up against the Persians having no such means
as we possess to start from, and even compelled to aban-

don all that they did possess both repelled the invader

and brought matters forward to our actual pitch, more by
advised operation than by good fortune, and by a daring

courage greater than their real power. We ought not to

fall short of them: we must keep off our enemies in every

way, and leave an unimpaired power to our successors." 1

These animating encouragements of Perikles carried

The assem- with them the majority of the assembly, so that

biy adopts answer was made to the envoys, such as he re-

mendation commended, on each of the particular points in

of Perikiss debate. It was announced to them, moreover,

d^ermfn^ on *ne general question of peace or war, that

reply sent the Athenians were prepared to discuss all the
to Sparta.

groun(js of complaint against them, pursuant to

the truce, by equal and amicable arbitration but that

they would do nothing under authoritative demand. 2 "With

this answer the envoys returned to Sparta, and an end
was put to negotiation.

It seems evident, from the account of Thucydides,
Views of that the Athenian public was not brought to

ThucydidSs this resolution without much reluctance, and
respecting

grea fear of {}ie consequences, especially de-

grounds, struction of property in Attica; and that a con-

anVpro- siderable minority took opposition on the Me-
jects of the garian decree the ground skilfully laid by
now ^bout

8

Sparta for breaking the unanimity of her enemy,
to embark and strengthening the party opposed to Peri-

kles. But we may also decidedly infer from the
same historian especially from the proceedings of Corinth
and Sparta as he sets them forth that Athens could not
have avoided the war without such an abnegation both of

dignity and power as no nation under any government will

1 Thucyd. i. 143, 144. xcd To6|XJtotv ouSsv xi)>soi|Jt.voi Tcotrj-
1
Thucyd. i. H5. xai TOtq Asxs- cjiv, 617.15

^ 7.0:7 i Tq o-^igxa STOI-

?oijxovion dTrsxpiMav-o TT; excivc/'j
JJ.GI

t-/ai oioO.tisaQai itepi ~<I>v eyx/.ij-

-;vd)(jL^,
xa8' IxaoTa it u>; ItfpajE, jxiTuJv e~i IITJ

xal ojjioia.
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ever submit to, and as would even have left her without
decent security for her individual rights. To accept the

war tendered to herwas amatter not merely of prudencebut
of necessity: the tone of exaction assumed by the Spartan
envoys would have rendered concession a mere evidence

of weakness and fear. As the account of Thucydides bears

out the judgement of Perikles on this important point,
1

so it also shows us that Athens was not less in the right

upon the received principles of international dealing. It

was not Athens, (as the Spartans
2 themselves afterwards

came to feel,) but her enemies, who broke the provisions
of the truce, by encouraging the revolt of Potidsea, and by
promising invasion of Attica: it was not Athens, but her

enemies, who after thus breaking the truce, made a string
of exorbitant demands, in order to get up as good a case

as possible for war. 3 The case made out by Perikles, justi-

fying the war on grounds both of right and prudence, is

in all its main points borne out by the impartial voice of

Thucydides. And though it is perfectly true, that the am-
bition of Athens had been great, and the increase of her

power marvellous, during the thirty-five years between the

repulse of Xerxes and the Thirty years' truce it is not
less true that by that truce she lost very largely, and that

she acquired nothing to compensate such loss during the

fourteen years between the truce and the Korkyrsean
alliance. The policy of Perikles had not been one of

foreign aggrandisement, or of increasing vexation and en-

croachment towards other Grecian powers. Even the

Korkyrsean alliance was noway courted by him, and was
in truth accepted with paramount regard to the obligations
of the existing truce; while the circumstances, out of

1 In spite of the contrary view says Thucydides, EV "<}> rpo-Epui rco-

taken by Plutarch, Perikles, c. 31:
XSJJLOJ (the beginning of the Pelo-

and in his comparison of 1'erikl. ponnesian war) sssTSpov TO itapavo-
aiul Kab. Max. c. 3.

fArjixa jiaXXov (z-ii^ixi, *ti 7S es
2 Thucyd. iv. 21. Oi

JJ.EV o'jv A'/.- IIXaToiioiv
yjXflov Sr^aioi EV crirovBai?,

7E? Xlt Eip7j|J.VClV EV 73U? 7-p-JTipOV 'JV-

ivuj Orjxan 2tXa
[XT) E-i'fipEiv yjv ixas

j'j- 9eXco3i 6i56vai, aoTol ouy u-r^xouov

5Tj- j; Six a? npoxaXou[xsvu)v ttl>v 'A9rj-

oi.'.pa; d^ooiorEtv.
7'jy_Eiv 7E EVO(JLI*OV, &c.

See also an important passage * Thucyd. i. 126. OTTUK osioiv OTI

(vii. IS; about the feelings of the (xr/ijTYj -pooaan EITJ TOU noXe(i.stv.

Spartans. The Spartans thought,
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which that alliance grew, testify a more forward ambition

on the part of Corinth than on that of Athens, to appro-

priate to herself the Korkyrsean naval force. It is common
to ascribe the Peloponnesian war to the ambition of

Athens, but this is a partial view of the case. The aggres-
sive sentiment, partly fear, partly hatred, was on the side

of the Peloponnesians, who were not ignorant that Athens
desired the continuance of peace, but were resolved not
to let her stand as she was at the conclusion of the Thirty

years' truce. It was their purpose to attack her and break
down her empire, as dangerous, wrongful, and anti-Helle-

nic. The war was thus partly a contest of principle, invol-

ving the popular proclamation of the right of every Gre-
cian state to autonomy, against Athens: partly a contest

of power, wherein Spartan and Corinthian ambition was
not less conspicuous, and far more aggressive in the be-

ginning, than Athenian.

Conformably to what is here said, the first blow of the

Equivocal war was struck, not by Athens, but against her.

period After the decisive answer given to the Spartan

pr^ci'aimed* envoys, taken in conjunction with the previous
first blow proceedings, and the preparations actually going

by^Athens*
on

>
among the Peloponnesian confederacy the

but by her truce could hardly be said to be still in force,
enemies.

though there was no formal proclamation of

rupture. A few weeks passed in restricted and mistrustful

intercourse;
1 though individuals who passed the borders

did not yet think it necessary to take a herald with them,
as in time of actual war. Had the excess of ambition been
on the side of Athens compared with her enemies, this was
the time for her to strike the first blow, carrying with it

of course great probability of success, before their prepara-
tions were completed. But she remained strictly within the

limits of the truce, while the disastrous series of mutual

aggressions, destined to tear in pieces the entrails ofHellas,
was opened by her enemy and her neighbour.

The little town of Platsea, still hallowed by the mem-
Open viola- orable victory over the Persians as well as by
!
ion

?
f

!
e the tutelary consecration received from Pausa-

trucebythe . ,f ,, .

Thebans mas, was the scene or this unioreseen enterprise.
*

rffe
SUr" ^ sto d iu Boeotia, immediately north ofKithse-

Piatfea in ron; with the borders ofAttica on one side, and
the night, the Theban territory (from which it was separ-

1 Thucyd. i. 146. -i;j.iY
1

'
Ijv:o 6' OJJLUJ; ev a'JTorc xi\ -v^ i/.).r,/.vj;
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ated by the river Asopus) on the other: the distance be-

tween Platasa and Thebes being about seventy stadia, or

eight miles. Though Boeotian by descent, the Platseans

were completely separated from the Boeotian league, and
in hearty alliance (as well as qualified communion of civil

rights) with the Athenians, who had protected them against
the bitter enmity of Thebes, for a period of now nearly
three generations. But in spite of this long prescription,
the Thebans, as chiefs of the Boeotian league, still felt

themselves wronged by the separation of Plataea. An
oligarchical faction of wealthy Plataeans espoused their

cause,
1 with a view of subverting the democratical govern-

ment of the town of destroying its leaders, their political
rivals and of establishing an oligarchy with themselves
as the chiefs. Naukleides, and others of this faction, entered

into a secret conspiracy withEurymachus and the oligarchy
of Thebes. To both it appeared a tempting prize, since

war was close at hand, to take advantage of this ambiguous
interval, before watches had been placed and the pre-
cautions of a state of war commenced. They resolved to

surprise the town of Plateea in the night, during a period
of religious festival, in order that the population might be
most completely off their guard.- Accordingly on a rainy
B.C. 43i. night towards the close of March 431 B.C.,

3 a
March. body of rather more than 300 Theban hoplites,
commanded by two of the Bceotarchs, Pythangelus and

Diemporus, and including Eurymachus in the ranks,

presented themselves at the gate ofPlatsea during the first

sleep of the citizens. Naukleides and his partisans opened
the gate and conducted them to the agora, which they
reached and occupied in military order without the least

resistance. The best part of the Theban military force was

into (Hpo? and
y_si|jicov

as marked
1 Thucyd. ii. 2. [5ouX6f.svOt iSia? by the equinoxes. His summer
v:xa C'j-/ip.;u)? avcpa? TS tw-i 710X1- and winter are each a half of the

1 pCDTO
2 Thucyd. iii. 5(

3 Thucyd. ii. 2.
|jLa /pi ipyou.;- Heitrage zur Erklarung dcs Thu-

v(u seems to indicate a period kydides, p. 32, Hamburg, 1846),
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intended to arrive at Platsea by break of day, in order to

support them. 1

Naukleides and his friends, following the instincts of

The gates political antipathy, were eager to conduct the

are^ened
Thebans to the houses of their opponents the

by
6

an
P
oii- democratical leaders, in order that the latter

garchicai might be seized or despatched. But to this the

in I
W

Thebans would not consent. Believing them-
Theban de- selves now masters of the town, and certain of

are ad- a large reinforcement at daylight, they thought
mitted into they couldoverawe the citizens into an apparent-the agora at ,

^
-1V - ,, . , ..,

night at ly willing acquiescence in their terms, with-
first appa- out any actual violence. They wished moreover

cessful, rather to soften and justify, than to aggravate,
afterwards the gross public wronsf already committed.
overpower- .

D
j. ,

"

, , . , , P ,. J
, -,

, .,

ed and cap- Accordingly their herald was directed to invite
tured. by public proclamation all Platseans who were

1 Thucyd. ii. 2-5. BifltvoiSiif tion Dr. Arnold's explanation: yet

T7]v dyopav T<i SiiXa. .. . xal I cannot but think that it is un-

dvsiTiEv 6
xVjpoE;, eixi? potiXeTai xot-d suitable to the passage before us,

TOC rcdtpia TUJV itavT(ov BOIWTUJV UJA- as well as to several other passages

IJiosyeiv, TiQeaSai leap' ouioiUTa in which tiQeaQai Ta S-^Xa occurs:

SitXa. there may be other passages in

Dr. Arnold hag a note upon this which it will suit, but as a general

passage, explaining tiesaflai or explanation it appears to me inad-

bsjQai TOC oitXcc to mean, "piling missible. In most cases the words

the arms," or getting rid of their mean "armati consistere" to

spears and shields by piling them ground arms to maintain rank,

all in one or more heaps. He says resting the spear and shield (see

"The Thebans, therefore, as usual Xenoph. Hellen. ii. 4, 12) upon
OH a bait, proceeded to pile their the ground. In the incident now

arms, and by inviting the Platceans before us, the Theban hoplites

to come and pile theirs with them, enter Platsea, a strange town, with

they meant that they should come the population decidedly hostile

in arms from their several houses and likely to be provoked more

to join them, and thus naturally than ever by this surprise ;
add to

pile their spears and shields with which, that it is pitch dark and a

those of their friends, to be taken rainy night. Is it likely that the

up together with theirs, whenever first thing which they do will be

there should be occasion either to to pile their arms? The darkness

march or to fight." The same ex- alone would render it a slow and

planation of the phrase had before uncertain operation to resume the

been given by "VVesseling and Lar- arms : so that when the Platscaus

cher, ad Herodot. ix. 52
; though attacked them, as they did quite

Bahr on the passage is more suddenly and unexpectedly, and

satisfactory. while it was yet dark, the Thebans

Both Poppo and Goller also sane- would have been (upon Dr. Arnold's
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willing to return to their ancient sympathies of race and
to the Boeotian confederacy, that they should come forth

and take station as brethren in the armed ranks of the

Thebans. And the Platseans, suddenly roused from sleep

by the astounding news that their great enemy was master

of the town, supposed amidst the darkness that the number
of assailants was far greater than the reality: so that in

spite of their strong attachment to Athens, they thought
their case hopeless, and began to open negotiations. But

finding out soon, in spite of the darkness, as the discussion

proceeded, that the real numbers of the Thebans were not

greater than could be dealt with they speedily took

courage and determined to attack them; establishing com-
munication with each other by breaking through the walls

of their private houses, in order that they might not be
detected in moving about in the streets or ways 1 and

supposition) altogether defenceless ' Thuoyd. ii. 3. eooxst oov e7riy_ct-

and unarmed (see ii. 3. Ttpoaspa- pi^tsa slvoti, xal EuvtXiYOrro 8iopi>a-

Xov TE sij'J'Jt; (oi nXa?ai%) xal e? <JO-T<; TO>!>? XOIMO'JI; Toi-/o'-K itap' dX-

y_sipoL? TJjsaav x a T a T a
y_

o which XrjXou?, oitto? |xrj
810 TUJV 66<I>v<pavspol

certainly they -were not. Dr. Ar- tuaiv IOVTS?, 6i|j.aSa? 8s a^su TOJV

nold's explanation may suit the case UTto^oyiiov e? TOC? ooo'js xaQiatajav,
of the soldier in camp, butcertainly TV' avTi TSI-/OU<; ^, xav toXXa i^p-
not that of the soldier in presence TUOV, &c.

of an enemy, or under circum- I may illustrate this by a short

stances of danger: the difference of extract from the letter of M. Mar-
the two will be found illustrated rast, mayor of Paris, to the Na-
in Xenophon, Hellenic, ii. 4, 5, 6. tional Assembly, written during
Nor do the passages referred to the formidable insurrection of June

by Dr. Arnold himself bear out his 25, 1848, in that city, and describing

interpretation of the phrase tiOiar- the proceedings of the insurgents:
Oca -a <j-\i. That interpretation "Dans la plupart des rues longues,
is rnoreovernotconveniently applic- 6troites, et couvertes de barricades

able either to Thucyd. vii. 3, or qui vout de I'HOtel do Ville & la

viii. 25 decidedly inapplicable to Kue St. Antoine, la garde nationale

iv. 68 (')r,39i.i.cMO-/ Ta 3r>.a), in the mol)ile, et la troupe de ligne, ont

description of the night attack on du fairelo siege de chaque maison ;

Megava, very analogous to this et ce qui rendait 1'ceuvre plus

upon Platrca and not less decided- pcrilleuse, c'est que les insurges
ly inapplicable to two passages avaient etabli, de cliaque maison
of Xenopliou's Anabasis, i. 5, 14; ;\ cliaque maison, des communica-
iv. 3, 7. tions interieures qui reliaient les

Schneider, in the Lexicon ap- maisons entre elles, en sorte qu'ils

ponded to his edition of Xenoplion's pouvaient so rendre, comme par
Anabasis, has a long but not very une allee couverte, d'un point
distinct article upon 7i.O;a (Jai ia eloigne jusqu'au centre d'une suite

or.Xa. de barricades qui les protegeaient."
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forming barricades with waggons across such of these ways
as were suitable.

A little before daybreak, when their preparations were

fully completed, they sallied forth from their houses to

the attack, and immediately came to close quarters with
the Thebans. The latter, still fancying themselves masters
of the town and relying upon a satisfactory close to the

discussions when daylight should arrive, now found them-
selves surprised in their turn, and under great disadvan-

tages. Having been out all night under a heavy rain they
were enclosed in a town which they did not know, with

narrow, crooked, and muddy ways, such as they would have
had difficulty in tracking out even by daylight. Never-

theless, on finding themselves suddenly assailed they got as

well as they could into close order, and repelled the Pla-

taeans two or three times. The attack was repeated with
loud shouts, while the women also screamed, howled, and
threw tiles from the flat-roofed houses, until at length the

Thebans became dismayed and broken. But flight was not

less difficult than resistance; for they could not find their

way out of the city, and even the gate by which they
entered, the only one open, had been closed by a Plateean

citizen who thrust into it the point of a javelin in place of

the peg whereby the bar was commonly held fast. Dis-

persed about the city and pursued by men who knew every
inch of the ground, some ran to the top of the wall, and

jumped down on the outside, most of them perishing in

the attempt a few others escaped through an unguarded
gate, by cutting through the bar with a hatchet which a

woman gave to them while the greater number ran into

the open doors of a large barn or building in conjunction
with the wall, mistaking these doors for an approach to

the town-gate. They were here blocked up without a

chance of escape, and the Plataeans at first thought of

setting fire to the building. But at length a convention

was concluded, whereby they, as well as the other Thebans
in the city, agreed to surrender at discretion. l

(Lettre publiee dans le journal, Le one of the most memorable features

National, June 26, 184?.) of the heroic defence ofSaragossa
A similar establishment of inter- against the French, in the Penin-

nal communication between ad- gular War.

joining houses in the street, was J Thucyd. ii. 3, 4.
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Had the reinforcements from Thebes arrived at the

expected hour, this disaster would have been Large force

averted. But the heavy rain and dark night intended to

-i i ji 11 i i -i j_i arrive from
retarded their whole march, while the river Thebes to

Asopus was so much swollen as to be with support the

difficulty fordable: so that before they reached early tn the

the gates of Plataea, their comrades within were morning-

cither slain or captured. Which fate had befallen layecUjy
6 "

them, the Thebans without could not tell: but the rain and

they immediately resolved to seize what they jng oT the

could find, persons as well as property, in the Asopus

Plataean territory (no precautions having been mence ho"s-

taken as yet to guard against the perils of war tnities

by keeping within the walls), in order that they piatafan

might have something to exchange for such persons and

Thebans as were prisoners. Before this step wTthout^the
could be executed, however, a herald came forth wails,

from the town to remonstrate with them upon their unholy

proceeding in having so flagrantly violated the truce, and

especially to warn them not to do any wrong without the

walls. If they retired without inflicting farther mischief,
their prisoners within should be given up to them; if other-

wise, these prisoners would be slain immediately. A con-

vention having been concluded and sworn to on this basis,

the Thebans retired without any active measures.

Such at least was the Theban account of what preceded
their retirement. But the Platseans gave a different state-

ment; denying that they had made any categorical promise
or sworn any oath and affirming that they had engaged
for nothing except to suspend any decisive step with regard
to the prisoners, until discussion had been entered into to

see if a satisfactory agreement could be concluded.
As Thucydides records both of these statements, with-

out intimating to which of the two he himself p ar i ey be-

gave the preference, we may presume that both tween the

of them found credence with respectable persons, and^he
8

The Theban story is undoubtedly the most prob- Theban

able: but the Platseans appear to have violated ^'uhout
the understanding, even upon their own con- the latter

struction of it. For no sooner had the Thebans theterrf-

retired, than they (the Plataeans) hastily brought tory the

in their citizens and the best of their moveable
prisoners in

property within the walls, and then slew all Piatiea are

their prisoners forthwith, without even entering
slain -
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into the formalities of negotiation. The prisoners thus

put to death, among whom was Eurymachus himself, were
180 in number. 1

On the first entrance of the Theban assailants at night,
a messenger had started from Plataea to carry

Messages ,, .
,
, r n j

from Piatsea the news to Athens : a second messenger iollowed
to Athens him to report the victory and capture of the

answer. . ., , < , V- j mi.
prisoners, as soon as it had been achieved. Ihe

Athenians sent back a herald without delay, enjoining the

Platseans to take no step respecting the prisoners until

consultation should be had with Athens. Perikles doubt-
less feared what turned out to be the fact; for the prisoners
had been slain before his messenger could arrive. Apart
from the terms of the convention, and looking only to the

received practice of ancient warfare, their destruction could

not be denounced as unusually cruel, though the Thebans

afterwards, when fortune was in their favour, chose to

designate it as such. 2 But impartial contemporaries would

notice, and the Athenians in particular would deeply lament,
the glaring impolicy of the act. For Thebes, the best thing
of all would of course be to get back her captured citizens

forthwith: but next to that, the least evil would be, to hear

that they had been put to death. In the hands of the

1 Thucyd. ii. 5, 6
;
Herodot. vii. planned the surprise of Platsea

233. Demosthen&s (cont. Neseram, that the Plataeans only discovered,
c. 25, p. 1379) agrees with Thucy- when morning dawned, the small

dides in the statement that the real number of the Thebans in the

Plateeans slew their prisoners, town that the larger body of

From whom Diodorus borrowed Thebans, when they at last did

his inadmissible story, that the arrive near Platsea after the great
Platseans gave up their prisoners delay in their march, were forced

to the Thebans, I cannot tell (Dio- to retire by the numerous force

dor, xii. 41, 42). arriving from Athens, and that the

The passage in this Oration Platseans then destroyed their

against Nerera is also curious, both prisoners in the town. Demosthenes
as it agrees with Thucydides on mentions nothing about any con-

many points and as it differs from vention between the Plataeans and
him on several others : in some the Thebans without the town,
sentences, even the words agree respecting the Theban prisoners
with Thucydides (6 fap "Aaioico? within.

ito-oi[xo? |Aya; epp'Jf], xat Siocprjvat On every point on which the

O'J fiaSiovTJv, &c. : compare Thucyd. narrative of ThucydidSs differs from

ii. 2) ;
while on other points there that of Demosthenes, the former

is discrepancy. Demosthenes (or stands out as the most coherent and

the Pseudo -Demosthenes) states credible.

that Archidamus king of Sparta * Thucyd. Hi. 66.
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Athenians and Platseans, they would have been the means
of obtaining from her much more valuable sacrifices than
their lives, considered as a portion of Theban power, were
worth: so strong was the feeling of sympathy for imprisoned
citizens, several of them men of rank and importance, as

may be seen by the past conduct of Athens after the battle

of Koroneia, and by that of Sparta (hereafter to be recount-

ed) after the taking of Sphakteria. The Platseans, obeying
the simple instinct of wrath and vengeance, threw away
this great political advantage, which the more long-sighted
Perikles would gladly have turned to account.

At the time when the Athenians sent their herald to

Platsea, they also issued orders for seizing all Grecian
Boaotians who might be found in Attica; while feeling, ai-

they lost no time in sending forces to provision d!sposedto
Platsea and placing it on the footing of a garrison the war,

town, removing to Athens the old men and sick, ^ s

tJ^J
1

with the women and children. No complaint or highest

discussion respecting the recent surprise, was ^rikin^in-
thought of by either party. It was evident to cident at

both that the war was now actually begun that
Platsea -

nothing was to be thought of except the means of carrying
it on and that there could be no farther personal inter-

course except under the protection of heralds. 1 The in-

cident at Platsea, striking in all its points, wound up all

parties to the full pitch of warlike excitement. A spirit of

resolution and enterprise was abroad everywhere, especially

among those younger citizens, yet unacquainted with the

actual bitterness of war, whom the long truce but just
broken had raised up. And the contagion of high-strung

feeling spread from the leading combatants into every
corner of Greece, manifesting itself partly in multiplied
oracles, prophecies, and religious legends adapted to the

moment. 2 A recent earthquake at JJelos, too, as well as

various other extraordinary physical phenomena, were
construed as prognostics of the awful struggle impending

a period fatally marked not less by eclipses, earthquakes,

drought, famine, and pestilence, than by the direct cala-

mities of war. 3

1 Thucyd. ii. 1-6. yw-i -ia-i irpiimov 7:o).3<ov,

* Thucyd. ii. 7, 8.
{

-z a).)^ 'EX- Thucyd. i. 23.

a? -a 3 a (Aj-iujo? i, vjvio'j-
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An aggression so unwarrantable as the assault onPlatsea

Prepara- tended doubtless to strengthen the unanimity
tions for of the Athenian assembly, to silence the oppo-
part of

e
nents of Perikles, and to lend additional weight

Athens to those frequent exhortations 1 whereby the
intimations , ,-,

^

sent round great statesman was wont to sustain the courage
to her allies of his countrymen. Intelligence was sent round

ians recent- to forewarn and hearten up the numerous allies

iy acquired Of Athens, tributary as well as free. The latter,

af allies with the exception of the Thessalians,Akarnan-
recent cap- ians, and Messenians at Naupaktus, were all in-

Amphiio
1

-

e
sular Chians, Lesbians, Korkyraeans, and Za-

chian Argos kynthians. To the island of Kephallenia, the

Athenian Athenians sent envoys, but it was not actually
Phormio. acquired to their alliance until a few months
afterwards. 2 With the Akarnanians, too, their connection
had only been commenced a short time before, seemingly
during the preceding summer, arising out of the circum-
stances of the town of Argos in Amphilochia.
That town, situated on the southern coast of the Am-

brakian Gulf, was originally occupied by a portion of the

Amphilochi, a non-Hellenic tribe, whose lineage apparently
was something intermediate between Akarnanians and

Epirots. Some colonists from Ambrakia, having been ad-

mitted as co-residents with the Amphilochian inhabitants

of this town, presently expelled them, and retained the

town with its territory exclusively for themselves. The ex-

pelled inhabitants, fraternising with their fellow tribes

around as well as with the Akarnanians, looked out for

the means of restoration; and in order to obtain it, invited

the assistance of Athens. Accordingly the Athenians sent

an expedition of thirty triremes underPhorrnio, who, joining
the Amphilochians and Akarnanians, attacked and carried

Argos, reduced the Ambrakiots to slavery, and restored

the town to the Amphilochians and Akarnanians. It was
on this occasion that the alliance of the Akarnanians with
Athens was first concluded, and that their personal attach-

ment to the Athenian admiral Phormio commenced. 3

' Thucyd. ii. 13. Srrso xsl rpo-re-
* Thucyd. ii. 69. The time at

pov, &c. iXsys EE >.7.i cT/./.7., oia- =
p

which this expedition of Phormio

sicb^ei, IlEpixXijC J; dniOii^iv ~oy and the capture of Argos happened,

-EpiEjEaOai T(I> rij).u.oj. is not precisely marked by Thucy-
2 Thucyd ii. 7, 22, 30. dides. But his words seem to imply
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The numerous subjects ofAthens, whose contributions

stood embodied in the annual tribute, were dis-
strength

tributed all over and around the JEgean, in- and re-

eluding all the islands north of Krete, with the Athens and

exception of Melos and Thera. l Moreover the her allies-

elements of force collected in Athens itself were j^'navai

fully worthy of the metropolis of so great an means-

empire. Perikles could make a report to his
treasure -

countrymen of 300 triremes fit for active service; 1200
horsemen and horse-bowmen; 1600 bowmen; and the great
force of all, not less than 29,000 hoplites mostly citizens,
but in part also metics. The chosen portion of these hop-
lites, both as to age and as to equipment, were 13,000 in

number; while the remaining 16,000, including the elder

and younger citizens and the metics, did garrison duty on
the walls of Athens and Peireeus on the long line of wall

which connected Athens both with Peireeus and Phalerum
and in the various fortified posts both in and out of

Attica. In addition to these large military and naval forces,
the city possessed in the acropolis an accumulated treasure

of coined silver amounting to not less than 6000 talents, or

about 1,400,000?., derived from annual laying by of tribute

from the allies and perhaps of other revenues besides. The
treasure had at one time been as large as 9700 talents, or

about 2,230,000?., but the cost of the recent religious and
architectural decorations at Athens, as well as the siege of

Potidaea, had reduced it to GOOO. Moreover the acropolis
and the temples throughout the city were rich in votive

offerings, deposits, sacred plate, and silver implements for

the processions and festivals, &c., to an amount estimated
at more than 500 talents, while the great statue of the god-
dess recently set up by Pheidias in the Parthenon, com-

posed of ivory and gold, included a quantity of the latter

metal not less than 40 talents in weight equal in value to

more than 400 talents of silver and all of it so arranged
that it could be taken off from the statue at pleasure. In

alluding to these sacred valuables among the resources of

that it was before the commence- conflict of Korkyrreans and Athe-
meut of the war, as Poppo ob- nians against Corinthians with

serves. Phormio was sent to Chalki- their allies, Ambrakiots included

dike about October or November which conflict had happened in

432 B.C. (i. U): and the expedition the preceding spring,

against Argos probably occurred '
Thucyd. ii. 0.

between that event and the naval

VOL. V. 2 C
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the state, Perikles spoke of them only as open to be so

applied in case of need, with the firm resolution of replacing
them during the first season of prosperity, just as the Co-
rinthians had proposed to borrow fromDelphi andOlympia.
Besides the hoard thus actually in hand, there came in a

large annual revenue, amounting under the single head of

tribute from the subject allies, to GOO talents, equal to about

138,000?.; besides all other items, 1 making up a general
total of at least 1000 talents, or about 230,0007.

To this formidable catalogue of means for war, were

Am le
^ ^ e added ther items not less important, but

grounds for which did not admit of being weighed and
the confi- numbered; the unrivalled maritime skill and

pressed by discipline of the seamen the democratical sen-
Perikiss in

timent, alike fervent and unanimous, of the

general mass of citizens and the superior de-

velopment of directing intelligence. And when we consi-

der that the enemy had indeed on his side an irresistible

land-force, but scarcely anything else few ships, no train-

ed seamen, no funds, no powers of combination or head-

ship we may be satisfied that there were ample materials

for an orator like Perikles to draw an encouraging picture
of the future. He could depict Athens as holding Pelo-

ponnesus under siege by means of her navy and a chain

of insular posts;
2 and he could guarantee success 3 as the

sure reward of pei*severing, orderly, and well-considered

exertion, combined with firm endurance under a period of

temporary, but unavoidable suffering: and combined too

with another condition hardly less difficult for Athenian

temper to comply with abstinence from seductive specu-
lations of distant enterprise, while their force was required

by the necessities of war near home. 4 But such pros-

pects were founded upon a long-sighted calculation, look-

ing beyond immediate loss and therefore ill-calculated

to take hold of the mind of an ordinary citizen or at any
rate likely to be overwhelmed for the moment by the

1 Thucyd. ii. 13
; Xenophon Ana- -^iyvw, xal T.V.-I'} ; caoltu; rspt-

bas. vii. 4. (z-iiz'iy.i TU>V nsXo^tmTjtjiiov aiti)v
* Thucyd. ii. 7. u>? ^s^iio; ripi; TOJ ro/.siiw.

TTJ'J rieXorovvTfjen i.i-.-i.-'i'i :ur
;

ro ,-i^.
" Thucyd. i. 141.

fj-t s9sXr,7s dp-
vi. SO. zspt TYJV IIsXo-ovvir)sov ro- yrt

't TS ar, iitiy.Taabai otjj.2 roXefxoyv-

XIOOXOUVTSC. ~=-'t *'*' xw86voo? aiflaip^Tooc IATJ

.
' Thucyd. ii. r.S. -.wSj-vi TW \\-.- r.pr.s-.i'iss'l-u.

p'.x/.;l s-spijJJ'Jii ~fj-z oL'f" tov 3 ''IT 04
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pressure of actual hardship. Moreover, the best which
Perikles could promise was a successful resistance the

unimpaired maintenance of that great empire to which
Athens had become accustomed; a policy purely conser-

vative, without any stimulus from the hope of positive

acquisition and not only without the sympathy of other

states, but with feelings of simple acquiescence on the

part of most of her allies of strong hostility everywhere
else.

On all these latter points the position of the Pelo-

ponnesian alliance was far more encouraging.
So powerful a body of confederates had never and power
been got together not even to resist Xerxes, of Sparta

Not only the entire strength of Peloponnesus JJ^o^ne**'

(except Argeians and Achaeans, both of whom sian allies

were neutral at first, though the Achaean town fa*]

1

of hope
of Pellene joined even at the beginning, and and con-

all the rest subsequently) was brought together, pitting
*

but also the Megarians, Boeotians. Phokians, down

Opuntiau Lokrians, Ambrakiots, Leukadians
^fdiiy.

and Anaktorians. Among these, Corinth,

Megara, Sikyon, Pellene, Elis, Ambrakia, and Leukas fur-

nished maritime force, while the Boeotians, Phokians, and
Lokrians supplied cavalry. Many of these cities however

supplied hoplites besides; but the remainder of the con-

federates furnished hoplites only. It was upon this latter

force, not omitting the powerful Boeotian cavalry, that the

main reliance was placed; especially for the first and most

important operation of the war the devastation of Attica.

Bound together by the strongest common feeling of active

antipathy to Athens, the whole confederacy was full of

hope and confidence for this immediate forward march

gratifying at once both to their hatred and to their love

of plunder, by the hand of destruction laid upon the richest

country in Greece and presenting a chance even of ter-

minating the war at once, if the pride of the Athenians
should be so intolerably stung as to provoke them to come
out and fight. Certainty of immediate success, at the first

outset a common purpose to be accomplished and a

common enemy to be put down, with favourable sympa-
thies throughout Greece all these circumstances tilled

the Peloponnesians with sanguine hopes at the beginning
of the war. And the general persuasion was. that Athens,
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even if not reduced to submission by the first invasion,
could not possibly hold out more than two or three sum-
mers against the repetition of this destructive process.

1

Strongly did this confidence contrast with the proud and
resolute submission to necessity, not without desponding
anticipations of the result, which reigned among the audi-

tors of Perikles. 2

But though the Peloponnesians entertained confident

belief of carrying their point by simple land-
Efforts Of J.V J'J 1 L !

Sparta to campaign, they did not neglect auxiliary pre-
get up a

parations for naval and prolonged war. The
Lacedaemonians resolved to make up the naval

force already existing among themselves and their allies

to an aggregate of 500 triremes; chiefly by the aid of the

friendly Dorian cities on the Italian and Sicilian coast.

Upon each of them a specific contribution was imposed,
together with a given contingent ;

orders being transmitted

to them to make such preparations silently without any
immediate declaration of hostility against Athens, and
even without refusing for the present to admit any single
Athenian ship into their harbours. 3 Besides this, the La-
cedaemonians laid their schemes for sending envoys to the

Persian king and to other barbaric powers a remarkable
evidence of melancholy revolution in Grecian affairs, when
that potentate, whom the common arm of Greece had so

hardly repulsed a few years before, was now invoked to

bring the Phoanician fleet again into the JEgean for the

purpose of crushing Athens.

The invasion of Attica however without delay was
the primary object to be accomplished; and for that the

Lacedaemonians issued circular orders immediately after

1 Thucyd. vii. 28. 5oov xnt' dip- TTJC StxeXto? eiptsofls. It is Nikias,

yai; TOU zoXspioo, oi (JLEV eviauTOv, oi who, in dissuading the expedition
Je 8'io, oi 6e TpKbv YB eTtJov, o 6 6 e'n against Syracuse, reminds the Athe-

nXeitu ^povov] Evo|Aiov ire- nians of their past despondency at

pioioeivauTO'j? (the Athenians), the beginning of the war.

el oi rieXonovvVjaioi tap*- Thucyd. ii. 7. Diodorus says
Xoisv e TTJV X">P<*v : compare that the Italian and Sicilian allies
v- !* -were required to furnish 200 trire-

1 Thucyd. vi. 11. Sia to rcoepa mes (xii. 41). Nothing of the kind

Yvoj|j.7]v a&tcbv, npo? a eoo- seems to have been actually fur-

psio^E to npujTov, TiepiY^Ye- nished.

vrjaQai, xaTa9povrj3avT? rjor,
xal
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the attempted surprise of Plataea. Though the vote of

the allies was requisite to sanction any war, yet jiuster of

when that vote had once been passed, the Lace- thecom-

daemonians took upon themselves to direct all pon^e^n""
the measures of execution. Two-thirds of the force at the

hoplites of each confederate city apparently SSgS
Ol

two-thirds of a certain assumed rating for which under

the city was held liable in the books of the con- ^'"to'in-
federacy, so that the Boeotians and others who vade

furnished cavalry, were not constrained to send Attica -

two-thirds of their entire force of hoplites were summoned
to be present on a certain day at the isthmus of Corinth,
with provisions and equipment for an expedition of some

length,
i On the day named, the entire force was found

duly assembled. The Spartan king Archidamus, on taking
the command, addressed to the commanders and principal
officers from each city a discourse of solemn warning as

well as encouragement. His remarks were directed chiefly
to abate the tone of sanguine over-confidencewhich reigned
in the army. After adverting to the magnitude of the

occasion, the mighty impulse agitating all Greece, and the

general good wishes which accompanied them against an

enemy so much hated he admonished them not to let

their great superiority of numbers and bravery seduce
them into a spirit of rash disorder. "We are about to

attack (he said) an enemy admirably equipped in every
way, so that we may expect certainly that they will come
out and fight,

2 even if they be not now actually on the
march to meet us at the border, at least when they see us
in their territory ravaging and destroying their property.
All men exposed to any unusual indignity become incensed,
and act more under passion than under calculation,
when it is actually brought under their eyes : much more
will the Athenians do so, accustomed as they are to em-

pire, and to ravage the territory of others rather than to

see their own so treated."

1 Thucyd. ii. 10-12. These reports of speeches are of
7 Thucyd. ii. 11. COSTS ysv] xsl great value as preserving a record

-v.-1'j s).-tiUiv Sia p-vyr^ Uvai IIJTO-J;, of the feelings and expectations of

z\
p.r)

xal vuv ujp^TjMTou, i-i u> oii-io actors, apart from the result of

zipsaasM, d).V OT-JCV i-i
-rf, yfi opcb- events. "What Archidamus so con-

jiv r
t
u.y^ 8ip(our:d TS x-j'i -rixEivtov fidently anticipated did not come

ipOslpov-a;. to pass.
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Immediately on the army being assembled, Archida-
Last envoy mus sent Melesippus as envoy to Athens to

Ath* n h
announce the coming invasion, being still in

is dismissed hopes that the Athenians would yield. But a
without be- resolution had been already adopted, at the in-

to enter the stance of Perikles, to receive neither herald nor
town.

envoy from the Lacedaemonians when once their

army was on its march: so that Melesippus was sent back
without even being permitted to enter the city. He was
ordered to quit the territory before sunset, with guides to

accompany him and prevent him from addressing a word
to any one. On parting from his guides at the border,

Melesippus exclaimed,
l with a solemnity but too accurately

justified by the event "This day will be the beginning of

many calamities to the Greeks."

Archidamus, as soon as the reception of his last envoy

h
was made known to him, continued his march

Archida- from the isthmus into Attica which territory
mus into he entered by the road of (Enoe, the frontier

fruitless Athenian fortress of Attica towards Bceotia.'

siege of jjis march was slow, and he thought it necessary
to make a regular attack on the fort of (Enoe,

which had been put into so good a state of defence, that

after all the various modes of assault, in which the Lace-

daemonians were not skilful, had been tried in vain 2 and
after a delay of several days before the place, he was

compelled to renounce the attempt.
The want of enthusiasm on the part of the Spartan

king his multiplied delays, first at the isthmus, next in the

march, and lastly before (Enoe were all offensive to the

fiery impatience of the army, who were loud in their mur-
murs against him. He acted upon the calculation already
laid down in his discourse at Sparta

3 that the highly
cultivated soil of Attica was to be looked upon as a hostage
for the pacific dispositions of the Athenians, who would
be more likely to yield when devastation, though not yet

1 Thucyd. ii. 12. OIVOTJ; Herodot. v. 74). Archidamus
1 Thucyd. ii. IS. r.5.s*-i \livtr.n- marched probably from the Isthmus

pduavre? oux eSOvavro i).siv. The over Geraneia, and fell into this

situation of CEnoe is not exactly road in order to receive the junction

agreed upon by topographical in- of the Boeotian contingent after it

quirers: it was near Eleutherae, had crossed Kitheeron.

and on one of the roads from Attica ' Thucyd. i. 82; ii. 18.

into Bceotia (Harpokration, v.
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inflicted, was nevertheless impending and at their doors.

In this point of view, a little delay at the border
Expecta.

was no disadvantage; and perhaps the partisans tion. of

of peace at Athens may have encouraged him to ^fthat
hope that it would enable them to prevail. Athens

Nor can we doubt that it was a moment full ^the^lst
of difficulty to Perikles at Athens. He had to moment-

proclaim to all the proprietors in Attica the peSti^S!
painful truth, that they must prepare to seetheir persuading

lands and houses overrun and ruined; and that ^janf^to
6"

their persons, families, and moveable property abandon

must be brought in for safety either to Athens, torTandTe'e
or to one of the forts in the territory or carried it all

across to one of the neighbouring islands. It Iava sed -

would indeed make a favourable impression when he
told them that Archidamus was his own family friend,

yet only within such limits as consisted with duty to

the city: in case therefore the invaders, while ravaging
Attica, should receive instruction to spare his own
lands, he would forthwith make them over to the state

as public property. Such a case was likely enough to

arise, if not irom the personal feeling of Archidamus, at

least from the deliberate manoeuvre of the Spartans, who
would seek thus to set the Athenian public against Peri-

kles, as they had tried to do before by demanding the banish-

ment of the sacrilegious Alkmseonid race. 1 But though
this declaration from Perikles would doubtless provoke a

ht.'arty cheer, yet the lesson which he had to inculcate not

simply for admission as prudent policy, but for actual

prai-t ice was one revolting alike to the immediate interest,

lhe dignity, and the sympathies of his countrymen. To see

their lands all ravaged, without raising an arm to defend
them to carry away their wives and families, and to desert

and dismantle their country residences, as they had done

during the Persian invasion all in the confidence of com-

pt'iivition in other ways and of remote ultimate success

WMV recommendations which probably no one but Perikles
could have hoped to enforce. They were moreover the

1 Thuc\ (1. ii. 13: compare Tacitus, monian invaders actually did leave

Tli-itor v. 23. ''Cereulis, insulam the lands of Perikles uninjured,
F.atavorMm hostiliter populatus, and that he made them over to the

ayTo< I'ivilis notu arte rjucutn, in- people (iii. 7). Thucydides does
tactu= sjij, !,at." Also Livy, ii. 30. not say whether the case really
Justin a'.lirins thut the Lacedre- occurred: see also Folyctnus, i. 30.
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more painful to execute, inasmuch as the Athenian citizens

had very generally retained the habits of residing perma-
nently, not in Athens, but in the various demes of Attica;

many of which still preserved their temples, their festivals,
their local customs, and their limited municipal autonomy,
handed down from the day when they had once been inde-

pendent of Athens. l It was but recently that the farming,
the comforts, and the ornaments, thus distributed over

Attica, had been restored from the ruin of the Persian in-

vasion, and brought to a higher pitch of improvement than
ever. Yet the fruits of this labour, and the scenes of these

local affections, were now to be again deliberately abandon-
ed to a new aggressor, and exchanged for the utmost

privation and discomfort. Archidamus might well doubt
whether the Athenians would nerve themselves up to the

pitch of resolution necessary for this distressing step, when
it came to the actual crisis; and whether they would not

constrain Perikles against his will to make propositions
for peace. His delay on the border, and postponement of

actual devastation, gave the best chance for such proposi-
tions to be made; though, as this calculation was not

realised, the army raised plausible complaints against him
for having allowed the Athenians time to save so much of

their property.
From all parts of Attica the residents flocked within

. . the spacious walls of Athens, which now served

sorted the as shelter for the houseless, like Salamis forty-
population nine years before entire families with all their

the wails of moveable property, and even with the woodwork
Athens. of their houses. The sheep and cattle were con-

privations' veyed to Euboea and the other adjoining islands. -

anddistress Though a few among the fugitives obtained
endured. , ,,? ,. c < j 11

dwellings or reception trom mends, the greater
number were compelled to encamp in the vacant spaces of

the city andPeirseus,or in and around the numerous temples
of the city always excepting the acropolis and the Eleusi-

nion, which were at all times strictly closed to profane
occupants. But even the ground called the Pelasyikon
immediately under the acropolis, which by an ancient and
ominous tradition was interdicted to human abode, 3 was

1 Thucyd. ii. 15, 16. ivi xa).o'j|is-jov TO Ozo -r
t

-i ixpo-oXw,
1 Thucyd. ii. 14. o xii k-'i'-.i-.'j < T;

r,/ JA/,
olxsiv xii

1
Thucyd. ii. 17. xsi TO TlCf.z-f .-

"
l xc" II'jfiixGu jj.avTgi.ou axpoTS/eO-
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made use of under the present necessity. Many too placed
their families in the towers and recesses of the city walls *,

or in sheds, cabins, tents, or even tubs, disposed along the

course of the long walls to Peiraeus. In spite of so serious

an accumulation of losses and hardships, the glorious
endurance of their fathers in the time of Xerxes was faith-

fully copied, and copied too under more honourable circum-

stances, since at that time there had been no option possible;
whereas the march of Archidamus might perhaps now have
been arrested by submissions, ruinous indeed to Athenian

dignity, yet not inconsistent with the security of Athens,
divested of her rank and power. Such submissions, if

suggested as they probably may have been by the party

opposed to Perikles, found no echo among the suffering

population.
After having spent several days before (Enoe without

either taking the fort or receiving any message ,
c ,, .=, .

i i 11 March of
irorn the Athenians, Archidamus marched on- Arcimia-

ward to Eleusis and the Thriasian plain about us
.

into

the middle of June, eighty days after the surprise
of Platsea. His army was of irresistible force, not less than

60,000 hoplites, according to the statement of Plutarch, 2

or of 100,000 according to others. Considering the number
of constituent allies, the strong feeling by which they were

prompted, and the shortness of the expedition combined
with the chance of plunder even the largest of these two
numbers is not incredibly great, if we take it to include

not hoplites only, but cavalry and light-armed also. But
since Thucydides, though comparatively full in his account
of this march, has stated no general total, we may presume
that he had heard none upon which he could rely.

TIOV TOiovSs 8isxib),oE, ),syov (b? to occupation of the spot, but to

FI sX af ixov dpYov afiEivov) foretel that it would never be oc-

"aux; uzb trj? r.yp'j.y_f^i <xvaY xyl' cupied until a time of severe cala-

t;u)xr/JT;. mity arrived. The necessity of

ThucydidSs then proceeds to give occupying it grew only out of

an explanation of his own for this national suffering. Such is the ex-

ancient prophecy, intended to save planation suggested by Thucydides.
its credit, as well as to show that ' Aristophanes, Equites, 789. ol-

his countrymen had not, as some xo rjvc' ev T7.T? TriOaxvotui Kiv fvr.i-

persons alleged, violated any di- ptoisxal itupYiSloi?. The philosopher
vine mandate by admitting resi- Diogenes, in taking up his abode
dents into the Pelasgikon. "When in a tub, had thus examples in

the oracle said, "The Pelasgikon history to follow.

is better unoccupied" these words *
Plutarch, Perikles, c. 33.

were not meant to interdict the
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As the Athenians had made no movement towards

peace, Archidamus anticipated that they would come forth

to meet him in the fertile plain of Eleusis and Thria, which
was the first portion of territory that he sat down to ravage.
Yet no Athenian force appeared to oppose him, except a

detachment of cavalry, who were repulsed in a skirmish
near the small lakes called Rheiti. Having laid waste this

plain without any serious opposition, Archidamus did not
think fit to pursue the straight road which from Thria con-

ducted directly to Athens across the ridge of Mount

^Egaleos, but turned off to the eastward, leaving that

mountain on his right-hand until he came to Kropeia, where
he crossed a portion of the line of^Egaleos over to Acharnte.

He was here about seven miles from Athens, on
mus ad- a declivity sloping down into the plain which
vances to stretches westerly and north-westerly from

within
'

Athens, and visible from the city walls. Here
seven miles ne encamped, keeping his army in perfect order

for battle, but at the same time intending to

damage and ruin the place and its neighbourhood. Acharnae
was the largest and most populous of all the denies in Attica,

furnishing no less than 3000 hoplites to the national line,

and flourishing as well by its corn, vines, and olives, as by
its peculiar abundance of charcoal-burning from the forests

of ilex on the neighbouring hills. Moreover, if we are to

believe Aristophanes, the Acharnian proprietors were not

merely sturdy "hearts of oak," but peculiarly vehement and
irritable. * It illustrates the condition of a Grecian terri-

tory under invasion, when we find this great deme which
could not have contained less than 12,000 free inhabitants

of both sexes and all ages, with at least an equal number
of slaves completely deserted. Archidamus calculated

that when the Athenians actually saw his troops so close

to their city, carrying fire and sword over their wealthiest

canton, their indignation would become uncontrollable,
and they would march out forthwith to battle. The Achar-
nian proprietors especially (he thought) would be foremost
in inflaming this temper and insisting upon protection to

their own properties or if the remaining citizens refused

1 See the Acharneis of Aristopha-

nes, represented in the sixth year
of the Peloponnesian %var, v. 34,

180, 254, Ac.
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to march out along with them, they would, after having
been thus left undefended to ruin, become discontented

and indifferent to the general weal. l

Though his calculation was not realised, it was never-

theless founded upon^ most rational grounds, intense

What Archidamus anticipated was on the point
cl

.

a 'n
.

ou'

[ i j j.i L J -L A within the
of happening, and nothing prevented it except wa ii s of

the personal ascendency of Perikles, strained to Athens
,

J
,-. j- eagerness

its very utmost, bo long as the invading army to go forth

was engaged in the Thriasian plain, the Athe- and fight -

nians had some faint hope that it might (like Pleistoanax

fourteen years before) advance no farther into the interior.

But when it came to Acharnse within sight of the city
walls when the ravagers were actually seen destroying

buildings, fruit-trees, and crops, in the plain of Athens, a

sight strange to every Athenian eye except to those very
old men who recollected the Persian invasion the exas-

peration of the general body of citizens rose to a pitch
never before known. The Acharnians first of all next
the youthful citizens generally became madly clamorous
for arming and going forth to fight. Knowing well their

own great strength, but less correctly informed of the su-

perior strength of the enemy, they felt confident that vic-

tory was within their reach. Groups of citizens were

everywhere gathered together,
2
angrily debating the crit-

ical question of the moment; while the usual concomi-
tants of excited feeling oracles and prophecies of diverse

tenor, many of them doubtless promising success against
the enemy at Acharnse were eagerly caught up and cir-

culated.

In this inflamed temper of the Athenian mind, Perikles
was naturally the great object of complaint and Trying
wrath. He was denounced as the cause of all position,

the existing suffering. He was reviled as a cow- an(i su
b

s .'

ard for not leading out the citizens to fight, in tained as-

his capacity of general. The rational convic- of'pernues.
tions as to the necessity of the war and the only

in
ajs-

practicable means of carrying it on, which his them "from

repeated speeches had implanted, seemed to be going forth,

altogether forgotten.
3 This burst of spontaneous discontent

compare Euripides, Herakleida?,

410; and Andromache, 1077.

Thucyd. ii. 21. r.i-i-i -=. tfj~({>
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was of course fomented by the numerous political ene-

mies of Perikles, and particulary by Kleon, ! now rising
into importance as an opposition speaker; whose talent for

invective was thus first exercised under the auspices of the

high aristocratical party, as well as of an excited public.
But no manifestations, however violent, could disturb either

the judgement or the firmness of Perikles. He listened

unmoved to all the declarations made against him, resolute-

ly refusing to convene any public assembly, or any meet-

ing invested with an authorised character, under the present
irritated temper of the citizens. 2 It appears that he
as general, or rather the Board of the Generals among
whom he was one, must have been invested constitutionally
with the power not only of calling theEkklesia when they
thought fit, but also of preventing it from meeting,

3 and
of postponing even those regular meetings which com-

monly took place at fixed times, four times in the prytany.
No assembly accordingly took place, and the violent exas-

peration of the people was thus prevented from realising
itself in any rash public resolution. That Perikles should
have held firm against this raging force, is but one among
the many honourable points in his political character; but
it is far less wonderful than the fact, that his refusal to

call the Ekldesia was efficacious to prevent the Ekklesia
from being held. The entire body of Athenians were now
assembled within the walls, and if he refused to convoke
the Ekklesia, they might easily have met in the Pnyx
without him; for which it would not have been difficult at

such a juncture to provide plausible justification. The in-

violable respect which the Athenian people manifested on
this occasion for the forms of their democratical constitu-

tion assisted doubtless by their long-established esteem
for Perikles, yet opposed to an excitement alike intense

dvr,pE<haTO ^ noXi; xal TOM IlspntXea tribe -whose turn it was to preside
iv opyfi e 'Xov xai "Jv rcapijvsas Ttpo- at the time), as well as the Stra-

tspov EfxijAMTjvTO o'josv, aXX' sxdcxttlov t&gi, had the right of convoking
STI OTpatTjYo; u>v o'jx S-E^YOI, "- the Ekklesia; see Thucyd. iv. 118,

tiov TC a9iaiv 4v6(xt'ov rdvTWv <I>v in which passage however they are

STTOIJ-/OV. represented as convoking it in con-
1
Plutarch, PeriklSs, c. 33. junction with the Stratggi : prob-

2 Thucyd. ii. 22. ably a discretion on the point came
1 See Schomann, Do Comitiis, c. gradually to be understood as

iv. p. C2. The Prytanes (i. e. the vested in the latter.

Fifty Senators belonging to that
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and pervading, and to a demand apparently reasonable, in

so far as regarded the calling of an assembly for dis-

cussion is one of the most memorable incidents in their

history.
While Perikles thus decidedly forbade any general

march out for battle, he sought to provide as much em-

ployment as possible for the compressed eagerness of the

citizens. The cavalry were sent forth, together with the

Thessalian cavalry their allies, for the purpose The Athe_

of restraining the excursions of the enemy's nians re-

light troops, and protecting the lands near the m
.

ai
.
n

. ,

, P i -i . A j. j.i j.- 1. J2J.J. j within their

city from plunder.
! At the same time he fitted wails: par-

out a powerful expedition, which sailed forth tiai skir-

T> i T--I XT. mishes
to ravage Peloponnesus, even while the mva- only, no
ders were yet in Attica. 2 Archidamus, after general

having remained engaged in the devastation of

Acharnas long enough to satisfy himself that the Athenians
would not hazard a battle, turned away from Athens in a

north-westerly direction towards theclemes between Mount
Brilessus and Mount Parnes, on the road passing through
Dekeleia. The army continued ravaging these districts until

their provisions were exhausted, and then quitted Attica

by the north-western road near Oropus, which brought
them into Bceotia. As the Oropians, though not Athe-

nians, were yet dependent upon Athens the district of

Grsea, a portion of their territory, was laid waste; after

which the army dispersed and retired back to their respect-
ive homes. 3 It would seem that they quitted Attica to-

wards the end of July, having remained in the country
between thirty and forty days.

1 Thucyd. ii. 22. The funeral preferable to IlEipouxTjv. Poppo and
monument of these slain Thessa- Gollcr adopt the former, Dr. Arnold
lians was among those seen by the latter. Grrea was a small mari-

Pausanias near Athens, on the side time place in the vicinity of Oropus
of the Academy (Pausau. i. 29, 5). (Aristotel. ap. Stephan. Byz. v.

5 Diodorus (xii. 42) would have Tiv/ypa) known also now as an
us believe, that the expedition sent Attic Deme belonging to the tribe

out by Perikles, ravaging the Polo- 1'andionis: this has been discovered

ponnesian coast, induced the Lace- for the first time by an inscription
da.'monian.5 to hurry away their published in Professor Ross's work
troops out of Attica. Thucydides (Ueber die Demen von Attika, p.

gives no countenance to this nor 3-5). Oropus was not an Attic
is it at all credible. Deme : the Athenian citizens re-

* Thucyd. ii. 23. The reading siding in it wereprobibly enrolled

FV.uy.rjv, belonging to Fpaia, seems as rV.tr,;.
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Meanwhile the Athenian expedition, under Karkinus,
Proteas, and Sokrates, "joined by fifty Korky-Atheman '. , ,

' J
,

J ,,. J .. J ,

fleet is des- raean ships and by some other allies, sailed
patched to r0und Peloponnesus, landing in various parts to
ravage the . n . . , , ~, T
coasts of iniiict damage, and among other places at JVle-

Pel
^_
p nne ' thone (Modon), on the south-western peninsula

notice of of the Lacedaemonian territory.
1 The place,

ttie Spartan neither strong nor well-garrisoned, would have

operations been carried with little difficulty, had not Bra-
oftheAthe- sidas the son of Tellis a gallant Spartan now

Akamania, mentioned for the first time, but destined to

Kephai- great celebrity afterwards who happened to be
on guard at a neighbouring post, thrown him-

self into it with 100 men by a rapid movement, before

the dispersed Athenian troops could be brought together
to prevent him. He infused such courage into the defend-

ers of the place that every attack was repelled, and the

Athenians were forced to re-embark an act of prowess
which procured for him the first public honours bestowed

by the Spartans during this war. Sailing northward along
the western coast of Peloponnesus, the Athenians landed

again on the coast of Elis, a little south of the promontory
called Cape Ichthys: they ravaged the territory for two

days, defeating both the troops in the neighbourhood and
300 chosen men from the central Eleian territory. Strong
winds on a harbourless coast now induced the captains to

sail with most of the troops round Cape Ichthys, in order

to reach the harbour of Pheia on the northern side of it;

while the Messenian hoplites, marching by land across the

promontory, attacked Pheia and carried it by assault.

When the fleet arrived, all were re-embarked the full

force of Elis being under march to attack them. They then

sailed northward, landing on various other spots to commit

devastation, until they reached Sollium, a Corinthian

settlement on the coast of Akarnania. They captured this

place, which they handed over to the inhabitants of the

neighbouring Akarnanian town of Palaerus as well as

Astakus, from whence they expelled the despot Euarchus,
and enrolled the town as a member of the Athenian alli-

ance. From hence they passed over toKephallenia, which

they were fortunate enough also to acquire as an ally of

Athens without any compulsion with its four distinct

1 Thucyd. ii. 25; Plutarch, Perikles, C. 34; Justin, iii. 7, 5.
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towns or districts, Pales, Kranii, Same, andProne. These va-

rious operations took up near threemonths from aboutthe be-

ginning of July, so that they returned to Athens towards the

close of September
1 the beginning of the winter half of

the year, according to the distribution of Thucydides.
This was not the only maritime expedition of the sum-

mer. Thirty more triremes, under Kleopom- The Athe-

pus, were sent through the Euripus to the Lok-
"jje"^-

1' 01

rian coast opposite to the northern part of netansfrom

Euboea. Some disembarkations were made, ^"le'^J
1

whereby the Lokrian towns of Thronium and island with

Alope were sacked, and farther devastation in- j^^f
flicted; while a permanent garrison was planted, The^Egiiie-

arid a fortified post erected, in the uninhabited ^Th
86^6

island ofAtalanta opposite to theLokrian coast, inreiopdn-
in order to restrain privateers from Opus and ne sus.

the otherLokrian towns in their excursions against Eubcea.
'-

It was farther determined to expel the ^Eginetan inhabit-

ants from ./Egina, and to occupy the island with Athenian
colonists. This step was partly rendered prudent by the

important position of the island midway between Attica

and Peloponnesus. But a concurrent motive, and probably
the stronger motive, was the gratification of ancient anti-

pathy, and revenge against a people who had been among
the foremost in provoking the war and in inflicting upon
Athens so much suffering. The ^Slginetans with their

wives and children were all put on shipboard and
landed in Peloponnesus where the Spartans permitted
them to occupy the maritime district and town of Thyrea,
their last frontier towards Argos: some of them however
found shelter in other parts of Greece. The island was
made over to a detachment ofAthenian kleruchs, or citizen

proprietors sent thither by lot. 3

To the sufferings of the ^Eginetans, which we shall

hereafter find still more deplorably aggravated, The Athe.

we have to add those of the Megarians. Both a
,

ns
f

-

had been most zealous in kindling the war, but ravage^he

upon none did the distress of war fall so heavily.
Me

f?f5
id

rT

:

,

Both probably shared the premature confidence Of the"Me-
felt among the Peloponnesian confederacy, that garians.

"Thucyd. ii. 25-SO
; Diodor. xii. Thucyd. ii. 26-32; Diodor. xii. 44.

43, 44. Thucyd. ii. 27.
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Athens could never hold out more than a year or two
and were thus induced to overlook their own undefended

position against her. Towards the close of September,
the full force of Athens, citizens and metics, marched into

the Megarid, under Perikles, and laid waste the greater
part of the territory : while they were in it, the hundred

ships which had been circumnavigating Peloponnesus, hav-

ing arrived at JEgina on their return, went and joined
their fellow-citizens in theMegara, instead ofgoingstraight
home. The junction of the two formed the largest Athenian
force that had ever yet been seen together : there were

10,000 citizen hoplites, (independent of 3000 others who
were engaged in the siege of Potidsea,) and 3000 metic ho-

plites besides a large number of light troops.
l

Against
so large a force the Megarians could of course make no

head, so that their territory was all laid waste, even to

the city walls. For several years of the war, the Athenians
inflicted this destruction once, and often twice in the same

year. A decree was proposed in the Athenian Ekklesia

by Charinus, though perhaps not carried, to the effect that

the Strategi every year should swear, as a portion of their

oath of office,
2 that they would twice invade and ravage

the Megarid. As the Athenians at the same time kept
the port of Nissea blocked up, by means of their superior
naval force and of the neighbouring coast of Salamis, the

privations imposed on the Megarians became extreme
and intolerable. 3 Not merely their corn and fruits, but
even their garden vegetables near the city, were rooted up
and destroyed and their situation seems often to have been
that of a besieged city hard pressed by famine. Even in the

time of Pausanias, five centuries afterwards, the miseries

of the town during these years were remembered and com-
municated to him, being assigned as the reason why one of

their most memorable statues had never been completed.
4

To the various military operations of Athens during
the course of this summer, some other measures of moment

1 Thucyd. 11. 31; Diodor. xii. 41. ally of Sparta and enemy of Athens,
*
Plutarch, Perikles, c. 30. -was uncomfortable in the same

3 See the striking picture in the manner (though not to the same
Acharneis of Aristophanes (685-781) intense pitch of suffering) in the

of the distressed Megarian selling war which preceded the battle of

his hungry children into slavery Leuktra near fifty years after this

with their own consent: also Aris- (Demosthen. cont. Xeier., p. 135",

toph. Pac. 482. c. 12).

The position of Jlogara, as the * Pausan. i. 40. 3.
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are to be added. Moreover Thucydides notices an eclipse
of the sun, which modern astronomical calculations refer

to the third of August : had this eclipse happened three

months earlier, immediately before the entrance of the

Peloponnesians into Attica, it might probably have been

construed as an unfavourable omen, and caused the post-

ponement of the scheme.

Expecting a prolonged struggle, the Athenians now
made arrangements for placing Attica in a permanent
state of defence, both by sea and land. "What Measures

these arrangements were, we are not told in taken by

detail, but one of them was sufficiently remark- pe^mane^t
able to be named particularly. They set apart defence. -

one thousand talents out of the treasure in the f^e acr<

acropolis as an inviolable reserve, not to be touch- poiu,

ed except on the single contingency of a
gent"need'"

hostile naval force about to assail the city, not to be'

with no other means at hand to defend it. le^K"
They further enacted that if any citizen certain de-

should propose, or any magistrate put the
dangers.-

question, in the public assembly, to make Capital

a different application of this reserve, he should ^ent
Sh"

be punishable with death. Moreover they re- against any

solved every year to keep back one hundred of
ghoJ^pro-

their best triremes, and trierarehs to command pose other-

and equip them, for the same special necessity,
t wise '

It maybe doubted whether this latter provision was placed
under the same stringent sanction, or observed with the same

rigour, as that concerning the money ;
which latter was

not departed from until the twentieth year of the war, af-

ter all the disasters of the Sicilian expedition, and on the

terrible news of the revolt of Chios. It was on that occa-

sion that the Athenians, having first repealed the sen-

tence of capital punishment against any proposer of the

forbidden change, appropriated the money to meet the

then imminent peril of the commonwealth. 2

The resolution here taken about this sacred reserve,

and the rigorous sentence interdicting contrary Remarks on

propositions, is pronounced by Mr. Mitford to this deoree -

be an evidence of the indelible barbarism of democratical

government.
3 But we must recollect, first, that the

1 Thucyd. ii. 24. sect. 1, vol. iii. p. 16'). "Another
* Thucyd. viii. 15. measure followed, which taking
3 Mitford Hist, of Greece, ch. xiv. place at the time when Thucydides

VOT,. v. 2 D
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sentence of capital punishment was one which could hardly
by possibility come into execution

;
for no citizen would be

so mad as to make the forbidden proposition, while this

law was in force. "Whoever desired to make it, would
first begin by proposing to repeal the prohibitory law,

whereby he would incur no danger, whether the assembly
decided in the affirmative or negative. If he obtained
an affirmative decision, he would then, and then only,

proceed to move the re-appropriation of the fund.

To speak the language of English parliamentary pro-
cedure, he would first move the suspension or

abrogation of the standing order whereby the pro-

position was forbidden next, he would move the pro-
position itself. In fact such was the mode actually pur-
sued, when the thing at last came to be done. 1 But

though the capital sentence could hardly come into effect,

the proclamation of it in terrorem had a very distinct mean-

ing. It expressed the deep and solemn conviction which
the people entertained of the importance of their own re-

solution about the reserve it forewarned all assemblies
and all citizens to come, of the danger of diverting it to

any other purpose it surrounded the reserve with an ar-

tificial sanctity, which forced every man who aimed at the

re-appropriation to begin with a preliminary proposition
formidable on the very face of it, as removing a guarantee
which previous assemblies had deemed of immense value,
and opening the door to a contingency which they had
looked upon as treasonable. The proclamation of a light-
er punishment, or a simple prohibition without any de-

finite sanction whatever, would neither have announced
the same emphatic conviction, nor produced the same de-

terring effect. The assembly of 431 B.C. could not in any

wrote and Perikles spoke, and no balancing power remained that

while PeriklSs held the principal the denunciation of capital punisb-
influence in the administration, ment was proposed against whoso-

strongly marks both the inherent ever should propose, and whoso-

weakness and the indelible bar- ever should concur in (?) any decree

barism, of democratical govern- for the disposal of that money to

ment. A decree of the people any other purpose, or in any other

directed .... But so little con- circumstances."

fidence was placed in a decree so ' Thucyd. viii. 15. TOC 5e x^ 1"

important, sanctioned only by the TaXon-a, d)v 6ia rcavTo? TOU oXg(xou

present will of that giddy tyrant i-fXiy/jv-ro (XT; 5'iss9at, E'jQos IXujav

the multitude of Athens, against TOC; E-ixs'.]j.-*7.; "r^ia; -<i> tir.6-i~<.

whose caprices, since the de- r
t E-vir/fiaavri, u-6 Trj; ^apo'J3r)

pression of the court of Areopagus, exTt/.r^sio?) mi e'jir/jtis-.ito
xivetv.
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way enact laws which subsequent assemblies could not re-

verse
;
but it could so frame its enactments, in cases of pe-

culiar solemnity, as to make its authority strongly felt

upon the judgement of its successors, and to prevent them
from entertaining motions for repeal except under neces-

sity at once urgent and obvious.

Far from thinking that the law now passed at Athens

displayed barbarism, either in the end or in the means, I

consider it principally remarkable for its cautious and long-

sighted view of the future qualities the exact reverse ot

barbarism and worthy of the general character of Peri-

kles, who probably suggested it. Athens was just enter-

ing into a war which threatened to be of indefinite length,
and was certain to be very costly. To prevent the people
from exhausting all their accumulated fund, and to place
them under a necessity of reserving something against ex-

treme casualties, was an object of immense importance.
Now the particular casualty, which Perikles (assuming
him to be the proposer) named as the sole condition of

touching this one thousand talents, might be considered as

of all others the most improbable, in the year 431 B.C. So
immense was then the superiority of the Athenian naval

force, that to suppose it defeated, and a Peloponnesian
fleet in full sail for Peiraeus, was a possibility which it re-

quired a statesman of extraordinary caution to look for-

ward to, and which it is wonderful that the people gener-
ally could have been induced to contemplate. Once tied

up to this purpose, however, the fund lay ready for any
other terrible emergency. "We shall find the actual em-

ployment of it incalculably beneficial to Athens, at a mo-
ment of the gravest peril, when she could hardly have

protected herself without some such special resource.

The people would scarcely have sanctioned so rigorous an

economy, had it not been proposed to them at a period so

early in the war that their available reserve was still

much larger. But it will be for ever to the credit of their

foresight as well as constancy, that they should first have

adopted such a precautionary measure > and afterwards
adhered to it for nineteen years, under severe pressure
for money, until at length a case arose which rendered
farther abstinence really, and not constructively, im-

possible.
To display their force and take revenge by disem-

2 D 2
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._.
, , barking and ravaging parts of Peloponnesus,Blockade ,

- ,., i , n
of Potidsa was doubtless oi much importance to Athens
Sitalkes during this first summer of the war: though it

king of the . r? ,, , , , ,. , , .

Odrysian might seem that the force so employed was quite

-"alliance
as muc^ needed in the conquest of Potidsea,

made be- which still remained under blockade and of the
tween him neighbouring Chalkidians in Thrace, still in re-
and Athens. i? Ti J it. c A-

volt. It was during the course of this summer
that a prospect opened to Athens of subduing these towns,

through the assistance of Sitalkes king of the Odrysian
Thracians. That prince had married the sister ofNympho-
dorus, a citizen of Abdera, who engaged to render him and
his son Sadokus, allies of Athens. Sent for to Athens and

appointed proxenus of Athens at Abdera, which was one
of the Athenian subject allies, Nymphodorus made this

alliance, and promised in the name of Sitalkes that a suffi-

cient Thracian force should be sent to aid Athens in the

reconquest of her revolted towns: the honour of Athenian

citizenship was at the same tinae conferred upon Sadokus. J

Nymphodorus farther established a good understanding
between Perdikkas of Macedonia and the Athenians, who
were persuaded to restore to him Therma, which they had
before taken from him. The Athenians had thus the pro-
mise of powerful aid against the Chalkidians andPotidaeans:

yet the latter still held out, with little prospect of immediate
surrender. Moreover the town of Astakus in Akarnania,
which the Athenians had captured during the summer in

the course of their expedition round Peloponnesus, was
recovered during the autumn by the deposed despot
Euarchus, assisted by forty Corinthian triremes and 1000

hoplites. This Corinthian armament, after restoring
Euarchus; made some unsuccessful descents both upon
other parts of Akarnania and upon the island of Kephal-
lenia. In the latter they were entrapped into an ambuscade
and obliged to return home with considerable loss. 2

It was towards the close of autumn also that Perikles,
chosen by the people for the purpose, delivered the funeral

oration at the public interment of those warriors who had
fallen during the campaign. The ceremonies of this public
token of respect have already been described in a former

chapter, on occasion of the conquest of Samos. But that

which imparted to the present scene an imperishable
1 Thucyd. ii. 29. a Thucyd. ii. 33.
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interest, was the discourse of the chosen statesman and ora-

tor: probably heard by Thucydides himself, and _
"

i -i A i 3 tf PenklSs is

in substance reproduced. A large crowd ot ci- chosen

tizens and foreigners, of both sexes and all ages,
rator to

i j.i e i c A j.i- deliver the

accompanied the funeral procession irom Athens funeral dis-

to the suburb called the outer Kerameikus, course over

wherePerikles, mounted upon a lofty stage pre- giain*
"

pared for the occasion, closed the ceremony with during the

his address. The law of Athens not only
yea

provided this public funeral and commemorative discourse,
but also assigned maintenance at the public expense to the

children of the slain warriors until they attained military

age: a practice which was acted on throughout the whole

war, though we have only the description and discourse

belonging to this single occasion. 1

The eleven chapters of Thucydides which comprise
this funeral speech are among the most memor- Funeral
able relics of antiquity; considering that under oration of

the language and arrangement of the historian

always impressive, though sometimes harsh and peculiar,
like the workmanship of a powerful mind misled by a bad
or an unattainable model we possess the substance and

thoughts of the illustrious statesman. A portion of it, of

course, is and must be commonplace, belonging to all dis-

courses composed for a similar occasion. Yet this is true

only of a comparatively small portion. Much of it is pe-

culiar, and every way worthy of Perikles comprehensive,
rational, and full not less of sense and substance than of

earnest patriotism. It thus forms a strong contrast with
the jejune, though elegant, rhetoric of other harangues,
mostly

2 not composed for actual delivery. And it deserves,
1 Thucyd. ii. 34-45. Sometimes upon far less grounds. The Menex-

also the allies of Athens, who had enus, if it be really the work of

fallen along with her citizens in Plato, however, does not add to

battle, had a part in the honours his fame: but the harangue of Ly-
of the public burial (Lysias, Orat. sias, a very fine composition, may
Funebr. c. 13). well be his, and may perhaps have

2 The critics, from Dionysius of been really delivered though
Halikaruassus downward, agree probably not delivered by him, as

for the most part in pronouncing he was not a qualified citizen,

the feeble Aoyo; 'ETri-rcitpic,;, as- See the general instructions, in

cribed to Demosthenes, to be not Dionys. Hal. Ars Rhetoric, c. 6, p.

really his. Of those ascribed to 258-268, Reisk., on the contents and

Plato andLysias also, the genuine- composition of a funeral discourse

ness has been suspected, though Lysias is said to have composed
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in comparison with the funeral discourses remaining to us

from Plato, and the pseudo-Demosthenes, and even Lysias,
the honourable distinction which Thucydides claims for his

own history an ever-living possession, not a mere show-

piece for the moment.
In the outset of his speech Perikles distinguishes him-

self from those who had preceded him in the same function

of public orator, by dissenting from the encomiums which
it had been customary to bestow on the law enjoining
these funeral harangues. He thinks that the publicity of

the funeral itself, and the general demonstrations of respect
and grief by the great body of citizens, tell more empha-
tically in token of gratitude to the brave dead, when the

scene passes in silence than when it is translated into

the words of a speaker, who may easily offend either by in-

competency or by apparent feebleness, or perhaps even

by unseasonable exaggeration. Nevertheless, the custom

having been embodied in law, and elected as he has been

by the citizens, he comes forward to discharge the duty
imposed upon him in the best manner he can. l

One of the remarkable features in this discourse is,

its businesslike, impersonal character. It is Athens herself

who undertakes to commend and decorate her departed
sons, as well as to hearten up and admonish the living.

After a few words on the magnitude of the empire
and on the glorious efforts as well as endurance whereby

several Plutarch, Vit. X. Orator, alluded to
;
but that ThucydidSs

p. 836. himself deliberately left them out

Compare respecting the funeral in his report. There seems no
discourse of Perikles, K. F. We- foundation for this suspicion. It

ber, Ueber die Stand-Rede des Pe- is much more consonant to the

riklSs (Darmstadt, 1827); Wester- superior tone of dignity which

mann, Geschichte der Beredsam- reigns throughout all this oration,

samkeit in Griechenland und Rom. to suppose that the mythical nar-

sect. 35, 63, 64; Kutzen, Perikles ratives and even the previous his-

als Staatsmann, p. 158, sect. 12 torical glories of Athens never

(Grimma, 1834). found any special notice in the

Dahlmann (Historische For- speech of Perikles nothing more

Bchungen, vol. i. p. 23) seems to than a general recognition, with

think that the original oration of an intimation that he does not

PeriklSs contained a large sprink- dwell upon them at length because

ling of mythical allusions and they were well-known to his audi-

stories out of the antiquities of ence (iaxpr^Ojoeiv iv siSootv ou poy-

Athens, such as we now find in Xonevo? Eaaiu (ii. 36).

the other funeral orations above l Thucyd. ii. 35.
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their forefathers and they had acquired it Perikles pro-
ceeds to sketch the plan of life, the constitution, and
the manners, under which such achievements were brought
about, i

"We live under a constitution such as noway to envy the
laws of our neighbours, ourselves an example sketch of

to others, rather than mere imitators. It is Athenian

called a democracy, since its permanent aim oonstltu-

tends towards the Many and not towards the tion, and

Few. As to private matters and disputes, the a
C

conceiv-

laws deal equally with every man: while in re- ed by

gard to public affairs and to claims of individual

influence, every man's chance of advancement is determin-
ed not by party favour but by real worth, according as

his reputation stands in* his own particular department.
Neither poverty, nor obscure station, keep him back,

2 if

he really has the means of benefiting the city. Moreover
our social march is free, not merely in regard to public
affairs, but also in regard to intolerance of each other's

diversity of daily pursuits. For we are not angry with our

neighbour for what he may do to please himself, nor do
we ever put on those sour looks,

3 which, though they do
no positive damage, are not the less sure to offend. Thus

conducting our private social intercourse with reciprocal

indulgence, we are restrained from wrong on public
matters by fear and reverence of our magistrates for the
time being and of our laws especially such laws as are

instituted for the protection of wrongful sufferers, and
even such others as, though not written, are enforced by
a common sense of shame. Besides this, we have provided

1 Thucyd. ii. 36. 'A-o ?,= r,Ta? --, ts r.s'rj- TO xotvbv r(AiTS'JO[j.sv, xo<l

rpiiitov ti(J.t, &c. Spa, sy/j-rf-s;, ouOs d^jxtou; (J.EV,
).u

In the Demosthenic or pseudo- r.r^y.^ gj, Tf; O^EI a-/9r,?ova; itpo

Demosthenic Oral. Funebris, c. 8, Tif*i|AiVOt. 'Avs-ayScu; 03 Ta I'ci

p. 1397 ypTjiTiliv s-tTTjSeofi.dTlo'v ^pr/30(j.0.o
;
j-/7S4 ri 2r,;i6-ia oia ?o

3'j /rj^ici, T'^? oXr,; r.oXiTiix; Ore- [iiXiiti O'j -ioavoao rju.v ,
TUJV T

(
j:3t;, &C. cti s/ opy_T, v.tur; ixpoiji xoci -u

2 Thucyd. ii. 37. &'J?' alj xocra rs- -.OJAUJV, v.-y.i uiXt JT?. CCJTUJV oioi -r

vi'^v, iyco/ Ss ti aY 71* '' 5flSJ*i TT,'( e-' lu-jiXsia TUJV a8ixo'J(j.J''uiv
XEivta
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for our minds numerous recreations from toil, partly by
our customary solemnities of sacrifice and festival through-
out the year, partly by the elegance of our private estab-

lishments, the daily charm of which banishes the sense

of discomfort. From the magnitude of our city, the pro-
ducts of the whole earth are brought to us, so that our

enjoyment of foreign luxuries is as much our own and
assured as those which we grow at home. In respect to

training for war, we differ from our opponents (the Lace-

daemonians) on several material points. First, we lay open
our city as a common resort: we apply no xenelasy to

exclude even an enemy either from any lesson or any
spectacle, the full view of which he may think advantageous
to him. For military efficiency, we trust less to manoeuvres
and quackery than to our own native bravery. Next, in

regard to education, while the Lacedaemonians even from
their earliest youth subject themselves to an irksome exer-

cise for the attainment of courage, we with our easy habits

of life are not less prepared than they, to encounter all

perils within the measure of our strength. The proof of

this is, that the Peloponnesian confederates do not attack

us one by one, but with their whole united force; while

we, when we attack them at home, overpower for the most

part all of them who try to defend their own territory.
None of our enemies has ever met and contended with our
entire force; partly in consequence of our large navy
partly from our dispersion in different simultaneous land-

expeditions. But when they chance to be engaged with any
part of it, if victorious, theypretend to have vanquished us all

if defeated, they pretend to have been vanquished by all.

"Now, if we are willing to brave danger, just as much
under an indulgent system as under constant toil, and by
spontaneous courage as much as under force of law we
are gainers in the end by not vexing ourselves beforehand
with sufferings to come, yet still appearing in the hour of

trial not less daring than those who toil without ceasing.
"In other matters, too, as well as in these, our city

Eulogy
deserves admiration. For we combine elegance

upon of taste with simplicity of life, and we pursue

the*

1

A^he*
1

knowledge without being enervated: ' we employ
man cha- wealth not for talking and ostentation, but as a
racter. rea} kelp m tne proper season: nor is it dis-

1 Thucyd. ii. 40. 9t),ox).ou)isv ^ap (AST' eu-sXeiod;, xai (piXoaotfoujj-tv
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graceful to any one who is poor to confess his poverty,

though he may rather incur reproach for not actually

keeping himself out of poverty. The magistrates who
discharge public trusts fulfil their domestic duties also

the private citizen, while engaged in professional business,
has competent knowledge on public affairs: for we stand

alone in regarding the man who keeps aloof from these

latter not as harmless, but as useless. Moreover, we al-

ways hear and pronounce on public matters, when discussed

by our leaders or perhaps strike out for ourselves correct

reasoning about them: far from accounting discussion an

impediment to action, we complain only if we are not told

what is to be done before it becomes our duty to do it.

For in truth we combine in the most remarkable manner
these two qualities extreme boldness in execution with
full debate beforehand on that which we are going about:

whereas with others, ignorance alone imparts boldness

debate introduces hesitation. Assuredly those men are

properly to be regarded as the stoutest of heart, who,
knowing most precisely both the terrors of war and the

sweets of peace, are still not the less willing to encounter

peril.
''In fine, I affirm that our city, considered as a whole,

is the schoolmistress of Greece
;

' while viewed individually,
we enable the same man to furnish himself out and suffice

to himself in the greatest variety of ways and with the
most complete grace and refinement. This is no empty
boast of the moment, but genuine reality: and the power
of the city, acquired through the dispositions just indi-

cated, exists to prove it. Athens alone of all cities stands
forth in actual trial greater than her reputation: her enemy
when he attacks her will not have his pride wounded

ivtu (Aoi).axtai;' r.Xo'JTtu TE IpYO'J jj.4/-
' Thucyd. ii. 41. uveX(bv T \i'(u),

Xov xoup4) r) XOY&'J XOJXTCUJ ^pui^ef/a, 7rjv -z r.&aa.-i rcoXiv "TJC 'EXXaccn;
xai to rcgveaOai &'i)( 6(xo),OYiv -m ^otiSsujiv eivat, xai xa9' exajTGM So-

cu3y_pov, dXXii
|j.T] Siaflftfliv ifYV * ''' "''

l^
01 T v autov a^Spot rrxp'

oij^tov. YilAibv e-i rtXeiat' Sv 187) xai ae-a

The first strophe of the Chorus yotpiriov |jia>,voT av eutpaitsXio? -6

in Euripid. Medea, 824-841, may be
otujjia ouTpxs rcapeyea&ai.

compared with the tenor of this The abstract word 7:ai5c'j3iM, in

discourse of Perikles : the praises place of the concrete TCCtiSs'jTciv.,

of Attica are there dwelt upon, seems to soften the arrogance of

as a country too good to receive the affirmation,

the guilty Medea,
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by suffering defeat from feeble hands her subjects will

not think themselves degraded as if their obedience were

paid to an unworthy superior.
1 Having thus put forth

our power, not uncertified, but backed by the most evident

proofs, we shall be admired not less by posterity than by
our contemporaries. Nor do we stand in need either of

Homer or of any other panegyrist, whose words may for

the moment please, though the truth if known would con-

fute their intended meaning. "We have compelled all

land and sea to become accessible to our courage, and have

planted everywhere imperishable monuments of our kind-

ness as well as of our hostility.
"Such is the city on behalf of which these citizens,

resolved that it should not be wrested from them, have

nobly fought and died 2 and on behalf of which all of us

here left behind must willingly toil. It is for this reason
that I have spoken at length concerning the city, at once
to draw from it the lesson that the conflict is not for equal
motives between us and enemies who possess nothing of

the like excellence and to demonstrate by proofs the
truth of my encomium pronounced upon her."

Perikles pursues, at considerable additional length,
the same tenor of mixed exhortation to the living and

eulogy of the dead; with many special and emphatic ob-

servations addressed to the relatives of the latter, who
were assembled around and doubtless very near him. But
the extract which I have already made is so long, that no
farther addition would be admissible: yet it was impossible
to pass over lightly the picture of the Athenian common-
wealth in its glory, as delivered by the ablest citizen of

the age. The effect of the democratical constitution, with
its diffused and equal citizenship, in calling forth not

merely strong attachment, but painful self-sacrifice, on the

part of all Athenians is nowhere more forcibly insisted

upon than in the words above cited of Perikles, as well

as in others afterwards "Contemplating as you do daily
before you the actual power of the state, and becoming
passionately attached to it, when you conceive its full

1 Thucyd. ii. 41. (Aovr, yap Ttov cue 007 ui:' oiiov apystTit.
vuv oxorJ4 xpsioaiov <; rcsipav Ipy_s-

2 Thucyd. ii. 41. ripi TC/ta'JTrj;

cat, xai (JLOVT] OUTE
Tt|) roXsfilcp E-sX- ouv r.6Xeiu< OOE TS YEVVOUUK, Sixn-

BOVTI <iY3vay.T7)3iv &X51 O'f' otu)v xa- CIUVTEI; JJLTJ dcpOdpsQjjvat auTTjv, (J.3y_o-

i T TTTXU) xaij..'i &
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greatness, reflect that it was all acquired by men daring,

acquainted with their duty, and full of an honourable sense

of shame in their actions" l such is the association which
he presents between the greatness of the state as an object
of common passion, and the courage, intelligence,and mu-
tual esteem, of individual citizens, as its creating and pre-

serving causes; poor as well as rich being alike interested

in the partnership.
But the claims of patriotism, though put forward as

essentially and deservedly paramount, are by no
Mutual

means understood to reign exclusively, or to tolerance

absorb the whole of the democratical activity,
of diversity

Subject to these, and to those laws and sanctions and pur-

which protect both the public and individuals s
.
ui

.

ts in
.

,
.

, ,

"

T n . ,1 Athens.
against wrong, it is the pride ot Athens to ex-

hibit a rich and varied fund of human impulse an un-

restrained play of fancy and diversity of private pursuit,

coupled with a reciprocity of cheerful indulgence between
one individual and another and an absence even of those

"black looks" which so much embitter life, even if they
never pass into enmity of fact. This portion of the speech
of Perikies deserves peculiar attention, because it serves

to correct an assertion, often far too indiscriminately made,

respecting antiquity as contrasted with modern societies

an assertion that the ancient societies sacrificed the indi-

vidual to the state, and that only in modern times has in-

dividual agency been left free to the proper extent. This
is pre-eminently true of Sparta: it is also true in a great
degree of the ideal societies depicted by Plato and Aristotle:

but it is pointedly untrue of the Athenian democracy, nor
can we with any confidence predicate it of the major part
of the Grecian cities.

I shall hereafter return to this point when I reach the

times of the great speculative philosophers: at present, I

merely bespeak attention to the speech of Perikles as

negativing the supposition, that exorbitant interference of

1 Tlmcyd. ii. 43.
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the state with individual liberty was universal among the
ancient Greek republics. There is no doubt that he has
it is only present to his mind a comparison with the ex-

i

rU
and^n

al "
^reme narrowness and rigour of Sparta, and that

some mem- therefore his assertions of the extent of positive

stancesthat -^berty atAthens must be understood as partially
the state qualified by such contrast. But even making
interfered allowance for this, the stress which he lays uponto an exor- ,-. ,., ,. , ,

'
, , , . . ,

*
bitant the liberty ot thought and action at Athens, not
degree with

merely from excessive restraint of law, but also

liberty in from practical intolerance between man and man,
Greece. an(j tyranny of the majority over individual

dissenters in taste and pursuit deserves serious notice,
and brings out one of those points in the national character

upon which the intellectual development of the time mainly
depended. The national temper was indulgent in a high
degree to all the varieties of positive impulse. The peculiar

promptings in every individual bosom were allowed to

manifest themselves andbear fruit,without beingsuppressed
by external opinion or trained into forced conformity with
some assumed standard: antipathies against any of them
formed no part of the habitual morality of the citizen.

While much of the generating causes of human hatred was
thus rendered inoperative, and while society was rendered

more comfortable, more instructive, and more stimulating
all its germs of productive fruitful genius, so rare every-

where, found in such an atmosphere the maximum of en-

couragement. Within the limits of the law, assuredly as

faithfully observed at Athens as anywhere in Greece, indi-

vidual impulse, taste, and even eccentricity, were accepted
with indulgence, instead of being a mark as elsewhere for

the intolerance of neighbours or of the public. This re-

Free play markable feature in Athenian life will help us
of indivi-

jn a future chapter to explain the striking career
dual taste r 1 o
and im- of Sokrates, and it farther presents to us. under

AtheV another face, a great part of that which the

importance censors ofAthens denounced under the name of
of this "democratical licence." The liberty and diver-

men'on in sity of individual life in that city were offensive

society. to Xenophon, '

Plato, and Aristotle attached

1 Compare the sentiment of Xe- kles, extolling the rigid discipline

nophon, the precise reverse of that of Sparta, and denouncing the )ax-

which is here laid down by Peri- ity of Athenian life (Xenophon,
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either to the monotonous drill of Sparta, or to some other

ideal standard, which, though much better than the Spartan
in itself, they were disposed to impress upon society with
a heavy-handed uniformity. That liberty of individual

action, not merely from the over-restraints of law, but from
the tyranny of jealous opinion, such as Perikles depicts in

Athens, belongs more naturally to a democracy, where there

is no select One or Few to receive worship and set the

fashion, than to any other form of government. But it is

very rare even in democracies. None of the governments
of modern times, democratical, aristocratical or monarchi-

cal, presents anything like the picture ofgenerous tolerance

towards social" dissent, and spontaneity of individual taste,
which we read in the speech of the Athenian statesman.
In all of them, the intolerance of the national opinion cuts

down individual character to one out of a few set types,
to which every person, or every family, is constrained to

adjust itself, and beyond which all exceptions meet either

with hatred or with derision. To impose upon men such
restraints either of law or of opinion as are requisite for

the security and comfort of society, but to encourage rather

than repress the free play of individual impulse subject to

those limits is an ideal, which if it was ever approached
atAthens, has certainly never been attained, and has indeed

comparatively been little studied or cared for, in any
modern society.

Connected with this reciprocal indulgence of individual

diversity, was not only the hospitable reception Extraordi-

of all strangers at Athens, which Perikles con- nar
>' an

/* .
. , , A ,

, , . many-sided
trasts with the xenelasy or jealous expulsion activity of

practised at Sparta but also the many-sided
Athen -

activity, bodily and mental, visible in the former, so oppo-
site to that narrow range of thought, exclusive discipline
of the body, and never-ending preparation for war, which
formed the system of the latter. His assertion that Athens
was equal to Sparta even in her own solitary excellence

efficiency on the field of battle is doubtless untenable.
But not the less impressive is his sketch of that multitude
of concurrent impulses which at this same time agitated

Memorab. iii. 5, 15; iii. 12, 5). It kles (illegitimate son of the great
is curious that the sentiment ap- Perikles) in a dialogue with So-

pears in this dialogue as put in krates.

the mouth of the younger Peri-
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and impelled the Athenian mind the strength of one not

implying the weakness of the remainder: the relish for all

pleasures of art and elegance, and the appetite for intel-

lectual expansion, coinciding in the same bosom with

energetic promptitude as well as endurance : abundance of

recreative spectacles, yet noway abating the cheerfulness

of obedience even to the hardest calls of patriotic duty:
that combination of reason and courage which encountered

danger the more willingly from having discussed and cal-

culated it beforehand: lastly an anxious interest, as well as

a competence of judgement, in public discussion and public
action, common to every citizen rich and poor, and com-
bined with every man's own private industry. So com-

prehensive an ideal of many-sided social development,
bringing out the capacities for action and endurance, as

well as those for enjoyment, would be sufficiently remark-

able, even if we supposed it only existing in the imagination
of a philosopher: but it becomes still more so when we
recollect that the main features of it at least were drawn
from the fellow-citizens of the speaker. It must be taken

however as belonging peculiarly to the Athens of Perikles

and his contemporaries. It would not have suited either

the period of the Persian war fifty years before, or that of

Demosthenes seventy years afterwards. At the former

period, the art, the letters, and the philosophy, adverted
to with pride by Perikles, were as yet backward, while
even the active energy and democratical stimulus, though
very powerful, had not been worked up to the pitch which

they afterwards reached: at the latter period, although the

intellectual manifestations of Athens subsist in full or even
increased vigour, we shall find the personal enterprise and

energetic spirit of her citizens materially abated. As the

circumstances, which I have already recounted, go far to

explain the previous upward movement, so those which fill

the coming chapters, containing the disasters of the Pelo-

ponnesian war, will be found to explain still more com-

pletely the declining tendency shortly about to commence.
Athens was brought to the brink of entire ruin, from which
it is surprising that she recovered at all but noway
surprising that she recovered at the expense of a con-

siderable loss of personal energy in the character of her

citizens.

And thus the season at which Perikles delivered his
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discourse lends to it an additional and peculiar r ecu i iar

pathos. It was at a time when Athens was as and

yet erect and at her maximum. For though her moment ^f
real power was doubtless much diminished com- which the

pared with the period before the Thirty years' S3Sta
truce, yet the great edifices and works of art, was deii-

achieved since then, tended to compensate that Athens now
loss, insofar as the sense of greatness was con- atthemaxi-

cerned: and no one, either citizen or enemy, J^er de*
considered Athens as having at all declined. It dining ten-

was at the commencement of the great struggle jjfences
00111 "

with the Peloponnesian confederacy, the coming soon after-

hardships of which Perikles never disguised
wards -

either to himself or to his fellow-citizens, though he fully
counted upon eventual success. Attica had been already
invaded; it was no longer "the unwasted territory," as

Euripides had designated it in his tragedy Medea, '

repre-
sented three or four months before the march of Archi-
damus. A picture of Athens in her social glory was well-

calculated both to rouse the pride and nerve the courage
of those individual citizens, who had been compelled once,
and would be compelled again and again, to abandon their

country-residence and fields for a thin tent or confined

hole in the city.
2 Such calamities might indeed be fore-

1

Euripides, Medea, 824. tspi; correct with reference to Thucydi-

y_u><32<; onrop'Jr^'/j
-'

,
A:c. des. The speech of Perikles was a

7 The remarks of Dionysius Hali- real speech, heard, reproduced, and

karnassus, tending to show that doubtless drest up, by Thucydides :

the number of dead buried on this if therefore more is said than the

occasion was so small, and the number of the dead or the magni-
actions in which they had been tude of the occasion warranted,
slain so insignificant, as to be un- this is the fault of Perikles, and

worthy of so elaborate an harangue not of Thucydidgs. Dionysius says
as this of Perikles and finding that there were many other oc-

fnult with Thucydides on that casions throughout the war mucli

trround are by no means well- more worthy of an elaborate funeral

founded or justifiable. He treats harangue especially the disastrous

Thucydides like a dramatic writer loss of the Sicilian army. But Thu-

putting a speech into the mouth cydides could not have heard any
of one of his characters, and he of them, after his exile in the eighth
considers that the occasion chosen year of the war: and we may well

for this speech was unworthy. But presume that none of them would

though this assumption would be bear any comparison with this of

correct with regard to many ancient Perikles. Nor does Dionysius at

historians, and to Dionysius him- all appreciate the full circumstances

self in his Koman history it is not of this first year of the war which,
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seen: but there was one still greater calamity, which though
actually then impending, could not be foreseen : the terrific

pestilence which will be recounted in the coming chapter.
The bright colours and tone of cheerful confidence, which

pervade the discourse of Perikles, appear the more striking
from being in immediate antecedence to the awful des-

cription of this distemper: a contrast, to which Thucydides
was doubtless not insensible, and which is another circum-
stance enhancing the interest of the composition.

when completely felt, will be found eminently seasonable. SeeDionys.
to render the splendid and copious H. do Thucyd. Judio. p. 849-851.

harangue of the great statesman
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CHAPTER XLIX.

FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE SECOND YEAR DOWN
TO THE END OF THE THIRD YEAR OF THE PELO-
PONNESIAN WAR.

AT the close of one year after the attempted surprise
of Plataea by the Thebans, the belligerent par- 43Q B
ties in Greece remained in an unaltered position Barren' re-

as to relative strength. Nothing decisive had Bults f the

been accomplished on either side, either by the during
1

the

invasion of Attica, or by the flying descents first year

round the coast of Peloponnesus. In spite of

mutual damage inflicted doubtless in the greatest measure

upon Attica no progress was yet made towards the fulfil-

ment of those objects which had induced thePeloponnesians
to go to war. Especially the most pressing among all

their wishes the relief of Potidaea was noway advanced;
for the Athenians had not found it necessary to relax the
blockade of that city. The result of the first year's opera-
tions had thus been to disappoint the hopes of the

Corinthians arid the other ardent instigators of war, while
it justified the anticipations both of Perikles and of Archi-
damus.

A second devastation of Attica was resolved upon for

the commencement of spring: and measures were _,
. ., , Second m-

taken tor carrying it ail over that territory, since vasion of

the settled policy of Athens not to hazard a Attica by

battle with the invaders was now ascertained, ponnesians
About the end of March or beginning of April, more

j.- T> i f tt. ii i c spreading
the entire Jreloponnesian force (two-thirds from and ruinous

each confederate city as before) was assembled than the

under the command of Archidamus and marched
into Attica. This time they carried the work of systematic
destruction not merely over the Thriasian plain and the

plain immediately near to Athens, as before; but also to

the more southerly portions of Attica, down even as far as

the mines of Laurium. They traversed and ravaged both

VOL. v. 2 E
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the eastern and the western coast, remaining not less than

forty days in the country. They found the territory de-

serted as before, all the population having retired within
the walls. l

In regard to this second invasion, Perikles recommend-
ed the same defensive policy as he had applied to the first;

and apparently the citizens had now come to acquiesce in

it, if not willingly, at least with a full conviction of its

necessity. But a new visitation had now occurred, diverting
their attention from the invader, though enormously ag-

gravating their sufferings. A few days after Archidamus
entered Attica, a pestilence or epidemic sickness broke out

unexpectedly at Athens.
It appears that this terrific disorder had been raging

for some time throughout the regions round the

me^t'oTthe Mediterranean; having begun, as was believed,
pestilence in Ethiopia thence passing into Egypt and

at Athens! Libya, and overrunning a considerable portion
of Asia under the Persian government. About

sixteen years before, too, there had been a similar calamity
in Home and in various parts of Italy. Recently, it had
been felt in Lemnos and some other islands of the .^Egean,

yet seemingly not with such intensity as to excite much
notice generally in the Grecian world : at length it passed
to Athens, and first showed itself in the Peirseus. The

progress of the disease was as rapid and destructive as its

appearance had been sudden; whilst the extraordinary
accumulation of people within the city and long walls, in

consequence of the presence of the invaders in the country,
was but too favourable to every form of contagion. Fa-
milies crowded together in close cabins and places of tem-

porary shelter 2 throughout a city constructed (like most
of those in Greece) with little regard to the conditions of

1 Thucyd. ii. 47-55. serious aggravation of their epi-
1 Thucyd. ii. 52; Diodor. xii. 45; demic : for in the accounts of the

Plutarch, PeriklSs, c. 34. It is to epidemics which desolated Rome
be remarked, that the Athenians, under similar circumstances, we

though their persons and moveable find the accumulation of great

property were crowded within the numbers of cattle, along with hu-

walls, had not driven in their man beings, specified as a terrible

sheep and cattle also, but had addition to the calamity (see Livy,

transported them over to Euboea iii. 66; Dionys. Hal. Ant. Rom. r.

and the neighbouring islands (Thu- 53: compare Niebuhr, Romisch.

cyd. ii. 14). Hence they escaped a Gesch. vol. ii. p. 90).
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salubrity and in a state of mental chagrin from the forced

abandonment and sacrifice oftheir properties in the country,
transmitted the disorder with fatal facility from one to the

other. Beginning as it did about the middle of April, the

increasing heat of summer farther aided the disorder, the

symptoms of which, alike violent and sudden, made them-

selves the more remarked because the year was particularly

exempt from maladies of every other description.
l

Of this plague or (more properly) eruptive typhoid

fever,
2 distinct from, yet analogous to, the small- Descrip-

pox a description no less clear than impressive
iio

?\
of

.

the

i T i n ii ii i j. rrn i-j* i_- epidemic
has been left by the historian Ihucydides, him- by Thucy-
self not only a spectator but a sufferer. It is aides-Ms

c 1 111 j f i -i. J-T j. i j.- conception
not one of the least of his merits, that his notice O f the duty

of the symptoms, given at so early a stage of of exa^y
-.. ,

J .? .- observing
medical science and observation, is such as to and record-

instruct the medical reader of the present age,
in8-

and to enable the malady to be understood and identified.

The observations with which that notice is ushered in,

1 Thucyd. ii. 49. To piv fif/ Ito?, quelques mots 6para dans ses vo-

ii>; ibiioXoYciTo, EX zdvTiov (iiXis-oc lumineux ouvrages, excepte quel-

I-T! fcxsi-40 i-/(jaGv e? TO; aXXa? dofis- ques indications fugitives, il ne

iiii', eT'Jyy^v;* ov. Hippokrates, nous a rien transmis sur un eve-

iu liis description of the epidemic iiement mfidical aussi important;
fever at Tliasos, makes a similar a tel point que si nous n'avions

remark on the absence of all other pas le recit de Thucydide, il nous
disorders at the time (Epidem. i. seroit fort difficile de nous faire

8. vol. ii. p. 640, ed. Littre). une idee de celle qu'a vue Galien,
* "La description de Thucydide et qui est la meme (comme M.

(observes M. Littre, in his intro- Hecker s'est attache a le dgrnon-
duction to the works of Hippo- trer) que la maladie connue sous

krates, torn. i. p. 122) est tellement le nom de Peste d'Athenes. C'etait

bonne qu'elle suffit pleinement une fievre eruptive, differente de

pour nous faire comprendre ce que la variole, et eteinte aujourd'hui.
cette ancienne maladie a 6te: et On a cru en voir les traces dans
il est fort & regretter que des me- les char'bons (av'Jpaxs;) des livres

decins tels qu'Hippocrate et Galien Hippocratiques."
n'aient rien ecrit sur les grandes Both Kraus:- (Disquisitio de na-

epidemies, dont ils ont ete les turi morbi Atheniensium. Stutt-

spectateurs. Hippocrate a ete t6- gard, 1831, p. 38) and Hauser (His-
nioin de cette peste racontee par torisch-Patholog. Untersuchungen.
Thucydide, et il ne nous en a pas Dresden, 1839, p. 50) assimilate the

laisse la description. Galien vit pathological phenomena specified

galement la fievre eruptive qui by Thucydidos to different por-
desola le monde sous Marc Aurele, tions of the 'EziS/jfiUi of Hippo-
et qu

:

il appelle lui-mome la Ion- krates. M. Littre thinks that the

gue peste. Dependant except6 resemWance is not close or precise,

2 E 2
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deserve particular attention. "In respect to this distemper
(he says), let every man, physician or not/ say what he
thinks respecting the source from whence it may probably
have arisen, and respecting the causes which he deems suffi-

cientlypowerful to have produced so great a revolution. But
I, having myself had the distemper, and having seen others

suffering under it, will state what it actually was, and will

indicate in addition such other matters, as will furnish any
man, who lays them to heart, with knowledge and the means
of calculation beforehand, in case the same misfortune
should ever again occur." 1 To record past facts, as a basis

for rational prevision in regard to the future the same
sentiment which Thucydides mentions in his preface,

2 as

having animated him to the composition of his history
was at that time a duty so little understood, that we have
reason to admire not less the manner in which he performs
it in practice, than the distinctness with which he conceives

it in theory. We may infer from his language that specu-
lation in his day was active respecting the causes of this

plague, according to the vague and fanciful physics, and

scanty stock of ascertained facts, which was all that could

so as to admit of the one being TauT-ijsat o^Etv 710 8 otov TE 717-

identified with the other. "Le ta- VETO >.;(O, xal d?' d)v av TI? oxoKiiv,

bleau si frappant qu'en a tracS E! KCTE xal ao9u E-IITSSOI, fiaXis-:'

ce grand historian ne se reproduit ov Ijroi TI rcpoEi5ib<;|A7) afvostv, -raura

pas certainement avec une nettetfi cr
(),<bau), auTos TS vosi^aa? xal auto?

suffisante dans les brefs details ISiuv aXXo'j; iraoyovTas.
donnes par Hippocrate. La ma- Demokritus, among others, con-

ladie d'Athenes avoit un type si nected the generation of these

tranche, que tous ceux qui en ont epidemics with his general system
par!6 ont du le reproduire dang of atoms, atmospheric effluvia, and

ses parties essentielles." (Argu- EiOuuXa: see Plutarch, Symposiac.
ment aux 2me Livre des Epide- viii. 9, p. 733; Demokriti Fragment.,

mies, CEuvres d'Hippocrate, torn. ed. Mullach. lib. iv. p. 409.

v. p. 64.) There appears good The causes of the Athenian epi-

reason to believe that the great demic as given by Diodorus (xii.

epidemic which prevailed in the 58) unusual rains, watery quality
Roman world under Marcus Aure- of grain, absence of the Etesian

lius (thePestis Antoniniana) was a winds, <tc., may perhaps be true of

renewal of what is called the Plague the revivalofthe epidemic in the fifth

of Athens. yearof the war,butcanhardlybetrue
1 Thucyd. li. 48. XEYSTUJ (XEV oov of its first appearance ;

since Thucy-

icEpt auTou, bi; Ixaatot; f iY-<(baxsi, dides states that the year in other

xcti
lotTpoi;

xal l6i<bTT), dio' ?TOU respects was unusually healthy, and

E'IXO; f
(

v 7SMSs9ai O'JTO, xoi TO; at- the epidemic was evidently brought
ria? SjTfja; vojAt^Et TOja'JTT,? [is-a- from foreign parts to Peirsus.

PO/.TJ? txavac Eivai S'ivajiiv e? TO JAE-
* Thucyd. i. 22.
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then be consulted. By resisting the itch of theorising from
one of those loose hypotheses which then appeared plau-

sibly to explain everything, he probably renounced the

point of view from which most credit and interest would
be derivable at the time. But his simple and precise sum-

mary of observed facts carries with it an imperishable value,
and even affords grounds for imagining that he was no

stranger to the habits and training of his contemporary
Hippokrates, and the other Asklepiads of Kos. 1

1 See the words of Thucydides, nous aurions des mate'riaux a, 1'aide

ii. 49. xal anoxaOapasK; x^^ TCI*aav desquels nous prendrions une idee

,
.

u'Eraaistrate qui se tente de remarquer, que la patho-

suivi un aussi iuu;tuiu exeinpie. 111 pas assez ue progres pour reiiure

Les observations consignees dans insuffisante la conception Hippo-
la collection Hippocratique cousti- cratique. Ilenrcsulte, necessuire-

tuent la plus grande partie, a ment, que la pathologic, toujours

beaucoup pres, de ce que 1'anti- consideree comme science, n'auroit

quitfi a possede en ce genre : et si, pu, par quelquo proced6 que ce

jn commentant le travail d'Hip- fftt, gagncr que des corrections et

pocra'e, ou 1'avait uu peu imite, des augmentations de detail."
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It is hardly within the province of an historian of

Greece to repeat after Thucydides the painfulExtensive .
? f . ,-\

and terrible enumeration of symptoms, violent in the extreme
Bu

i?ering of and pervading every portion of the bodily system.Athens. , . V i j ,< ?
L

c -\ j- j T>which marked this fearful disorder. Beginning
in Peiraeus, it quickly passed into the city, and both the
one and the other was speedily filled with sickness and

suffering, the like of which had never before been known.
The seizures were sudden, and a large proportion of the

sufferers perished after deplorable agonies on the seventh
or on the ninth day. Others, whose strength of consti-

tution carried them over this period, found themselves the

victims of exhausting and incurable diarrhoea afterwards :

with others again, after traversing both these stages, the

distemper fixed itself in some particular member, the eyes,
the genitals, the hands, or the feet, which were rendered

permanently useless, or in some cases amputated, even
where the patient himself recovered. There were also some
whose recovery was attended with a total loss of memory,
so that they no more knew themselves or recognised their

friends. No treatment or remedy appearing, except in

accidental cases, to produce any beneficial effect, the phy-
sicians or surgeons whose aid was invoked became com-

pletely at fault. While trying their accustomed means
without avail, they soon ended by catching the malady
themselves and perishing. The charms and incantations, l

to which the unhappy patient resorted, were not likely to

be more efficacious. While some asserted that the Pelo-

ponnesians had poisoned the cisterns of water, others re-

ferred the visitation to the wrath of the Gods, and espe-

cially to Apollo, known by hearers of the Iliad as author

1 Compare the story of Thale'tas ypaiov (xoQoic eoixsvoti TOC erojSi?,

appeasing an epidemic at Sparta &ar.zp xii-fio jxeypi it&),).ou' T(J!> xpov<p

by his music and song (Plutarch, 8e uro TU>V i-jotpYiu? (paivo.usvujv

De Musicjl, p. 1146). 6TEioQr;v eivat 2{m|xiv ev aiiTsT?.

Some of the ancient physicians See an interesting and valuable
were firm believers in the efficacy dissertation, Origines Contagii, by
of these charms and incantations. Dr. C. F.Marx (Stuttgard, 1824, p.

Alexander of Tralles says that 129).

having originally treated them with The suffering Herakles, in his

contempt, he had convinced him- agony under the poisoned tunic,
self of their value by personal ob- invokes the <ioiS6<; along with the

servation, and altered his opinion yEipo--/vr;; laTopidi; (Sophokles,
(ix. 4) fbioi YOUV otov-ai -rot? TU>V Trachin. 1005).
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of pestilence in the Greek host before Troy. It was re-

membered that this Delphian god had promised the Lace-

daemonians, in reply to their application immediately before

the war, that he would assist them whether invoked or un-

invoked and the disorder now raging was ascribed to the

intervention of their irresistible ally; while the elderly men
farther called to mind an oracular verse sung in the time

of their youth "The Dorian war will come, and pestilence

along with it." * Under the distress which suggested, and
was reciprocally aggravated by, these gloomy ideas, prophets
were consulted, and supplications with solemn procession
were held at the temples, to appease the divine wrath.

When it was found that neither the priest nor the

physician could retard the spread, or mitigate I ffi

the intensity, of the disorder, the Athenians O f remedies

abandoned themselves to despair, and the space despair

within the walls became a scene of desolating moraiisa-

miserv. Every man attacked with the maladv Von of tlie
J

-i , i L L c -\
Athenians.

at once lost his courage a state ot depression,
itself among the worst features of the case, which made
him lie down and die, without any attempt to seek for

preservatives. And though at first friends and relatives

lent their aid to tend the sick with the usual family sym-
pathies, yet so terrible was the number of these attendants
who perished, "like sheep," from such contact, that at

length no man would thus expose himself; while the most

1 Thucyd. ii. 64. to imagine pestilence as accom-
^iry.ov"? oi ^piUpiJTEpoi irdXott panying it. Yet (says Thucydidee)

aSsoQai the reading Xot|xo^ was held de-

"I!:;i Acopt-xxo? roXsjAOi;, xal ),oi|j.6? cidedly preferable, as best fitting

litj.' coJToi. to the actual circumstances (o'ifa.p
Pee also the first among the avOp<o~Qt rpo? 5 Iraavov TTIV fX.vrjij.Yiv

epistles ascribed to the orator ermouvTo). And "if (he goes on
jEschincs respecting a ).oi[xri; in to say) there should ever hereafter
Delos. come another Dorian war, and

It appears that there was a debate famine along witli it, the oracle

whether, in this Hexameter ver?e, will probably be reproduced with

Xiao? (famine) or Xrjijxx (posti- the word ).i|j.6c as part of it."

lence) was the correct reading: This deserves notice, as illus-

and the probability is, that it had trating the sort of admitted li-

been originally composed with the cence with which men twisted the

word
).r,t|j.6;

for men might well oracles or prophecies, so as to hit

fancy beforehand that famine the feelings of the actual mo-
would be a sequel of the Dorian nient.

war, but they would not be likely
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generous spirits, who persisted longest in the discharge
of their duty, were carried off in the greatest numbers. l

The patient was thus left to die alone and unheeded.

Sometimes all the inmates of a house were swept away
one after the other, no man being willing to go near it:

desertionon the one hand, attendance on the other, both tended

to aggravate the calamity. There remained only those

who, having had the disorder and recovered, were willing
to tend the sufferers. These men formed the single excep-
tion to the all-pervading misery of the time for the

disorder seldom attacked any one twice, and when it did,
the second attack was never fatal. Elate with their own
escape, they deemed themselves out of the reach of all

disease, and were full of compassionate kindness for others

whose sufferings were just beginning. It was from them
too that the principal attention to the bodies of deceased

victims proceeded: for such was the state of dismay and

sorrow, that even the nearest relatives neglected the se-

pulchral duties, sacred beyond all others in the eyes of a
Greek. Nor is there any circumstance which conveys to

us so vivid an idea of the prevalent agony and despair, as

when we read in the words of an eye-witness, that the
deaths took place among this close-packed crowd without
the smallest decencies of attention 2 that the dead and
the dying lay piled one upon another not merely in the

public roads, but even in the temples, in spite of the un-

derstood defilement of the sacred building that half-dead

sufferers were seen lying round all the springs, from

insupportable thirst that the numerous corpses thus

unburied and exposed, were in such a condition, that the

dogs which meddled with them died in consequence, while
no vultures or other birds of the like habits ever came

1 Compare Diodor. xiv. 70, who
po<; EYifvsTO o'J^Evl XOUJAOI, dXXi xai

mentions similar distresses in the vexpot in' dXXr^Xois d-oSv^axovTEs
Carthaginian army besieging Sy- IXEIVTO, xal iv TOUS 68ol? exocXiv-

racuse, during the terrible epide- SOU^TO xai itepi ton xpr,va<; d^6iaa!c

mic with which it was attacked in
rjfitQvrJTe?, toy uSaio; E-i8'j|j.ia. Ta

395 B.C.; and Livy, xxv. 26, respect- te Upi ev ot? eaxr;v7jvT&, vExpujv rcXea

ing the epidemic at Syracuse when TJV, auT&u evajroOvrjaxovTujr 6-sp3ia-
it was besieged by Marcellus and C<J|AEMOU yap toy xaxoO oi a-(9p(ozoi
the Romans. oix lyovTE? o,ti fevrjuvTcu, EC 6X1-

5 Thucyd. ii. 62. Olxtiov ^ip oy-/_ Y u 'p^ a ' itpaitovto xV iepwv xat 6;to>*

zapy_o'j-(I)v, dXX' 4v xaXo^ai? TCVIYTJ- 6[Aoitu;.

pai? d>pa ETOU; iairuj|Asvu)
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near. Those bodies which escaped entire neglect were
burnt or buried 1 without the customary mourning, and
with unseemly carelessness. In some cases, the bearers
of a body, passing by a funeral pile on which another body
was burning, would put their own there to be burnt also;

2

or perhaps, if the pile was prepared ready for a body not

yet arrived, would deposit their own upon it, set fire to

the pile, and then depart. Such indecent confusion would
have been intolerable to the feelings of the Athenians, in

any ordinary times.

To all these scenes of physical suffering, death, and
reckless despair was superadded another evil, Lawless

which affected those who were fortunate enough reckless-
,, rp,, -, iiii r-i i ness of con-

to escape the rest. JLne bonds both ot law and ductengen-

morality became relaxed, amidst such total un- <*ered.

certainty of every man both for his own life, and that of

others. Men cared not to abstain from wrong, under cir-

cumstances in which punishment was not likely to overtake

them nor to put a check upon their passions, and endure

privations, in obedience even to their strongest conviction,
when the chance was so small of their living to reap reward
or enjoy any future esteem. An interval, short and sweet,
before their doom was realised before they became

plunged in the wide-spread misery which they witnessed

around, and which affected indiscriminately the virtuous

and the profligate was all that they looked to enjoy;

embracing with avidity the immediate pleasures of sense,
as well as such positive gains, however ill-gotten, as could

be made the means of procuring them, and throwing aside

all thought both of honour or of long-sighted advantage.
Life and property being alike ephemeral, there was no

hope left but to snatch a moment of enjoyment, before
the outstretched hand of destiny should fall upon its

victims.

1 Thucyd. ii. 50: compare Livy, * Thucyd.ii.52, Fromthelanguage
xli. 21, describing the epidemic at of Thucydides, we see that this

Borne in 174 B.C. "Cadavera, intacta was regarded at Athens as highly
ft, canibus et vulturibus, tabes ab- unbecoming. Yet a passage of

sumebat : satisque constabat, nee Plutarch seems to show that it was

illo, nee priore anno in tantS, strage very common, in his time, to burn

bourn hominumque vulturium us- several bodies on the same funeral

quani visum." pile (Plutarch, Symposiac. ii. 3, p.

Col).
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The picture of society under the pressure of a mur-

Great loss
^erous epidemic, with its train of physical tor-

of Ufa ments, wretchedness, and demoralisation, has
among the been drawn by more than one eminent author,
blow to the hut by none with more impressive fidelity and
power of conciseness than by Thucydides, ' who had no

predecessor, nor anything but the reality, to

copy from. We may remark that amidst all the melancholy
accompaniments of the time, there are no human sacrifices,
such as those ofFer'ed up at Carthage during pestilence to

appease the anger of the gods there are no cruel perse-
cutions against imaginary authors of the disease, such as

those against the Untori (anointers of doors) in the plague
of Milan in 1630.2

Three years altogether did this calamity desolate

Athens: continuously, during the entire second and third

years of the war after which followed a period of marked
abatement for a year and a half: but it then revived again,
and lasted for another year, with the same fury as at first.

The public loss, over and above the private misery, which
this unexpected enemy inflicted upon Athens, was incal-

culable. Out of 1200 horsemen, all among the rich men
of the state, 300 died of the epidemic; besides 4400 hoplites
out of the roll formally kept, and a number of the poorer

population, so great as to defy computation. 3 No efforts

of the Peloponnesians could have done so much to ruin

Athens, or to bring the war to a termination such as they
desired: and the distemper told the more in their favour,
as it never spread at all into Peloponnesus, though it

passed from Athens to some of the more populous islands. 4

1 The description in the sixth vita, Dii rogari maxime solent"

book of Lucretius, translated and (Justin, xviii. 6).

expanded from Thucydidds that of For the facts respecting the

the plague at Florence in 1348, plague of Milan and the Untori,
with which the Decameron of Boc- see the interesting novel of Man-
cacio opens and that of Defoe in zoni Promessi Sposi and the his-

his History of the Plague in Lon- torical work of the same author-

don are all well-known. Storia della Colonna Infame.
1 "Cartbaginienses, cum inter ce- 3

Thucyd. iii. 87. toij GE aXXoy

tera mala etiam peste laborarent, oy).ou ivs;;'!)psTO? opiQpio?. Diodorus

cruenta sacrorum religione, et makes them above 10,000 (xii. 58)

scelere pro remedio, usi sunt : freemen and slaves together, which

quippe homines ut victimas immo- must be greatly beneath the reality,

labant
; pacem deorum sanguine " Thucyd, ii. 54. 7<I>v aXXtov yio-

eorum exposcentes, pro quorum ptiuv TCI r.oXuavQpuj-d-a-a. He does
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The Lacedaemonian army was withdrawn from Attica

somewhat earlier than it would otherwise have been, for

fear of taking the contagion. ,*

But it was while the Lacedaemonians were yet in

Attica, and during the first freshness of the terrible malady,
that Perikles equipped and conducted from Peirseus an
armament of 100 triremes and 4000 hoplites to attack the

coasts of Peloponnesus: 300 horsemen were also carried

in some horse-transports, prepared for the occasion out of

old triremes. To diminish the crowd accumulated in the

city, was doubtless of beneficial tendency, and perhaps
those who went aboard might consider it as a chance of

escape to quit an infected home. But unhappily they
carried the infection along with them, which desolated the

fleet not less than the city, and crippled all its efforts.

Reinforced by fifty ships of war from Chios and
Lesbos, the Athenians first landed near Epidau- Atn nian

. '-!-,! .
L

., armament
rus in Peloponnesus, ravaging the territory sent first

and making an unavailing attempt upon the against Pe-

city: next they made like incursions on the more SU s, next

southerly portions of the Argolic peninsula against Po-
rn TT v i TV

"
A *

i 11 tidsea it is

Ircezen, Halieis, and xlermione; and lastly attacked

attacked and captured Prasise, on the eastern and ruined

coast of Laconia. On returning to Athens, the demic
9

.

same armament was immediately conducted under

Agnon and Kleopompus, to press the siege of Potidsea,
the blockade of which still continued without any visible

progress. On arriving there, an attack was made on the
walls by battering engines and by the other aggressive
methods then practised; but nothing whatever was achieved.
In fact, the armament became incompetent for all serious

effort, from the aggravated character which the distemper
here assumed, communicated by the soldiers fresh from
Athens even to those who had before been free from it at

Potidrea. So frightful was the mortality, that out of the
4000 hoplites under Agnon, no less than 1050 died in the
short space of forty days. The armament was brought
back in this distressed condition to Athens, while the
reduction of Potidcea was left as before to the slow course
of blockade.2

not specify what places these -were: that island occurs,

perhaps Chios, Init hardly Leg- ' Thucyd. ii. 57.

hos, otherwise the fact would have 5 Thucyd. ii. 56-58.

been noticed when the revolt of
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On returning from the expedition against Pelopon-

.the-
nesus

>
Perikles found his countrymen almost dis-

under tracted J with their manifold sufferings. Over

inand
61'

an(^ a^ove *ne raging epidemic, they had just
losses gone over Attica and ascertained the devasta-

c^oie
b
i

e

n-
tions committed by the invaders throughout all

censed the territory (except the Marathonian 2
Tetrapo-

"Sw" M*"
^S andDekeleia districts spared, as we are told,

unshaken through indulgence founded on an ancient le-

dlfendhi
in

genc^ary sympathy) during their long stay of

himself. forty days. The rich had found their comfor-
table mansions and farms, the poor their modest cottages, in

the various demes, torn down and ruined. Death,
3
sickness,

loss of property, and despair of the future, now rendered

the Athenians angry and intractable to the last degree.

They vented their feelings against Perikles as the cause

not merely of the war, but also of all that they were now

enduring. Either with or without his consent, they sent

envoys to Sparta to open negotiations for peace, but the

Spartans turned a deaf ear to the proposition. This new
disappointment rendered them still more furious against

Perikles, whose long-standing political enemies now doubt-

less found strong sympathy in their denunciations of his

character and policy. That unshaken and majestic firm-

ness, which ranked first among his many eminent quali-

ties, was never more imperiously required and never more

effectively manifested.

In his capacity of Strategus or General, Perikles con-

voked a formal assembly of the people, for the purpose
of vindicating himself publicly against the prevailing senti-

xment, and recommending perseverance in his line of policy.
The speeches made by his opponents, assuredly very bitter,

are not given by Thucydides; but that of Perikles himself

is set down at considerable length, and a memorable dis-

course it is. It strikingly brings into relief both the char-

acter of the man and the impress of actual circumstances
an impregnable mind conscious not only of right pur-

1 Thuoyd. ii. 59. TJXXoluwTo T; OLTI eXaaaoviov 6p(j.d)(iSvo?, eoTeprjTO

ptofjia;. xai TO'JTCUV oi 8s Suvatot, xaXa XTI^-
7 Diodor. xii. 45; Ister ap. Schol. piaTa xaTa TTJV ^ibpav oixoSofjuai? t $

ad Soph. (Edip. Colon. 689; Hero- xai roXu-eXeai xaiaoxEuai; aTtoXco-

dot. ix. XSXOTES.
1 Thucyd. ii. 65. '0

jj.ev S^po;, OTI
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poses but of just and reasonable anticipations, and bearing

up with manliness, or even defiance, against the natural

difficulty of the case, heightened by an extreme of incalcu-

lable misfortune. He had foreseen,! while advising the

war originally, the probable impatience of his countrymen
under its first hardships, but he could not foresee the epi-
demic by which that impatience had been exasperated into

madness : and he now addressed them not merely with un-

abated adherence to his own deliberate convictions, but
also in a tone of reproachful remonstrance against their

unmerited change ofsentiment towards him seeking at the

same time to combat that uncontrolled despair which for

the moment overlaid both their pride and their patriotism.
Par from humbling himself before the present sentiment,
it is at this time that he sets forth his titles to their esteem
in the most direct and unqualified manner, and claims the

continuance of that which they had so long accorded, as

something belonging to him by acquired right.
His main object, through this discourse, is to fill the

minds of his audience with patriotic sympathy Athenian

for the weal of the entire city, so as to counter- P ub
]i
c am-

bulance the absorbing sense of private woe. If i as t speech
the collective city flourishes (he argues), private ^ Perikies

misfortunes may at least be borne: but no tone of self-

amount of private prosperity will avail, if the col- esteem
, ,. r 11 / -A- TJ. n against the
lective city tails (a proposition literally true in public dis-

ancient times and under the circumstances of content.

ancient warfare though less true at present). "Dis-

tracted by domestic calamity, ye are now angry both with
me who advised you to go to war, and with yourselves
who followed the advice. Ye listened to me, considering
me superior to others injudgement, in speech, in patriotism,
and in incorruptible probity

2 nor ought I now to be treat-

ed as culpable for giving such advice, when in point of
fact the war was unavoidable and there would have been
still greater danger in shrinking from it. I am the same

man, still unchanged but ye in your misfortunes cannot
stand to the convictions which ye adopted when yet un-
hurt. Extreme and unforeseen, indeed, are the sorrows
which have fallen upon you : yet inhabiting as ye do a
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great city, and brought up in dispositions suitable to it,

ye must also resolve to bear up against the utmost pressure
of adversity, and never to surrender your dignity. I

have often explained to you that ye have no reason to

doubt of eventual success in the war, but I will now remind

you, more emphatically than before, and even with a degree
of ostentation suitable as a stimulus to your present un-
natural depression that your naval force makes you mast-

erg not only of your allies, but of the entire sea 1 one
half of the visible field for action and employment. Com-

pared with so vast a power as this, the temporary use of

your houses and territory is a mere trifle an ornamental

accessory not worth considering : and this too, if ye pre-
serve your freedom, ye will quickly recover. It was your
fathers who first gained this empire, without any of the

advantages which ye now enjoy ; ye must not disgrace your-
selves by losing what they acquired. Delighting as ye all

do in the honour and empire enjoyed by the city, ye must
not shrink from the toils whereby alone that honour is

sustained : moreover ye now fight, not merely for freedom
instead of slavery, but for empire against loss of empire,
with all the perils arising out of imperial unpopularity.
It is not safe for you now to abdicate, even if ye chose to

do so
;
for ye hold your empire like a despotism unjust

perhaps in the original acquisition, but ruinous to part
with when once acquired. Be not angry with me, whose
advice ye followed ingoing to war, because the enemy have
done such damage as might be expected from them : still

less on account of this unforeseen distemper : I know that

this makes me an object of your special present hatred,

though very unjustly, unless ye will consent to give me
credit also for any unexpected good luck which may occur.

Our city derives its particular glory from unshaken bear-

ing up against misfortune : her power, her name, her em-

pire of Greeks over Greeks, are such as have never before

been seen : and if we choose to be great, we must take the

consequence of that temporary envy and hatred which is

1 Thucyd. ii. 62. Sr^.tbaio 6e xai ujxat rcapa to elxo; *d>pu>v. Oua&e

ToSe, $ (iot
5oxeii:e OUT' ad-rot it<i>- pUv yap til>v Sunn.i^io* jxovov px l ''

r.o-zz evftujJLT^^ai u-ap-/o<j u.uiv [JL- ey 1" $ arctxpai-iiuj 8uo |Apu>v tI>v

Ye9ou Ttspi e? TTJV apy_Tjv, out' syii) e y.pJjsiv (pavspcuv, frj;
xai. QaXat-

ev TOI? irpiv XofOi?' ou8' dv vuv i'/pvj- TT,C, TOJ iiepou UJAK? i:a-*To; x'jpiiu-

oi[ArjvxG|j.-ii>5saTSpavEy_Gv:i trp zpoa- TBTOU; ov-aq, stp oaov -E vuv V6(i8s8e|
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the necessary price ofpermanent renown. Behave ye now in

a manner worthy of that glory : display that courage which
is essential to protect you against disgrace at present, as
well as to guarantee your honour for the future. Send no
farther embassy to Sparta, and bear your misfortunes
without showing symptoms of distress." 1

The irresistible reason, as well as the proud and reso-
lute bearing of this discourse, set forth with an Powerful

eloquence which it was not possible for Thucy-
e
?*;

ct of his

TI i j 1.1 -ii n i
address

dides to reproduce together with the age and newresoiu-

character of Perikles carried the assent of the *ion 8h
.?
wn

assembled people ;
who when in the Pnyx and ing the war

engaged according to habit on public matters, 7T
n

1

ever~

iS r , /. , ,1
r

tr theless, the
would ior a moment forget their private suiter- discontent

ings in considerations of the safety and grandeur
a
.8
ainst ? s -

r A xi n -11 -i -i AT IP rikles still
or Athens. Jrossibly indeed, those sufferings, continues.

though still continuing, might become somewhat alleviated

when the invaders quitted Attica, and when it was no long-
er indispensable for all the population to confine itself

within the walls. Accordingly, the assembly resolved that

no farther propositions should be made for peace, and that

the war should be prosecuted with vigour.
But though the public resolution thus adopted showed

the ancient habit of deference to the authority of Perikles,
the sentiments of individuals taken separately were still

those of anger against him as the author of that system
which had brought them into so much distress. His politi-
cal opponents Kleon, Sirnmias, or Lakratidas, perhaps
all three in conjunction took care to provide an opportu-

nity for this prevalent irritation to manifest itself in act,

by bringing an accusation against him before the dikastery.
The accusation is said to have been preferred on the

ground of pecuniary malversation, and ended by his being
sentenced to pay a considerable fine, the amount He .

gacous
of which is differently reported fifteen, fifty, or ed and con-

eighty talents, by different authors. 2 The ac-
^
e^n

e

ed in

cusing party thus appeared to have carried thijir

1 Thucyd. ii. CO-64. I give a p. 515, c. 71; Plutarch, Perikles,

general summary of this memor- c. 35
;
Diodor. xii. c. 38-45. About

able speech, without setting forth Simrnias, as the vehement enemy
its full contents, still less the of Perikles, see Plutarch, Reipub.

exact words. Ger. Pnecept. p. 805.

* Thucyd. ii. 65; Plato, Gorgias, Plutarch and Diodorus both state
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point, and to have disgraced, as well as excluded from re-

election, the veteran statesman. The event however dis-

appointed their expectations. The imposition of the fine

not only satiated all the irritation of the people against
him, but even occasioned a serious reaction in his favour,
and brought back as strongly as ever the ancient senti-

ment of esteem and admiration. It was quickly found that
those who had succeeded Perikles as generals neither pos-
sessed nor deserved in an equal degree the public confi-

dence. He was accordingly soon re-elected, with as much
power and influence as he had ever in his life enjoyed.

l

But that life, long, honourable, and useful, had already
Old age of keen prolonged considerably beyond the sixtieth
Perikles year, and there were but too many circumstances,

mfsfo^Tulfes besides the recent fine, which tended to hasten
and as well as to embitter its close. At the very

suffering. m0ment when Perikles was preaching to his

that Perikles was not only fined, there still remained therefore a

but also removed from his office month or six weeks before his

of StratSgus. ThucydidSs mentions office of Stratggus naturally ex-

the fine, but not the removal
;
and pired, and required renewal. It

his silence leads me to doubt the was during this interval (which

reality of the latter event alto- Thucydides expresses by the words

gether. For with such a man as ITI 8' eaTparqysi, ii. 59) that he

Perikles, a vote of removal would convoked the assembly and de-

have been a penalty more marked livered the harangue recently men-
and cutting than the fine: more- tioned.

over, removal from office, though But when the time for a new
capable of being pronounced by election of Strategi arrived, the

vote of the public assembly, would enemies of Perikles opposed his

hardly be inflicted as penalty by re-election, and brought a charge
the dikastery. against him in that trial of ac-

I imagine the events to have countability to which every ma-

passed as follows: The Strategi, gistrate at Athens was exposed,
with most other officers of the after his period of office. They
Commonwealth, were changed or alleged against him 'some official

re-elected at the beginning of He- misconduct in reference to the

katombaeon, the first month of the public money and the dikastery
Attic year; that is, somewhere about visited him with a fine. His re-

Midsummer. Now the Pelopon- election was thus prevented, and

nesian army, invading Attica about with a man who had been so often

the end of March or beginning of re-elected, this might be loosely

April, and remaining forty days, called "taking away the office of

would leave the country about the general" so that the language of

first week in May. Periklis re- Plutarch and Diodorus, as well

turned from his expedition against as the silence of Thucydides,

Peloponnesus shortly after they would on this supposition be jus-

left Attica; that is, about the tified.

middle of May (Thucyd. ii. 57):
'
Tliucyd. ii. 65.
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countrymen, in a tone almost reproachful, the necessity
of manful and unabated devotion to the common country,
in the midst of private suffering he was himself among
the greatest of sufferers, and most hardly pressed to set

the example of observing his own precepts. The epidemic
carried off not merely his two sons (the only two legitimate,

Xanthippus and Paralus), but also his sister, several other

relatives, and his best and most useful political friends.

Amidst this train of domestic calamities, and in the funeral

obsequies of so many of his dearest friends, he remained
master of his grief, and maintained his habitual self-com-

mand, until the last misfortune the death of his favourite

son Paralus, which left his house without any legitimate

representative to maintain the family and the hereditary
sacred rites. On this final blow, though he strove to com-
mand himself as before, yet at the obsequies of the young
man, when it became his duty to place a wreath on the
dead body, his grief became uncontrollable, and he burst

out, for the first time in his life, into profuse tears and

sobbing.
1

In the midst of these several personal trials he received

the intimation, through Alkibiades and some He is re-

other friends, of the restored confidence of the elected

people towards him, and of his re-election to restored to

the office of Strategus. But it was not without power and

difficulty that he was persuaded to present him- dencc of the

self again at the public assembly, and resume people,

the direction of affairs. The regret of the people was

formally expressed to him for the recent sentence perhaps
indeed the fine may have been repaid to him, or some
evasion of it permitted, saving the forms of law 2 in the

present temper of the city; which was farther displayed
towards him by the grant of a remarkable exemption from
a law of his own original proposition. He had himself,
some years before, been the author of that law, whereby
the citizenship of Athens was restricted to persons born
both of Athenian fathers and Athenian mothers, under
which restriction several thousand persons, illegitimate on
the mother's side, are said to have been deprived of the

1

Plutarch, Perikles, c. 36. compare also the letter of M.
7 Sec Plutarch, Demosthen. c. 27, Boockh, in Meineke, Fragment,

about the manner of bringing Comic. Grrecor. ad Fragm. Eupolid.,
about such an evasion of a fine: ii. 527.

VOL. V. 2 F
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citizenship, on occasion of a public distribution of corn.

Invidious as it appeared to grant, to Perikles singly, an

exemption from a law which had been strictly enforced

against so many others, the people were now moved not
less by compassion than by anxiety to redress their own
previous severity. Without a legitimate heir, the house of

Perikles, one branch of the great Alkmaeonid Gens by his

mothers side, would be left deserted, and the continuity
of the family sacred rites would be broken a misfortune

painfully felt by every Athenian family, as calculated to

wrong all the deceased members, and provoke their post-
humous displeasure towards the city. Accordingly, per-
mission was granted to Perikles to legitimise, and to

inscribe in his own gens and phratry, his natural son by
Aspasia, who bore his own name. *

It was thus that Perikles was reinstated in his post of

Strategus as well as in his ascendency over the

ments and public counsels seemingly about August or
death of September 430 B.C. He lived about one year
Perikles. -,

J
-,

-
j. i i

longer, and seems to have maintained his in-

fluence as long as his health permitted. Yet we hear

nothing of him after this moment, and he fell a victim, not

to the violent symptoms of the epidemic, but to a slow and

wearing fever,
2 which undermined his strength as well as

his capacity. To a friend who came to ask after him when
in this disease, Perikles replied by showing a charm or

amulet which his female relations had hung about his

neck a proof how low he was reduced, and how completely
he had become a passive subject in the hands of others.

And according to another anecdote which we read, yet more

interestiiig-and equally illustrative of his character it was

during his last moments, when he was lying apparently
unconscious and insensible, that the friends around his bed
were passing in review the acts of his life, and the nine

trophies which he had erected at different times for so

many victories. He heard what they said, though they
fancied that he was past hearing, and interrupted them by
remarking

" What you praise in my life, belongs partly
to good fortune and is, at best, common to me with many

1

Plutarch, Perikles, c. 37. epidemic: but this can hardly be
5
Plutarch, (Perik. c. 38) treats correct, -when -we read the very

t'.ie slow disorder under which he marked character of the latter, as

suffered as one of the forms of the described by Thucydideg.
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other generals. But the peculiarity of which I am most

proud, you have not noticed no Athenian has ever put on

mourning through any action of mine." 1

Such a cause of self-gratulation, doubtless more satis-

factory to recall at such a moment than any His life and

other, illustrates that long-sighted calculation,
character,

aversion to distant or hazardous enterprise, and economy
of the public force, which marked his entire political career;
a career long, beyond all parallel in the history of Athens

since he maintained a great influence, gradually swelling
into a decisive personal ascendency, for between thirty and

forty years. His character has been presented in very
different lights by different authors both ancient and

modern, and our materials for striking the balance are not
so good as we could wish. But his immense and long-
continued supremacy, as well as his unparalleled eloquence,
are facts attested not less by his enemies than by his friends

nay, even more forcibly by the former than by the latter.

The comic writers, who hated him, and whose trade it was
to deride and hunt down every leading political character,
exhaust their powers of illustration in setting forth both
the one and the other: 2

Telekleides, Kratinus, Eupolis,

Aristophanes, all hearers and all enemies, speak of him
like Olympian Zeus hurling thunder and lightning like

Herakles and Achilles as the only speaker on whose lips

persuasion sat and who left his sting in the minds of his

audience: while Plato the philosopher,
3 who disapproved

of his political working and of the moral effects which he

produced upon Athens, nevertheless extols his intellectual

and oratorical ascendency
"
his majestic intelligence" in

language not less decisive than Thucydides. There is

another point of eulogy, not less valuable, on which the

testimony appears uncontradicted: throughout his long
career, amidst the hottest political animosities, the conduct
oi'Perikles towards opponents was always mild and liberal. 4

The conscious self-esteem and arrogance of manner, with

1

Plutarch, Periklus, c. 3^. only as witnesses at second-hand.

Plutarch, Perikles, c. 4, 8, 13,
3
Plato, Gorgias, c. 71, p. 510;

16; Eupolis. A/juot, Fra^m. vi. p. Pha'drus, c. 54, p. 270. FUsix/sn,

459, ed.Meineke. Cicero (De Orator. '<>' i'Srw (WYaXoitpsrux oo? i-/ av8p.
iii. 34; Erutus, 9-11) and Quinti- Plato, Mono. p. 94 B.

linn (.ii. 10, 13; x. 1, s-2) count Plutarch, Periklus, c. 10-39.

2 F ~2
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which the contemporary poet Ion reproached him, 1 con-

trasting it with the unpretending simplicity of his own
patron Kimon though probably invidiously exaggerated,
is doubtless in substance well-founded, and those who read
the last speech given above out of Thucydides will at once

recognise in it this attribute. His natural taste, his love

of philosophical research, and his unwearied application to

public affairs, all contributed to alienate him from ordinary
familiarity, and to make him careless, perhaps improperly
careless, of the lesser means of conciliating public favour.

But admitting this latter reproach to be well-founded,

Judgement as it seems to be, it helps to negative that
of Thucy- greater and graver political crime which has
dides re- P , j

e
, -i-

r
c -c

specting been imputed to him, or sacrificing the perma-
Perikies. nent well-being and morality of the state to the

maintenance of his own political power of corrupting the

people by distributions of the public money. "He gave
the reins to the people (in Plutarch's words 2

) and shaped
his administration for their immediate favour, by always
providing at home some public spectacle or festival or

procession, thus nursing up the city in elegant pleasures
and by sending out every year sixty triremes manned by
citizen-seamen on full pay, who were thus kept in practice
and acquired nautical skill."

Xow the charge here made against Perikles, and sup-

ported by allegations in themselves honourable rather than
otherwise of a vicious appetite for immediate popularity,
and of improper concessions to the immediate feelings of

the people against their permanent interests is precisely
that which Thucydides in the most pointed manner denies;
and not merely denies, but contrasts Perikles with his suc-

cessors in the express circumstance that they did so, while

1
Plutarch, Perikles c. 5. TEC TTJJ vautixrjv ea-Eipiov.

*
Plutarch, Perikles c. 11. Ato Compare c. 9, where Plutarch

al "OTS jj.dc/.t37a 7<f CTfxw 7a; r;-<ta<; says that Perikles, having no other

EftxXTJ? e-o> 7sOs7o spo? means of contending against the

(Av Ti'^a fliv zavrjopix^v abundant private largesses of his

T) ro(j.7t7jv ii\. |xr,)ravu>- rival Kimon, resorted to the ex-

|j.vo? EV aa7Et, xai BtasatSaywfuiv pedient of distributing the public

oix djxo'jjon T)5&'jai? -r,-i r.i't.i't money among the citizens, in order

E;r
(
xov7a 5k 7ptrl pst; i.iV ixai7ov to gain influence; acting in this

Evtau7ov ex-(x-iov, i-i 215 ro/.Xot matter upon the advice of his friend

tti)v ^o).t7il)v 7i),ov 0X710 ^7^7; Ijj.- Demonides, according to the state-

(jLi<r4ot. fx>.7<L7; 5[ia xai (j.3v9avov- ment of Aristotle.
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he did not. The language of the contemporary historian 1

well deserves to be cited "Perikles, powerful from dignity
of character as well as from wisdom, and conspicuously
above the least tinge of corruption, held back the people
with a free hand, and was their real leader instead of being
led by them. For not being a seeker of power from un-

worthy sources, he did not speak with any view to present
favour, but had sufficient sense of dignity to contradict

them on occasion, even braving their displeasure. Thus
whenever he perceived them insolently and unseasonably
confident, he shaped his speeches in such manner as to

alarm and beat them down: when again he saw them unduly
frightened, he tried to counteract it and restore their con-

fidence: so that the government was in name a democracy,
but in reality an empire exercised by the first citizen in

the state. But those who succeeded after his death, being
more equal one with another, and each of them desiring

pre-eminence over the rest, adopted the different course of

courting the favour of the people and sacrificing to that

object even important state-interests. From whence arose

many other bad measures, as might be expected in a great
and imperial city, and especially the Sicilian expedi-
tion," &c.

It will be seen that the judgement here quoted from

Thucydides contradicts, in an unqualified man- Earlier and

ner; the reproaches commonly made against laterpoiiti-

Perikles of having corrupted the Athenian Perikiss

people by distributions of the public money, how
/;

l
.I

th(
:

1
-/, .

J
.

,,
. *T J> one differed

and by giving way to their unwise caprices from the

for the purpose of acquiring and maintaining his other,

own political power. Xay, the historian particularly notes

i Thucyd. ii.f.5.
:

Ex=t-,io:;|j.i-j(rUpi- csw. '[{[;=.- o Si Xifuj (xiv ?r,a-,-

xXr,;) S'JV^TO; uj/T<j)Tt a^iiujiaTi Kp^Tiot, ipy<u 05 Oro TOO rpiUTO'J av-

y/cuu^, y_ p r,
a i ttu v ~.z 2 17.- 5po; dpXV ^' '^ uotepON toot aUToi

?a <u>; iocupoTBTo; 7ev6|icv04j H-iXXoM rpo- a),Xr,Xo'j? OJTS;, xoti

y.
fi';i~

rj ua).Xc-( 'J-' orJTGv) T, a^lsi, ETparrov-o xaQ' f)5o-<on TUJ 5r,jj.o)

sr,xo<Tio< -r
t

i O'ivafxiv spo^ TjSoviQV aX/.a TS r.oX/.i, d>; iv u.-yiX^ roXst

iv, aXX
1

iyu)-i i~' d^vujJit x^i apyTjv syo'JJ^, rjiiapT^'Jr,,
y.5(i 6

rpo? ^,'YV' Tt i''~5ireT';. "OroTe s- SixsXlon r).o r
j;' "/; o'i tiJiOTov

ctts'joiTQ Tt 3'jToJ; ^otpa xaipov fi(au.r]^ i[xipTT;aa ^v, Ac. Comparn
i Oipjo^'/Tot;, XJYiov xaTsrXTjj-i-i Plutarch, Xikias, c. 3.

ETI TO 'ioli'.j'j^i' xii = 5ioTC<; a^ 'A;iio3i; and i; ;

.ioa3, as used by

dXJYio; ivT'.xu'njTr, -d).iv e-i TO Gap- ThucydidSs, seem to diff-r in this
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the opposite qualities self-judgement, conscious dignity,
indifference to immediate popular applause or wrath when
set against what was permanently right and useful as the

special characteristic of that great statesman. A distinction

might indeed be possible, and Plutarch professes to note

such distinction, between the earlier and the later part of

his long political career. Perikles began (so that bio-

grapher says) by corrupting the people in order to acquire

power; but having acquired it, he employed it in an inde-

pendent and patriotic manner, so that the judgement of

Thucydides, true respecting the later part of his life, would
not be applicable to the earlier. This distinction may be
to a certain degree well-founded, inasmuch as the power
of opposing a bold and successful resistance to temporary
aberrations of the public mind necessarily implies an
established influence, and can hardly ever be exercised

even by the firmest politician during his years of commence-
ment. He is at that time necessarily the adjunct of some

party or tendency which he finds already in operation, and
has to stand forward actively and assiduously before he
can create for himself a separate personal influence. But
while we admit the distinction to this extent, there is

nothing to warrant us in restricting the encomium of

Thucydides exclusively to the later life of Perikles, or in

representing the earlier life as something in pointed con-

trast with that encomium. Construing fairly what the

historian says, he evidently did not so conceive the earlier

life of Perikles. Either those political changes which are

held by Plato, Aristotle, Plutarch, and others, to demon-
strate the corrupting effect of Perikles and his political

ascendency such as the limitation of the functions of the

Areopagus, as well as of the power of the magistrates, the

establishment of the numerous and frequent popular di-

kasteries with regular pay, and perhaps also the assignment
of pay to those who attended the Ekklesia, the expenditure
for public works, religious edifices and ornaments, the

Diobely (or distribution of two oboli per head to the

poorer citizens at various festivals, in order that they
might be able to pay for their places in the theatre), taking

respect: 'AJUoois signifies, a man's 'A;iio(Aa means his dignity, properly

dignity, or pretensions to esteem so called; as felt and appreciated
and influence, as felt and measured by others. See i. 37, 41, CO.

by himself; his sense of dignity;
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it as it then stood, &c. did not appear to Thucydides
mischievous and corrupting, as these other writers thought
them; or else he did not particularly refer them to Perikles.

Both are true, probably, to some extent. The inter-

nal political changes at Athens, respecting the Areopagus
and the dikasteries, took place when Perikles was a young-
man, and when he cannot be supposed to have yet acquired
the immense personal weight which afterwards belonged
to him (Ephialtes in fact seems in those early Accusation

days to have been a greater man than Perikles, against

if we may judge by the fact that he was selected havimf
S

cor-

by his political adversaries for assassination) rupted the

so that they might with greater propriety be f"eop?e"
ascribed to the party with which Perikles was untrue, and

connected, rather than to that statesman him-
i^ve'tfby

self. But next, we have no reason to presume Tim-

that Thucydides considered these changes as >'dld&s -

injurious, or as having deteriorated the Athenian character.

All that he does say as to the working of Perikles on the

sentiment and actions of his countrymen is eminently fa-

vourable. He represents the presidency of that statesman
as moderate, cautious, conservative, and successful; he de-

scribes him as uniformly keeping back the people from
rash enterprises, and from attempts to extend their empire

as looking forward to the necessity of a war, and main-

laining the naval, military, and financial forces of the state

in constant condition to stand it as calculating, with long-

sighted wisdom, the conditions on which ultimate success

depended. If we follow the elaborate funeral harangue
of Perikles (which Thucydides, since he produces it at

length, probably considered as faithfully illustrating the

political point ofview of that statesman), we shall discover

a conception of democratical equality no less rational than

generous; an anxious care for the recreation and comfort
of the citizens, but no disposition to emancipate them
from active obligation, either public or private and least

of all, any idea of dispensing with such activity by abusive

largesses out of the general revenue. The whole picture,
drawn by Perikles, of Athens ''as the schoolmistress of

Greece," implies a prominent development of private in-

dustry and commerce not less than of public citizenship
and soldiership, of letters, arts, and recreative varieties

of taste.
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Though Thucydides does not directly canvass the con-

stitutional changes effected in Athens under Perikles, yet

everything which he does say leads us to believe that he

accounted the working of that statesman, upon the whole,
on Athenian power as well as on Athenian character, emi-

nently valuable, and his death as an irreparable loss. And
we may thus appeal to the judgement of an historian who
is our best witness in every conceivable respect, as a valid

reply to the charge against Perikles of having corrupted
the Athenian habits, character, and government. If he

spent a large amount of the public treasure upon religious
edifices and ornaments; and upon stately works for the

city, yet the sum which he left untouched, ready for use

at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war, was such as to

appear more than sufficient for all purposes of defence, or

public safety, or military honour. It cannot be shown of

Perikles that he ever sacrificed the greater object to the

less the permanent and substantially valuable; to the

transitory and showy assured present possessions, to the

lust of new, distant, or uncertain conquests. If his advice

had been listened to, the rashness which brought on the

defeat of the Athenian Tolmides at Koroneia in Boeotia

would have been avoided, and Athens might probably have
maintained her ascendency over Alegara and Boeotia, which
would have protected, her territory from invasion, and

given a new turn to the subsequent history. Perikles is

not to be treated as the author of the Athenian character:

he found it with its very marked positive characteristics

and susceptibilities, among which those which he chiefly

brought out and improved were the best. The

gress and lust of expeditions against the Persians, which
improve- Kimon would have pushed into Egypt and Cy-ment of the T */, i i v i j 11

Athenians prus, he repressed, alter it had accomplished all

Hnd.? r,. which could be usefully aimed at. The ambition
T>6rikles /

of Athens he moderated rather than encouraged:
the democratical movement of Athens he regularised, and
worked out into judicial institutions which ranked among
the prominent features of Athenian life, and worked, in my
judgement^ with a very large balance of benefit to the

national mind as well as to individual security, in spite of

the many defects in their direct character as tribunals. But
that point in which there was the greatest difference be-

tween Athens, as Perikles found it and as he left it, is un-
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questionably, the pacific and intellectual development
rhetoric, poetry, arts, philosophical research, and recreative

variety. To which if we add, great improvement in the
cultivation of the Attic soil, extension of Athenian trade

attainment and laborious maintenance of the maximum
of maritime skill (attested by the battles of Phormio)
enlargement of the area of complete security by con-

struction of the Long Walls lastly, the clothing of Athens
in her imperial mantle, by ornaments architectural and

sculptural, we shall make out a case of genuine progress
realized during the political life of Perikles, such as the

evils imputed to him, far more imaginary than real; will

go but a little way to alloy. How little, comparatively
speaking, of the picture drawn by Perikles in his funeral

harangue of431 B.C. wouldhave been correct, if the harangue
had been delivered over those warriors who fell at Tana-

gra twenty-seven years before!

It has been remarked by II. Boeckh, l that Perikles

sacrificed the landed proprietors of Attica to perikies is

the maritime interests and empire of Athens, not to

This is of course founded on the destructive the*Peio-
invasions of the country during the Pelopon- ponnesian

nesian war; for down to the commencement of
^ ar '

that war the position of Attic cultivators and proprietors
was particularly enviable: and the censure of II. Boeckh
therefore depends upon the question, how far Perikles

contributed to produce, or had it in his power to avert,
this melancholy war, in its results so fatal not merely to

Athens, but to the entire Grecian race. Xow here again,
if we follow attentively the narrative of Thucydides, we
shall see that, in the judgement of that historian, not only
Perikles did not bring on the war, but he could not have
averted it without such concessions as Athenian prudence
as well as Athenian patriotism peremptorily forbade.

Moreover we shall sec, that the calculations on which
Perikles grounded his hopes of success if driven to war.

1 Boeckh, Public Economy of different authors, English, French,

Athens, b. iii. ch. xv. p. 399, Eng. and German. That of Wuchsmuth
Trans. is the best of the collection

Kutzen, in the second Beylago though even he appears to think

to his treatise, Perikles als Staats- that Perikles is to blame for having
mann (p. 109-200), lias collected introduced a set of institutions

and inserted a list of various clia- which none but himself could work
racters of Periklus, from twenty well.
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were (in the opinion of the historian) perfectly sound and
safe. We may even go farther, and affirm, that the
administration of Perikles during the fourteen years pre-

ceding the war, exhibits a "moderation" (to use the words
of Thucydides

l

) dictated chiefly by anxiety to avoid raising
causes of war. If in the months immediately preceding
the breaking out of the war, after the conduct of the

Corinthians atPotidsea, and the resolutions of the congress
at Sparta, he resisted strenuously all compliance with

special demands from Sparta we must recollect that these

were demands essentially insincere, in which partial com-

pliance would have lowered the dignity of Athens without

ensuring peace. The stories about Pheidias, Aspasia,
and the Megarians, even if we should grant that there is

some truth at the bottom of them, must, according to

Thucydides, be looked upon at worst as concomitants and

pretexts, rather than as real causes, of the war: though
modern authors in speaking of Perikles are but too apt to

use expressions which tacitly assume these stories to be
well-founded.

Seeing then that Perikles did not bring on, and could

not have averted, the Peloponnesian war that he steered

his course in reference to that event with the long-sighted

prudence of one who knew that the safety and the dignity
of imperial Athens were essentially interwoven we have
no right to throw upon him the blame of sacrificing the

landed proprietors of Attica. These proprietors might
indeed be excused for complaining, where they suffered so

ruinously. But the impartial historian, looking at the

whole of the case, cannot admit their complaints as a ground
for censuring the Athenian statesman.

The relation of Athens to her allies, the weak point
of her position, it was beyond the power of Perikles

seriously to amend; probably also beyond his will, since the

idea of political incorporation, as well as that of providing
a common and equal confederate bond sustained by effective

federal authority, between different cities, was rarely
entertained even by the best Greek minds. 2 We hear that
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he tried to summon at Athens a congress of deputies from
all cities of Greece, the allies of Athens included; 1 but the
scheme could not be brought to bear, in consequence of
the reluctance, noway surprising, of the Peloponnesians.
Practically, the allies were not badly treated during his

administration: and if among the other bad consequences
of the prolonged war, they as well as Athens and all other

Greeks come to suffer more and more, this depends upon
causes with which he is not chargeable, and upon proceed-
ings which departed altogether from his wise and sober
calculations. Taking him altogether, with his powers of

thought, speech, and action his competence civil and

military, in the council as well as in the field his vigorous
and cultivated intellect, and his comprehensive ideas of a

community in pacific and many-sided development his

incorruptible public morality, caution, and firmness, in a

country where all those qualities were rare, and the union
of them in the same individual of course much rarer we
shall find him without a parallel throughout the whole
course of Grecian history.

Under the great mortality and pressure of sickness

at Athens, operations of war naturally languished; while

the enemies also, though more active, had but little success.

A fleet of 100 triremes with 1000 hoplites on board, was
sent by the Lacedaemonians under Knemus to attack

Zakynthus, but accomplished nothing beyond devastation

of the open parts of the island: and then o pera ti ns

returned home. And it was shortly after this, or war

towards the month of September, that the Am- J^^the
brakiots made an attack upon the Amphilochian pressure of

town called Argos, situated on the southern jemio.
1"

coast of the Gulf of Ambrakia; which town, as Attack of

has been recounted in the preceding chapter, {j^ts orrthe

had been wrested from them two years before Amphiio-

liy the Athenians under Phormio and restored ^"g"s . tnc
to the Amphilochians and Akarnanians. The Athenian

Ambrakiots, as colonists and allies of Corinth, nt

ri^th

is

a

were at the same time animated by active enmity squadron to

to the Athenian influence in Akarnania. and bv NauPaktus -

one single city-government at

and to reduce the existincr cities is remarkable to observe that Ile-

li.'inos or constituent, rodotus himself bestows his un-

quali tied commendation on this ideafractional, municipalities
~ rj."
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desire to regain the lost town of Argos. Procuring aid

from the Chaonians and some other Epirotic tribes, they
marched against Argos, and after laying waste the territory,
endeavoured to take the town by assault, but were repulsed
and obliged to retire, i This expedition appears to have

impressed the Athenians with the necessity of a standing
force to protect their interest in those parts; so that in

the autumn Phormio was sent with a squadron of twenty
triremes to occupy Naupaktus (now inhabited by the

ATessenians) as a permanent naval station, and to watch
the entrance of the Corinthian Gulf. 2 We shall find in

the events of the succeeding year ample confirmation of

this necessity.

Though the Peloponnesians were too inferior in rnari-

injury done time force to undertake formal war at sea
to Athenian against Athens, their single privateers, espe-commerce P .-. ., nr f
byPeiopon- cially the llegarian privateers irom the harbour
nesian pri- of Nisasa, were active in injuring her commerce 3

The Lace- and not merely the commerce of Athens, but
dsemoniaiis aiso that of other neutral Greeks, without

ail their
a

scruple or discrimination. Several merchantmen
prisoners an(j fishing-vessels, with a considerable number

sea,

6
even of prisoners, were thus captured.

4 Such prisoners
neutrals. as fell into the hands of the Lacedaemonians,
even neutral Greeks as well as Athenians, were all put
to death, and their bodies cast into clefts of the mountains.
In regard to the neutrals, this capture was piratical, and
the slaughter unwarrantably cruel, judged even by the

received practice of the Greeks, deficient as that was on
the score of humanity. But to dismiss these neutral

prisoners, or to sell them as slaves, would have given

publicity to a piratical capture and provoked the neutral

towns
;
so that the prisoners were probably slain as the

best way of getting rid of them and thus suppressing
evidence. 5

5 Thncyd. ii. 67. Oi A-/x;5ai|jL'>noi

/.in r.spl lUXo-ovvr^O"; zXiov-s?

7.-oxivaMTS? -xai e? 99^27701:; eapa-

privateering during the Pelopou- ).OVTE?. FlavTon Y"*p ^i xa~'
"P7." 5

uesian war, compare Thucyd. v. 115: TOO ToXsjxoy oi Aaxs5aci|j.6vioi, oaou?

compare also Xenophon, Hellen. /.d3ois
-

> EV TT, da/.i-arj, cu? 7:o>.Ejj.to'j?

v. 1. 29. 6t-i()stpovi x:xi TOO? LtsTi "ASinvaiiov

1 Thucyd.
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Some of these Peloponnesian privateers ranged as far

as the south-western coast of Asia Minor, where they
found temporary shelter, and interrupted the trading-
vessels from Phaselis and Phoenicia to Athens; to protect
which the Athenians despatched in the course of the

autumn a squadron of six triremes under Melesander. He
was farther directed to ensure the collection of the ordinary
tribute from Athenian subject-allies, and probably to raise

such contributions as he could elsewhere. In the prose-
cution of this latter duty, he undertook an expedition
from the sea-coast against one of the Lykian towns in the

interior, but his attack was repelled with loss, and he him-

self slain. l

An opportunity soon afforded itself to the Athenians
of retaliating on Sparta for this cruel treatment Lacedjemo-

of the maritime prisoners. In execution of the nian envoys

idea projected at the commencement of the their way to

war. the Lacedaemonians sent Aneristus and Persia and
., T> r xi put to death

two others as envoys to Persia, ior the purpose i,y the

of soliciting from the Great King aids of money Athenians.

and troops against Athens; the dissensions among the

Greeks thus gradually paving the way for him to regain
his ascendency in the JEgean. Timagoras of Tegea,
together with an Argeian named Pollis without any formal

mission from his city, and the Corinthian Aristeus, accom-

panied them As the sea was in the power of Athens,

they travelled overland through Thrace to the Hellespont.
Aristeus, eager to leave nothing untried for the relief of

Potidsea, prevailed upon them to make application to

Sitalkes, king of the Udrysian Thracians. That prince
was then in alliance with Athens, and his son Sadokus had
even received the grant of Athenian citizenship. Yet the

envoys thought it possible not only to detach him from
the Athenian alliance, but even to obtain from him an

army to act against the Athenians and raise the blockade

of Potida^a. On being refused, they lastly applied to him

tfi'z
u-iV excited strong remonstrance

; yet

FTer/ur/. the mariners slain were not neu-

The Lnced.'cmonian admiral Al- trals, but belonged to the sulm-ct-

hidas slew all the prisoners taken allies of Athens : moreover Alkidas

on board merchantmen, off the coast was in his flight, and obliged to

of Ionia, in the ensuing year (Tim- make choice between killing his

cyd. iii. 32). Kvon this was con- prisoners, or setting them free.

sidered extremely rigorous, and ' Thucyd. ii. u9.
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for a safe escort to the banks of the Hellespont, in their

way towards Persia. But Learchus and Ameiniades, then
Athenian residents near the person of Sitalkes, had in-

fluence enough not only to cause rejection of these requests,
but also to induce Sadokus, as a testimony of zeal in his

new character of Athenian citizen, to assist them in seizing
the persons of Aristeus and his companions in their jour-

ney through Thrace. Accordingly the whole party were
seized and conducted as prisoners to Athens, where they
were forthwith put to death, without trial or permission
to speak and their bodies cast into rocky chasms, as

a reprisal for the captured seamen slain by the Lacedae-
monians. *

1 Thucyd. ii. 67. Dr. Thirlwall vious conduct of the Spartans in

(Hist. Greece, vol. iii. ch. 20. p. killing the heralds of Darius.

129) says that "the envoys were Xerxes dismissed them unhurt,
sacrificed chiefly to give a decent so that the anger of Talthybius
colour to the baseness" of killing (the heroic progenitor of the fa-

Aristeus, from whom the Athe- mily of heralds at Sparta) re-'

nians feared subsequent evil, in mained still unsatisfied: it was

consequence of his ability and ac- only satisfied by the death of their

tive spirit. I do not think this is two sons now slain by the Athe-

fairly contained in the words of nians. The fact that the two per-

Thucydides. He puts in the fore- sons now slain were sons of those

ground of Athenian motive, two (Sperthies and Bulis) who had

doubtless, fear from the future previously gone to Susa to tender

energy of Aristeus; but if that their lives, is spoken of as a

had been the only motive, the "romantic and tragical coinci-

Athenians would probably have dence.' 1 But there surely is very
slain him singly without the rest: little to wonder at. The functions

they would hardly think it neces- of herald at Sparta were the pri-

sary to provide themselves with vilege of a particular gens or

"any decent colour" in the way family: every herald therefore was
that Dr. Thirlwall suggests. Thu- ex officio the son of a herald. Now
cydides names the special feeling when the Lacedemonians, at the

of the Athenians against Aristeus beginning of this Peloponnesian
(in my judgement), chiefly in or- war, were looking out for two
der to explain the extreme haste members of the Heraldic Gens to

of the Athenian sentence of exe- send up to Susa, upon whom would
cution 3'iO^|ispov dxpi-0'j; , &c. : they so naturally fix as upon the

they were under the influence of sons of those two men who had
combined motives fear, revenge, been to Susa before ? These sons

retaliation. had doubtless heard their fathers

The envoys here slain were sons talk a great deal about it prob-
of Sperthies and Bulis, former ably with interest and satisfac-

Spartan heralds who had gone up tion, since they derived great glory
to Xerxes at Susa to offer their from the unaccepted offer of their

heads as atonement for the pre- lives in atonement. There was
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Such revenge against Aristeus, the instigator of the
revolt of Potidsea, relieved the Athenians from a dange-
rous enemy ;

and that blockaded city was now left to its

fate. About midwinter it capitulated, after a

blockade of two years, and after going through January,
the extreme of suffering from famine to such a s

^
r
^
e"d

,
er

i c j.1. i j- i
of -Potidsea

degree, that some 01 those who died, were even indulgent
eaten by the survivors. In spite of such intol- capituia-

erable distress, the Athenian generals, Xeno- ed by' the

phon son of Euripides and his two colleagues, ad- Athenian
,, -i .1 c i i , c -j. T

- generals.
nutted them to favourable terms or capitulation

allowing the whole population and the Corinthian allies

to retire freely, with a specified sum ofmoney per head, as

well as with one garment for each man and two
for each woman so that they found shelter among
the Chalkidic townships in the neighbourhood. These
terms were singularly favourable, considering the

desperate state of the city, which must very soon have sur-

rendered at discretion. But the hardships, even of the

army without, in the cold of winter; were very severe, and

they had become thoroughly tired both of the duration

and the expense of the siege. The cost to Athens had
been not less than 2000 talents; since the assailant force

had never been lower than 3000 hoplites, during the entire

two years of the siege,and for a portion of the time consider-

ably greater each hoplite receiving two drachmas^t'r diem.

The Athenians at home, when they learnt the terms of the

capitulation, were displeased with the generals for the in-

dulgence shown, since a little additional patience would
have constrained the city to surrender at discretion ;

in

which case the expense would have been partly made good

a particular reason why these two himself personally in that capture
men should lie taken, in prefer- of fishermen on the coast of Pe-

ence to any other heralds, to fulfil loponnesus by the Lacedaemonians,
this dangerous mission : and doubt- for which the Athenians were now
less when they perished in it, the retaliating (Herodot. vii. 137).

religious imagination of the La- Though this passage of Herodotus
cediemonians would group all the is not clear, yet tlio sense here

series of events as consummation put upon it is the natural one

of the judgement inflicted by Tal- and clearer (in my judgement)

thyhius in his anger (Herodot. vii. than that which 0. Miiller would
135 d>; Xsy '-" 1 AcrxsosiijLovioi). propose instead of it (Dorians, ii.

It appears that AiiCristus, the p. 437).

herald hero slain, had distinguished
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by selling the prisoners as slaves and Athenian vengeance
probably gratified by putting the warriors to death. ' A
body of 1000 colonists were sent from Athens to occupy
Potidsea and its vacant territory.

2

Two full years had now elapsed since the actual com-
mencement of war by the attack of the Thebans
on Platsea. Yet the Peloponnesians had accom-

plished no part of what they expected. They had not res-

cued Potidsea, nor had their twice-repeated invasion, al-

though assisted by the unexpected disasters arising from
the epidemic, as yet brought Athens to any sufficient hu-

miliation though perhaps the envoys which she had sent

during the foregoing summer with propositions for peace
(contrary to the advice of Perikles) may have produced an

impression that she could not hold out long. At the same
time the Peloponnesian allies had on their side suffered

little damage, since the ravages inflicted by the Athenian
fleet on their coast may have been nearly compensated by
the booty which their invading troops gained in Attica.

Probably by this time the public opinion in Greece had
contracted an unhappy familiarity with the state of war,
so that nothing but some decisive loss and humiliation on
one side at least, if not on both, would suffice to terminate

it. In this third spring, the Peloponnesians did not repeat
their annual march into Attica deterred, partly, we may
suppose, by fear of the epidemic yet raging there but
still more, by the strong desire of the Thebans to take

their revenge on Platsea.

To this ill-fated city, Archidamus marched forthwith

at the head of the confederate armv. No soon-
Third year ,

, , ,
-, , f .,

of the war er had he entered and begun to lay waste the
king Archi-

territory, than the Platsean heralds came forth

marches to to arrest his hand, and accosted him in the fol-

the invasion lowing terms: "Archidamus. and ve men of
of Attica. T , '.

J

-Lacedsemon, ye act wrong and in a manner nei-

ther worthy of yourselves nor of your fathers, in thus in-

vading the territory of Platsea. For the Lacedaemonian
Pausanias son of Ivleombrotus, after he had liberated

Greece from the Persians, in conjunction with those Greeks

1 Thucyd. ii. 70
;

iii. 17. Ho-w- since Xenophon was appointed to

ever, the displeasure of the Athe- command against the Chalkidians

nians against the commanders in the ensuing year.
cannot have been very serious,

* Diodor. xii. 46.
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who stood forward to bear their share of the danger, offered
sacrifice to Zeus Eleutherius in the market-

place of Platsea; and there, in presence of all ^ramw'of
the allies, assigned to the Platseans their own the Pia-

city and territory to hold in full autonomy, so Arcili-*
that none should invade them wrongfully or with damus his

a view to enslave them : should such invasion gummon*
8

occur, the allies present pledged themselves to riatcua in

stand forward with all their force as pro-
vam '

tectors. While your fathers made to us this grant in

consideration of our valour and forwardness in that peril-
ous emergency, ye are now doing the precise contrary :

ye are come along with our worst enemies the Thebans to

enslave us. And we on our side now adjure you, calling
to witness the gods who sanctioned that oath, as well as

your paternal and our local gods, not to violate the oath

by doing wrong to the PI at rean territory, but to let us live

on in that autonomy which Pausanias guaranteed."
1

Whereunto Archidamus replied
- "Ye speak fairly,

men of Platasa, if your conduct shall be in harmony with

your words. Remain autonomous yourselves, as Pausanias

granted, and help us to liberate those other Greeks, who,
after having shared in the same dangers and sworn the

same oath along with you, have now been enslaved by the

Athenians. It is for their liberation and that of the other

Greeks that this formidable outfit of war has been brought
forth. Pursuant to your oaths, ye ought by rights, and
wre now invite you, to take active part in this object. But
if ye cannot act thus, at least remain quiet, conformably to

the summons which we have already sent to you. Enjoy
your own territory, and remain neutral receiving both

parties as friends, but neither party for warlike purposes.
With this we shall be satisfied."

The reply of Archidamus discloses by allusion a cir-

cumstance which the historian had not before directly

mentioned; that the Lacedaemonians had srnt a formal

summons to the Plataeans to renounce their alliance with

Athens and remain neutral. At what time this took

place,- we know not, but it marks the peculiar sentiment

of the slaughter of the 1'lata.an

2 This previous summons is acrain

to afterwards, on occasion a/.
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attaching to the town. But the Platseans did not comply
with the invitation thus repeated. The heralds, having
returned for instructions into the city, brought back for

answer, that compliance was impossible, without the con-

sent of the Athenians, since their wives and families were
now harboured at Athens : besides, if they should profess

neutrality, and admit both parties as friends, the Thebans

might again make an attempt to surprise their city. In

reply to their scruples, Archidamus again addressed them
" Well then hand over your city and houses to us La-

cedaemonians : mark out the boundaries of your territory :

specify the number of your fruit-trees, and all your other

property which admits of being numbered; and then
retire whithersoever ye choose, as long as the war
continues. As soon as it is over, we will restore to you
all that we have received in the interim we will hold it

in trust, and keep it in cultivation, and pay you such an
allowance as shall suffice for your wants." l

The proposition now made was so fair and tempting,
that the general body of the Platseans were at first inclined

to accept it, provided the Athenians would acquiesce.

They obtained from Archidamus a truce long enough to

enable them to send envoys to Athens. After communica-
tion with the Athenian assembly, the envoys returned to

Platsea bearing the following answer "Men of Platsea, the

Athenians say they have never yet permitted you to be

wronged since the alliance first began, nor will they now
betray you, but will help you to the best of their power.
And they adjure you, by the oaths which your fathers

swore to them, not to depart in any way from the alliance."

This message awakened in the bosoms of thePlataeans

The Pia- the full force of ancient and tenacious sentiment.
t

'ofve

S

*o~ They resolved to maintain, at all cost, and even

stand out to the extreme of ruin, if necessity should require

ti'e Lace ^' their union with Athens. It was indeed im-

dfemonian possible that they could do otherwise (consider-
force. jng thg position of theirwives and families) with-

out the consent of the Athenians. Though we cannot
wonder that the latter refused consent, we may yet
remark, that, in their situation, a perfectly generous ally

might well have granted it. For the forces of Plataea

counted for little as a portion of the aggregate strength
1 Thucyd. ii. 73, 74.
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of Athens; nor could the Athenians possibly protect it

against the superior land-force of enemies. In fact, so

hopeless was the attempt, that they never even tried, through-
out the whole course of the long subsequent blockade.

The final refusal of the Plataeans was proclaimed to

Archidamus by word of mouth from the walls, invocation

since it was not thought safe to send out any
and excuse

messenger. As soon as the Spartan prince heard damus on

the answer, he prepared for hostile operations, hearing the

/i ,
.

' refusal of

apparently with very sincere reluctance, attest- the

ed in the following invocation emphatically
Piatoeans.

pronounced :

"Ye Gods and Heroes, who hold the Flatsean terri-

tory, be ye my witnesses, that we have not in the first in-

stance wrongfully not until these Platseans have first

renounced the oaths binding on all of us invaded this ter-

ritory, in which our fathers defeat ed thePersians after prayers
to you, and which ye granted as propitious for Greeks to fight
in : nor shall we commit wrong in what we may do farther, for

we have taken pains to tender reasonable terms, but without
success. Be ye now consenting parties : may those who are be-

ginningthewrongreceive punishment forit may those who
are aimingto inflict penalty righteously, obtain their object."

It was thus that Archidamus, in language delivered

probably under the walls, and within hearing of the citi-

zens who manned them, endeavoured to conciliate the gods
and heroes of that town which he was about to ruin and

depopulate. The whole of this preliminary dobate,i so

strikingly and dramatically set forth by Thucydides,
illustrates the respectful reluctance with which the Lacedoe-

monians first brought themselves to assail this scene of the

glories of their fathers. AVhat deserves remark is, their

direct sentiment attaches itself, not at all to the Platsean

people, but only to the Plntfean territory. It is purely
local, though it becomes partially transferred to the people,
as tenants of this spot, by secondary association. We see,

indeed, that nothing but the long-standing antipathy of the

Thebans induced Archidamus to undertake the enterprise:
for the conquest of Platjea was of no avail towards the

main objects of the war, though the exposed situation of the

town caused it to be crushed between the two great con-

tending forces in Greece.
1

Thucytl. ii. 71-75.
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Archidanms now commenced the siege forth with, in
full hopes that his numerous army, the entireCommence- .f /> .i TT n t

ment of the strength or the Peloponnesian confederacy,

ie\
8
tK

{ would soon capture a place, of no great size,
and probably notvery well fortified yet defend-

ed by a resolute garrison of 400 native citizens, with

eighty Athenians. l There was no one else in the town,
except 1 1 female slaves for cooking. The fruit-trees, cut
down in laying waste the cultivated land, sufficed to form
a strong palisade all round the town, so as completely to
enclose the inhabitants. Next, Archidamus, having ab-
undance of timber near at hand in the forests of Kithaeron,
began to erect a mound against a portion of the town wall,
so as to be able to scale it by an inclined plane, and thus take
the place by assault. Wood, stones, and earth were piled
up in a vast heap cross palings of wood being carried on
each side of it, in parallel lines at right angles to the town
wall, for the purpose of keeping the loose mass of materi-
als between them together. For seventy days and as

many nights did the army labour at this work, without

any intermission, taking turns for food and repose; and

through such unremitting assiduity, the mound approached
near to the height of the town wall. But as it gradually
mounted up, the Platseans were not idle on their side :

they constructed an additional wall of wood, which they
planted on the top of their own town wall so as to height-
en the part in contact with the enemy's mound

;
sustain-

ing it by brickwork behind, for which the neighbouring
houses furnished materials. Hides, raw as well as dressed,
were suspended in front of it, in order to protect theworkmen
against missiles, and the wood-work against fire-carrying
arrows. 2 And as the besiegers still continued heaping up
materials, to raise their mound to the height even of this

recent addition, the Platseaus met them by breaking a hole
in the lower part of their town wall, and pulling in the
earth from the lower portion of the mound

;
which then

fell in at the top, and left a vacant space near the wall.

This the besiegers filled up by letting down quantities of

stiff clay rolled up in wattled reeds, which could not be

pulled away in the same manner. Again, the Platseans

dug a subterranean passage from the interior of their

town to the ground immediately under the mound, and
1 Thucyd. iii. 6& 2 Thucyd. ii. 75.
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thus carried away unseen its earthly foundation
;
so that

the besiegers saw their mound continually sinking down,
in spite of fresh additions at the top yet without know-

ing the reason. Nevertheless it was plain that these strata-

gems would be in the end ineffectual, and the Platseans

accordingly built a new portion of town wall in the interior,
in the shape of a crescent, taking its start from the old

town wall on each side of the mound. The besiegers were
thus deprived of all benefit from the mound, assuming
it to be successfully completed ;

since when they had
marched over it, there stood in front of them a new town
wall requiring to be carried in like manner.

Nor was this the only method of attack employed.
Archidamus farther brought up battering en- Operations

gines, one of which greatly shook and endan- of
,
at

1

t

!

l

f

ck

gered the additional height of wall built by the 1-the be-

Plataeans against the mound; while others were siegers

brought to bear on different portions of the cir- progress,

cuit of the town wall. Against these new a
!

1

?.
iT

ar
?

assailants, various means of defence were used, resort to

The defenders on the walls let down ropes, got
Mockado.

hold of the head of the approaching engine, and pulled it

by main force out of the right line, either upwards or side-

ways; or they prepared heavy wooden beams on the wall,
each attached at both ends by long iron chains to two poles

projecting at right angles from the wall, by means of which

poles it was raised and held aloft: so that at the proper
moment when the battering machine approached the wall,
the chain was suddenly let go, and the beam fell down
with great violence directly upon the engine, breaking off

its projecting beak. 1 However rude these defensive pro-
cesses may seem, they were found effective against the be-

siegers, who saw themselves, at the close of three months'

unavailing efforts, obliged to renounce the idea of taking
the town in any other way than by the process of blockade
and famine a process alike tedious and costly.

2

Before they would incur so much inconvenience, how-

ever, they had recourse to one farther stratagem that

of trying to set the town on fire. From the height of

1 The various expedients, such discussed in thexEneas Poliorketic,

as those here described, employed c. 33. seq.

both for offence and defence in 2 Thucyd. ii. 70.

the ancient sieges, are noticed and
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their mound, they threw down large quantities of fagots,

partly into the space between the mound and the newly-
built crescent wall partly, as far as they could reach, into

other parts of the city: pitch and other combustibles were
next added, and the whole mass set on fire. The confla-

gration was tremendous, such as had never been before

seen: a large portion of the town became unapproachable,
and the whole of it narrowly escaped destruction. Nothing
could have preserved it, had the wind been rather more
favourable. There was indeed a further story of an oppor-
tune thunder-storm coming to extinguish the flames, which

Thucydides does not seem to credit. 1 In spite of much

partial damage, the town remained still defensible, and the

spirit of the inhabitants unsubdued.
There now remained no other resource except to build

a wall of circumvallation round Plataea, and

cumvaiia-
1"

trust to the slow process of famine. The task
tion built was distributed in suitable fractions among the

piataea various confederate cities, and completed about
the place the middle of September, a little before the

beiea
1

-
etely autumnal equinox.

2 Two distinct walls were
guered and constructed, with sixteen feet of intermediate

to'maintain sPace &U covered in, so as to look like one very
the thick wall. There were moreover two ditches,
blockade. Qut of ^ch the brickg for the wal] had been
taken one on the inside towards Platgea, and the other
on the outside against any foreign relieving force. The
interior covered space between the walls was intended to

serve as permanent quarters for the troops left on guard,

consisting half of Boeotians and half of Peloponnesians.
3

1 Thucyd. ii. 77. tice of intercalation to rectify the
*
Thucyd. ii. 78. xai i:rei8Tj 7i5v calendar, varied from city to city;

E^slpYccaTo nepi 'ApxToupo'j eTrrroXas, BO that if Thucydides had specified

etc., at the period of the year when the day of the Attic month Boe-
the star Arcturus rises immediate- dromion (instead of specifying the

ly before sunrise that is, some rising of Arcturus) on -which this

time between the 12th and 17th of work was finished, many of his

September: see Goller's note on readers would not have distinctly
the passage. Thucydides does not understood him. Hippokrates also,
often give any fixed marks to dis- in indications of time for medical
criminate the various periods of purposes, employs the appearance
the year, as we find here done, of Arcturus and other stars.

The Greek months were all lunar ' Thucyd. ii. 78; iii. 21. From
months, ornominally so : the names this description of the double wall
of months, as well as the prac- and covered quarters provided for
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At the same time that Archidamus began the siege of

Platsea, the Athenians on their side despatched a force of
2000 hoplites and 200 horsemen to the Chalkidic peninsula,
under Xenophon son of Euripides (with two colleagues),
the same who had granted so recently the capitulation of
Potidsea. It was necessary doubtless to convoy Athenian
and establish the new colonists who were about armament

to occupy the deserted site of Potidgea. More- p^"*^
over, the general had acquired some know- and Chai-

ledge of the position and parties of the Chal- Th*aoe It

kidic towns, and hoped to be able to act against is defeated

them with effect. He first invaded the territory
andreturns-

belonging to the Bottiaean town of Spartolus, not without

hopes that the city itself would be betrayed to him by in-

telligences within. But this was prevented by the arrival

of an additional force from Olynthus, partly hoplites, partly

peltasts. Such peltasts, a species of troops between heavy-
armed and light-armed, furnished with a pelta (or light

shield) and short spear or javelin, appear to have taken their

rise among these Chalkidic Greeks, being equipped in a man-
ner half Greek and half Thracian: we shall find them here-

after much improved and turned to account bysomeof the

ablest Grecian generals. The Chalkidic hoplites are generally
of inferior merit: on the other hand, their cavalry and their

peltasts are very good. In the action which now took place
under the walls ofSpartolus, the Athenian hoplites defeated

those of the enemy, but their cavalry and their light troops
were completely worsted by the Chalkidic. These latter,

still farther strengthened by the arrival of fresh peltasts
from Olynthus, ventured even to attack the Athenian

hoplites, who thought it prudent to fall back upon the two

companies left in reserve to guard the baggage. During
this retreat they were harassed by the Chalkidic horse and

light-armed, who retired when the Athenians turned upon
iliem, but attacked them on all sides when on their march,
and employed missiles so effectively that the retreating

hoplites could no longer maintain a steady order, but took

to flight and sought refuge at Potidoea. Four hundred
and thirty hoplites, near one-fourth of the whole force,

what was foreknown as a long in the two years' blockade of To-

blockade, we may understand the tidjca and their readiness to grant

Bufferings of the Athenian troops an easy capitulation to the be-

(who probably had no double wall) sieged: see a few pages above.
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together with all three generals, perished in this defeat,
while the expedition returned in dishonour to Athens. l

In the western parts of Greece, the arms of Athens and
her allies were more successful. The Ambrakiots, exasper-
Operations ated by their repulse from the Amphilochian
?

t
A
h

,

ecoast Argos, during the preceding year, had been
of Akar-

i j j. i i

nania. induced to conceive new and larger plans ot
Joint at-

aggression against both the Akarnanians and

Akamania, Athenians. In concert with their mother-city
by land and

Corinth, where they obtainedwarm support, they
certedbe- prevailed upon the Lacedaemonians to take part
tween the in a simultaneous attack of Akarnania, by land
Ambrakiots n i_ i_ i. j

and Peio- as well as by sea, which would prevent the
ponnesians. Akarnanians from concentrating their forces in

any one point, and would put each of their townships upon
an isolated self-defence: so that all of them might be over-

powered in succession, and detached, together with Kephal-
lenia and Zakynthus (Zante), from the Athenian alliance.

The fleet of Phormio at Naupaktus, consisting only of

twenty triremes, was accounted incompetent to cope with

a Peloponnesian fleet such as might be fitted out at Corinth.

There was even some hope that the important station at

Naupaktus might itself be taken, so as to expel the Athe-
nians completely from those parts.

The scheme of operations now projected was far more

Assem- comprehensive than anything which the war
biage of the had yet afforded. The land-force of the Am-
kio'ts

ra
peio- brakiots, together with their neighbours and

ponnesians, fellow-colonists theLeukadians and Anaktorians,

frames
~

assembled near their own city; while their mari-

divisions of time force was collected at Leukas, on the Akar-
Epirots. nanian coast. The force at Ambrakia was

joined, not only by Knemus, the Lacedaemonian admiral,
with 1000 Peloponnesian hoplites, who found means to

cross over from Peloponnesus, eluding the vigilance of

Phormio but also by a numerous body of Epirotic and
Macedonian auxiliaries, collected even from the distant

and northernmost tribes. A thousand Chaonians were

present, under the command of Photyus and Nikanor, two
annual chiefs chosen from the regal gens. Neither this

tribe, nor the Thesprotians who came along with them,

acknowledged any hereditary king. The ilolossians and
1 Thucyd. ii. 72.
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Atintanes, who alsojoined the force, were under Sabylinthus,
regent on behalf of the young prince Tharypas. There came,
besides, the Parausei, from the banks of the river Aous, un-
der their king Oroedus, together with 1000 Orestae, a tribe

rather Macedonian than Epirot, sent by their king Antio-
chus. Even king Perdikkas, though then nominally in alli-

ance with Athens, sent 1000 of his Macedonian subjects, who
however arrived too late to be of any use. 1 This large and
diverse body of Epirotic invaders, a new phenomenon in

Grecian history, and got together doubtless by the hopes of

plunder, proves the extensive relations of the tribes of the

interior with the city of Ambrakia a city destined to be-

come in later days the capital of the Epirotic king Pyrrhus.
It had been concerted that the Peloponnesian fleet

from Corinth should join that already assembled at Leukas,
and act upon the coast of Akarnania at the same time that

the land-force marched into that territory. But .Knemus,

finding the land-force united and ready near Ambrakia,
deemed it unnecessary to await the fleet from They march

Corinth, and marched straight into Akarnania, to attack

through Limnoea, a frontier village territory be- nan ian
ar

longing to the Amphilochiun Argos. He di- town of

rected his inarch upon Stratus an interior

town, the chief place in Akarnania the capture of which
would be likely to carry with it the surrender of the rest;

especially as the Akarnanians, distracted by the presence
of the ships at Leukas, and alarmed by the large body of

invaders on their frontier, did not dare to leave their own

separate homes, so that Stratus was left altogether to its

own citizens. Xor was Phormio, though they sent an

urgent message to him, in any condition to help them;
since he could not leave Xaupaktus unguarded, when the

large fleet from Corinth was known to be approaching.
Under such circumstances. Ivnemus and his army indulged
confident hopes of overpowering Stratus without dilhcuity.

They marched in three divisions: the Epirots in the centre

the Leukadians and Anaktorians on the right the Pe-

loponnesians and Ambrakiots, together with Knemus him-

self, on the left. So little expectation was entertained uf

resistance, that these three divisions took no pains to keep
near, or even in sight of each other. Both the Greek di-

visions, indeed, maintained a good order of inarch, and kept
1 Thucyd. ii. SO.
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proper scouts on the look out; but the Epirots advanced
without any care or order; especially the Chaonians, who
formed the van. These men, accounted the most warlike
of all the Epirotic tribes, were so full of conceit and

rashness, that when they approached near to Stratus, they
would not halt to encamp and assail the place conjointly
with the Greeks; but marched along with the other Epirots
right forward to the town, intending to attack it single-

handed, and confident that they should carry it at the first

assault before the Greeks came up, so that the entire glory
Rashness of would be theirs. The Stratians watched and
the Epirots profited by this imprudence. Planting arnbus-
defeat j / i j re

and repulse cades in convenient places, and suffering the
of the army. Epirots to approach without suspicion near to

the gates, they then suddenly sallied out and attacked them,
while the troops in ambuscade rose up and assailed them
at the same time. The Chaonians who formed the van,
thus completely surprised, were routed with great slaughter;
while the other Epirots fled, after but little resistance. So
much had they hurried forward in advance of their Greek

allies, that neither the right nor the left division were
aware of the battle, until the flying barbarians, hotly

pursued by the Akarnanians, made it known to them. The
two divisions then joined, protected the fugitives, and
restrained farther pursuit the Stratians declining to come
to hand-combat with them until the other Akarnanians
should arrive. They seriously annoyed the forces of

Kuemus, however, by distant slinging, in which the Akar-
nanians were pre-eminently skilful. Knemus did not choose
to persist in his attack under such discouraging circum-

stances. As soon as night arrived, so that there was no

longer any fear of slingers, he retreated to the river Anapus,
a distance of between nine and ten miles. Well-aware that

the news of the victory would attract other Akarnanian
forces immediately to the aid of Stratus, he took advantage
of the arrival of his own Akarnaniau allies from (Eniadae

(the only town in the country which was attached to the

Lacedaemonian interest) and sought shelter near their city.
From thence his troops dispersed, and returned to their

respective homes. l

Meanwhile the Peloponnesian fleet from Corinth,
which had been destined to cooperate with Knemus off the

1 Thucyd. ii. 83; Diodor. xii. 48.
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coast of Akarnania, had found difficulties in its passage
alike unexpected and insuperable. Mustering forty-seven
triremes of Corinth, Sikyon, and other places, with a body
of soldiers on board and with accompanying The Peio-

store-vessels it departed from the harbour of p nne sian

Corinth and made its way along the northern fr0m
coast of Achaia. Its commanders, not intending

Corinth to

to meddle with Phormio and his twenty ships _moye -

at Naupaktus, never imagined that he would merits ofthe
,

,
, Athenian

venture to attack a number so greatly su- Phormio to

perior. The triremes were accordingly fitted oppose it.

out more as transports for numerous soldiers than with

any view to naval combat and with little attention to the
choice of skilful rowers. 1

Except in the combat near Korkyra, and there only

partially the Peloponnesians had never yet made actual

trial of Athenian maritime efficiency, at the point of

excellence which it had now reached. Themselves retain-

ing the old unimproved mode of fighting and of working
ships at sea, they had no practical idea of the degree to

which it had been superseded by Athenian training. Among
the Athenians, on the contrary, not only the seamen gener-
ally had a confirmed feeling of their own superiority but
Phormio especially, the ablest of all their captains, always
familiarised his men with the conviction, that no Pclopon-
nesian fleet, be its number ever so great, could possibly
contend against them with success.- Accordingly the

Corinthian admirals, Machaonand his two colleagues, were

surprised to observe that Phormio with his small Athenian

squadron, instead of keeping safe in Naupaktus, was

moving in parallel line with them and watching their

ness of the rowers is noticed (c. persuasion entertained by the Athc-

81). nians of their own naval superior-
2 Thucyd. ii.88. rporspov |j.iv YP ity, hut also as it discloses the

a i a y T o i <; I), tfz (I'hormio) xal frank and intimate communication
hetwecn the Athenian captain and

his seamen so strongly pervading
and determining the feelings of the

latter. Compare what is told re-

specting tlie Syracusan Uermo-

krates, Xenopli. Helleu. i, 1, 30.
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progress until they should get out of the Corinthian Gulf
into the more open sea. Having advanced along the

northern coast of Peloponnesus as far as Patrse in Achaia,

they then altered their course, and bore to the north-west
in order to cross over towards the ^Etolian coast, in their

way to Akarnania. In doing this, however, they perceived
that Phormio was bearing down upon them from Chalkis
and the mouth of the river Euenus; and they now dis-

covered for the first time that he was going to attack them.
Disconcerted by the incident, and not inclined for a naval
combat in the wide and open sea, they altered their plan
of passage, returned to the coast of Peloponnesus, and

brought to for the night at some point near to Rhium, the

narrowest breadth of the strait. Their bringing to was a
mere feint intended to deceive Phormio and induce him to

go back for the night to his own coast: for during the

course of the night, they left their station, and tried to

get across the breadth of the Gulf, where it was near the

strait and comparatively narrow, before Phormio could

come down upon them. And if the Athenian captain had

really gone back to take night-station on his own coast,

they would probably have got across to the -^Etolian or

northern coast without any molestation in the wide sea.

But he watched their movements closely, kept the sea all

night, and was thus enabled to attack them in miclchannel,
even during the shorter passage near the strait, at the

first dawn of morning.
1 On seeing his approach, the

1 Thucyd. ii. 83. "ErstSr] JXSVTOI case to IXaOov were oi 'A9r,vaToi,

avtizapaTiXeo^Ta? TS itbptov a-jTO 1

!)? whereas the natural structure of

(that is, when the Corinthians saw the sentence, as well as the pro-
the Athenian ships) rcctpa i^ a9<I)v babilities of fact, lead the best

xogjLiV.ip.gv(uv , xal ex IlaTpcIx ~r
t
s commentators to consider oi FUXo-

'Ayatoii; irpo? TTJV dv-irspon T)-ipov Ttovvi^atoi as the nominative case

5ia;SaXXo'j-:u)v7:i
>

Axcr.pva-Aot5 xa-sioV; to that verb. The remark of the

to>)4 'A^Tjvatoy? iro TTJ? XaXxtOo; xai Scholiast, however, shows us. that

TOO E'Jr;ViU 7-.OT-zfj.ou itpouz'/.EOvTas
the difficulty of understanding the

coiat, nal o ox iXa 9 ov VJXTOSUC?- sentence dates from ancient times,

o p[Ai oapLsv oi, o o TIO or) dvafxa^oM- Dr. Arnold (whose explanation
TOII vocj(xayewxa-:a fxsjov r6-< ropBjAo-v. is adopted by Poppo and Goller)

There is considerable difficulty says, "The two fleets were moving
in clearly understanding what was parallel to one another along the

here done, especially what is meant opposite shores of the Corinthian

by the words o'ix IXaQov VUXTO; usop- Gulf. But even when they bad

|xi33(jivoi, which words the Scho- sailed out of the strait at Rhium,
liast construed as if the nominative the opposite shores were still so
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Corinthian admirals ranged their triremes in a circle with
the rows outward like the spokes of a wheel. Theprows

near, that the Peloponnesians hoped
to cro.ss over without opposition,
if they could so far deceive the

Athenians as to the spot where

they brought to for the night, as

to induce them either to stop too

soon, or to advance too far, that

they might not be exactly opposite
to them to intercept the passage.
If they could lead the Athenians
to think that they meant to advance
in the night beyond Patra?, the

Athenian fleet was likely to con-

tinue its own course along the

northern shore, to be ready to

intercept them when they should
endeavour to run across to Acar-

nania. But the Athenians, aware
that they had stopped at Patroe,

stopped themselves at Chalkis, in-

stead of proceeding farther to the

westward; and thus were so nearly

opposite to them, that the Pelo-

ponnesians had not time to get
more than half way across, before

they found themselves encountered

by their watchful enemy."
This explanation seems to me

not satisfactory, nor does it take

account of all the facts of the case.

The first belief of the Peloponne-
sians was, that Phormio would not

dare to attack them at all: accord-

ingly, having arrived at 1'atne, they
stretched from thence across the

Gulf to the mouth of the Euenus
the natural way of proceeding

according to ancient navigation

going in the direction of Akarnania

(E-'. "Axapvavtii;).
Wliile they were

thus stretching across, they per-

ceived Phormio hearing down upon
them from the Euenus: this was
a surprise to them

;
and as they

wished to avoid a battle in the

mid-channel, they desisted from

proceeding farther that day, in

hopes to be able to deceive 1'hor-

mio in respect of their night-sta-
tion. They made a feint of taking

night-station on the shore between
Patrse and Rhium, near the narrow

part of the strait; but, in reality,

they "slipped anchor and put to

sea during the night" (as Mr. Bloom-
field says), in hopes of getting
across the shorter passage under
favour of darkness, before Phormio
could come upon them. That they
must have done this is proved by
the fact, that the subsequent battle

was fought on the morrow in the

mid-channel very little after day-
break (we learn this from what
Thucydides says about the gulf-

breeze, for which Phormio waited
before lie would commence his

attack o~sp cxvajxivtov T TiEptjrXst,
xccl elojflsi YiY'' Ea ^ at t*'1 '*!*> su>).

If Phormio had returned to Chalkis,
they would probably have suc-

ceeded
;

but he must have kept
the sea all night, which would be
the natural proceeding of a vigilant

captain determined not to let the

Pelnponnesiaris get across without

fighting: so that he was upon them
in the mid-channel immediately
after day broke.

Putting all the statements of

Thucydides together, wo may be

convinced that this is the way in

which the facts occurred. 15ut of

the precise sense of u'ropiAtaijAtvoi,
I confess I do not feel certain:

Haack says it means "clam appel-
lere ad littus," but here, I think,
that sense will not do: for the Pe-

loponnesians did not wish, and
could indeed hardly hope, to con-

ceal from Phormio the spot where

they brought to for the night, and
to make him suppose that they

brought to at some point of the

shore west of I'atnt, when in re-

ality they passed the night in
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circle was made as large as it could be without leaving

opportunity to the Athenian assailing ships to practise the

manoeuvre of the diekplus,
* and the interior space was suffi-

cient not merely for the store-vessels, but also for five chosen

Patrae which is what Dr. Arnold of sea not far westward of the

supposes. The shore west of Patrae strait, where the breadth, though
makes a bend to the south-west greater than that of the strait it-

(forming the Gulf of Patras), so self, is yet not so great as it be-

that the distance from the northern comes in the line drawn north-

(or JEtolian and Akarnanian) side ward from Patrae. We cannot

of the Gulf becomes for a consider- understand i:op5(x6c (as Mr. Bloom-
able time longer and longer, and field and Poppo do see the note
t'.ie Peloponnesians would thus of the latter on the Scholia) to

impose upon themselves a longer mean trajectus simply that is to

crossing, increasing the difficulty say, the passage across even the

of getting over without a battle, widest portion of theGulf of Patras:

But utpopfuaijiEvoi may reasonably nor does the passage cited out of

be supposed to mean (especially c. 86 require us so to understand

in conjunction with oOr IXaSov) it.
IlopQ(i6<; in Thucydides means

"taking np a simulated or imper- a strait, or narrow crossing of sea,

feet night-station," in which they and Poppo himself admits that

did not really intend to stay all Thucydides always uses it so: nor

night, and which could be quitted would it be reasonable to believe

at short notice and with ease. The that he would call the line of sea

preposition uito in composition across the Gulf, from Patrae to the

would thus have the sense not of mouth of the Euenus, a rop5(xo?.

secrecy (clam), but ofsham-perform- See the note of Gbller on this point.

once, or of mere going through
'

Thucyd. ii. S6.
JATJ 8i86v7s? Siex-

the forms of an act for the purpose rcXouv. The great object of the

of making a false impression (like fast-sailing Athenian trireme was,

OTro'-pepeiv, Xenoph. Hell. iv. 72). to drive its beak against some
Mr. Bloomfield proposes conjee- weak part of the adversary's ship;

turally doop^ioti|ji.evot, meaning the stern, the side, or the oars

"that the Peloponnesians slipped not against the beak, which was

their anchors in the night:" I strongly constructed as well for

place no faith in the conjecture, defence as for offence. The Athe-

but I believe him to be quite right nian therefore, rowing through the

in supposing, that the Peloponne- intervals of the adversary's line,

sians did actually slip their anchors and thus getting in their rear,
in the night. turned rapidly, and got the op-
Another point remains to be ad- portunity, before the ship of the

verted to. The battle took place adversary could change its posi-
xaTa (XEOOV TOV rcop^jxov. Now we tion, of striking it either in the

need not understand this expression stern or some weak part. Such a

to allude to the narrowest part of manoeuvre was called the diekplus.
the sea, or the strait, strictly and The success of it of course de-

precisely ;
that is the line of seven pended upon the extreme rapidity

stadia between Khium and An- and precision of the movements of

tirrhium. But I think we must the Athenian vessel, so superior
understand it to mean a portion in this respect to its adversary,
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ENIAN FLEET (UNDER PHORMIO) AND THE PELOPONNESIAN FLEET.
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towards Naapaktus at the moment before the battle.

; moment before the battle (in apparent course towards Naupaktus)
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triremes, who were kept as a reserve to dart out when re-

quired through the intervals between the outer triremes.

In this position they were found and attacked shortly
after daybreak by Phormio, who bore down

upon them with his ships in single file, all ad- battle be-

mirable sailers, and his own ship leading; all tween

being strictly forbidden to attack until he should and
r

thcpe-

give the signal. He rowed swii'tly round the loponne-
?) i P . ,

j.i >,i sian fleet
1 eloponnesian circle, nearmg the prows of their his com-

ships as closely as he could, and making constant piete

pemblance of being about to come to blows.

Partly from the intimidating effect of this manoeuvre,
altogether novel to the Peloponnesians partly from the
natural difficulty, well-known to Phormio, of keeping
every ship in its exact stationary position the order of

the circle, both within and without, presently became
disturbed. It was not long before a new ally came to his

aid, on which he calculated, postponing his actual attack

until this favourable incident occurred. The strong land-

breeze out of the Griilf of Corinth, always wont to begin
shortly after daybreak, came down upon the Peloponnesian
fleet with its usual vehemence, at a moment when the

steadiness of their order was already somewhat giving way;
and forced their ships more than ever out of proper rela-

tion one to the other. The triremes began to run foul of

each other, or became entangled with the store-vessels: so

that in every ship the men on board were obliged to keep

pushing off their neighbours on each side with polos not

without loud clamour and mutual reproaches, which pre-
vented both the orders of the captain, and the cheering
sound or song whereby the keleustes animated the rowers
and kept them to time, from being audible. Moreover,
the fresh breeze had occasioned such a swell, that these

rowers, unskilful under all circumstances, could not get
their oars clear of the water, and the pilots thus lost com-
mand over their vessels. ' The critical moment was now

not only in the better construe- add two more of riaufus, Jlercat.

tion of the ship, but the excel- iv. 2, 5, and Asinaria, iii. 1, 15.

lence of rowers and steersmen. Who 1
: we conceive the structure

1 Pee Dr. Arnold's note upon of an ancient trireni
,
wo shall at

this passage of Thucydides, re- once see, first, how essential the

specting the KelnustOs and his keleusti's was, to keep the nwers
functions: to the passages which in harmonious action next, how
he indicates as reference, I will immense the difference must h.ivs
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come, and Phormio gave the signal for attack. He first

drove against and disabled one of the admiral's ships his

been between practised and un-

practised rowers. The trireme had,
in all, 170 rowers, distributed into

three tiers. The upper tier, called

Thranitse, were sixty-two in num-

ber, or thirty-one oil each side :

the middle tier, or Zygitse, as well

as the lowest tier, or Thalamitse,
were each fifty-four in number, or

twenty-seven on each side. Be-

sides these, there were belonging
to each trireme a certain number,

seemingly about thirty, of sup-

plementary oars (xcuTtai TtEpiveco),

to be used by the epibatrc, or sol-

diers serving on board, in case of

rowers being killed, or oars broken.

Each tier of rowers was distributed

along the whole length of the

vessel, from head to stern, or at

least along the greater part of it ;

but the seats of the higher tiers

were not placed in the exact per-

pendicular line above the lower.

Of course the oars of the thranitse,

or uppermost tier, were the long-
est: those of the thalamitse, or

lowest tier, the shortest: those of

the zygitae, of a length between
the two. Each oar was rowed

only by one man. The thranitce,

as having the longest oars, were
most hardly worked and most

highly paid. What the length of the

oars was, belonging to either tier,

we do not know
;
but some of the

supplementary oars appear to have
been about fifteen feet in length.
What is here stated, appears to

be pretty well ascertained, chiefly
from the inscriptions discovered

at Athens a few years ago, so full

of information respecting the Athe-

nian marine, and from the in-

structive commentary appended to

these inscriptions by M. Boeckh,
Seewesen der Athener, ch. ix. p.

94, 104, 115. But there is a ?reat

deal still respecting the equipment
of an ancient trireme unascertained
and disputed.
Now there was nothing but the

voice of the keleustSs to keep these

170 rowers all to good time with
their strokes. With oars of dif-

ferent length, and so many row-

ers, this must have been no easy

matter; and apparently quite im-

possible, unless the rowers were
trained to act together. The dif-

ference between those who were

so trained and those who were

not, must have been immense.

(Compare Xenophon, (Economic.

viii. 8.) We may imagine the dif-

ference between the ships of Phor-

mio and those of his enemies, and
the difficulty of the latter in con-

tending with the swell of the sea

when we read this description

of the ancient trireme.

About 200 men, that is to say,

170 rowers and thirty supernumer-

aries, mostly epibatae or hoplites

serving on board, besides the pilot,

the man at the ship's bow, the

keleustes, <tc., probably some half-

dozen officers formed the crew of

a trireme: compare Herodot. viii.

17
;

vii. 184 where he calculates

the thirty epibatae over and above

the 200. Dr. Arnold thinks that

a* the beginning of the Pelopon-
nesian war, the epibatse on board
an Athenian trireme were no more
than ten; but this seems not quite

made out: see his note on Thucyd.
iii. 95.

The Venetian galleys in the

thirteenth century were manned

by about the same number of men.
"Les galeres Venitiennesdu convoi

de Flandre devaient etre montdes

par deux cent hommes libres,

dout 180 rameurs, et 12 ar-

chers. Les arcs ou balistes fureiit
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comrades next assailed others with equal success so that
the Peloponnesians, confounded and terrified, attempted
hardly any resistance, but broke their order and sought
safety in flight. They fled partly to Patrse, partly to

Dyme, in Achaia, pursued by the Athenians; who with

scarcely the loss of a man, captured twelve triremes
carried away almost the entire crews, and sailed off with
them to Molykreium or Antirrhium, the northern cape at

the narrow mouth of the Corinthian Gulf, opposite to the

corresponding cape called Uhium in Achaia. Having
erected at Antirrhium a trophy for the victory, dedicating
one of the captive triremes to Poseidon, they returned to

Xaupaktus; while the Peloponnesian ships sailed along
the shore from Patrae to Kyllene, the principal port in the

territory of Elis. They were here soon afterwards joined
by Kuemus, who passed over with his squadron from
Leukas. J

These two incidents, just recounted, with their details

the repulse of Knemus and his army from Reflections

Stratus, and the defeat of the Peloponnesian "^
n
d gfe

es
t

e

fleet by Phormio afford ground for some inter- O f the Peio-

esting remarks. The first of the two displays ponnesians.

the great inferiority of the Epirots to the Greeks and
even to the less advanced portion of the Greeks in the

qualities of order, discipline, steadiness, and power of

cooperation for a joint purpose. Confidence of success

with them is exaggerated into childish rashness, so that

they despise even the commonest precautions either in

march or attack; while the Greek divisions on their right
and on their left are never so elate as to omit either. If,

on land, we thus discover the inherent superiority of Greeks
over Epirots involuntarily breaking out so in the sea-fight
we are no less impressed with the astonishing superiority
of the Athenians over their opponents; a superiority, indeed,

noway inherent, such as that of Greeks over Epirots, but

depending in this case on previous toil, training, and in-

ventive talent, on the one side, compared with neglect and
old-fashioned routine on the other. Nowhere does the

extraordinary value of that seamanship, which the Athe-
nians had been gaining by years of improved practice, stand

presents eii 1333 pour toutes les le Levant et 1'Europe, vol. i. p.

galeresde commerce armees" (Dc-p- H>3).

ping, Histoire du Commerce eiitru J Thucyd. ii. 84.

vol.. V. 2 II
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so clearly marked as in these first battles of Phormio. It

gradually becomes less conspicuous as we advance in the

war, since the Peloponnesians improve, learning seamanship
as the Russians under Peter the Great learnt the art of

war from the Swedes under Charles XII. while the Athe-
nian triremes and their crews seem to become less choice

and effective, even before the terrible disaster at Syracuse;
and are irreparably deteriorated after that misfortune.

To none did the circumstances of this memorable sea-

indigna- fight seem so incomprehensible as to the Lace-
tion of the dsemonians. They had heard indeed of the

nfan^at^he seamanship of Athens, but had never felt it, and
late naval could not understand what it meant; so that they

fhey^oiiect imputed the defeat to nothing but disgraceful
a larger cowardice, and sent indignant orders to Knemus
KnSmufMo a^ Kylene, to take the command, equip a larger
act against and better fleet, and repair the dishonour. Three
Phormio.

Spartan commissioners Brasidas, Timokrates,
and Lykophron were sent down to assist him with their

advice and exertions in calling together naval contingents
from the different allied cities. By this means, under the

general resentment occasioned by the recent defeat, a large
fleet of seventy-seven triremes was speedily mustered at

Panormus, a harbour of Achaia near to the promontory
of Rhium and immediately within the interior gulf. A
land-force was also collected at the same place ashore, to

aid the operations of the fleet.

Such preparations did not escape the vigilance of

Phormio, who transmitted to Athens news of his victory,
at the same time urgently soliciting reinforcements to

contend with the increasing strength of the enemy. The
Athenians immediately sent twenty fresh ships to join him.

Yet they were induced by the instances of a Kretan named
Nikias, their proxenus at Gortyn, to allow him to take the

ships first to Krete, on the faith of his promise to reduce
the hostile town of Kydonia. He had made this promise
as a private favour to the inhabitants of Polichna, border
enemies of Kydonia; but when the fleet arrived he was
unable to fulfil it: nothing was effected except ravage of

the Kydonian lands, and the fleet was long prevented by
adverse winds and weather from getting away.

l This ill-

advised diversion of the fleet from its straight course to

1 Thucyd. ii. 85.
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join Phormio is a proof how much the counsels of Athens
were beginning to suffer from the loss of Perikles, who
was just now in his last illness and died shortly afterwards.

That liability to be seduced by novel enterprises and pro-

jects of acquisition, against which he so emphaticallywarned
his countrymen,

1 was even now beginning to manifest its

disastrous consequences.

Through the loss of this precious interval, Phormio
found himself, with no more than his original inferior

twenty triremes, opposed to the vastly increased numbers of

c
J

f .-i
J

, Phormio
forces of the enemy seventy-seven triremes his man-
with a large force on land to back them: the uvring.

latter no mean help in ancient warfare. He took up his

station near the Cape Antirrhium, or the Molykric Rhium
as it was called the northern headland, opposite to the

other headland also called Rhium, on the coast of Achaia.
The line between these two capes, seemingly about an

English mile in breadth, forms the entrance of the Co-
rinthian Grulf. The Messeiiian force from Naupaktus
attended him, and served on land. But he kept on the

outside of the Gulf, anxious to fight in a large and open
breadth of sea, which was essential to Athenian manoeuv-

ring; while his adversaries on their side remained on the

inside of the Achaic cape, from the corresponding reason

feeling that to them the narrow sea was advantageous,
as making the naval battle like to a land battle, effacing
all superiority of nautical skill. 2 If we revert back to the

occasion of the battle of Salamis, we find that narrowness
of space was at that time accounted the best of all pro-
tection for a smaller fleet against a larger. But such had
been the complete change of feeling, occasioned by the

system of manoeuvring introduced since that period in the

Athenian navy, that amplitude of sea-room is now not less

coveted by Phormio than dreaded by his enemies. The

improved practice of Athens had introduced a revolution

in naval warfare.

For six or seven days successively, the two fleets were
drawn out against each other Phormio trying to entice

1 Thucyd. i. 144. FloXXot 8s xotl fip r.z'ftfr^ii TOC? olxslsc Jijxiiv

5XXa eyio E? eXr.iooc TOO ^EOiEJSifixi, otaspTioi? r, TOK; Tiiv r/sr/Tiujj 017-

TV EQeXrjTE ipyr,v TE
JJLT;

enxTaa'Jici wot?.
v.ii.1 roXejAV-ivTSc, x'/'. xi-jvJwj? i>i- * Thucyd. ii. S'i-89 : compare vii.

'JjipSTO'j; jjLT( KposTiOssQar fj-xXXcv 36-49.

2 ii 2
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the Peloponnesians to the outside of the Grulf, while they

The Pelo-
ou t^ie"' s^e ^id what they could to bring him

ponnesian within it. * To him, every day's postponement
fleet forces was gain, since it gave him a new chance of his
Phormio to . o. . ,. ,

a battle on reinforcements arriving: lor that very reason,
the line of the Peloponnesian commanders were eager to
coast near . ,* , . , , , ., ,

Naupaktns. accelerate an action, and at length resorted to a
Disposi- well-laid plan for forcing it on. But in spite of

harangues immense numerical superiority, such was the
on both discouragement and reluctance prevailing

among their seamen many of whom had been
actual sufferers in the recent defeat that Knemus and
Brasidas had to employ emphatic exhortations. They
insisted on the favourable prospect before them pointing
out that the late battle had been lost only by mismanage-
ment and imprudence, which would be for the future cor-

rected and appealing to the inherent bravery of the Pelo-

ponnesian warrior. They concluded by a hint, that while
those who behaved well in the coming battle would receive

due honour, the laggards would assuredly be punished: 2 a

topic rarely touched upon by ancient generals in their

harangues on the eve of battle, and demonstrating con-

spicuously the reluctance of many of the Peloponnesian
seamen, who had been brought to this second engagement
chiefly by the ascendency and strenuous commands of

Sparta. To such reluctance Phormio pointedly alluded,

in the encouraging exhortations which he on his side ad-

dressed to his men: for they too, in spite of their habitual

confidence at sea, strengthened by the recent victory, were

dispirited by the smallness of their numbers. He reminded
them of their long practice and rational conviction of

superiority at sea, such as no augmentation of numbers,

especially with an enemy conscious of his own weakness,
could overbalance. He called upon them to show their

habitual discipline and quick apprehension of orders, and
above all to perform their regular movements in perfect
silence during the actual battle 3 useful in all matters of

1 Thucyd. ii. 86. xoXaoOrjaETai t^ itpenouafl r,|j.ta, &i

1 Thucyd. ii. 87. T(Lv 8s r.pciTepov 6e dya^o'i Tijr^aovTai toi? rpoajj*o'j-

TjYeixoviov ou ^eipov TTJV eriyEip^aiv ai-i o9Xoi<; -rjq dpSTTJ?.

7][ASi? ::apo(3Xi'jiao(xsv, xai oix cv- ' Thucyd. ii. 89. Kai iv ~<J> IpYSJ

Sa>30[AEv rpo'fajiv O'jOiVt xaxcli -;z- XOJJAOV xai OIYTJV rcpi irXsijtou

v3?(oci' r// 6s tn apa xai P&uXr/Jij, rj-fsij'jE, o ; TS -a ^o).).i 7ci>v T.'J-
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war, and essential to the proper conduct of a sea-fight. The
idea of entire silence on board the Athenian ships while a

sea-fight was going on, is not only striking as a feature in

the picture, but is also one of the most powerful evidences
of the force of self-control and military habits among these

citizen-seamen.

The habitual position of the Peloponnesian fleet off

Panormus was within the strait, but nearly Battle near

fronting the breadth of it opposite to Phormio, Naupaktus -

who lay on the outer side of the strait, as well as off the

opposite cape: in the Peloponnesian line, therefore, the

right wing occupied the north or north-east side towards

Naupaktus. Knemus and Brasidas now resolved to make
a forward movement up the G-ulf, as if against that town,
which was the main Athenian station. Knowing that

Phormio would be under the necessity of coming to the

defence of the place, they 'hoped to pin him up and force

him to action close under the land, where Athenian man-

oeuvring would be unavailing. Accordingly they com-
menced this movement early in the morning, sailing inline

of four abreast towards the northern coast of the Inner
Gulf. The right squadron, under the Lacedaemonian Ti-

mokrates, was in the van, according to its natural posi-

tion,
' and care had been taken to place in it twenty of the

best-sailing ships, since the success of the plan of action

was known beforehand to depend upon their celerity. As
they had foreseen, Phormio, the moment he saw their

movement, put his men on shipboard, and rowed into the

interior of the strait, though with the greatest reluctance
;

for the JVIessenians were on land alongside of him, and he
knew that Naupaktus, with their wives and families, and
a long circuit of wall, 2 was utterly undefended. He ranged
his ships in line of battle ahead, probably his own the

leading ship; and sailed close along the land toward

Xaupaktus, while the Messenians marching ashore kept
near to him.

).:!Mxd>v ;'j|A'^spci, xai ii'jp.i'/iii crjy as an instance of it. But the words

t .i~~y, &c. certainly mean here four abreast;
* Tliucyd. ii. 90. ir.'i Tiosapiov though it is to bo recollected that

Touiusvoi TO? vau?. Matthia; in his a column fourabreast, when formed
Grammar (sect. 5S4) states that j-i into line, becomes four deep.

T33ipw; means ' Lfour deep,'' and *
Tliucyd. iii. 302,

Cites this passage of Thucydides
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Both fleets were thus moving in the same direction,

and towards the same point the Athenian close along
shore the Peloponnesian somewhat farther off. * The
latter had now got Phormio into the position which they
wished, pinned up against the land, with no room for tac-

tics. On a sudden the signal was given, and the whole

Peloponnesian fleet, facing to the left, changed from column
into line, and instead of continuing to move along the coast,
rowed rapidly with their prows shoreward to come to close

quarters with the Athenians. The right squadron of the

Peloponnesians, occupying the 'side towards Naupaktus,
was especially charged with the duty of cutting off the

Athenians from all possibility of escaping thither; the best

ships having been placed on the right for that important
object. As far as the commanders were concerned, the

plan of action completely succeeded: the Athenians were

caught in a situation where resistance was impossible, and
had no chance of escape except in flight. But so superior
were they in rapid movement even to the best Pelopon-
nesians, that eleven ships, the headmost out of the twenty,

just found means to run by,
2 before the right wing of the

enemy closed in upon the shore; and made the best of their

way to Naupaktus. The remaining nine ships were caught
and driven ashore with serious damage their crews being
partly slain, partly escaping by swimming. The Pelopon-
nesians towed off one trireme with its entire crew, and
some others empty. But more than one of them was
rescued by the bravery of the Messenian hoplites, who, in

spite of their heavy panoply, rushed into the water and got
aboard them, fighting from the decks and driving off the

enemy even after the rope had been actually made fast,

and the process of towing off had begun.
3

1 In reference to the description The proceedings of the Syracusnn
of this movement, see the Ap- fleet against that of the Athenians

pendix to the present chapter, with in the harhour of Syracuse, and
the Plan annexed. the reflections of the historian

7 Thucyd. ii. 90. How narrow upon them, illustrate this attack
the escape was, is marked in the of the Peloponnesians upon the

words of the historian TUJV Si Iv- fleet of Phormio (Thucyd. vii. 36).

6sxc(
(JLJV otiTSp fjYouv-o &7i-xos'i- * Compare the like hravery on

youai TO xips? TCJJV nsXozoTjviaiiov the part of the Lacedaemonian
xat TVJV ::tfj-pG37]v, s Trjv E'jp'j^to- Loplites at Pylus (Thucyd. iv. 11).

piccv.
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The victory of the Peloponnesians seemed assured.

"While their left and centre were thus occupied, _
i / J.T- i L L j The Pelo-

the twenty ships ot their right wing parted ponnesian

company with the rest, in order to pursue the fleet at TSt

/r ... A ,1 i i T ,i in successful.
eleven fugitive Athenian ships which they had but after-

failed in cutting off. Ten of these got clear wards de-

away into the harbour of Naupaktus, and there

posted themselves in an attitude of defence near the temple
of Apollo, before any of the pursuers could come near;
while the eleventh, somewhat less swift, was neared by the

Lacedaemonian admiral, who on board a Leukadian trireme,

pushed greatly ahead of his comrades, in hopes of over-

taking at least this one prey. There happened to lie

moored a merchant-vessel, at the entrance of the harbour
of Naupaktus. The Athenian captain in his flight obser-

ving that the Leukadian pursuer was for the moment alone,
seized the opportunity for a bold and rapid manoeuvre.
He pulled swiftly round the trader-vessel, directed his

trireme so as to meet the advancing Leukadian, and drove
his beak against her, amidships, with an impact so violent

as to disable her at once. Her commander, the Lacedae-

monian admiral Timokrates, was so stung with anguish at

this unexpected catastrophe, that he slew himself forthwith,
and fell overboard into the harbour. The pursuing vessels

coming up behind, too, were so astounded and dismayed by
it, that the men, dropping their oars, held water, and ceased

to advance; while some even found themselves half aground,
from ignorance of the coast. On the pther hand, the ten

Athenian triremes in the harbour were beyond measure
elated by the incident, so that a single word I'romPhormio
sufficed to put them in active forward motion, and to make
them strenuously attack the embarrassed enemy; whose

ships, disordered by the heat of pursuit, and having been

just suddenly stopped, could not be speedily got again under

way, and expected nothing less than renewed attack. First,
the Athenians broke the twenty pursuing ships on the right

wing, next they pursued their advantage against the left

and centre, who had probably neared to the right; so that

after a short resistance, the whole were completely routed,
and fled across the Gulf to their original station at Panor-
mus. ! Xot only did the eleven Athenian ships thus break,

1

Tliucyd. ii. 92. It is sufficiently featecl and drove off not only the

evident that the Athenians de- twenty I'eloponnesiun ships of the
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terrify, and drive away the entire fleet of the enemy, with
the capture of six of the nearest Peloponnesian triremes
but they also rescued those ships of their own which had

been driven ashore and taken in the early part of the action.

Moreover the Peloponnesian crews sustained a considerable

loss both in killed and in prisoners.
Thus in spite not only of the prodigious disparity of

Retirement numbers, but also of the disastrous blow which
of the de- the Athenians had sustained at first, Phormio

loponne-
6"

ended by gaining a complete victory; a victory,
sian fleet, to which even the Lacedaemonians were forced

reinforced" * bear testimony, since they were obliged to ask
his opera- a truce for burying and collecting their dead,

AkarnEmia while the Athenians on their part picked up
he returns the bodies of their own warriors. The defeated

to thens.
party)nowever, still thought themselves entitled,

in token of their success in the early part of the action, to

erect a trophy on the Hhium of Achaia, where they also

dedicated the single Athenian trireme which they had been
able to carry off. Yet they were so completely discomfited

and farther so much in fear of the expected reinforce-

ment from Athens that they took advantage of the night
to retire, and sail into the Gulf to Corinth; all except the

Leukadians, who returned to their own home.

Presently the reinforcement arrived, after that un-

toward detention which had well nigh exposedPhormio and
his whole fleet to ruin. It confirmed his mastery of tht-

entrance of the Gulf and of the coast of Akarnania, where
the Peloponnesians had now no naval force at all. To
establish more fully the Athenian influence in Akarnania,
he undertook during the course of the autumn an expe-
dition, landing at Astakus, and marching into the Akar-
nanian inland country with 400 Athenian hoplites and 4uo

right or pursuing wing but also they partially did so, probably
the left and centre. Otherwise careless of much order, as being

they would not have been able to at first under the impression that

recapture those Athenian ships the victory was gained. They were
which had been lost at the be- probably therefore thrown into

ginning of the battle. Thucydi- confusion without much difficulty,

des indeed does not expressly when the twenty ships of the right
mention the Peloponnesian left were beaten and driven back upon
and centre as following the right them even though the victorious

in their pursuit towards Naupak- Athenian triremes were no more
tus. But we may presume that than eleven in number.
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Messenians. Some of the leading men of Stratus and

Koronta, who were attached to the Peloponnesian interest,
he caused to be sent into exile, while a chief named Kynes,
of Koronta, who seems to have been hitherto in exile, was
re-established in his native town. The great object was,
to besiege and take the powerful town of (Eniadae, near
the mouth of the Achelous

;
a town at variance with the

other Akarnanians, and attached to the Peloponnesians.
But as the great spread of the waters of the Achelous
rendered this siege impracticable during the winter,
Phormio returned to the station at Naupaktus. From
hence he departed to Athens towards the end of the winter,

carrying home both his prize-ships and such of his pris-
oners as were freemen. The latter were exchanged
man for man against Athenian prisoners in the hands of

Sparta.
l

After abandoning the naval contest at Rhium, and

retiring to Corinth, Knemus and Brasidas were Attempt of

prevailed upon by the Megarians, before the Knfimus
fiiT -liii-iiij f and Brasi-
lleet dispersed, to try the bold experiment ot a das to sur-

sudden inroad uponPeirseus. Such was the con- Prise Pei -

,, , -j p ii A ii xi j. r.Tus, start-
iessed superiority of the Athenians at sea, that in K fr0m
while they guarded amply the coasts of Attica Corinth,

against privateers, they never imagined the possibility of

an attack upon their own main harbour. Accordingly,
Peirgeus was not only unprotected by any chain across the

entrance, but destitute even of any regular guard-ships
manned and ready. The seamen of the retiring Pelopon-
nesian armament, on reaching Corinth, were immediately
disembarked and marched, first across the isthmus, next to

Megara each man carrying his seat-cloth,
2 and his oar,

> Thucyd. ii. 102, 103. the ship's side, there must in both
2 Thucyd. ii.

9:?.^
eSoxsi 5: ).- cagos ], av c been required (since it

pAvra tiov vauTU)-; IxaOTOv trp xtb- seems to have had nothing like
r.T

t -i,
XT! TO UTTTjpijjiov, xc(\ TO-, Tpo- w }ia t Dr. Bishop calls a nut) a

^lOTrjpct, &c. On these words there thoncf to prevent it from slipping
is an interesting letter of Dr. down towards the water; espe-
Bishop's published in the Ap- cially with the oar^ of the Tbra-

pendix to Dr. Arnold's Thucydi- nitre or upper tier of rowers, who
dus, vol. i. His remarks upon Or?]- pulled at so great an elevation

piiio-i are more satisfactory than (comparatively speakin.tr') above
those upon TOO-CUT/,;;. "\Vhntherthe tlie water. Dr. Arnold's explana-
fulcrum of the oar was formed by tion of Tpo-u>Tr;p is suited to the

a thowell. or a notch on the case of a boat, but not to that of

gunwale, or by a perforation in a trireme. Dr. Bishop shows that
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together with the loop whereby the oar was fastened to

the oar-hole in the side and thus prevented from slipping.
There lay forty triremes in Nisaea the harbour of

Megara, which, though old and out of condition, were suf-

ficient for so short a trip; and the seamen, immediately
on arriving, launched these and got aboard. Yet such was
the awe entertained of Athens and her power, that when
the scheme came really to be executed, the courage of the

Peloponnesians failed, though there was nothing to hinder
them from actually reaching Peirseus. Pretending that
the wind was adverse, they contented themselves with

passing across to the station of Budorum, in the opposite
Athenian island of Salamis, where they surprised and
seized the three guard-ships which habitually blockaded
the harbour of Megara, and then landed upon the island.

They spread themselves over a large part of Salamis,

ravaged the properties, and seized men as well as goods.
Fire-signals immediately made known this unforeseen ag-

gression both at Peiraeus and at Athens, occasioning in

both the extreme of astonishment and alarm; for the

citizens in Athens, not conceiving distinctly the meaning
of the signals, fancied that Peirseus itself had fallen into

the hands of the enemy. The whole population rushed
down to the Peiraeus at break of day, and put to sea with
all the triremes that were ready. But the Peloponnesians,
aware of the danger which menaced them, made haste to

quit Salamis with their booty and the three captured guard-
ships. The lesson was salutary to the Athenians: from
henceforward Peirseus was furnished with a chain across

the mouth, and a regular guard, down to the end of the

war. !

Forty years afterwards, however, we shall find it

just as negligently watched, and surprised with much more
boldness and dexterity by the Lacedaemonian captain
Teleutias.2

As, during the summer of this year, the Ambrakiots

Alliance of na d- brought down a numerous host of Epirotic
the Athe- tribes to the invasion of Akarnania, in conjunc-
the

n
odry-

tion with the Peloponnesians so during the
sian king autumn the Athenians obtained aid against the

Chalkidians of Thrace from the powerful bar-

the explanation of the purpose of 1 Thucyd. ii. 94.

the OT!r,pJ3iov, given by the Scho- * Xenophon, Hellen. v. 1, 10.

liast, is not the true one.
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baric prince before mentioned, Sitalkes king of the Odrysian
Thracians.

Amidst the numerous tribes, between the Danube and
the JEgean sea who all bore the generic name ofThracians,

though each had a special name besides the Odrysians
were at this time the most warlike and powerful. The

Odrysian king Teres, father of Sitalkes, had made use of

this power to subdue * and render tributary a great number
of these different tribes, especially those whose residence

was in the plain rather than in the mountains. His domin-

ion, the largest existing between the Ionian sea and the

Euxine, extended from Abdera or the mouth of the Nestus
in the ^Egean sea, to the mouth of the Danube in the

Euxine; though it seems that this must be understood
with deductions, since many intervening tribes, especially
mountain tribes, did not acknowledge his authority.
Sitalkes himself had invaded and conquered some of the

Pseonian tribes who joined the Thracians on the west,
between the Axius and the Strymon. 2 Dominion, in the

sense of the Odrysian king, meant tribute, presents, and

military force when required. "With the two former, at

least, we may conclude that he was amply supplied, since

his nephew and successor Seuthes (under whom the

revenue increased and attained its maximum) received 400

talents annually in gold and silver as tribute, and the like

sum in various presents, over and above many other

presents of manufactured articles and ornaments. These
latter came from the Grecian colonies on the coast, which
contributed moreover largely to the tribute, though in

what proportions we are not informed. Even Grecian

cities, not in Thrace, sent presents to forward their trading

objects, as purchasers for the produce, the plunder, and
the slaves, acquired by Thracian chiefs or tribes. 3 Tlio

residence of the Odrysians properly so called, and of the

princes of that tribe now ruling over so many of the

remaining tribes, appears to have been about twelve days'

1 Thucyd. ii. 20, 95, 96.

5 Thucyd. ii. 99.

3 See Xenoplion, Analias. vii. 3,

10; 4, 2. Diodorus (xii. 5f>) gives
the revenue of Sitalkes as more
than 1000 talents annually. This

sum is not materially different

from that which ThucydidCs states Jokus (Xeuophon, lit supra').

to ,be the annual receipt of fSeu-

properly so culled, and presents.

Asiatic coast of the Propontis,
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journey inland from Byzantium, 1 in the upper regions of
the Hebrus and Strymon, south of Mount Haemus, and
north-east of Rhodope. The Odrysian chiefs were con-
nected by relationship more or less distant with those of
the subordinate tribes, and by marriage even with the

Scythian princes north of the Danube: the Scythian prince
Ariapeithes

2 had married the daughter of the Odrysian
Teres, the first who extended the dominion of his tribe
over any considerable portion of Thrace.

The natural state of the Thracian tribes in the

Power of judgement of Herodotus, permanent and in-

the Odry- corrigible was that of disunion and incapacity

Thrace
^ P^ica! association; were such association

their exten- possible (he says), they would be strong enough
sive domin- to vanquish every other nation though Thucv-ion over j-j* -j Vi f . . , ,/
the other dides considers them as far inferior to the
Thracian

Scythians. The Odrysian dominion had probably
tribes. V i j j. j.i_ i i TT i inot reached, at the period when Herodotus
made his inquiries, the same development which Thucy-
dides describes in the third year of the Peloponnesian war,
and which imparted to these tribes a union, partial indeed,
and temporary, but such as they never reached either be-

fore or afterwards. It has been already mentioned that
the Odrysian prince Sitalkes had taken for his wife (or
rather for one of his wives) the sister of Nymphodorus, a

Greek of Abdera; by whose mediation he had been made
the ally, and his son Sadokus even a citizen, of Athens.
He had farther been induced to promise that he would

reconquer the Chalkidians of Thrace for the benefit of the

Athenians, 3 his ancient kinsmen, according to the mythe
of Tereus as interpreted by both parties. At the same

time, Perdikkas king of Macedonia had offended him by
refusing to perform a promise made of giving him his

., ., . sister in marriage a promise made as consider-
Mtalkes, at . . .

, _,. .. A ,

the instiga- ation lor the interterence ot bitalkes and

'vth
f

Nymphodorus in procuring for Perdikkas peace
"lertake'a to with Athens, at a moment when he was much
attack Per- embarrassed bv civil dissensions with his brother
uikkas and -r-,-. .-,.

.-,,,
v , . ,. i

the Chaiki- Jrhiiip. The latter prince, ruling in his own
dians of name (and seemingly independent of Perdikkas)
Thrace. ,

. P.", -, r
r

over a portion ot the Macedonians along the

1 Xenoph. Anabas. I. C.
* Xenophon, Anabas. vii. 2, 31

;

2 Herodot. iv. 80. Thucyd. ii. 29; Aristophan. Aves,
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upper course of the Axius, had been expelled by his more
powerful brother, and taken refuge with Sitalkes. He
was now apparently dead, but his son Amyntas received
from the Odrysian prince the promise of restoration. The
Athenians, though they had ambassadors resident with

Sitalkes, nevertheless sent Agnon as special envoy to

concert arrangements, for his march against the Chalki-

dians, with which an Athenian armament was destined to

cooperate. In treating with Sitalkes, it was necessary to

be liberal in presents both to himself and to the subordin-
ate chieftains who held power dependent upon him.

Nothing could be accomplished among the Thracians

except by the aid of bribes,
1 and the Athenians were more

competent to supply this exigency than any other people
in Greece. The joint expedition against the Chalkidians
was finally resolved.

366. ThucydidSs goes out of his with the Thracian prince Seuthes,

way to refute this current helief described in the Anabasis, vii.

a curious exemplification of an- chapters 1 and 2. It appears that

cient legend applied to the con- even at that time (B.C. 401) the

venience of present politics. Odrysian dominion, though it had
1 Thucyd. ii. 97. d>&po<; 8s EX passed through disturbances and

rdoTj? TTJq Pappapou * x<t
"
C(JJV

l

EXXyj- had been practically enfeebled,
vtSiov rcoXsuuv, oiov ~po37]av E~i still extended down to the neigh-

Ss'ifioo, o; uaTspov 2'.TaXxoo paoi- bourhood of Byzantium. In com-

Xsoaa; TC/.EIJTOV OTJ eroirjae, 7Tpa- menting upon the venality of the

xoaico'i TotXi-jTiov [xiXtj-a 0'Jvau.n, a Thraciaus, the Scholiast has a

Yp'Jao<; xai apY'Jpos EITJ- xai Gijjpa curious comparison with his own
'

OOTIOV yp'Jaoo TE xai time xai oux f;v ti rpa

XPr
ap au-

. !
xol

'ta ' ^~ p

O'fa'/Ta T X7.1 Xsia, xai r
t a).).r,

xa- xai. -iu-i k < 'P lu
y.

a i i . TheSchO-

tajXi'J-rj,
xai o'J [xoivGv auT([> aX).o Hast here tells us that the veual-

xai ToTq itapaSuvaateOousi xai YSV- ity in his time as to public affairs,

vaioi; 'Oopujtbv xa"aTr,oav-o yip in the Roman empire, was not less

TO'j/a/Tio-j -TJ; fhpjujv paJiXeia; TOV universal: of what century of the

( ou.o-(, o-(~a (xiv xvl TO! o).).oi; Roman empire he speaks, we do

Boa;'., XajApavtK [xa/./.OM f/ 5io6vai, not know: perhaps about 600-iDO

f.i'i aia/iov r^ aiTT/Jsvta (JLT(
Oo'j-^ai A.D.

y, alTr^avta (ifj 7'j-/eiv OJJLID; o= xata The contrast which ThucydidSs

TO 'j/a3
rm i:i ->iov O'JTOJ i/pr,- here draws between the Thracians

3-a-j-o- oo YP "V' -p'^' 21 <J '^'' n an(i the rer3ians is illuptrated by

what Xenophon says respecting

the habits of the younger Cyrus

This universal necessity of pre- (Anabas. i. 0, 22): compare also the

sents and bribes may be seen romance of the Cyropadia, viii. 14,

illustrated in the dealings of 31, 32.

Xenophon and the Cyreian array
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But the forces of Sitalkes, collected from many dif-

H . ferent portions of Thrace, were tardy in coming
and muiti- together. He summoned all the tribes under
fi

f

ri

Th
S h st kis dominion between Haemus, Rhodope, and

cians ^nd the two seas : the Getse between Mount Haemus
other bar- an(j the Danube, equipped like the Scythiansbarians. /,, . . , , n J.T. ^ p .1- \

(their neighbours on the other side of the river)
with bow and arrow on horseback, also joined him, as well

as the Agrianes, the Lsesei, and the other Pseonian tribes

subject to his dominion. Lastly, several of the Thracian
tribes called Dii, distinguished by their peculiar short

swords, and maintaining a fierce independence on the

heights of Rhodope,were tempted by the chance of plunder,
or the offer of pay, to flock to his standard. Altogether
his army amounted, or was supposed to amount, to 150,000
men one-third of it cavalry, who were for the most part
Getse and Odrysians proper. The most formidable warriors
in his camp were the independent tribes of Rhodope. The
whole host, alike numerous, warlike, predatory, and cruel,

spread terror amidst all those who were within even the
remote possibilities of its march.

Starting from the central Odrysian territory, and
He invades bringing with him Agnon and the other Athe-
and ravages nian envoys, he first crossed the uninhabited

and Chaiki- mountain called Kerkine, which divided the
diks - Pseonians on the west from the Thracian tribes

called Sinti and Maedi on the east, until he reached the

Pseonian town or district called Doberus; 1 it was here
that many troops and additional volunteers reached him,

making up his full total. From Doberus, probably marching
down along one of the tributary streams of the Axius, he
entered into that portion of Upper Macedonia which lies

along the higher Axius, and which had constituted the

separate principality of Philip. The presence in his army
of Amyntas, son of Philip, induced some of the fortified

J See Gatterer (De Herodoti et Thucydides, in his brief state-

Thucydidis Thracia), sect. 44-57; merits respecting this march of Si-

Poppo (Prolegom. ad Thucydidem), talkes, speaks like one who had
vol. ii. ch. 31, about the geography good information about the inland

of this region, which is very im- regions ; as he was likely to have

perfectly known, even in modern from his familiarity with the coasts,
times. We can hardly pretend to and resident proprietorship in

assign a locality for these ancient Thrace (Thucyd. ii. 100; Herodot.
names. v. 16).
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places, Gortynia, Atalante, and others, to op en their gates
without resistance, while Eidomene was taken by storm,
and Europus in vain attacked. From hence he passed still

farther southward into Lower Macedonia, the kingdom of

Perdikkas; ravaging the territory on both sides of the

Axius even to the neighbourhood of the towns Pella and

Kyrrhus; and apparently down as far south as the mouth
of the river and the head of the Thermaic Gulf. Farther
south than this he did not go, but spread his force over
the districts between the left bank of the Axius and the
head of the Strymonic Gulf, Mygdonia, Krestonia, and
Anthemus while a portion of his army was detached to

overrun the territory of the Chalkidians and Bottiaeans.

The Macedonians under Perdikkas, renouncing all idea of

contending on foot against so overwhelming a host, either

fled or shut themselves up in the small number of fortified

places which the country presented. The cavalry from

Upper Macedonia, indeed, well-armed and excellent, made
some orderly and successful charges against the Thracians,

lightly armed with javelins, short swords, and the pelta or

small shield, but it was presently shut in, harassed on all

sides by superior numbers, and compelled to think only of

retreat and extrication. *

Luckily for the enemies of theOdrysian king, his march
was not made until the beginning of winter Ho is forcc(]

seemingly about November or December. We to retire i>y

may be sure that the Athenians, when they con- ^
e

thg
Verity

certed with him the joint attack upon the season and

Chalkidians, intended that it should be in a Athenian
better time of the year. Having probably waited coopera-

te hear that his army was in motion, and waited tlon -

long in vain, they began to despair of his coming at all,

and thought it not worth while to despatch any force of

their own to the spot.
- Some envoys and presents only

were sent as compliments, instead of the cooperating arnin-

ment. And this disappointment, coupled with theseverily
of the weather, the nakedness of the country, and tho pri-
vations of his army at that season, induced Sitalkes soon

to enter into negotiations with Perdikkas; who moreover

gained over Seuthes, nephew of the Odrysian prince, by

1 Thucyd. ii. 100; Xcnophon, Me- vaToi o>!> r.i^-i-i -yil- viyiiv, dnu-
morab. iii. 9, 2. TouvTsq iv-'i i

JJ.TJ '^f, <ic.

' Thucyd. ii mi. tr.i\tr
t

'/<. 'A Or,-
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promising his sister Stratonike in marriage, together with
a sum of money, on condition that the Thracian host should

be speedily withdrawn. This was accordingly done, after

it had been distributed for thirty days over Macedonia;

during eight of which days his detachment had ravaged
the Chalkidic lands. But the interval had been quite long

enough to diffuse terror all around. Such a host of fierce

barbarians had never before been brought together, and
no one knew in what direction they might be disposed to

carry their incursions. The independent Thracian tribes

(Pansei, Odomantes, Droi and Dersaei) in the plains on the

north-east of the Strymon, and near Mount Pangaerus, not

far from Amphipolis, were the first to feel alarm lest

Sitalkes should take the opportunity of trying to conquer
them. On the other side, the Thessalians, Magnetes, and
other Greeks north of Thermopylae, apprehensive that he
would carry his invasion farther south, began to organise
means for resisting him. Even the general Peloponnesian
confederacy heard with uneasiness of this new ally whom
Athens was bringing into the field, perhaps against them.
All such alarms were dissipated, when Sitalkes, after re-

maining thirty days, returned by the way he came, and the

formidable avalanche was thus seen to melt away. The
faithless Perdikkas, on this occasion, performed his promise
to Seuthes, having drawn upon himself much mischief by
violating his previous similar promise to Sitalkes. 1

1 Thucyd. ii. 101.

APPENDIX.

Thucyd. ii. 90. Oi 5s rUXo-owTjiioi, e-uSrj sty-roTi; ol 'AQr^/aToi cj/.

er;:>.EGv e; TOV xoXrov xal TO OTivn, (3ouX6[A-/oi SXCIVTK lacu r.pt,i.i vjs.it

o'JTO'X, avaY6(Avot 5(j.a lu> erXeov, ir.i TSiaaptov T7;i]j..oi TB vntj?, e~i

CTf-i iauTtJuv Y^V iiuj ir.\ toO xoX^ou, 0;i(p xepa 7}YOU|iiY<p, aor.sp xat

lopjAOUV e~i 8' auT(f> sr/.oai vv]a? ei3;of( TO? aptSTa ^Xto'Jsa;, oruj;, el apoc

vojitsa; ~l Tip Na'irax-:o-< rXew 6 QopjA'iov xal aOr^c Eni3or,fiuj/ TOCJTIJ

r.'j.r,i-~t.irj\., ptr) oiac'JYoiev itXsovTs TOJ ir.ir.'t.wt o^iiiv oi 'A6r,vatoi e ; ~u TOU
eauTib/ xspuj^j iXX' au-it ai v^:: --pix/.rjsiav.

The above passage forms the main authority for my description

(given a^ove of the movement of the Peloponnesian fleet, previous to the
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second battle against Phormio. The annexed plan will enable my
reasoning to be understood.

The main question for consideration here is, What is the meaning
of Tp it.-j-<l>-i YV' -Does it mean the land of the Peloponnesians. south
of the Gulf or the land of the Athenians, north of the Gulf? The
commentators affirm that it must mean the former. I thought that it

might mean the latter: and in my previous editions, I adduced several

examples of the use of the pronoun iauTC/0, tending to justify that

opinion.

Finding that on this question of criticism, my opinion is opposed
to the best authorities, I no longer insist upon it, nor do I now reprint
the illustrative passages. As to the facts, however, my conviction re-

mains unchanged. The land here designated by Thucydides must bo
"the land of the Athenians north of the Strait:" it cannot be "the land
of the Peloponnesians south of the Strait." The pronoun sa'JTibv must
therefore be wrong, and ought to be altered into 3'i~<Jb-j, as Mr. Bloom-
field proposes, or sxs'./ojj.

The Scholiast says that s-i Trjv y/)v is here equivalent to roipi -y.v

YTJV. Dr. Arnold, thoroughly approving the description of Mitford, who
states that the Peloponnesian fleet were -moving eastward along tl,e

Achaic coast,'" says, "The Scholiast says that z-( is here used for r^pi.
It would be better to say that it has a mixed signification of motion
towards a place and neighbourhood to it: expressing that the Pelopon-
nesians sailed towards their own land (i. e. towards Corinth, Sicyon,
and Pellene, to which places the greater number of the ships belonged),
instead of standing over to the opposite coast belonging to their ene-

mies; and at the same time kept close upon their own laud, in tl.e

sense of eri with a dative case."

To discuss this interpretation first with reference to the verbal

construction. Surely the meaning which the Scholiast puts upon =ri

TTJV ifji is one which cannot be admitted without examples to justify

it. No two propositions can be more distinct than the two, r.).zi; ri

77]
j yf(

v and -~t.=.\-i
-.i.^'j. TT,V YV''" The Peloponnesian fleet, before it

made any movement, was already moored close upon its own land at

the headland Rhium near Panornius where its land-force stood (Thucyd.
ii. SO i. In this position, if it moved at all. it must eiiner sail away
from the Peloponnesian coast, or along the Peloponnesian coast: ami

neither of these movements would be expressed by Thucydides under

the word- ~'/.z\-i i-'i --r
(

i ii-j-iui ;rl

i.

To obviate this difficulty, while the Scholiast changes the meaning
of E-t, f>r. Arnold changes that of

-'t;*
iuyrujv yf, -i

;
which words, accord-

ing to him, denote, not the Peloponnesian coast as opposed to the

northern shore occupied by Phormio, but Corinth, Sicyon, and Pellene :

to which places (lie says) the greater number of the ships belonged.
]jut I submit that this is a sense altogether unnatural Corinth and

Meyon are so far off, that any alki-ion to them here is most improbable.

Thucydides is describing the operations of two hostile fleets, one oc-

cupying the coast northward, the other the coast southward, ot the

Strait. The own fan'? of the Peloponnesians was that southern line of

coast which they occupied and on which their land-force was encamped:

it is distinguished from the- .. ueii.iVs' 'am?, on the opposite side of the

VOL. V. - I
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Strait. If Thucydidds had wished to intimate that the Peloponnesian
fleet sailed in the direction of Corinth and Sicyon, he would hardly
have used such words as IrcXso-j eit'i TTJV iotu-ribv frfi.

Professor Dunbar (in an article among the Critical Remarks annexed
to the third edition of his Greek and English Lexicon) has contested

my interpretation of this passage of ThucydidSs. He says, "The Pelo-

ponnesian fleet must have proceeded along their own coast itl TTJV eau-

TUJV ffjv Iau> eitl too xoXnou. In this passage we find liu with two cases:

the first with the accusative, the other with the genitive. The first

appears to me to indicate the locality to which they were sailing: and
that evidently was, the headland on the Achaean coast, nearly opposite

Naupactus."
The headland, to which Mr. Dunhar alludes, will be seen on the

annexed plan, marked Drepanum. It is sufficiently near, not to be

open to the objection which I have urged against Dr. Arnold's hypo-
thesis of Corinth and Sicyon. But still I contend that it cannot be

indicated by the words as they stand in Thucydides. On Mr. Dunbar's

interpretation, the Peloponnesians must have moved from one point of

their own land to another point of their own land. Now if Thucydidea
had meant to affirm this, he surely would not have used such words
as IT:).SOV ir.i TT)V 4a'jT<I>v fi)v. He would either have specified by name
the particular point of land (as in c. 86 i:aps~).s'J3Ev ir.'i TO 'Piov) or if

he had desired to bring to our view that "they proceeded along their

own coast," he would have said itapa instead of ir.'i.

Thus far I have been discussing simply the verbal interpretation of

_^ T^ v 4a'jT<I)v YT)V,
for the purpose of showing, that though these words

be admitted to mean the land of the Peloponnesians, still, in order

to reconcile such meaning with the facts, the commentators are obliged

to advance suppositions highly improbable, and even to identify isti

with Ttapi.
I now turn from the verbal construction to the facts, in

order to show that the real movement of the Peloponnesian fleet must

have been towards the Athenian coast and towards Naupaktus. There-

fore, since 4wtu>v cannot have that meaning, ao~u>v must be an error

of the text.

The purpose of the Pelopounesians in effecting the movement, was

to make Phormio believe that they were going to attack Naupaktus;
to constrain him to come within the Gulf with a view of protecting
that place; and at the same time, if Phormio did come within the Gulf,
to attack him in a narrow space where his ships would have no room
for manoeuvring. This was what the Peloponnesians not only intended,
but actually accomplished.
Now I ask, how this purpose could be accomplished by a movement

along the coast of Peloponnesus from the headland of Rhium to the head-

land of Drepanum, which last point the reader will see on the plan
annexed? How could such movement induce Phormio to think that

the Peloponnesians were going to attack Naupaktus, or throw him

into alarm foj the safety of that place ? When arrived at Drepanum,
they would hardly be nearer to Naupaktus than they were at Rhium:

they would still have the whole breadth of the Gulf to cross. Let us

however suppose that their movement towards Drepanum did really in-

duce Phormio to come into the Gulf for the protection of Naupaktus.
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If they attempted to cross the breadth of the Gulf from Drepanum
towards Naupaktus, they would expose themselves to be attacked by
Phormio midway in the open sea; the very contingency which he de-

sired, and which they were manoeuvring to avoid.

Again, let us approach the question from another point of view.

It is certain, from the description of Thucydides, that the actual attack

of the Peloponnesians upon Phormio, in which they cut off nine out
of his twenty ships, took place on the northern coast of the Gulf, at

some spot between the headland Antirrhium and Naupaktus ;
somewhere

near the spot which I have indicated on the annexed plan. The pre-

sence of the ZMessenian soldiers (who had come out from Naupaktus to

assist Phormio, and who waded into the water to save the captured

ships) would of itself place this beyond a doubt if indeed any doubt
could arise. It is farther certain, that when the Peloponnesian fleet

wheeled from column into line to attack Phormio, they were so near

to this northern land, that Phormio was in the greatest danger of

having his whole squadron driven ashore : only eleven out of his twenty
ships could escape. The plan will illustrate what is here said.

Now I ask, how these facts are to be reconciled with the supposi-
tion that tin: Peloponuesian fleet, on quitting their moorings at Rliium,
coasted along their own land towards Drepanum? If they did so, how
did they afterwards get across the Gulf, to the place where the battle

was fought? Every yard that they moved in the direction of Drepanum,
only tended to widen the breadth of open gulf to be crossed afterwards.

With the purpose which they had in view, to move from Rliium along
their own coast in the direction of Drepanum would have been absurd.

Supposing however that they did so, it could only have been prelimin-

ary to a second movement, in another direction, across the Gulf. But
of this second movement, Thucydidc':s says not one word. All that lie

tells us about the course of the Peloponnesians is contained in this

phrase ;r:/.ov i~'. TTJV 4a'jTuj-( fyjv EJIO ir.'i TOO x6).-i'J, :;'.) xj^'i Tjyoy-

j.s/0), U)3-S xat
ujpfjLO'j'/. If these words really designate a movement

along the southern coast, we must assume, first that the historian has
left unnoticed the second movement across the Gulf, which nevertheless
must have followed next, that the Peloponnesians made a first move
for no purpose except to increase the distance and difficulty of the

second.

Considering therefore the facts of the case, the localities and the

purpose of the Peloponnesians, all of which are here clear I contend
that i-).:ov ir.i TTJV ia'JTUW /*)''

^ 3(!J ~l fJ~J xoX-VJ must denote a move-
ment of the Peloponnesian fleet towards the land of the Athenians,
or the northern shore of the Gulf; and that as SIUTUJV will not bear
that sense, it must be altered to I'j-w-i or jx;i/io;.

It remains to explain 3iu szi TOU xo/.r.o'j, which bear a very distinct

and important meaning. The land of the Athenians, on the northern

side of the Strait, comprises the headland of Antirrhium with both the

lines of coast which there terminate and make an angle; that is, one
lino of coast fronting inside towards the Corinthian Gulftho other,

fronting outside towards tltc Gulf of Patras. The reader who looks at

the annexed plan will see this at a glance. Now when Thucydides

says that the Peloponuesians sailed -upon the land <>f the Athenians
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inwards fronting the Gulf,~ these last words are essential to make us

understand towards which of the two Athenian lines of coast the move-
ment was turned. "We learn from the words that the Peloponnesiana
did not sail towards that outer side of the headland where Phormio
was moored, but towards the inner side of it, on the line which con-

ducted to Naupaktus.

EXD OF VOL. V,

LEIPZIG : PKIXTKD BY \V. DEUGl'j-.I>'-










